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INTRODUCTION. 

In 1909 Miss Annie M. Alexander organized and financed 

an expedition for the exploration of such parts of the Sitkan 

district, Alaska, as had not been touched by the expedition of 

1907:—at least to such an extent as could be done in a single 

1 Field work in Alaska has been prosecuted as follows: In 1906 on the 
Kenai Peninsula; in 1907 in the Sitkan district; in 1908 in the Prince 
William Sound region; and in 1909 in the Sitkan district. 
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season. The party consisted of Allen E. Hasselborg of Juneau, 

Alaska, and the writer. Our means of transportation was a 

gasolene launch, twenty-eight feet long and seven foot beam. 

Camp was established ashore at most of the points visited. 

Hasselborg spent most of his time in hunting the larger mammals, 

though he occasionally ran lines of small traps, or shot a few 

birds, leaving the writer free to devote himself entirely to the 

small mammals and birds. 

The region explored by this expedition, together with that 

of 1907, includes practically the whole of the Sitkan district 

as restricted by later writers: the mainland coast of Alaska and 

the islands (the Alexander Archipelago) lying between Juneau 

and Cross Sound on the north, and Dixon Entrance on the south. 

This area is about two hundred and fifty miles long, from 

Cross Sound to Dixon Entrance, with an average width of 

about one hundred miles. The previous expedition had collected 

at various points on the more northern islands of the group, 

Admiralty, Chichagof, and Baranof, as well as at Glacier Bay 

on the mainland; so it was planned to begin operations south 

of Frederick Sound, work south along the western edge of 

the archipelago as far as Dixon Entrance, and, on the return 

trip north, to visit the inner islands, and such mainland points 

as time permitted and it seemed desirable to explore. 

I left San Francisco on March 31, arriving in Juneau on 

April 8. We left Juneau on the morning of April 9, and on 

October 1, I sailed for home from the same point. During 

October and November Hasselborg visited the Taku River and 

points on Admiralty and Chichagof islands, collecting material 

which has been included in the present report. The following 

is the itinerary of the expedition: 

ITINERARY. 

Juneau, April 8. Port Protection, Prince of Wales 
Kake, Kupreanof Island, April 9. Island, May 6 to 10. 
Keku Straits, Kupreanof Island Shakan and Calder Bay, Prince of 

(two camps), April 10-18; Wales Island, May 10 to 14. 
18-25. Egg Harbor, Coronation Island, 

Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, May 14 to 18. 

April 25 to May 6. Port McArthur, Kuiu Island, May 
18, 19. 
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Warren Island, May 19 to 23. 

Heceta Island, May 23, 24. 

San Alberto Bay, Prince of Wales 
Island, May 24 to 26. 

Klawak Salt Lake, Prince of 

Wales Island, May 26 to 29. 
Suemez Island, May 29, 30. 

Rocky Bay, Dall Island, May 30 to 
June 4. 

West Coast of Dall Island, June 4 
to 6. 

McLeans Arm, Prince of Wales 

Island, June 6, 7. 

Duke Island, June 7 to 9. 

Marten Arm, Boca de Quadra 

(mainland), June 9 to 14. 

Annette Island, June 14, 15., 

Gravina Island, June 15, 16. 

Portage Cove,  Revillagigedo 
Island, June 28 to July 4. 

Hassler’s Pass, Revillagigedo 
Island, July 4, 5. 

Etolin Island, July 5 to 12. 
Fool’s Inlet, Wrangell Island, 

July 12 to 18. 

Bradfield Canal (mainland), July 

18 to 26. 
Port St. John, Zarembo Island, 

July 27 to August 1. 
Mitkof Island, August 1 to 18. 

Thomas Bay (mainland), August 

13 to 23. 
Port Snettisham (mainland), 

August 24 to September 2. 
Juneau, September 2, 3. 

Taku River (mainland), Septem- 

ber 4 to 28. 

Juneau, September 28. 

Chickamin River (mainland), June 

17 to 28 

Thus we visited sixteen islands and six mainland localities; 

on some of the islands we established several camps. 

The accompanying map (plate 1) of the region, copied from 

a chart issued by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 

shows the route of the expedition and points where collecting 

was carried on. Names of localities used in the report are all 

to be found on this map. 

The ornithological material collected consists of 604 bird 

skins; the mammals of 472 skins with skulls, 24 skulls without 

skins, 47 small mammals in alcohol, and 13 shed deer antlers. 

These specimens have all been donated by Miss Alexander to 

the University of California Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 

and they, together with the field notes made during the season 

both by Hasselborg and myself, form the basis of the present 

report. Twenty-seven species of mammals are listed, twenty-six 

represented by specimens collected. One hundred and thirty- 

seven species of birds are included in the report, specimens 

being taken of one hundred and six. 

In color descriptions Ridgway’s ‘‘Nomenclature of Colors,’ 

1886 edition, has been followed as closely as was practicable. 

Measurements are in millimeters unless otherwise specified. The 

species of plants mentioned in the report were identified by 

- 
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Professor H. M. Hall, of the University of California, from 

specimens collected and now in the University Herbarium. 

I should like here to express my appreciation of courtesies 

received from several institutions and individuals in connection 

with this report: To the authorities of the United States National 

Museum for the loan of bird skins, as indicated under the 

various species in the general report following; to Dr. C. Hart 

Merriam, Chief of the Biological Survey, for the loan of 

specimens of birds and mammals; to Mr. E. A. Preble and Mr. 

N. Hollister for specific information on certain puzzling forms; 

to Professor J. O. Snyder, of Leland Stanford Junior University, 

for the loan of a series of skins of Scturus h. vancouverensis from 

the collection of that institution; and to Professor Chas. A. 

Kofoid, of the University of California, for critical reading of 

the final manuscript. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF LOCALITIES. 

KUPREANOF ISLAND. 

We made two camps on this island, the first being some 

five or six miles above the south end of Keku Straits. These 

straits, separating Kupreanof and Kuiu islands, are exceedingly 

narrow at this point, being, in places, less than a hundred feet 

across; they are navigable, even to as small a boat as ours, only 

at high tide, as there are series of rapids in them at low water. 

Thus they are practically wo barrier at all to the distribution 

of animal life, and the same species of birds and mammals 

range over both islands. As the channels between Kupreanof 

and Mitkof, and Mitkof and the mainland, are likewise narrow 

and shallow, some of the mainland fauna is thus carried almost 

to the western extremity of the archipelago. 

We remained but a few days in our first camp and then 

moved to a point some three miles farther south, where the 

presence of two fairly large streams with bordering meadow 

land gave promise of better results than we had been obtaining. 

This part of Kupreanof Island is quite flat with no conspic- 

uous mountain ranges anywhere. There were two peaks some 

six or seven miles north of our camp, which are about 1500 
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feet high—round-topped hills, covered with timber; while the 
same distance south of us was a ridge that reached an altitude 
of approximately 2,000 feet. Some steep cliffs were visible 
along the sides, and the top was bare of timber and snow- 
covered. 

The larger of the two streams was explored inland for 

fifteen miles. The drainage appears to be mostly toward the 

west side of the island. 

Near the beach, and along the streams, is a dense growth of 

timber, mostly spruce and hemlock, with some cedar; farther 

back the country opens up into a series of parks, covered with 

a scattering growth of scrubby pines from ten to thirty feet 

high, boggy and hummocky underfoot, and with a thick carpet 

of moss. Along the beach the forest is bordered with a scattering 

fringe of alder. 

During our stay on Kupreanof, April 10 to 25, the weather 

was quite cold. The thermometer dropped as low as 6° C., 

and we had several snowstorms. Land birds were extremely 

searce and of few species, nor was there any species of small 

mammal that was at all abundant. 

THREE-MILE ARM, KUIU ISLAND. 

Our camp at this point was in a little cove on the east side 

of the inlet, and some three miles from its head. On this part 

of Kuiu Island the coast line is very much cut up with bays and 

inlets, and the country is more hilly and uneven than on 

Kupreanof. In vegetation the two places are essentially the 

same. The conspicuous feature of this place is the extensive 

tide flats. The whole head of the inlet is bare at low tide, 

exposing hundreds of acres of mud banks, and these fairly 

swarmed with wading birds of various species. As land birds 

were still very few in numbers most of my time was devoted to 

the securing and preparation of series of these waders, and 

a good representation was obtained. We remained here from 

April 25 to May 6. 

Kupreanof and Kuiu together are generally known as the 

Kake Islands, from the tribe of Kake Indians, which inhabits 

them. 7 
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PORT PROTECTION, PRINCE OF WALES ISLAND. 

A long and rather narrow inlet at the northwestern extremity 

of the island. The bay is some three miles long and winds so that 

the head of the inlet is sheltered from storms from any direction. 

The country surrounding is extremely rough and rugged, and 

the timber a mass of windfalls, so that traveling was difficult. 

The beach is narrow and precipitous, so much so that we were 

unable to establish a camp ashore, and were obliged to live on 

the launch during our stay at this point. Several small streams 

empty into the bay, none of them large enough to permit .of 

the salmon ascending much above tide-water. Along these 

creeks there is a little meadow land. The forest presents the 

usual combination of fir and hemlock, with a little cedar, and 

alder along the beach. The broken hills surrounding the bay 

culminate at the south in the high peak of Mt. Calder. We 

remained at this point from May 6 to 10, and though the alders 

were beginning to bud, and a little green grass to appear in 

favored spots, the snow still lay deep in the woods. Land birds 

were extremely scarce. 

SHAKAN AND CALDER BAY. 

Shakan is a small settlement on Kosciusko Island, at the 

northwestern extremity of Prince of Wales Island. Calder Bay 

is a long inlet extending some six or eight miles north of Shakan. 

In a straight line these places are not more than twenty-five 

miles from Port Protection, and the character of the country is 

essentially the same. We ran traps and collected birds at three 

different points in this vicinity, at the Calder Marble quarry, 

but a short distance from Shakan, at the head of Calder Bay, 

and at the entrance of Klawak Passage, the exceedingly 

narrow channel between Kosciusko and Prince of Wales islands. 

The weather was stormy during the whole of our stay at this 

point, May 10 to 14; in fact we were waiting here, in comparative 

shelter, for the weather to settle and permit us to reach Coro- 

nation Island, our next objective point. 

CORONATION ISLAND. 

«A small island lying south and west of the southern extremity 
9. o . 

of Kuiu, and about forty miles southwest of Shakan. We 
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anchored near the head of Egg Harbor, on the north side of the 

island, a narrow and perfectly straight inlet, about a mile 

long and a quarter of a mile wide. With the southerly winds 

prevailing during our stay this bay is quite calm and unruffled, 

but it is exposed toward the north, where it looks’ straight up 

Chatham Straits, and the ocean swell enters unhindered. At 

the head of the bay, and in places on the west side, are sandy 

and gravelly beaches, and quite at the head of the bay a good- 

sized stream empties. On the west side of the harbor is Pin 

Peak, about 1300 feet high, and south, towards the center of the 

island, Needle Peak, 1700 feet. The upper half of Pin Peak 

is devoid of timber, and barren but for a covering of grass. 

The timber on the island was a mixture of spruce, hemlock, and 

cedar, with alders and crabapples along the beach. At the 

head of the bay the forest is quite open and easy to traverse, 

being almost devoid of underbrush, while the ground is carpeted 

deeply with moss. At the foot of Pin Peak is an abandoned mine, 

with numerous sheds and other buildings still standing, serving 

as shelters for the deer, as we had opportunities of observing. 

There are also some caves here that had evidently been used as 

dwellings by the mine operators. The island is about ten miles 

long, and between five and six miles across at the widest point. 

The name ‘‘Egg Harbor’’ is a misnomer, as we found no 

colonies of sea birds anywhere in the vicinity. On the Hazy 

Islands, some jutting rocks ten or twelve miles to the westward, 

we were told that there were many such. 

The mammals noted on Coronation Island were Odocoileus, 

Lutreola, Microtus (a species peculiar to this and Warren 

Island), Peromyscus, and Sorex. There was no sign of bear 

or wolves. The weather was pleasant during our stay here, May 

14 to 18, and birds were abundant. 

PORT McARTHUR, KUIU ISLAND. 

A bay near the southern extremity of Kuiu, and about fifteen 

miles north of Coronation Island. We ran in here for shelter on 

May 18, leaving again next morning. A line of traps brought 

small results. 
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WARREN ISLAND. 

A small island lying directly between Kosciusko and 

Coronation islands, but much nearer the former. The affinities 

of the mammalian fauna proved to be distinctly with Coronation 

Island, but this was not true of the avifauna. The sooty 

grouse, so conspicuous on the latter island, is not found here, 

while we have strong reasons to believe that the Franklin grouse, 

of Prince of Wales and adjoining islands, does occur. Our 

camp was on the east side of the island, where a slight bend 

in the shore line afforded a fair degree of shelter. The forest 

was of the usual type throughout the region. A rather con- 

spicuous feature of the place was the abundance of large-sized 

abalone shells scattered along the shore, and even far back in 

the woods, carried possibly by the ravens. We saw these shells 

nowhere else during the summer. We remained at Warren 

Island from May 19 to 23. 

HECETA ISLAND. 

Lying at the western edge of Prince of Wales Island, 

where it forms the southern boundary of Sea Otter Sound. On 

May 23 we coasted along the northern shore of the island, 

exploring Port Alice and two other unnamed bays, but finding 

no promising collecting ground. Traps set at the eastern end 

of the island brought few results. 

SAN ALBERTO BAY, ae OF WALES ISLAND. 

An indentation on the west coast, and about at the center 

of the island. We anchored on the north shore of the bay, near 

where two good-sized streams emptied into it. Aside from a 

few small tracts of grassy land near the beach there was no 

open country, nothing but thick forest, and birds were very 

searce. Hasselborg found sign of two bear, both of which he 

secured. We were here from May 24 to 26. 

KLAWAK SALT LAKE. 

A long, inland extension of San Alberto Bay, but so blocked 

by islands at its entrance as to be more like a lake than an arm of 

the sea. The tide, which rises to such unusual heights elsewhere 
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in the region, was in this sheltered spot almost imperceptible. 

Along the shores of the lake are stretches of grassy meadow 

land, while the forest was in places open enough to be traversed 

readily. The weather was pleasant during our stay here, May 

26 to 29, but neither birds nor mammals were at all abundant. 

SUEMEZ ISLAND. 

From Klawak we headed due south, planning to go direct to 

Forrester Island if the weather permitted, but it turned so 

stormy that we were obliged to anchor in a sheltered spot at 

the eastern extremity of Suemez Island. A short exploration 

showed it to be discouragingly barren, hardly a bird to be seen 

anywhere, and no indication of mammals, large or small. A line 

of traps set out the night of May 29 brought in scanty results. 

‘fROCKY BAY,’’ DALL ISLAND. 

A deep and perfectly sheltered indentation at the north- 

western extremity of Dall Island. This bay is unnamed and 

uncharted, but is shown on ou map (plate 1). The stormy 

weather forced us in here, where we anchored in perfect safety, 

but at low tide found ourselves surrounded by jagged rocks. 

Several good-sized streams empty into the head of the bay, and 

the woods are in places fairly easy to traverse, either by 

following these streams or by crossing the scattered series of 

more open parks. Many sea lions were observed in this bay, 

the only place where they were met with in any numbers during 

the summer. Exceedingly stormy weather prevailed during the 

whole of our stay here, so birds were naturally hard to find. 

Small mammals were also extremely scarce. 

On these islands a fair test of the comparative abundance of 

the smaller mammals is the amount of meadow-mouse sign. 

Many well-traveled Microtus runways usually mean plenty of 

certain other species as well, while in the absence of these high- 

ways it is but seldom that the traps are productive. 

We remained at Rocky Bay from May 30 to June 4, awaiting 

a favorable opportunity to cross over to Forrester Island, a 

small isolated island some fifteen miles to the westward. The 

Indians use it as a station for hunting the sea otter, and it is 
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also said to harbor numerous breeding sea birds. On June 4, 5 

and 6, we made abortive efforts to reach the island, but were 

as often prevented by the continual stormy weather, and driven 

for shelter into various uncharted bays on the west coast of 

Dall Island. On June 6 we made our last attempt, but an 

impending southeaster drove us once more around the north 

end of Dall Island. 

PORT McLEAN, PRINCE OF WALES ISLAND. 

We dropped anchor at the head of this long, narrow fiord, 

near the southern extremity of Prince of Wales Island, at about 

11 p. m. on June 6. A hasty inspection of the place early 

the next morning revealed dense, impenetrable forest, with 

rocky, forbidding shores, with no indication of bird or animal 

life. 

DUKE ISLAND. 

At the southern extremity of the Alexander Archipelago. 

We anchored on the north side of the island, which is quite 

flat. There is a thin fringe of timber near the beach; inland 

there appeared to be but a scattering growth of scrubby pines. 

Several very small streams emptied in the vicinity of our 

anchorage. Most of the drainage seemed to be toward the 

other side of the island. There was no meadow land anywhere 

in the vicinity. We remained here from June 7 to 9. 

MARTEN ARM, BOCA DE QUADRA. 

Boca de Quadra is a long and very narrow inlet or fiord 

piercing the mainland coast at what is almost the southermost 

extremity of Alaska. Its walls are steep and precipitous in 

the extreme, so much so that for miles there is not a foot of 

beach where a landing could be effected, the dense forest 

growing down to within a few feet of the high-tide mark, where 

the rocky walls drop perpendicularly into the water. We 

ascended to the head of Marten Arm, a southern branch of the 

inlet, where we established a camp, some twenty-five miles from 

the coast. Here, at its head, are hundreds of acres of grassy 

flats, cut up by innumerable gullies and ditches, full of water 

at high tide. <A large river flows down the center of the valley, 
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while on either side smaller streams issue from every cafion 
and ravine. The surrounding mountain sides are steep and 
heavily timbered for the most part, though with many barren 
cliffs and snow covered peaks in the higher parts. On the floor 
of the valley there are groves of. timber of varying extent, 

together with many clumps of underbrush and patches of willow. 

Besides the usual spruce, hemlock and cedar, we here encountered 

the balsam fir for the first time. Altogether it was a beautiful 

and attractive spot, the broad open meadows, a mass of blooming 

wild flowers at this time, being particularly pleasing after the 

gloomy forests in which we had been working so long. Animal 

life was abundant and a quantity of interesting material was 

gathered; but unfortunately a band of Indians was in here 

hunting bear, and it was useless to look for big game under the 

circumstances. We paid a visit to the Indian camp to inspect 

their catch, and found that besides bear they had some beaver, 

otter, and wolverine, all caught within a radius of about thirty 

miles. Our stay at Marten Arm was from June 9 to 14. All 

the references in the text to Boca de Quadra refer to this camp at 

the head of Marten Arm. 

ANNETTE ISLAND. 

On our way from Boca de Quadra to Ketchikan we stopped 

one night, June 14, at Hassler Harbor, on the northeast coast 

of Annette Island. It presents the usual appearance of these 

southern islands, with dense timber down to the water’s edge, and 

with little or no open meadow land. A string of eighty traps 

produced just one Peromyscus, and no birds of interest were 

observed. 

GRAVINA ISLAND. 

June 15 and 16 were spent in the town of Ketchikan, on 

Revillagigedo Island. On the evening of the 15th we crossed 

the narrow channel to the neighboring island of Gravina, where 

I went ashore long enough to put out some traps. I did not go 

back far from the beach, but the timber appeared to be thin and 

sparse compared with most of the places we had visited, and 

while there were several trickling rivulets nearby there was 

no stream of any size. Neither was there any meadow land 
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whatever in the immediate vicinity. The beach was thickly 

strewn with drift, affording refuge to numerous mice of the 

genus Peromyscus. 

CHICKAMIN RIVER. 

A broad, shallow river on the mainland coast of southern 

Alaska, emptying into Behm Canal a little north of the 

center of Revillagigedo Island. Our camp was located about 

two miles from the mouth of the river, on the north bank, and 

unless otherwise specified, all the specimens mentioned as col- 

lected on the Chickamin River were taken within five miles of 

this camp. On all sides were broad stretches of meadow land, 

waist high with grass and flowers, and dotted with clumps of 

spruce or willow, while on the edges were scattering fringes of 

alder, between the meadows and the forest. The valley at this 

point is some three or four miles across, and on either side the 

mountains rise steep and precipitous. 

PORTAGE COVE, REVILLAGIGEDO ISLAND. 

Directly opposite the mouth of the Chickamin River. 

Although the chart showed only a little bay or imlet at this 

point, we discovered that a good-sized stream pierced the rocky 

wall on the south side of the cove, like a narrow gateway, open- 

ing into a broad, level valley beyond. We ascended the river 

about three miles and established camp on the north side of the 

stream. On both sides of the river are broad grass-covered 

meadows, intersected in all, directions by winding tide sloughs. 

Although the river banks are ten feet high or more, these 

meadows are all swampy, with pools scattered everywhere. In 

places long tongues of woodland extend out into these open 

tracts, scattered growths of spruce, hemlock and cedar, with 

much low underbrush; but even in this timber the ground is 

saturated, and the trees do not thrive as there are as many dead 

stubs as live trees. (See plate 2.) In places there are clumps 

of scrubby willow, and here and there large areas entirely 

covered with them. The valley is about half a mile across at 

the site of our camp, with the mountains rising abruptly at 

either side. At their base the underbrush is so thick as to be 

impassable. Apparently the winter climate of this place is 
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severe. At the time of our stay, June 28 to July 4, the snow lay 

deep in sheltered spots in the cafion, and also on the north slope 

of the hills, while the absence of any deer sign was in itself an 

indication of a climate much harsher than that of the more 

western islands. 

HASSLER’S PASS, REVILLAGIGEDO ISLAND. 

A narrow channel at the northeastern extremity of Revilla- 

gigedo Island. We passed the night of July 4 in a little cove 

at this point, where some traps were set out. The entire northern 

coast line of the island as observed by us is rocky and precipitous 

in the extreme, with no large streams nor any level land in sight. 

ETOLIN ISLAND. 

We camped in a bay at the southern end of the island, where 

an abandoned fishing camp afforded shelter. The country in 

the immediate vicinity is flat, with the hills some distance back; 

along the beach is a strip of heavy timber some two or three 

hundred vards wide, consisting of spruce, hemlock, and a good 

deal of cedar, and with much thick underbrush. Back of this 

are long stretches of parks. There is no meadow land anywhere 

in the vicinity. We were on Etolin Island from Juty 5 to 12. 

FOOL’S INLET, WRANGELL ISLAND. 

A long, narrow and extremely rocky and precipitous bay at 

the southern end of the island, where we remained from July 

12to18. Hasselborg saw several bear at this place, but inclement 

weather made our stay here unprofitable. We traversed the 

entire eastern side of the island without seeing a single bay or 

inlet that gave promise of being good collecting ground. The 

shores are everywhere abrupt and rocky. 

BRADFIELD CANAL. 

A long, narrow fiord extending into the mainland directly 

east of Wrangell Island. We ascended nearly to its head, where 

we pitched camp on a little wooded peninsula, on the north side 

of the bay, at the mouth of a good-sized river. The shores of 

the canal are rocky and precipitous, and there is no beach 

anywhere, except some mud flats at the mouth of the river, 
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exposed at low tide. The timber comes down to the water’s edge, 

where it is fringed by a strip of beach grass, and is everywhere 

dense and impenetrable except on the extremity of the point on 

which our camp was located. Here the woods are fairly open. 

We stayed here from July 18 to 26. 

PORT ST. JOHN, ZAREMBO ISLAND. 

After staying one night at the town of Wrangell (July 26) 

we went on to Port St. John, at the north end of Zarembo 

Island. This bay is about a mile long and something less than 

half that in width; but at low tide more than two-thirds of it is 

mud flats. Two small streams empty into the head of the inlet, 

and on the west side there is a spring of mineral water. The 

surrounding slopes are densely wooded, mostly with spruce and 

hemlock, for there is but little cedar just at this point, and there 

is the usual tangle of more or less dense underbrush. There is 

no meadow land anywhere in the vicinity. Deer are abundant 

on the island, but as it is a favorite hunting ground of the 

people at Wrangell, we found the bucks pretty well thinned out. 

There was some wolf sign, but no indication of bears. We were 

on Zarembo Island from July 27 to August 1. 

MITKOF ISLAND. 

On August 1 we left Port St. John, and sailed north through 

Wrangell Narrows, around the north end of Mitkof Island, 

and south along the east sige, to a point about midway of the 

island. Here we established a camp on the beach, at a place 

lying between two small rivers. There is no meadow land in 

the vicinity, and the trapping, as well as most of the bird 

collecting, was done along the beach. There were quantities of 

drift strewn along the shore, and a broad strip of beach grass, 

both together affording food and shelter to quantities of white- 

footed and meadow mice. The southward migration of the birds 

had begun at this time, and they were fairly abundant along the 

edge of the woods. Farther back in the timber, even along the 

streams, both birds and mammals were scarce. The salmon were 
running at the time of our visit, and as no Indians had been 
hunting or trapping in the vicinity, bear were fairly abundant. 
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Hasselborg saw seven. Although this island is very closely 

connected with the mainland we failed to find any indication of 

the presence of such mainland forms as EFrethizon, Evotomys, 

or Zapus, which might be expected to occur here. We remained 

here from August 1 to 13. 

THOMAS BAY. 

An indentation on the mainland about opposite the north 

end of Kupreanof Island. Our camp was in a little cove on the 

west side of the south arm of the bay. This corner of the bay 

is densely wooded down to the water’s edge, but in the main 

river valley, around a point a few hundred yards distant, were 

broad expanses of mud flats and meadows; also stretches of 

gravelly bottom land, sparsely covered with grass, and at times 

evidently flooded by the stream. All these flat lands are inter- 

sected by numerous little rivulets and sloughs, ideal feeding 

grounds for numbers of ducks and geese. Below the meadow 

land are vast expanses of mud flats, covered at the time of our 

stay by flocks of thousands of small waders. The upper margins 

of the meadows are bordered by clumps of alder. Toward the 

base of the hills on either side the coniferous forest begins, and 

a mile or so up the river there are a few cottonwoods. 

During the time of our stay at this point, August 13 to 23, 

the southward migration of the water birds had fairly set in, 

and every day throngs of ducks and waders were seen arriving 

and departing. The land birds also were moving, but not in 

so conspicuous a manner. 

PORT SNETTISHAM. 

A deep indentation on the mainland coast about thirty miles 

south of Juneau. We ascended the north arm of the bay some 

fifteen miles, pitching camp on the north side of the inlet. At 

this point a little peninsula projects out into the bay about 

half a mile. The best collecting grounds are on the mountain 

slopes to the eastward, but as there is no suitable camping ground 

there, we placed our camp on the beach west of this peninsula. 

The peninsula is densely wooded with conifers down to the 

shore line, with abrupt rocky slopes, but in the bay to the east 
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of it, where I did most of my collecting, the mountain slopes 

are bare of such woods. At the water’s edge are many acres of 

tall grass, waist high or higher, flooded at high tide, and at this 

time the haunt of numerous mallards. The center of the valley 

is occupied by a dense willow swamp, quite impenetrable, and 

traversed by many rushing streams. On either side, and broad- 

ening in extent as the mountain is ascended, are wide stretches 

of open country, apparently smooth and level, as viewed from the 

distance, but in reality a mass of jumbled boulders, covered with 

moss and hidden by tangles of vines and ferns. Some of the 

slopes and ridges are densely grown up with brush (Clado- 

thamnus pyrolaeflorus) and here and there is an _ occasional 

scrubby spruce tree. Higher up, the mountains rise steep and 

precipitous, and at the foot of the cliffs were deep snow banks. 

In the bay where our camp was located the forest comes down 

to the water’s edge, but this timbered area is comparatively 

narrow. We were at Port Snettisham from August 24 to 

September 2. 

TAKU RIVER. 

A deep and broad stream emptying into Taku Inlet, which in 

turn opens into Stephens Passage at a point some ten miles 

south of Juneau. We ascended the river about twenty miles, 

pitching camp on the south side of the stream. This river 

forms a direct pass from the interior of the country, and is used 

as such by both prospectors and Indians. Birds and mammals 

of the interior also reach the coast by this means, and for this 

reason we found it an interesting point to work. We found 

such inland species as Zapus saltator and Microtus drummondi 

among the mammals, and Geothlypis trichas occidentalis, Den- 

droica striata and Sialia currucoides among the birds. Hassel- 

borg saw fresh tracks of a moose (Alces a. gigas) which had come 

down to the bank of the river opposite the launch during the 

night, this being probably as near the coast as the species is 

known to occur. He also heard a ruffed grouse (Bonasa uw. wmbel- 

loides?) drumming several times. There was abundant sign 

of willow ptarmigan (Lagopus lagopus?) in the thickets, 

feathers and droppings, but it was impossible to penetrate the 
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willow and alder swamps which they frequented. I saw grass- 
hoppers here upon our first arrival, seen nowhere else during — 

the summer, and also two species of butterflies not observed 

at any other point. 

In the vicinity of our camp the river was from half a mile 

to a mile wide, with steep, abrupt banks all along its course 

and no shore at all suitable for waders, which were consequently 

almost absent. At this place there is a tract several miles long 

and half a mile wide, approximately, a short distance back 

from the river, grown up with dry woods such as I saw nowhere 

else in southeastern Alaska. There is a scattering growth of 

cottonwoods, with a few birch and a sprinkling of spruce, 

and very little underbrush, the ground below being dry and 

gravelly and almost bare of grass. Between these woods and 

the river there is a strip of alder, which, except in a few places, 

is very difficult to penetrate, while south of these woods is 

another and broader belt of alder and willow swamp. Beyond 

this, between the brush and the mountains, is a stretch of 

meadow land, thousands of acres in extent, which at the time 

of our stay was mostly flooded with water. Below my camp, 

bordering the river, were stretches of meadows that were com- 

paratively dry. Across the river are thousands of acres of 

willow and alder swamp, impossible to penetrate. The mountains 

rise abruptly on either side of the valley, and are almost barren 

of timber of any sort. 

We remained here from September 4 to 28. The first four 

days in September were bright and sunshiny, but beginning 

on the 5th it rained steadily during the remainder of our stay. 

Toward the end of September it turned much colder, and there 

were several snow flurries. At the base of the mountains there 

were deep snow banks that had evidently remained throughout 

the summer. I left Juneau for home on October 1, but on 

October 13 Hasselborg returned to the Taku for another hunt. 

Continued inclement weather made the trip a failure, although 

he saw several mountain goats. He also saw twelve-inch tracks 

of what was probably a grizzly, as well as sign of several black 

bear. 
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GAME COVE, ADMIRALTY ISLAND. 

Near Marsden Point, Admiralty Island, near the north end 

of Chatham Strait. Hasselborg spent several days here the 

middle of November. 

FRESHWATER BAY, CHICHAGOF ISLAND. 

On the eastern shore of Chichagof Island. Hasselborg was 

here a month, from November 12 to December 12, and collected 

a series of deer, as well as some small birds and mammals. In 

his notes he remarks that at the time of his arrival there were 

two big brown bear (Ursus sitkensis?) still out, and on November 

13 he shot at one but lost the track in the falling snow. I 

mention this as of interest as indicating the approximate date 

for going into hibernation. No tracks were seen at a later date. 

The weather was severe at this time, with north winds and 

heavy snow fall. Three feet of snow covered the ground at tide- 

water when he left. 

CHECK-LIST OF THE BIRDS. 

1. Colymbus holboelli (Reinh.) 20. Anas platyrhynchos Linn. 

2. Colymbus auritus Linn. 21. Nettion carolinense (Gmel.) 

3. Gavia immer (Briinn.) 22. Dafila acuta (Linn. 

4. Gavia pacifica (Lawr.) 23. Marila marila (Linn.) 

5. Gavia stellata (Pont.) 24. Clangula clangula americana 

6. Lunda cirrhata (Pall.) Bonap. 

7. Cerorhinca monocerata (Pall.) 25. Charitonetta albeola (Linn.) 
8. Synthliboramphus antiquus 26. Harelda hyemalis (Linn.) 

(Gmel.) 27. Histrionicus histrionicus 

9. Brachyramphus marmoratus (Linn.) 

(Gmel.) 28. Oidemia americana Swains. 
10. Cepphus columba Pall. 29. Oidemia deglandi Bonap. 

11. Uria troille californica 30. Oidemia perspicillata (Linn.) 

(Bryant) 31. Chen hyperboreus (Pall.) 

12. Larus glaucescens Naum. 32. Anser albifrons gambeli 

13. Larus argentatus Pont. Hartl. 

14. Larus brachyrliynchus Rich. 33. Branta canadensis occidentalis 

15. Larus philadelphia (Ord) (Baird) 

16. Sterna paradisaea Brinn, 34, Ardea herodias fannini 

17. Phalacrocorax pelagicus Chapm. 

Pall. 35. Grus canadensis (Linn.) 
18. Mergus americanus Cass. 36. Lobipes lobatus (Linn.) 

19. Mergus serrator Linn. 37. Gallinago delicata (Ord) 
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38. 

39. 

40. 

41, 

42. 

43. 

44, 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 
54. 

55. 
56. 

57. 

58. 
59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

Macrorhamphus griseus scolo- 

paceus (Say) 
Arquatella maritima couesi 

Ridgw. 

Pisobia maculata (Vieill.) 

Pisobia bairdi (Coues) 

Pisobia minutilla (Vieill.) 

Pelidna alpina sakhalina 

(Vieill.) 

Ereunetes pusillus (Linn.) 

Lreunetes mauri Cab. 

Totanus melanoleucus (Gmel.) 

Totanus flavipes (Gmel.) 

Helodromas solitarius cinna- 

momeus (Brewst.) 

Heteractitis incanus (Gmel.) 

Actitis macularius (Linn.) 

Squatarola squatarola (Linn.) 

Aegialitis semipalmata 

(Bonap.) 
Aphriza virgata (Gmel.) 

Arenaria melanocephala 

(Vig.) 
Haematopus bachmani Aud. 

Dendragapus obscurus fuligi- 

nosus (Ridgw.) 

Canachites franklini (Dougl.) 

Lagopus rupestris dixoni Grin. 

Circus hudsonius (Linn.) 

Accipiter velox (Wils.) 

Astur atricapillus striatulus 

Ridgw. 
Buteo borealis alascensis 

Grin. 

Archibuteo lagopus  sancti- 

johannis (Gmel.) 

Haliaeétus leucocephalus alas- 

canus Towns. 

Falco columbarius columbarius 

Linn. 

Falco sparverius sparverius 

Linn. 

Pandion haliaétus carolinensis 

(Gmel.) 

Asio wilsonianus (Less.) 

Asio flammeus (Pont.) 

Cryptoglaux acadica scotaea 

(Osgood) 

Bubo virginianus saturatus 

Ridgw. 

72. 

73. 

74, 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 
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Ceryle alcyon caurina Grin. 

Dryobates villosus harrisi 

(Aud.) 

Dryobates pubescens glacialis 

Grin. 

. Picoides americanus ameri- 

canus (Swains.) 

. Sphyrapicus varius ruber 

(Gmel.) 

. Colaptes cafer saturatior 

Ridgw. 

. Cypseloides niger borealis 

(Kennerly) 

. Chaetura vauxi (Towns.) 
. Selasphorus rufus (Gmel.) 

. Nuttallornis borealis 

(Swains.) 

. Myiochanes richardsoni rich- 

ardsoni (Swains.) 

. Empidonax difficilis Baird 

. Empidonax trailli alnorum 

Brewst. 

. Pica pica hudsonia (Sab.) 
. Cyanocitta stelleri stelleri 

(Gmel.) 

. Corvus corax principalis 

Ridgw. 
. Corvus brachyrhynchos cauri- 

nus Baird. 

. Euphagus carolinus (Miill.) 

. Pinicola enucleator flammula 

Homeyer 

. Locia americana sitkensis 

Grin. 

. Loxia leucoptera Gmel. 

. Acanthis linaria linaria 

(Linn.) 

Spinus pinus (Wils.) 

Plectrophenax nivalis nivalis 

(Linn.) 

Calcarius lapponicus alascensis 

Ridgw. 
Passerculus sandwichensis 

sandwichensis (Gmel.) 

Passerculus sandwichensis 

savanna (Wils.) 
Zonotrichia leucophrys gam- 

belt (Nutt.) 
Zonotrichia coronata (Pall.) 
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101. Spizella monticola ochracea 119. Dendroica coronata hoovert 

Brewst. MeGregor 

102. Junco hyemalis hyemalis 120. Dendroica striata (Forst.) 

(Linn.) 121. Dendroica townsendi (Towns.) 

103. Junco oreganus oreganus 122. Oporornis tolmiei (Towns.) 

(Towns. ) 123. Geothlypis trichas occidentalis 

104. Melospiza melodia rufina Brewst. 

(Bonap.) 124. Wilsonia pusilla pileolata 

105. Melospiza melodia caurina (Pall.) 

Ridgw. 125, Anthus rubescens (Tunst.) 

106. Melospiza lincolni gracilis 126. Cinelus mexicanus unicolor 

(Kittl.) Bonap. es 

107. Passerella iliaca insularis 127. Nannus hiemat® pacificus 

Ridgw. (Baird) 

108. Passerella iliaca townsendi 128. Certhia familiaris occidentalis 

(Aud.) Ridgw. 

109. Pirauga ludoviciana (Wils.) 129. Sitta canadensis Linn. 

110. Hirundo erythrogaster pal- 130. Penthestes rufescens rufescens 

merit Grin. (Towns. ) 

111. Iridoprocne bicolor (Vieill.) 131. Regulus satrapa olivaceus 

112. Tachycineta thalassina lepida Baird 

Mearns. 132. Regulus calendula grinnelli 

113. Riparia riparia (Linn.) Palmer 

114. Bombycilla cedrorum Vieill. 133. Hylocichla ustulata ustulata 

115. Lanius borealis invictus Grin. (Nutt.) 

116. Vermivora celata celata 134. Hylocichla guttata nana 

(Say) (Aud.) 

117. Vermivora celata lutescens 135. Planesticus migratorius cawr- 

(Ridgw.) inus Grin. 

118. Dendroica aestiva rubiginosa 136. Ixoreus naevius naevius 

(Pall.) (Gmel.) 
137. Sialia currucoides (Bechst.) 

GENERAL ACCOUNTS OF THE BIRDS: DISTRIBUTION, 

MOLT, VARIATION, BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES. 

Colymbus holboelli (Reinhardt). Holboell Grebe. 

Several seen at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, April 25 to 

May 6; scattered individuals observed about Prince of Wales 

Island at Port Protection, Calder Bay, and Sea Otter 

Sound. These all appeared to be migrants, and they were at 

all times very wild, usually taking flight when the launch was 

still several hundred yards distant. None were seen after leaving 

Heceta Island, May 24. 
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Colymbus auritus Linnaeus. Horned Grebe. 

Although the expedition of 1907 did not observe this species 

at all in the northern part of the Alexander Archipelago, it 

proved to be a very common migrant on the bays and channels of 

the more southern islands. First seen at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu 

Island, on April 28, and observed daily thereafter in rapidly 

increasing numbers. It was common at Port Protection, Prince 

of Wales Island, generally in flocks of six or eight; and, at 

Calder Bay, at the same island, it was abundant, May 10 to 14. 

No horned grebes were seen in the open sea nor about the out- 

lying islands (Coronation and Warren), during the ensuing 

two weeks; and when we returned to the more sheltered waters 

of Prince of Wales, on May 23, they had apparently all passed 

on to their breeding grounds. The only subsequent occasion 

on which the species was observed was at Thomas Bay, on 

August 22, when a single individual, apparently still in the 

breeding plumage, was flushed from a little slough on the tide 

flats. 

The horned grebes never attempted to escape by diving, when 

unwounded, but invariably took to their wings, rising from the 

water with but little more effort than that exerted by the diving 

ducks. 

Four specimens were secured. A female shot at Three-mile 

Arm, April 29 (no. 9906) is in complete nuptial plumage, except 

for some white feathers on the chin and upper breast, which, in 

this individual, might not be molted at all. Another, taken on 

April 30 (no. 9907) is but beginning to lose the winter plumage, 

a few scattered red feathers on the throat, and black ones about 

the head, marking the beginning of the change. A male secured 

at Three-mile Arm on May 6 (no. 9908), and another from 

Calder Bay, May 13 (no. 9909), are both in perfect summer 

plumage. 

Gavia immer (Briinnich). Common Loon. 

Fairly common, and apparently generally distributed 

throughout the Alexander Archipelago. At Kuiu Island, April 

25 to May 6, the species was abundant, gathered in large flocks 
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and feeding on the spawning herring. An adult specimen shot 

at this point disgorged about two dozen herring. Individuals 

were seen during the summer at nearly every point visited, and 

the loud uncanny call peculiar to the species was heard almost 

daily, so it probably breeds throughout the region, though no 

nests were found nor young ones observed. Most of the birds 

seen were feeding, either singly or in pairs, in deep water. 

In the large flocks observed early in May the individuals 

in the plain, immature plumage greatly outnumbered those in 

adult or summer plumage, and it seems possible that many 

non-breeding birds retain the winter garb throughout the year. 

These plain colored birds had conspicuously lighter colored bills 

than the others; several were pursued and killed, in the belief 

that they might be Gavia adamsi. 

Gavia pacifica (Lawrence). Pacific Loon. 

A small loon with conspicuously grayish head, presumably 

this species, was frequently seen, sometimes in numbers, at 

various places during the summer. At Three-mile Arm, Kuiu 

Island, they formed a large part of the flocks seen feeding on 

the herring, and they were subsequently seen in the bays and 

channels around Prince of Wales and Dall islands, and at 

various points along Clarence Straits, Frederick Sound, and 

Stephens Passage. 

Gavia stellata (Pontofppidan). Red-throated Loon. 

The red-throated loon was positively identified at but very 

few points. At Kuiu Island a number were seen in the large 

flocks of loons observed at that place; at San Alberto Bay, 
Prince of Wales Island, several were seen; and at Duke Island, 

June 7-9, one or two were heard calling. 

Loons of some species were seen from the launch the whole 
summer through, as we travelled from place to place, but they 
were invariably very wild, diving when we were still far away, 
and almost never permitting us to approach within gunshot. 
Consequently we were frequently quite unable to identify the 
birds seen. 
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Lunda cirrhata (Pallas). Tufted Puffin. 

Seen only on Warren Channel, where, on May 23, several 

were observed feeding in the tide rips in the vicinity of Whale- 

head Island. A single specimen secured here at this time 

(no. 9917, female) is in a peculiar stage of plumage, considering 

the time of year. It is a bird of the previous year at least, but 

evidently was not breeding. It was extremely emaciated, sug- 

gesting the possibility of its diseased condition causing some 

irregularity in the molt. 

In appearance this bird is as follows: Above glossy black. 

Sides of head and neck, throat, upper breast, and sides, slaty 

black, this area rather sharply defined against the lighter 

colored ventral surface. Lower breast and abdomen white, the 

feathers tipped with slate gray, a few scattering ones tipped 

with dull black. Flanks and crissum, slate gray. Lower tail 

coverts black tipped. On the side of the head there is a line of 

exceedingly narrow, plume-like feathers (no longer than the 

rest of the plumage however), dirty whitish in color, beginning 

just over the eye, and extending backward 35mm. The bill, in 

size and shape, is practically like the illustration of the juvenal 

in winter figured by Stejneger (1885, plate II, fig. 3). 

As seen from the above description, the general appearance 

of this bird (except for the bill) is much like that of some 

examples of Cerorhinca monocerata. 

Cerorhinca monocerata (Pallas). Rhinoceros Auklet. 

This species does not seem to venture farther into the 

sheltered channels than the swell of the open sea extends; we 

saw it only along the coasts of the more exposed western 

islands. Two were seen off Cape Decision, Kuiu Island, on May 

18, a number were observed in Warren Channel on May 19 and 

23, and they were quite common along the west coast of Dall 

Island, June 4 to 6. 

Three specimens were secured (nos. 9903-9905), all in full 

breeding plumage. 
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Synthliboramphus antiquus (Gmelin). Ancient Murrelet. 

Quite common in a few places on the west side of the islands. 

Large, scattered flocks were encountered feeding in the tide 

rips in Warren Channel (between Warren and Kosciusko 

islands) on May 19 and 23; many were seen in various bays on 

the northwest coast of Dall Island, May 30 to June 4, as well 

as in the open sea all along the west coast of Dall Island. On 

June 6 we passed through numerous flocks at the northern 

extremity of Dall Island, where they were feeding in the swift- 

running water of the extremely narrow channel at that point; 

also at Cordova Bay, at the southern extremity of Prince of 

Wales Island. On June 7, while crossing Clarence Straits 

between Prince of Wales and Duke islands, more were observed 

than at any other place, but as soon as the sheltered waters 

about the latter island were reached they were no longer to be 

seen. The preference evinced for the open sea was very 

marked, and not a single individual was seen at any time in 

the sheltered waters of the inner passages. 

On June 7, while we were passing through numerous large 

flocks, the sea was unusually clear and smooth, and by standing 

in the bow of the launch, I had frequent opportunity to observe 

how the murrelets used their wings under the water. When 

diving they make a sudden flirt of the wings that can be 

seen at quite a distance, but it was not until several individuals 

had passed close under the boat that I could see, as was plainly 

apparent, that they used their wings continually. They were 

literally flying under the water, but the manus was held about 

parallel with the body, and not outstretched, as when going 

through the air. 

Though we were quite unable to discover where the nesting 

grounds were located, this bird was evidently breeding some- 

where in the vicinity of Dall and Prince of Wales islands; for 

most of the females secured had laid their sets, as was apparent 
from the condition of the oviduct, while these females and also 
the single male secured, had each two denuded spots on the 
abdomen, the size and shape of an egg, evidently for the recep- 

tion of the two eggs during incubation. 
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The nine specimens secured (nos. 9891-9899), eight females 
and one male, vary a great deal in plumage, principally in 
the markings about the head and neck. A breeding female 
(no. 9899) has hardly a trace of the slender white plumes on 
the sides of the head and neck, and while the outline of the 
black throat patch is indicated, it is composed more than half 
of white or gray-tipped feathers. There are but a few scattered 
glossy black feathers in the ashy gray sides and flanks. But 

two in the series (nos. 9892, 9895) are in what appears to be 

perfect nuptial plumage, the others being variously intermediate 

between the extremes. _ 

Brachyramphus marmoratus (Gmelin). Marbled Murrelet. 

By far the most common and most universally distributed 

species of water bird met with in the region. It was seen, 

frequently in large numbers, practically everywhere we went, 

except out on the open sea. Here, where the ancient murrelet 

appeared, the present species was lost sight of, and it seems 

evident that, in some respects, the requirements of the two 

species are totally different. 

Three specimens were secured. A male shot on Frederick 

Sound, April 10 (no. 9900), still retains the winter plumage in 

its entirety, and other gravy-colored individuals were seen as 

late as May 23, though some of these may have been young birds. 

An adult male taken at the southern extremity of Kuiu Island on 

May 18 (no. 9901), is still entirely in the winter plumage; 

but on dissection it proved to be a non-breeding bird, and, 

further the left carpus had been broken, and though the bone 

had healed perfectly the bird was greatly emaciated; it is 

possible that its general health had suffered so that it did not 

go through the molt at the usual time. The third specimen, 

also an adult male, taken in Sea Otter Sound, Prince of Wales 

Island, on May 23 (no. 9902), is in perfect summer plumage, 

the dorsal feathers being so broadly tipped with chestnut as 

to cause the back to appear almost uniformly of that color. 

Cepphus columba Pallas. Pigeon Guillemot. 

This species was generally distributed throughout the region 

explored, but except in one or two favored localities did not 
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appear to be at all common. More were seen in the vicinity 

of Shakan and Calder Bay, Prince of Wales Island, May 10 

to 14, than at any other one point. The birds were in loose, 

widely scattered flocks, though some pairs were observed. Many 

appeared to be still in the winter, or gray plumage. Pigeon 

guillemots were seen at most of the points we visited, but usually 

there were not more than a pair or two in a bay or harbor. 

Uria troille californica (Bryant). California Murre. 

The only place where any murres were seen was along the 

west coast, and about the north end, of Dall Island, May 30 to 

June 6. Here they were fairly abundant, feeding in the 

turbulent waters near the shore, and doubtless breeding on the 

rugged rocks and ledges that line this inhospitable coast. Like 

the ancient murrelet this species appears to shun the more 

sheltered straits and channels between the islands, and except 

for a few individuals seen at the north end of Dall Island, just 

inside Meare’s Passage, none were noted in any of the inner 

channels. 

Larus glaucescens Naumann. Glaucous-winged Gull. 

This, the most common gull of the region, was generally 

distributed and seen in numbers practically everywhere. Large 

flocks followed in the wake of the steamer on the way north 

from Seattle in the spring, and again going south from Juneau 

in the fall. During the summer there was hardly a day when 

individuals were not seen, and in some localities they were 

gathered in enormous flocks, frequently in company with other 

species of gulls. Sometimes, out in the broad channels, a flock 

would be encountered feeding on schools of herring or other 

small fish; or at times, as at Bradfield Canal, Zarembo Island, 

and Thomas Bay, flocks of hundreds would be gathered on the 

mud flats at low tide. 

Fewer were seen from about the middle of May to the end 
of July—presumably the breeding season—than at any other 
time, and it seems probable that the principal nesting grounds 
of the species lie somewhere outside the region we traversed. No 

breeding colony was discovered, and apparently many of the 
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birds seen during the summer were non-breeders ; for individuals, 
distinguished by some peculiarity of color or form, were known 
to stay in the vicinity of a camp day after day without wander- 
ing off to any great distance. 

Individuals seen at Zarembo Island, Mitkof Island, and 
Thomas Bay, from the middle of July to about the end of 
August, were in the midst of the molt, and were very ragged 
in appearance. 

Larus argentatus Pontoppidan. Herring Gull. 

Evidently not a common species, and seen at but a very 
few points. Several individuals were observed following the 
steamer from time to time between Seattle and Juneau, April 
4 to 9, and others were seen in the harbors at Ketchikan, June 

15, at Wrangell, July 26, and at Juneau, September 2 and 

29. These were all birds in various stages of the immature 

plumage, and they were nearly all ragged and dirty in appear- 

ance. On the Taku River, September 4 to 28, a flock of gulls, 

including about a dozen of this species, remained around an 

Indian fishing camp by the river, where they shared with the 

crows and ravens the refuse thrown out. 

Larus brachyrhynchus Richardson. Short-billed Gull. 

In going north in the spring the short-billed gull first 

appeared about the steamer while we were crossing Queen 

Charlotte Sound, on April 6, and from then on until Juneau 

was reached many individuals remained in the wake of the boat. 

At Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, April 25 to May 6, the species 

was more abundant than at any other point visited; in fact it 

was subsequently observed at but few places and in very limited 

numbers. It was next seen at Bradfield Canal, July 18 to 26, 

where it was fairly common, feeding on the tide flats in company 

with Larus glaucescens and L. philadelphia. On the beach at 

Mitkof Island small numbers were feeding on the mud in the 

same association. At Thomas Bay, August 13 to 23, short- 

billed gulls were fairly abundant, but the birds seen were very 

ragged in appearance, evidently in the midst of the post-nuptial 

molt. 
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One specimen was preserved (no. 9918), a female shot at 

Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, on April 26. It is not in the 

adult summer plumage, but in the stage described by Coues as 

‘approaching maturity’? (1903, p. 991), with all but the first 

two primaries lacking the white sub-apical spot, the ‘‘mantle’’ 

of a paler blue, and many of the lesser wing coverts edged with 

gray or brownish. It is undergoing molt about the head and 

throat. 

Larus philadelphia (Ord). Bonaparte Gull. 

First seen at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, on April 30, 

when a flock of about a dozen passed overhead, flying in a com- 

pact body. On the evening of May 3, at the same place, several 

appeared near the launch, circling about over the surface of the 

bay. Their manner of feeding is to fly slowly back and forth, 

some three or four feet above the water, frequently dipping down 

and picking up something without checking their flight. Many 

were seen hawking over the water in this manner, and it seems 

to be characteristic of the species, for I have observed them 

feeding thus in southern California, and on the lakes in northern 

Illinois. 

It was not met with elsewhere during the spring migration, 

and was next seen on the evening of June 16, when a large flock 

was encountered in Behm Narrows, at the north end of Revil- 

lagigedo Island. On June 28 a flock of a hundred or more was 

seen in Behm Canal, between Portage Cove and the mouth of the 

Chickamin River, and three specimens were secured. All of 

these birds were in various stages of the immature plumage, and 

the flock included none with black heads. Scattered individuals 

were seen on July 4, all along Behm Canal; and, at Bradfield 

Canal, July 18 to 26, the species was very abundant on the mud 

flats. From then on it was met with nearly everywhere. On 

Mitkof Island, August 1 to 13, it was abundant along the 

beach, in large flocks; at Thomas Bay, August 13 to 23, it was 

exceedingly abundant on the broad expanse of mud flats exposed 

by the receding tide; at Port Snettisham, August 24 to Sep- 

tember 2, it was seen daily though not in large numbers; and 
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on the Taku River, September 2 to 28, it was occasionally 

observed flying along the stream. 

The large flocks met with in June, at least, must have been 

composed of birds that were not breeding that year. They 

were, as already noted, in the immature plumage, with black 

barred tail and white head, but they were all evidently birds 

at least a year old. One specimen (no. 9887, Behm Canal, 

June 28) has a good many black feathers on the head, and has 

some of the rectrices pure white and others black tipped. In 

other words it is about intermediate between the ordinary first 

winter (immature) plumage, and that of the summer adult, so 

it may be taken as evidence that, in some cases at least, more 

than one year is required to attain the perfect adult plumage. 

This bird is undergoing molt about the head, but the newly 

appearing feathers are all pure white. The large flocks seen 

at Bradfield Canal (July 18 to 26) contained many individuals 

with black heads, and one of these secured (no. 9888, July 22) 

proved to be in worn nuptial plumage, with, as yet, no indication 

of the beginning of the post-nuptial molt. Other individuals in 

the same flocks were in the plumage usually worn by adults 

in the winter, of which the pure white tail is in life the most 

conspicuous feature distinguishing it from the immatures. All 

of this is rather confusing, for in the same flocks, at the same 

time, were to be seen birds (1) in perfect nuptial plumage, (2) 

in first winter plumage, and (8) in second winter plumage. 

A young female (no. 9889), shot at Mitkof Island on August 

4, is in the juvenal plumage, as described by Dwight (1901, 

p. 56), with brown upper parts (crown, neck and dorsal region), 

and brownish wash on the sides of the neck and breast. There 

is a specimen in the Grinnell collection (no. 1345, ¢ Sitka, 

Alaska; July 21, 1896) in similar plumage but with more 

brown above, and the brownish wash extending quite across 

the breast. These dark backed juvenals were seen occasionally 

at Mitkof Island, August 1 to 13, and they were quite common 

at Thomas Bay, August 13 to 23; but I have never seen this 

plumage represented in the flocks that appear on the coast of 

southern California in the fall; it is probably molted before the 

birds go south. 
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Sterna paradisaea Briimnich. Arctic Tern. 

A single specimen, an adult female, secured in Bradfield 

Canal on July 26 (no. 9890). Many arctic terns were seen in 

Frederick Sound, near Thomas Bay, on August 13; and the 

species was fairly common at the head of Thomas Bay, August 

13 to 23, feeding in company with the numerous gulls seen 

at this point. 

Phalacrocorax pelagicus Pallas. Pelagic Cormorant. 

Generally distributed through the region, and in places 

quite abundant. Probably more were seen about Kupreanof 

Island, and in the bays and channels on the west side of 

Prince of Wales Island than anywhere else, but at least a few 

individuals were observed at nearly every point we visited. At 

the north end of Kupreanof Island numerous large flocks were 

encountered on the evening of April 10, flying in to roost on 

some rocky islets. 

Individuals with and without the conspicuous white flank 

patches were seen throughout the summer, sometimes in the same 

flocks. The single specimen preserved (no. 7215, Kupreanof 

Island, April 10) is an adult female in breeding plumage, with 

large white flank patches. This bird at the time of capture 

had many long, slender white plumes scattered over the glossy 

purple plumage of the neck, and some on the interscapulars, 

but these feathers seemed to be very brittle and easily broken, 

and in the manipulation necessary to the proper preservation of 

a greasy skin a large proportion of. those on the neck and all on 

the back, were lost. Of the available specimens in nuptial 

plumage (five in the Museum collection, and two in the Grinnell 

collection) but a single bird (no. 1348 coll. J. Grinnell, Sitka, 

Alaska, July 16, 1896) shows any trace of white plumes on 

the back. These might be lost in the natural process of abrasion, 

or else in the preparation of the specimen, but in the freshly 

killed bird they are very conspicuous, while they are evidently 

entirely lacking in most museum specimens. 
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Mergus americanus Cassin. American Merganser. 

Though several species were far more abundant in places, 
there was no other duck so generally distributed throughout 
the region explored, for American mergansers were seen, in 
greater or less numbers, at every point we visited. At 
Kupreanof and Kuiu islands, during April, they were fairly 
numerous and still in flocks, though at the end of the month 

they began to pair off. At Coronation and Warren islands 

(May 12 to 23) pairs of American mergansers were seen daily, 

while the species was quite common at all the various points 

touched at along the west coast of Prince of Wales Island 

between May 6 and 29. At San Alberto Bay (May 24 to 26) a 

female was several times seen flying into a clump of trees by 

the water’s edge where there were several dead stubs, and in 

one of these she probably had a nest, though I was unable to 

find it. Comparatively few were seen along the unsheltered 

western coast of Dall Island, but when we reached the head of 

Boca de Quadra, we found them again in large numbers. Ou 

the Chickamin River (June 17 to 28) the first broods of young 

were seen. Later on, during July, flocks of young birds were 

observed at Revillagigedo, Etolin, Wrangell and Zarembo 

islands, and at Bradfield Canal on the mainland; while both at 

Mitkof Island and Thomas Bay (August 1 to 23) the species 

was fairly common. On the Taku River, during September, 

many American mergansers were seen flying along the stream, 

usually in flocks of ten or twelve, each flock probably composed 

of a single family. 

Several interesting peculiarities of the species were noted. 

On Kuiu Island, April 28 (and on several subsequent occasions) 

numerous individuals were observed feeding in a manner that 

was entirely new to me as far as this group of ducks is concerned. 

I was concealed in the shrubbery at the water’s edge examining a 

large flock of ducks for possible rarities, when a dozen or more 

mergansers (both M. americanus and M. serrator) began swim- 

ming back and forth but a very short distance from my blind. 

They swam slowly, with neck outstretched, and with the bill 

held just at the surface of the water, and at a slight angle, so 
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that the head was submerged about to the level of the eyes. The 

water was evidently filtered through the bill, as a slight 

‘‘oabbling’’ noise was quite audible, and obviously something 

was being retained as food, though just what it was I could not 

tell. This is rather remarkable, as it is exactly the manner of 

feeding usually employed by the shoveller (Spatula clypeata), a 

species which, as regards bill structure, is further removed from 

the mergansers than any other member of the Anatidae. In the 

broad bill of the shoveller the lamellae have developed into 

a whalebone-like structure, perfectly adapted to the sifting of 

small objects from the water which is passed through the bill; 

while in the mergansers they have assumed the appearance and 

function of teeth, to detain the slippery fish which are the 

usual food of these birds. 

A peculiar habit which made this species quite conspicuous 

throughout the summer, was that of individuals rising high in 

the air and circling about for hours at a time, uttering at fre- 

quent and regular intervals a most unmelodious squawk. Both 

sexes were observed doing this, and the habit was kept up until 

about the end of August. 

The numerous broods of young that were seen made their 

escape, not by diving, but by flapping along the surface of the 

water, in which manner they progressed somewhat faster than 

one can row a boat. The mother always herded them in front 

of her, seldom attempting to take flight unless the danger was 

imminent. On several occasions an old merganser was seen 

floating gently down a stream, with may be half a dozen downy 

young surrounding her, and with three or four perched upon 

her back. 

But one specimen was secured, a young one in the down 

(no. 7678), on the Chickamin River, June 20. 

Mergus serrator Linnaeus. Red-breasted Merganser. 

At Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, from April 25 to May 6, 

the red-breasted merganser was fairly abundant, usually in 

small flocks of from three to six; and on May 11 three individuals 

were seen at Calder Bay, Prince of Wales Island. 

as 
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Anas platyrhynchos Linnaeus. Mallard. 

By far the most abundant species of fresh-water duck in 

southeastern Alaska. Flocks of mallards were seen from the 

steamer in Wrangell Narrows on April 8; and they were exceed- 

ingly abundant about Kupreanof and Kuiu islands, April 10 to 

May 6. At this time the flocks usually frequented the heads 

of the numerous little bays and inlets, where they were feeding 

on the fish spawn in the shallow water. A few mallards were 

seen at Coronation Island, and at the various points visited 

along the west coast of Prince of Wales and Dall islands; but 

they were almost invariably single drakes which acted much 

as though their mates were on the nest somewhere near by. Very 

few were seen at any of the more southern mainland points 

visited, and they did not again become common until Thomas 

Bay was reached. At this place (August 13 to 23), they were 

abundant, in small flocks of ten or twelve, feeding in the 

numerous ponds and streams which intersected the meadows 

and tide-flats in all directions. At Port Snettisham also (August 

24 to September 2), mallards were abundant, feeding in tide- 

flooded meadows, where the grass stood nearly waist high. On 

the Taku River, in September, a few flocks were seen, but they 

were not numerous. 

Two adult males secured at Kupreanof Island, April 14 and 

15 (nos. 9910, 9911) are in perfect nuptial plumage, and present 

no obvious points of difference from the few more southern 

breeding birds available for comparison. A male bird, presum- 

ably adult (no 9912), taken at Port Snettisham on August 31, 

is just molting from the summer eclipse plumage. The body 

is much the same as in other male birds, but the whole head 

and neck is streaked and. speckled with brown with but a 

few scattered green feathers. Other male birds, shot about 

the same time but not preserved, were indistinguishable from 

females in their markings, and the sex could only be determined 

by dissection. These I took to be birds of the year, still in the 

immature plumage. Ducks shot at this time were all excessively 

fat, and as they were also molting, and covered with pin feathers, 

it was almost impossible to preserve specimens. 
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Nettion carolinense (Gmelin). Green-winged Teal. 

First observed at Kuiu Island on April 28, when they were 

apparently just arriving from the south. During the following 

week they increased in numbers daily, and when we left the 

place (May 6), they were quite abundant, usually seen feeding 

in company with the mallards at the heads of the bays. The 

species was not seen again until we reached Thomas Bay on, 

August 13. At this place many smal] flocks of six or eight 

individuals were flushed from the sloughs and streams. <A 

few flocks were seen on the Taku River in September, but at 

this time they were evidently leaving for the south; one was 

shot as late as September 26. 

Two adult females (nos. 9913, 9914), secured at Thomas Bay 

on August 18, and in newly acquired autumnal plumage, have 

the under parts slightly stained with rusty, in the same manner 

as some of the water birds from the Prince William Sound 

region, as already reported upon by Grinnell (1910, p. 365). 

Dafila acuta (Linnaeus). Pintail. 

At Kuiu Island, the only place where the species was 

observed, a few migrating flocks were seen from April 25 to 

May 6. 

Marila marila (Linnaeus). Greater Scaup Duck. 

Small flocks of blue-bills were seen at many of the places 

visited. At Kake Village, on the morning of April 11, several 

flocks were noted in the bay. At Kuiu Island, April 25 to May 6, 

some were seen daily, usually in company with the scoters. At 

Calder Bay, Prince of Wales Island, several flocks were seen 

on May 11 and 13. A single drake was observed at the head of 

Marten Arm, Boca de Quadra, on June 14; and, at Thomas 

Bay, August 13 to 23, one or two flocks were seen feeding in the 

open waters of the bay. 

It may be that Marila affinis also was seen, and that both 

species are included in the above summary, for no specimens 

were secured at any time. The blue-bills were conspicuously 

wary and unapproachable, feeding in open water, where there 
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was no possibility of approaching unseen, and never allowing 

the launch to come within gunshot. 

Clangula clangula americana Bonaparte. Golden-eye. 

During the month of April golden-eyes were quite common in 

the Keku Straits and at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island. At Port 

Protection, Prince of Wales Island, they were seen daily from 

May 6 to 10, though usually not more than three or four 

together ; and a few were also observed at Calder Bay, May 11 

to 13, where one was shot, but not preserved. 

The species was not detected again until June 21, when 

Hasselborg reported seeing an old female with a brood of 

downy young, at a point ten or twelve miles up the Chickamin 

River. In an Indian camp at the head of Boca de Quadra I 

saw some young ducks which the women were keeping as pets, 

and which may have been of this species. They cannot breed 

commonly in the region, however, or some individuals would 

surely have been seen among the numbers of ducks which began 

to appear toward the end of August. 

Charitonetta albeola (Linnaeus). Buffie-head. 

During April and May buffle-heads were very common in all 

the bays and in the more sheltered channels. At Kupreanof 

and Kuiu islands they were abundant, on Prince of Wales they 

were seen in numbers at Port Protection and at Calder Bay, 

and many small flocks were observed about Coronation and 

Warren islands. After leaving the latter island (May 23) 

they were no longer seen, nor did any appear during the south- 

ward migration in August and September. 

The preponderance of males in this species was very 

noticeable, and nearly all of the small flocks were composed of 

several drakes and but one or two females. The drakes were 

constantly exhibiting their plumage and competing for the 

favor of the females; sometimes when several were fighting 

together furiously the single female of the flock would quietly 

fly away and leave them, to be presently followed by the whole 

gathering as soon as her defection was discovered. 
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Harelda hyemalis (Linnaeus). Old-squaw. 

An exceedingly common species in the spring, during April 

and May. Several flocks were seen at Kake Village on the 

morning of April 11, and in the waters about Kupreanof and 

Kuiu islands old-squaws were in sight almost constantly. Many 

were also seen about the north end of Prince of Wales Island, 

at Port Protection and Calder Bay. At the latter place they 

were particularly numerous, flocks of hundreds streaming past 

the launch. At Coronation Island they were fairly abundant, 

and many were seen about Heceta Island on May 23. None 

were observed anywhere after that date. The loud, peculiar 

call-note of the old-squaw could be heard from morning to night 

while the birds were around. 

Histrionicus histrionicus (Linnaeus). Harlequin Duck. 

Quite generally distributed through the region we traversed, 

though nowhere as numerous as were some of the other species. 

About Kupreanof and Kuiu islands it was fairly common, in 

fiocks of eight or ten, and at Port Protection, Prince of Wales 

Island, it was seen daily from May 6 to 10, though not in great 

numbers. At Coronation Island many were seen feeding among 

the rocks at the water’s edge, and were very tame and easily 

approached. The species was probably more abundant at 

Marten Arm, Boca de Quadra, than at any other point, and here 

also the birds were noticeably tame. At this time, June 9 to 14, 

they were all in pairs, but Usually two or three pairs seemed to 

stay together. Here they were generally observed feeding in the 

swift-flowing streams. A great many were seen at the mouth 

of Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, June 28 to July 4. 

Oidemia americana Swainson. American Scoter. 

Apparently the least abundant species of scoter in the waters 

of southeastern Alaska. None were positively identified in the 

large flocks of sea ducks seen about Kuiu Island, and the species 

was first met with certainly at Calder Bay, Prince of Wales 

Island, May 30. They were fairly common about the north end 

of Dall Island during the first week in June, but after leaving 
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this _place none were observed until we reached Etolin Island, 
where a few were seen. Many flocks were encountered in 
Frederick Sound, near Thomas Bay, on August 13. 

Oidemia deglandi Bonaparte. White-winged Scoter. 

Seen at almost every point visited, sometimes in large num- 
bers. In the channels between Kupreanof and Kuiu islands, 
during April, they were quite abundant, as also along the west 
coast of Prince of Wales Island in May; but by the end of May 
their numbers had greatly diminished. Probably the breeding 
birds had all gone farther north by that time; the many small 
flocks seen at various points during June and July were in all 

probability non-breeding birds. By the end of July they had 

vastly increased, so that flocks of hundreds were encountered in 

the channels, and throughout August and September they 

remained equally abundant. 

Oidemia perspicillata (Linnaeus). Surf Scoter. 

An abundant species throughout the region. They were 

exceedingly numerous about Kuiu Island in April, and about 

Prince of Wales in May. Though some were seen during the 

summer, they were not abundant and were probably all non- 

breeding birds, as they remained gathered in flocks. By the 

end of July their numbers were again on the increase, and in 

August and September enormous flocks were seen everywhere on 

the salt water. 

At Kuiu Island, about the first of May, they were beginning 

to pair off, and the courting antics of the males were curious to 

observe. Vast numbers were feeding close to shore, in the 

shallow water, and the drakes were continually on the move, 

flying a few yards and then sliding for eight or ten feet upon 

the surface of the water, with the wings held stiffly extended 

above the body. 

Chen hyperboreus (Pallas). Snow Goose. 

Flocks of white geese, presumably of this species, were seen 

on several occasions flying high overhead, along the Taku River, 

September 17 to 28. They were evidently migrating south, and 

none were seen to alight anywhere in the vicinity. 
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Anser albifrons gambeli Hartlaub. American White-fronted 

Goose. 

At Kupreanof Island on April 21, and on Kuiu from April 

25 to May 6, flocks of white-fronted geese were seen flying north- 

ward, their different call-note serving to distinguish them from 

the hordes of geese of the canadensis group which were passing 

over at the same time. They were all flying high, and none 

were seen to alight anywhere. 

Branta canadensis occidentalis (Baird). White-cheeked Goose. 

An abundant species throughout the summer at practically 

every place we visited that was at all suited to their wants. At 

Kupreanof and Kuiu islands, April 11 to May 6, flocks of 

migrating geese passed overhead daily, and the majority of them 

appeared to be of this group, while numbers were seen feeding 

at various places about the islands. None were observed at either 

Coronation or Warren Island, but all along the west coast 

of Prince of Wales and Dall islands, in May, they were quite 

abundant, and nearly all in pairs. One pair was seen on Duke 

Island, June 7 to 9, and the birds were abundant at the head 

of Boca de Quadra, June 9 to 14, where they were still gathered 

in large fiocks. A brood of young ones seen by Hasselborg on 

the Chickamin River, June 21, were about the size of mallards. 

A few were observed on Revillagigedo Island at the end of 

June, but the species was fot again met with in numbers until 

Thomas Bay was reached, August 13, probably because the 

places visited in the meanwhile were but poorly adapted to the 

wants of the species. Last seen on the Taku, where but few 

were observed in September. 

A single specimen was preserved (no. 9916) an adult female 

shot at Thomas Bay on August 14. This bird is in the midst of 

the molt, with many of the tail feathers missing and with many 

pin-feathers, but it is essentially like the birds secured on 

Admiralty Island by the expedition of 1907. The tone of colora- 

ation of the underparts is somewhat lighter, due to the fact that 

it is more thinly feathered and the slaty bases of the feathers 

more exposed, while in full plumaged birds it is the dark tips 
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of the feathers that produces the general color effect. There is 
no white half-collar at the base of the neck, and but a few black 
spots interrupting the continuity of the white cheek patches 

across the throat. 

As Grinnell (1910, p. 373) has already pointed out, the 

geese of the Sitkan district do not at all accord with the deserip- 

tions of occidentalis as currently given. It seems evident either 

that a few abnormal birds have been taken as typical of the 

form, or else that the geese of southeastern Alaska constitute 

a race, separate and distinct from the four varieties already 

recognized by name. Occidentalis is said to range ‘‘south to 

California in winter.’’ I have examined hundreds of geese in 

the California markets, but have yet to see a large goose with a 

white half-collar at the base of the neck, and with a black line 

dividing the white cheek patches, supposedly the distinguishing 

characters of this subspecies. 

Ardea herodias fannini Chapman. Northwestern Blue Heron. 

More great blue herons were seen in the Keku Straits, and 

on the beaches of Kupreanof Island, April 11 to 24, than at any 

other place, and probably not more than six or eight birds in , 

all were observed at these points. The species was decidedly 

rare everywhere else, sometimes weeks passing without a single 

one being seen. One or two were seen at Port Protection, and 

several at Klawak Salt Lake, Prince of Wales Island. One was 

flushed from the banks of a stream at Boca de Quadra on June 

11, and a single bird was several times observed at Fool’s Inlet, 

Wrangell Island, July 12 to 18. Two seen flying overhead at 

Mitkof Island on the evening of August 10, and a single one 

at Thomas Bay on August 22. They were at all times exceed- 

ingly wary and unapproachable, and no specimens were secured. 

Grus canadensis (Linnaeus). Little Brown Crane. 

The peculiar call-notes of this crane were heard several times 

at Mitkof Island, between August 1 and 13, usually late in the 

afternoon, but the birds were not: seen. I saw three in some 

grassy meadows at Thomas Bay, on the morning of August 19. 

oe) 
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Lobipes lobatus (Linnaeus). Northern Phalarope. 

A single bird shot from the launch at the mouth of Affleck 

Arm, Kuiu Island, on May 19, was the only one seen during the 

spring migration. The species was not observed again until 

August 23, when several small flocks, all in the gray winter 

plumage, were encountered in the open water of Stephens Pass- 

age. On the way south to Seattle, October 1 to 4, many flocks 

were seen from the steamer at various points in the sheltered 

waters of the inner passage, all rapidly moving in a southerly 

direction. 

The bird secured (no. 9882) is in freshly acquired summer 

plumage throughout. The molt has obviously been barely 

accomplished, for the slaty black feathers of the sides of the 

neck and the dorsum are finely edged with white, while the 

tertials and lesser coverts have very broad white edges. These 

edgings appear to wear off very rapidly, for in other specimens 

taken about the same time of the year, or but a week or two 

later, they have entirely disappeared. 

Gallinago delicata (Ord). Wilson Snipe. 

A Wilson snipe was flushed by Hasselborg at Three-mile 

Arm, Kuiu Island, on April 26, but was not secured. This was 

the only bird of the species seen until August 21, when I shot a 

single specimen at Thomas Bay (no. 9797). On the Taku River, 

September 4 to 28, snipe were fairly abundant on the flooded, 

grassy meadows. There were certain favorite spots where they 

could always be found, but there were vast stretches of country, 

apparently very similar in appearance, where the birds were 

never seen. They were, as they usually are, very erratic in 

their actions; one day all the birds in a meadow taking fright 

and leaving at the report of the gun, while on the next, perhaps, 

they would be flushed with the utmost difficulty. Certain aerial 

gymnastics were gone through daily. These have been described 
as a part of the mating process in the spring, but this was in 

September, during the fall migration. 

Six specimens were secured at this point (nos. 9798-9803), 

all in fresh autumnal plumage. The series exhibits no apparent 

peculiarities of color or proportions. 
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Macrorhamphus griseus scolopaceus (Say). 

Long-billed Dowitcher. 

Three-mile arm, Kuiu Island, was the only place where this 
species was observed, several small flocks being seen from May 

3 to 6. Six specimens were secured on May 3, all shot from the 

same flock. Five of these birds are in almost perfect nuptial 

plumage, there being but an occasional gray feather here and 

there over the body; but the sixth (no. 9806) is still almost 

entirely in the gray winter garb. They were feeding on the 

mud flats together with large flocks composed of several species 

of waders, but the dowitchers kept by themselves, and did not 

mingle with the others. They were quite tame and easily 

approached. 

I cannot see why griseus and scolopaceus should still be 

regarded as distinct species, considering the evidence to the 

contrary (see Ridgway, 1880, pp. 157-160; Howe, 1901, pp. 157- 

162). As for the six specimens I secured, taken in the heart 

of the range of UW. scolopaceus, there is no one character ascribed 

to the species that holds good through the series; and one or 

two of the birds (as no. 9808) if shot on the Atlantic coast 

would probably pass unquestioned as ordinary examples of 

M. griseus. The specific characters of scolopaceus, besides the 

generally larger size and especially longer bill, are supposed to 

lie in the summer plumage: the deeper toned and more uniform 

cinnamon color of the lower parts covering the entire belly as 

well as the breast, while the sides are barred instead of spotted. 

The most that can be said of these six birds is that none is as 

small as the minimum measurements given for M. griseus. In 

all there is more or less whitish on the abdomen, some are 

heavily spotted underneath, the spots extending well down on 

the belly, and several have the sides distinctly spotted instead 

of barred. 

Altogether it seems to me the height of inconsistency to con- 

sider two such closely related forms as scolopaceus and griseus as 

distinct species, while, to take a parallel case, Arquatella mari- 

tima couesi is regarded merely as a race of A. maritima. There 

is apparently far greater possibility of the breeding range of 
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the two dowitchers meeting somewhere in northern Canada 

than of the range of the two ‘‘varieties’’ of A. maritima touching 

at any point whatever. 

The six specimens of Macrorhamphus g. scolopaceus secured 

measure as follows: 

No. Sex Wing Culmen Tarsus 

9804 2 154 67 37 
9805 2 155 61 36 

9807 Q 152 60 36 
9809 i] 152 63 35 
9806 3 142 56 35 

9808 i 144 54 35 

Arquatella maritima couesi Ridgway. Aleutian Sandpiper. 

Very abundant at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, during our 

stay there, but not seen anywhere else. This is, apparently, the 

southernmost locality at which the Coues sandpiper has been 

recorded. In company with the black turnstone and some other 

waders, they frequented the broad mud flats, which, at low tide, 

extend over hundreds of acres at this point. As the tide 

advanced their feeding grounds became more and more restricted, 

until, as the last available spot was covered, the whole flock 

departed, with roar of wings, to some jutting rocks at the mouth 

of the bay, there to remain, preening their plumage and resting, 

until the receding waters again exposed the mud banks. 

The flocks seen at this place comprised many hundred individ- 

uals, and it is curious that the species was observed absolutely 

nowhere else. 

The sixteen specimens secured (nos. 9839-9854) are nearly 

all molting into the summer plumage. Only one or two have 

quite completed the change, and one or two others have 

hardly begun to discard the winter garb; in most the winter 

plumage predominates, with a few chestnut bordered feathers 

on the back, and black ones on the breast. 

Pisobia maculata (Vieillot). Pectoral Sandpiper. 

Three were seen and two secured at Thomas Bay, on August 

19; and on the 20th a single bird was obtained, possibly the 

survivor of the previous day. They are all three adults, two of 
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them (nos. 9811, 9812) in worn summer plumage, with but a 
few new feathers appearing on the dorsum, the other (no. 9810) 
in fresh, winter plumage throughout. The only other occasion 
on which the species was noted was on September 26, when 
Hasselborg shot one, of several seen, on some grassy meadows 
on the Taku river. This bird (no. 9813) has also completed the 

molt into the winter plumage. 

Pisobia bairdi (Coues). Baird Sandpiper. 

Observed only at Thomas Bay. The first, a single bird, 

was seen on August 15, and they increased in numbers daily 

until we left, on August 23. Usually one or two Baird sand- 

pipers would be seen in a large flock of P. minutilla, where their 

larger size made them conspicuous. Their call-note also was 

somewhat different, enough so to render them easily distinguish- 

able. They were at all times wary and unapproachable, usually 

taking flight when still far beyond gunshot, though the least 

sandpipers with which they were associated were indifferent to 

approach. The six specimens secured (nos. 9814-9819) are all 

in freshly acquired winter plumage. Some are obviously imma- 

ture, as was evident from the skull, but none were with certainty 

adult. There are no color differences apparent between the 

individuals composing the series. 

Pisobia minutilla (Vieillot). Least Sandpiper. 

During the first three weeks in May, small flocks were seen 

at every point visited. The first arrival was noted at Three-mile 

Arm, Kuiu Island, on May 1, and several small flocks were subse- 

quently seen at the same place. Flocks were observed on Prince 

of Wales Island at Port Protection (May 6-10), and at Calder 

Bay (May 12), as also on Coronation Island (May 14-18), and 

Warren Island (May 19, 20). The species was then lost sight 

of until July 21, when a single bird was secured at Bradfield 

Canal. At Zarembo Island, July 27 to August 1, least sand- 

pipers were exceedingly abundant on the tide flats, where they 

were gathered in flocks of hundreds, and the same was true at 

Thomas Bay, August 13-23, the last place where they were 

observed. 
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Six specimens were secured. Three from Kuiu Island (nos. 

9820-9822) and one from Calder Bay, Prince of Wales Island 

(no. 9823), are in fresh, nuptial plumage; while two from Brad- 

field Canal (no. 9824) and Zarembo Island (no. 9825) are adults 

in very much worn nuptial plumage, but not yet beginning to 

molt. 

Pelidna alpina sakhalina (Vieillot). Red-backed Sandpiper. 

First seen at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, on April 28, when 

two birds were secured from a small flock. Several other flocks 

were subsequently observed at the same place, and three more 

specimens were taken on May 3. The only other place where 

the species was encountered was on the beach at Warren Island, 

where, on May 20, two individuals remained with a flock of 

western sandpipers, and spent the whole day on the sandy shore 

just below my tent. 

The five birds secured (nos. 9834-9838), four males and a 

female, are in perfect nuptial plumage, and are very richly 

colored. The feathers of the black abdominal patch are slightly 

tipped with white, a mark which would doubtless disappear 

from abrasion in a very short time. 

Ereunetes pusillus (Linnaeus). Semipalmated Sandpiper. 

A single example secured at Thomas Bay on August 19. 

Numerous individuals of what I supposed at the time to be 

E. mauri were seen scattered through the flocks of least sand- 
pipers that swarmed over the mud flats at this point, but this, 
the only one I shot, is undoubtedly E. pusillus. Possibly most, or 
all, of the other birds observed belonged to the same species. 

This bird (no. 9833) is an immature female in first winter 
plumage, and is indistinguishable from comparable specimens 
of EH. pusillus in the Grinnell collection, from the Atlantic coast 
and northern Alaska. E. mauri in corresponding plumage pre- 
sents obvious color differences, besides the great discrepancy in 
the length of the bill. This constitutes the first known record 

of E. pusillus on the coast of southeastern Alaska. 
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Ereunetes mauri Cabanis. Western Sandpiper. 

A common migrant in this region, at least in the spring; 

observed in numbers on Kuiu Island, at the north end of Prince 

of Wales Island, and on Coronation and Warren islands. The 

first specimen was taken at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, on 

April 28, but several small waders, possibly of this species, had 

been seen at various times shortly before. The last time the 

species was noted in the spring was at the head of Port Alice, 

Heceta Island, on May 23. It was not observed in the fall at 

any time, unless (as mentioned above) it was included in the 

flocks of small waders seen at Thomas Bay. All seen were in 

small flocks of twelve or fifteen individuals. 

Totanus melanoleucus (Gmelin). Greater Yellow-legs. 

First observed on Kupreanof Island on April 18, when two 

males were secured and others seen. They subsequently became 

quite common at this point, as they were on Kuiu Island, though 

never more than two or three were seen together. At this time 

the males were going through various courting antics, posing 

with upraised quivering wings, or running in circles on the 

sand bars, around the object of their attentions, and incessantly 

uttering the shrill whistle peculiar to the species. . 

Subsequently seen only at Duke Island, where every evening 

a pair came flying down to the beach to feed, acting much as 

though they had a nest in the vicinity; and at Etolin Island, 

where a single bird was seen on July 10. 

Two specimens were preserved (nos. 9858, 9859). 

Totanus flavipes (Gmelin). Yellow-legs. 

Seen only on one occasion, at Thomas Bay, on the evening 

of August 13, when a flock of six was observed on the beach, at 

such short range as to preclude the possibility of error in identi- 

fication. 

Helodromas solitarius cinnamomeus (Brewster). 

Western Solitary Sandpiper. 

A single bird shot at Port Snettisham, September 1, and 

another seen but not secured on the Taku River, September 
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15, were all that were observed during the season. The species 

is apparently of rare occurrence on the coast of southeastern 

Alaska. 

The specimen secured (no. 9860) has the marbling on the 

inner web of the outer primary characteristic of cinnamomeus. 

Heteractitis incanus (Gmelin). Wandering Tattler. 

Observed at but very few points. Three were seen and 

secured at Calder Bay, Prince of Wales Island, May 11 (nos. 

9861-9863) ; and two at Egg Harbor, Coronation Island (nos. 

9864, 9865), where several others were noted. The species was 

next encountered at Mitkof Island, August 10, when a single 

bird was taken, still in the breeding plumage (no. 9866). <A 

bird in the winter garb was seen at Port Snettisham on August 

24, 

Actitis macularius (Linnaeus). Spotted Sandpiper. 

First observed at Calder Bay, Prince of Wales Island, on 

May 12, and subsequently met with at most of the points 

visited. Specific record stations are as follows: Calder Bay, 

Warren Island, Chickamin River, Revillagigedo Island, Etolin 

Island, Bradfield Canal, Zarembo Island, Mitkof Island, Thomas 

Bay, Port Snettisham, and the Taku River. It was everywhere a 

bird of the beaches and streams, invariably feeding at the water’s 

edge, and was seldom seen,.on the mud flats frequented by most 

of the other waders. 

At Bradfield Canal (July 18 to 26) a brood of full grown 

young was seen daily about camp. An adult taken at Mitkof 

Island on August 10 had not yet begun to molt the summer 

plumage. On the Taku River, in September, spotted sandpipers 

were fairly abundant during the first half of the month, but 

a little later they nearly all disappeared, though one was seen 

as late as September 27. 

Three specimens were secured, one from Portage Cove, 

Revillagigedo Island (no. 9855), one from Etolin Island (no. 

9856), and one from Mitkof Island (no. 9857), all adults in 

breeding plumage. 
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Squatarola squatarola (Linnaeus). Black-bellied Plover. 

A small flock was seen by Hasselborg on the mud flats at 

Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, on May 3, but none were secured. 

The species was not met with again until September, when 

small flocks and scattered individuals were noted on the flooded 

meadow land along the Taku River. Two secured on September 

26 (nos. 9880, 9881) are in freshly acquired winter plumage. 

Aegialitis semipalmata (Bonaparte). Semipalmated Plover. 

One of a pair was secured on Coronation Island, May 15, 

and on the following day a small flock was observed at the same 

place. Several were seen on the beach at Warren Island on 

May 20. The species was not met with again until the beginning 

of the fall migration. At Zarembo Island, July 27 to August 

1, it was abundant on the mud flats, in small companies of 

from two to six individuals together with much larger gatherings 

of least sandpipers, and at Thomas Bay it was very numerous, 

and in the same association. Three specimens were preserved, 

two from Coronation Island (nos. 9877, 9878) and one from 

Zarembo Island (no. 9879), all adults in summer plumage. 

Aphriza virgata (Gmelin). Surf-bird. 

Seen only at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island. At this point, 

from April 25 to May 6, it was abundant and in large flocks, 

feeding in company with the numerous other waders frequenting 

the mud flats. 

Of the seven specimens secured here (nos. 9870-9876), six 

are in nearly perfect nuptial plumage. In one (no. 9874) there 

are many pin-feathers on the dorsal region and the chestnut 

marked scapulars of the summer plumage are but beginning 

to appear. Most of the birds secured have some of the plain 

colored winter feathers interspersed through the plumage of the 

breast, but as specimens in the Grinnell collection, taken at Sitka 

in late summer are in the same condition, it seems as though 

such old feathers are sometimes carried through to the post- 

nuptial molt. 
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Arenaria melanocephala (Vigors). Black Turnstone. 

In common with several other species of waders, the black 

turnstone was observed only at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island. 

At this place it was abundant, nearly half of the immense flocks 

of waders on the mud flats being composed of this species. It 

is a very noisy bird, at least when gathered in such large com- 

panies, the individuals keeping up a continuous, querulous 

chatter while feeding, which swells to an excited outburst as 

the flock takes flight. 

At this time (April 25 to May 6) they were just finishing 

the prenuptial molt, and the three specimens preserved (nos. 

9867-9869), as well as others that were shot and not saved, all 

show some pin-feathers on the head, neck, and breast, as well 

as many old, brown feathers scattered over the same areas. 

Haematopus bachmani Audubon. Black Oystercatcher. 

We found the black oystercatcher only on the exposed, 

western border of the archipelago, and it is apparently entirely 

absent from the more sheltered inner passages and channels. 

The record stations for the present expedition are as follows: 

Kuiu Island, one pair; Coronation Island, several pairs; Warren 

Island, several pairs; south end of Prince of Wales Island (near 

Mexico Point), one heard calling; Duke Island, one heard calling. 

A pair secured at Egg Harbor, Coronation Island (nos. 9883, 

9884). * 

Dendragapus obscurus fuliginosus (Ridgway). Sooty Grouse. 

One of the interesting results of the season’s work was the 

more definite determination of the distribution of this grouse 

in southeastern Alaska. (See text figure 2, page 155.) In general 

terms it may be said to be absent from those islands lying south 

of Sumner Straits and west of Clarence Straits, while it is 

generally distributed over all the other islands and along the 

mainland coast. We obtained specimens or saw birds at Kuiu, 

Kupreanof, Mitkof, Coronation, and Etolin islands, and at Boca 

de Quadra and Thomas Bay on the mainland. It probably - 

occurs also on Revillagigedo and Wrangell islands, though we 
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did not meet with it at the points visited. It is entirely absent 

from Prince of Wales and the adjacent islands to the westward 

(with the single exception of Coronation), and also from 

Zarembo Island. 

This peculiar distribution is hard to account for, as the 

channels separating these islands from their grouse-inhabited 

neighbors are no wider than many of those separating the latter 

from the mainland or from one another, and can hardly be con- 

sidered as effective barriers to such a strong flying species. For 

example, the channel between Zarembo and Etolin islands is 

barely two miles wide at one point; and a grouse could pass 

from Kupreanof to Prince of Wales without crossing more than 

three miles of water at one flight. As the broad Chatham Strait 

is no barrier to the dispersal of the species in the more northern 

islands of the group, these narrow channels, studded with little 

islets, can hardly act as such. The species occurs on the rather 

isolated Coronation Island, which was probably reached by way 

of Kuiu. The fact that most, or all, of the larger islands from 

which the sooty grouse is absent, are inhabited by a species of 

Canachites, is, of course, suggestive; but even if one species is 

able to occupy an area to the exclusion of the other, these narrow 

channels still would be no obstacle to the distribution of the 

dominant race. It seems to hold true, however, in the islands of 

southeastern Alaska, that wherever one species of grouse is 

found the other is absent. 

On Kupreanof and Kuiu islands, in April, the sooty grouse 

was abundant, while the peculiar habits of the male birds ren- 

dered it quite conspicuous. At this time the males remain in 

the hemlock trees, feeding on the foliage, and sometimes not 

leaving a tree for days at a time. They hoot continually, at 

short intervals, a sound that can be heard for a considerable 

distance, and an unfailing indication of the presence of the 

species. The tameness, not to say stupidity, of these birds is 

such that they may be approached without any precaution what- 

ever, for they continue hooting in absolute indifference to observ- 

ation, and sometimes even remain perched after being shot at 

and missed. Some individuals sitting at too great a height to 

be reached by a shotgun could not be dislodged in any way. The 
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hooting habit continued until about the middle of August, but 

after the middle of July the sound was heard but rarely. The 

females seem to stay more on the ground, though, of course, 

if they were in the trees they would be easily overlooked, keeping 

silent as they do. The males are said also to descend to the 

ground in the fall. 

A young bird molting into the juvenal plumage was taken on 

Etolin Island on July 8. On Mitkof Island, in August, several 

broods of half grown young were seen, sometimes in the woods, 

and sometimes feeding in the beach grass. They were tame and 

could hardly be forced to fly. Nine specimens of the sooty 

grouse were preserved, including three adult males and two adult 

females (nos. 9787-9791), one young one molting from the natal 

to the juvenal plumage (no. 9792), and three in juvenal plumage 

(nos. 9793-9795). 

Canachites franklini (Douglas). Franklin Grouse. 

We did not ourselves meet with this species at any point, and 

most of the information secured regarding it was derived from 

various store-keepers, prospectors, and Indians. On Prince of 

Wales Island we received information from many people in 

regard to the occurrence of the ‘‘spruce grouse,’’ and as 

Canachites franklini has been recorded from this island by Osgood 

(1905, p. 70), this is undoubtedly the bird referred to. Hassel- 

borg occasionally reported finding shed feathers or droppings that 

probably pertained to this species, but neither of us was fortunate 

enough to see one of the birds. On Warren Island also similar 

evidence was found. On Zarembo Island we were told by two 

prospectors that the spruce grouse occurred, but not the sooty 

grouse, and Hasselborg saw a hunter carrying one of the former. 

Judging from the information at hand the Franklin grouse 

occupies an isolated area in southeastern Alaska, as we were 

not able to learn of its occurrence on any of the islands imme- 

diately adjacent to the mainland. Of course the evidence is 

only negative, but this is a point in regard to which I made 

careful inquiry wherever opportunity offered. I also failed to 

find any island on which the sooty and the Franklin grouse 

were both known to occur. The hooting habit of the former 
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makes it so conspicuous that it is hardly possible to overlook 
the bird if even moderately abundant. Wherever we were told 

of the occurrence of the Franklin grouse no hooting was heard, 

while on those islands where C. franklini is not known to occur 

it is one of the commonest sounds in the woods. 

Lagopus rupestris dixoni Grinnell. Dixon Rock Ptarmigan. 

The only place where any ptarmigan were observed was at 

Port Snettisham, where Hasselborg flushed two flocks while hunt- 

ing mountain goats in the higher mountains. He secured one 

on August 29 (no. 9796). This is a young bird, largely in the 

stage designated by Dwight as the ‘‘first winter plumage (pre- 

liminary)’’ (1900, p. 160). Patches of the juvenal plumage 

persist on the sides of the abdomen and on the flanks. On the 

center of the abdomen and on the sides the pure white winter 

feathers are growing out. There are some white feathers on the 

legs and toes, and the flight feathers are white, all but the third 

remex, as are the greater and lesser coverts. Head, breast, back, 

and median coverts are barred and mottled with dusky, brown 

and black. 

While no specimens of Lagopus rupestris from the interior 

of Alaska, in comparable plumage, are at hand, this bird is so 

exceedingly dark colored as to suggest the probability of its 

belonging to the island race designated by Grinnell (1909, p. 207) 

as Lagopus dixoni. This form may prove to occupy the whole 

of the mainland coast region, as well as certain of the adjacent 

_ islands, the conditions being practically the same as on the island 

where the type specimen was taken. 

We were told by an Indian that there were a few ptarmigan 

on Kupreanof and Kuiu islands, seen usually during the winter 

months, in all probability a form of the rock ptarmigan. On 

Prince of Wales Island also we were told that they were occa- 

sionally seen on the higher mountains in summer and occasion- 

ally in the valleys in winter. 

Circus hudsonius (Linnaeus). Marsh Hawk. 

An adult male, seen at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, on 

April 29, was the only individual observed during the spring. 
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The species was not met with again until we reached the Taku 

River. At this point during September, marsh hawks were seen 

daily hunting over the meadows bordering the river. These 

meadows were thickly populated with meadow-mice (Microtus 

drummondi), which seemed easy prey, for I frequently saw 

the hawks drop down in the grass, to arise at once grasping a 

mouse. The stomach of one of the birds secured contained several 

meadow-mice (Microtus) and one jumping mouse (Zapus). 

They resented the appearance of any other birds of prey upon 

their hunting grounds, and I repeatedly saw them attack bald 

eagles, as well as a short-eared owl and a rough-legged hawk. 

Two marsh hawks were preserved, both males in first winter 

plumage (nos. 9772, 9773). 

Accipiter velox (Wilson). Sharp-shinned Hawk. 

Seen at various points during the spring and summer, 

though rare everywhere. On Kupreanof Island, on April 23, 

Hasselborg found a nest, finished but empty, with one of the old 

birds near by. On Kuiu Island a sharp-shinned hawk was seen’ 

pursuing some sandpipers. Single birds were observed at, the 

following points: Prince of Wales Island (Calder Bay), Coro- 

nation Island, Heceta Island, Dall Island, Duke Island, Chick- 

amin River, Revillagigedo Island (Portage Cove), Mitkof 

Island. At Thomas Bay during the latter part of August they 

became fairly common, as the immature birds began to appear, 

moving southward. Severakh were seen at Port Snettisham, and 

on the Taku River the species was quite abundant. 

They were frequently observed in pursuit of small birds, 

and several of those secured had the remains of sparrows or 

juncos in their stomachs, but one (no. 9776) had eaten two 

shrews. 

Six specimens were secured, as follows: adult male, Mitkof 

Island (no. 9774), adult female, Taku River (no. 9778), imma- 

ture female, Port Snettisham (no. 9776), immature male, Thomas 

Bay (no. 9775), and an immature male and female, Taku River 

(nos. 9777, 9779). The two adults are extremely dark colored, 

as compared with summer specimens from California, Nevada 

and Illinois. The male bird (no. 9774, Mitkof Island, August 
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12) is just finishing the molt into the fully adult, presumably 
the second winter, plumage, and is more heavily marked than 

any other example of the species at hand. The lower surface is 

chestnut, with the transverse barring reduced to disconnected 

spots, except on the abdominal region; the tibiae uniform chest- 

nut, entirely without barring. The adult female is not quite so 

heavily marked. 

An examination of the available series of sharp-shinned 

hawks in adult plumage reveals the fact that these two Alaska 

birds, together with some winter specimens from California, 

are much darker than other winter specimens from California, 

as well as those from Arizona, Nevada and’ Illinois. It seems 

possible that there is a recognizable, dark, northwest coast race 

of the sharp-shinned hawk, which in winter ranges at least as 

far south as southern California, where it occurs together with 

the paler colored, more southern form; but the material at hand 

is too scanty to enable me to arrive at any definite conclusions. 

Astur atricapillus striatulus Ridgway. Western Goshawk. 

On Kuiu Island, April 25, a goshawk was seen pursuing a 

flock of mallards. The species was not met with again until we 

reached Thomas Bay, where, on August 14, Hasselborg saw two, 

apparently fighting, and shot both, but lost one in the thick 

underbrush. A single bird secured on the Taku River, Sep- 

tember 13, completes the list of records. This bird had just 

finished eating a Steller jay. 

The two birds secured (nos. 9770, 9771), both males in the 

first winter plumage, are extremely dark colored dorsally, and 

heavily marked with black on the lower surface, being exactly 

similar to the single specimen secured on Baranof Island by the 

1907 Expedition (see Grinnell, 1909, p. 211). It is interesting to 

note, however, that a bird in the Grinnell collection, also in 

immature plumage, collected at Sitka, August 5, 1895 (see 

Grinnell, 1898, p. 127) is apparently to be referred to A. 

atricapillus atricapillus, as it is indistinguishable from specimens 

of the latter from the Yukon Valley, Alaska. 

Buteo borealis alascensis Grinnell. Alaska Red-tailed Hawk. 

Apparently not common in this region, as we noted the species 
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at but two localities: At Duke Island, June 7, an adult, with the 

red tail, was seen circling overhead, and on the Chickamin River, 

June 18, Hasselborg shot one of several seen in the vicinity of 

a colony of marmots. 

The bird secured (no. 9769) is a male in the light phase of the 

immature plumage, and was apparently not breeding, though 

it is a bird of the previous year at least. In its small size it 

bears out one of the characters upon which the subspecies 

alascensis was based; but in coloration and markings I cannot 

distinguish it from comparable California specimens of calurus. 

Archibuteo’ lagopus sancti-johannis (Gmelin). 

American Rough-legged Hawk. 

A large, dark-colored hawk, seen hunting over the meadows 

along the Taku River, on September 12, is, I believe, to be 

referred to this species. It was seen several times during the 

day, but was wild and unapproachable, and was driven from 

place to place by two marsh hawks who strongly resented its 

appearance in the neighborhood. 

Haliaeétus leucocephalus alascanus Townsend. 

Alaska Bald Eagle. 

This, the only bird of prey that is really abundant in the 

region, is so universally distributed that a list of the stations 

where it was observed would, include every point visited during 

the season. The numbers seen varied greatly from place to place, 

the varying food supply being probably the cause of the differ- 

ences. About San Alberto Bay, Prince of Wales Island, 

especially large numbers were seen, sometimes forty or fifty 

being in sight at once, and here they were feeding on the spawn- 

ing herring. At this point Hasselborg killed a bear, and passing 

by the place the following day, found about thirty eagles feasting 

on the eareass. It seems hardly probable that all the birds seen 

were breeding, for few nests were observed anywhere, compared 

with the large numbers of the birds encountered. At Kupreanof 

and Kuiu islands, in April, several occupied nests were seen, 

but we did not disturb them. By the middle of July young 
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birds were met with wherever we went, tame and unsuspicious 

as a rule, and easily approached. Early in August the old birds 

began to molt, becoming very ragged, and showing gaps in 

wings and tail as they circled overhead. 

Falco columbarius columbarius Linnaeus. Pigeon Hawk. 

At Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, April 25 to May 6, a 

pigeon hawk was seen almost daily, and on May 3 Hasselborg 

found a nest that appeared to belong to this bird, for it remained 

near by. The nest, empty at the time, was built in a spruce tree, 

in the angle formed by the junction of a limb with the trunk, and 

was about thirty-five feet from the ground. This hawk was 

seen at various times in pursuit of small waders and of robins. 

The species was not met with again until we reached Thomas 

Bay, where, on August 18, a single bird was secured. At Port 

Snettisham two were shot on August 24 and 27, respectively. 

On the Taku River pigeon hawks were more numerous, for at 

least eight or nine were seen during the time we spent there, and 

one was secured on September 26. One was seen here in the 

blue-backed, adult plumage, but he was too wary to be 

approached. 4 

Of the four secured three had the remains of spotted sand- 

pipers in their stomachs, while the fourth contained a finch, 

probably a Zonotrichia. 

The four specimens obtained (nos. 9780-9783) are alk females, 

and probably all immatures in their first winter plumage. They 

are distinctly referable to colwmbarius rather than to suckleyt, 

which might be supposed to be the form occurring in this region. 

Compared with winter specimens of columbarius from southern 

California they are somewhat darker dorsally, being rather 

sooty where the latter are earthy brown, but there is little or 

no difference in the intensity or amount of the dark markings 

below. 

Falco sparverius sparverius Linnaeus. 

American Sparrow Hawk. 

A female secured on the Taku River on September 16 was 

the only one of the species seen. This bird was observed at the 
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edge of the woods, sitting on the top of a little spruce tree, from 

which it had just driven a pigeon hawk. Its stomach contained 

a meadow mouse (Microtus drummondt). 

This is, I believe, the first individual of the species to be 

taken in the southeastern coast district of Alaska, if not in the 

entire territory. Bishop has recorded it from the Yukon Valley 

(1900, p. 75), but within the Canadian boundary, with the 

exception of Circle, where the species was doubtfully identified. 

The specimen secured (no. 9784) is in fresh, fall plumage, 

and compared with examples from more southern localities is 

decidedly dark toned, especially on the dorsal surface. The 

black cross-bars are broad, and the chestnut bars consequently 

restricted in area, and also very rich colored. 

Pandion haliaétus carolinensis (Gmelin). American Osprey. 

Observed at but few points. In Wrangell Harbor, on the 

evening of July 26, one was seen. At Zarembo Island, July 27 

to August 1, a pair of the birds were observed daily. On Mitkof 

Island, August 9, one was seen passing overhead, and on the 

Taku River, September 27, one lit on the mast of the launch. 

Asio wilsonianus (Lesson). American Long-eared Owl. 

A male secured on the Taku River, September 26 (no. 9786), 

probably constitutes the northernmost record of the species on 

the Pacific Coast. This bird, the only one seen, was flushed 

from the tangled roots of a fallen tree, lying half hidden in the 

long meadow grass on the banks of a stream: a singular 

shelter to be taken in preference to the many thickets and 

bushes on all sides. 

It is rather dark colored, though not more so than some 

California birds at hand, but it differs from any specimens 

available in its extremely small size, being below the minimum 

measurements as given in literature. It measures: wing 248 mm., 

tail 145. 

Asio flammeus (Pontoppidan). Short-eared Owl. 

Seen only on the Taku River. At this point a short-eared 

owl, probably the same individual, was seen several times on 
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September 19 and 20, hunting over the meadows along the river. 
I had several good views of the bird at close enough range to 
make identification certain, but was unable to secure it. 

Cryptoglaux acadica scotaea (Osgood). 

Northwest Saw-whet Owl. 

One specimen, a juvenal female, Mitkof Island, August 4 
(no. 9785), shot just at the edge of the forest bordering the beach. 
The stomach contained the fur and bones of Microtus macrurus, 
a mouse that was fairly abundant at this point. This bird is 
molting from the juvenal to the first winter plumage, with new 
feathers appearing in the pectoral tracts, and many pin-feathers 
in the facial discs. There can be no doubt, I think, that it 
is an example of the northwest coast form of C. acadica, which 
Osgood (1901, p. 43) has called scotaea, for compared with a 
juvenal of acadica from Illinois, it presents differences corre- 
sponding to those distinguishing adults of the two races. The 
dorsal region, upper surface of wings, and upper breast, are 
very dark brown, almost bistre, as compared with the vandyke 
brown of corresponding areas in young acadica, the facial discs 

darkening to clove brown. The cinnamon of the abdominal 

region is, however, but little darker than in acadica. The 

rectrices are very dark, almost black, but the white spots are 

not perceptibly diminished in size. The new feathers of the first 

winter plumage appearing on the sides of the breast are of a 

distinctly darker shade of brown than corresponding feathers 

on eastern examples of the species, or even than that of two 

specimens from Oregon. 

Bubo virginianus saturatus Ridgway. Dusky Horned Owl. 

Horned owls are apparently of rare occurrence in this region, 

and we saw but little evidence of their presence. At Three-mile 

Arm, Kuiu Island, there was more owl sign than at any other 

point, consisting of a few shed feathers and a number of cast 

pellets picked up from time to time. These pellets consisted 

largely of deer hair, from which it would seem that the owls 

sometimes feed on carrion; dead deer were numerous in the 
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woods. A horned owl was heard hooting at this point on the 

evening of May 5. One was also heard at Mitkof Island on the 

night of August 10, and at Thomas Bay, August 22, Hasselborg 

saw a large owl in the woods that was probably of this species. 

Hasselborg afterward sent in a specimen from Douglas Island 

on December 20. According to the accompanying notes a friend 

heard his cat squall in the night, and, going out, found the owl 

attempting to fly away with it. He killed the bird with a stick. 

This specimen (female, no. 1065) is apparently to be referred 

to saturatus, as it is quite dark colored, and heavily barred with 

black underneath. The feet and legs, however, are but very 

slightly mottled. 

Ceryle alcyon caurina Grinnell. Northwestern Belted 

Kingfisher. 

Kingfishers were decidedly rare over the whole of the region 

traversed, and none at all were seen along the western edge of the 

archipelago, where we spent April and May. At Marten Arm, 

Boca de Quadra, June 9 to 14, a pair was observed digging in 

the gravelly bank of a stream, and on the Chickamin River 

one or two of the birds were seen, but no nest found. At 

Bradfield Canal a pair of kingfishers probably had a brood of 

young near by, for they were continually carrying fish up the 

stream. At Mitkof Island, in August, several were seen along 

the coast, evidently migrating, as were others observed at 

Thomas Bay. re 

Two specimens were secured, both adult males in freshly 

acquired winter plumage, no. 9767, Mitkof Island, August 9, 

and no. 9768, Thomas Bay, August 14. These two birds appear 

to bear out the characters ascribed by Grinnell (1910, p. 388) 

to the Alaskan race. 

Dryobates villosus harrisi (Audubon). Harris Woodpecker. 

The hairy woodpeckers of the Sitkan district exhibit a diver- 

sity of characters that is decidedly puzzling. In general there 

is a tendency to vary from typical harrisi, shown in a less 

marked smoky suffusion of the underparts, together with the 

frequent presence of conspicuously white-spotted lesser wing 
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coverts, while some individuals evince a decided leaning toward 
the characters of Dryobates v. picoideus. Such proclivities 
cannot, however, be correlated with any particular region, the 
picoideus-like examples not being necessarily found closest to 
the range of that race. For the present at least, it seems best 
to include all under the form harrisi. 

The specimens available in the present study are as follows: 
ten from the 1909 Expedition, i.e., Calder Bay, Prince of Wales 
Island, one (no. 9735) ; Egg Harbor, Coronation Island, one (no. 
9734), ‘Rocky Bay,’’ Dall Island, one (no. 9736) ; Etolin Island, 
two (nos. 9739, 9740) ; Boca de Quadra, two (nos. 9737, 9738) ; 
Wrangell Island, one (no. 9741); Admiralty Island, one (no. 
9319) ; Chichagof Island, one (no. 10648); three from the 1907 
expedition, all taken on Admiralty Island (nos. 462-464) ; one 
from the Grinnell collection, collected at Sitka (no. 1246), and 

two specimens of D. v. picoideus borrowed from the Biological 

Survey collection, one from Skidegate, Queen Charlotte Islands 

(no. 166821), the other (hardly typical of the form however) 

from Kasaan Bay, Prince of Wales Island (no. 186243). 

Excluding the Queen Charlotte Island specimen, the individ- 

uals showing the most marked smoky suffusion on the underparts 

are from Admiralty and Chichagof islands, at the northern 

extremity of the region, and from Dall Island, and Kasaan Bay, 

Prince of Wales Island (the supposed D. v. picoideus), at the 

south. Specimens with this tendency at a minimum, some being 

nearly as white below as examples of hyloscopus, are from 

Admiralty, Coronation, Prince of Wales, Etolin, Wrangell, and 

Baranof islands, and from Boca de Quadra. 

The presence of conspicuous white spots on the lesser wing 

coverts is also an unstable character, though such markings are 

usually evident to some degree. Of two specimens collected at 

Boea de Quadra, one (no. 9738) has conspicuously white-spotted 

coverts, while on the other (no. 9737) there are no white spots at 

all. The one specimen from Dall Island (no. 9736) shows an 

inclination toward the characters of picoideus, evidenced by the 

restricted area of the white dorsal stripe, together with slight 

barrings on the back and flanks; but the same peculiarities are 

evident to an even greater degree in one from Admiralty Island 
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(no. 462), which is geographically far removed from this race. 

Altogether it does not seem to me expedient to consider such 

variants as examples of picoideus; for these exceptional individ- 

uals are, in some respects, more like typical harrist than are the 

majority of the birds of this region. Neither do I feel like giving 

a new name to the Sitkan bird, for, as shown above, the charac- 

ters that might be ascribed to it (of which the white underparts 

and white-spotted lesser wing coverts are the most apparent) are 

extremely unstable. 

Harris Woodpecker is quite generally distributed over south-- 

eastern Alaska, but apparently is nowhere very common. The 

first was noted on Kuiu Island, April 30, though the species is 

probably to be found in the region through the winter. 

Hasselborg secured one at Freshwater Bay, Chichagof Island, 

as late as November 2. Single individuals were seen at many 

scattered points, but the only place where the species was even 

fairly abundant was at the head of Marten Arm, Boca de Quadra, 

where it was seen or heard daily. A fully fledged juvenal was 

secured on Etolin Island, July 6, the first young one seen flying 

about. It is rather curious that absolutely no Harris wood- 

peckers were observed on the Taku River, the only point where 

a form of the downy woodpecker was met with. 

Dryobates pubescens glacialis Grinnell. 

Valdez Downy Woodpecker. 

Observed only along theeTaku River. On September 4, the 

only bright, sunny day we had at this point, they were active and 

rather noisy, and five or six were seen flying about, calling and 

rapping on the trees. In the rainy weather that followed they 

were quiet and inconspicuous, and but very few were noticed. 

Two specimens were secured, an adult male, September 13 

(no. 9733), and an immature male, September 4 (no. 9732). 

They agree minutely with Grinnell’s characterization of Dryo- 

bates pubescens glacialis (1910, p. 390) ; nor am I able to distin- 

guish any differences on comparison with his specimens, except 

that one of my birds (no. 9733) has somewhat heavier black 

barring on the rectrices than has either of those from Prince 

Willam Sound. 
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This appears to be a fairly well marked race, easily distin- 

guishable from gatrdneri or nelsoni, whose ranges it adjoins, 

but curiously similar to D. p. medianus of the eastern United 

States. It is thus comparable with the isolated western ‘‘colonies’”’ 

of Penthestes atricapillus atricapillus and Passerculus sand- 

wichensis savanna. We are fortunately able to recognize certain 

slight differences in the woodpecker, and thus in this case avoid 

the absurdity of calling the variety by the name of a race with 

which its affinities are doubtless remote. 

Picoides americanus americanus (Swainson). 

American Three-toed Woodpecker. 

A single specimen, a female, collected by Hasselborg at 

Freshwater Bay, Chichagof Island, November 27 (no. 10649). 

This bird has not a trace of smoky suffusion beneath, the distin- 

guishing character of the single specimen on which Grinnell 

(1909, p. 217) based his Picoides a. fumipectus, also from 

Chichagof Island. However, although this specimen is as pure 

white ventrally as any of a series from the Yukon Valley, it 

does show a smoky suffusion in the white speckling on the top of 

the head, while the area of the white dorsal markings is somewhat 

contracted. 

The three-toed woodpecker of the Sitkan district may still 

prove to be a recognizable form, but the diversity of coloration 

shown by the two specimens at hand necessitates the examination 

of additional material to demonstrate the distinctness of the 

race proposed by Grinnell (1. c). For the present it seems best 

to consider P. a. fumipectus as a synonym of Picoides americanus 

(Swainson). This bird was taken at a time when it may well 

have been a migrant from some other region. The species was 

not met with at any time during the summer. 

Sphyrapicus varius ruber (Gmelin). Red-breasted Sapsucker. 

Generally distributed throughout the region, but nowhere 

at all common. It was noted at the following points: Kupreanof 

Island, Kuiu Island, Prince of Wales Island (Klawak Salt Lake), 

Chickamin River, Etolin Island, and Wrangell Island. 
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On the Chickamin River (June 17 to 28) Hasselborg found 

three nests at various points some eighteen or twenty miles up 

the river. All were in high, rotten stubs, and all evidently 

contained young birds. On Etolin Island a nest was located, 

also high up in a dead tree, and also containing young. 

Three specimens were secured, from Kupreanof Island (nos. 

9742, 9743) and the Chickamin River (no. 9744). They are very 

deeply colored, the red and yellow areas being particularly in- 

tense, and in one (no. 9742) the lght dorsal markings are 

reduced to the slightest of yellowish flecks, and the back conse- 

quently almost uniform black. 

Colaptes cafer saturatior Ridgway. Northwestern Flicker. 

Flickers were decidedly scarce in the whole region traversed, 

and the few individuals met with were so wild as to be 

approached with the utmost difficulty. More were observed on 

Kupreanof Island than at any other one place, and here, from 

April 12 to 24, six or eight were seen or heard. At Rocky Bay, 

Dall Island, May 31, one was heard calling. On Gravina Island 

the call note of a flicker was heard on the evening of June 15, 

and one was secured early the next morning. At Portage Cove, 

Revillagigedo Island, on July 2, a nest was found, and the pair 

of birds shot. On Etolin Island, July 5 to 12, a flicker was heard 

on several occasions, but I was never able to catch sight of it. 

Single birds were seen on the Taku River, on September 10 and 

13, but they were so wild as to be unapproachable. 

Four specimens were secured: an adult male at Kupreanof 

Island, April 16 (no. 9728); an adult male at Gravina Island, 

~ June 16 (no. 9729) ; an adult male (no. 9731), and female (no. 

9730) at Portage Cove. No. 9728 may be taken as typical of 

the race saturatir, the upperparts being rich mars brown, as 

compared with the drab backs of southern California birds, while 

the black markings are broad and lustrous. The underparts are 

strongly tinged with vinaceous-pink. No. 9729 is somewhat paler 

dorsally, though decidedly more pink underneath, and has a 

slight admixture of auratus characters as evidenced by a few 

black specks in the red malar stripes, and a slight indication of 

a red nuchal crescent. Nos. 9730 and 9731 were a pair, and 
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though the female may be considered as typical of saturatior, the 

male shows an almost equal intermingling of the characters of 

cafer and auratus. It has the black malar stripes and nuchal 

erescent of the latter species, with the red quills of the former. 

The lower parts have an olivaceous tinge, similar to but not so 

pronounced as in auratus, while the colors of the head (gray 

on the occiput and brown on the throat in auratus, and the 

reverse in cafer), have been modified so that the whole head is 

an almost uniform brownish gray. 

The nest found at Portage Cove was in a dead stub, some 

fifty feet from the ground. The stump was so rotten that an 

attempt to climb it brought down the whole upper portion, 

including the nest, in a mass of disintegrated punk. In the 

debris we found five newly hatched young birds and one rotten 

egg. The young were far too small to give any indication as 

to the extent to which the varying characters of the parents 

would be developed. The nest tree was in a valley bordering a 

stream, in fairly open country, with clumps of scattered timber 

interspersed between the open meadows. 

The four flickers secured measure as follows: 

No. Sex Wing Tail Culmen 

9728 J 166 111 42 

9729 3 167 117 42 
9731 3 162 113 38 

9730 g 166 106 38 

Cypseloides niger borealis (Kennerly). Black Swift. 

First seen at the head of Marten Arm, Boca de Quadra. Here 

during the middle of June the black swift was numerous, large 

flocks hovering over the meadows in company with Vaux swifts 

and barn and tree swallows. The swallows fed close to the 

ground, almost brushing the grass, but the swifts stayed high in 

the air; and it was only occasionally that an individual would 

swoop down, affording an opportunity for a hasty, and usually 

ineffective, shot. Two rainy mornings were devoted almost 

entirely to an endeavor to secure a series of these birds, and 

six specimens were obtained. On the following day the weather 

changed, the sun came out, and the swifts disappeared. 

In life its great size alone readily distinguishes the black 
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swift from the little Vaux swift, with which it was here asso- 

ciated; but the two species differ in many minor respects also. 

The black swift soars a great deal and flutters its wings com- 

paratively little, is almost absolutely silent, and individuals 

were seldom seen pursuing one another. 

It was undoubtedly breeding somewhere in the vicinity for 

one of the females secured contained an egg that would have 

heen laid in a few days. 

Tt was met with again at Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, 

where a few individuals appeared nearly every evening at dusk, 

flying about until dark. It is rather curious that the species was 

not observed on the Chickamin River, on the mainland directly 

opposite Portage Cove, the character of the country being very 

similar to that at Boca de Quadra. At Bradfield Canal Hassel- 

borg saw a large black swift that he supposed was of this species. 

Eight specimens were secured, two males and four females 

at Boca de Quadra (nos. 9360-9365), and two males at Portage 

Cove (nos. 9366, 9367). The four males are uniform sooty black 

(save for the paler markings about the head), only one (no. 9366) 

showing slight whitish tips on the feathers of the abdomen and 

the lower tail coverts. Of the four females, one is like the males 

in that it is uniformly black (except for a single pure white 

feather on the upper breast). The other three have the feathers 

of the abdomen and the lower tail coverts tipped with white in 

varying degrees. These white tips probably disappear as the 

individual becomes older, aud when fully adult the sexes are 

apparently alike in coloration, but from the specimens in hand 

there seems to be one point in which they constantly differ. The 

four males have the tail deeply forked; in the four females it 

is uniformly square, there being no difference in this respect 

between the black individual and the white marked ones. .In 

the males the tail is so deeply forked that the lower coverts extend 

beyond the middle rectrices. 

I believe that this is the first time that the species has been 

taken in Alaska. 

The eight specimens secured measure as follows: 
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Extent of forking 
No. Sex Wing Tail in tail 
9360 do 162 59.5 8 
9362 J 163.5 62 9.5 
9366 3 163 58 8.5 
9367 3 166.5 61 10.5 
9361 g 161 51 square 
9363 94 165.5 57 square 
9364 g 160 53 square 
9365 g 160 55 square 

Chaetura vauxi (Townsend). Vaux Swift. 

Although I believe this species has not been previously 
reported from Alaska we found it at all the mainland points 
visited, as far north as Thomas Bay. At Marten Arm, Boca de 
Quadra, it was common. Along the Chickamin River it was, 
at times, very abundant, and a female shot at this point (no. 
9359, June 18) contained a partly formed egg, so that the species 
was evidently breeding. At Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, 

Vaux swifts were seen occasionally, usually in the evening; while 

a single bird was seen at Bradfield Canal on July 19. At Thomas 

Bay, August 13 to 23, the species was very abundant, hovering 

over the meadows in company with the barn swallows, but they 

flew high and I failed to get any at this point. Three specimens 

were secured, two males from Boca de Quadra (nos. 9357, 9358), 

and a female from the Chickamin River (no. 9359). The latter 

evinces a tendency toward albinism, shown by two patches of 

pure white feathers on the lower surface of the body. 

The three individuals secured from this the northern extremity 

of its range are not different from California specimens with 

which they were compared. 

Selasphorus rufus (Gmelin). Rufous Hummingbird. 

First seen at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, on April 26, 

when a male bird was several times observed hovering over a 

blossoming huckleberry bush by the tent. The species was next 

met with at Calder Bay, Prince of Wales Island, where a female 

was seen on May 11, and a male secured on May 12 (no. 9356). 

From then until about the end of June it was, though not com- 
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mon, quite generally distributed, and we met with it at nearly 

all points visited. Specimens were seen at Coronation and 

Warren islands, and at San Alberto Bay and Klawak Salt Lake, 

Prince of Wales Island, at Rocky Bay, Dall Island, Boca de 

Quadra, the Chickamin River, and Portage Cove, Revillagigedo 

Island. But a single bird was seen on Zarembo Island, and at 

Thomas Bay, about the middle of August, the species was 

evidently becoming scarce. The last hummingbird was observed 

at Port Snettisham, on August 31, a single bird seen several 

times at the edge of a willow thicket. 

Nuttallornis borealis (Swainson). Olive-sided Flycatcher. 

Three specimens secured at Thomas Bay, where several others 

were seen. The first was observed on August 17; and they were 

subsequently noted daily, evidently migrating. Their habit of 

perching on the tops of the tallest available trees made them 

difficult birds to shoot, and it was only by using heavy loads that 

any specimens were obtained. At Port Snettisham two were seen 

on August 29, but neither was secured. While the species may 

breed along the coast of southern Alaska, I do not think it prob- 

able that it does, but believe rather that the individuals seen 

were migrants from some interior region, as were several other 

species of birds that appeared about the same time. 

The three specimens secured are not perceptibly different 

from others taken in southern California and Arizona. The two 

adult males (nos. 9707, 9708), taken on August 17 and 20, 

respectively, are in worn summer plumage, and just beginning 

the post-nuptial molt, as evidenced by a few new, partly 

ensheathed feathers on the top of the head and on the dorsum. 

The third, an immature male in first winter plumage (no. 9709), 

August 21, compared with others in corresponding plumage from 

southern California, is actually somewhat paler colored through- 

out, and with the whitish areas more extensive than in most of 

the latter. This is a species that is wonderfully resistant to 

the effects of varying local conditions, specimens from southern 

California to Alaska, and from the Atlantic to the Pacific, pre- 

senting exactly the same appearance. 
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Myiochanes richardsoni richardsoni (Swainson). 

Western Wood Pewee. 

Wood pewees were met with at most of the mainland points 
visited, but on none of the islands. At Boca de Quadra, June 
11, one was heard calling on a wooded hillside, but the vegetation 
was so thick that I was unable to catch sight of the bird. On 
the Chickamin River probably five or six individuals were seen 
at various times between June 17 and 28. They appeared to be 
migrating, and were usually perched on little scrubby willows 
scattered over the meadow land. I saw no indication that any 
were breeding at the time; the specimens secured certainly were 
not. At Thomas Bay the species was frequently seen, evidently 
migrating southward. The birds were excessively wild, and 
usually fled to the tops of the tallest trees, where they were far 
beyond shot-gun range. At Port Snettisham several individuals, 
possibly six or seven all told, were seen at different times, but 
here also they were wild and unapproachable. <A single bird 
was seen on the Taku River, on September 8, the last one 
observed. I had but a glimpse of this bird as it flew over an alder 
thicket, and failed to find it again. 

Three specimens were secured, two adult males from the 

Chickamin River, June 20 and 22 (nos. 9710, 9711), and an 

immature female from Port Snettisham, August 28 (no. 9712). 

While there may well be a recognizable northwest coast form of 

the western wood pewee, as claimed by Bishop (1900, p. 116), I 

am unable to uphold it with the scanty material at hand. My 

three specimens are certainly appreciably darker colored than the 

breeding birds available from southern California; but there are 

specimens in the museum collection, taken in June in the northern 

Sierras, which are indistinguishable in color from the Alaskan 

birds. In a fairly large series from southern Arizona, some are 

pale colored, but there are others nearly, if not quite, as dark 

as those from Alaska. Neither can the size of the bill be 

depended upon to distinguish them, as there seem to be both 

large and small-billed individuals in series from all localities. 

The two Alaskan adults show as much variation in this respect 

as can be seen in large series from more southern localities. 
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Empidonax difficilis Baird. Western Flycatcher. 

Generally distributed and fairly common, as birds go in this 

region, but during the breeding season at least, very retiring 

and hard to find. The sharp, two-syllabled whistle was frequently. 

heard, but the author of it was seldom seen. First noted on 

Coronation Island, on May 15, and subsequently observed, evi- 

dently migrating, on Warren Island, Heceta Island, and at San 

Alberto Bay and Klawak, Prince of Wales Island. On the west 

coast of Dall Island, the first week in June, they appeared to be 

in pairs, and were seen pursuing one another through the tree 

tops. On Duke Island they were fairly abundant, judging from 

the frequency with which the ecall-note was heard. At Boca 

de Quadra the species was uncommon, but on the Chickamin 

River a number were seen, and an incubating female secured on 

June 26. Small numbers were seen at Portage Cove, Revilla- 

gigedo Island, at Etolin Island, and Bradfield Canal. At 

Zarembo Island the species was far more abundant than at any 

other place visited, this being partly due, perhaps, to the fact 

that at this time the young birds had left the nests and were 

beginning to appear in the woods. At Mitkof Island several 

were seen, as also at Thomas Bay. At this time they were 

evidently rapidly moving southward. Very few were observed 

at Port Snettisham, the last being seen on August 29. The species 

was not seen at all on the Taku River. 

Fourteen specimens were collected, from the following 

localities: Dall Island, one (No. 9714), Duke Island, one (no. 

9715), Chickamin River, two (nos. 9716, 9717), Revillagigedo 

Island, one (no. 9718) , Etolin Island, one (no. 9719), Bradfield 

Canal, one (no. 9720), Zarembo Island, five adults (nos. 9721, 

9722, 9725, 9727), and two juvenals (nos. 9723, 9724). These 

birds as far as I can see are absolutely indistinguishable from 

specimens taken in southern California and Arizona. 

Empidonax trailli alnorum Brewster. Alder Flycatcher. 

A single bird, an adult male, secured on the Chickamin River, 

June 21. At least one other, possibly the mate of the bird shot, 

was seen on various occasions up to June 28, but it was too wary 
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to be approached. The vicinity was admirably suited to the 
needs of this flycatcher, the stream being bordered with broad 
grassy meadows, interspersed with clumps of willows, and I have 
little doubt that the birds seen were preparing to breed. This 
river valley forms a direct and expeditious highway from the 
interior to the sea, and the alder flycatcher, together with one 
or two other species, probably reaches the coast by following the 
stream westward, and not by traveling north along the seacoast. 

The specimen secured (no. 9713) is distinetly referable to 
the subspecies alnorum, having the yellowish flanks and sides, 
the distinct wing-bars, small bill, and long wing of that race. It 
is in color and markings practically indistinguishable from a 
specimen of alnorum from the Prince William Sound region, 
Alaska (see Grinnell, 1910, p. 392), and is very similar to other 

specimens at hand from Maine and the Mississippi Valley. 

Pica pica hudsonia (Sabine). American Magpie. 

Met with only on the Taku River. No magpies were seen 

during the first part of our stay at this point, but on September 

14 a single bird was secured, and shortly after the species became 

fairly common. They were apparently migrating from the 

interior toward the coast, sometimes flocks of eight or ten individ- 

uals being seen passing overhead. The camp was an evident 

attraction to them, and one or more were frequently seen foraging 

in the refuse. 

The two specimens secured (nos. 9765, 9766) are immatures in 

first winter plumage, with a few juvenal feathers still lingering 

on the lower abdomen. They show no trace of the dusky suffusion 

below, apparent on the juvenals from the Prince William Sound 

region (see Grinnell, 1910, p. 393). 

Cyanocitta stelleri stelleri (Gmelin). Steller Jay. 

Throughout the spring and in the early part of the summer 

jays were decidedly rare at every point visited. On the Kake 

Islands, in April and early May, but three or four individuals 

were seen. Single birds or an occasional pair were observed at 

most of the localities visited on Prince of Wales, Dall, and others 
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of the more southern islands; but not until the middle of July, 

when the young birds began to appear in the woods, was the 

species at all abundant. It was most numerous at Mitkof Island, 

early in August, when old and young together, in scattering 

troops of a dozen or more, were encountered along the streams and 

in the more open places in the woods. Two males were shot at 

Boca de Quadra June 11 which were evidently keeping together, 

and on dissection they proved to be non-breeding birds. 

A young bird, nearly full grown but in the juvenal plumage 

throughout, was taken on Etolin Island on July 7 (no. 9756). 

Another, with patches of first winter plumage appearing in the 

pectoral tracts was secured on Mitkof Island, August 10 (no. 

9758). An adult from the latter locality, August 4 (no. 9757) is 

in the midst of the post-nuptial molt, with little of the old 

plumage remaining, but with many of the new feathers but 

partly grown out. An immature male from the Taku River, 

September 9 (no. 9759), is in the first winter plumage through- 

out, but with only two rectrices. As these are grown out to their 

full length and the others entirely absent, this was probably due 

to an accident, and does not represent the normal molt. 

Although the subspecies carlottae is stated (Osgood, 1905, p. 

70) to occur in the southern part of Prince of Wales Island, I 

must confess my inability to distinguish two forms in the material 

collected. Some individuals taken south of Sumner Straits cer- 

tainly do exhibit an extreme of dark coloration, with the color 

of the blue areas somewhat* intensified, and might possibly be 

considered to represent the more southern race; but the differences 

are very slight. On the whole the jays collected show no tangible 

points of difference, either among themselves or compared with 

other series in the Museum collection, from the northern part of 

the Alexander Archipelago or from Prince William Sound, and I 

have no alternative but to include them all under the form 

stellert. Though carlottae is alleged to be larger than stelleri, 

the published measurements show but trifling differences (cf. 

Ridgway, 1904, pp. 351-354) ; but even so, none of my specimens 

exceed the minimum dimensions ascribed to carlottae, and are 

thus well within the range in size of true stellert. The differences 

distinguishing the two forms are slight, at the best, and any 
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attempt to account for individual extremes of the latter by 
referring them to carlottae and thus extending its range into the 
southern part of Prince of Wales Island, is, it seems to me, bound 
to cause confusion. 

Two mainland specimens from Boca de Quadra (nos. 9755, 
9761) are quite as dark above as any from Prince of Wales, while 
others from Dall Island (no. 9752) and San Alberto Bay, Prince 
of Wales Island (no. 9750) are indistinguishable from specimens 
from Admiralty Island and other more northern points. 

Seventeen specimens of the Steller jay were collected, as 
follows: Kupreanof Island, three (nos. 9745-9747 ), Coronation 
Island, one (no. 9748), Heceta Island, one (no. 9749), Prince of 
Wales Island, Calder Bay, one (no. 9760), San Alberto Bay, one 
(no. 9750), Klawak, one (no. 9751), Dall Island, three (nos. 9752- 
9754), Etolin Island, one (uo. 9756), Mitkof Island, two (nos 
9757, 9758), Boca de Quadra, two (nos. 9755, 9761), and the 

Taku River, one (no. 9759). , 

Corvus corax principalis Ridgway. Northern Raven. 

Seen at every point we visited, sometimes in considerable 

numbers. They were usually quite tame, and made no effort to 

get far out of our way, while at several of our camps the ravens 

visited us daily for the purpose of carrying off refuse—the bodies 

of skinned birds and mammals, or the scraps trimmed from bear 

or deer skins. From the actions of some of the birds seen on 

Kuiu Island the first week of May, and at Klawak Salt Lake, 

Prince of Wales Island, towards the end of the same month, I 

judged them to have nests near by, containing eggs, or more 

probably young, but I was unable to find them. At Etolin Island, 

J uly 5 to 12, a brood of noisy young ones hovered about the camp 

daily, the old ones assiduously feeding them on the scraps I 

threw out, a process accompanied by gasping, choking, and gurg- 

ling noises. 

One specimen of the northern raven was preserved, a juvenal 

female, Etolin Island, July 8 (no. 9762). This bird is just 

molting from the juvenal into the first winter plumage, with 

lines of glossy black feathers appearing in the pectoral tracts, 

on the throat, and on the top of the head. 
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Corvus brachyrhynchos caurinus Baird. Northwestern Crow. 

A common species nearly everywhere, though seldom seen 

far from tide water. It was noted at the following points : 

Kupreanof, Kuiu, Prince of Wales, Coronation, Warren, Dall, 

Duke, Revillagigedo, Etolin, Wrangell, Zarembo and Mitkof 

islands, and at Boca de Quadra, Chickamin River, Bradfield 

Canal, Thomas Bay, and the Taku River, on the mainland. 

Curiously enough the species was not seen at all at Port Snetti- 

sham. . 

At Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, a colony occupied a small 

island in the bay. They vigorously resented the appearance of 

any raven or eagle in the vicinity, the whole flock turning out to 

battle with the intruder, who was always glad to beat a hasty 

retreat. At Marten Arm, Boca de Quadra, a colony of about 

fifteen pairs of birds occupied an isolated clump of spruce trees, 

about an acre in extent, in the midst of meadow land. The nests 

were built at varying heights, from thirty feet tp, and were 

usually placed on a large limb, and against the trunk of the 

tree. At this time—June 9-14— they were all occupied by young 

birds. At Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, at the end of June, 

many young birds were out flying around, but still attended by 

their parents. 

At Etolin Island crows were excessively abundant along the 

beach. Here they were continually observed feeding on clams in 

the manner already reported by Dixon (see Grinnell, 1909, p. 

222), flying in the air with fhe mollusc so as to drop it on the 

rocks and break the shell. 

At Bradfield Canal they were common, and many old nests 

were observed in a corner of the woods. On the Taku River 

in September the species was abundant, and at this time gathered 

in large flocks, sometimes of. a hundred or more individuals. 

Two specimens of the beach crow were collected, an adult 

male from Boca de Quadra, June 12 (no. 9763), and a juvenal 

female from Etolin Island, July 6 (no. 9764). 

Euphagus carolinus (Miller). Rusty Blackbird. 

Hasselborg reported a single specimen seen at Freshwater 

Bay, Chichagof Island, on November 25. He is familiar with the 
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species and I have no hesitation in accepting his identification. 

On the morning of April 6 while the steamer on which I was 

traveling north lay at anchor, storm bound, in a little cove at the 

southern end of Queen Charlotte Sound, a large flock of black- 

birds, possibly of this species, was observed feeding along the 

-rocky beach some hundred yards distant. 

Pinicola enucleator flammula Homeyer. Kadiak Pine Grosbeak. 

Apparently very rare in the region traversed. Two single, 

bright-plumaged males were seen on the Chickamin River and 

at Portage Cove, on June 23 and July 3, respectively. In each 

case the bird was sitting in a tree top, singing, and was too shy 

to permit a near approach. Hasselborg secured an adult female 

at Bradfield Canal, on July 25 (no. 9546). The single bird 

obtained is similar in color and proportions to specimens in the 

Museum collection from other parts of the Sitkan district, and 

from the Prince William Sound region, and, together with these, 

is referable to the subspecies fammula. 

Loxia americana sitkensis Grinnell. Sitka Crossbill. 

Red crossbills were not observed at all during the early part 

of the season, when the white-winged was seen, but they first 

appeared about the end of May. Hasselborg saw a flock on 

Warren Island, on May 20, and several flocks were seen near 

Klawak, Prince of Wales Island, a week later. None were 

observed on Dall Island, but several single birds were seen on 

Duke Island, and flocks at Boca de Quadra, the Chickamin River, 

Portage Cove, and Etolin Island. At Zarembo Island the cross- 

bills were more numerous than at any other point, some in pairs 

but many in small flocks. The males were in full song at this 

time, and all were very restless, flymg about continually. A 

few were seen at Mitkof Island, at Thomas Bay, and Port 

Snettisham, but none on the Taku River. 

Though observed at so many points, sometimes in compara- 

tively large numbers, I found it practically impossible to collect 

specimens, as the birds seen were almost invariably flying high 

overhead or else perched in the tops of the tallest trees. I 
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secured one, an adult female, at the Chickamin River, June 19 

(no. 9545), out of a large flock. 

As I have not at hand any additional material—nor even as 

much as Grinnell (1909, p. 223) had when he described the race 

sitkensis—I do not feel qualified to argue very strongly either 

for or against the recognition of this subspecies, though with 

his Alaskan specimens before me I am quite able to appreciate 

the points he makes, both concerning the color of the male birds, 

and the general size of the form. There is this much, also, to 

be said in support of the naming of a northwest coast race of 

the red crossbill, that although in size it closely approaches the 

eastern minor, it appears to be separated from the range of that 

bird by a robust, large-billed form. The crossbills wintering 

in the Mississippi Valley approach very nearly the variety 

bendirei in size, and are as conspicuously different from the 

southern Alaska birds as from those of the Atlantic states. It 

is fair to assume that this is the breeding bird of the interior of 

Canada, and that the race sitkensis is hence completely separated 

from the form which it most nearly resembles. 

Loxia leucoptera Gmelin. White-winged Crossbill. 

Apparently mainly a migrant or winter resident in the 

southern part of the Sitkan district, for none were seen after 

May 6. On Kupreanof Island, in April, the species was fairly 

common in flocks in the woods, and on Kuiu Island a little later 

a few were seen at various times. We left the latter island on 

May 6, and saw no more white-winged crossbills at any time. 

Males in fully adult plumage formed but a small proportion of 

the flocks seen. 

Eleven specimens were secured: three adult males in bright 

red plumage of various degrees of intensity, two from Kupreanof 

Island (nos. 9535, 9540) and one from Kuiu Island (no. 9544) ; 

also one dull colored male from Kuiu Island (no. 9543); and 

seven females, six from Kupreanof (nos. 9534, 9536-9539, 9541) 

and one from Kuiu (no. 9542.) 

Several of the birds secured appear to have recently accom- 

plished a partial molt, and are in noticeably bright, fresh, 

plumage, as compared with certain others. 
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Acanthis linaria linaria (Linnaeus). Redpoll. 

On Kupreanof Island, in April, the redpolls were fairly 

common, in flocks together with the white-winged crossbills. 

They were shy and restless, moving continually from place to 

place, and were consequently hard to secure. After leaving 

Kupreanof, April 24, the species was lost sight of, and was not 

seen again until August 17, at Thomas Bay, when Hasselborg 

secured a bird in the streaked juvenal plumage, from a flock of 

the same species. Were it not for this juvenal I would suppose 

the species to be merely a winter resident or transient in the 

region; and the capture of this young bird by no means consti- 

tutes a breeding record, as the flock containing it may well have 

wandered from somewhere in the interior, other birds having 

begun to move at this time. 

Five specimens were secured: two adult males and two adult 

females from Kupreanof (nos. 9548-9551), and the young bird 

mentioned above (no. 9552). These are not perceptibly different 

from others from the interior of Alaska and other parts of North 

America. 

Spinus pinus (Wilson). Pine Siskin. 

In view of the abundance of the species on Admiralty and 

Chichagof islands, as reported by the 1907 Expedition, it seems 

strange that we found it at so very few points. A few flocks of 

siskins were seen at Boca de Quadra, and a number on the 

Chickamin River. At the latter place they were feeding in 

company with the Sitka crossbill, and in both localities they kept 

high in the trees, out of shotgun range for the most part. One 

specimen was secured, an adult male (no. 9547), Chickamin 

River, June 24. This bird is very dark colored, though not more 

so than some individuals from other localities. 

Plectrophenax nivalis nivalis (Linnaeus). Snow Bunting. 

A single bird was seen on the wharf at Douglas Island, oppo- 

site Juneau, on the morning of April 9, feeding among the refuse 

and hopping about through the litter on the dock. 
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Calcarius lapponicus alascensis Ridgway. Alaska Longspur. 

An abundant species on the grassy meadows bordering the 

Taku River. During our stay at this point, September 4 to 28, 

longspurs were seen almost daily, usually in flocks of from 

twenty to thirty individuals, and evidently migrating. They 

were hard to see in the tall grass in which they were feeding, and 

still more difficult to secure, for they would sit quietly until 

nearly trodden upon, when the whole flock would dart away 

simultaneously. 

They were observed at no other point, unless Hasselborg was 

correct in his belief that a bird seen on the summit of Pin Peak, 

Coronation Island (altitude 1300 feet), on May 16, belonged to 

this species. 

The fourteen examples of the Alaska longspur collected 

(nos. 9553-9566), all immatures in first winter plumage, bear out 

the characters ascribed to the race, being conspicuously paler 

and more buffy on the upper parts as compared with a series of 

comparable fall specimens of lapponicus from Illinois. 

Passerculus sandwichensis sandwichensis (Gmelin). 

Aleutian Savannah Sparrow. 

Four specimens referable to this race were secured, one from 

Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, May 3 (no. 9571), and three from 

Egg Harbor, Coronation Island, May 15 (nos. 9567, 9568, 9570), 

all adult males. As no examples of this subspecies were found 

among the Savannah sparrows collected at other points, it looks 

very much as though the line of migration of this form lies along 

the extreme western edge of the archipelago; and as Kuiu Island 

les actually farther north than the breeding ground of this 

bird on Unalaska Island and the Alaska Peninsula, it may be 

that instead of following the coast line any farther they strike 

directly westward across the Gulf of Alaska. This assumption 

is somewhat borne out by the fact that the 1908 Expedition 

failed to find the species in the Prince William Sound region 

(see Grinnell, 1910, p. 399), which must be traversed if the 

coast line is followed. On Kuiu Island, on May 8, the first 
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date at which any Savannah sparrows were seen, one specimen of 
sandwichensis and three of savanna were secured. On Corona- 
tion Island, Savannah sparrows were quite abundant in the erass 
growing on the sandy beach at the head of Egg Harbor, and of 
five secured, three are sandwichensis. 

Passerculus sandwichensis savanna (Wilson). 

Savannah Sparrow. 

First observed on Kuiu Island, May 3, when three were 

secured and others seen. It was subsequently met with, 

evidently migrating, at most of the points visited during May— 

Calder Bay and Klawak Salt Lake, Prince of Wales Island, and 

on Coronation, Warren, and Heceta islands. On the Chickamin 

River, in June, the species was fairly common and evidently 

breeding, the males singing from the tops of the scrubby willows 

scattered over the meadows. It was next seen at Thomas Bay, 

in August, where the birds were abundant in the swampy 

meadows. At Port Snettisham and on the Taku River they were 

also abundant, and evidently migrating. 

Twenty-three specimens were collected (nos. 9572-9594), 

twelve summer adults, and one adult and ten immatures in fresh 

winter plumage. Although I designate this series by the name 

savanna, it is merely as a matter of convenience, for this Alaskan 

race can hardly be considered the same as the one inhabiting 

eastern North America, although the two forms have developed a 

wonderful similarity. I am unable to detect a single constant 

difference—at any rate certain selected individuals from the 

eastern and Alaskan series at hand are absolutely indistin- 

guishable. As a rule the Sitkan birds seem to have rather more 

yellow over the eye than the eastern; other average differences 

are the somewhat larger size and more slender bill of the former, 

in both of which respects they approach alaudinus. It is prob- 

ably a rather local race, inhabiting the Pacific Coast region 

from the Sitkan district southward for an undetermined distance, 

and separated from the range of the eastern P. s. savanna by the 

broad stretch of country occupied by alaudinus. 
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Zonotrichia leucophrys gambeli (Nuttall). 

Intermediate Sparrow. 

First seen at Thomas Bay, on August 22, when a flock of six 

or eight was observed in an alder thicket. At Port Snettisham, 

August 24 to September 1, intermediate sparrows were fairly 

common on the brushy hillsides, but were shy and difficult to 

approach. Only immature birds were seen, that is, those with 

the brown head markings. On the Taku River, during Sep- 

tember, they were fairly common, but irregularly so, the num- 

bers seen varying greatly on different days. On September 18 

the first adults—with white head stripes—were observed. 

The principal migration route of this bird does not seem to 

include the islands of southeastern Alaska, since the 1907 expe- 

dition did not find it on Admiralty Island in the spring, while I 

did not note it at an island locality at any time. 

Five specimens were secured, three from Port Snettisham 

(nos. 9626-9628) and two from the Taku River (nos. 9629-9630), 

all immature males in first winter plumage. 

Zonotrichia coronata (Pallas). Golden-crowned Sparrow. 

Two specimens secured at Calder Bay, Prince of Wales 

Island, on May 11, were the only ones noted in the spring at any 

time. These two are adult male and female, and in perfect 

nuptial plumage (nos. 9623, 9624). The species was met with 

next at Port Snettisham where a female in first winter plumage 

was shot on August 29 (no. 9625). It was quite probable that 

they were fairly common at this point, as Zonotrichias were 

very numerous in the brush; and although all that were seen 

near enough to identify were Z. l. gambelh, still, in the immature 

plumage, the two species are so much alike as to be easily con- 

fused. 

On the Taku River during September golden-crowned 

sparrows were seen on several occasions, but were never at all 

common. 
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Spizella monticola ochracea Brewster. Western Tree Sparrow. 

Hasselborg reported tree sparrows as abundant along the 
Taku river on October 20, and again at Game Cove, Admiralty 
Island, on November 8. No specimens were secured, but as he is 
familiar with the species, I have no hesitation in accepting his 

statement. 

Junco hyemalis hyemalis (Linnaeus). Slate-colored Junco. 

On- September 4, on the Taku River, one specimen was 

secured, which was in company with another, apparently of the 

same species. On several subsequent occasions during September 

I saw what I supposed were examples of slate-colored juncos, in 

flocks of oreganus, but failed to get any. The single specimen 

obtained (no. 9620) is an immature male, in first winter 

plumage, and is typical of the species, but with the gray of the 

back somewhat overcast with brownish, as is usually the case 

with young birds. This bird, in common with the small series 

at hand from Prince William Sound, is remarkable in that the 

outer tail feather only, is pure white. The next has about the 

terminal third of the outer vane black, and the third has no 

white on it at all. Specimens of hyemalis at hand from the 

interior of Alaska and from the eastern United States all have 

more or less white on the three outer rectrices. 

A junco taken on the Taku River on September 12 (no. 9619) 

is, I believe, a hybrid between hyemalis and oreganus. It is an 

adult male, in its second year at least, as was apparent from 

the condition of the skull, and is in fresh, winter plumage. In 

general it may be said to be like oreganus above, and like 

hyemalis below. The brown of the dorsum is sharply defined 

against the head, but is of a darker shade than is ever the case 

in oreganus, being between mummy and prout brown, while the 

feathers of the back are only brown-tipped, being black basally. 

The outline of the black throat is convex against the white of 

the lower surface, but the sides and flanks are slaty, with but a 

slight tinge of vinaceous. 
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Junco oreganus oreganus (Townsend). Oregon Junco. 

Though we found the Oregon junco quite generally distrib- 

uted over the region traversed, it was not common anywhere 

until late in the summer, when the broods of young began to 

appear about the woods. The first arrival was noted on 

Kupreanof Island, on April 19, a single bird, and on the follow- 

ing day a small flock was seen at the same place. A few scattered 

individuals were seen on Kuiu, Prince of Wales, Warren, Heceta, 

and Dall islands. At Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, juncos 

were fairly common and evidently breeding in the brush border- 

ing the meadows. At Etolin Island, July 5 to 12, the first 

broods of young were seen flying about, and at Bradfield Canal, 

Zarembo Island, and Mitkof Island they became comparatively 

abundant. At Thomas Bay, August 13 to 23, juncos were 

common, feeding in the open, grassy meadows, or on the ground 

in the shelter of the alder thickets. Old and young were in the 

midst of the molt at this time, and were all very ragged in 

appearance. At Port Snettisham a few juncos were seen, but 

they were not abundant. On the Taku River in September, 

small flocks were seen daily. Young birds taken during the 

first week in September had nearly finished the post-juvenal 

molt, having but a few spotted feathers remaining, while an 

adult female shot on September 22 (no. 9622) has also practically 

completed the change. This adult differs from young females 

in first winter plumage in having the black of the head sharply 

defined against the brown back, while in the latter there is no 

line of demarcation, the brown extending over most of the head. 

Twenty-six specimens were secured from the following 

localities: Kuiu Island, one (no. 9595), Warren Island, one (no. 

9596), Heceta Island, one (9597), Rocky Bay, Dall Island, two 

(nos. 9598, 9599), Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, one (no. 

9600), Etolin Island, one (no. 9601), Bradfield Canal, one adult 

(no. 9605) and three juvenals (nos. 9602-9604), Zarembo Island 

two juvenals (nos. 9606, 9607), Mitkof Island, one juvenal (no. 

9608), Thomas Bay, two adults (nos. 9609, 9610), Port Snetti- 

sham, one adult (no. 9611), Taku River, one adult (no. 9622) 

and eight immatures (nos. 9612-9621). 
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Although Junco oreganus is generally considered to be a 

race of J. hyemalis, and the trinomial used to designate it, I 

have seen no conclusive evidence in support of this view, while 

there is much to be said against it. Hyemalis ranges, without 

perceptible change, from the Atlantic coast to the interior of 

Alaska, to within a comparatively short distance of the Pacific 

coast, where it is abruptly replaced by oreganus. There is no 

blending of characters where the ranges of the two species meet 

—the criterion usually accepted as the test of a subspecies. 

Alaskan examples of hyemalis are indistinguishable from those 

taken in eastern North America; neither can the races or species 

of juncos occupying intermediate regions farther south be said 

to illustrate intergradation. Occasionally individuals are met 

with combining the characters of hyemalis and oreganus (such 

as the specimen no. 9619 described in this paper under 

J. hyemalis); but I am inclined to accept Ridgway’s view 

(1901, p. 276), and to consider such birds as hybrids. 

Melospiza melodia rufina (Bonaparte). Sooty Song Sparrow. 

When I arrived in Alaska, early in April, there were no song 

sparrows to be seen anywhere, and it seems evident that rufina 

does not remain through the winter in the northern part, at 

least, of its breeding range. It was first seen at Three-mile Arm, 

Kuiu Island, on April 30, when two specimens were secured, and 

from then on it was observed, though usually in small numbers, 

at almost every point visited. By the third week in May they 

had begun to pair off; and the female of a pair secured on Duke 

Island, June 8, was evidently incubating, as were others secured 

on the Chickamin River, June 17 to 28. At Portage Cove, 

Revillagigedo Island, a nest containing four eggs was found 

on June 28, built in tall meadow grass about a foot above the 

ground. The first young were seen at Etolin Island, on July 6, 

and specimens in juvenal plumage were secured at various points 

up to as late a date as September 4. 

One taken at Port Snettisham on August 28 (no. 9698) has 

almost completely acquired the first winter plumage, and others 

obtained on the Taku River during September are in this plum- 

age throughout. An adult female shot at Thomas Bay on 
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August 21 (no. 9697) is in the midst of the post-nuptial molt, 

and is but scantily covered with feathers. At all the island 

localities visited the sooty song sparrow was distinctly a bird of 

the beaches, and was observed nowhere else; but at several of 

the mainland points, Chickamin River, Thomas Bay, and Taku 

River, it was common in the grassy meadows bordering the 

streams. 

Twenty-five specimens were secured, from the following 

localities: Kuiu Island, three (nos. 9677, 9678, 9684) ; Klawak, 

Prince of Wales Island, one (no. 9687); Warren Island, two 

(nos. 9685, 9686) ; Duke Island, two (nos. 9688, 9689) ; Boca de 

Quadra, one (no. 9693); Chickamin River, three (nos. 9690- 

9692) ; Etolin Island, one (no. 9694) ; Thomas Bay, three (nos. 

9695-9697) ; Port Snettisham, one (no. 9698); and Taku River, 

eight (nos. 9699-9706). 

Melospiza melodia caurina Ridgway. Yakutat Song Sparrow. 

The first song sparrows to appear in the region in the spring 

were large sized, gray colored individuals, conspicuously differ- 

ent, even in life, from the smaller, brownish birds which arrived 

soon after. The earliest arrival was seen on Kupreanof Island, 

on April 18; the next at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, April 26, 

when three were secured. These gray colored birds were seen 

from time to time up to about the middle of May, ‘when they 

disappeared. Specimens were collected as follows: Three-mile 

Arm, Kuiu Island, five (nos.*9673, 9676, 9679-9681) ; Port Protec- 

tion, Prince of Wales Island, one (no. 9682) ; Calder Bay, Prince 

of Wales Island, one (no. 9683). Through the courtesy of the 

authorities of the National Museum I have been able to compare 

these birds with a series of specimens of caurina from Yakutat 

Bay, and, allowing for the slight differences due to the different 

seasons at which the two series were collected (the latter were 

taken in June), find them indistinguishable in color and propor- 

tions. 

In studying the song sparrows of the present collection I took 

occasion to go over the specimens secured by the 1907 Expe- 

dition; and, in the light of much additional material, together 

with a better knowledge of local conditions, have arrived at 
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conclusions regarding these birds differing from those expressed 

by Grinnell in his report upon the collection of that year (1909, 

pp. 229-231). On the supposition that song sparrows were resi- 

dent wherever found in this region, all the specimens collected 

were included by Grinnell under the subspecies rufina, with 

comment upon the variability of the form. The supposedly 

aberrant specimens, however, are all very much alike, were all 

secured upon dates on which they might well be migrating, and 

are all, I believe, to be referred to Melospiza m. caurina. The 

individuals referred to are as follows: one specimen from Wind- 

fall Harbor, Admiralty Island, April 21 (no. 528); two from 

Peril Strait, Baranof Island, August 24 (no. 507), and August 

25 (no. 508); three from Helm Bay, September 14 (no. 517), 

and September 15 (nos. 518, 519) ; and one from Thomas Bay, 

September 3 (no. 515). Of two breeding birds from Glacier 

Bay, one (no. 512) is a good example of rufina, while the other 

(no. 514), both in coloration and in slenderness of bill, is 

decidedly like caurina, as already stated by Grinnell (1. c.). 

Glacier Bay being about at the dividing line between the breeding 

ranges of the two forms, specimens from this point might be 

expected to manifest a mingling of the characters of the two, in 

other words to show intergradation between them, but such can- 

not be said to be the case with these two individuals. One is 

an extreme example of rufina, the other an average specimen of 

caurina. 

Included in the series loaned me by the National Museum is 

one taken at Howkan, Alaska (on Long Island, near the southern 

extremity of Prince of Wales), on January 6, 1897 (no. 154414). 

This would indicate that caurina spends the winter as far north 

as the southern part of the Alexander Archipelago, though, 

judging from my experience, it does not do so on the more 

northern islands of the group. 
° 

Melospiza lincolni gracilis (Kittlitz). Forbush Sparrow. 

First met with at San Alberto Bay, Prince of Wales Island, 

on May 25, when a single bird was secured ; while a day or twe 

later several were observed in the meadows about Klawak Salt 

Lake. The species was not encountered again until we reached 
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the Chickamin River, where it was quite common, and evidently 

breeding. No nests were found, but a female shot at this point 

had laid part of its set; the males were observed continually 

singing from the tops of small trees. 

It is of special interest to note that here the Forbush and 

song sparrows. were about equally abundant, and breeding in 

precisely the same places—the broad grassy meadows bordering 

the stream—furnishing an instance of two species of a genus 

occupying exactly the same area during the breeding season. 

This is of interest as an apparent exception to what seems to 

be a very general rule to the contrary among vertebrates, and 

one that holds in regard to these species in other parts of their 

range, as in most of our-record stations in southeastern Alaska. 

While elsewhere in this general region the song sparrows are 

found on or near the beach, the Forbush sparrow occurs in the 

grassy meadows or swamps, usually some distance from tide- 

water, and never along the shore. 

The song sparrow (Melospiza melodia) with its various sub- 

species, and the Lincoln sparrow with its two races, Melospiza 

lincolnt lincolnt and M. 1. gracilis, are found over nearly all 

parts of North America, the former in the Sonoran Zone over 

most of its range, the latter in the Canadian and Hudsonian. The 

mild climate of the northwestern Pacific Coast region has 

enabled the song sparrow to extend farther north here than else- 

where, and the ranges of the two species have thus overlapped. 

Even, here, however, local eonditions keep them slightly sep- 

arated for the most part, and of the places visited by us it was 

only in this one river valley that environmental conditions 

seemed to be favorable to both species. The song sparrow is 

apparently the most recent arrival, as in other seemingly very 

similar places it was either very rare or entirely absent, while the 

Forbush sparrow was found in all such meadows. 

At Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, it was quite common 

in the boggy meadows. A nest was found built on the ground, 

and well concealed under a bunch of drooping dead grass, which 

gave it almost the appearance of a domed structure. In the 

morning of July 1 it contained five young birds, which had all 

left before night. 
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On Mitkof Island several broods of young birds were seen 
along one of the streams. One secured here on August 8 (¢ juv. 
no. 9640) is just beginning to molt the juvenal plumage, a few 
pin feathers appearing on the throat, breast and crown. At 
Thomas Bay (August 13 to 23) the species was fairly abundant 
in the meadows, all that were secured being immatures that had 
assumed the first winter plumage, few showing even a trace 
of juvenal feathérs. They were also exceedingly abundant at 
Port Snettisham, feeding in the tall grass at the edge of a dense 
willow swamp. Along the Taku River they were fairly common, 
usually at the edge of the meadows, where bordering thickets 

afforded an abundance of shelter. 

Twenty-four specimens were secured, as follows: San Alberto 

Bay, Prince of Wales Island, one (no. 9631), Klawak Salt Lake, 

one (no. 9632), Chickamin River, four (nos. 9633-9636), Portage 

Cove, Revillagigedo Island, one (no. 9637), Mitkof Island, three 

juvenals (nos. 9638-9640), Thomas Bay, four immatures (nos. 

9641-9644), Port Snettisham, five immatures (nos. 9645-9649), 

Taku River, five immatures (nos. 9650-9654). 

Passerella iliaca insularis Ridgway. Kadiak Fox Sparrow. 

A single fox sparrow taken at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, 

on April 30, is apparently to be referred to this form. It is a 

pale colored, large-billed bird, widely different from the breeding 

bird of the region (P. 1. townsendi). Neither is it to be referred 

to the breeding bird of the Prince William Sound Region 

(P. 4. sinuosa) from which it differs in browner color and much 

larger bill. 

This bird (ad. no. 9655) was caught in a mouse trap set on 

a little island in the bay. It was the only fox sparrow that was 

seen on any of the islands south of Frederick Sound, no form of 

Passerella being found breeding at any point. 

Passerella iliaca townsendi (Audubon). 

Townsend Fox Sparrow. 

As no fox sparrows were observed at any of the numerous 

places visited between Frederick Sound and Dixon Entrance, this 
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bird can hardly be considered as a component part of the fauna 

of the region, as has been supposed. I could hardly have over- 

looked the species entirely if it had been present, for I was on 

the lookout for it constantly, but with the exception of the 

single example of P. 7. insularis noted above, no fox sparrow 

was observed at any island locality visited; nor at any mainland 

point until we reached Port Snettisham. This is the more 

remarkable in that while the species is comrfion on the more 

northern islands of the Alexander Archipelago (Admiralty, 

Chichagof, and Baranof), it is also known to occur abundantly 

on the Queen Charlotte Islands to the southward (Osgood, 1901, 

p. 48). 

At Port Snettisham, August 24 to September 2, fox sparrows 

were abundant. The hillsides at this point were covered in 

places with dense masses of low underbrush, these thickets being 

composed almost entirely of a single species of plant (Clado- 

thamnus pyrolaeflorus). This provided the fox sparrows with 

an abundance of shelter and here most of them were found, 

though a few were also observed in willow thickets and in the 

alders along the beach. These brush-covered slopes bore a strong 

general resemblance to the chinquapin-covered hillsides of the 

higher mountains of southern California—the favorite haunt of 

Passerella 1. stephensi—a similarity further borne out by the 

presence of these sparrows. 

On the Taku River, during September, fox sparrows were 

irregularly abundant and ewidently migrating, the last being 

noted on September 19. 

Seventeen specimens were collected. One (no. 9664, ¢ juv. 

Port Snettisham, August 29) is in the juvenal plumage purely ; 

three others from Port Snettisham (nos. 9657, 9658, 9661) are 

molting from the juvenal to the first winter plumage; the 

remainder of the series, nine from Port Snettisham (nos. 9656, 

9659, 9660, 9662, 9663, 9665-9668) and four from the Taku 

River (nos. 9669-9672), are all in first winter plumage. No 

adults were secured. They are extremely dark colored, as com- 

pared with spring and summer specimens of townsendi, but this 

is probably due to the fresh unworn state of the plumage. 
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Piranga ludoviciana (Wilson). Western Tanager. 

A single bird taken on the Chickamin River on June 21, (no. 
9354) is, I believe, the first of the species to be reported from 
any part of Alaska. This specimen is a male adult, in rather 
dull plumage, with but little red on the head. It was heard 
singing in the distance and at first mistaken for a robin and 
nearly passed by as such. Search finally revealed the singer in 
the top of an alder, at the edge of the woods, where it was 
secured. From the bird’s appearance and actions I feel quite 
sure that it had a mate on a nest somewhere in the vicinity. It 
is the only one of the species that was seen. 

Hirundo erythrogaster palmeri Grinnell. 

‘Western Barn Swallow. 

First seen at Marten Arm, Boca de Quadra, June 9 to 14. 
Here the barn swallows were fairly common, hovering over the 
grassy meadows in company with the swifts and tree swallows. 
On the Chickamin River they were seen daily, though not in 
any numbers; all observed being in pairs. 

A few pairs were seen at Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, 
the only island locality where barn swallows were noted. At 
Thomas Bay the species was far more abundant than at any 

other point, large gatherings of adults and young together 

circling about over the meadows. At this time, August 13 to 23, 

many of the young were still attended by their parents. At Port 

Snettisham, August 24 to 31, small flocks were occasionally seen 

passing high overhead, evidently migrating southward. 

Six specimens were collected: adult male, Boca de Quadra 

(no. 9373), adult female, Revillagigedo Island (no. 9374), and 

two adults and two juvenals from Thomas Bay (nos. 9375-9378). 

These specimens, as well as others in the Museum collection 

from the Sitkan district, bear out the ascribed characteristics 

of palmeri, at least as regards the dark coloration of the 

ventral surface, broad, chestnut forehead patch, and deeply 

forked tail—as compared with specimens from the eastern 

United States,—but I am unable to appreciate any difference 

in the wing length. 
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Iridoprocne bicolor (Vieillot). Tree Swallow. 

First noted at San Alberto Bay, Prince of Wales Island, on 

May 24, when several migrating swallows, apparently of this 

species, were seen. During the next few days numerous small 

flocks were observed, usually flying so high overhead that they 

would not have been noticed were it not for their continual 

twittering. At Boca de Quadra there were a few pairs, but the 

species was not common. On the Chickamin River they were 

noted daily, and several were seen entering holes in dead trees. 

At Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, there were also a few 

pairs. Only one or two single birds were seen at Bradfield Canal, 

but at Zarembo Island flocks of juvenals were observed hovering 

about over the mud flats, but a few inches from the ground. On 

Mitkof Island a single bird was seen flying south on August 12. 

At Thomas Bay, August 13 to 23, the species was abundant over 

the grassy meadows, in company with the barn swallows. This 

is the last point at which it was noted. 

Five specimens were collected: two adult males, Chickamin 

River (nos. 9368, 9369), adult male, Portage Cove, Revillagigedo 

Island (no. 9370), juvenal male, Zarembo Island (no. 9371), and 

juvenal male, Thomas Bay (no. 9372). There are no apparent 

differences between these and California specimens. 

Tachycineta thalassina lepida Mearns. 

Northern Violet-green Swallow. 

On the Chickamin River,* June 17 to 28, I several times 

saw violet-green swallows, the lateral white patches at the 

base of the tail serving to distinguish them from the tree swal- 

lows with which they were associated. Hasselborg saw some 

‘‘white-rumped’’ swallows twenty-five miles up the river. At 

Thomas Bay several were seen in the large flocks of barn and 

tree swallows, and a juvenal male secured on August 22 (no. 

9379). 

Riparia riparia (Linnaeus). Bank Swallow. 

At Thomas Bay, August 15, a single bank swallow was seen 

repeatedly. This was the only occasion on which the species was 

observed, but the peculiar flight and coloration both served to 
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distinguish this bird from the other species of swallows it was 
associated with at the time, and I have no doubt as to the cor- 

rectness of the identification. 

Bombycilla cedrorum Vieillot. Cedar Waxwing. 

A single bird, an adult male, taken June 22 on the Chickamin 

River (no. 9355). This bird was feeding by itself in a spruce 

tree, when my attention was drawn to it by its occasional utter- 

ance of the low hissing sound peculiar to the species. This was 

the only cedar bird seen during the summer; it had no appear- 

ance of being a breeding bird, and was doubtless a straggler 

from the interior, strayed down the river. It is, I believe, the 

first individual of the species to be recorded from Alaska. 

Lanius borealis invictus Grinnell. Alaska Shrike. 

Hasselborg saw a shrike on the Taku River on October 20, and 

another at Game Cove, Admiralty Island, on November 8. He 

was very close to the latter, but had no means of securing it, 

and remarks that it is the only one of the species that he has 

seen on any of the islands. 

Vermivora celata celata (Say). Orange-crowned Warbler.* 

Met with only at Port Snettisham. It was seen high up on 

the mountain sides only, beyond the timber and almost always 

in thickets of Cladothamnus pyrolacflorus, in company with 

the Townsend and intermediate sparrows. Lutescens, which was 

also common at Port Snettisham, was never seen in this asso- 

ciation, but kept lower down, usually in the alders along the 

beach, where celata was never observed. Possibly ten or twelve 

individuals were seen in all. They were restless and shy, and 

evidently migrating, flitting from bush to bush, or occasionally 

rising high in the air manifestly for a long flight, and disappear- 

ing in a southerly direction. 

Four specimens were secured, three in complete first winter 

plumage (nos. 9493-9495), and one which has nearly finished the 

molt from the juvenal to the first winter plumage (no. 9496). 

An immature male (no. 9495) has the concealed orange crown 

fairly well indicated. In the other three (all immature females) 
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there is no indication of such a mark. All four are typical, even 

extreme, examples of celata, with white orbital ring and gray 

head, and with the underparts streaked with grayish. They can 

be matched with fall specimens from southern California, as well 

as with some from other parts of North America. 

Vermivora celata lutescens (Ridgway). Lutescent Warbler. 

The first of the species, a single bird, was seen on Warren 

Island May 19, and during the rest of our stay at this place, 

until May 23, they were occasionally observed flitting through 

the alders along the beach. The only other place along the 

western edge of the archipelago where the species was seen was 

at Rocky Bay, Dall Island, where one was secured, and several 

others seen on May 31. On the Chickamin River they were rare; 

At Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, they were fairly com- 

mon, and apparently breeding in the scrubby thickets. The 

males were in full song at this time. At Bradfield Canal, July 

18 to 26, they were seen daily, the first juvenals being observed 

at this point. But a single bird was seen on Zarembo Island. 

At Mitkof Island, August 1 to 13, they were observed in 

numbers, evidently migrating, usually in the fringe of alder 

along the beach. At Thomas Bay they were quite common, as 

also at Port Snettisham. A few were seen on the Taku River up 

to September 7; no more were observed until September 19, when 

a single bird was met with, the last record for the season. 

Eleven specimens were collected, as follows: Warren Island, 

one (no. 9497) ; Rocky Bay, Dall Island, one (no. 9498) ; Chick- 

amin River, one (no. 9499) ; Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, 

one (no. 9500) ; Bradfield Canal, two juvenals (nos. 9501, 9502) ; 

Bradfield Canal, two juvenals (nos. 9503, 9504); Thomas Bay, 

one immature (no. 9505); Port Snettisham, one immature (no. 

9506); Taku River, one immature (no. 9507). 

Dendroica aestiva rubiginosa (Pallas). Alaska Yellow Warbler. 

Apparently of quite rare occurrence in this region, for it was 

seen in very few places, and in limited numbers. A single bird, 

an adult male, seen, but not secured, at Rocky Bay, Dall Island, 

on May 30, was the first observed, and also the only individual 
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seen on any of the islands. At Boca de Quadra, June 9 to 14, 

one was heard singing on several occasions. On the Chickamin 

River, June 17 to 28, probably eight or ten were seen or heard 

singing, in clumps of willow on the meadows, but they appeared 

to be migrating, and specimens secured at this time were 

evidently not breeding. At Thomas Bay, August 13 to 23 they 

were migrating southward, a few individuals being seen in mixed 

flocks composed of Townsend and pileolated warblers, kinglets 

and chickadees. On the Taku River they were seen from time 

to time up to the last day of our stay, September 28. All that 

were observed were exceedingly wild and unapproachable, and 

it was with the greatest difficulty that any were obtained. Eight 

specimens were secured, three adult males‘and two adult females 

from the Chickamin River (nos. 9508-9512), two immatures, male 

and female, from Thomas Bay (nos. 9518, 9514), and an imma- 

ture female from the Taku River (no. 9515). 

Dendroica coronata hooveri McGregor. 

Alaska Myrtle Warbler. 

Met with only on the Taku River, where, however, the species 

was not at all uncommon. First noted on September 7, and seen 

daily thereafter up to the end of my stay, evidently migrating, 

and usually in loose flocks of from six to ten individuals. 

Nine specimens were collected, all immatures in first winter 

plumage. At this stage hoovert is apparently but very slightly 

distinguished from true coronata. Compared with a small series 

* of autumnal immatures from Illinois the Alaskan birds average 

slightly larger, while the coloration of the upper parts is some- 

what darker. The specimens secured measure as follows: 
Bill from 

No. Sex Date Wing Tail Tarsus Nostril 

9524 F, Sept. 7 74.0 58.0 17.5 7.0 

9525 3 Sept. 7 73.0 54.0 18.0 7.0 

9257 3 Sept. 10 76.0 58.0 18.0 7.0 

9828 3 Sept. 10 17.5 60.8 16.5 7.2 

9529 Jb Sept. 12 74.0 56.0 17.5 7.2 

9531 3 Sept. 14 73.0 58.2 17.5 ate 

9526 2 Sept. 9 69.0 54.0 17.0 7.2 

9530 ie] Sept. 13 69.0 55.0 17.2 7.0 

9532 io] Sept. 24 70.5 52.8 16.0 on 
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Dendroica striata (Forster). Black-poll Warbler. 

A single specimen, an immature female in complete first 

winter plumage, secured on the Taku River, September 4 (no. 

9533). It was in a mixed flock of warblers, kinglets, and 

nuthatches, evidently migrating. Probably but a straggler from 

the interior, as it was not previously known to occur in the coast 

region, its southward line of migration lying east of the moun- 

tains entirely. 

Dendroica townsendi (Townsend). Townsend Warbler. 

Nowhere very common in this region, though observed at 

many scattered localities. The first was seen at Calder Bay, 

Prince of Wales Island, on May 12, an adult male. Next 

observed at Warren Island, where one was secured on May 21 

and several others seen during the next few days. The species 

was then lost sight of until Boca de Quadra was reached. Here 

I secured the male bird of a pair which was possibly preparing 

to breed in the vicinity, though they were the only ones seen 

at this point. This individual, though a breeding bird, is not 

in perfect, mature, plumage, the black of the throat being much 

obscured by the yellow tips of the feathers. No more were 

observed until we arrived at Mitkof Island, in August. By this 

time the southward migration was under way, and an occasional 

Townsend warbler could be seen in the flocks of small migrants 

flitting along the shrubbery at the edge of the woods. At - 

Thomas Bay also they were seen almost daily, usually in the 

alders, while on the Taku River occasional individuals were 

seen up to September 14. 

Eight specimens were secured: adult male, Warren Island 

(no. 9516); adult male, Boca de Quadra (no. 9517); adult 

female, Mitkof Island (no. 9518); two immatures, Thomas Bay 

(nos. 9519, 9520) ; three immatures, Taku River (nos. 9521-9523). 

The female from Mitkof Island (no. 9518, August 11) is in 

the midst of the post nuptial molt. The immatures are all in 

complete first winter plumage. 
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Oporornis tolmiei (Townsend). Tolmie Warbler. 

Although this species has not been previously reported from 
Alaska, we found it at nearly all the mainland points visited, as 

far north as Port Snettisham. At Boca de Quadra, where it was 

first seen, my attention was drawn to the birds by the singing of 

the males, usually in the willow thickets bordering the meadows. 

Several were seen or heard, and an adult male and female 

secured. At this time (June 11 to 14) they were apparently 

preparing to breed. On the Chickamin River, later in June, the 

species was fairly common in similar situations, and was undoubt- 

edly breeding. The males were heard singing continually, but 

they were exceedingly shy, and hard to catch sight of, as they 

clung to the dense thickets and tangled shrubbery. At Bradfield 

Canal, the middle of July, several were seen, while at Port Snet- 

tisham, August 25 to September 1, four were secured and several 

others noted. At this latter place all that were seen were in: 

thick vegetation about the edges of a dense willow swamp, and 

the birds were very quiet and unobtrusive. They were probably 

fairly numerous at this point, though comparatively few were 

secured. The species was not observed at any island locality. 

Nine specimens were secured: two adults from Boca de 

Quadra (nos. 9463, 9464), two adults from the Chickamin River 

(nos. 9465, 9466), an adult female from Bradfield Canal (no. 

9467), four immatures from Port Snettisham (nos. 9468-9471). 

I am unable to appreciate any points of difference whatever 

between these specimens and others from more southern locali- 

ties, including a series of breeding birds from Nevada. 

Geothlypis trichas occidentalis Brewster. 

Western Yellowthroat. 

One of the most interesting results of the season’s work was 

the discovery of the western yellowthroat at two points on the 

coast of southeastern Adaska, at one of which it was most assur- 

edly breeding. On the Chickamin River it was fairly common in 

the meadows of tall grass. All that were seen were in pairs, 

while of the two adult females secured, one shot on June 20 (no. 
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9473) had laid part of its set, and contained a partly formed 

egg that would have been laid in a day or two, and the other, 

shot on June 23 (no. 9475) was evidently incubating. The 

males were in full song, and it was the familiar ‘‘witch-a-ree’’ 

note that first drew my attention to the presence of these birds, 

so unexpected in this region. They were shy and retiring, the 

grass they were in was waist high and higher, and altogether it 

was no easy matter to see them in the first place, or to find a bird 

after it was shot. The species was subsequently met with only on 

the Taku River, where a few were seen on September 4, and 

again on September 9, none being observed after the latter date. 

Ten specimens were secured, five adult males and two adult 

females from the Chickamin River (nos. 9472-9478), and two 

immature males and an immature female from the Taku River 

(nos. 9479-9481), the latter in complete first winter plumage. 

They are, as far as I can see, quite indistinguishable from a series 

of breeding birds from Humboldt County, Nevada, which may 

be considered as typical of occidentalis; but even aside from 

the appearance of the birds, the manner of their occurrence 

alone would incline one to place their affinities with the form of 

the interior, rather than with arizela of the more southern coast 

region. It will be noticed that the two places where yellow- 

throats were found were along the margins of large rivers which 

pierce the mountains paralleling the coast, and form direct and 

favorable passes from the interior; it is my belief that the birds 

reached the coast by following down these streams. If the form 

found in southern British Columbia (arizela) reached Alaska at 

all it would be by way of the coast, where it might be expected to 

occur at all suitable points. Besides the places where we found 

yellowthroats, we worked at several mainland points apparently 

admirably adapted to their needs, Boca de Quadra, Thomas Bay, 

and Port Snettisham, but in these localities we failed to find 

them. At none of these points, however, is there any such high- 

way to the country beyond the mountains, the streams either 

arising from the glaciers, or if they go back into the mountains 

for any distance, passing through rough, precipitous country, 

utterly unsuited to the birds’ requirements. Hasselborg ascended 

the Chickamin River some twenty-five miles, finding meadow 
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land all along the stream, and he shot a yellowthroat at the 
farthest point he reached. 

We find here an extraordinary instance of a bird race from 
the arid interior which has invaded a region of extreme humidity 
through narrow passes, and which has undergone no modification 
in its coloration in the direction of melanism. 

Wilsonia pusilla pileolata (Pallas). Pileolated Warbler. 

By no means as generally distributed as I had expected to 
find it, and not seen on any of the more western islands of the 
archipelago. First noted at Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, 
June 28 to July 4, where several were observed in thickets 
bordering the meadows. The males were in full song at this 
time, and making themselves so conspicuous thereby that I 
could hardly have overlooked the species had it been present at 
any of the points previously visited. It was next encountered at 
Mitkof Island, evidently migrating, and fairly common in the 
alders along the beach. At Thomas Bay and Port Snettisham 
also it was quite abundant at times, and on the Taku River it 
was frequently observed during the early part of September. 
By the middle of the month the birds were practically all gone, 
though a belated straggler was seen as late as September 21. 

Eleven specimens were secured : two adult males from Revilla- 
gigedo Island (nos. 9482, 9483), a juvenal male from Mitkof 

Island (no. 9484), and eight immatures from Mitkof Island, 

Thomas Bay, and Port Snettisham (nos. 9485-9492). No. 9484 

(male juvenal August 4) is molting from juvenal to first winter 

plumage, with the former predominating. It has no trace of 

the black cap, the pileum being concolor with the back, though 

the forehead is decidedly yellowish. The greater wing coverts 

are distinctly tipped with whitish, forming a conspicuous bar 

across the wing. The immature males in first winter plumage 

have the black cap quite as extensive and distinct as the adults 

though the black feathers are more or less tipped with yellowish, 

but in the immature females such marking is either entirely 

absent or indicated by but one or two black feathers. 
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Anthus rubescens (Tunstall). American Pipit. 

Observed at comparatively few points. At Kupreanof Island 

on April 21, a small flock was seen on a sand bar near the camp. 

At Calder Bay, Prince of Wales Island, May 11 and 12, several 

small companies were flushed from the grass on the beach, while 

at Egg Harbor, Coronation Island, scattered individuals were 

observed, also along the beach. The species was then lost sight 

of until we reached Marten Arm, Boca de Quadra, where, on 

June 9, large flocks were encountered on the meadows, evidently 

still migrating. It was next seen on the Taku River, September 

4 to 28, single birds being occasionally met with along the banks 

of the stream. 

~ Two specimens were secured, an adult male from Egg Harbor, 

Coronation Island (no. 9461), and an immature male (in complete 

first winter plumage) from the Taku River (no. 9462). There is 

singularly little difference in the color and markings of the two 

birds. High plumaged old males from California have the lower 

surface of the body distinctly cinnamomeous and sometimes 

almost entirely devoid of black streaking, while winter birds are 

entirely devoid of this cinnamon tinge. This Alaskan immature 

is quite as cinnamomeous below as is the adult, and there is 

practically no difference between the two in the character and 

extent of the black streakings. 

Cinclus mexicanus unicolor Bonaparte. American Dipper. 

A single bird seen by Hasselborg on May 11 on a stream 

emptying into Calder Bay, Prince of Wales Island. This is 

the only occasion on which the species was met with during the 

entire summer. 

Nannus hiemalis pacificus (Baird). Western Winter Wren. 

Quite generally distributed over the region but common 

nowhere until the young birds began to appear, toward the end 

of July. The first was seen at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, 

April 29. On Prince of Wales Island, at Port Protection and 

Calder Bay, one or two were heard singing in the woods. Several 

were observed on Coronation Island. On Warren Island one was 
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singing about the tent continually, probably with his mate on a 

nest somewhere near by. At Boca de Quadra, Chickamin River, 

Portage Cove and Etolin Island they were seen or else heard 

singing in the woods occasionally, but were anything but abun- 

dant. At Bradfield Canal, July 18 to 26, the first juvenals were 

seen flying about. A few were observed at Zarembo Island, and on 

Mitkof Island they were quite abundant in the masses of drift 

along the beach. On the Taku River many were seen during the 

first two weeks in September, but they nearly all disappeared by 

the middle of the month. The last was observed on September 24. 

Nine specimens were secured: two adults from Kuiu Island 

(no. 9407) and Shakan, Prince of Wales Island (no. 9408), and 

seven in juvenal plumage: two from Bradfield Canal (nos. 9409- 

9410), one from Zarembo Island (no. 9411), and four from 

Mitkof Island (nos. 9412-9415). 

Certhia familiaris occidentalis Ridgway. Tawny Creeper. 

Seen at but very few points. On Kupreanof Island, the 

first arrival, a single bird was observed on April 20, and on 

April 23 two were seen and one of them secured. The species 

was not met with again until we reached Zarembo Island at the 

end of July, where several were seen within a few days, though 

curiously enough, none was noted on neighboring islands visited 

immediately before and after. A single bird, seen, but not 

secured, at Port Snettisham on August 26 completes the list of 

records for the summer. 

Five specimens were secured: an adult male from Kupreanof 

Island (no. 9416) and an adult (no. 9418) and three juvenals 

(nos. 9417, 9419, 9420) from Zarembo Island. The single adult 

from Kupreanof Island, in fresh, unworn plumage, exhibits the 

characteristics of occidentalis to a marked degree, the upper 

parts generally being suffused with tawny cinnamon to such an 

extent that there are no pure white markings anywhere, either 

on back or wings. The only other adult secured (female, 

Zarembo Island, July 30), is in exceedingly shabby, abraded 

plumage, but is nevertheless evidently to be referred to this 

form. The three young birds, all in full juvenal plumage, are 

also unquestionably occidentalis, being markedly cinnamomeous 
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above, as compared with the paler backed juvenals of montana 

from the Prince William Sound region. 

Sitta canadensis Linnaeus. Red-breasted Nuthatch. 

A single bird, seen, but not secured, by Hasselborg, at Egg 

Harbor, Coronation Island, on May 17, was the only one of the 

species observed on any of the islands. It was not again met 

with until September, on the Taku River, where it was 

fairly common, though irregularly so, many individuals being 

seen in the flocks of migrating warblers and kinglets. Six 

specimens were shot at this point, two male and three female 

immatures in complete first winter plumage (nos. 9381-9385), 

and one adult female, also in perfect winter plumage (no. 9380). 

The adult differs from the young females in having the top and 

sides of the head dull black, in marked contrast to the slate- 

blue dorsum. In the immatures the head is concolor with the 

back. The two immature males have the pileum glossy black, 

apparently not differing from the adult males in any respect. 

Penthestes rufescens rufescens (Townsend). 

Chestnut-backed Chickadee. 

Quite generally distributed, and fairly common, as land birds 

go in this region. On Kupreanof Island, upon our arrival early 

in April, the species was not common, but was becoming more 

so daily. On Kuiu it was decidedly scarce. On Prince of Wales 

Island some were seen at every point visited, Port Protection, 

Calder Bay, San Alberto Bay, and Klawak, but they were 

nowhere at all common. On Coronation Island (May 14 to 18) 

a number were seen, some in small flocks, but many in pairs; 

the latter strongly resented our appearance, and probably had 

nests somewhere near by. On Warren Island also they were 

quite numerous, and all in pairs. A few were observed at all 

the points touched on Dall Island, and on Duke Island. On 

the Chickamin River and Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, 

they were not common. The first young were observed flying 

about on Etolin Island, July 11, several broods being observed. 

They were scarce at Bradfield Canal and on Zarembo Island, 

but on Mitkof Island, Thomas Bay and Port Snettisham, many 
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were seen, almost always in small flocks together with migrating 

kinglets and warblers. 

It is rather remarkable that during our whole stay on the 

Taku River, September 4 to 28, not a single chickadee of any 

kind was observed, though I had hoped from the many inland 

forms which appeared from time to time, that I might find 

P. a. turnert at this point, as well as P. rufescens. 

Twenty-one specimens of the chestnut-backed chickadee were 

preserved, from the following localities: Kupreanof Island, eight 

(nos. 9386-9393), Kuiu Island, two (nos. 9394, 9395), Prince of 

Wales Island, three (nos, 9396, 9397, 9400), Coronation Island, 

two (nos. 9398, 9399), all adults; and the following juvenals: 

Etolin Island two (nos. 9401, 9402), Mitkof Island, two (nos. 

9403-9404), and Thomas Bay, two (nos. 9405, 9406). 

Juvenals from Mitkof Island and Thomas Bay, shot on 

August 11 and 16, are just beginning to molt into the first winter 

plumage. 

Regulus satrapa olivaceus Baird. 

Western Golden-crowned Kinglet. 

One of the few species of land birds that was fairly common, 

and quite generally distributed over the region. The first, a 

single bird, was seen April 12 on Kupreanof Island where occa- 

sional small flocks were met with thereafter. A few were 

observed on Kuiu Island, and also at the various points visited 

on the north and west coasts of Prince of Wales and Dall islands. 

On Coronation and Warren islands, in May, it was quite com- 

mon and still in flocks. Several pairs were seen at Boca de 

Quadra and the Chickamin River, on the mainland. The first 

juvenals were observed on Etolin Island, July 6 to 12, several 

small flocks being encountered, probably composed each of a 

single family. The species was subsequently met with at Brad- 

field Canal, Zarembo and Mitkof islands, Thomas Bay, Port 

Snettisham, and the Taku River, at all these latter points being 

gathered in small flocks, traveling southward, frequently in 

company with migrating warblers. 

Fifteen specimens were collected : Kupreanof Island, one (no. 

9446), Kuiu Island, two (9447, 9448), Prince of Wales Island, 
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two, (nos. 9449, 9450), Etolin Island, four (nos. 9451-9454), 

Bradfield Canal, two (nos. 9455, 9456), Zarembo Island, one, 

(no. 9457), Mitkof Island, one (no. 9458), and the Taku River, 

two (nos. 9459, 9460). 

Nos. 9452-9454, 9457 are in juvenal plumage, while nos. 9459, 

9460, male and female, Taku River, September 10 and 12, are in 

complete first winter plumage, and apparently indistinguishable 

from adults. No. 9458, adult male, Mitkof Island, August 9, is 

in the midst of the annual molt. 

Regulus calendula grinnelli Palmer. Sitka Kinglet. 

Though seen throughout the region at many scattered points, 

the Sitka kinglet was nowhere at all common until late in the 

summer, when the young birds were flying about and the south- 

ward migration had begun. Single individuals were observed 

at various points on Kupreanof, Kuiu, Prince of Wales, Corona- 

tion, and Warren islands, and at Boca de Quadra and the 

Chickamin River on the mainland. On Mitkof Island, August 1 

to 13, they were seen occasionally in the alders along the beach, 

evidently migrating and they were subsequently met with in 

steadily increasing numbers at Thomas Bay and Port Snettisham. 

On the Taku River, during September, they were seen daily, 

being far more abundant than at any other point. The character 

of the vegetation may have had something to do with their 

abundance here as they were almost always found in the alders 

or in other deciduous trees dr shrubs, such as grow in abundance 

at this point, while the golden-crowned kinglet evinced a marked 

preference for the conifers. 

A series of twenty-five specimens was secured (nos. 9421- 

9445). Of these two are adult males, nos. 9421, 9422, from Kuiu 

and Warren islands, respectively. Eleven are juvenals, nos. 

9423-9432, 9436, and twelve, all from the Taku River, are imma- 

tures in complete first winter plumage. Some young birds taken 

the middle of August are already beginning to molt into this 

plumage, but one shot on September 9 (no. 9436) is still in the 

juvenal plumage throughout. Of the twelve in first winter 

plumage, eleven are males. 

The juvenals are appreciably darker than specimens of 
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R. calendula cineraceus in corresponding plumage from the 
mountains of southern California, being of a sooty olive-green 
cast, as compared with the decidedly grayish color of the latter. 
The immatures in the newly acquired winter plumage are of a 
noticeably deep tone of coloration. The immature males all 
have the red crown patch, though it appears to be the last of 
the plumage acquired; in the single immature female there is 
no trace of it. 

Hylocichla ustulata ustulata (Nuttall). 

Russet-backed Thrush. 

Seen at very few points and in limited numbers. The first 
were observed on the Chickamin River, June 24, when several 
were seen or heard in the woods. I am under the impression 
that they had just arrived, for we had been at this point for a 
week without seeing any, while from then on they were heard 

almost every day. At Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, 

several were heard singing in the woods, at Bradfield Canal 

several were seen at various times, while on the Taku River two 

were observed on September 4, the last time that the species 

came under my observation. They were at all times exceedingly 

shy and difficult to approach, moving from place to place in the 

tree tops, and though frequently heard singing, it was but rarely 

that a bird was seen. 

One specimen was secured, an adult male, shot on the 

Chickamin River on June 25 (no. 9363). 

Hylocichla guttata nana (Audubon). Dwarf Hermit Thrush. 

Quite generally distributed, and fairly common throughout 

the whole of the region, but during the spring and summer at 

least, very difficult to get sight of. They could be heard singing 

on all sides, especially about dusk, but it was only occasionally 

that I could catch a fleeting glimpse of a bird flittmg through 

the shrubbery, or feeding on the ground under the thick bushes. 

The first arrival was noted at Kuiu Island, on May 4, and from 

then on they were seen or heard at practically every point 

visited. Points of record are as follows: Prince of Wales Island 

(Port Protection, Calder Bay, and Klawak Salt Lake), Corona- 
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tion, Warren, Dall, and Duke islands, Boca de Quadra, Chicka- 

min River, Revillagigedo Island (Portage Cove), Etolin Island, 

Bradfield Canal, Zarembo Island, Mitkof Island, Thomas Bay, 

Port Snettisham, and the Taku River. Young birds in complete 

juvenal plumage were taken on Mitkof Island, early in August, 

one secured at Port Snettisham on August 28 has nearly com- 

pleted the post-juvenal molt, and immatures taken on the Taku 

River the middle of September are in the first winter pluinage 

throughout. Hermit thrushes were seen on the Taku River 

during the whole of our stay, during September, though their 

numbers diminished rapidly toward the end of the month. 

Fourteen specimens of the dwarf hermit thrush were secured 

(nos. 9339-9352). Of these, six are adults, three in juvenal 

plumage, one undergoing the post-juvenal molt, and four imma- 

tures in complete first winter plumage. I had hoped to find 

guttata migrating at the Taku River, but the specimens secured 

there, as well as all the others, appear to be strictly referable 

to the form nana. 

Planesticus migratorius caurinus Grinnell. 

Northwestern Robin. 

Observed at many scattered points, but seldom in any num- 

bers. The first was noted on Kupreanof Island, April 19, when 

one was secured from a small flock, feeding in one of the parks. 

During the next few days several were heard singing in the 

tree tops about camp. A fleck of eighteen or twenty was seen 

at Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, on April 26, and several were 

heard singing in the woods at Port Protection, Prince of Wales 

Island. On Coronation Island, May 14 to 18, at Port McArthur, 

Kuiu Island, May 18, and at Warren Island, May 19 to 23, 

robins were quite abundant, feeding in scattered flocks along the 

beaches, and evidently migrating. From then on until the end 

of the summer they were but rarely seen. At Duke Island, on 

the Chickamin River, and at Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island, 

scattered individuals were observed, or heard singing in the 

woods. Juvenals were first seen at Mitkof Island, early in 

August, but they were always singularly wild and unapproach- 

able. A very few were noted at Thomas Bay, and, on the Taku 
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River in September, they were occasionally met with in flocks 

of eight or ten individuals, usually very wild. Many were seen 

about the shipping at Juneau, September 30, and Hasselborg 

reported them as abundant at Game Cove, Admiralty Island, as 

late as November 8. 

Nine specimens were secured (nos. 9322-9330), five adults 

and four juvenals. Of four adult males, two are in practically 

perfect adult plumage (nos. 9322, 9323), and two (nos. 9326, 

9327, Coronation Island, May 17) are indistinguishable from 

average females. No. 9330, juvenal female, Taku River, Sep- 

tember 12, has just begun the post-juvenal molt. On the whole 

the series bears out the characters ascribed by Grinnell (1909, 

p. 241) to the form caurinus. One of the two high plumaged 

males (no. 9322) has the terminal white spots on the outer 

rectrices unusually extensive, but as this same bird has many 

white feathers scattered over the head, neck and throat, large 

white tail spots may be merely a further manifestation of this 

albinotic tendency. The juvenals are appreciably darker, 

especially ventrally than are specimens of propinqwus in corre- 

sponding plumage from Nevada, California and Arizona. Robins 

were observed on Mitkof Island and on the Taku River, feeding 

on the seeds of the devil’s club (Echinopanax horridum). 

Ixoreus naevius naevius (Gmelin). Varied Thrush. 

Found throughout the region though abundant at but few 

of the points visited. First encountered on Kupreanof Island, 

April 17, when two were seen and one secured. No more were 

noted until we reached Port Protection, Prince of Wales Island, 

on May 6, when several were heard singing in the woods. 

On Coronation and Warren islands, and at Port McArthur, 

Kuiu Island, many were seen feeding along the beaches, in com- 

pany with the robins, and evidently migrating. Varied thrushes 

were subsequently seen, or heard singing in the woods, at Heceta 

and Dall islands, Boca de Quadra, the Chickamin River, Portage 

Cove, Revillagigedo Island, Etolin, Zarembo and Mitkof islands, 

Port Snettisham, and the Taku River. Many were noted on 

the wharves and among the shipping at Juneau, September 30. 
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Eight specimens were secured (nos. 9331-9338). Nos. 9331 

and 9332, are adult males in breeding plumage; no. 9333 Mitkof 

Island, August 4, and no. 9336, Taku River, September 10, 

are in the juvenal plumage purely; no. 9334, Port Snettisham, 

August 31, and no. 9337, Taku River, September 4, are in the 

midst of the post-juvenal molt; while no. 9335, female, Taku 

River, September 4, is in the complete first winter plumage, and 

no. 9338, male, Taku River, September 13, has but a few juvenal 

feathers left. 

Sialia currucoides (Bechstein). Mountain Bluebird. 

Mountain bluebirds were occasionally met with along the 

Taku River during September, evidently migrating, and, toward 

the end of the month, in rapidly increasing numbers. The first 

were noted on September 8, two birds, one of which was secured. 

Two more were seen on September 11, and thereafter they were 

frequently observed, usually passing overhead, sometimes in 

flocks of twenty or more. Two specimens were secured, nos. 

9320, 9321, male and female, respectively, both immatures in 

complete first winter plumage. These two individuals are of 

noticeably small size, as compared with specimens from more 

southern localities. They measure as follows: 

No. Sex Wing Tail Culmen Tarsus 
9320 3 107.5 63 12 20 
9321 9 ill, 64.5 13 20 

This is, I believe, the first time that the species has been 

reported from the coast district of Alaska, if not from the 

territory in general. 
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CHECK-LIST OF THE MAMMALS. 

1. Odocoileus columbianus sitken- 14, Fiber zibethicus spatulatus 
sis Merriam Osgood 

2. Oreamnos montanus colum- 15. Synaptomys dalli Merriam 

branes Allen 16. Zapus hudsonius alascensis 
3. Sciurus hudsonius vancouver- Merriam 

ensis Allen 17. Zapus saltator Allen 

4. Marmota caligata (Esch.) 18. Erethizon epizanthum nigres- 
5. Sciuropterus alpinus zaphaeus cens Allen 

Osgood : 19. Canis pambasileus Elliot 

6. a canadensis leucodontus 20. Lutra canadensis periclyzomae 
Tay ; Elliot 

7. Peromyscus maniculatus mac- 21. Lutreola vison nesolestes Heller 
rorhinus (Rhoads) 

22. Mustel i 
8. Peromyscus maniculatus  hyl- a ages Cs 

aeus Osgood 23. ssa nie ae alascensis 

9. Peromyscus sitkensis sitkensis 24. U . 
‘Moseinu . Ursus americanus pugnax nu. ss. 

10. Evotomys phaeus n. s. 25. sat oe streatort 

11. oe drummondi (Aud. and 26. Sorex obscurus longicauda 
ac. : 3 

‘ ) A Merriam 
12. Microtus macrurus Merriam A e 

: : 27. Myotis lucifugus alascensis 
13. Microtus coronarius u. s. Miller 

GENERAL ACCOUNTS OF THE MAMMALS: DISTRIBU- 

TION, VARIATION, BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES. 

Odocoileus columbianus sitkensis Merriam. Sitka Deer. 

Probably in no other part of North America are deer as 

abundant as on the islands off the coast of southeastern Alaska; 

and this too despite the heavy mortality during the winter months. 

At every island visited, with one exception as noted beyond, deer 

were seen, without any effort on our part to hunt for them, and 

sign of various sorts was in evidence everywhere. At Kupreanof 

and Kuiu islands, during April, many were encountered, very 

thin, and in poor condition, and quite indifferent to approach. 

They were abundant on Coronation and Warren islands, and 

some were seen at various points on Prince of Wales and Dall 

islands, while on Heceta Island fresh sign was observed though 

no deer were seen during our brief stay.. Several were seen on 

Duke Island, and we were afterward told that these deer were 

noted for their large size, as compared with those from other 

Alaskan points, but we failed to collect any specimens at this 

place. Portage Cove, on the east side of Revillagigedo Island, was 

the one island locality where deer appeared to be almost entirely 
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absent, tracks of a single individual seen far up the cafion, being 

the only evidence of the presence of the species. This is prob- 

ably due to the fact that this place, in close proximity to the 

mainland, is subject to much more severe winters than are the 

more western islands. Deer are almost unknown along the main- 

land coast, a single buck seen by Hasselborg at Bradfield Canal 

being our only record. They were quite abundant on Etolin, 

Mitkof and Zarembo islands. 

The Alexander Archipelago forms the northern limit of deer 

in North America, the comparatively mild climate of the islands 

permitting their existence, though they could not survive on the 

neighboring mainland. There is an apparent contradiction in 

the manner of their occurrence here. They are probably more 

abundant than at any other part of their range, and so 

conditions would seem to be favorable. But conditions are 

obviously unfavorable to this extent, that except in the mildest 

winters large numbers succumb to cold and starvation, while 

every year the majority of the deer finish the winter in a 

very enfeebled condition. Those seen early in April were 

emaciated to a degree, and too feeble and listless to make any 

great effort to get out of the way, while the woods were fairly 

strewn with carcasses. On the islands south of Frederick Sound 

the wolves also do much to reduce their numbers. At our first 

camp on Kupreanof Island I counted twelve dead deer on the 

beach within half a mile of camp, and probably half of these 

had been killed by wolves. Ateother points partly dismembered 

skeletons entangled in masses of windfall, and with the skin of 

the legs turned inside out, told of the tragedies enacted, even 

without the added suggestion from the bits of coarse black hair 

caught on the surrounding twigs. 

Early in April the deer were feeding largely on the tender 

shoots of the skunk cabbage, about the first green vegetation to 

appear. A little later they were seen eating the green grass 

along the stream margins and in the meadows, but during the 

summer they seemed to subsist largely on the foliage of bushes 

and shrubbery in the woods. They frequently came down to the 

beaches, usually in the mornings and evenings, where several 

were seen eating seaweed, possibly for the salt. The woods were 
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everywhere intersected by a network of deer trails, extending in 

all directions. The narrow channels between the islands are 

evidently no barriers to this animal, for deer are found on every 

island of any size in the entire archipelago. To just what extent 

they continue to cross the wider arms of the sea it is impossible 

to say, but they were occasionally seen swimming long distances, 

and also observed on small islets in the bays which must have 

been just casually visited. 

Four adult females were preserved (nos. 8336-8339), from 

Etolin, Zarembo, Mitkof, and Kupreanof islands. No bucks were 

preserved, those that were shot being in the process of shedding 

and having large areas quite naked of hair. They were without 

horns, of course, but shed antlers were frequently found wherever 

we went and IJ saved a number from Kupreanof, Kuiu, Coro- 

nation, Warren, Heceta, and Prince of Wales Island. Later in 

the year, in November, Hasselborg visited Freshwater Bay, on 

the east side of Chichagof Island, and near the northern extremity 

of the Alexander Archipelago, and he there collected a series 

of seven bucks which he sent to the Museum (nos. 8980-8986). 

Of four of these, the specimens consist of the entire skin with the 

skull; the other three, of the skin of the head and neck, together 

with the skull. He also sent in a shed antler from the same 

place. A comparison of the antlers of these deer with those 

from the more southern islands is of decided interest (see plate 

3). The seven Chichagof bucks were all in the prime of life, all 

taken at the same place and at the same time, and their antlers are 

wonderfully uniform in size and shape. They are dark, reddish 

brown in color, rather stout, and beautifully symmetrical, more 

so than those of any other black-tail deer I have seen. Two of 

them have two prongs starting from the main antler, beside the 

short snag at the base, two have two prongs on one side and one 

on the other, while three have but one prong and the basal snag 

on the antler on each side. The striking point about them, how- 

ever, is that not one of the series forks dichotomously, while of 

the shed horns picked up on the more southern islands, all do, 

except one or two small single-tined antlers. I examined in the 

field many shed antlers which we did not save, and all were of 

the same pattern. On the other hand I saw many mounted heads 
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in Juneau, most of them probably from Admiralty Island, and 

they were all similar to the Chichagof heads. So it seems that 

these differences between the antlers from the northern and 

southern islands are quite constant ; but I am unable to appreciate 

any other differences between the deer from the different regions. 

The skins at hand are not comparable. The Chichagof bucks 

agree very closely with the description of a Kupreanof buck given 

by Dr. Allen (1903, p. 528). The principal difference lies in 

the white half collar on the lower neck, which is in some cases 

but faintly indicated, and in others entirely absent, leaving the 

whole neck uniformly brown below the throat. 

Below are the measurements of the seven Chichagof skulls. 

For the sake of comparison I give the same measurements as 

those given of the Kupreanof bucks by Dr. Allen, in the paper 

cited above. 
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Oreamnos montanus columbianus Allen. 

Columbian Mountain Goat. 

Mountain goats occur at all suitable points along the main- 

land coast of southeastern Alaska, but apparently on none of 

the islands. They were first noted at Boca de Quadra, the first 

mainland point visited. Hasselborg made several long trips 

back into the mountains from our camp at the head of Marten 

Arm, and on June 13 he saw three goats, an old female with a 

kid, and a young female which he secured (no. 8335). It was 

in a bad place, high up in the cliffs, and the animal was shedding 

to such an extent as to be quite naked in patches, so he saved 

only the head, together with one hind leg for the meat. It was 

apparently a yearling, possibly the kid of the previous year of 

the old female with which it was associated, but nevertheless the 

meat was wonderfully tough, so much so as to require much 

boiling to make it edible. 

On June 21 an old female with a kid was seen on a cliff at 

a point some ten or twelve miles up the Chickamin River, but 

in an utterly inaccessible place. At Port Snettisham old sign 

was abundant, and Hasselborg saw one goat but was unable 

to get a shot at it. None were seen on the Taku River in Sep- 

tember, but Hasselborg returned to this place toward the end 

of October, and on one occasion saw seven goats at once, but 

was unable to cross the glaciers surrounding them. 

Sciurus hudsonius vancouverensis Allen. 

Vancouver Island Squirrel. 

Red squirrels are found on such islands of the southern part 

of the Alexander Archipelago as lie close to the mainland, and 

on a few that extend far to the westward; being absent from 

those situated south of Summer Straits and west of Clarence 

Straits, of which Prince of Wales and Dall islands are the largest 

and most important. They occur on Kuiu, Kupreanof, Mitkof, 

Wrangell, Zarembo, Etolin, and Revillagigedo islands, specimens 

being secured or seen on all these islands. None were observed 

on Duke, Annette, or Gravina islands during the short time we 
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spent on them, but I should think it very possible that they 
occurred on the two latter. On the mainland, red squirrels or 
signs of their presence, were seen at practically every point we 
visited. (See text figure 1, page 153.) 

Specimens were collected as follows: Kupreamof Island. 
eight (nos. 8761-8768), Kuiu Island, five (nos. 8769-8773) 
Revillagigedo Island, one (no. 8780), Etolin Island, two (nos 
8781, 8782), Mitkof Island, two (nos. 8784, 8785) ; and from 
mainland points: Chickamin River, six (nos. 8774-8779), Brad- 
field Canal, one (no. 8783), Thomas Bay, one (no. 87 86), and the 
Taku River, two (nos. 8787, 8788), a total of twenty-eight. 

Those from Kupreanof and Kuiu, taken in April, are in 
winter pelage throughout. After leaving these islands no 

squirrels were secured until we arrived at the Chickamin River, 

the middle of June. Of the four adults secured here, three were 

molting from winter to summer pelage; the fourth (no. 8778) 

has completed the change, but is abnormal in coloration, having 

a tendency to albinism, evinced by small, scattered spots of pure 

white on the back, head and under tail surface. Two juvenals 

were taken here (nos. 8775, 8776), about two-thirds grown. The 

single specimen from Revillagigedo Island, shot July 4, is still 

in the winter coat, the new summer hair just beginning to appear 

upon the toes and feet. Of the two from Etolin Island, a female 

taken on July 6 (no. 8781) is largely in the winter pelage, while 

a male secured July 11 (no. 8782), is in summer pelage through- 

out. All collected later are in summer pelage. 

On the islands inhabited by them these squirrels are quite 

numerous, apparently much more so than on the adjacent main- 

land, where the individuals are probably more widely distributed. 

On Kupreanof and Kuiu islands their shrill bark was frequently 

heard in the woods, but they were quite shy, and kept well out 

of sight. At this time they were feeding largely on various fungi 

and on buds and green stuff. Later in the summer, at the 

Chickamin River, Bradfield Canal, etce., they appeared to be 

living mainly on the spruce cones, the stripped scales of which 

formed large mounds under some of the trees. One shot on 

Mitkof Island was busily engaged in tearing strips of bark from 

some dead brush, possibly as material for a nest, as his 
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stomach was filled with a mass of berries, mushrooms, ete. Along 

the Taku River they remained in the alder thickets, these 

impenetrable tangles forming secure retreats, whence their shrill 

chatter could frequently be heard, though the squirrels them- 

selves were but seldom seen. 

The number of young produced at birth seems to be two; 

pregnant females shot the middle of April contained each two 

embryos, while the two juvenals secured on the Chickamin River 

were apparently of the same litter, and were the only ones 

seen at the place where they were secured. 

Compared with a series of thirteen skins from Vancouver 

Island, all in winter pelage, these Alaska squirrels differ so 

slightly that it seems best to use the name vancouverensis for the 

form, though there appear to be certain appreciable differences. 

The Vancouver Island squirrels have larger ears, the upper 

surfaces of which are mostly brownish in color; while in the 

Alaskan squirrels they are black, in striking contrast to the color 

of the crown. The former are also not quite so heavily 

vermiculated with gray underneath. Two from Mitkof Island, in 

summer pelage, have some tawny fulvous underneath, but those 

from more southern points—Etolin Island and Chickamin River 

—are almost pure white below. These specimens are also the 

smallest of the series, and thus least like typical vancouverensis 

in all respects, though nearest it geographically. 

In his description of Sciwrus h. petulans Osgood (1900, p. 27) 

lays some stress on cranial characters, ascribing to that form a 

sharp indentation or notch on the orbital arch, which (by impli- 

cation at least) he denies to vancouverensis. This feature is 

present in all the specimens I collected, in quite as great a 

measure as in examples of petulans from Glacier Bay. If it 

should prove to be constantly absent from the Vancouver Island 

squirrels it would be an effective means of distinguishing them 

from those living in southern Alaska. The Vancouver skins 

seen by me had the skulls inside, so they could not be examined. 

Marmota caligata (Eschscholtz). Hoary Marmot. 

Found at several points on the mainland, but at no island 

locality. The species has sometimes been considered as peculiar 
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to the Hudsonian, or to the Alpine-Arctic zone in this region, but 
from our observations its presence would seem to depend largely 
upon local conditions, open ground being the main requirement. 
At Marten Arm, Boea de Quadra, there was a small colony in 
a meadow at the edge of tide water. They were apparently quite 

rare at this point. On the Chickamin River Hasselborg. found 

two colonies some distance up the stream, and secured an adult 

female and an unsexed juvenal. At Port Snettisham they 

were abundant, the only place where we found them so. Con- 

ditions were peculiarly favorable to their occurrence here, the 

mountain slopes being bare of trees to a great extent, and strewn 

thick with boulders, between which the marmots had their 

burrows (see plate 4, figure 2). Their shrill whistles were heard 

from morning to night and the animals themselves could be 

seen running to and fro, or keeping a lookout from the top of 

some jutting rock. They were distributed down to tide water. 

Many half to three-quarter grown juvenals were seen, compar- 

atively tame and unsuspicious, but the adults were more wary 

and hard to approach. Two females were collected here, one 

adult, the other about half grown. On the Taku River Hassel- 

borg reported hearing one whistle, the only one noted at this 

point. He ascribes their scarcity to the Indians, who are very 

fond of the meat. I ate two myself and found them quite palat- 

able; they were both exceedingly fat. 

The four specimens preserved (nos. 8358-8361) are not appre- 

ciably different from a:series of M. caligata from the Prince 

William Sound region. They, as well as many others seen at 

close range, are quite uniformly colored, with black occiput and 

gray shoulders, shading into tawny on the hind quarters and 

tail, and none were observed that semed to approach at all the 

very dark colored M. vigilis of Glacier Bay (see Heller, 1909, p. 

248). 

Sciuropterus alpinus zaphaeus Osgood. 

Osgood Flying Squirrel. 

Two flying squirrels were secured during the summer. One 

was taken on Etolin Island on July 12 (no. 8789), and one at 

Bradfield Canal on July 22 (no. 8790). This is, I believe, the 
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first time that a flying squirrel has been reported from any 

island locality in Alaska, but it is such an absolute accident to 

run across them during the summer months in this region that 

they might well occur in comparative abundance and still be 

overlooked. I should consider it very possible that they might yet 

be found on such islands as Revillagigedo, Wrangell, Mitkof, or 

the Kake islands. They occur all along the mainland coast, where 

the Indians told us that they frequently catch them in winter in 

their marten traps, though they seldom see them in summer. 

The one secured on Etolin Island entered the cabin I was 

occupying, and foraged in my boxes of provisions for several 

nights before it was caught in a rat trap. The Bradfield Canal 

specimen was taken in a rat trap set on the roof of an old Indian 

cabin at the edge of the woods. They are both old females which 

had apparently recently reared litters of young. 

In coloration they are precisely alike, being, perhaps, a 

shade darker and richer brown than four specimens in the 

Museum collection (topotypes of S. a. zaphaeus) taken at Helm 

Bay, Cleveland Peninsula, in September. 

Castor canadensis leucodontus Gray. Pacific Beaver. 

Beaver sign, mostly quite cold, was found at many scattered 

localities, enough to indicate the former wide-spread distribution 

of the species over the larger islands of the group, and on the 

mainland. Incessant trapping has reduced their numbers to 

such an extent, however, thateit is only in an occasional obseure 

locality that a few individuals still survive, usually living in 

the banks of a river, near the head of the stream. On Kupreanof 

Island fresh sign was seen some ten or twelve miles up the stream 

on which we were camped, but a party of Indians was trap- 

ping in the locality at the time. At Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, 

Hasselborg found some old dams at the head of the creek, but 

the beaver had apparently been gone several years at least, and 

the Indians trapping in the vicinity had caught none during the 

winter. On Prince of Wales Island old dams were seen at Port 

Protection, abandoned for many years, while at Klawak Salt 

Lake an Indian told us he had caught several during the winter. 

Hasselborg found indications of the presence of a few ‘‘bank 
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beaver’’ at Boca de Quadra about five miles up a stream empty- 
ing into the head of Marten Arm; and at Portage Cove, Revilla- 
gigedo Island, he reported some cuttings of the previous year, 
found at the head of the creek. At Thomas Bay he found a 
chain of beaver ponds in the woods, but the beaver were gone; 
all but one solitary individual which had apparently been living 

there alone for several years. He left one front foot in a trap, 

but escaped with his life. On the Taku River, some fresh cut- 

tings were seen. 

As no specimens were secured the identity of this form with 

the Vancouver Island race leucodontus is of course merely con- 

jectural. 

Peromyscus maniculatus macrorhinus (Rhoads). 

Rhoads White-footed Mouse. 

Found at all the more southern mainland points visited, 

and on several of the more southern islands. The mice collected 

became less and less typical of macrorhinus as we advanced 

northward, and the species evidently intergrades with hylaeus at 

various points. In a general way Clarence Straits may be said to 

be the dividing line between the two forms in extreme southern 

Alaska, and typical macrorhinus was not found north of Wran- 

gell Island. 

Specimens were secured at the following points: Boca de 

Quadra, one (no. 8559), Annette Island, one (no. 8552), Gravina 

Island, six (nos. 8553-8558), Chickamin River, six (nos. 8572- 

8576, 9138), Revillagigedo Island, five (nos. 8568-8571, 9137), 

Etolin Island, seven (nos. 8561-8567), Wrangell Island, two (nos. 

8539-8540), and Bradfield Canal, ten (nos. 8541-8551). The 

Museum collection also contains nine additional specimens from 

Etolin Island, and from Helm Bay, Cleveland Peninsula (nos. 

449, 450, 456, 461-464, 469, 470). 

Those from the more southern mainland points are apparently 

most like typical macrorhinus. Northward the size diminishes and 

intergradation with hylaeus appears to take place. The single 

specimen from Boca de Quadra is rather small; those from the 

Chickamin River, though clearly referable to this form, as is 

evident from the large size of the skulls, are, in their external 
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measurements, mostly within the maximum of hylacus. Speci- 

mens from Bradfield Canal are of large size, but with rather 

light skulls. Those from Etolin and Revillagigedo islands are 

rather small, both externally and as to the skulls, but still much 

larger than typical hylaeus. Five adults (nos. 8553-8557) col- 

lected on Gravina Island, directly opposite Ketchikan, are 

almost exactly intermediate between macrorhinus and hylaeus, 

their measurements averaging: length 200.2, tail vertebrae 105.4, 

hind foot, 23.8. The skulls are likewise of.an intermediate size. 

Any one of these specimens, taken singly elsewhere, might be 

referred to either of the two races, but on the whole, I believe 

they belong with macrorhinus. They clearly do so on geograph- 

ical grounds, and, though they vary in the direction of hylaeus, 

there is no place where the ranges of the two races actually come 

together in this part of Alaska. 

A single, imperfect specimen from Annette Island (no. 8552) 

is, I believe, also referable to macrorhinus, though even smaller 

(except its feet) than those from Gravina Island. In other 

places, as at Bradfield Canal and northward along the coast, 

intergradation appears to take place with hylaeus in varying 

degrees as the range of that race is approached. 

On the whole the range of macrorhinus in Alaska may be 

said to lie along the mainland coast and on the islands east of 

Clarence Straits and Zarembo Island and, approximately, south 

of the Stikine River. (See text figure 3, page 156.) 
so 

Peromyscus maniculatus hylaeus Osgood. 

Osgood White-footed Mouse. 

Ninety-two specimens of this mouse were taken, from 

Kupreanof, Kuiu, Mitkof, Prince of Wales, Dall, Suemez, Heceta, 

and Zarembo islands; and on the mainland at Thomas Bay, 

Port Snettisham, and the Taku River (nos. 8471-8538, 8577-8591, 

9129-9136). The Museum collection also contains a large series 

from Admiralty Island, the form thus being represented from 

almost all parts of its known range. 

Compared with Prince of Wales specimens, the mice from 

the outlying western islands—Heceta, Suemez, and Dall islands 

—have rather large feet, measuring from 23 to 25 millimeters, 
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as compared with 22 to 23.5 in the former. One of the two 

specimens taken on Kuiu Island (no. 8485) also exceeds in 

every respect the maximum measurements ascribed to hylaeus by 

Osgood (1909, p. 54), its dimensions being as follows: length 

213 mm., tail vertebrae 120, hind foot 24. 

The Kupreanof mice, in cranial characters, resemble those 

from Prince of Wales less closely than do those from Admiralty 

Island, curiously enough considering their intermediate geograph- 

ical position. The skulls of Admiralty specimens are indistin- 

guishable from those from Prince of Wales Island, whereas those 

from Kupreanof are appreciably longer and more slender. 

Specimens from Mitkof Island in their slightly larger size show 

an approach to macrorhinus, as previously noted by Osgood 

(1. ¢.). The single example secured on Zarembo Island (no. 

8560) is apparently to be referred to hylaeus. Those taken on 

the mainland at Thomas Bay, Port Snettisham, and the Taku 

River, are apparently all of this form. The single adult secured 

on the Taku (no. 8591) is rather large for hylaeus, but no more 

so than the Kuiu Island specimen mentioned above. 

One specimen from Dall Island is abnormally colored in 

exactly the same manner as an example of macrorhinus described 

by Osgood (1. ¢., p. 57, footnote). This mouse (no 8497 2 Rocky 

Bay, Dall Island, May 31, 1909) has the entire under parts rich 

brown, similar to the sides. The hind feet are grayish, and the 

front feet white, while there are small white spots on the lips 

and on the center of the throat. 

Although white-footed mice were taken at most of the places 

where we collected, there were but a few points where they were 

really abundant. As observed in this region, hylaews and mac- 

rorhinus were exactly alike in habits and mode of life, and both 

seemed rather to favor the littoral zone. A beach well strewn 

with large drift logs, trees, etc., and thus affording plenty of 

shelter, was quite sure to yield a harvest of mice. Another place 

where they could generally be found was in the vicinity of cabins 

or human habitations of any sort, occupied or deserted, such 

dwellings in this region being almost invariably placed just 

above tide water. Elsewhere in the woods or meadows, it was 

a mere chance to secure them. 
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Peromyscus sitkensis sitkensis Merriam. 

Sitka White-footed Mouse. 

I took mice which I have referred to this species on Corona- 

tion, Warren, and Duke islands, these scattered localities still 

further emphasizing the peculiar distribution of the animal. (See 

text figure 3, page 156.) Four specimens were secured on Coro- 

nation Island (nos. 8592-8595), two in abandoned mine build- 

ings, one in an old shed in the woods, and one in a Microtus 

runway. They were rather more numerous on Warren Island, 

where nine were trapped (nos. 8596-8603, 9128), all in Microtus 

runways. On Duke Island eighty traps produced three white- 

footed mice in three nights (nos. 8604-8606). No other species 

of Peromyscus was found on the islands where sitkensis occurs. 

Osgood (1909, p. 103) has referred two examples from For- 

rester Island, Alaska, to P. s. prevostensis and possibly my speci- 

mens might be considered as belonging to that race, but the 

differences between the two forms are extremely slight, and the 

specimens under consideration show so much variation that it 

seems best to refer them to the stock form. They are smaller 

than typical sitkensis from Baranof Island though no more so 

than those from Chichagof Island. There are no appreciable 

color differences in the series from the different islands. While 

the skulls of some of my specimens show the somewhat elongated 

posterior palatine foramina supposedly characteristic of prevos- 

tensis, others are not differént from typical sitkensis in this 

respect. 

The specimens secured measure as follows: 

Hind Hina 
No. Sex Length Tail Foot No. Sex Length Tail Foot 

8592 ref 201 97 26 8593 se) 190 93 26 

8594 3 210 102 26 8595 2 188 90 25 

8596 ree 212 109 26 8598 2 185 84 25 

8597 3 206 105 25 8599 g 181 87 25 

8600 3 205 101 26 » 8601 g 190 98 24 

8604 3 207 100 26 8602 4 208 107 25 

8606 Jb 212 108 26 8603 2 182 90 24 

8605 2 217 104 26 
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Evotomys phaeus, new species. 

Dark-colored Red-backed Mouse. 

Type.—Male adult no. 8742, Univ. Calif. Mus. Vert. Zool., 

Marten Arm, Boca de Quadra, Alaska; June 13, 1909; collected 

by H. 8. Swarth; orig. no. 7647. 

Characters.—Size rather large. Differs from E. wrangeli, 

nearest it geographically, in cranial characters and in much 

longer tail; from EH. cawrinus, the species to the southward in 

British Columbia, in larger size and longer tail. 

Coloration.—Dorsal stripe dark brown, between chestnut and 

walnut brown, covering the whole back from the eyes to base of 

tail; not very sharply defined against the color of the sides. 

Sides and cheeks dark Isabella color. Below gray (about no. 8), 

sharply defined against the sides. Fairly conspicuous oval 

patches of gray hair over the hip glands. Tail bicolor, brownish 

above, yellowish below. 

Skull.—Short and broad, with wide spreading zygomata. 

Rostrum short. Premaxillae usually extending slightly beyond 

posterior end of nasals. Frontals depressed. 

Measurements.—Average of nine adults: total length 155.7 

(149-164) ; tail vertebrae 51 (46-58); hind foot 19.9 (19-20). 

Skull: Average of eleven adults: length 24.8 (23-25.5); basal 

length 21.2 (19.5-23) ; zygomatic breadth 13.8 (13-14.8) ; mastoid 

breadth 11.1 (10.5-11.8); length of nasal 7.2 (6.8-7.8) ; length 

of upper tooth row 5.1 (95-5.2). 

Remarks.—I had supposed that the red-backed mouse occur- 

ring on the mainland coast of this region would prove to be 

E. wrangeli, but the latter appears to be purely an insular species. 

I have had no specimens of that race for comparison, but the 

Evotomys secured differ so widely from it in all the essential 

peculiarities of the species as given in the published descriptions 

that there seems little doubt of their belonging to a different 

species. Wrangeli has a short tail, less than twice as long as 

the hind foot—in adults of phaeus the tail is invariab'y more 

than twice the length of the foot, frequently more than a third of 

the entire length of the animal. From E. caurinus of southern 

British Columbia it is distinguished by its generally larger size 
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and longer tail. The single specimen from Bradfield Canal has 

a noticeably more slender and elongated skull, with much lighter 

teeth. 

We found red-backed mice at but three mainland points, and 

on none of the islands. At Boca de Quadra four were secured 

(nos. 8741-8744). These were caught in a thin line of spruce 

trees extending into one of the damp meadows, the scanty under- 

growth below the trees showing here and there traces of faintly 

defined runways. The mice evidently were not abundant, as 

several nights trapping produced but the four specimens, and 

lmes of traps iu other similar places brought in nothing at all. 

On the Chickamin River they were rather more common, and 

during our stay there I secured fifteen (nos. 8745-8759). These 

also were all caught in scattered clumps of trees in the meadow 

land; there was little or no indication of runways, or other such 

evidence as is always to be found where meadow-mice (Microtus) 

are living. The only other place where the species was met with 

was at Bradfield Canal, where a single specimen, an adult female, 

was caught on July 24 (no. 8760). 

Microtus drummondi (Audubon and Bachman). 

Drummond Meadow-mouse. 

This is a species belonging more peculiarly to the interior 

valleys east of the mountains, and it finds its way to the coast 

at apparently but very few points. We met with it only on the 

Taku River, a stream which forms a direct pass into the interior, 

and where other mammals, and birds also, were found, which 

properly belong to the fauna of the interior rather than to that 

of the coastal region. Bordering the river are miles of meadow 

land, and here these mice live in great numbers; in fact in no 

other place did we find any species of Microtus so abundant. 

Narrow, well-defined runways intersected the meadows in all 

directions, centering in little clumps of brush, or where a log or 

fallen tree gave shelter to the entrances of the burrows. They 

evidently avoided the comparatively dry woods near by, where 

none were caught, nor were any runways seen there, though at 

times the meadow land was flooded almost everywhere, and the 

runways resembled little creeks through the grass. 
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At this time, September, the mice were still breeding, and 

many of the females secured contained embryos, six or seven in 

number. Fifty specimens were obtained (nos. 8669-8713, 9121- 

9125) a large proportion of them being: young of various ages. 

All are in summer pelage, short haired and rather shabby and 

worn in appearance. 

Although I have considered these specimens as M. drummondi 

they are not typical of this species. In size they are uniformly 

very large, a peculiarity of northern examples of the species 

which has already been commented upon by various writers. The 

skull is large and heavy, with the exception of the audital bullae. 

These are actually smaller than in typical drummondi, propor- 

tionally much more so. The zygomata are wide spreading. It 

is decidedly suggestive that in all respects as they depart from 

typical drummondi they approach Microtus admiraltiae (Heller 

1909, p. 256), and they might be considered as intermediate be- 

tween the two forms, but for their strongly curved incisors, in 

which particular they have not varied. There can be little doubt 

however, that it is with this species that the affinities of 

Microtus admiraltiae lie, as seems evident from the relative 

geographic position of the two forms, as well as their close gen- 

eral resemblance. 

Sixteen specimens of Microtus drummondi, eight males and 

eight females, taken on the Taku River, measure as follows: 

length, 157.4; tail vertebrae, 46.4; hind foot, 20.2. Skull: basal 

length, 23.2; zygomatic width, 14.7; mastoid width, 11.3; dias- 

tema, 7.9; length of nasals, 7.1. 

Microtus macrurus Merriam. Olympic Meadow-mouse. 

Possibly quite generally distributed over the southern part 

of the archipelago, though there were a number of islands where 

we failed to secure any, or to see any indication of their presence. 

Sixty-two specimens were obtained (nos. 8609-8668, 9126, 

9127) at the following points: Kupreanof Island, Kuiu Island 

(Three-mile Arm; Port McArthur), Prince of Wales Island 

(Port Protection; Calder Bay; Shakan; Klawak Salt Lake) ; 

Dall Island; Mitkof Island; and on the mainland at Bradfield 

Canal and Thomas Bay. At most points they were decidedly 
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scarce. On Kupreanof Island no runways were seen, and the 

few specimens secured were taken in the grass just above the 

high tide mark. At Kuiu Island there were a few small colonies 

on some little islands in the bay, but almost none elsewhere. The 

same was true at Port Protection, where most of those secured 

were taken on a little rocky knob, an island at high tide, though 

some meadows along a stream near by showed indubitable 

evidence of the presence of the meadow-mice during the winter 

months. At several other points similar conditions were 

encountered, indicating a seasonal shifting of the colonies from 

the meadow land, where extensive systems of runways were seen, 

with many burrows, and some balls of grass formed into nests 

and lying on the ground. The mice can move freely about under 

the snow that covers these meadows through the winter; but 

in the summer all such places were completely deserted, and 

nearly all the mice were on the little rocky islets, as noted above. 

As we traveled south they became more and more scarce; 

assiduous trapping at three points on the west coast of Dall 

Island produced but a single specimen, and no runways were 

seen anywhere. On Annette Island many runways were seen 

in a little meadow, but they were all deserted, and no specimens 

were secured. On Suemez, Duke, Gravina, Revillagigedo, Etolin, 

Wrangell, and Zarembo islands no meadow-mice were secured, 

nor any sign of their presence observed, at the points visited, 

though they certainly may be supposed to occur at most, if not all 

of these places. e 

On Mitkof Island they were fairly abundant along the beach, 

though not nearly as much so as I expected, judging from the 

sign. They were feeding largely in the tall beach grass, inun- 

dated at high tide, and the receding waters carried out quantities 

of cut grass, so much so that it looked almost as though some one 

had been cutting hay in the vicinity. They apparently were 

living in burrows at the edge of the forest, which here as else- 

where, extends to the high tide mark, and travelled back and 

forth across the gravelly beach under the logs and other drift 

with which it is thickly strewn. Under these logs little piles of 

cut food were found, consisting mostly of two plants growing in 

abundance on the beach, Arenaria peploides and Galium aparine. 
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At Thomas Bay many well-defined runways were seen in thick 
growths of lupines, but they were apparently the work of but a 
few individuals, for only three were secured. The only other 
mainland point where the species was encountered was at Brad. 
field Canal, where two were trapped under logs in the woods. 

Very small juvenals were caught in the traps on Kuiu Island 

at the end of April, and thereafter in varying numbers and of 

all sizes at nearly every point where the species was encountered. 

Alaskan examples of this mouse are uniformly quite small 

as compared with those from the type locality of the species, 

Olympic Mountains, Washington, judging from the published 

measurements of the latter. The specimens at hand from the 

Kake Islands, Prince of Wales, and Dall islands are all of about 

the same size, eleven adult males from Prince of Wales Island 

averaging : length 188.2, tail 73, hind foot 21.2. Curiously enough 

those from Mitkof Island appear to be a trifle smaller, although 

they were taken nearer the mainland than any others from island 

localities, and the mainland specimens are much the largest of 

the series. The five adults at hand from Bradfield Canal and 

Thomas Bay average: length 198, tail 78, hind foot 22.2. 

Microtus coronarius, new species. 

Coronation Island Meadow-mouse. 

Type—Female adult; no. 8721, Univ. Calif. Mus. Vert. Zool. ; 

Egg Harbor, Coronation Island, Alaska; May 16, 1909; collected 

by H. S. Swarth; orig. no. 7487. 

Characters.—Similar to Microtus macrurus in coloration and 

proportions but size very much greater throughout. 

Coloration.—Essentially like Alaskan examples of M. mac- 

rurus, being perhaps a trifle grayer and less brown. Upper 

parts generally dark Vandyke brown, this color somewhat dark- 

ened and obscured by numerous overlying black hairs. Sides 

and that portion of the head anterior to and below the eyes much 

paler, nearer broccoli brown, this in turn changing rather 

abruptly to the dark gray of the entire under surface. Feet pale 

gray, almost white. Tail distinctly bicolor, upper surface darker 

and less brown than the back, under surface whitish. 
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Skull—Like that of M. macrurus but much larger and more 

robust. I cannot perceive any difference in shape or proportions 

(see plate 5). 

Measurements.—Type: length 215mm.; tail vertebrae 84; 

hind foot 25. Average of five adult males: length 216.8 (208- 

232); tail vertebrae 81.6 (76-92); hind foot 25.4 (24-26); 

average of sixteen adult females: length 214.5 (203-232); tail 

vertebrae 83.9 (70-92); hind foot 25.1 (24-26). 

Skull (type) : basal length 27; zygomatic width 17.5; mastoid 

width 13.5; diastema 9; nasals 8.5. Average of twenty-one adults: 

basal length 27.2; zygomatic width 17.6; mastoid width 13.5; 

diastema 9.3; nasals 8.5. 

Remarks.—This is avery distinct species, not requiring close 

comparison with any other Alaskan meadow-mouse. It is of 

about the size of M. elymocetes, but belongs, of course, to an 

altogether different section of the genus. It appears to be a 

gigantic insular development of M. macrurus, but none of the 

specimens secured show intergradation with that species. 

We found it only on Coronation and Warren islands, two out- 

lying and rather isolated islands on the western edge of the 

archipelago. It was rather abundant in the woods, where deep, 

well-defined runways intersected the mossy carpet in every direc- 

tion. These runways generally led from the tangled roots at 

the base of some old tree to another similar location, and in such 

places we uncovered several nests, round balls of moss, some 

eight or ten inches in diameter. This apparently was the sum- 

mer home of the species, for although there were runways and 

burrows in some little meadows bordering a stream on Coronation 

Island, the work was all old and the mice had apparently deserted 

the place. In these same meadows several old nests were found 

lying on top of the ground, composed of dry grass, and of about 

the same size and shape as the ones of moss in the woods. 

At the time of our visit to the islands, May 14 to 18 on 

Coronation, and May 19 to 23 on Warren, no young ones were 

out yet and I believe that none had been born, though juvenals 

of M. macrurus had got into the traps several weeks earlier. Most 

of the females secured contained large sized embryos, from four 

to seven in number, but no females were taken which were 

nursing. 
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Twenty-two specimens were secured (nos. 8714-8734, 9120), 
seventeen from Coronation, and five from Warren Island, twenty- 
one of these being preserved as skins, and one in alcohol. These 

examples are quite uniform in every respect, and none exhibits 

any marked divergence from the general type. One or two 

have a greenish stain on the underparts, which is probably wholly 

adventitious, possibly caused by some of the wet vegetation in 

which they live. 

Fiber zibethicus spatulatus Osgood. Northwest Muskrat. 

A small series of muskrats taken at Portage Cove, Revillagi- 

gedo Island, are in many respects very similar to specimens at 

hand from Yukatat Bay, Alaska, and I provisionally refer them 

to this Alaskan race. Ten specimens of spatulatus from the 

Yukon Valley are more reddish in color, and apparently smaller, 

though there are no measurements with the skins. Compared 

with examples of osoyoosensis from northern Washington 

these island muskrats are paler colored and smaller, with short 

tails and proportionately large feet. The skulls are short, but 

very heavy and massive, with wide spreading zygomatic arches. 

The five specimens secured are quite uniform in size and color, 

as well as in the appearance of the skulls. They measure as 

follows: 

No. Sex Length Tail Hind Foot 

8355 3 490 210 75 
8356 3 510 220 75 

8354 2 510 220 -78 

8357 se) 480 195 72 

8353 3 495 210 75 

SKULL MEASUREMENTS. 
Alveolar 

Zygo- Interorbital Length of 
Basal matic Mastoid Constric- ‘ Upper 

No. Sex Length Width Width tion Nasals Diastema Molars 

8353 3 57 40 24 6.8 22 22 15 

8356 Jb 58 40.5 25.5 6.5 22 22.5 14.5 

8355 3 57.5 40 25 7 22.5 22.5 14 

8357 2 55.5 38.5 23.5 € 21 21 14 

8354 2 57 39.5 25 6.2 22.5 22 14.8 

Revillagigedo Island was the only place during the entire 

summer where muskrats were encountered. The meadows border- 
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ing the river at Portage Cove were intersected by numerous 

winding gulches, large and small, formed by the various streams 

flowing down from the mountain sides, filled with water at high 

tide, and nearly empty at low tide. These gulches diminished in 

size as they left the river until they became mere narrow ditches, 

sometimes completely hidden by the tall overhanging grass; and 

here the muskrats had their home. There were not many of them, 

and Hasselborg, who discovered them, captured probably almost 

the entire colony at this point. Besides the five secured, one 

was eaten in the trap, probably by an otter. This seems to be 

an unusual place for them to winter, as all the swamps freeze 

solid, and there are no ponds. Old trails show that they have 

wintered on the surface of the meadows, under the snow, feeding 

on twigs, roots, grass and shoots. 

The holes they were occupying were in the walls of the 

gulches, the entrances being under water at high tide (see plate 

4, figure 1). About these holes and in their trails, were piles 

of cut grass, and other green stuff. No sign of muskrats was 

seen in the meadows along the Chickamin River, on the mainland 

directly opposite Portage Cove, in a region of very similar 

character. 

Synaptomys dalli Merriam. Dall Lemming Mouse. 

Six specimens secured (nos. 8735-8740), one from the Chick- 

amin River, four from Thomas Bay, and one from Port Snetti- 

sham. At Thomas Bay the meadows in the river valley were 

strewn with logs and other drift brought down by the stream 

at high water, and it was under these that the lemming mice 

were captured. The single specimen from the Chickamin River 

was caught under a log in the woods, in a trap set for Evotomys. 

The one secured at Port Snettisham was taken high up on the 

mountain side, at the edge of deep snowbanks, in an open marmot 

meadow. 

These six specimens are quite indistinguishable from a series 

of S. dalli from the Prince William Sound region, Alaska. 

Neither in external nor in cranial characters am I able to per- 

ceive any differences whatever, although it might be supposed 

that the form inhabiting this region would be S. wrangeli. 
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Zapus hudsonius alascensis Merriam. Alaska Jumping Mouse. 

One specimen, an adult female, taken at Portage Cove, Revil- 
lagigedo Island, July 1 (no. 8607). It was caught at the entrance 
to a tiny hole in the moss at the base of a large tree near the 

edge of the forest. Numerous traps set in similar localities, as 

well as in the adjoining meadow land, failed to bring any addi- 

tional specimens to light. The one secured contained six embryos. 

This specimen was submitted to E. A. Preble, of the U. 8S. 

Biological Survey, who remarks that it ‘‘belongs to the Z. hud- 

sonius group, and as it seems to have some of the characters of 

alascensis, I refer it to that form.’’ Since the type locality of 

alascensis is Yakutat Bay, over three hundred miles northwest, 

south of which I believe it had not previously been taken, and 

since we secured a different species of Zapus at an intermediate 

point, it is desirable that more data be secured for the further 

elucidation of this peculiar irregularity in distribution. 

Zapus saltator Allen. Stikine Jumping Mouse. 

An adult male secured on the Taku River on September 8 

(no. 8608). I believe they were fairly abundant in the meadows 

at this point, for on September 4 and 5 Hasselborg and myself 

saw probably half a dozen in the grass. When the rainy weather 

set in once more they were no longer to be seen. 

The single example obtained, as well as the specimen of 

Z. h. alascensis, was identified by E. A. Preble. 

Erethizon epixanthum nigrescens Allen. Dusky Porcupine. 

Poreupines, or indications of their presence, were seen at 

almost every mainland point visited. At Boca de Quadra several 

were seen, and one killed but not saved as it was shedding badly. 

On the Chickamin River many were noted, all shedding hair 

and quills, some of them almost naked. There were many trails 

through the long grass at this point, made by the porcupines on 

their travels. At Bradfield Canal I saw but one, though the trees 

bore abundant evidence of their presence. At Thomas Bay they 

were fairly abundant. None were seen either at Port Snettisham 

nor on the Taku River, though there was a little sign at the 
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former place. The only island localities where the species was 

observed were on the neighboring Etolin and Wrangell islands, 

in close proximity to the mainland. On Etolin some sign was 

observed, and I found a dead porcupine in the woods, but we 

saw no living ones. On Wrangell, a number were observed. 

But one specimen was preserved, an adult female taken at 

Thomas Bay on August 17 (no. 8352). This one is abnormal in 

coloration, possibly albinotic. The whole animal is of a yellowish 

color, about the clay color of Ridgway, becoming appreciably 

darker on the rump. The lower surface is a dark grayish brown. 

The short quills on the body are uniformly yellow, the larger 

ones on the rump and tail yellow basally, but abruptly darker 

at the distal end. The claws are of a dirty yellowish color. 

Other porcupines seen at the same place, and at other points, 

were all very dark, with the exception of one on Wrangell Island, 

which was also rather pale colored, though not as markedly so 

as the Thomas Bay specimen. The skull of the latter appears to 

be that of an old animal and exhibits the peculiarities ascribed 

to the form nigrescens by Allen, notably the fronto-parietal 

depression, together with the great development of the temporal 

ridges. 

Canis pambasileus Elliot. Alaska Timber Wolf. 

Wolves occur on all of the larger islands south of Frederick 

Sound, as well as along the mainland, and we found signs of 
their recent presence at most of the points we visited. About 
our camp on Kupreanof Island there were abundant tracks, 
apparently made by a single individual, while many of the dead 
deer scattered through the woods, had quite evidently been 
killed and devoured by wolves. At Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, 
one was heard howling in the night. More or less fresh sign was 
seen on Prince of Wales Island, at Port Protection and at Klawak 
Salt Lake, and at the latter place a skin was purchased from an 

Indian, who had killed the animal the same morning. This 

Indian informed us that wolves were particularly numerous 

on several of the islands lying west of San Alberto Bay, islands 

that we did not visit. Fresh tracks were seen on the beach at 
Heceta Island; and at Rocky Bay, Dall Island, wolf sign was 
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abundant. On the Chickamin River Hasselborg had a shot at 

one, at a point some twenty miles up the river, where he heard 

several howling in the night. Fresh sign was seen at Bradfield 

Canal and on Zarembo Island. A wolf remained in the vicinity 

of our camp at Mitkof Island during the whole of our stay at 

that point; I heard him howling in the night, and saw fresh 

tracks day after day, where he had followed me, making the 

round of my small mammal traps. Once also a deer burst from 

the woods near the camp, panting and panic stricken, and in 

evident fear of some unseen pursuer. At Thomas Bay one was 

heard howling, and his tracks seen almost daily along my line 

of traps; and though the Mitkof wolf was too suspicious to 

venture very near to the little mouse traps, this one was troubled 

with no such fears, but carried off several with the animals they 

held. Hasselborg reported seeing some wolf tracks at Port 

Snettisham. There appeared to be no wolves on Coronation, 

Warren, and Duke Islands; on Annette and Gravina islands 

we saw no sign; but our stay at these points was too short to 

decide any such matters. No wolf sign was observed on Revil- 

lagigedo, Etolin, or Wrangell islands, though they may occur on 

all three. 

The one specimen secured is an old male, purchased from an 

Indian who had caught it in a trap at Klawak Salt Lake, Prince 

of Wales Island, on the morning of May 26 (no. 8321). He 

stopped at our camp the same day and exhibited the skin, which 

he had roughly removed, leaving the head, feet and tail 

unskinned. It was the second he had caught during the winter. 

This animal is extremely dark colored, in general appearance 

almost black. The whole head and muzzle is glossy black, with 

a sprinkling of grayish, due partly to a mixture of white hairs, 

and partly to the fact that some of the black hairs are white 

basally. Back and legs are black, mixed with a few scattered 

white hairs; the sides of the neck brownish, and of the body 

dark gray, changing to dark brown on the middle of the abdomen. 

The tail is black, and black tipped, but about the basal half of 

the ventral surface is a dirty whitish color. The hair on the 

soles of the feet is chestnut. That on the median line of the back 

has not grown out to its full length, and the color of this part 
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is consequently a dirty yellowish brown, the worn remnant of 

the old coat, but the new hairs coming out are glossy black, 

with a few white ones intermixed. The captor, John Darrow, 

gave us much information about these and other animals, and 

told us that the wolves will sometimes even attack a bear. Several 

of the Indian hunters and trappers that I talked with expressed 

considerable fear of them, and they all gave exaggerated accounts 

of their ferocity and cunning. He also told us that he had 

twice killed pregnant females, each containing twelve embryos. 

Several hunters, white men and Indians, told us that the 

island wolves were sometimes black, sometimes gray or yellowish, 

and sometimes a mixture of these colors. I saw several skins 

of Alaskan wolves at various times, and some were very dark, 

much like the one described above, some grayish, and a few gray 

or yellowish with black dorsal stripe and tail and a black mark 

across the shoulders. 

The specimen secured measures as follows: approximate 

length of tanned skin from tip of nose to tip of skin of tail 

1945 mm.; tail vertebrae 487; hind foot 304. Skull: total length 

268 mm.; basal length, 229; zygomatic width 152; width across 

post-orbital processes 73; median length of nasals 97; palatal 

length 132; length of upper tooth row (anterior edge of canine 

to posterior edge of last molar) 110; length of canine 34; length 

of lower jaw 205; height of coronoid process 77. 

Lutra canadensis periclyzomae Elliot. Island Otter. 

Otter appear to be quite generally distributed over this 

whole region, but they have been so incessantly trapped that 

their numbers are greatly reduced. We saw more or less fresh 

sign at Kupreanof, Kuiu, Coronation, and Warren islands, and 

also on the Taku River. At Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, an 

Indian trapping there had caught just two during the winter. 

One specimen, a female, was secured by Hasselborg on Warren 

Island, May 19 (no. 8334) as it was swimming across a stream, 

when he saw it and shot at it with his 45-70 rifle. On skinning 

it no hole could be found, nor were any bones broken, and as its 

lungs were greatly congested, and it bled profusely at the mouth 

and nostrils, we concluded that the bullet must have struck the 

water immediately beneath the animal, the concussion killing it. 
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Lutreola vison nesolestes Heller. Island Mink. 

Generally distributed over this entire region, and fairly 

abundant where they have not been trapped to excess. The 

mink is the Indian trapper’s best standby on the islands, and 

wherever we went we found in the woods scores of little dead- 

falls of various ages arranged for their capture. One Indian at 

Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, had some thirty mink, one marten 

and two otter to show as the result of his winter’s trapping. 

Hasselborg caught two mink at this point (nos. 8791, 8792), 

besides a third destroyed in the trap, probably by another mink, 

two at Egg Harbor, Coronation Island (nos. 8793, 8794), and one 

on the Taku River (no. 8795). I also purchased seventeen 

skulls from the Indian on Kuiu Island (nos. 8796-8812), and 

found an additional skull on Coronation Island (no. 8813). 

More or less fresh sign was seen at many of the points visited, 

and I saw a mink running along the bank of a stream at Boca de 

Quadra, but failed to secure it. 

The island specimens all exhibit to a marked degree the 

characters of nesolestes, the crowded tooth row, and greatly 

enlarged last upper molar. The single mainland example (no. 

8795 9, Taku River, September 24), is much darker colored 

than any island specimens at hand, winter or summer, closely 

resembling a Prince William Sound example of L. v. melampeplus 

(no 858, 2, Dise Island, September 4), but the dental characters 

are clearly those of nesolestes. 

Mustela nesophila Osgood. Queen Charlotte Marten. 

A single marten skull (no. 8814) was obtained at Three-mile 

Arm, Kuiu Island, purchased from an Indian who had caught 

the animal somewhere in the immediate vicinity. It is appar- 

ently most like M. nesophila of the Queen Charlotte Islands, from 

which it differs in slightly greater width, with especially wide 

spreading zygomata, judging from the published measurements 

and figures of the species( see Osgood, 1901, p. 33). The small 

audital bullae and short, heavy rostrum, with crowded upper 

tooth row and large sized last upper molar, all serve to distin- 

guish it from the mainland forms. Should additional specimens 
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show the wide spreading zygomatic arches to be a constant 

feature, the marten of the Alexander Archipelago should be 

considered a distinct species. 

The skull secured measures as follows: occipito-nasal length 

77.5; basal length 75; palatal length 42; post-palatal length 33; 

zygomatic breadth 51.5; width across post-orbital processes 26; 

interorbital constriction 17.2. 

We failed to obtain very definite information as to the distri- 

bution of the species over these islands, where it does not appear 

to be abundant at any point. The above mentioned individual 

was the only one caught during the season by the man who 

secured it, and he apparently knew of just one other captured in 

the vicinity during the same period. Tracks of a single indi- 

vidual were seen in newly fallen snow on Kupreanof Island; at 

no other point did we personally meet with the species. 

Putorius cicognani alascensis Merriam. Alaska Weasel. 

But three weasels were secured, all that were seen during the 

summer, one from Zarembo Island (no. 8815), one from Mitkof 

Island (no. 8816), and one from the Taku River (no. 8817). 

Our Indian friend at Three-mile Arm, told us that on the Kake 

Islands weasels were very scarce. During the past winter 

(1908-9) he had caught none; the winter before he got seven. 

The one secured on Zarembo Island entered my tent and carried 

away a shrew. It returned the next day, and catching sight of 

it in the wood pile I shot it. The Mitkof specimen was seen 

darting through a tangle of drift on the beach, and by squeaking 

in the manner commonly used in attracting small birds I easily 

induced it to return and expose itself. At this point I lost a 

number of mice, carried away or partially eaten in the traps, 

in a way that made me believe weasels were responsible. 

Island specimens, compared with a single individual from 

Helm Bay on the mainland, exhibit the same dental peculiar- 

ities as do most of the other small carnivores of the islands, a 

noticeable crowding of the cheek teeth, together with an enlarge- 

ment of the last upper molar, but two specimens from Juneau 

and the Taku River, have the same characteristics. 
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Ursus americanus pugnax, new subspecies. Island Black Bear. 

Type.—Adult male; no. 8332, Univ. Calif. Mus. Vert. Zool. : 

Rocky Bay, Dall Island, Alaska; May 31, 1909; collected by A. 

Hasselborg; orig. no. 15. 

Characters.—Differs cranially from Ursus americanus amer- 

icanus from the adjacent mainland; skull broad and heavy, with 

the frontal bones conspicuously flattened. (See plate 6, figures 1 

and 2.) 

Remarks.—The island bear exhibit certain cranial peculiar- 

ities which seem to justify their separation as an insular race. 

They are certainly widely different from black bear taken at 

other Alaskan points, Kenai Peninsula, Yakutat Bay, and Taku 

Inlet. Compared with skulls from these localities, as well as 

with others from California and Oregon, the island specimens 

present a very different profile. The frontal bones are flattened 

and the sagittal crest raised, so that the highest part of the 

cranium lies very far back, about at the fronto-parietal suture 

rather than over the orbits, as in typical americanus. The post- 

orbital processes are largely developed and raised, being in one 

ease actually higher than the intervening frontal region. The 

temporal ridges are conspicuous, and the zygomata heavily built 

and wide spreading, producing a relatively very broad skull. 

In three examples (nos. 8332, 8333, 8326) the zygomatic breadth 

is actually, as well as proportionately, greater than in any other 

specimens of black bear at hand, or than any published measure- 

ments I have seen. In general appearance these island skulls 

are short and broad, heavily built and conspicuously ridged. 

The larger ones bear a striking general resemblance to a grizzly 

skull from the interior of Alaska. 

Their conspicuous feature is the flat depressed forehead. 

Ursus a. carlottae from the Queen Charlotte Islands has the 

cranium less arched than in americanus, but has an elongated 

skull, whereas in these it is short and broad. Ursus americanus 

kenaiensis (not Ursus kenaiensis Merriam, 1902) from the Kenai 

Peninsula has a long narrow skull (see Allen, 1910, p. 6).* Skulls 

1 Since the above was written Dr. Allen has proposed the name Ursus 

americanus perniger to replace his U. a. kenatensis preoceupied. (See 

‘Brrata,’’? Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. xxviii, April, 1910, p. 115.) 
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in the collection of this Museum from the Kenai Peninsula, 

Yakutat Bay, and other mainland points in Alaska, have the 

frontal region high and rounded, a form of development that 

apparently is at its maximum in Ursus altifrontalis Elliot, from 

the Olympic Mountains, Washington. According to Allen (l.c., 

p. 5) one of the usual results of age in the black bear is ‘‘the 

marked building up of the frontal region.’’ In these island 

bear age produces exactly the opposite effect, for through the 

development of the post-orbital processes and temporal ridges a 

decidedly more flat-headed appearance is presented in the older 

skulls. 

In color the island bear secured are all black, and according 

to the Indians, the brown phase is unknown on the islands. It is 

not so on the mainland, however, where the cinnamon phase is 

fairly common, though this fact does not seem to be generally 

known (ef. Osgood, 1909, p. 3). At Marten Arm, Boca de Quadra, 

I examined over twenty bear skins in an Indian camp, all 

recently killed in the immediate vicinity, and over a third were 

in the cinnamon phase. The Indians, though they prize them 

higher than they do the black ones, as they fetch a better price, 

do not regard them as different species. A young female killed 

on the Taku River September 7 (no. 8328) is dark cinnamon 

brown in color, the legs and feet somewhat darker, and the under 

fur paler, with a white spot on the breast. 

Eleven specimens of the black bear were collected, nine from 

island localities and two frem the mainland, besides a skull 

picked up on Kupreanof Island. In detail they are-as follows: 

No, 8329, 9 adult, Kupreanof Island, April 24. Hair very 

long and thick, as it is in winter pelage throughout. Black 

everywhere except on the muzzle, which is dark brown. Under 

fur dark gray, almost black. 

No. 8330, ¢' young, San Alberto Bay, Prince of Wales Island, 

May 24. In very worn ragged pelage, the hair on the sides and 

shoulders being rubbed off to a marked extent. Black, except 

where the hair is much worn down, these areas having faded 

to a rusty brown. 

No. 8331, 9 young, San Alberto Bay, May 25. Also in worn 

pelage, though not so much so as the last. Hair largely rubbed 
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off on inner side of thighs and front of foreleg, the worn places 

showing rusty brown. Otherwise black, with slightly lighter 

colored muzzle. 

No. 8332, ¢ adult, Rocky Bay, Dall Island, May 31. In worn 

winter pelage, with small patches of the new summer coat appear- 

ing on the inner sides of the thighs. Rusty brown on the sides, 

where most of the hair is worn off; otherwise black. 

No. 8822, ¢ adult, Fools Inlet, Wrangell Island, July 12. All 

that remains of the old pelage is a line along the spine, and some 

ragged patches on the shoulders. On these areas the hair is 

longer than elsewhere, and differently colored, being rusty brown, 

whereas the new coat is glossy black with a few white hairs inter- 

spersed. Muzzle light tan color. A small pure white spot on 

the middle of the breast. 

No. 8324, ¢' young, Mitkof Island, August 2. Very ragged 

in appearance, and presenting a mixture of old and new pelage. 

Black with slightly paler muzzle. 

No. 8325, @ young, Mitkof Island, August 2. Also very 

ragged, with much of the old pelage remaining. The new hair 

black, the old rusty brown. Muzzle very dark, with lips slightly 

paler. 

No. 8326, $ adult, Mitkof Island, August 4. In very worn 

pelage. Dull rusty black throughout. 

No. 8327, young, Mitkof Island, August 8. Much like no. 

8322, but with more of the long, rusty winter hairs on rump and 

shoulders. Otherwise glossy black with dark brown muzzle and 

a small white spot on the center of the breast. Very thinly 

haired. 

No. 8323, # young, Bradfield Canal, July 19. Very thinly 

haired. Summer pelage on the back, worn winter pelage on legs 

and thighs. Black, with under fur brownish. Muzzle and lps 

very dark brown. 

No. 8328, 2 young, Taku River, September 7. Dark cinna- 

mon brown, with the legs and feet somewhat darker and the 

under fur paler. A small white spot on the breast. 

We had heard rumors, more or less vague, in regard to the 

occurrence of brown bear on the more southern Alaskan islands, 

and one of the objects of the present expedition was to ascertain as 
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definitely as possible the range of the big brown bear in this 

region. Hasselborg is familiar with them, and with their habits 

and mode of life, having hunted them in other parts of Alaska, 

and at each point we visited he made it his first object: to hunt for 

bear or signs of their presence. We also questioned prospectors 

and storekeepers as well as the Indians at every opportunity. 

There can be no doubt, I believe, that the brown bear do not 

occur south of Frederick Sound and Christian Sound, on the 

islands, while on the mainland coast we had not the slightest 

evidence of their presence anywhere south of Juneau. The 

Indians on the Kake Islands and on Prince of Wales use the 

same names as the more northern tribes for the brown and the 

black bears, but those we interrogated all declared that there 

were none of the former on their islands. 

On the mainland, where the cinnamon phase of the black bear 

is of fairly common occurrence, the Indians refer to the cinna- 

mon colored individuals as brown bear, but they distinguish 

between these and the big northern brown bear, referring to 

the latter as the ‘‘fighting brown bear.’’ Both white men and 

Indians declared that there were no large bear immediately along 

the coast on the mainland, nothing but black bear, though there 

were grizzlies twenty or thirty miles inland, in a few places. 

I saw some grizzly skins that had been obtained about that 

distance from the mouth of the Stikine River, and at the head of 

Port Snettisham, and on the Taku River Hasselborg saw tracks 

of what he believed were grizzly bear. 

Black bear are generally distributed over all the larger 

islands from Kupreanof southward, and all along the mainland 

coast. Specimens were secured or signs of the very recent pres- 

ence of bear seen on Kupreanof, Kuiu, Prince of Wales, Heceta, 

Dall, Revillagigedo, Etolin, Wrangell, and Mitkof islands, and 

at all the mainland points visited. They appeared to be absent 

from Coronation, Warren, Duke, and Zarembo islands. © The 

material at hand is not sufficient to demonstrate whether the 

island bear ranges along the mainland coast immediately 

adjacent. Several skulls from the Taku Inlet, all of rather young 

individuals, however, have high, rounded frontals. The young 

cinnamon bear secured at this point in September (no. 8328) has 

this part as flat as any of those from the islands. 
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Upon our arrival on Kupreanof Island, early in April, snow 
lay deep in the woods, and even along the beaches, and Hassel- 
borg declared that while some of the brown bear should have 
emerged from their hibernation, it was still too early for black 
bear. On April 14 he found fresh tracks of one, and on the 16th 
he scared what was probably the same bear from a thicket in 
which it was sleeping, but failed to get a shot at it. On April 
24, while hunting in the same place, he secured this bear, a 
female, probably two or three years old, in good condition, and 
very fat. All the tracks that were seen at this point were appar- 
ently made by this one bear. The weather was so cold and stormy 
that it is doubtful whether very many had come out yet. At 
Three-mile Arm, Kuiu Island, fresh tracks of a single bear were 
seen. ~ 4 

At Port Protection, Prince of Wales Island, Hasselborg 
found sign of several individuals, but they were ranging over the 
country, hunting for green grass, which was just beginning to 
appear in places. At San Alberto Bay, Prince of Wales Island, 
he secured two, on May 24 and 25 respectively, along the same 
stream, where they were eating the grass which was now quite 
tall. The next place where bear sign was observed was at Rocky 

Bay, Dall Island. They were fairly numerous in this region, and 

apparently the Indians had not been hunting or trapping there 

recently. On May 31 Hasselborg secured an adult male, the 

largest and best specimen obtained. At most of the places visited 

subsequently the Indians had been trapping earlier in the season, 

and the bear killed or frightened away. However, on Mitkof 

Island we found a place where they had not been disturbed, and 

where they were feeding on the running salmon. Hasselborg saw 

seven during our stay here, and secured four of them. 

Early in the season, when they first came out of their holes, 

the bear were feeding on grass wherever they could find it, and 

we also found many places where they had dug up and eaten the 

roots of the skunk cabbage. The one killed on Kupreanof Island 

had been feeding largely on the dead deer strewn throughout the 

woods, and one was found that may have been killed by the bear 

itself judging from the blood and the appearance of the carcass. 

This bear’s stomach was stuffed with deer hair, hoofs and pieces 

of bones, together with some skunk cabbage roots and grass. 
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The one killed on Dall Island contained steel-head trout and grass. 

By the time we reached the Taku River, in September, the run 

of salmon in the smaller streams was over, and the bear had 

scattered over the country. 

According to the Indians, the island black bear are much 

more savage and ferocious than those on the mainland, a state- 

ment that is borne out to some extent by the summer’s observa- 

tions. They told us that the island bear would not hesitate to 

attack a man when wounded, and that they generally rushed 

right in and seized him, not rearing up on their hind legs in the 

usual manner of the brown bear. The old male that Hasselborg 

secured on Dall Island rushed for him at the first shot, very much 

to his surprise, as he had frequently expressed his contempt of 

the fighting ability of the black bear. It would have been easier 

for this animal to have made his escape in almost any other 

direction, for he had to go around a fallen tree and cross a 

running stream some two feet deep in order to reach his assailant, 

but he doggedly kept on in spite of several bullets, finally drop- 

ping dead on the sandbar, within thirty feet of the hunter. This 

bear had had his lower jaw fractured, a triangular piece of 

bone containing the left canine which is also broken square 

across, hanging loose, attached only by the skin and muscles. 

This injury had been received apparently not more than two 

weeks before, and it had very possibly been done in a fight with 

another bear, for there were numerous partly healed wounds 

on his neck and body. ‘ 

Another individual, also an old male, killed on Mitkof Island 

(no. 8326), had undergone a still more frightful injury, the lower 

jaw on the left side being fractured squarely across, immediately 

before the last molar, which had dropped out. The only external 

indication of this injury was a running sore on the jaw. From 

the appearance of the bone this wound must have been received 

months before. 

In connection with the present study of the Alaska black 

bears I took occasion to carefully examine the series of Ursus 

emmonsi contained in the Museum collection. These are seven 

in number, consisting of the following specimens: three skins 

with skulls, one skin with the complete skeleton, two skins with- 

out skulls, and one skull without the skin. The theory has 
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recently been advanced by Osgood (1909, pp. 1-3) that possibly 

the glacier bear is not a species, nor even a subspecies, but merely 

a color phase of U. americanus. This idea would seem to be 

distinctly worthy of consideration, for the distinguishing differ- 

ences of emmonsi are of color only, and in this it seems to be 

extremely variable. That as a gray phase of the black bear it 

replaces in Alaska the common cinnamon phase is not borne out 

by the facts, however; for as mentioned above brown colored 

examples of U. americanus are of fairly common occurrence on 

the southern mainland coast. Hmmonsi has a curiously limited 

distribution, specimens having been taken only in the region lying 

between Lynn Canal and Cape St. Elias. Indians that we ques- 

tioned in the regions farther south knew nothing of a blue-colored 

bear, having never seen or heard of any such animal, and such 

evidence though negative, is worth taking into consideration. 

Hasselborg informed me that the Yakutat Bay Indians, though 

aware of their existence did not regard them as different from 

the black bear. When pressed for an explanation of the peculiar 

color they expressed their belief that the gray bears were the 

very old individuals. Of course while their opinion as to the 

specific standing of the bear is of little or no value, it is of 

interest as illustrating the nature of the differences between 

emmonsi and americanus. They oecur in the same region, and 

appear to be alike in their habits, despite the supposed predilec- 

tion of the former for the vicinity of glaciers. 

The color of the fur appears to be the only distinguishing 

characteristic. I am unable to appreciate any difference between 

skulls of emmonsi and those of americanus from Yakutat Bay, 

nor do I find the alleged differences in the claws (supposedly 

smaller and more curved in emmousi) to be borne out in the 

specimens at hand. 

In view of the rarity of the species it seems worth while to 

place on record brief descriptions of the skins contained in the 

Museum collection. 

No. 4331, 2; Anklin River, Yakutat Bay ; May 6, 1908; collected 

by A. Hasselborg. Skin and skull. Very pale; general body color 

creamy white. Rump, legs and feet darker, being dark, bluish 

gray. Toes black, but with scattered white hairs. A dark line 

from the head along the middle of the back, becoming less dis- 
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tinct posteriorly. Inner surface of ears black; basal two-thirds 

of outer surface whitish; tip black. Head, before the ears, 

abruptly darker, black, mixed with many pure white hairs. 

Muzzle and chin brownish, from a line a little before the eyes. 

No. 4369; Fairweather Range, Lituya Bay, 1906. Skin only. 

General color creamy white; lower part of fore legs mixed with 

black hairs, producing a somewhat darker effect; toes abruptly 

black. An indistinct dark line along the middle of the back, dis- 

appearing anteriorly and posteriorly. Ears whitish, edged with 

black. Head darker, but not black, mixed whitish and black 

hairs extending forward to the eyes. Muzzle and chin brownish. 

No. 4368; Fairweather Range, Lituya Bay; 1906. Skin and 

skull. General color dirty whitish, palest on neck and sides of 

body, bluish gray on legs, rump, and along the back. Head 

darker, mixed black and white hairs extending forward to a 

line just before the eyes. Chin and muzzle brownish. 

No. 4370; Lituya Bay, near Mt. Fairweather; spring of 1906. 

Skin only. Color of body bluish white, palest on neck and 

shoulders ; darkening on the posterior part of the back, the rump, 

legs and feet. Upper part of head abruptly darker, being black 

interspersed with many long white hairs. Ears black. Muzzle 

and chin brownish. 

No. 4371, 9; base of Mt. Cook; June 1, 1907. Skin and skull. 

Dark bluish gray, palest on shoulders and abdomen, darkest on 

rump, legs and feet. Upper part of head black, mixed with white 

hairs. Muzzle and chin brownish. 

No. 4367; Fairweather Range, Lituya Bay; 1907. Skin and 

skeleton. The darkest of the series. Very dark bluish gray, with 

no whitish anywhere. Palest on shoulders, darkest on legs and 

rump. Feet and toes black. Upper part of head black, silvered 

with many white hairs. Chin and muzzle brownish. 

MEASUREMENTS (IN MILLIMETERS) OF BLACK BEARS 

No. Loeality Sex Length Hind Foot 

8329 Kupreanof Island ie) 1422 228 
8330 Prince of Wales Island 3 1524 254 
8331 Prince of Wales Island e 1371 228 
8332 Dall Island 3 1752 266 
8322 Wrangell Island é 1422 241 
8323 Bradfield Canal Jd 1371 228 
8324 Mitkof Island 3 1422 254 
8326 Mitkof Island J 1574 254 
8325 Mitkof Island Q 1371 228 
8327 Mitkof Island 9 1270 203 
8328 Taku River Q 1141 208 
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Sorex personatus streatori Merriam. Streator Shrew. 

Represented by a series of twenty-eight specimens from 

various mainland points and from some of the islands lying close 

to the coast (nos. 8412, 8422, 8425, 8430, 8431, 8434-8444, 8450, 

8461-8463, 8465-8470, 9154, 9155). No specimens were taken 

on any of the more western islands. Points of capture are as 

follows: Chickamin River, 1; Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island 

1; Etolin Island 1; Wrangell Island 2; Bradfield Canal 11; 

Mitkof Island 1; Thomas Bay 5; Port Snettisham 2; Taku 

River 4. 

Sorex obscurus longicauda Merriam. Long-tailed Shrew. 

Generally distributed over the whole of this region, and in 

many places the most abundant species of mammal. Ninety-two 

specimens were secured from the following localities: Kupreanof 

and Kuiu islands, Prince of Wales Island (Port Protection, 

Calder Bay, Shakan, San Alberto Bay, Klawak Salt Lake), 

Coronation, Warren, Heceta, Duke, Gravina, Dall, Revillagigedo, 

Etolin, Wrangell, Zarembo, and Mitkof islands, and from the 

mainland at Boca de Quadra, the Chickamin River, Bradfield 

Canal, Thomas Bay, Port Snettisham, and the Taku River (nos. 

8365-8411, 8413-8421, 8423, 8424, 8426-8429, 8432, 8433, 8445- 

8449, 8451-8460, 8464, 9153, 9156-9166). It was thus found 

at practically every point visited. 

Where meadow-mice occurred shrews were frequently taken 

in their runways, but they were also caught in traps set in 

almost every conceivable situation, under logs in the woods or 

amongst the drift on the beaches. Almost as many were caught 

in the daytime as at night, and in some places they were a 

source of annoyance, eating portions of animals caught in 

the traps. At Thomas Bay I watched one for some time, feeding 

in refuse by the camp. I had just cleaned some ducks, and the 

clotted blood lying on the ground attracted the shrew to the 

exclusion of everything else. He tugged and pulled at it, eating 

all he could hold, while I stood watching, standing within a 

foot of him, and though the least sound or movement on my part 
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sent him darting into the grass, he quickly returned, and 
eventually finished his meal. 

I have referred all of these shrews collected to longicauda 
although there is considerable variation in the size and propor- 
tions of the series from different points. Those from most of the 
more northern and western islands average rather small and 
have short tails, as compared with those from more southern 
island and mainland points. Two examples from Boca de Quadra 
are particularly large. The largest of these (no. 8409, female) 
measures: length 140; tail vertebrae 62; hind foot 17. Various 
intermediate sizes may be found between this and the smaller, 

more northern individuals, however. There is no apparent color 

variation in the series from different points. 

Myotis lucifugus alascensis Miller. Alaska Brown Bat. 

Bats were seen at but two points, at the head of Marten Arm, 

Boca de Quadra, and at Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island. At 

the former place perhaps six or eight were observed, usually 

flitting about some sheltered corner at the edge of the woods, 

‘where it became dark sooner than out in the open meadows. At 

Portage Cove they were quite numerous, but usually feeding 

over the surface of the river, and consequently hard to retrieve. 

I looked for them carefully at the other places visited, but saw 

none. 

Seventeen specimens were collected (nos. 8362-8364, 9139- 

9152). At Boca de Quadra I shot one which I made into a skin, 

and Hasselborg shot two which were put in alcohol. At Portage 

Cove I made skins of two, and Hasselborg secured twelve which 

were saved in alcohol. 

DISTRIBUTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

Groups of islands usually present interesting facts and prob- 

lems in the distribution of animal life, taken in connection with 

the conditions on the neighboring mainland, and the Alexander 

Archipelago is no exception to this general rule. The present 

expedition together with the previous one to this same region, 

has brought together many specimens and recorded many facts 

of significance along these lines. The present distribution of 

animals on these islands is in many cases difficult or impossible 
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to explain satisfactorily, though in some instances the causes 

of the present conditions are fairly obvious. 

The relationships of the vertebrate fauna of the Sitkan dis- 

trict are for the most part distinctly with the mainland region 

to the southward, the temperate climate of the coast having 

permitted this northern extension of the ranges of many species of 

birds and mammals. The greater part of the area included is 

composed of islands, the strip along the mainland between the 

mountains and the sea being narrow and restricted. Though the 

fauna of the various islands has, as a rule, apparently been 

derived from the adjacent mainland, there are several exceptions, 

as noted beyond, some of them difficult to understand. 

The northern islands of the group are separated from the more 

southern ones by broad, deep channels, and many of the mammals 

of these islands are more closely related to more northern main- 

land forms. Of the southern islands those lying closest to 

the mainland have the greatest number of mainland species. 

Island forms of several species are somewhat smaller than 

the mainland races, but it is remarkable that on the westernmost 

islands, those farthest from the mainland, these same species 

should be represented by exceedingly large races. 

Climatic and physiographic conditions are quite uniform 

throughout the whole of the area under consideration, which is 

a region of rough, precipitous mountains. and impenetrable. 

forests, and is likewise noted for its copious rainfall and com- 

paratively mild climate. The,most noticeable local climatic 

variation is between the mainland and the more western islands. 

The winter climate of the mainland coast, though much milder 

than that of the region east of the mountains at the same latitude, 

is more rigorous than that of the islands. The islands nearest the 

coast, as Revillagigedo, are on their east sides also subject to 

severe winter weather. One of the results is that on the mainland 

the heavy precipitation of the region takes the shape of snow 

which covers the ground to such a depth as to render impossible 

the presence of animals like the deer. Despite the general 

uniformity of conditions it is interesting to note that with one 

or two possible exceptions there is no species of mammal that 

ranges unchanged throughout the whole of the region. With 
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birds it is different. Excepting the singular distribution of the 

grouse on the islands, the avian fauna is everywhere much 

alike. 

For the purpose of this discussion the islands of the archi- 

pelago may be roughly divided into three groups: northern 

(Chichagof, Baranof, and Admiralty), central (Kuiu, Kupreanof, 

and Mitkof), and southern (Prince of Wales and the islands to 

the westward). Zarembo possibly belongs in the latter category, 

while those islands lying east of Clarence Straits are, as regards 

their animal life, most like those of the central group. In the 

first group we find several species of mammals apparently of 

DISTRIBUTION 

Scurus 4. vancouverensis F's 
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SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA te) 

hig. 1—Map showing the range of the red squirrel (Sciurus hudsonius 

vancouverensis) in southeastern Alaska. It has invaded only the islands 

most easy of access from the mainland. 
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northern derivation. Here the big Alaska brown bears find their 

southern limit at Frederick Sound and Christian Sound. 

Microtus sitkensis is closely related to more northern forms, while 

M. admiraltiae is curiously enough an offshoot of an inland 

species (Mf. drummondt) that reaches the Alaskan coast at very 

few points—one of them being that part of the mainland most 

closely adjacent to Admiralty Island. 

The central group of islands, though extending to the western 

edge of the archipelago, is nevertheless but narrowly separated 

from the mainland, and it contains one characteristic mainland 

mammal (Sciurus) that does not occur on either the northern or 

the southern group. (See text figure 1, page 153.) These islands 

centrally located, are in a sense a meeting ground of the faunas 

of the surrounding regions. Besides the aforementioned squirrel 

they contain the sooty grouse found on the islands to the north 

but not on those directly southward, and also the black bear, of 

which the reverse is true. 

The southern group is distinguished by the absence of the 

red squirrel, and the presence of the black bear and wolf, which 

find their northern limit on the islands at Frederick Sound; but 

the most conspicuous feature of this group is the fact that on 

these islands the spruce grouse (Canachites) occurs, to the 

exclusion of the sooty grouse (Dendragapus), of general distribu- 

tion elsewhere in the region. (See text figure 2, page 155.) 

The islands lying east of Clarence Straits are mostly but 

slightly separated from the mainland, and contain many main- 

land forms—Evotomys on Wrangell and Revillagigedo, Synap- 

tomys on Wrangell, Zapus and Fiber on Revillagigedo, Erethizon 

on Etolin and Wrangell, Sciuropterus on Etolin, and Sciwrus on 

all of them. That the jumping mouse of Revillagigedo Island 

should prove to be of the Zapus hudsonius group seems remark- 

able, as this is hundreds of miles south of the previous known 

range of this species and as an entirely distinct species occurs at 

intervening mainland points. 

Coronation and Warren, two small outlying islands west of 

Prince of Wales, present some curious and interesting conditions. 

Coronation lies close to Kuiu, and Warren close to Prince of 

Wales, being more widely separated from one another than they 
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are from these adjacent islands. They have one species of 
mammal (Microtus coronarius) common to the two, and as far 
as known occurring nowhere else; and one other species 
(Peromyscus sitkensis) found on both which is not found on 
either of the large islands closest to them. The sooty grouse 

DISTRIBUTION 

Dendragapus °. Juliginosus 

IN 

SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA 

Fig. 2.—Map showing the range of the sooty grouse (Dendragapus 
obscurus fuliginosus) in southeastern Alaska. It oceurs on some of the 
more remote western islands of the archipelago, but is absent from others 
lying nearer the mainland. : 

(Dendragapus) is found on Coronation Island, but is absent from 

Warren where apparently the spruce grouse (Canachites) occurs. 

What the obstacle may be that stops a strong flying bird, and 

yet permits the passage of small and feeble terrestrial mammals 

it is hard to imagine. It is of interest to note in this connection 
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that at our camp on the east side of Warren Island the beach 

was strewn with the wreckage of a ship that had gone on the 

rocks on the west side of Coronation Island some months pre- 

viously. Although the two islands lie on different sides of 

a channel through which the prodigious tides of the region rush 

‘ 
sy 
\ 

x 

i Feromyscus maritculalus 

F macrorhinus 
Y Peromyscus mariculalus 

lgeus 
== Peromyscus Sitkensis 

IN 

SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA 

Fig. 3.—Map showing the distribution of the species of Peromyscus 
in southeastern Alaska. Vertical lines indicate the range of P. manicu- 
latus macrorhinus, diagonal lines, P. m. hylaeus, horizontal lines, P. sitkensis. 
Note the peculiarly disconnected range of Peromyscus sitkensis. 

back and forth twice daily, it is evident from this fact that it 

is quite possible for something to drift from Coronation to 

Warren, at any rate. 

The distribution of the mouse mentioned above (Peromyscus 

sitkensts) is in itself of considerable interest (see text figure 3, 
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page 156); in fact there is probably hardly another North 

American species of mammal with so extraordinary a range. It 

is known to occur on Chichagof, Baranof, Coronation, Warren, 

Yorrester, and Duke islands. in Alaska, and on Prevost Island, 

at the southern extremity of the Queen Charlotte group. (The 

Prevost Island mouse has been separated as a slightly differ- 

entiated subspecies, P. s. prevostensis Osgood, and Forrester 

Island specimens considered as of this form, but for the purposes 

of this discussion they may be considered the same.) These 

islands are most of them widely separated, between Duke and 

Forrester and between Duke and Coronation and Warren lie 

whole groups of islands inhabited by a different species (P. m. 

hylaeus), while those islands nearest to Duke contain still 

another species (P. m. macrorhinus). Between Forrester and 

Prevost lies the entire group of the Queen Charlotte Islands. It 

might be argued that the mice of these various islands are really 

distinct species developed similarly through similar conditions 

and that their present appearance does not indicate their true 

relationships, but it is hard to appreciate how these particular 

islands differ from the scores of others in the region sufficiently 

to have produced such results. No other Peromyscus has been 

found on the islands where this form occurs. 

Some interesting comparisons can be drawn regarding the 

distribution of the species of Microtus and Peromyscus in the 

southern part, at least, of the Sitkan district. In each the species 

arrange themselves, roughly, in parallel north and south lines. 

In the white-footed mice we find on the mainland, and on those 

islands lying closest to it, a large, robust form, Peromyscus 

maniculatus macrorhinus. A little farther west, throughout the 

middle line of islands, reaching the mainland in the northern 

part of the region, is a much smaller variety of the same 

species, P. m. hylaeus. Still farther west on the outlying islands, 

is an exceedingly large mouse, P. sitkensis. This, though con- 

sidered a distinct species, is apparently but a robust form of the 

manculatus group. 

So also with the meadow-mice: Microtus macrurus is the 

common form of the southern part of the region. Mainland 

specimens are much the largest, those from the islands inhabited 
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by P. m. hylaeus are very small, and still farther west we come 

abruptly to an exceedingly large form, M. coronarius. This does 

not appear to intergrade with M. macrurus, just as P. sitkensis 

does not with P. m. hylaeus, but nevertheless in each case 

they seem to be merely gigantic insular races. 

‘The mammals of general distribution are surprisingly few 

in number. The otter (Zutra) ranges, apparently unchanged, 

throughout the region, and it is easy to see why it should. Beaver 

occur on most of the larger islands, but according to Heller 

(1909, p. 251) those from the more southern islands are a 

different form from the northern ones. Deer also are found 

throughout the archipelago; but I am strongly of the impression 

that the deer found south of Frederick Sound will prove to be 

distinct from the more northern O. c. sitkensis. A species of 

shrew (Sorex obscurus) is found apparently on every island and 

all along the mainland coast, and there is surprisingly little 

variation in the series from different points. Those from the 

northern islands, however, appear to be referable to S. o. glacialis, 

from the southern to 8. 0. longicauda. . 

The land birds of the Sitkan district are for the most part 

the same as, or closely related to, species ranging along the main- 

land coast farther south. The equable and comparatively warm 

climate of this region, compared with the interior at the same 

latitude, is apparently responsible for this, permitting along the 

coast the northern extension of the ranges of species whose centers 

of distribution lie much farther south. Such species as Cyanocitta 

stelleri, Colaptes cafer saturatior, Sphyrapicus varius ruber, 

and Empidonaz difficilts, some of the commonest and most char- 

acteristic birds of the Sitkan district, are examples of birds 

whose ranges extend much farther north along the coast than in 

the interior. Many species find their northern limit in this 

region, while a few extend somewhat farther north and west 

along the Alaskan coast. Almost none of the birds of this region, 

however, are also found in the cold, dry interior. The exceptions 

are mostly species of northern derivation, occurring here in the 

Alpine-Arctic Zone of the mountain tops, the ptarmigan (which 

has undergone some change, however) and the titlark being good 

examples of this class. 
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Still another group is composed of a few species, which, 
finding their northern limit at about this latitude in the interior, 
have apparently followed one or two of the broad river valleys 
to the coast. Examples of these, already treated in detail, are 
Geothlypis trichas occidentalis, Empidonax trailli alnorum, 

and possibly Piranga ludoviciana. 

Judging from our experience the islands of the Sitkan district 

do not lie in the main migration route of the birds of the Pacific 

coast. This is true of the western part of the archipelago to a 

striking degree. During April and May, and in the first week 

in June, when the migration should have been in full force, we 

were visiting the western islands, and, though in some places we 

found vast numbers of waders and many ducks and geese, the 

smaller land birds were almost entirely absent. In one or two 

places, noticeably on Coronation and Warren islands, small flocks 

of migrating warblers or sparrows were met with from time to 

time; but we visited numerous other points where it was quite 

possible to spend several hours in the woods without seeing a 

single small bird; and when the stillness was broken it was more 

apt to be by a chickadee or junco than by any transient. I found 

the west coast of Dall Island to be unusually barren of bird life. 

Possibly the migrants travel more along the inner, sheltered 

islands. On the east coast of Mitkof Island, in August, there was 

a steady stream of migrating warblers, kinglets, and other small 

birds following the shore line southward. At Thomas Bay on the 

mainland, also in August, migrants were much in, evidence. 

The numerous water fowl of the Sitkan district are for the 

most part species of wide distribution. The sea birds are, with 

one or two exceptions, of quite general distribution in the North 

Pacific; the fresh water species are numerous during the migra- 

tions, but comparatively few seem to find congenial breeding 

grounds in this region. They also are mostly of general distri- 

bution in North America. There are two exceptions, however, 

a goose (Branta canadensis occidentalis) and a heron (Ardea 

herodias fannini), which are restricted to the northwestern coast 

region. 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, 

Berkeley, June 8, 1910. 
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EXPLANATIONS OF PLATES. 

PLATE 1. 

Map of the region traversed by the 1909 Alexander Alaska Expedition. 

Dotted line shows route of the Expedition; crosses indicate collecting 

stations. 

[162] 
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PLATE 2. 

Woods and meadows at Portage Cove, Revillagigedo Island; July 3, 
1909. This is typical of the region visited in southeastern Alaska. (See 

page 20.) 
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PLATE 3. 

Antlers of black-tail deer (Odocoileus columbianus sitkensis) from south- 

eastern Alaska. Those on the right from Chichagof Island, on the left 
from islands south of Frederick Sound. Note the difference in the fork- 
ing; in the series on the left the branching tines are conspicuously forked, 

while in those on the right they are straight. 

[166] 
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PLATE 4. 

Fig. 1— Banks inhabited by muskrats (Fiber z. spatulatus) at Portage 

Cove, Revillagigedo Island; July 3, 1909. The burrows were excavated 
in the walls of the gulches, the entrances being covered at high tide. 
A pile of cut food is at the mouth of one of the burrows shown. 

Fig. 2—Hoary Marmot (Marmota caligata) at entrance to burrow; 

Port Snettisham, August 25, 1909. 
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PLATE 5. 

Dorsal view of skulls of Microtus coronarius (series on the left) and 

Microtus macrurus (series on the right). Enlarged to 1% natural size. 
The former are uniformly larger, there being no differences in shape or 

proportions. 

[170] 
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PLATE. 6. 

Fig. 1.—Lateral view of skull of type of Ursus americanus pugnacx. 

Reduced to % natural size. Note the depressed frontals, prominent post- 
orbital processes, largely developed sagittal crest and general appearance 

of massiveness. 

Fig. 2.—Dorsal view of skull of type of Ursus americanus pugnaz, 

Reduced to 144 natural size. Note the conspicuous sagittal crest and 

temporal ridges, and' the heavily built and wide-spreading zygomata. 

[172] 
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Of the two species of marmots described in the following 

pages, one, Marmota vancouverensis, is based upon specimens 

secured on the Alexander Expedition to Vancouver Island in 

1910. The other, Marmota ochracea, upon two skins included in 

a. collection of birds and mammals made by C. L. Hall in the 

Yukon Region, Alaska, subsequently acquired by the University 

of California as a gift from Mrs. Phoebe A. Hearst, and now a 

part of the collection of the California Museum of Vertebrate 

Zoology. 

Marmota vancouverensis, new species. 

VANCOUVER ISLAND Marmot. 

Typr.—Female adult; no. 12094, Univ. Calif. Mus. Vert. 

Zool.; Mt. Douglas (altitude 4,200 feet), twenty miles south of 

Alberni, Vancouver Island, British Columbia; July 8, 1910; 

collected by E. Despard; orig. no. 30; skin and complete skeleton. 

Diagnostic CHARACTERS.—Belongs to the caligata group; 

about the size of M. caligata or M. olympus, but differing widely 

from either in coloration; differs cranially from M. caligata. 

(No skulls of M. olympus are at hand.) 

CoLoration.—Dark brown above and below, varying through 

shades from burnt umber to seal brown, in some lights appearing 

almost black; tip of nose and chin, and an irregular streak along 
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center of breast and abdomen, white; a few white hairs scattered 

over dorsal surface of body. 

SKuLL.—Compared with that of M. caligata: audital bullae 

smaller; nasals more narrow, and pointed posteriorly; palate 

broader and more shallow. The foramen in the parietal (im- 

mediately above the auditory meatus, and posterior to the pos- 

terior root of the zygoma) is very small, not more than half the 

size of that in M. caligata. 

MzasuREMENTS.—Type: total length, 720 mm.; length of tail 

vertebrae, 240; hind foot, 105; ear, 30. Average of five males: 

total length, 684 (660-710) ; length of tail vertebrae, 222 (200- 

300) ; hind foot, 98.4 (90-102) ; ear, 30. Average of six females: 

total length, 646.6 (580-720) ; length of tail vertebrae, 198.3 (170- 

240) ; hind foot, 92 (80-105) ; ear, 28.7 (24-30). 

RemMarKs.—The eleven specimens of Marmota vancouverensis 

secured are quite uniform in coloration, allowing for the great 

difference between the old, worn pelage, and the new coat which 

most of them are just acquiring. One is in the new pelage 

throughout, the type is in fresh pelage except for a patch of old 

rusty hair on the tail, while the others are variously advanced 

in the molt, some of them being very ragged, and in spots quite 

bare of hair. As the long hairs wear off, the under fur becomes 

exposed, and this fades to a cinnamon or wood brown, many 

shades paler than the newly grown hair. 

From the appearance of the specimens secured it would seem 

that the molt occurs but once a*year in this species. There is no 

indication that a gray winter pelage is assumed, as in M. olympus 

of the mainland to the southward across the Straits of Juan de 

Fuca. The area covered by the white marking on the ventral 

surface varies among the specimens at hand, being most extensive 

on the type, and almost entirely absent on two of the others. 

The series on which this description is based was secured in 

the vicinity of Mt. Saunders and Mt. Douglas, at the head of 

China Creek, some twenty miles south of Alberni, and within a 

radius of ten miles. The species is in all probability confined to 

Vancouver Island, and as far as known to the very small portion 

of it indicated above. 
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Marmota ochracea, new species. 

YuxKon Marmor. 

Type.—Female adult; no. 5872, Univ. Calif. Mus. Vert. Zool. ; 
Forty-mile Creek, Alaska, August 19, 1901; collected by C. L. 
Hall; orig. no. 477. 

Diaenostic Cuaracters.—Like M. flaviventer, from which it 

differs in coloration and pattern of markings. 

CotoratTion.—Hairs of upper parts pale cinnamon-rufous 
basally, with a black central band. On the forepart of the body, 

from the neck to a point behind the shoulders, the hairs are the 

same color at the tip as at the base. From the middle of the 

body to the rump the exposed portions of the hairs are hoary 

whitish, producing a distinctly paler effect posteriorly. Tail 

uniform cinnamon-rufous above and below, slightly darker at the 

tip. Whole top of head from tip of nose to and including the 

ears, prout brown. Sides of head and neck, including the eye- 

lids, the same color as the shoulders and sharply defined against 

the darker brown of the top of the head. Lower surface of the 

body and legs all around, hazel. Feet and claws black. 

SKULL.—Represented only by a fragment of the rostrum with 

incisors: attached, and the lower jaw: Compared with skulls of 

M. flaviventer these parts are small and weak, the teeth conspic- 

uously so. 

REMARKS.—Only two examples of the new species are at hand, 

an adult female and a young male, both from the head of Forty- 

mile Creek, a tributary of the Yukon crossing the Canadian 

boundary. The latter was mounted but has been removed from 

its stand. Both were prepared with the anterior portions of the 

skull left within the skin. Those of the adult have since been 

removed. 

These two specimens differ from available skins of M. flavi- 

venter from California and Colorado in various details of colora- 

tion and markings. They are more yellowish above and darker 

below, and lack the distinctive head markings of that species. In 

examples of flaviventer in comparable pelage the head and muzzle 

are much darker, sometimes black, with a conspicuous white 
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patch on lips and chin, sometimes including the top of the nose 

as well, markings entirely absent in the present species. In 

flaviventer the ventral surface of the tail is distinctly darker 

than the upper part, sometimes black; in ochracea the tail is 

uniformly colored above and below. 

There are no measurements with the single adult example of 

ochracea, but the skin indicates an animal smaller than flavi- 

venter. The young individual (about half grown) is practically 

like the adult, except that the hoary area above is more extensive, 

including the whole back, as well as the sides of the neck. 

Transmitted December 27, 1910. 
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THE PACIFIC COAST RACES OF THE BEWICK 

WREN! 

BY 
Harry S. SwWARTH 

INTRODUCTION 

The material upon which these observations are based is 
mainly from the collection of the California Museum of Verte- 
brate Zoology. Besides the Museum collection proper there 
are on deposit in that institution the Grinnell, Morcom and 
Swarth collections. The total aggregation of skins of Thry- 

omanes bewicki in that Museum numbers 425 specimens. ~ 
There was also available material in the Los Angeles Museum 
of History, Science and Art, including the collections of 
Messrs. Daggett, Law, Lamb, Richardson, and Willett, in all 

109 specimens. To Messrs. Joseph Mailliard and John W. 
Mailliard the writer is under obligations for the loan of 52 
skins, including splendid series of marinensis, and series of 
drymoecus and charienturus from regions not otherwise rep- 
resented. From Mr. A. B. Howell 11 skins were borrowed, 

illustrating special points. Altogether, a total of 597 examples 
of the Pacific coast forms of Thryomanes bewicki were ex- 
amined in the preparation of this paper. To the institutions 

1Contribution from the University of California Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. 

May 8, 1916 
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and individuals above mentioned the writer is under deep ob- 
ligations for the use of this material. 

Next to the data obtained directly from this splendid series 
of specimens, the writer is inclined to give high place to the in- 
formational value of the field work incidental to its collection, 

in much of which he took an active part. The ideal material 
upon which to base conclusions as regards relationships and 
distribution consists of specimens in freshly acquired autumnal 
plumage, taken at the exact localities where the birds were 
born. As we have not usually any means of knowing the 
exact birthplace of a bird, the results of our studies must often 
depend upon assumptions based largely upon one’s knowledge 
of the species in general and its usual mode of life. Just here 
is where it would seem that experience and information 
acquired through extensive field work would be invaluable 
in aiding in an analysis of the facts presented by series of 
skins—facts often in apparent conflict. The man who works 
from the dried skin alone is handicapped more than he usually 
realizes. In working out the relationships and distribution 

of closely connected forms, a labor entailing the handling of 
large series, anomalous specimens are frequently encountered, 
calculated to lead one astray. Some knowledge of the country 
and climate, the physical surroundings of the species in gen- 
eral, will frequently give a clue to the explanation, while inti- 
mate acquaintance with ‘the bird in life will enable one, to a 
certain extent, to imagine himself in the bird’s place and figure 
out what, under given conditions, is most apt to occur. The 

life history and habits of the species in general, the faunal 
complexion of its usual habitat, the nature and extent of vari- 
ation in the individual and in the race, are all factors of prime 
importance, and are all to be learned in the course of field 

work, some of them in no other way. It is not enough, be- 
cause a specimen bears a superficial resemblance to a race geo- 
graphically placed more or less remotely fron: where it was 
taken, to place the said specitnen with such race. In the 
writer’s opinion, this has been done but too frequently in late 
years, resulting in extraordinary extensions of ranges of cer- 
tain subspecies without due justification. Familiarity with the 
birds in life should serve as a most excellent check to such 
hasty conclusions. 
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For many reasons the genus Thryomanes as occurring in 
California is an attractive one to the student of geographical 
distribution. The birds exist in numbers where conditions 
are favorabie. As the species is not sharply delimited associ- 
ationally, conditions are more generally favorable than in many 
other groups of birds, and Thryomanes is consequently abun- 
dant and widely distributed throughout the state. The varia- 
bility of the group is notable, birds from different regions ex- 
hibiting to a marked degree the types of characteristics which 
we have learned to look for in animals of the various areas. 
Thus there are these several factors :—abundance, with conse- 

quent accumulation of extensive series of specimens; dis- 
regard of associational barriers effective in many other species, 
with resulting general distribution, this condition permitting 
careful scrutiny of conditions existing between many stations 
but slightly separated geographically, though of different 
faunal aspect; and variability, birds from different regions 
exhibiting peculiarities of color, etc.—all combining to make 

this genus a profitable subject for careful examination. 

MANNER OF OCCURRENCE 

Wrens of the genus Thryomanes occur in fair abundance 
practically throughout the state of California. The genus in 
this state belongs pre-eminently to the Upper Sonoran zone, 
but it also occurs commonly in places in Transition, as in the 
northern coast region, and sometimes in Lower Sonoran, as 
in parts of the San Diegan region and the San Joaquin Valley. 
It is not found, however, in the high Transition and Boreal of 

the Sierra Nevada and the southern Sierras, and it is notably 

absent from the arid Lower Sonoran of the Colorado and Mo- 

have deserts. This last was unexpected, as the species occurs 

commonly in regions of similar zonal character elsewhere. The 

above statements all apply to the breeding range of the bird. In 

seasons other than the nesting time there are exceptions, as 

noted beyond. 
In certain other variable groups, such as the Song Spar- 

rows (Melospiza. melodia), Horned Larks (Otocoris al- 

pestris) and Bush-tits (Psaltriparus), associational requirements 
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are of such a nature as to bar the species from large areas, but 
Thryomanes demands no such rigid conditions for its existence. 
The essential environmental requisite is underbrush, afford- 
ing shelter, and this is a condition so universally met with in 
California that there are few regions that do not answer. 

Just one of the California forms of this species has truly 
migratory habits, Thryomanes b. eremophilus. The others are 
practically resident wherever found. It is true that this fact 
is not generally recognized, and that there are records of sev- 
eral subspecies from points more or less remote from the breed- 
ing ground, but I am convinced that for the most part these 
records are not well founded. In the extensive series of skins 
here assembled, and in the field work incidental to the accumu- 

lation of the large proportion of them in which the writer took 
part, there has been no evidence evolved indicating regular 
migrations of these birds. As evidence to the contrary, the 
following facts may be adduced: Thryomanes b. calophonus 
is stated to remain in winter at the northern limit of its range 
(Oberholser, 1898, p. 441), which is also the northern extreme 
reached by the genus in North America. We do not find 
marinensis or spilurus wandering south in winter along the 
coast of southern California, any more than we do certain 
other forms of comparable distribution and faunal restriction, 
such as Pipilo maculatus falcifer, Zonotrichia leucophrys nut- 
talli, Junco oreganus pinosus, etc. In the extensive series of 
wrens assembled from southern California and from parts of 
the Mohave and Colorado desetts, numbering some hundreds 
of skins secured at all seasons of the year, there is none that 
can be considered as typical of Thryomanes b. drymoecus, to 
be taken as proof of a southward winter movement of this 
form. 

Thryomanes b, eremophilus appears to be truly migratory. 
Data are lacking to show whether or not the breeding ground 
is entirely deserted in winter, but the subspecies is known to 

occupy parts of the Colorado desert during the winter months, 
while it does not nest in that region. The birds found on the 
Colorado Desert during winter are apparently migrants from 
the desert mountains to the northward, and not from eastern 

Arizona, where this wren is a common resident. Though the 
Desert Wren has been found in winter to the eastern base 
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of the mountains separating the desert and coastal regions, 
there is no known instance of an individual of this subspecies 
having crossed the divide and invaded the Pacific slope. 

While I am convinced of the truth of the statements made 
above regarding the generally non-migratory habits of the Cal- 
ifornia wrens of the genus Thryomanes, excepting ere- 
mophilus, there do take place certain limited and irregular 
movements which are not to be considered as migrations. The 
late summer dispersal of birds in general, the “scatter move- 
ment,” as it has been called, is common to many parts of the 
country, and may take individuals, mostly immatures, in any 
direction. The northward wandering of herons at the close of 
the breeding season is a well-known instance in point. In-parts 
of California this movement takes the form of an invasion of 
high mountain regions by many low zone species from the ad- 
jacent valleys and foothills (see Grinnell, 1908, p. 22), and 
Thryomanes participates in this to a notable extent. In south- 
ern California during July and August, T. b. charienturus 
is one of the most abundant birds in the higher mountains, 
at altitudes where it never breeds, occurring in numbers to the 
summits of the highest peaks. As early as the middle of Sep- 
tember this invading army has again withdrawn. Several 
specimens at hand from parts of the Sierra Nevada seem also, 
from dates and altitudes, to have been wanderers from lower 

elevations. 

This general movement is apt to carry occasional indi- 

viduals of any of the forms slightly beyond the usual faunal 

confines of their respective races, and there are several in- 

stances in the assemblage of skins examined where circum- 

stances seem to indicate a happening of this nature. 

The occurrence of T. b. charienturus in winter at stations 

in the western parts of the Mohave and Colorado deserts 

(as at Barstow, Victorville and Palm Springs), is easily ex- 

plained as due to continuous favorable avenues of approach 

from the normal breeding grounds in the foothills of the near- 

by mountains. Other species properly belonging to the San 

Diegan faunal region have been similarly found at the same 

places. 
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VARIATION 

There are but two distinguishable stages of plumage in 
this species (besides the natal down)—the juvenal and those 
of the first and subsequent winters. The juvenal differs from 
the later stages mainly in being mottled or spotted over much 
of the area that is subsequently uniformly colored. After loss 
of the juvenal plumage, in the first August and September, 
there are no further changes in appearance, immatures of the 
first winter being indistinguishable from adults; after the first 
year there is but the one molt annually, at the end of the sum- 
mer. There are thus no seasonal changes in appearance other 
than those produced by the mechanical wear and tear upon the 
plumage, amounting to fading of colors proportionate to the 
nature and extent of exposure, and obliteration of finer mark- 
ings as the feather tips are worn away. There are no appreci- 
able sexual distinctions of color or markings, merely slight 
average differences in measurements, males averaging a trifie 
larger than females. 

It is seen that the wrens of this genus have a wide zonal 
range, and that where a change in life-zones acts as a check, 
it is, in this group as in most others, usually an absolute barrier 
to the species rather than an accompaniment of subspecific va- 
riation. It is also evident that environmental requirements 
are not rigid, the species being readily adaptive within rather 
wide limits. While the species as a whole is wide ranging, 
however, there is a strong tefidency toward separation into 
different forms or races distinguished by peculiarities of color 
and proportions. Study of this variation demonstrates close ac- 
cordance of appearance with locality. Inthis group of birds each 
faunal area represented tends to a remarkable degree to pro- 
duce its own peculiar type. So that it is seen that Thryomanes, 
wide ranging and with the faculty of thriving under varied 
climate and surroundings, exhibits to an extraordinary extent 
—perhaps as part of this same adaptability—variation of ap- 
pearance in accordance with every change in environment. 

It must be understood, of course, that the differences 
alluded to are not always conspicuous. There are frequently 
variations in proportions requiring careful measuring for de- 
tection, or slight differences in color which in scattered speci- 
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mens might be thought of no especial significance. With a 
series as extensive and representative as the one here assem- 
bled, however, these variations can be recognized as parts of a 
coordinated whole, and in the occasional instance where an in- 
sufficient specimen or two from some obscure locality exhibits 

_ an unexpected line of development, there is usually to be found 
at least a possible explanation of the occurrence. 

The extent and manner of variation illustrated in this series 

of birds can not be too strongly emphasized. For one thing 
there are enough specimens at hand to show a surprising range 
in characteristics from any one locality. Many stations are 
represented each by numerous specimens of freshly molted 
fall birds, undoubtedly individuals of the resident form of each 
respective place, as they appear prior to any wear and tear 
of the plumage. In every case there are individuals exhibit- 
ing wide variation in appearance, though extremes may be 
shown by but one or two specimens. These differences can 
not be explained save as illustrating the amount of variation 
to be encountered among individuals at any one point. 

These variants are not of the same nature as the “inter- 
mediates” encountered near the line of meeting of two dif- 
ferent races. In the latter case, as is well illustrated from many 
such localities in the series here assembled, we find whole pop- 
ulations showing characters variously intermediate between 
two extremes. The occasional variants found elsewhere may 
crop up at any place, and in appearance do not necessarily 
incline towards any other subspecific type. It would almost 
seem as though the species as a whole was in a formative 
stage, showing occasional response to stimuli which we can- 
not at present understand: 

In this connection it is well to consider conditions in the 
juvenal plumage. In the several distinguishable Pacific coast 
forms of Thryomanes bewicki the color differences shown in the 
adults are accurately reflected in the juvenal plumage, young 
birds of the different recognizable subspecies exhibiting vari- 
ations of precisely the same nature as are seen in adults, usually 
in about the same degree. This, according to the general 

understanding of the significance of characters of the juvenal 
plumage, would argue great age and consequent deep-seated- 
ness of the color characters observed, which is hard to recon- 
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cile with the generally variable nature of the several subspecies 

as observed at this time. 
The above statements must not be understood as weighing 

against the validity of the several “subspecies” so far de- 
scribed from California, for in nearly every case where a 
name has been applied to a local race it covers an aggregation 
of characters fairly easily defined and recognized. In fact, 
the races of Thryomanes bewicki, as occurring on the 
mainland of the Pacific coast, may be taken as an 

ideal illustration of subspecific division as it is ap- 
plied in systematic ornithology. There are six recog- 
nized forms in this region—smarinensis, spilurus, drymoecus, 
charienturus and eremophilus in California, and calophonus in 
the coast region to the northward. In every case it is an easy 
matter to distinguish typical examples of the races. Typical 
specimens are not necessarily topotypes. The best manifesta- 
tion of a race may be found at some distance from the type 
locality; usually at about the center of the geographical area 
occupied. As departure is made from the habitat of one race 
toward that of another, in just such proportion is variation 
encountered among individuals of the races. Geographical 
continuity of range with corresponding intergradation of char- 
acters is usually taken as the test of subspecific, rather than 
specific, difference, but there are few instances among North 

American birds where these conditions are as ideally met with 
as among the Pacific coast forths of Thryomanes bewicki. 

A brief resumé of the course of variation in some of the 
most salient features of these races may be profitable. At the 
extreme northern limit of the species, on the mainland of 
southern British Columbia and Washington, is calophonus, of 
relatively large size and extremely dark coloration. On the 
adjacent Vancouver Island is a slightly paler colored, rather 
more reddish, form (included under the name calophonus), 
of practically the same size. Farther south, on the coast of 
northern California, southward to the Golden Gate, is marin- 

ensis, about like Vancouver Island calophonus in color but ap- 
preciably smaller. South of the Golden Gate is spilurus, oc- 
cupying the narrow coastal strip west of the Coast Ranges, 
south to about the southern end of Monterey Bay. This form 
is of a somewhat paler and brighter red than is marinensis, 
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and of slightly greater size. South of spilurus is charienturus 
of the coast of southern California, a large sized, pale colored, 
and long tailed race. There are two inland races of Thryo- 
manes in California, drymoecus and eremophilus. Typical 
drymoecus of the Sacramento Valley is of distinctly reddish 
coloration, most nearly like, though paler than, marinensis and 
spilurus, whose ranges it adjoins in places. Eremophilus is 
a desert race, exhibiting an extreme of pale coloration, and 

with relatively long tail. Of the insular forms, nesophilus of 
Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa islands, and cataline of Santa 

Catalina Island, are but slightly different from the geograph- 
ically adjacent charienturus. They are a trifle darker in color- 
ation, and show certain differences in proportions. Leuco- 
phrys, of San Clemente Island, is a short tailed race of dis- 
tinctly pale coloration. 

As regards the coastal races, from calophonus through ma- 
rinensis and spilurus to charienturus, the line of variation is 
continuous, to be traced from one to another without a break. 
In coloration, from the sooty calophonus to the pale charien- 
turus, intergradation is perfect. The intermediate stages are 
represented in marinensis and spilurus, the dividing lines be- 
tween these several races being impossible of exact definition. 
This gradual color change is nicely correlated with the cli- 
matic variation of the region, from the extremely humid Puget 
Sound district, with its somber hued calophonus, southward 
through lessening degrees of humidity accompanied by corre- 
sponding brightening of color in the birds. As regards size 
and proportions, variation is also continuous. Calophonus is 
of large size and with proportionately short tail. Southward, 
as far as the Golden Gate, as shown by: marinensis of Hum- 
boldt and Marin counties, there is diminution in size. South 
of this point spilurus shows slightly greater dimensions, and, 
as illustrated by specimens from many intermediate stations, 
there is steady increase in this regard southward through the 
range of charienturus. Together with increased size south- 
ward from the Golden Gate there is correlated a proportion- 
ately greater length of tail. In calophonus, marinensis and 
spilurus, the tail is shorter than the wing. Specimens collected 
in the region of meeting of spilurus with charienturus have 
tail and wing of about equal length, while in typical charien- 
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turus the tail is usually decidedly the longer. Eremophilus, of 
the southern deserts, shows still greater extremes of pallid 
coloration and length of tail. Between eremophiius and cha- 
rienturus, where there is a wide gap in distribution except in 
one limited region, as noted beyond, there can not be traced 
the nicely graded series of changes found between the other 
California mainland forms; judging from the imperfectly rep- 
resentative material here assembled from the southern Sierra 
Nevada (where apparently the ranges of eremophilus and cha- 
rienturus closely adjoin), such a condition may be existent in 
this region. Further collecting here at the proper seasons is 
necessary to demonstrate this. 

Thus on the whole it is seen that the Pacific coast races 
of Thryomanes bewicki may be divided into two general 
groups, of pale colored, long tailed forms in the arid south- 
western region, and dark colored, short tailed forms in the 
humid northwestern coast region, with maximums of size at 
the extreme north and south. In every type of variation, con- 
necting chains of intermediates may be traced, corresponding as 
exactly in geographical position as in extent of variation. 
Drymoecus, as detailed beyond, occupies a central position, 

almost surrounded by the other mainland forms, and the char- 
acteristics of birds of this subspecies vary exactly as the con- 
fines of the several contiguous races are approached. 

The insular forms of Thryomanes bewicki do not exem- 
plify continuous variation such 4s seen on the mainland. Van- 
couver Island calophonus, in its comparatively paler browns, 
shows a departure from the mode that does not accord with 
the general manner of variation of the species in this region. 
San Clemente Island leucophrys, in its gray coloration, might 
be regarded as exhibiting results of the same nature as are 
shown in the comparatively gray Pipilo maculatus clementé 
of the same island. This theory is upset by the fact that 
on the closely adjacent Santa Catalina Island (lying directly 
between San Clemente and the mainland), where Pipilo m. 
clemente also occurs, the representative form of Thryomanes, 

T. b. catalina, is distinguished from the mainland charienturus 
by slightly darker brown coloration. T. 6. nesophilus of Santa 

Cruz and Santa Rosa islands is again differentiated from cha- 
rienturus by slightly darker, more rufescent, coloration. 
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In fact, in the insular forms of Thryomanes bewicki (as 
well as in other races of birds occurring upon the ‘several isl- 
ands of the Santa Barbara group) it is at present impossible 
to detect generally uniform results of any factor or factors, 
either as to the occurrence or non-occurrence of species upon 
the different islands, or in the amount and nature of differen- 

tiation that has taken place. 

Possible criticism may be invited by the fact that in the 
present paper certain local races (subspecies) are pointed out 
and their characteristics described, but no names affixed. This 
applies particularly to the Vancouver Island form of calo- 
phonus, and to the wren of the southern boundary of the Great 
Basin region as distinguished from typical eremophilus of the 
Gila Basin. It is the writer’s opinion that the aggregations of 
individuals occupying these several areas are geographically 
separated from the typical forms.whose names they bear. They 
are also probably to be distinguished, though with some dif- 
ficulty, by the average differences indicated; possibly they are 
local races in early stages of differentiation. The objections 
to formally affixing names in their cases are two in number: 
first, in the slightly distinguished races in question it is impos- 
sible to indicate more than obscure average distinctions; and 
second, the extreme variability shown in individuals of even the 
most strongly marked of the several described forms militates 
against the recognition of these apparent geographic variants 
even though they appear to be isolated. The peculiar char- 
acters of the Vancouver Island wren are perhaps to be ex- 
plained as solely a result of isolation. The Desert Wren of 
southeastern California, in its departure from typical ere- 
mophilus, shows a distinct approach to charienturus, and it 
may be that in its affinities, as it is geographically, it is inter- 

mediate between the two. 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING INTER-RELATIONSHIPS OF PACIFIC 
COAST RACES OF THRYOMANES BEWICKI. 

Island forms; Mainland forms; continuous varia- 
discontinuous variation. tion. Dark to light coloration, short 

tail to long tail. 

VANCOUVER ISLAND 
" CALOPHONUS" ———_ 
(Pale color) CALOPHONUS 

MARINENSIS 

DRYMOECUS 

SPILURUS 

| 
NESOPHILUS SS Qe eee 

CHARI ENTURUS: A color; (Park color 

CATAL THAR ia 
Dark color; large bi 
(Bax feet; jong tail) 

LEUCOPHRYS 
(Pale color; short tail) 

DETAILED DISCUSSION OF CALIFORNIA RACES 
e 

Thryomanes bewicki marinensis Grinnell. 

Type locality—Nicasio, Marin County, California. 
Range—The humid coast belt north of the Golden Gate, at 

least to Humboldt Bay; probably to the Oregon line. 
Specimens examined from the following localities: Hum- 

boldt County: Capetown, 1; Ferndale, 1. Mendocino 

County: Covelo, 7; Sherwood, 3; Willits, 1; Gualala, 3. 
Sonoma County: Guerneville, 5; Freestone, 2; Fulton, 1. 
Marin County: San Geronimo, 14; Nicasio, 3; Inverness, 8. 
Total, 49. 

Distinguishing characters—Similar to T. b. spilurus, of the 
coast region immediately south of San Francisco Bay, but 
dorsal coloration appreciably darker. Compared with calo- 
phonus as represented on Vancouver Island, marinensis is 
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closely similar in coloration; compared with calophonus as 
represented on the coast of Washington and Oregon, it is 
brighter and less sooty. In size and proportions, intermediate 
between calophonus and spilurus, though nearer the latter. 

Remarks—The wrens of the northern coast region of Cali- 
fornia present certain peculiarities of appearance which were 
commented upon, first by Oberholser (1898, p. 440), and later 
by Ridgway (1904, p. 565, footnote). The race marinensis was 
formally described by Grinnell (1910, p. 307) upon the basis 
of these same peculiarities. 

There have been available for comparison in the present 
connection, besides the series of the several California sub- 
species, 18 skins of calophonus from Vancouver Island, and 10 
from the mainland of the Puget Sound region of Washington 
and Oregon. Inspection of these series develops several in- 
teresting points in regard to the wrens of the northwestern 
coast region in general. Judging from the material at hand 
it seems evident that calophonus does not occur in California, 
unless it is to be found on the coast of the extreme northwest- 
ern corner of the state, from which point there are at this 
time no specimens available. Furthermore, in the range of 
country at present ascribed to calophonus, there appear to be 
two distinct types existent, lumped under the one name, races 
which eventually may have to be separated in nomenclature. 
Specimens from the mainland of Washington and Oregon, 
which may be considered as typical of calophonus, present the 
extreme of dark coloration in this species. Vancouver Island 
birds are distinctly paler and more reddish, though of practi- 
cally the same size. Thus there is the dark colored mainland 
calophonus situated between the Vancouver Island (unnamed) 
form to the northward, and marinensis to the southward, these 
latter two being paler colored and more reddish, and practi- 

cally alike in coloration. 

To put it a little differently: Beginning at the northern 

limit of the range of Thryomanes bewicki on the Pacific Coast, 

there is first, on Vancouver Island, a dark, reddish-colored 

bird of relatively large size. Immediately to the southward, 

on the mainland of the Puget Sound region, there is an ap- 

preciably darker, more sooty form (typical calophonus), of 
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approximately the same size. South of this, along the north- 
ern coast of California southward to the Golden Gate, is marin- 
ensis, paler colored again, practically the same color as the 
Vancouver Island bird, but smaller. Spilurus, from south of 
San Francisco Bay, is still paler but a trifle larger, gradually 
merging, both in color and size, into the larger and more pallid 
charienturus of southern California. 

The two birds at hand from the vicinity of Humboldt Bay 
are typical of marinensis. They are like the average of Marin 
County birds, and are correspondingly unlike calophonus of 
the mainland farther north. In the series from Marin and 
southern Mendocino counties there are several notably pale 
colored specimens. A female from San Geronimo (no. 2158, 
Mailliard coll.) is quite grayish above, and there are several 
juvenals from southern Mendocino County also aberrantly 
colored. Such a bird is mentioned by Ridgway (1904, p. 565, 
footnote), from Nicasio; so altogether, it evidently is not un- 
common to encounter such pale colored individuals at this 
point. This is at once suggestive of exactly similar condi- 
tions found prevailing among the bush-tits (Psaltriparus) of 
the region (see Swarth, 1914, pp. 513-515), and it would 
seem that in both instances the phenomena are to be explained 
in the same way. 

The conditions described as probably explanatory in the 
case of the bush-tit are as follows: “Marked restriction of 
territory appropriate to the humid coast races, ineffective bar- 
riers interposed against complementary forms of much greater 
numbers occupying adjacent territory, and continual encroach- 
ment of individuals (the radiating overflow) of the latter sub- 

species” (Swarth, loc. cit.). The genus Thryomanes appears 
to offer a parallel instance, though to not so marked an ex- 

tent as in Psaliriparus. Aberrant individuals occur as men- 

tioned above, in a manner similar to that observed in the latter 

genus, but not so numerously. 

A series of juvenals from Marin County is appreciably 

less bright reddish above than is the case in young birds of 

spilurus from Palo Alto. A series of juvenals from Mendo- 

cino County contains several pale colored individuals, more 

nearly approaching the coloration of drymoccus. 
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Thryomanes bewwicki spilurus (Vigors) 

Type locality—Near San Francisco or Monterey, Caili- 
fornia, . 

Range—Coast region of central California (Santa Cruz 
faunal district) ; southern and eastern sides of San Francisco 

Bay, south to southern end of Monterey Bay. Restricted to 
the region west of the Coast Range. 

Specimens examined from the following localities: Contra 
Costa County: Martinez, 1. Alameda County: Berkeley, 
3; Oakland, 7; Piedmont, 2; Alameda, 1; San Lorenzo, 1; 
Haywards, 2. San Mateo County: La Honda, 1; Woodside, 
2; Pescadero, 2. Santa Clara County: Palo Alto, 24; Mil- 
pitas, 1. Monterey County: Pacific Grove, 3; Monterey, 1. 
Total, 51. 

Distinguishing characters—Most nearly like T. b. marinen- 
sis, whose range adjoins that of spilurus at the north, but of 
lighter brown coloration dorsally, and of slightly greater size. 
Compared with drymoecus it is brighter reddish above. From 
charienturus it differs in deeper red coloration, and in differ- 

ent proportions. In spilurus the tail is slightly shorter 
than the wing; in charienturus the tail is longer than the wing. 

Remarks—Thryomanes bewicki spilurus, as here restricted, 
ranges over a limited area in the central coast region of Cali- 
fornia between San Francisco and Monterey bays. Geograph- 
ically it occupies a position between marinensis and charien- 
turus, and analysis of the characters of spilurus demonstrates 
that in this latter respect also it is a transitional step between 
the races to the northward and to the southward. Palo Alto 
specimens present the best manifestation of the characters of 
spilurus of any of the series at hand. These birds are quite 
uniformly bright reddish above, the only exceptions being two 

or three individuals, rather duller colored, and apparently 

verging toward drymoecus. 

Birds from the east shore of San Francisco Bay (Berkeley, 

Oakland, etc.) present a certain peculiarity of coloration, for 

with hardly an exception they are extremely dark and sooty 

in appearance, as remarked by Oberholser (1898, p. 439). 

This is undoubtedly partly, but not altogether, due to smoke 

stain, the darkening effect of which has been noted in certain 
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other species at these points. I am inclined to class the birds 
of this region as representing an intergradient stage between 
typical spilurus of the coast region and drymoecus of the inte- 
rior. The plumage, normally of a less bright rufescence than 
in the former, is still further modified by the action of the 
smoke, producing the extremely dark effects seen in the speci- 
mens at hand. Of the available skins from the east side of 
San Francisco Bay, practically all were secured at suburban 
points in the various towns, where they would be subject to the 
effects of the smoke of the communities. There is one speci- 
men in the series that forms a striking exception to the above 
remarks. This is no. 4284, coll. Mus. Vert. Zool., collected 

by Dr. J. G. Cooper, at Martinez, Contra Costa County, De- 
cember 15, 1863. This bird is bright, clear reddish above, 

closely similar to certain of the Palo Alto specimens, and even 
brighter colored than many from that point. It shows no sign 
of smoke stain. This latter fact may possibly be due to the 
fact of there being less smoke in the atmosphere in this general 
region at that early date. 

There are in the series four specimens from the vicinity of 
Monterey Bay, three from Pacific Grove and one from Monte- 
rey. This is too small a series to draw conclusions from, but 
one of these birds (coll. J. & J. W. Mailliard, no. 4691) dis- 
plays what appears to be a distinct trend toward the colora- 
tion of charienturus. 

Thryomanes bewicki drymoecus Oberholser 

Type locality—Baird, Shasta County, California. 

Range—The central portion of California; the Sacramento 
Valley, and northward at least to the Oregon boundary; north- 
east to the Warner Mountains, on the Nevada boundary; the 

west slope of the central Sierra Nevada, everywhere below 
Transition; southward over about the northern half of the San 

Joaquin Valley. Specimens from the east slope of the Sierra 
Nevada at Carroll Creek, taken in September, may have been 
wanderers from the west side of the mountains, and not neces- 
sarily within the normal breeding range. 

Specimens examined from the following localities: Modoc 
County: Cedarville, 2; Sugar Hill, 1. Trinity County: Hel- 
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ena, 1. Siskiyou County: Callahan, 2. Shasta County: 
Baird, 1. Tehama County: Tehama, 5; Tuscan Springs, 1. 
Glenn County: Winslow, 1. Colusa County: Stony Ford, 
2. Butte County: Chico, 3; Oroville, 2. Sutter County: 
West Butte, 2; Sutter, 5. Yolo County: Grand Island, 1; 
Rumsey, 3. Solano County: Vacaville, 11. Amador County: 

.Carbondale, 2. Nevada County: Cherokee, 4; Montezuma 
Hill, 2. Placer County: Blue Canyon, 1. Inyo County: 
Carroll Creek (east slope of the Sierras), 4. Fresno County: 
Lane Bridge, 1. Madera County: Raymond, 2. Stanislaus 
County: Modesto, 7. Mendocino County: Mount Sanhe- 
drin, 1. Contra Costa County: Walnut Creek, 8; Mount Dia- 
blo, 6. Santa Clara County: Palo Alto, 1. Total number of 
specimens, 82. 

Distinguishing characters—Compared with charienturus, 
drymoecus has the upper surface darker and more rufescent. 
The tail is somewhat shorter, and in different proportion to the 
wing. In charienturus the tail is slightly longer than the wing, 
in drymoecus slightly shorter. Compared with spilurus, the 
upper surface of drymoecus is a duller and less rich brown. 
In the juvenal plumage the character of intensity of rufescence 
of the upper surface is also apparent, young of drymoecus be- 
ing less deeply colored than young of spilurus and marinensis 
on the one hand, and somewhat darker (though slightly so) 
than the young of charienturus on the other. It is noteworthy 
in this regard that whereas in typical drymoecus (Sacramento 

Valley birds) the adults approach spilurus more nearly than 

they do charienturus, the juvenal plumage is but slightly dif- 

ferent from the same stage in charienturus. ; 

Remarks—Of the available material of this form, the 

greater part consists of summer adults in-rather worn plumage, 

with a good proportion of juvenals. There is a lack of birds 

in fresh fall plumage. 

Thryomanes bewicki drymoecus is a composite race, and 

one probably not subject to exact definition. It differs from 

all the other California forms of Thryomanes in the nature of 

its geographical position, being centrally placed and apparently 

intergrading with each of the surrounding races at the va- 

rious points of contact. Consequently birds from different re- 
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gions exhibit a diversity of appearance that renders it difficult 
in the extreme to frame a satisfactory characterization of the 
race, and in places the dividing lines must be somewhat arbi- 
trarily drawn. 

Birds from the Sacramento Valley exhibit the best mani- 
festation of the characters of the subspecies. These characters 
consist of decidedly reddish dorsal surface (though not so 
rich a red as in marinensis and spilurus) and short tail, bear- 
ing a different relation to length of wing than is seen in 
charienturus and eremophilus. Thus in the last analysis the 
form drymoecus is seen to be an intergradient between the 
long-tailed, pale colored, southern and desert races, charientu- 
rus and eremophilus, and the short-tailed, richly colored, coastal 

subspecies, marinensis and spilurus. This is so markedly the 
case that while in the Sacramento Valley drymoecus may be 
considered a fairly well marked form, just as this center is 
departed from so is there encountered a variation of charac- 
ters tending toward whichever of the other subspecies is ap- 
proached. 

There is at hand one adult from Baird, Shasta County, 

California, the type locality of T. b. drymoecus. There are 
also available one from Trinity County and two from Siski- 
you County, all in the same general region in north central 
California. As indicated by this small series the birds from 
this part of the state seem to belong to the subspecies dry- 
moecus. ‘ 

Warner Mountain District. There are one adult and two 
in juvenal plumage from the Warner Mountains, in the ex- 
treme northeastern corner of California. The old bird is de- 
cidedly gray, as compared with Sacramento Valley specimens, 
but the two young ones are even more rufescent than are com- 
parable examples from the latter locality. The dull color of 
the adult is so noticeable as to suggest the possibility of the 
existence of a definable local race in this little known portion 
of the country, but in view of the manner of variation shown 
by drymoecus in others of the outlying parts of its range, I 
prefer at present to regard this specimen as another example 
of the variability of the form. In this connection it may be 
well to call attention to the possibility that the wren recorded 
from Camp Harney, southeastern Oregon, by Bendire (1877, 
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p. 113), and tentatively referred to eremophilus by Oberholser 
(1898, p. 429), may well be of the same race as the Warner 
Mountain bird. 

Sacramento Valley. Thirty-eight specimens from the fol- 
lowing counties: Tehama, Glenn, Butte, Colusa, Sutter, Yolo, 

Solano, and Amador. Of this series 25 are adults, the re- 
mainder in juvenal plumage. They were collected during 
spring and summer, from early March until the mid- 
dle of July, hence the adults are all in rather worn 
plumage. Despite this wear, however, these specimens uni- 
formly exhibit to a marked extent the characteristic teddish 
dorsal surface of the subspecies. As indicated above Sacra- 
mento Valley birds may be regarded as typically representa- 
tive of the interior form, drymoecus. 

San Joaquin Valley. Birds from this valley are not so 
easily or satisfactorily disposed of. Both Oberholser (1898, 
p. 437) and Ridgway (1904, p. 563) have included this re- 
gion in the habitat of drymoecus, but the former author at 
least had no examples from this valley, as shown by his list 
of the localities from which specimens were examined. The 
region is not satisfactorily represented in the series now avail- 
able, but there is at hand a series of seven skins from Modesto, 
Stanislaus County (Mailliard coll., nos. 6987, 6993, 7125, 

7333, 7385, 7386, 7400), two specimens from Raymond, Ma- 
dera County (Mus. Vert. Zool., nos. 19,688, 19,689), and one 
from Lane Bridge, near Fresno (Mus. Vert. Zool., no. 19,687). 
All of these points are in the east central portion 
of the San Joaquin Valley. Of these the Modesto 
birds were collected in January, February, March, and 
May, the Lane Bridge and Raymond examples in April. 

Some of them are breeding birds, and the probabil- 

ities are that the January and February specimens are 

also examples of a resident form. At any rate peculiarities 

of appearance can hardly be explained on the ground that the 

birds are wandering examples of charienturus, for this more 

southern form would hardly be found represented by in- 

dividuals wintering so far north of their summer home. On 

the other hand, these San Joaquin Valley birds are too unlike 

Sacramento Valley drymoecus to be regarded as southward 

traveling visitants from that region. 
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So, on the whole, the series may safely be considered as 
representing the form breeding in this same general region. 
In coloration the whole series is quite uniform and but slightly 
distinguished from charienturus, being more nearly like this 
race than like Sacramento Valley drymoecus. In measure- 
ments the birds stand about midway between the two forms, 
though rather nearer the latter (see table). All things consid- 
ered, I have regarded these birds as illustrating intergradation 
between typical drymoecus and charienturus, and as represent- 
ing about the extreme southern valley locality which the name 
drymoecus may be used to cover. 

Sierra Nevada. ‘There are six spring birds from Nevada 
County. Two are from Montezuma Hill, taken March 30, 

and four from Cherokee, April 5 and 7. From these dates 
they may fairly be assumed to be representative of the breed- 
ing bird of the region. In coloration they closely approach 
Sacramento Valley drymoecus, though they are not quite so 
reddish; in measurements and proportions there is no dif- 
ference. 

There are at hand four immatures in fresh winter plum- 
age: a male, Blue Canyon, Placer County, October 21; two 

males and a female, Carroll Creek, east slope of Sierra Ne- 
vada in Inyo County, September 11 and 12; all collected at 
altitudes from 5000 to 7500 feet. A difficulty arises in the 
proper weighing of the characters of these birds, in that they 
were evidently late summer wanderers from lower altitudes, 
from just where, it is impossible to say. 

The Blue Canyon specimen (Mus. Vert. Zool., no. 23,295) 
is dark reddish above, widely different from autumnal charien- 
turus, but not so readily distinguished from fall specimens of 
marinensis. It is presumably typical of the fall plumage of 
drymoecus as occurring in the centrai Sierra Nevada. The 
three birds from Carroll Creek (Mus. Vert. Zool., nos. 20,858, 
20,859, 20,866) are quite different in appearance. They are 
but slightly reddish above, and with a grayish cast not seen 
either in charienturus or in typical drymoecus. As to the pre- 
cise region occupied by these latter birds during the breeding 
season, that, of course, is problematical, for they might have 
wandered even from over the crest of the Sierras; but their 
appearance leads to the assumption that they represent an ex- 
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treme southern outpost of Sierran drymoecus, where that race 
abuts on eremophilus. The grayish cast of the dorsal surface 
may well be explained as evidence of intergradation between 
the two. 

From Walnut Creek and Mount Diablo, Contra Costa 
County, there is a series of two adults and 12 juvenals. The 
adults, June birds in excessively worn plumage, bear no re- 
semblance to the ruddy colored spilurus of the nearby coast 
region. The young birds, too, lack the clear reddish tone of 
Palo Alto juvenals, and are very similar to young birds from 
the Sacramento Valley. The series is unsatisfactory in the 
lack of fresh plumaged adults, but is apparently to be referred 
to drymoecus, though tending toward the coast form spilurus. 
Birds from the east shore of San Francisco Bay (Berkeley, 
Oakland, etc.), the nearest point in the range of spilurus, 
are themselves for the most part not typical of that race, so 
that specimens from this whole general region may be regarded 
as illustrating intergradation between the coastal spilurus and 
drymoecus of the interior. The reference of the Walnut Creek 
and Mount Diablo birds to drymoecus is necessarily based al- 
most wholly upon the appearance of the juvenals. Fortunately 
there are certain characteristics at this stage, as shown by the 
large series from the Sacramento Valley, apparently justify- 

ing such procedure. 
There is one specimen at hand from a point outside of the 

general breeding range of drymoecus, which I feel obliged to 
refer to this form. This is an immature female (no. 5268, 
Grinnell coll.) taken at Palo Alto, California, September 27, 
1902, and in complete first winter plumage. In color and pro- 
portions this bird appears to be unequivocally drymoecus. 
Without conceding any regular migratory habits to the form, 
it is quite possible for occasional individuals to stray during 
late summer and fall for as short a distance as is indicated 
by this capture. I believe this specimen to be such a wanderer 

from the breeding ground. 
The subspecies Thryomanes bewicki drymoecus has been 

denied recognition by the American Ornithologists’ Union 

Committee, and declared to be “not separable from Thryo- 

manes b. spilurus” (1901, p. 314). Ata later date, in the third 

edition of the Check-List (1910, p. 339), the ascribed range 
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of drymoecus is included in that of T. b. charienturus. Con- 
ceding that drymoecus is not as sharply defined a race as cer- 
tain other forms of the species, still the disposition accorded 
it under this latter ruling is certainly unsatisfactory, and not 

tending to assist to an understanding of existing conditions. 
The wren of the Sacramento Valley is as widely different from 
charienturus of southern California as is the northern coast 
bird, to which it is more nearly related. If it is not deemed de- 
sirable to recognize these slightly differentiated forms in the 
Check-List, a better compromise would be effected by extend- 
ing the range of spilurus to include the Sacramento Valley 
and central Sierra Nevada, that of charienturus to extend 
through the San Joaquin Valley. Such treatment would be 
nearer the truth than is the present accepted arrangement; but 
even so, there would be encountered the difficulties and dis- 

crepancies bound to arise in the attempt to define by rigid 
lines the many fluctuations encountered in the birds of these 
wide and varied regions. 

Thryomanes bewicki charienturus Oberholser 

Type locality—Nashoguero Valley, Lower California 
(near Mexican and United States boundary line). 

Range—Coast region of southern California, south from 
San Benito County and into northwestern Lower California. 
Breeds mainly on the coastal sfope, but in winter is found 
eastward to the western edges of the Colorado and Mohave 
deserts, as at Palm Springs, Victorville and Barstow. 

Specimens examined from the following localities: San 
Benito County: Paicines, 13; Mulberry, 4. San Luis Obispo 
County: Paso Robles, 1. Santa Barbara County: Santa 
Barbara, 2; Lompoc, 4; Point Conception, 1; Santa Inez 

River, 1. Ventura County: Mount Pinos, 1; head of Piru 
Creek, 1. Tulare County: Cannell Meadow, 1; Monache 
Meadow, 1; Trout Creek, 7. Kern County: Weldon, 3; 
Onyx, 3; Isabella, 2; Bodfish, 2; Walker Pass, 3; Piute Moun- 
tains, 4. Los Angeles County: Pasadena, 91; San Fernando 
Valley, 19; Santa Monica Mountains, 3; Sierra Madre, 3; 
Monrovia, 1; San Gabriel Mountains, 6; San Francisquito 
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Canyon, 2; Los Angeles, 7; El Monte, 2. San Bernardino 
County: San Bernardino Mountains, 5; Cajon Wash, 1; 
Victorville, 5; Barstow, 1; Reche Canyon, 3. Riverside 
County: Riverside, 5; San Jacinto Mountains, 28 ; Vallevista, 
4; Palm Springs, 6; San Gorgonio Pass, 1. Orange County: 
Santa Ana Canyon, 1. San Diego County: San Diego, 1; 
Witch Creek, 1; Cuyamaca Mountains, 2. Total, 252. 

Distinguishing characters—Coloration paler, less rufescent 
dorsally than in any other form of Thryomanes from the main- 
land of California, save eremophilus. In fresh fall plumage 
adults of charienturus average close to Saccardo’s umber, a 
color about intermediate between the richer, more rufous, 
raw umber of spilurus, and the grayer hair brown of eremo- 
philus. In measurements charienturus differs from eremo- 
philus in smaller size; from spilurus, marinensis and drymoecus 
in different proportions, usually having tail longer than wing, 
whereas in the latter three forms the reverse is the case. 

Remarks—It is in the relative geographical positions ac- 
corded to charienturus and drymoecus that the results of my 
observations are most at variance with those of the writers 
who have previously studied the group. Both Oberholser 
(1898, p. 437) and Ridgway (1904, p. 563) define the habitat 
of drymoecus as inclusive of the entire San Joaquin Valley, 
and as extending westward to the coast in San Luis Obispo 
County. As already stated under drymoecus, birds from the 
central San Joaquin Valley are not typical of that form, being 
rather of the nature of intergrades toward charienturus. Still 
less are birds from the coast region of San Luis Obispo and 
Santa Barbara counties to be regarded as representative of 
drymoecus. Such divergence from the mode of charienturus 
as they exhibit appears to be an approach toward spilurus, 
whose territory they border. This, to my mind, is a satisfac- 
tory explanation of the slightly more reddish coloration of 

certain individuals, as well as of the variation in measure- 

ments. 

Seventeen skins from San Benito County, 13 from Paicines 

and four from Mulberry, most of them in fresh, unworn plum- 

age, afford excellent comparative material from an interme- 

diate locality, about at the meeting place of the ranges of 
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charienturus, spilurus and drymoecus. These birds in colora- 

tion are practically like southern California charienturus, being 
no more rufescent than are most specimens from that region, 
and less reddish than birds from the coast of Santa Barbara 
County. In measurements the San Benito County birds are 
shorter tailed than is typical charienturus, and thus approach 
spilurus or else San Joaquin Valley drymoecus. There is very 
little difference in measurements between these latter two. 

There is at hand one skin from San Luis Obispo County 
and eight from the coast of Santa Barbara County. Some, but 
not all, of these birds are slightly darker and more rufescent 
above than charienturus from points farther south, but I be- 
lieve that all are to be referred to that form. It is probably the 
type of specimen such as I have at hand from San Benito and 
Santa Barbara counties that formed the basis for the exten- 
sion of the range of drymoecus to these points, but I prefer 
to regard such birds as illustrating intergradation between 
charienturus and spilurus, over the intermediate territory which 
they occupy. They are with difficulty distinguished from typi- 
cal charienturus, and are certainly quite different in appearance 
from typical drymoecus of the Sacramento Valley. 

The excellent series of skins at hand from the coastal re- 
gion of Los Angeles, San Bernardino and Riverside counties, 

includes specimens in all stages and from all seasons, and, 

judging from these, it would seem that the race charienturus, 
as confined to southern California, is as well defined as any of 
the forms of the genus Thryomanes. Here, too, however, 
there is a certain amount of variation, usually in shade of ru- 

fescence dorsally, even in specimens in fresh fall plumage taken 

at practically the same points; differences that can hardly be 

explained on any grounds save that they represent the varia- 

bility existing among individuals of the one race. Segregation 

according to age or sex yields no uniform or satisfactory di- 

visions. 

In the series at hand there are six winter birds from points 

at the western edge of the Mohave Desert, five from Victor- 

ville and one from Barstow. ‘These specimens have been re- 

corded as drymoecus (Mailliard and Grinnell, 1905, p. 101; 

Grinnell, 1901, p. 70), but I am unable to distinguish them 
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from Pacific Slope charienturus, and believe that they are 
probably wanderers from the nearby San Bernardino Moun- 
tains. Midwinter specimens from Palm Springs, at the west- 
ern edge of the Colorado Desert, belong in a similar class, 
of winter visitants from the adjacent San Jacinto Mountains. 

There is available a series of 23 skins from the southern 
Sierra Nevada, in Tulare and Kern counties. Of these, 14 
are juvenals, while the nine adults are in midsummer plumage, 
so frayed and faded as to be of little value for color compari- 
sons. It is evident, however, that this series is not to be re- 
ferred to drymoecus, and at present it seems best to include it 
under charienturus. The young birds are decidedly less red- 
dish than juvenals of drymoecus, averaging closely similar to 
young charienturus. The variability shown among them tends 
toward grayish extremes, certain individuals being even paler 
colored than the average of eremophilus. ‘The adults closely 
approach charienturus in similarly worn plumage, and in meas- 
urements and proportions also approximate this form. 

There are at hand, fortunately, three adults in fresh, unworn 

plumage, taken in December in the Piute Mountains, at the 
southern extremity of the Sierra Nevada. ‘These birds are 
unequivocally charienturus, and I believe it is fair to assume 
that they represent the resident form of this region. Alto- 
gether the available material is sufficient to justify the state- 
ment that the wren of the extreme southern Sierra Nevada is 
not drymoecus. At first it seemed questionable as to whether 

or not the birds were representative of eremophilus, which 

breeds on the east slope of the Sierras a short distance to the 

northward. The juvenals, as noted above, tend toward an ex- 

treme of grayish coloration, while the faded adults have some- 

thing of the appearance of the Desert Wren. Also the pres- 

ence in the series of an undoubted example of eremophilus 

from the Piute Mountains in September tended to obscure the 

facts, but this bird in all probability was a migrant from the 

desert regions to the eastward. 

Fresh plumaged Thryomanes from the Sierra Nevada of 

Kern and southern Tulare counties are desirable, and it may 

be that such will exhibit characteristics intermediate between 

typical charienturus and eremophilus. 
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Thryomanes bewicki nesophilus Oberholser 

Type locality—Santa Cruz Island, California. 

Range—Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa islands, California. 
Specimens examined from the following locality: Santa 

Cruz Island, 19 (14 adults, 5 juvenals). 

Distinguishing characters—Most nearly like T. b. charien- 
turus of the adjacent mainland, from which it is but slightly 
differentiated. In coloration the dorsal surface and flanks are 
of a somewhat darker brown than is the mode in the mainland 
form. Tail usually shorter than wing; in just one of the adults 
at hand is it the reverse. In charienturus the tail is generally 
longer than the wing. 

Remarks—The Santa Cruz Wren is apparently one of.the 
most illy defined of any of the described forms of Thryomanes 
bewicki. The available series affords satisfactory material for 
comparison, containing four September specimens in newly 
acquired winter plumage, others taken in early spring, before 
becoming excessively worn, and some juvenals. Judging from 
these specimens this island form has become but slightly dif- 
ferentiated from the mainland race. I am able to appreciate 
the average slightly darker coloration of upper surface and 
flanks, but it is covered in the range of variation shown by 
mainland charienturus, occasional individuals of the latter be- 

ing quite as dark. 
The difference in proportiorts is perhaps the most tangible 

character, for the proportionately shorter tail of nesophilus is 
evident upon measurement. It is perhaps noteworthy that the 
slight differences serving to distinguish nesophilus from chari- 
enturus are steps in the direction of spilurus, the slightly more 
reddish dorsal coloration, darker flanks, and shorter tail, be- 

ing just the characteristics encountered in birds occupying the 
intermediate coastal region between the ranges of charienturus 
and spilurus. The mainland nearest to Santa Cruz Island 
forms part of this intermediate region. 

Thryomanes bewicki cataline Grinnell 

Type locality—Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, California. 

Range—Santa Catalina Island, California. 
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Specimens examined from the following locality: Santa 
Catalina Island, 14. 

Distinguishing characters—Closely similar to the mainland 
form charienturus, but averaging slightly darker dorsally, and 
with somewhat heavier bill and feet. 

Remarks—The peculiarities of the Santa Catalina Island 
Wren had been already commented upon (Oberholser, 1898, 
p. 436) before Grinnell (1910, p. 308) affixed a name to the 
race. The differences distinguishing this form from charien- 
turus of the neighboring mainland, however, are but slight, 
barely sufficient to indicate average distinctions in series from 
the two regions. Of the skins at hand, 13 are adults, mostly 
in winter plumage, fresh and unworn. These show the color 
difference claimed for the race, as well as differences of pro- 
portions, and, admitting that these differential characters are 
not trenchant, still they exist, and their existence justifies the 
use of a separate name, especially in an insular form. 

Thryomanes bewicki leucophrys (Anthony ) 

Type locality—San Clemente Island, California. 

Range—San Clemente Island, California. 

Specimens examined from the following locality: San 

Clemente Island, 23. 

Distinguishing characters—In coloration leucophrys is not- 

iceably grayish as compared with the darker colored neighbor- 

ing races, cataline, nesophilus and charienturus. In its pale 

color Jeucophrys thus approaches eremophilus, but is easily dis- 

tinguishable by size and proportions; leucophrys has shorter 

wings and tail, and longer bill. It also has tail shorter than 

wing, while in eremophilus the reverse is true. The broader 

superciliary stripe of leucophrys is diagnostic. 

Remarks—The San Clemente Wren is a strongly marked 

form presenting various points of difference easily appreciated 

by the most casual observer. The generally pale coloration is 

apparent in the juvenal as in the adult plumage, and the 

broader and more conspicuous superciliary stripe is also a 

feature in the juvenal plumage. 
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The series available contains 10 adults and 13 juvenals. 

The adults are all spring and summer birds, more or less worn 
and faded, there being no fresh autumnal specimens in the lot. 
Fall birds are probably more rufescent. 

Thryomanes bewicki eremophilus Oberholser 

Type locality—Big Hatchet Mountains, Grant County, 

New Mexico. 

Range in California—The part of California known to be 
occupied by this form during the breeding season is limited to 
the higher mountains of the desert regions of the eastern part 
of the state in Inyo and Mono counties, and on the east slope 
of the Sierra Nevada from Lone Pine Creek an undetermined 
distance northward. In winter it occurs over the breadth of 
the Mohave and Colorado deserts, westward to the Piute 

Mountains and to Palm Springs. 

Specimens examined from the following localities: Cali- 
fornia. Inyo County: Inyo Mountains, 2; Kearsarge Pass, 
1; Lone Pine Creek, 1; Little Cottonwood Creek, 1. Kern 

County: Piute Mountains, 1. Riverside County: Palm 
Springs, 1. Colorado River between Needles and Riverside 
Mountain, 9. Arizona: Fort Mohave, 3; Huachuca Moun- 

tains, 33; Chiricahua Mountains, 6; Fort Lowell, 13; Santa 

Cruz River near Tucson, 1. Total, 72. 

Distinguishing characters—Largest of the California forms 

of Thryomanes (see table). Tail longer than wing. Colora- 
tion pallid, the palest colored of the California subspecies of 
the genus. 

Remarks—The series here accumulated from different 
points in southeastern California presents certain peculiarities 
of appearance that suggest the possibility of these birds repre- 
senting a form recognizably distinct from typical eremophilus. 
In general the California birds appear to be slightly darker 
dorsally and on the flanks, and slightly smaller, with propor- 
tionately shorter tail. Also in the California birds the ground 
color of the black-barred central rectrices is usually brownish, 
where in specimens from Arizona it is more decidedly gray; 
in the California birds there is a tendency toward a dusky, un- 
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barred area at the tip, as shown in a considerable proportion 

of specimens. 

In southeastern Arizona eremophilus is a common resi- 

dent of both the Upper and Lower Sonoran zones, being 

abundant in the Lower Sonoran river valleys. In eastern Cal- 

ifornia this wren appears to breed only in Upper Sonoran, mi- 

grating down into Lower Sonoran in the winter months. It 

is, I believe, the only California wren of this genus that has 

truly migratory habits. 
That individuals of the species should be found in the 

valley of the Colorado River, at the western boundary of 
Arizona, in winter only (Grinnell, 1914, p. 209), while the 
species is resident the year through in valleys of similar zonal 
character in the eastern part of the state, argues, it seems to 
me, that these sets of individuals represent two entirely sepa- 
rate aggregations, two distinct subspecies, if we wish to call 
them so. Furthermore, observations so far made as regards 
other species show that the valley of the Colorado does not serve 
as a winter home for birds from the colder country to the 
eastward. The transient winter population of this valley seems 
to come almost entirely from the Great Basin region to the 
northward, with its surrounding mountains, and it is fair to 

assume that these winter visiting wrens are also from that re- 
gion. The slight differential characters apparent, as enumer- 
ated above, appear to bear out, this assumption. 

Personally I believe that there are at least two separate 
forms included under the term eremophilus as now used, one 
occurring in the Great Basin region of southern Nevada and 

eastern California, migrating over the Colorado and Mohave 

deserts in winter, the other represented by the resident bird 
of southeastern Arizona. Additional material is needed from 

California, in the nature of fresh autumnal and early spring 

specimens from breeding stations, more clearly to demonstrate 
the presence of differentiating characters. In the absence of 

such material, and bearing in mind the variability shown by the 

wrens of this genus where different subspecies meet, it seems 

advisable to refrain from formally affixing a name to the pos- 

sibly recognizable California race. It is significant in this con- 

nection to note that in proportion as California specimens of 
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eremophilus differ from the mode of that subspecies, so do they 
approach charienturus or drymoecus. 

There is a specimen of the Desert Wren at hand collected 
in the Piute Mountains, Kern County, September 6, 1903. As 
noted previously in this paper, under charienturus, examples 
of the latter race were taken in winter in the same mountain 
range; and circumstances make it appear that charienturus is 
the resident form. With little doubt eremophilus is but a 
migrant or winter visitant at this point. There is at hand an- 
other example of this subspecies from Palm Springs, Riverside 
County, taken December 30, 1903. The Desert Wren thus 
ranges in winter over the breadth of the Colorado Desert, and 
probably over the Mohave Desert as well, but it evidently is 
rare at the western borders of these tracts. Considerable win- 
ter collecting at points on the Mohave River, as at Victorville 
and Yermo, has failed to disclose its presence there, and the 
one specimen from Palm Springs is the only example recorded 
from the latter station. Apparently the bottom lands of the 
Colorado River form the main winter home of the species 
in this region. 

The series of skins from southeastern Arizona contains an 
excellent representation of both adults and juvenals, taken at 
all seasons of the year. The individuals of this series, al- 
though true in the main to the characteristics of the race, ex- 
hibit a certain amount of variation, apparently to be explained 
only as due to individual peculiarities. This is true of both 
adults and juvenals. As having bearing upon the extremes 
of variation encountered, mention might be made of the re- 
corded occurrence of drymoecus at Calabasas, southern Ari- 
zona (Oberholser, 1898, p. 438). In the series before me 
there is a single individual taken in the Chiricahua Mountains, 
Arizona, October 27, 1914 (no. 2538, coll. of J. E. Law), 
that might be considered as belonging in the same category. 

This last mentioned bird is short tailed and rather dark col- 

ored, being not unlike certain examples of drymoecus in ap- 

pearance, while it is even darker colored than selected speci- 

mens of charienturus. While this specimen in certain respects 

thus bears a casual resemblance to some California birds rather 

than to typical eremophilus, 1 cannot believe that it belongs 

to the race drymoecus, in the sense that this is an individual 
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that has actually traveled from central California to southeast- 
ern Arizona. Such action would be so remarkably at variance 
with all known conditions prevailing among the subspecies of 
Thryomanes of the central valley and coast regions of Cali- 
fornia that I do not for a moment consider that it is to be 
taken into account in explaining this circumstance. 

As affording additional evidence to the contrary, there is in 
my series a molting bird taken in the Huachuca Mountains, 
Arizona, August 17, 1902 (no. 3082, Swarth coll.). This 
specimen, covered with pin feathers, and with rectrices and 
remiges but partly grown, is assuming a dorsal coloration 
far more rufescent than the average of eremophilus, freshly 

‘ molted birds being used in comparison, and it is closely simi- 
lar to the Chiricahua Mountain bird just described. Yet there 
can be but little doubt that this individual was in its summer 
home when captured, and that it is representative of an extreme 
of color variation occasionally reached in the subspecies 
eremophilus. 
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THREE NEW SUBSPECIES OF PASSHRELLA ILIACA. 

BY H. 8. SWARTH. 
(Contribution from the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology of the Pniversity of California.) 

The writer has been recently engaged in a study of the fox ” 
sparrows (Passerella iliaca and subspecies) with special reference 
to the manner of occurrence of the several forms in California. 

In the course of this work evidence was soon forthcoming demon- 

strating the existence of certain distinguishable local races, 

as yet unnamed, the terms megarhyncha and schistacea proving 

each to cover composites of several forms. As the proposed 

general account of the group will not be ready for publication 

for some time to come, it is desirable that designations be 

affixed to these subspecies in advance of the appearance of the 

longer paper. 
One of the first fruits of the study was comprised in a better 

understanding of the race which Mailliard (Condor XX, 1918, 

p. 188) has named Passerella iliaca brevicauda, material gath- 

ered together from various sources by the present writer proving 

fortunately to include specimens which supplied Mr. Mailliard 

with the final evidence needed to demonstrate the distinctness 

of this subspecies. In the present-paper three additional races 

are named, all from California. The total number of recogniz- 

able subspecies of Passerella iliaca is now sixteen, and all of 

these occur at some season within this State. 

Passerella iliaca mariposae, new subspecies. 

YOSEMITE FOX SPARROW 

Type—Adult male; no. 25693, Mus. Vert. Zool.; ridge at 7000 feet, 

near Chinquapin, Yosemite Park, California; June 10, 1915; collected 

by J. Grinnell; original number 3284. 

40—Proc. BioL. Soc. WasH., VOL. 31, 1918. (161) 
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Subspecific characters.—In bill structure intermediate between Passer- 
ella iliaca megarhyncha and P. i. stephenst. In megarhyncha the bill is 
broad and stubby, in mariposae it is relatively long, with more attenuated 
tip, just the same shape as in stephens, but smaller. P. 7%. mariposae also 
differs from megarhyncha in its more grayish coloration. It is closely 
similar to stephenst in general appearance, save for the smaller bill; 

similar to monoensis in general appearance, but with larger bill. Geog- 
raphically and structurally mariposae occupies an intermediate position 
between monoensis and stephenst. 
Remarks.—Through the courtesy of the authorities of the United States 

National Museum I have been permitted to examine the type of Passer- 
ella megarhynchus Baird. This bird (U. S. Nat. Mus. no. 12402) was 

collected at Fort Tejon, California, by Xantus, and while no date of capture 
is entered upon the label, it is obviously a winter collected specimen. 
Passerella i. megarhyncha is the “thick-billed sparrow” that is of most 
common occurrence in winter in southern California, but, contrary to 
previous belief, it is not the same as the ‘‘thick-billed sparrow’’ of the 
Sierra Nevada. P. 7%. megarhyncha has a stubby bill, and is of relatively 
brownish coloration; P. 7. mariposae has a larger bill, more finely pointed, 
and is distinctly gray in color. The type specimen of megarhyncha is rather 
more grayish dorsally than the average of the race, but the shape of the 
bill in this specimen is outside the range of variation in P. i. mariposae, 
and exactly like that of the majority of the brown colored birds found 
commonly in winter in southern California. 

Passerella i. mariposae, as shown by specimens at hand, occurs in 
summer from the vicinity of Mount Shasta south along the Sierra Nevada, 
on the west slope at least as far as the Yosemite region, on the east slope 
to Kearsarge Pass. Theregre a few winter examples of mariposae at hand 
from the San Diegan district, California, but so few that it is evident that 
these localities do not represent the main winter home of the race. On 
the other hand, megarhyncha occurs in this section in winter in abundance, 
but its breeding range is as yet not defined. 

Passerella iliaca fulva, new subspecies. 

WARNER MOUNTAINS FOX SPARROW. 

Type.—Adult male; no. 14795, Mus. Vert. Zool.; Sugar Hill (5000 

feet), Warner Mountains, Modoc County, California; May 19, 1910; 

collected by W. P. Taylor and H. C. Bryant; original number 2887. 
Subspecific characters —Bill intermediate in size between Passerella 

tliaca schistacea and P. %. mariposae; about the same size as in P. 7. mono- 

ensis, but more slender and attenuated than the short but rather heavy 
bill of that subspecies. Coloration more brownish than in mariposae and 
monoensis; about as in schistacea. Wing and tail measurements somewhat 

less than in mariposae, about the same as in schistacea. 

Remarks.—Size of bill alone suffices to distinguish Passerella i. fulva 
from any of the other fox sparrows save monoensis. From the latter form 

fulva may be told by the somewhat differently shaped bill, and by dif- 
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ference in coloration. In worn summer plumage color differences are 
more or less obscured, but in freshly molted fall specimens they are 
readily apparent. 

There is a large series of specimens at hand from the Warner Mountains, 
the summer home of this subspecies, but there are no winter birds or 
migrants available indicating its range at other seasons. 

Passerella iliaca canescens, new subspecies. 

WHITE MOUNTAINS FOX SPARROW 

Type.—Immature male (in nearly complete first winter plumage); 

no. 28439, Mus. Vert. Zool.; Wyman Creek at 8250 feet altitude, east 
slope of White Mountains, Inyo County, California; August 15, 1917; 
collected by A. C. Shelton; original number 3549. 

Subspecific characters.—Most nearly similar to Passerella iliaca schistacea, 
under which name the White Mountains bird has formerly been included, 
but differing from that race in its much more grayish coloration. 

Remarks.—This subspecies is based upon a series of twelve specimens 
from several points in the Boreal zone on the White Mountains, in Mono 
and Inyo counties, California. The series includes three adults in rather 
worn summer plumage, two adults undergoing the annual molt but mostly 
in the new winter plumage, one immature (the type) in nearly complete 
first winter plumage, and six in juvenile plumage, some of them showing 
a few feathers of the first winter plumage. 
Comparisons with P. 7. schistacea were made with series of breeding birds 

from northern Nevada and south central Oregon, and with migrants and 
winter visitants from various points in California. There are no noticeable 
differences in measurements between these two races, though, as canescens 
is at the minimum of bill development in the species, it is possible to make 
a selection of specimens of schistacea from certain parts of the range of 

that subspecies, showing very much larger bills. 
The gray coloration of canescens as compared with the browner schistacea 

is least noticeable in abraded summer plumage, but in newly acquired fall 
plumage it is evident at a glance; in juveniles also the difference in color 

between the two subspecies is apparent, though to a lesser degree. 
There are two winter birds at hand that appear to be referable to the 

subspecies canescens, one from Mount Wilson, Los Angeles County, 
California, the other from Blythe, Riverside County (on the Colorado 
River), California. These afford as yet our only clue as to the winter 

home of the race. | 
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THE RED SQUIRREL OF THE SITKAN DISTRICT, ALASKA?! 

By H. 8. Swart 

The red squirrel of southeastern Alaska was placed with Sciurus 
hudsonicus vancouverensis by J. A. Allen in his “Revision of the Chick- 

arees,” where vancouverensis was first described (Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. 
Hist., vol. 10, 1898, p. 269). The present writer, in a report upon a 

collection of birds and mammals from Vancouver Island, comments 

upon certain features that distinguish the red squirrel of southeastern 
Alaska from typical vancouverensis of Vancouver Island (Swarth, 

Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., vol. 10, 1912, p. 88), without formally naming 

the Alaskan race. Further study of the red squirrels of the northwest 

coast region has emphasized the desirability of giving a name to this 

Alaskan form. It may be diagnosed as follows: 

Sciurus hudsonicus picatus new subspecies 

KUPREANOF RED SQUIRREL 

Type.—Male adult, skin and skull; no. 8767, Mus. Vert. Zool.; Kupreanof 
Island, 25 miles south of Kake Village, at southern end of Keku Straits, south- 
eastern Alaska; April 23, 1909; collected by H. S. Swarth; original no. 7281. 

1 Contribution from the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology of the University of 
California. 
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Diagnosis.—A red squirrel with the general characters of Sciurus hudsonicus. 
Cranially, most nearly resembling Sciurus hudsonicus petulans; externally, more 
nearly like S. h. vancowverensis. 

Comparisons.—Sciurus h. petulans, as compared with vancouwverensis, is stated 
by Osgood (N. Am. Fauna, No. 19, 1900, p. 27, pl. V, figs. 1,2) to have the “‘nasals 
longer and posteriorly more compressed than in vancowverensis; orbital arch with 

a sharp indentation between lachrymal and postorbital process.’’ These differ- 
ences do not exist between petulans and picatus. There are individuals in the 
latter series that show intergradation toward vancouverensis in shape of nasals 
or in partial elimination of the orbital indentation described, but the series as 
a whole is, cranially, not to be distinguished from pefulans. 

As regards color, Scturus h. picatus is dark as compared with petulans, but it 
is distinctly brighter than vancowverensis. The differences are most apparent 
in winter pelage; in the summer coat the two forms are closely similar in general 
appearance, differing only in certain minor details. In the winter coat vancou- 
verensis is nearly uniform dark chestnut above, with the reddish dorsal stripe 

poorly defined; the tail is reddish above, but decidedly grayish on the ventral 
surface. In picatus the reddish color is generally brighter, there is a fairly well- 
defined hazel dorsal stripe and the center of the tail below is reddish. The black 
lateral stripe on the body is much more prominent. In all pelages picatus has 
the tip of the tail much less extensively black than is the case with vancouver- 
ensis. Sciurus h. picatus is slightly the larger of the two. For external measure- 
ments of Sciurus h. picatus and S. h. vancouverensis see Swarth, Univ. Calif. Publ. 

Zool., vol. 10, 1912, p. 88. 
Distributiton.—The area inhabited includes parts of the Sitkan district, Alaska, 

and extends for an undetermined distance southward. There are specimens at 
hand from the following islands: Kupreanof, Kuiu, Mitkof, Wrangell, Zarembo, 

Etolin, Revillagigedo, and Sergief. From mainland points: Taku River, Thomas 
Bay, Stikine River, Bradfield Canal, Chickamin River. (For details of distri- 

bution see Swarth, Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., vol. 7, 1911, pp. 118, 153, map, fig. 1.) 

Remarks.—The material upon which the above comparisons are 
made is as follows: Sciurus h. vancouverensis, 28 specimens from Van- 
couver Island (Mus. Vert. Zool.). Sciurus h. picatus, 36 specimens 

from the Alaskan localities previously indicated (82 in Mus. Vert. 
Zool., 4 in the E. P. Walker collection). Sciurus h. petulans, 17 from 
Glacier Bay (Mus. Vert. Zool.), 4 from Wells, Chilkat Valley (E. P. 
Walker collection). 

The Glacier Bay specimens appear to be typical of petulans. The 
four skins from Chilkat Valley are, in color, intermediate between 
petulans and picatus; the skulls are not available. In his description 
of petulans, Osgood (loc. cit.) treats vancouverensis as a distinct species, 

a view that has since been disregarded (see Miller, List of North Amer- 

ican Land Mammals, 1912, p. 321), and which my own material con- 

troverts. The race picatus is in itself intermediate between petulans 
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and vancouverensis, and in the picatus series there is individual vari 
tion tending to bridge the gap in either direction. The indentation 
the orbital arch, given by Osgood as a feature distinguishing petula 
from vancowverensis, is not a character to be absolutely relied upc 
This little notch is sharply indicated in the petulans series, as I belie 
it is in the red squirrels of the interior of the northwest generally. 
the Vancouver Island skulls at hand there are none in which it is at: 
deeply cut. In some it is entirely absent, but usually there is a su 
gestion of a notch at that point. The southern Alaskan series contai 
none in which the notch is as nearly eliminated as in most of the Va 

couver Island skulls, and as a rule it is as apparent as in the petula 

series. It is not a character the presence or absence of which c 
be indicated in each of the skulls; it appears in all degrees from o 
extreme to the other. ~ 

Berkeley, California. 
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Young of the Bohemian waxwing (Bombycilla garrula pallidiceps) just out of 
tho nest. Figured from specimens collected near Telegraph Creek, July 5, 1919. 
Upper, female; lower, male. The young bird possesses the same wing and tail 
markings as does the adult, with the yellow areas more vivid; the inside of the 
mouth is brilliantly colored. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In years past the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology has conducted 

several expeditions to the coast of southeastern Alaska, covering in 

all a large part of that district, and one to Vancouver Island, British 

Columbia, nearby and of somewhat similar character. As one result 

of this field work the Museum has obtained a representative collection 

of the birds and mammals of this strongly characterized northwestern 

coast region of North America. Of the closely adjacent interior of 

British Columbia, however, the Museum contained no specimens 

whatever. 

In a general way it has been understood that the faunas of the 

coast and of. the interior are markedly different, that the boundary 

between the two is sharply defined, and that this boundary lies very 

near to the coast. It is obvious that collections could be made over a 

relatively limited area and still include a strip of country extending 

from the one region to the other. Such an expedition would supply 

series of specimens of species new to the Museum collections or but 

scantily represented therein, and would also provide valuable data 

regarding distribution, especially with respect to the behavior of animal 

forms at the margins of their habitats. 

The valley of the Stikine River seemed to satisfy all requirements. 

It crosses the boundary between the two faunal areas, and, piercing the 

formidable barrier of mountains that intervenes, affords a feasible 

route from one region to the other. Furthermore, we already had 

extensive series of birds and mammals from the country about the 

mouth of the river, to supplement whatever collections might be made 

farther up stream. Dr. J. A. Allen (1903) had published a report 

upon a collection of mammals from the upper Stikine region, made 

by A. J. Stone and M. P. Anderson, but this collection had been 

gathered to the eastward of the debatable strip that we especially 

desired to explore. 

The expedition thus outlined was made possible through the gen- 

erous provision by Miss Annie M. Alexander, founder of the Museum 

of Vertebrate Zoology, of a sufficient sum to defray the cost, this in 

1 Previous field work on the northwest coast has been prosecuted as follows: 
in 1906 on the Kenai Peninsula; in 1907 in the Sitkan district; in 1908 in the 
Prince William Sound region; in 1909 in the Sitkan district; and in 1910 on 
Vancouver Island. ~ 
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addition to her regular yearly appropriation for the maintenance of 
the Museum. Miss Alexander had long been especially interested in 
the natural history of Alaska and British Columbia and had herself 
personally participated in previous field work carried on in those re- 
gions by this Museum. 

Our party consisted of two, the writer and Mr. Joseph Dixon, 
Economic Mammalogist of the Museum. Mr. Dixon collected most of 
the mammals and took entire charge of the photographie work, mak- 
ing this an important feature of the trip. He also supplied most of 

‘the notes regarding the nesting activities of various species of birds. 
The writer collected most of the birds, and worked with the mammals 
enough to enable him to better understand local conditions. The 
material collected consists of 534 mammals, 638 birds, 24 sets of birds’ 
eggs (mostly with nests), 70 amphibians, 195 photographic negatives. 

The present report is concerned with the mammals and birds; the 

amphibians are not included. 

In treating the birds I have followed the nomenclature of the 

American Ornithologists’ Union Check-List (1910) and its supple- 

ments (1912, 1920), with some modifications. I have made no attempt 

to be ‘‘up to date’’ in the adoption of the scores of changes proposed 

of recent years, not yet acted upon by the Committee and regarding 

which I have no new facts to offer or upon which I cannot form an 

independent opinion. There are certain cases, however, dealing mostly 

with matters of ornithology rather than nomenclature, where the pre- 

sentation of new facts or a new point of view, or the conviction of 

the correctness of the course of some previous writer, at variance with 

the Check-Iist, impels me to the use of names not included in that 

standard. This, it seems to me, is proper. These changes are thus 

formally presented for consideration, but their general adoption by 

others prior to action of the Committee is not expected, any more than 

I, myself, expect at once to adopt other changes regarding which I 

can have no personal knowledge. I have endeavored in every case at 

variance with the Check-List to indicate my reason for adopting the 

name in question. With mammals there is no such standard, and the 

opinion of the latest monographer of a group is usually accepted. 

My sincere acknowledgments are due to a number of institutions 

and individuals for aid of one sort or another. For the prosecution 

of the field work I was generously granted by the following authorities 

permission to collect specimens of birds and mammals: the United 

States Biological Survey and the Dominion Parks Branch, Department 
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of the Interior, Canada, for the taking of migratory birds; the United 

States Department of Agriculture, for game mammals in Alaska; the 

United States Department of Commerce, for fur-bearing mammals in 

Alaska; Mr. F. Kermode, Director of the Provincial Museum, Vic- 

toria British Columbia, for game and non-game birds and mammals in 

British Columbia. 

I am under obligations to the Bureau of Biological Survey of the 

United States Department of Agriculture, through its chief, Dr. E. W. 

Nelson, for the loan. of specimens, for the identification of certain 

species, and for the determination of the contents of bird stomachs. 

In this connection particular mention should be made of the identifica- 

tion of the shrews of the genera Sorex and Microsorex by Dr. Hartley 

H. T. Jackson, who examined all my material except four specimens 

in alcohol; and of the examination of a considerable number of birds’ 

stomachs by Mr. Charles C. Sperry. 

From the Victoria Memorial Museum, Ottawa, through Mr. P. A. 

Taverner, and from the Provincial Museum, Victoria, British Columbia, 

through the director, Mr. F. Kermode, I received the loan of specimens 

of various species of birds. , 

The plant names used in this report were supplied by Dr. F. J. 

Smiley, of the University of California Herbarium, based upon speci- 

mens collected on this expedition that have been deposited in the 

Herbarium. 

Advice and information was received from Mr. Ernest P. Walker, 

an employee of the.United States Bureau of Fisheries who was sta- 

tioned at Wrangell, Alaska, at the time we were pursuing our field 

work in that region. Mr. Waller supplied data on certain species 

from the vicinity of Wrangell, and he has presented to the Museum 

of Vertebrate Zoology specimens of birds and mammals from the same 

region that are desirable additions to the Museum collection. 

_I take pleasure in expressing my gratitude to Mr. W. H. Dodd, 

government agent at Telegraph Creek, for assistance and advice during 

our stay in the region over which he has jurisdiction. 
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Fig. A. Map of the lower Stikine River, British Columbia and Alaska, 

showing stations from which collecting was carried on by the 1919 expedition 

from the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology: 
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ITINERARY AND DESCRIPTIONS OF LOCALITIES 

From Berkeley we proceeded directly to Telegraph Creek, the 

head of navigation on the Stikine River. There we made arrange- 

ments with the Barrington Transportation Company whereby their 

river boat, running on fairly regular schedule, deposited us at various 

selected camp sites. Our collecting stations were carefully chosen, 

both with regard to their location on the river, and to the accessibility 

of stretches of surrounding territory. The last.item is of importance 

in a wilderness as generally impenetrable as are the forests of the 

lower Stikine. 

Our itinerary, in detail, was as follows: left Berkeley, May 14; 

left Wrangell, Alaska, May 21; arrived Telegraph Creek, B. C., May 

23; The Junction, May 25 to June 6; Telegraph Creek, June 6 to 26; 

Glenora, June 27 to July 8; Doch-da-on Creek, July 8 to 26; Flood 

Glacier, July 26 to August 8; Great Glacier, August 8 to 16; Sergief 

Island, August 17 to September 7; Mitkof Island, August 26 to 29; 

arrived Berkeley, September 15. 

TELEGRAPH CREEK 

The town of Telegraph Creek is on the north bank of the Stikine 

River, about 130 miles from, and 540 feet above, tidewater (Brooks, 

1906, p. 49). It is about 160 miles from the general line of the coast 

at the mouth of the river, following the course of the stream; less 

than half that distance in an air line from the nearest point on the 

coast. Telegraph Creek, the stream, flowing from the north, empties 

into the river at this point. Near the town the river banks rise steeply 

on either side to a series of terraces beyond. At many points these 

enclosing walls are sheer cliffs of basaltic rock, several hundred feet 

high, with long steep taluses extending below, sometimes to the river’s 

edge. Telegraph Creek, for the last mile or two of its course, flows 

along a narrow cajfion, the steep walls rising abruptly to the level 

terraces above. In its upper reaches it follows a cajion the walls of 

which are not particularly steep. The stream has its sourcée in a 

string of lakes at ‘‘the Summit,’ some twelve miles north of the point 

where it empties into the Stikine, at an altitude of about 2600 feet. 

The mountains rise to a much greater height on either side. About 

two miles northwest of the town of Telegraph Creek is Sawmill Lake, 

about a mile long. Four or five miles farther west lies the much larger 

Alkali Lake. 
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In the Telegraph Creek region the principal feature of the vegeta-. 
tion is the poplar woods. _ Poplars grow everywhere in the lowlands, 
sometimes in almost pure stands with but a sprinkling of other trees, 
and for miles in extent. In swampy places willow thickets form dense 
growths that are hard to penetrate. On some of the drier ridges 
these willows form open woods that are quite easy to traverse, com- 
posed of rather large trees, widely spaced and with little brush below. 
At some points there are stretches of dry, gravelly benches, with a 
sparse growth of small lodgepole pines (Pinus contorta) and here 
and there a few cottonwoods, birches, and poplars, with very little 
undergrowth and all together very park-like in appearance. 

Fig. B. Looking down the Stikine River from a point about a mile below 

Telegraph Creek, just above the junction of the First South Fork. The Stikine 

today follows the same general course to the sea as it did before the present 

coastal ranges were elevated; the river valley was cut deeper and deeper during 

the slow uplift of the mountain barrier. In the Telegraph Creek region, here 

shown, the valley consists of a series of sharply defined terraces, rising step by 

step from the river to the bases of the mountains on either side. These terraces 

presumably indicate the level of the river at different periods of its history. 
Photograph taken June 24, 1919. 

The valley on the north side of the river, extending west and south 

at least as far as Glenora, is relatively level with a few low hills and 

ridges here and there, stretching from the abrupt banks that border 

the river ‘up to the higher mountains some miles to the northward. 

This rolling country is nearly all covered with forest of poplar, willow, 

cottonwood, and birch, and a few scattered pines. In places the woods 

are quite dense, sometimes fairly open} some of the hills and ridges are 
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quite destitute of trees. There are occasional small lakes, and here 

and there marshes and small streams. . 

On the drier slopes and ridges two species of juniper occur, Juni- 

perus communis var. sibirica and Juniperus horizontalis, both to be 

seen in abundance from the river bank up to the Summit. Both species 

grow as rather low, rounded bushes. On the higher mountain slopes 

are groves of spruce and balsam fir, extending downward in cool, 

shaded cafions, as along Telegraph Creek, or occurring sometimes as 

Fig. C. East end of Sawmill Lake, near Telegraph Creek. Mammals that 

especially frequent the grass and bushes about the shores of the lake are shrews 

(Sorex personatus personatus and 8. obscurus obscurus), Drummond meadow mouse, 

and Stikine jumping mouse. Birds that nest amid the same surroundings are 
the spotted sandpiper, alder flycatchef, rusty blackbird, rusty song sparrow, and 

Forbush sparrow. The lesser yellowlegs was seen feeding about the shores of 

the lake, but apparently was not nesting there. Grebes, loons, and ducks were 

seen daily upon the lake during June and probably were nesting. Photograph 
taken June 20, 1919. ~ 7 

small, isolated clumps on some north-facing slope well down in the 

poplar forest. 

Of low-growing shrubbery, a conspicuous plant of the drier slopes 

is Shepherdia canadensis (locally known as soapberry), which forms 

dense thickets of considerable extent. The berries are an important 

bird food. The wild cherry (Prunus demissa) was another noticeable 

plant, forming dense thickets along the banks of the stream near the 

town, the bushes from three to six feet high and, by the middle of 

June, a mass of white flowers. The service berry (Amelanchier 

florida) grows abundantly, forming bushes from four to ten feet high, 
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and also blooms before the middle of June. Wherever land had been 
cleared and allowed to go back to a wild state, there were dense growths 
of lupine. 

THE JUNCTION 

Years ago a road led from Glenora, skirting the base of the hills 
and joining the trail from Telegraph Creek at the Junction, four miles 
from the Stikine, up Telegraph Creek. The old road has long been 
in disuse, and most of it is now a poorly defined trail, used by moose 

Fig. D. Type of country seen in the lowlands of the Telegraph Creek region. 

The terraces extending from the Stikine River northward to the mountains aré 

covered mostly with poplar woods. Here and there clumps of spruce occur, with 

occasional groves of lodgepole pine. At the time this photograph was taken, 

May 26, 1919, and at the point shown, near the base of the hills, the poplars had 

not yet leaved out, though four miles to the westward, near the river, the trees 

were green with foliage. Telegraph Creek, the stream, flows along the bottom 

of the narrow cafion in the foreground. 
This is the habitat of moose, bear, and red squirrel, among mammals, of 

Hammond flycatcher, Cassiar junco, robin, hermit thrush, and long-tailed chick- 

adee, among birds. : 

and other wild animals, but seldom by man. At the Junction there is a 

small meadow by the side of the stream, and there we camped. Just 

above this point the hills begin to rise rather abruptly. 

The Junction was our first collecting station. In some respects we 

would have done better to have stayed near the river, for though the 

distance was short and the altitude at the Junction but little higher, 

there was an appreciable difference in temperature between the two 

places, which was reflected in the plant life and in the birds. While 
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the air was warm on the Stikine, and most of the trees and bushes well 

leaved out, at the Junction the temperature was below ‘freezing each 

night, and the deciduous trees and shrubbery were all bare or just 

beginning to show bursting leaf buds. Still higher, at the Summit, 

the lakes were almost entirely ice covered, and there were deep snow- 

drifts on all sides. The snow was melting in the daytime, however, and 

the meadows as a result were nearly all flooded. 

Fig. E. Looking up the river from Glenora, fifteen miles below Telegraph 

Creek. Here there are extensive tracts of open meadow land, much of it cov- 

ered with grass and wild strawberries, parts of it densely grown up with lupine 
and fireweed. Bordering river and meadows are rows of tall cottonwoods rising 

above thickets of alder and willow. Poplar is the predominant tree of the 
drier ground. The mountains immediately to the eastward are low and rounded, 

in striking contrast to the high, jagged peaks of the coast range, which rise but 
a short distance west of this point. Photograph taken July 6, 1919. 

GLENORA 

Fifteen miles down stream from Telegraph Creek, on the west 

side of the river, lies Glenora, a deserted village. Years ago this was 

the metropolis of the region, but circumstances caused the entire 

population to move to Telegraph Creek. The houses were mostly of 

logs, material that could not be moved, and they stand there today, 

slowly succumbing to decay, a refuge for white-footed mice and bushy- 

tailed wood rats. 

Glenora occupies a strip of flat ground several hundred yards in 

width, extending for perhaps a mile along the river, the stream in 

front, steep banks behind, two or three hundred feet high, rising to a 
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series of terraces above. This low-lying strip is but slightly above the 
normal high water mark of the river. 

There are extensive tracts of open meadow land, some of it grass 
covered, other parts densely grown with lupine and fireweed (Epilo- 
bium angustifolium). The fireweed in particular grows densely and 
to a great height everywhere about the houses. There are places acres 
in extent covered solidly with wild strawberry plants. Bordering 

the meadows and along the river banks are rows of tall cottonwoods 

Fig. F. The Stikine River just above Grand Rapids, about fifty miles below 

Telegraph Creek and about 110 miles from the mouth of the river. Here the 

Stikine begins its passage through the Coast Range, the mountains rising steeply 

and to great heights on either side. Coastal conditons begin to be apparent, 

more in the character and density of the vegetation than in the animal life. On 

the west bank of the river, shown in the photograph, coniferous woods extend 

down to the water’s edge. On the east side poplar and birch prevail, trees that 

do not extend much farther down stream. Photograph taken July 20, 1919. 

(Populus trichocarpa), in the wet places are thickets of alder, and 

elsewhere mixed woods, just as about Telegraph Creek. 

Glenora Mountain lies north of the town, rising abruptly from 

the terraces bordering the river. It is a long ridge, rather than a 

peak, much of the summit ascending well above timber line. 

DOCH-DA-ON CREEK 

Some thirty miles south of Glenora is Doch-da-on Creek, flowing 

into the Stikine from the southeast, just above Grand Rapids. Here is 

the ranch of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jackson, where we made our camp. 

Doch-da-on Creek emerges abruptly from steep rocky walls at the 

base of a mountain, then, before reaching the river, flows for about a 
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mile along a broad, gravelly, rock-strewn wash. Half a mile to 

the northward, a branch of the Stikine nearly as wide as the main 

stream enters from the east. This branch is the outlet of a slough 

that begins some miles farther north and passes behind a series of 

islands. The Jackson ranch thus occupies a peninsula between the 

ereek and the slough, a low-lying flood plain resulting from the deposits 

of the creek. 

Fig. G Fig. H 
Fig. G. Poplar woods along shore of Sawmill Lake, near Telegraph Creek. 

Poplars grow quite densely and sometimes in nearly pure stands, though there 

is often an admixture of willow. Bird species that particularly frequent this 

type of woods are the ruffed grouse, northern flicker, western. warbling vireo, 
yellow warbler, Tolmie warbler, American redstart, and olive-backed thrush. 
Photograph taken June 19, 1919. 

Fig. H. The spruce woods of the middle altitudes on the mountain sides 

are made up of large sized trees and occupy a well defined area above an alti- 

tude of about 1500 feet. In the woods here shown we saw the goshawk, western 

winter wren, short-tailed chickadee, ruby-erowned kinglet, Alaska hermit thrush, 

and northern varied thrush. At the upper edge of the timber the Fleming 

grouse was seen. Photograph taken on mountain above Doch-da-on Creek, July 
23, 1919. 

On the east side of the river the mountains lie back a mile or more 
from the stream, rising by alternate stretches of rather gentle slopes 
and much steeper pitches, to ridges far above timber line, probably 
4000 feet altitude and higher. On the west side of the Stikine, just 
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opposite, rocky walls rise abruptly from the water’s edge; exposed 

granite cliffs and steep, forested slopes reach to a height of perhaps 

1500 feet, then a stretch of gentler slopes ascends to the base of the 

higher mountains beyond. 

Vegetation here is of the interior, but the underbrush is much 

denser than we found it farther up the river. Alder thickets cover 

large areas of the bottom lands and poplar groves the lower slopes 

of the hills. Fir (Abies amabilis) grows in abundance down to the 

level of the river, forming groves of considerable extent, mixed with 

Fig. I. Stikine Valley from Flood Glacier; view toward the river from the 

front of the glacier. The opening in the foreground, the present terminal 

moraine, owes its snowy appearance to the white, glacier-polished rocks with 

which the ground is strewn; there was no snow at that level. The ridge in the 

middle distance is on the far (east) side of the Stikine. On the upper slopes 

of the distant mountains there is a series of hanging glaciers, with running 

streams descending from each one. Photograph taken August 1, 1919. 

some spruce. There are also cottonwood, willow, and birch, all grow- 

ing to large size, and, of smaller trees, mountain ash (Sorbus sit- 

chensis) and maple (Acer douglasit). 

On the mountainside above we found a well defined belt of spruce 

timber of large size, above that a belt of scrubby and prostrate balsam 

(Abies lasiccarpa), and still higher an area that is destitute of any 

trees or bushes, given over to heather, moss, and grasses. 
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FLOOD GLACIER 

Flood Glacier is on the west side of the Stikine, approximately 

fifteen miles below the Little Cafion, and about seventy miles from the 

coast. Its terminal moraine is about two miles back from the river. 

Our camp here was below the southern end of the glacier, on a knoll 

by the river frequently used as a camp site and locally known as 

‘the barley cache.’ We found ourselves here amid conditions very 

similar to those on the seacoast, in a dense forest of spruce and hem- 

lock, with thickets of alder and devil’s-club in the wet places and of 

Fig. J Fig. K 

Fig. J. Clearing through the forest below Flood Glacier. The woods here 

are so dense as to be all but impassable. Immediately below the glacier, how- 
ever, there are several straight, open lanes, extending down nearly to the river’s 

edge, apparently ploughed through the woods by descending masses of ice or 

rocks. These lanes are used as avenues of travel by moose and bear, as indi- 
cated by the tracks. We also found far more small birds in such openings than 

in the surrounding woods. Photograph taken August 1, 1919. 

Fig. K. Mountain opposite Great Glacier at its southern extremity. This 
point, some thirty miles from the sea, is in the heart of the Coast Mountains; 

the peaks and ridges here seen form the very backbone of the range. The 

higher crests, jagged and unworn, apparently never were glacier-covered. The 

sheet of ice may be seen today, below the summit of the range, extending for 

many miles as a series of disconnected hanging glaciers, all at about the same 

level. (See also fig. I.) According to Indian legend, an ice bridge extended 

across the Stikine at the point here shown at a not very remote time. Photo- 
graph taken August 9, 1919. ; 
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huckleberry in the drier woods. The only open ground was found in 
some long, narrow lanes extending down from below the glacier, where 
apparently strips of forest had been swept away by avalanches of ice 
or rocks, 

The moraine consists of huge, angular rocks massed in ridges and 
is largely hidden by forest growth, which extends close to the glacier. 
Large spruce and hemlock trees grow between the rocks, and devil’s- 
club, salmonberry, and other shrubbery cover the surface of the 
boulders. Most of the depressions were flooded by beaver ponds, with 
surrounding borders of alder. 

Fig. L. Mouth of Stikine River at low tide. The ocean tides ascend many 

miles up stream. At low water extensive sand bars are exposed at the river’s 

mouth; the channel is then broken up into numerous small, shallow passages, 

impassable to even a very small boat. Photograph taken at Sergief Island, 

Alaska, September 5, 1919. 

GREAT GLACIER 

The fanlike front of the Great Glacier, four or five miles across, 

issues from the mountains on the west side of the.Stikine about fifteen 

miles above the British Columbia-Alaska boundary line. Our camp 

site was below the southern end of the Glacier. The river bank at that 

point is rather high and abrupt, cut through a deep layer of gravel 

that extends back to the terminal moraine of the glacier. This dry, 

well drained strip is not of a nature to support such forest growths as 

we found below Flood Glacier, and the woods were fairly open. There 

are extensive areas grown with scattered thickets of alder and a few 

scattered spruce and cottonwoods, the open ground between being 
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covered everywhere with thick, soft lichens, carpet-like in their effect. 

On strips of damper ground nearby the spruce forest had secured a 

foothold, with the accompanying tangle of devil’s-club and alder 

underneath. 

Immediately below the glacier, fed by the melting ice, a string of 

little ponds extends, barren of vegetation and surrounded by low, 

rounded hills of gravel and rocks. Streams issuing from these ponds 

flow over gravelly beds to the river, a mile or more distant. 

SERGIEF ISLAND 

This islet lies at the mouth of the Stikine, about eight miles north 

of the town of Wrangell. The main rocky mass of the island is about- 

a mile in its greatest diameter. On the north and east sides, toward the 

river, there is a flat belt of sandy soil, half a mile or more across, that 

lies at a level above even the highest stage of river or tide at the present 

time. This strip has some timber upon it, cottonwood, spruce, alder, 

and willow, but is mostly grown with tall grass and pea vines. The 

river flows close to the island. There are no mud flats on the east 

side, but extensive sand bars are exposed at low tide. The rocky 

backbone of the island rises abruptly from the surrounding marsh, 

and is covered with the dense forest growth characteristic of the 

Sitkan district. Spruce is predominant in the woods, with tangled 

undergrowth beneath, in which devil’s-club is most prominent. At the 

edge of the woods is a fringe of alder, these bushes diminishing in size 

and density as salt water is approached. At the upper edge of the 

tidal flats the alders give way to serubby willows, which extend far 

out on the marshes, over much of the ground that is not regularly 

inundated by the tides. Alders artd willows together form a relatively 

narrow strip surrounding the island, and beyond the last straggling 

bush the grass-covered marsh land extends. Part of this marsh land 

is covered by salt water every day, part of it only by the highest tides. 

Large areas are covered by the marsh grass to the exclusion of all other 

vegetation ; in places it grows taller than a man’s head. Toward the 

higher ground, where there is much fresh water, this tall, coarse grass 

is absent, and there is a covering of shorter growths, composed of a 

number of different plants. This higher area is dotted with small 

ponds, some surrounded by reeds. Beyond the margin of the marsh 

grass are the bare mud flats, exposed only at low tide. The marshes 

throughout are intersected by numerous channels, of varying depth and 

width, extending upward from the low water mark in many cases 

clear to the rocky center of the island. 
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Sergief Island is the home of Mr. W. E. Parrott, who has cleared 
a small tract of land and for some years has successfully raised garden. 
vegetables and ginseng. We established our camp in a cabin in the 
woods about a mile from his place. From Sergief Island, Dixon, in 
company with Mr. Parrott, made a four days’ trip to Blind Slough, 
Mitkof Island, ten or twelve miles to the westward. 

Fig. M. Sand flat at eastern end of Sergief Island, Alaska. On that side 

of the island, deposition of sediment from the Stikine has resulted in the build- 

ing up of a strip of sandy soil that now lies above the level of the highest stage 

of river or tide. This strip is grown up with tall grass and pea vines. At the 

landward margin there are bordering thickets of alder and willow, and groves 

of cottonwood. Beyond, steep slopes arise, covered with spruce. The tall grass 

was the haunt of the rusty song sparrows. The bordering thickets at the time 

of our visit harbored numbers of migrants, such as the golden-crowned sparrow, 

Oregon junco, lutescent and Townsend warblers, dwarf hermit thrush, north- 

western robin, and varied thrush. Photograph taken August 20, 1919. 

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE REGION AND ITS BEARING UPON 

ANIMAL LIFE 

The Stikine River rises in northern British Columbia east of the 

Coast Range and flows southerly and westerly to the Pacific. Its head- 

waters interlock with those of the Liard and with streams that flow into 

the Yukon. Thus, the height of land that traverses northern British 

Columbia serves as a divide between several great river systems. The 

Liard flows northeastward through the Rocky Mountains to the 

Mackenzie, which flows into the Arctic Ocean; the Yukon flows pees 
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westward to Bering Sea; on the west, the Taku, Stikine, and Skeena 

rivers follow parallel courses westward through the Coast Range to 

the Pacific. Headwaters of all these streams rise from nearby points 

in northern British Columbia. 

For some distance from its source the Stikine flows from east to 

west, following fairly closely the 58th parallel of latitude, and receiv- 

ing from time to time tributaries of considerable size. In the Tele- 

graph Creek region the river gradually turns, first toward the south- 

west, then almost due south. Some twenty miles from the coast, about 

at the British Columbia-Alaska boundary, it bends sharply to the 

westward once more, and reaches salt water near the town of Wrangell, 

amid the network of islands forming the Alexander Archipelago. 

A tributary of importance to the upper Stikine is Clearwater 

Creek, entering from the northwest some thirty miles below Telegraph 

Creek. Near the Boundary there is a small stream that is locally 

called ‘‘Clearwater Creek,’’ and there is apt to be confusion between 

the two if the facts are not known. 

Our work did not take us above the middle Stikine Valley, with its 

uppermost limit at Telegraph Creek. In this section, from Telegraph 

Creek down stream nearly to Doch-da-on Creek, the valley is rather 

broad, the mountains rising at a distance on either side. Just south 

of Doch-da-on Creek the Stikine begins its passage through the Coast 

Range. The valley, already much narrowed, becomes still more con- 

stricted ; some five miles below Doch-da-on Creek the river is hemmed 

in between the rocky walls of Kloochmap Cajion, the uppermost of the 

two narrow gorges through which the Stikine passes in the lower part 

of its course. The mountains from this point on become much higher 

and more precipitous. From Doch-da-on Creek looking northward and 

eastward the valley is broad in extent and the mountains are relatively 

low and rounded. Many of the summits are bare of snow during the 

summer months. To the southward and westward a jumbled mass of 

jagged peaks and ridges arises, forbidding in the extreme, and pressing 

closely in upon either side of the river. 

Where the Stikine passes through the mountains, the river valley 

is exceedingly rough and covered with a forest that is virtually im- 

penetrable. In this connection it is of interest to quote some state- 

ments of Emmons (1911, pp. 9-10) in his description of the country 

of the Tahltan Indians, who occupy the region of the upper Stikine. 

The lower valley of the Stikine from just below Glenora to the coast, a direct 

distance of about eighty miles, is included within the coastal range and consti- 

tutes a region of great humidity, with leaden skies and an annual precipitation 
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equalling if not exceeding that of the coast which reaches a mean of eighty-six 
inches. The snowfall thereabouts is excessive, and accounts for the extensive 
glaciers that fill the valleys; and long after spring has opened in the colder interior 
the lower river flats are covered with their burden of snow and ice..... Forests 
of spruce, fir, cedar and hemlock cover the mountain slopes to the limit of tree 
growth, while in the river valleys cottonwoods grow to considerable size, and 
groves of alder and willow, with the devil’s club and berry bushes, form an almost 
impenetrable barrier. .... It may be pertinent to remark here, that this region 

which may be characterized as the wet belt has never been inhabited by either 

Tahltan or Tlingit in the sense that they have permanently occupied it and it is 
searcely more popular as a hunting ground owing to its poverty and inaccessibility. 

At the mouth of the river and in the channel beyond there are 

numerous small rocky islands. Surrounding these centers there are 

miles of meadow, marsh land, and mud flats, resulting from the deposi- 

tion of silt by the river. During the period of high water.in mid- 

summer the stream is gray and opaque with silt carried in suspension, 

and this silt has been dropped in the channels immediately beyond the 

river’s mouth until they are well-nigh filled. 

A conspicuous forest tree of the lower Stikine is the cottonwood. 

This tree covers all the low ground near the water, grows densely and 

toa large size. It finds a foothold on sand bars and aids in the building 

up of such areas into more stable bottom land. Consequently, there 

are hundreds of acres of cottonwood in almost pure stands but slightly 

above the level of the river or even submerged at the highest water. 

East of the Coast Range, cottonwood is much less conspicuous than 

along the lower river, though still persisting in considerable numbers. 

In the country in general at the mouth of the Stikine, the Sitka 

spruce is the dominant tree. This tree, with other associated conifers, 

extends some distance up stream, forming an evergreen forest that 

covers all but the unstable bottom land where the quick-growing 

cottonwoods occur. Where rocky slopes rise abruptly from the river’s 

bank, the conifers range down to the water’s edge. The higher ground 

back from the first bottom is covered densely with woods of spruce 

and hemlock, and with undergrowth of devil’s-club, alder, and huckle- 

berry. Such woods extend with but slight breaks to a point a little 

above the Little Cafion. Farther inland the spruce woods ascend higher 

and higher on the mountain sides, until at Doch-da-on Creek the lower 

limit of this belt lies at an altitude of about 2000 feet. Somewhere 

below Doch-da-on Creek the Sitka spruce of the coast gives way to 

other conifers of the interior, but just where this happens we did not 

ascertain. On the upper Stikine, poplar becomes the dominant growth 

of the valley, mixed, here and there, with groves of conifers or of 

cottonwood. 
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The Sitkan district of southeastern Alaska is characterized by 

excessive humidity and by relatively equable temperature. The annual 

rainfall at many points is 100 inches or more, the number of rainy 

days per year around 200. There is a great deal of foggy and cloudy 

weather. The winters are not extremely cold nor are the summers 

very warm. The vegetation of this region is comprised mostly of an 

extremely dense growth of coniferous forest trees, and, beneath the 

trees, underbrush almost tropical in its luxuriance. The Sitkan dis- 

trict is here considered as including the islands between Cross Sound 

and Dixon Entrance, together with a narrow strip of the adjacent 

mainland coast. Its eastward limits are sharply defined by the tower- 

ing and precipitous range of mountains that, rising abruptly from 

the shore, parallels the coast. To the eastward of this Coast Range, in 

the interior of British Columbia and Alaska, is a region of widely. 

different character. I have not exact meteorologic data for this section, 

but certain general facts are obvious. Dawson (1889, pp. 580-596) 

remarks on this subject as follows: 

It may be stated here, as showing the broad general contrast, that while the 

annual precipitation at Wrangell, at the mouth of the Stikine, is over sixty inches, 
that in the vicinity of Telegraph Creek on the inland side of the mountains, is so 

small that it is necessary to irrigate cultivated land. Nor does this comparison 

of rain-fall sufficiently mark the great diversity which actually obtains between 

the two climates, the prevalence of clouded skies in the coast region being accom- 

panied by a saturated state of the atmosphere, while precisely opposite conditions 

are found on the eastern side of the mountain belt, at not more than eighty miles 

inland from the general line of the coast. 

The country east of the mountains is subject to far greater extremes 

of temperature than the coast region, with hot summers and with ex- 

tremely cold winters. The forest covering includes a considerable pro- 

portion of conifers, but there is also a still larger proportion of de- 

ciduous timber. The animal life in these two regions, the Sitkan 

district of the coast and the adjacent interior, is widely different. 

The valley of the Stikine forms a highway between the two faunal 

areas, otherwise separated by physical barriers and sharply contrasted 

in nearly all particulars, though lying in close juxtaposition. The 

presence of this channel of communication affords excellent oppor- 

tunity for observation of the geographic behavior of the many animal 

species that by this means are permitted an outlet in either direction. 

Certain contrasted species and subspecies occupying comparable posi- 

tions in each of the two faunal areas are brought together, and thus 

into competition ; others with no such direct rival in the adjacent area 

are brought into contact with climatic conditions, adverse in that they 

are unaccustomed. 
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The Stikine is one of several large rivers of the northwest that 
break through the Coast Range at right angles to the lines of those 
mountains, their valleys thus lying transverse to the main lines of the 
range. In a published report upon the geology of Alaska, A. H. 
Brooks (1906) makes the following statement regarding the Copper, 

Alsek, Taku, and Stikine rivers: ‘‘These, together with the other 

large rivers of British Columbia, seem to traverse the coastal moun- 

tain barrier along valleys determined by antecedent conditions. Their 

lower valleys at least have the same direction as before the present 

coastal mountains were elevated, and the streams maintained their 

courses across the barrier during the slow uplift’’ (p. 286). Again: 

‘“‘The valleys of the Stikine and Taku rivers, . . . . which lie trans- 

verse to the Coast Range, have probably inherited their courses from 

a former mature drainage system which was developed on the old 

peneplain”’ (loc. ctt., p. 287). 

In this connection it is worth while to note the appearance of the 

river valley of the upper Stikine in the Telegraph Creek region. There, 

and for many miles down stream from that point, the stream is bord- 

ered by series of terraces, rising step by step to the base of the moun- 

tains beyond. Viewed from some overlooking height the course of any 

one of these terraces may be traced for a long distance. It seems 

obvious that they represent the level of the river valley at different 

periods of its history. (See fig. B.) 

The evidence of the geologist goes to show that, diverse as the coast 

region and the interior are, as regards fauna and flora, the two have 

not been absolutely separated by the Coast Range at all times in the 

past any more than they are at present. A channel of communication 

through the mountains has been there continuously from very remote 

geologic times, save for a period when it must have been blocked by ice. 

Presumably all animal life was swept from both regions when the 

whole country was glacier-covered. Presumably, too, conditions in the 

areas on either side of the Coast Range permitted the return of animals 

and plants from the southward when the mountains between were still 

mostly ice. Even now the range is glacier-covered over a large portion 

of its area. The higher peaks and ridges protrude, steep and serrated, 

far above the ice. From the jagged, unworn appearance of these 

higher crests they apparently never were covered. The sheet of ice 

as seen today lies below the summit of the range, and can be traced 

as a series of hanging glaciers appearing and re-appearing for many 

miles at about the same level, visible from the river below. In certain 

cafions and valleys, tongues of this glacial covering extend downward 
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far below the general level, some of them to within a mile or two of 

the river. It cannot be such a very long period of time since ice 

blocked the entire valley. In fact, there are today legends among the 

Tahltan Indians of a time when an ice bridge still extended across 

the Stikine at the Great Glacier, connecting ice masses that are now 

perhaps four or five miles apart. Of course, as remarked by Dawson 

(1889, p. 53b) about this same tale, it is impossible to determine 

whether ‘‘this is a remembered fact or a fancied inference.’’ (In this 

connection see also Emmons, 1911, p. 15.) 

The hypothesis of a glacial blockade of communication between 

the interior and the coast would imply the separate derivation of the 

animal life of.each. That is, that there was invasion from the south- 

ward on either side of the coast range, of the same or of different 

species, as the case might be. Doubtless, at a still later period, there 

was invasion of certain species from the northward as well. Among 

birds in particular detailed comparisons may be made (see fig P), 

and upon comparing the avifauna of the interior and of the coast in 

the Stikine region, it will be seen that not only are comparable ecologic 

niches on either side of the mountains usually filled by different species 

rather than subspecies, but that frequently the species are not espe- 

cially closely related. Furthermore, among the few cases where two 

subspecies of a species do occur abundantly on either side of the moun- 

tains, there is hardly an instance where we were able to trace inter- 

gradation along the connecting valley of the Stikine. In some few 

cases where the birds were abundant enough for us to ascertain the 

fact, it was evident that certain subspecies, at this particular point, 

met as distinct species. All this argues for invasion from the south- 

ward, on either side of the Coast Range, of bird species and subspecies 

that met at a much later period along such channels as the Stikine 

Valley. 

The intrusion of a range of high mountains was productive of 

diverse climatic conditions in the two regions. This, in turn, resulted 

in differences in the reéstablished plant and animal life to a far greater 

extent than would follow from the mere presence of a physical barrier 

such as a mountain mass. Differences of temperature and of humidity 

arose, so that at the present time the two areas, east and west of the 

Coast Range, respectively, form strongly contrasted faunal areas (de- 

pendent upon relative humidity), and they are somewhat different 

zonally (dependent upon temperatures). 

At a considerably later period than that at which the regions on 

either side of the mountains became habitable, conditions in certain 
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of the river valleys traversing the barrier (as the Stikine) became 
such as to permit the existence of animal and plant life, and various 
species extended their ranges up or down such channels of communica- 
tion, as circumstances permitted. One factor that may be of present 
importance in limiting the use of the Stikine Valley as such a channel, 
so far as birds are concerned, is the late advent of summer conditions 

on the lower Stikine compared with the regions on either side, a 

seasonal tardiness that unquestionably prevents the nesting of many 

species in this intermediate strip at the time of their arrival from the 

south. (In this connection see Dawson, 1889, p. 59); Emmons, 1911, 

pp. 9-10.) 

The general hypothesis outlined seems to accord with conditions 

as we now see them. Among birds it may be pointed out that it is 

consistent with the manner of occurrence of forms like Hylocichla 

ustulata ustulata and H. wu. swainsont, closely related subspecies of one 

species but behaving at this point like two distinct species. It is con- 

sistent with the extension. inland a certain distance of forms like 

Sphyrapicus varius ruber and Passerella iliaca fuliginosa, and toward 

the coast of Piranga ludoviciana (see Swarth, 1911, p. 95) and Empi- 

donax traillt alnorum, and it is consistent with the restriction on one 

side or the other of such distinct and sharply delimited forms as 

Bombycilla garrula pallidiceps and Cyanocitta stellert stellert. 

In this connection, certain facts regarding the present-day migra- 

tion of birds in the region should be considered. If there were any 

general travel between the interior and the coast such river valleys 

as the Stikine would be the highways most generally followed. Our 

work in the region shows pretty clearly that such is not the case. It 

seems evident that the birds of the interior travel north and south 

almost entirely east of the coast ranges. Some of them, it is well 

known, even pass east of the Rocky Mountains as they get farther 

south. Birds of the coastal region remain west of the mountains. 

We found many characteristic inland'species of birds, some breed- 

ing, others, perhaps, merely migrants, as far down stream as Great 

Glacier, some thirty miles from the coast. The species seen there 

include Penthestes atricapillus septentrionalis, Setophaga ruticilla, 

Hylocichla ustulata swainsoni, and Vireosylva gilva swainsoni, none 

of which has been taken on the coast. Dendroica aestiva was an abun- 

dant migrant, though almost entirely absent at the mouth of the 

river. The Stikine in its passage through the Coast Range travels 

almost due south, and it is natural that birds from the headwaters 

should migrate in numbers along this valley. It is not so clear why 
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they should not arrive at the mouth. However, a short distance below 

the Great Glacier, about at the boundary, the stream turns sharply 

to the westward. Just above this bend is the mouth of the Iskut, a 

tributary of the Stikine that is nearly as large as the main stream. At 

the point of junction the broad valley of the Iskut enters from the 

southeast and its course is east and west for some distance. <A per- 

fectly feasible outlet is thus afforded for migrating birds from the 

northward at just the point where the Stikine Valley would lead 

them astray. I do not know that this is the course that is actually 

followed, but it may very well be, and if so it serves to explain the 

absence at the mouth of the river of species that were migrating south- 

ward in numbers at a point some thirty miles up stream. 

There are, however, certain inland species that appear to migrate 

regularly coastward, though doubtless in lesser numbers than go 

directly south. Dendroica coronata hoovert has been taken in the fall 

near the mouth of the Taku River (Swarth, 1911, p. 99), and we 

obtained it at the mouth of the Stikine, each time in sufficient numbers 

to appear to be of regular occurrence. Sialia currucoides has been found 

near the mouth of the Taku under similar circumstances (Swarth, 

loc cit., p. 112), and while we, ourselves, did not meet with this species 

at the mouth of the Stikine, specimens have been taken there. 

The question arises as to the migration of such species as Melospiza 

melodia rufina and Passerella iiaca fuliginosa, coastal forms primarily 

but breeding far inland up the Stikine. Whether or not they ascend 

and descend the river in their travels is not clear, and the facts will 

be difficult to ascertain. 

The casual occurrence at thé mouth of the Stikine in the spring of 

such species as Myadestes townsendi and Sialia currucoides (see pp. 

301, 309) is noteworthy. Such wanderers in the fall might be ex- 

plained as individuals that had mistakenly followed the river to its 

mouth. In the spring, they can not be regarded as having gone 

astray. The fact that they had reached this point is evidence that they 

were confidently traveling to a definite goal, though along a path not 

usually followed by their kind. 

At high water, quantities of drift are carried down the river. It 

is probable that small mammals living in the bottom lands often take 

refuge in fallen trees or in masses of brush that are suddenly floated 

away, and are thus transported far down the river. This may be one 

factor tending toward the more general extension coastward of inland 

species as compared with the sharper restriction of coastal forms (see 
fig. Q). 
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Thus there are certain species of birds and mammals for which 
the valley of the Stikine River acts as a channel of communication 
between interior and coast. There are none to which it acts in the 
opposite role, as a barrier to farther distribution, north or south. It 
would not to birds, of course, in any event. As regards mammals, 
conditions here are very different from what, for example, they are in 
the valley of a stream like the Colorado River, of the southwestern 
United States. In that region, not only the river itself but also the 
wide strips of adjacent bottom lands absolutely prevent the passage of 
certain desert mammals, so that there are a number of species and 
subspecies restricted to one side or the other (cf. Grinnell, 1914). 

In the Stikine Valley no local conditions (‘‘associations’’) exist 
that tend to keep certain groups of animals either close to or far dis- 
tant from the river banks, and the same forms range unhindered from 

the water’s edge well up the mountain sides. For a period of months 

the river is frozen over quite to its mouth, and there is no doubt that 

at that season individuals of many species of mammals cross from one 

side to the other. 

ZONAL AND FAUNAL POSITION OF THE STIKINE VALLEY 

The Sitkan district of southeastern Alaska has been generally 

considered to be mostly of the Canadian life zone. The areas that 

extend above timber on the higher mountains afford a strip of Alpine 

Arctic of considerable extent, and a drawback to the recognition of 

the lower altitudes as Canadian is the absence of any well defined 

intervening strip of Hudsonian. Some birds and mammals that occur 

elsewhere in the Canadian zone do occur in the lowlands of the Sitkan 

district, but on the other hand species generally regarded as indicative 

of the Hudsonian zone are found throughout the whole region. Alto- 

gether it seems as though all the Sitkan district below Alpine-Arctic 

should be considered as of the Hudsonian zone, with a strong infusion 

of Canadian in the southern part at least. Certainly this coastal strip 

is of a higher life zone than the adjacent interior. 

In the country immediately east of the Coast Range there has not 

been sufficient work to permit detailed mapping of the life zones. The 

most recent zonal map covering that section is the one published in 

the A. O. U. Check-List (1910, pl. 1) and is on too small a scale to 

permit of much detail. On that map the Hudsonian zone covers 

practically all of northern British Columbia, extending considerably 

farther southward there than in southern Alaska, to the westward, or 
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in northern Alberta, to the eastward. The adjacent coastal strip of 

southeastern Alaska is indicated as Canadian, and there are narrow 

strips of Canadian extending inland along certain river valleys, of 

which the Stikine is one. The interior is thus regarded as of a higher 

zone than the coast. This is not in accordance with our own findings. 

One of the rules upon which life zones are based is as follows: “The 

northward distribution of terrestrial animals and plants is governed 

by the sum of the positive temperatures for the entire season of growth 

and reproduction’’ (Merriam, 1898, p. 54). Exact figures are lacking 

for the region we visited, but there can be no doubt that the summer 

temperature of the country immediately east of the mountains is 

appreciably higher than on the coast. In further illustration of the 

relative zonal positions of the two regions, the following lists of some 

characteristic summer birds of the lowlands should be considered. 

COAST INTERIOR 
Dendragapus obscurus sitkensis Bonasa umbellus umbelloides 

Oyanocitta stelleri stelleri Buteo swainsoni 

Nanuus hiemalis pacificus Nuttallornis borealis 

Regulus satrapa olivaceus Spizella passerina passerina 
Regulus calendula grinnelli Vireosylva gilva swainsoni 

_Ixoreus naevius naevius Setophaga ruticilla 

Furthermore, in the course of our work the interesting fact was 

developed that certain species of birds that occur commonly at sea 

level on the coast occur inland at constantly increasing elevations. 

Ascending the Stikine it is noticeable, at a point about a hundred miles 

inland, that the characteristic spruce forest found at sea level on the 

- coast and on the banks along the lower reaches of the river, here begins 

to ascend the mountain sides, its place in the valley being taken by the 

poplar woods. In the Telegraph Creek region we found the spruce 

belt at an altitude of perhaps 1500 to 2000 feet, and found therein the 

bird species to which reference is made. It is an additional complica- 

tion that whereas certain subspecies extend unchanged from the coast 

to the interior as inhabitants of this spruce belt, some species are repre- 

sented by different subspecies at the two extremes. Nannus hiemalis 

pacificus and Regulus satrapa olivaceus belong in the first mentioned 

category. In the second, Dendragapus obscurus sitkensis, Regulus 

calendula grinnell, and Imoreus naevius naevius, of the coast, appear 

to be replaced in the interior by Dendragapus obscurus flemingt, 

Regulus calendula calendula, and Ixoreus naevius meruloides. Among 

mammals, Marmota caligata is one conspicuous species that occurs at 

sea level on the coast (M. c. caligata) and at high elevations inland 

(M. c. orytona). It is a matter for regret that we were unable to give 
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more study than we did to the fauna of the spruce belt of the interior 
mountains, for our data are admittedly scanty; but at any rate it is 
evident that the bird population, at least, of that region contains a 
large proportion of forms that are characteristic of lower levels at the 
coast. The presence of the several animal and plant species noted 
serves for the recognition of a strip of Hudsonian zone on the mountain 

Fig. N Fig. O 

Fig. N. Ascending the mountains, the poplar woods are gradually left be- 

. hind while spruce and fir, appearing first as scattered thickets on north-facing 
slopes or in cool cafion beds, gradually become the dominant forest growths. 

This, the Hudsonian zone, is the home of the Canada jay, pine grosbeak, golden- 

crowned sparrow, and golden-crowned kinglet. Photograph taken in the upper 

reaches of Telegraph Creek, looking toward the Summit, June 28, 1919. 

Fig. O. Above the spruce woods is a strip of dwarfed and prostrate balsam 

fir; still higher, Alpine-Arctic slopes and ridges extend that are bare of trees 

but well covered with grass, heather and moss. This timberless area is the 

home of the mountain goat and marmot, among mammals; of white-tailed ptar- 

migan, pallid horned lark, Hepburn rosy finch and pipit, among birds. Photo- 

graph taken on the mountain above Doch-da-on Creek, July 23, 1919. 

sides, as distinguished from the Canadian zone of the valley below. 

There are certain birds, apparently all of high altitudes inland, of 

which we learned regrettably little regarding their relationship to the 

coast fauna. They are as follows: Canachites canadensis osgoodi is 

believed to be mainly a bird of the spruce belt on the mountains. 
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Perisoreus canadensis canadensis was quite through nesting when we 

reached the region, but presumably does not breed in the valley near 

the river. Pinicola e. fammula appeared to belong to the spruce belt, 

but this is doubtful. Zonotrichia coronata is in this latitude unques- 

tionably a high mountain species, reaching its greatest abundance in 

the scrubby balsam at timber line. The unsettled question concerns 

its extension coastward. In the coast region it does not occur in the 

lowlands, but may occur on the mountains. Spizella monticola 

ochracea is a high mountain bird in the Telegraph Creek region, 

probably near the southern limit of the bird’s distribution. 

We ourselves did not get far back from the Stikine Valley at any 

point, and it might be argued that our finding there of certain species 

not extending into the Hudsonian is no more than corroborative of the 

narrow line of Canadian extending along the Stikine Valley, shown 

in the zone map cited. However, recent work has been done in the 

interior at Hazelton and at Atlin, which shows the general distribution 

of the bird species to which reference is made; on this basis it seems 

altogether likely that northern British Columbia should be regarded 

as predominantly of the Canadian life zone rather than of the Hud- 

sonian. 

It seems worth while to make such comparisons as are possible of 

the results attained by the other ornithological work recently done in 

northern British Columbia. Taverner (1919) has reported upon a 

collection of birds from Hazelton, and E. M. Anderson (1915a) upon 

a collection from Atlin. The three points, Atlin, Telegraph Creek, and 

Hazelton, are about the same distance inland. Atlin is about 150 

miles north of Telegraph Creek, near the head of the Taku drainage, 

Hazelton about 225 to the southward, on the upper Skeena. The three 

localities are thus very similarly placed as regards their relation to 

the coast. 

Species common to Atlin, Telegraph Creek, and Hazelton: 

1. Bonasa umbellus umbelloides 

2. Falco sparverius sparverius 

3. Colaptes auratus borealis 
4, Chordeiles virginianus virginianus 
5. Selasphorus rufus 

6. Nuttallornis borealis 

7, Myiochanes richardsoni richardsoni 

8. Empidonax hammondi 

9. Empidonax wrighti 

10. Perisoreus canadensis canadensis 

11, Euphagus carolinus 
12. Spinus pinus pinus 
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13. 
14. 

15. 
16. 

17. 
18. 

19. 

20. 
21. 

Species 

Zonotrichia leucophrys gambeli 
Spizella passerina passerina 
Tachycineta thalassina lepida 
Dendroica aestiva aestiva 
Penthestes atricapillus septentrionalis 
Hylocichla ustulata swainsoni 
Hylocichla guttata guttata 
Planesticus migratorius migratorius 
Sialia currucoides 

common to Atlin and Telegraph Creek, probably finding 
their southern limit near Telegraph Creek: 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Spizella monticola ochracea 

Junco hyemalis connectens 
Dendroica coronata hooveri 

Species common to Hazelton and Telegraph Creek, probably finding 
their northern limit near Telegraph Creek: 

1. 

. Cypseloides niger borealis 

. Chaetura vauxi 

. Melospiza melodia rufina 
. Piranga ludoviciana 

. Vireosylva gilva swainsoni 
. Oporornis tolmiei 

. Setophaga ruticilla OANaaP wp 

Dryobates villosus monticola 

Species found at Atlin and not at Telegraph Creek, probably find- 

ing their southern limit between these points: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Surnia ulula caparoch 

Dendroica striata 

Penthestes hudsonicus hudsonicus 

Species found at Hazelton and not at Telegraph Creek, probably 

finding their northern limit between these points: 

Is 

. Junco oreganus shufeldti 

. Stelgidopteryx serripennis 

. Vireosylva olivacea 

. Dendroica auduboni auduboni 

NANI wp 

Cyanocitta stelleri annectens 

Dendroica magnolia 

. Geothlypis trichas occidentalis 

In this discussion of the life zones of the regions involved, so much 

more information was forthcoming from the birds than from the mam- 

mals that more stress is necessarily given to evidence derived from. 

them. A large percentage of the mammals of the interior are of species 

of which it is difficult to obtain specimens, especially in summer. A 

number of species we failed to meet with at all, though possibly they 
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occur in fair abundance, and of others but an unsatisfactory repre- 

sentation was obtained. 

As faunal areas, the Sitkan district and the country east of the 

mountains are strongly contrasted. Differences of humidity are as 

striking as those of temperature, and these differences are reflected in 

the mammal, bird, and plant life of the two regions. The peculiarities 

of the Sitkan district are well known, and the accepted boundaries well 

defined. Of the country east of the mountains, as typified in the 

Telegraph Creek region, the peculiarities are equally well marked. 

This district, of undetermined extent, save where it impinges upon the 

Sitkan district, appears worthy of a name as a recognizable faunal 

area, for the sake of convenient reference, at least, and I would sug- 

gest the adoption of Cassiar district, a name applied to it as a political 

division. 

The birds of the two regions are more widely different than are the 

mammals, that is, there are more distinct types in each region. The 

two mammal faunas are distinct enough, and there are certain con- 

spicuous species in each district that are not found in the other, but 

in many cases closely related species or subspecies replace one another 

on either side of the dividing line. Certain species of which a large 

representation was obtained (Peromyscus and Microtus) exhibit inter- 

gradation between related forms along the river to an extent far be- 

yond anything found among the birds. 

The two accompanying tables (figs. P, Q) serve to show the rela- 

tionships of the bird and mammal faunas of the two regions, and the 

nature of the occurrence of the various species in the Stikine Valley, 

as observed by us. Certain generalizations may be drawn from these 

tables. (1) There are, as previously remarked, more distinct types of 

birds in the two contrasted regions than there are of mammals. (2) 

There are more bird forms in the interior than on the coast. (In 

addition, it may be said that bird life, as regards number of indi- 

viduals, is far more abundant in the interior than on the coast.) (3) 

In the Stikine Valley, at least, there are a number of species of the 

interior that extend far toward the coast, while very few coastal races 

extend any distance inland; the fauna of the Sitkan district is closely 

confined to the region west of the Coast Range. In certain respects 

these tables are imperfect. It would take many seasons of field work 

to fill in gaps in our knowledge that are here apparent. Also, in the 

case of some species there are differences of altitude concerned (im- 

plying zonal differences) as well as those of linear distance, and such 

distinctions could not be made in this table. 
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Nuttallornis borealis 
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Myadestes townsendi _ 

Hylocichla u. ustulata? Hylocichla u. swainsoni 
Hylocichla g. nanus Hylocichla g. guttata 

Planesticus m. caurinus ? ? Planesticus m. migratorius 
Ixoreus n. naevius Ixoreus n. meruloides 

Sialia currucoides 

_1Known to occur on the coast of southeastern Alaska, but not encountered on the lower Stikine 
by this expedition. 

Fig. P. Showing manner of occurrence in summer of certain land birds of the Stikine 
region. Species and subspecies primarily of the coast are listed in the left-hand column; those 
of the interior in the right-hand column. The intervening columns indicate collecting stations 
of the 1919 expedition, from the coast toward the interior reading from left to right, with the 
approximate distance of each place from the coast. Arrow indicates direction and extent of 
dispersal of each species from the center of abundance. Broken line indicates occurrence as 
migrant beyond the breeding limits. 
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Sorex p. streatori! Sorex p. personatus 
Sorex o. longicauda Sorex o. obscurus 

Neosorex p. alaskanus! Neosorex p. navigator 
Microsorex eximius 

Ursus a. pugnax! Ursus a. americanus _ 
Mustela c. alascensis! Mustela c. richardsoni 
Mustela v. nesolestes! Mustela v. energumenos 
Peromyscus m. macro — Peromyscus m. borealis 

{rhinus Neotoma c. saxamans 
Synaptomys b. wrangeli : 

Evotomys wrangeli Evotomys d. dawsoni 
Microtus drummondi 

Microtus m. macrurus Microtus m. mordax 
Ondatra z. spatulata 
Zapus saltator 

Marmota ec. caligata . Marmota c. oxytona? 
Citellus p. plesius 
Eutamias b. caniceps 

Sciurus h. picatus - Sciurus h. hudsonicus 
Lepus a. macfarlani 

Odocoileus c. sitkensis 
Alces a. gigas 
Rangifer osborni 

Oreamnos m. kennedvyi! Oreamnos m. columbianus 

1Known to occur on the coast of southeastern Alaska, but not encountered by this expedition. 

Fig. Q. Showing manner of occurrence of certain mammals of the Stikine 

region. Species and subspecies primarily of the coast are listed in the left-hand 

column; those of the interior in the right-hand column. The intervening columns 

indicate collecting stations of the 1919 expedition, from the coast toward the 
interior, reading from left to right, with the approximate distance of each place 
from the coast. Arrows indicate direction and extent of dispersal of each species 

from the center of abundance. 

The 127 species and subspecies of birds treated in this report prob- 

ably form a fairly complete representation of the summer avifauna of 

the region. It seems curious, though, that we should have seen no 

three-toed woodpeckers (Picoides), no magpies (Pica), and no yellow- 

throats (Geothlypis). 

Numerous species of the mammals known to occur in the region 
we did not meet. We caught glimpses of bats on two occasions, but 

got no specimens. A coyote (Canis) is said to range this far north, but 

we neither saw nor heard one. Vulpes, Martes, Gulo, and Lynx are 

fur bearers that are regularly trapped throughout the region. Whether 

or not there are seasonal differences affecting local distribution we did 
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not learn, but we did not come in contact with any of these species. 
Sheep (Ovis stonei) occur in the neighboring mountains, of course; 
we were not within their territory. Flying squirrels (Glaucomys) 
occur, we were told by trappers, but we saw none. Phenacomys con- 
stablet was described from Telegraph Creek, but our trapping did not 

produce a single specimen. 

CHECK LIST OF THE MAMMALS 

. Sorex personatus personatus I. Geoffroy 

. Sorex obscurus obscurus Merriam 

. Sorex obscurus longicauda Merriam 

. Neosorex palustris navigator Baird 

. Microsorex eximius (Osgood) 
Ursus, species? 

Ursus americanus americanus Pallas 
. Canis occidentalis Richardson 

. Mustela cicognani richardsoni Bonaparte 

. Mustela vison energumenos (Bangs) 

. Phoca richardi richardi (Gray) 

. Peromyscus maniculatus borealis Mearns 

13. Peromyscus maniculatus macrorhinus (Rhoads) 
14. Neotoma cinerea saxamans Osgood 

15. Synaptomys borealis wrangeli Merriam 

16. Evotomys dawsoni dawsoni Merriam 

17. Evotomys wrangeli Bailey 

18. Microtus drummondi (Audubon and Bachman) 

19. Microtus mordax mordax (Merriam) 

20. Ondatra zibethica spatulata (Osgood) 
21. Mus musculus musculus Linnaeus 

22. Zapus saltator Allen 

23. Erethizon epixanthum nigrescens Allen 

24, Marmota ealigata caligata (Eschscholtz) 

25. Citellus plesius plesius (Osgood) 

26. Eutamias borealis caniceps Osgood 

27. Sciurus hudsonicus hudsonicus (Erxleben) 

28. Sciurus hudsonicus picatus Swarth 

29. Castor canadensis canadensis Kuhl 

30. Lepus americanus macfarlani Merriam 

31. Odocoileus columbianus sitkensis Merriam 

32. Alces americanus gigas Miller 

33. Rangifer osborni Allen 

34, Oreamnos montanus columbianus Allen 

ee oman 
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GENERAL ACCOUNTS OF THE MAMMALS 

Sorex personatus personatus I. Geoffroy. Masked Shrew 

Obtained only in the vicinity of Telegraph Creek and at Great 

Glacier. Seven taken at Telegraph Creek and five at the nearby station 

of the Junction (nos. 30527, 30535, 30554-30559, 30561, 31052-31054). 

Seven specimens from Great Glacier (nos. 30544, 30562-30567), though 

referred to Sorex personatus personatus, show intergradation toward 

8. p. streatori. These determinations, as well as those of the other 

forms of Sorex and Microsores here treated, were made by Dr. Hartley 

H. T. Jackson, of the United States Biological Survey. 

Sorex obscurus obscurus Merriam. Dusky Shrew 

Seven specimens taken at the Junction, five at Telegraph Creek, 

three at Glenora, two at Doch-da-on Creek, and one at Flood Glacier 

(nos. 30522-30526, 30528-30534, 30536-30541). Shrews were nowhere 

abundant. 

Sorex obscurus lohgicauda Merriam. Long-tailed Shrew 

Ten from Great Glacier and two from Sergief Island (nos. 30542, 

30548, 30545-30551, 31055). The series from Great Glacier is inter- 

mediate between Sorex obscurus obscurus and 8. o. longicauda, but on 

the whole is nearer longicauda. 

Neosorex palustris navigator Baird. Water Shrew 

An adult male (no. 30568) was trapped near Telegraph Creek on 

June 22, in a bit of swampy land near the stream. Allen (1903, p. 567) 

has referred the water shrew of this region to Neosorex palustris alas- 

kanus (Merriam), but our one specimen does not exhibit the characters 

ascribed to that race (cf. Merriam, 1900, p. 18). As compared with 

Californian examples of navigator, the Telegraph Creek specimen is 

exactly similar in general size and in skull characters, but is of slightly 

more grayish coloration. 

I have seen one specimen of Neosorex from the coast of south- 

eastern Alaska (in the collection of E. P. Walker), taken at Rudyard 

Bay, about one hundred miles south of the Stikine River, and this 

animal does exhibit the cranial peculiarities ascribed to alaskanus. It 

seems likely that the latter is confined to the coastal region. 
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Microsorex eximius (Osgood). Osgood Shrew 
A single Microsorex (no. 30560) was trapped at the east end of 

Sawmill Lake, near Telegraph Creek, on June 16. The skull was 
crushed, debarring definite specific identification, but the specimen has 
been provisionally referred to the species Microsorex eximius by Dr. 
Jackson. 

Ursus, sp.? Grizzly Bear 

Grizzlies are still numerous in the Stikine region. We ourselves 

saw fresh sign at many points, though no animal was encountered. 

The most obvious indication of their presence was, of course, footprints, 

but other evidence was frequently found, such as rotten logs ripped 

to pieces by the bears for the insect food they contained. At Doch- 

da-on Creek an unoccupied cabin in the woods was entered by a bear 

several times during the two weeks we spent at that place, and more 

or less damage done. At this point we saw grizzly tracks in the snow 

at timber line, about 4000 feet altitude. 

At Hyland’s store, Telegraph Creek, we examined ten grizzly skins, 

killed the previous fall, all from about the same place, on the Klappan 

River (a tributary of the Stikine) about 100 miles east of Telegraph 

Creek. Of these we purchased a skin with the skull of an old male 

(no. 31015) and a skin alone of a smaller animal, apparently a female 

(no. 31016). These specimens, both skins and skull, answer fairly 

well to the description of Ursus stikeenensis given by Merriam (1914, 

p. 178; 1918, p. 88). 

There are no less than seven species of big bears accredited to this 

general region by Merriam (1918). Whether or not I have ascribed 

our specimens to the correct form, I think there is no doubt that all the 

skins in the above mentioned series belonged to one species, for there 

was really remarkable uniformity in color and markings in the lot. 

Subsequently the skin of another bear was examined, a huge male 

killed on Clearwater Creek, and it again was of exactly the same type. 

The noticeable color features are the general dark coloration, the yel- 

lowish or grayish grizzling on the shoulders and along the back, and 

the black feet, legs, and lower parts. The tanned skin of the male 

specimen, an animal that, from the appearance of the skull was evi- 

dently past maturity, measures from tip of nose to base of tail approxi- 

mately 1680 millimeters; the one from Clearwater Creek, above men- 

tioned, was very much larger. The claws are short for a grizzly, the 

longest claw on the male obtained measuring, with dividers, 55 milli- 

meters. They appear to be much worn. 
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Ursus americanus americanus Pallas. Black Bear 

Black bears occur in some abundance throughout the whole of the 

region we traversed. They are frequently seen from the river boat 

in its travels up and down the Stikine. On June 5 one was seen not 

far from our camp at the Junction, rooting about under some rotten 

logs near the trail. Fresh tracks or other sign of the recent presence 

of black bears were seen practically everywhere we went except on 

Sergief Island. 

Five black bear skulls were purchased from Mr. A. M. Vickery, 

of Telegraph Creek, the animals having been killed by him while he 

was patrolling the telegraph line to the southward of that place. One 

of these (no. 31017) is an old male, killed 122 miles south of Telegraph 

Creek, on May 25, 1919. The others are an old female and three small 

cubs (nos. 31018-31021) killed on June 17, 1919, 31 miles south of 

Telegraph Creek. 

The two adult skulls from the Telegraph Creek region present 

certain evident points of difference from those of the black bear (U. a. 

pugnax) from the islands of southeastern Alaska. In the former the 

frontal region is relatively high and rounded, in the latter it is notice- 

ably low and flat. In pugnazx the whole skull is more angular in ap- 

pearance. In pugnaz, too, the teeth are large, as compared with those 

of bears from the interior, especially the last upper molar. This last 

character is one that persists in black bears from all the islands off 

the coast of southern Alaska and British Columbia. It is conspicuous 

in pugnaz of the southern islands of the Alexander Archipelago, which 

has a large, squarely built, low browed skull. It is one of the char- 

acters of carlottac, from the Queén Charlotte Islands (ef. Osgood, 1901, 

p. 30), which has an elongate skull. It appears again in the black 

bear of Vancouver Island, which, judging from the several specimens 

at hand, is a smaller animal than carlottae or pugnaz, with a rather 

high, rounded skull, and with the teeth of large size, especially the last 

upper molar. 

There is very little material at hand from the mainland coast of 

southeastern Alaska. One rather young male from Bradfield Canal 

(a short distance south of the Stikine River) has the enlarged last 

upper molar of pugnaz, and is apparently to be referred to that form. 

Thus it may be that pugnax occupies a narrow strip of coast on the 

mainland of southeastern Alaska as well as the islands, and that the 

type of black bear found in the Telegraph Creek region is confined to 

the territory east of the coastal range of mountains. 
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Of the available material, the Telegraph Creek skulls are most 
nearly of the type of those from the Kenai Peninsula and Yakutat 
Bay, Alaska. It may be that the name given to the black bear of the 
Kenai region by Allen (1910, p. 115), Ursus americanus perniger, 
should also be applied to the bears of the Stikine section, but at present 

it seems best to use the name americanus for the Stikine specimens. 

A revision of the group is necessary to determine, among other things, 

the applicability of the name Ursus americanus Pallas, and the char- 
acters pertaining to the form to which that name should be subspecifi- 

eally restricted. In the present connection the main interest lies in 

the apparent occurrence of two different forms of the black bear in 

the Stikine region, americanus at the headwaters of the river, and 

pugnax in the coastal region near its mouth. 

Canis occidentalis Richardson. Timber Wolf 

Wolves, from all accounts, occur in some numbers throughout the 

interior of northern British Columbia, along the length of the Stikine 

Valley, and along the adjoining Alaskan coast and on the nearby 

islands. We saw none, nor any fresh sign, until we reached Sergief 

Island. There fresh wolf tracks were seen in the sand of the river 

bank, and on several occasions, when shooting out on the marsh, the 

reports of our guns started wolves howling in the forest nearby. On 

August 20 two of the animals were seen, and investigation showed that 

the place was the home of a wolf family, as it probably had been since 

the young were born, two or three months earlier. The two we saw 

were pups, not yet full grown, and they were probably awaiting the 

parent’s return from a foraging expedition. Certain areas in the 

grass had been trampled flat, for beds, and a large flat rock nearby 

furnished an ideal lounging place. This rock rose above the marsh 

grass, and thus afforded an excellent observation station. Some cracks 

in the granite gave foothold to two scrubby spruce trees, arching over 

the rocky platform, and the rock below was covered with a deep layer 

of spruce needles, affording a dry, soft bed. This shelter had been 

oceupied so much that the wolf smell clinging to it was apparent even 

to the duller olfactories of a human being. Broad trails led away 

through the grass over the marshes in various directions and into the 

impenetrable fastnesses of the spruce woods on the adjoining hillside. 

The trampled grass showed here and there bunches of feathers or a 

few crushed bones of ducks and geese; water fowl were evidently a 

staple food. 
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There were apparently three pups and one adult in this family. 

Two of the young were taken, and the old wolf then removed the 

survivor, evidently to some distance; no trace of the two was found 

anywhere about the island. The parent had been seen several times 

before the two young were caught. 

Mr. W. E. Parrott, living upon Sergief Island, gave us the skin 

of an adult male wolf that he had shot on July 20. He was sitting 

at breakfast when his cat rushed into the house for protection from the 

wolf, which had chased the cat through the garden. Looking through 

the window, he saw the wolf, leisurely retreating toward the beach, and 

shot the animal. It was no new-experience for the cat. Whenever his 

owner went to town a ladder was left leaning against the house, as a 

refuge in case of such pursuit, and apparently there was not infre- 

quent occasion to use it. 

The wolf thus obtained may have been the male parent of the 

family we encountered. In color this adult and the two pups are very 

‘much alike. The adult is rather dark, though not so black as some 

from this region. There is a good deal of black on the upperparts 

from the eyes to the tip of the tail, produced by black tippings to long 

hairs that are yellowish or reddish basally, the muzzle is reddish, the 

legs decidedly reddish, and the underparts a somewhat paler brown. 

It is not a gray appearing animal at all. The two pups are somewhat 

duller colored, with the black not so intense, and the reddish areas 

paler. In life, however, the young wolves looked quite dark. 

There is at hand an adult male wolf from Prince of Wales Island, 

Alaska (southwestward from Sergief Island), that is almost entirely 

black. Another specimen from the interior, the Yukon region, is also 
black, so that evidently dark color alone can not be considered as dis- 
tinguishing the wolves of either of these two regions. Two skulls of 
fully adult wolves from Iskut Summit, sixty miles southeast of Tele- 
graph Creek, do not present any obvious points of difference from the 
above mentioned adult from Prince of Wales Island. The latter has 
been recorded by the present writer (Swarth, 1911, p. 136) as Canis 
pambastleus Elliot, in the belief that that name was applicable to a 
coastal subspecies. The Prince of Wales specimen presents characters 
of size and color such as are ascribed to pambasileus (Elliot, 1905, 
p. 79). Whether or not the name pambasileus may properly be used 
for a local race from the type locality, the Mt. McKinley region, it 
does not seem that any distinction can be made as between the wolf 
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of the coast of southeastern Alaska and the wolf of the adjoining in- 

terior. In the light of our limited material, and with the lack of a 

systematic revision of this group of mammals, it is safer to consider 

them as all one form, to which the name Canis occidentalis Richardson 

seems applicable. 

The material obtained by us in the Stikine region consists of the 

following specimens: skulls and limb bones of two adults (nos. 31042, 

31043) taken at Iskut Summit, sixty miles southeast of Telegraph 

Creek, the gift of an acquaintance at Telegraph Creek; an adult male 

(apparently not quite full grown), skin only (no. 31009), shot at 

Sergief Island, July 20, 1919; and two young females (about half- 

grown), skins and skulls (nos. 31010, 31011), taken at Sergief Island 

on August 24 and August 25, 1919. 

Mustela cicognani richardsoni Bonaparte. Richardson Weasel 

Weasels undoubtedly occur throughout the region traversed, though 

we ourselves did not see one during the summer. At a trapper’s cabin 

a few miles from Telegraph Creek a pile of desiccated weasel carcasses, 

his catch of the previous winter, yielded a series of nineteen skulls 

(nos. 31023-31041), with complete skeletons in most cases. These 

skulls, in comparison with a series from the coast of southeastern 

Alaska, exhibit the differences stated by Merriam (1896, pp. 11-13) 

to distinguish the two subspecies, Mustela c. richardson of the interior 

and M. c. alascensis of the coast. The Telegraph Creek skulls, as is 

claimed for richardsoni, are perceptibly narrower between the orbits 

and across the muzzle, and there is a slight difference in’the shape of 

the zygomatic arches in the two lots. 

Allen (19038, p. 563) has described Putorius microtis from Shesley, 

British Columbia, near the headwaters of the Stikine, but our series 

of skulls from Telegraph Creek are evidently all of one species, Mustela 

c. richardson. 

Mustela vison energumenos (Bangs). British Columbia Mink 

One trapped at Doch-da-on Creek on July 19 (no. 31002), and a 

skeleton preserved that was picked up near Telegraph Creek (no. 

31022). The species occurs, probably in fair abundance, throughout 

the whole Stikine region. The one skin obtained is notably dark col- 

-ored as compared with specimens of Mustela v. nesolestes from certain 

islands of the Alexander Archipelago, and we were told that the mink 
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from the Stikine were all dark. The skull pertaining to this specimen 

has the small sized last upper molar that is supposed to distinguish 

energumenos from nesolestes, but in the skull from Telegraph Creek 

this tooth is as large as in most examples of the latter subspecies. 

There is at hand a mink from near the mouth of the Taku River and 

one from Wrangell, both of which are of the same dark color as our 

Stikine River specimen. Thus the specimens available suggest the 

existence of a dark colored mainland form extending toward the coast 

at least along the larger rivers, and reaching some of the islands lying 

nearest the mainland, and a lighter colored subspecies existing upon 

most of the islands of the Alexander Archipelago. There is not suffi- 

cient material available, however, to verify this surmise. 

At any rate, the mink of the upper Stikine Valley is a relatively 

small form, and-not the large ingens of the nearby Yukon drainage. 

At present it seems proper to use for this race the name Mustela vison 

energumenos (Bangs), originally applied to the mink of southern 

British Columbia. Our one specimen is very similar in appearance to 

an example of energumenos from the vicinity of Seattle. 

Phoca richardi richardi (Gray). Harbor Seal 

Seals were observed as far up the Stikine River as Doch-da-on 

Creek, at times in considerable numbers. On May 21, as we began 

our trip up the river, they were seen in veritable herds over the first 

thirty miles. At one place there were at least a hundred in sight at 

once. Farther up stream they became less and less abundant. No 

specimens were obtained, and the identification here accorded the ani- 

mals seen is purely inferential. 

Peromyscus maniculatus borealis Mearns. Northern White-footed 
Mouse 

Peromyscus maniculatus macrorhinus (Rhoads). Rhoads White- 

footed Mouse 

One hundred and thirty-eight specimens of white-footed mice were 

preserved, as follows: The Junction, 24 (all adults) ; Telegraph Creek, 

29 (24 adults and 5 young); Glenora, 27 (23 adults and 4 young) ; 

Doch-da-on Creek, 27 (15 adults and 12 young); Flood Glacier, 28 

(10 adults and 18 young); Great Glacier, 2 adults; Sergief Island, 

1 young. (Museum numbers 30569-30705, 31050.) 
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A series of white-footed mice collected at and near Telegraph Creek 

in 1902 has been reported upon by Allen (1903, p. 540) under the 

name Peromyscus arcticus (Mearns) (=Peromyscus maniculatus 

borealis Mearns [1911, p.102]). What is undoubtedly the same series 

of specimens is listed by Osgood (1909a, p. 49) under Peromyscus 

maniculatus arcticus (Mearns). Therefore, though this museum pos- 

sesses no examples of Peromyscus maniculatus borealts other than our 

series from the Telegraph Creek region, I feel justified, on the grounds 

above mentioned, in assuming this series to be representative of the 

subspecies borealis. The chief interest attaching to the Telegraph 

Creek form in the present connection lies in its relationship to the 

subspecies Peromyscus m. macrorhinus, from the region adjacent to 

the mouth of the Stikine River. Of macrorhinus this museum pos- 

sesses an abundant representation from various points in southeastern 

Alaska. 

Before proceeding with a discussion of the specimens we collected, 

certain features of the problem should be stated, in the interest of a 

clear understanding of conditions. Osgood (1909a) in his comments 

upon arcticus (= borealis) and macrorhinus makes no direct compari- 

son between the two; at that time there were no specimens extant to 

show that these forms came together at any point. From his ‘‘key’’ 

and descriptions, however, certain contrasting characters of these sub- 

species may be summarized as follows: 

Peromyscus m. macrorhinus. General size larger; hind foot, 24 to 

25mm. Tail longer than head and body; usually more than 90, often 

more than 100 mm. Coloration darker. 

Peromyscus m. borealis. General size smaller; hind foot, 19 to 21 

mm. Tail about equal to or shorter than head and body; usually less 

than 90 mm. Coloration paler. 

On the Alaskan coast just north of the habitat of macrorhinus is 

the subspecies hylaeus. Between hylacus and borealis, in the region 

north of Telegraph Creek, is the subspecies algidus, ‘‘the interior rep- 

resentative of the dark coast form hylaeus’’ (Osgood, 1909a, p. 56). 

According to Osgood (loc. cit.), algidus and borealis oceur together in 

places within the general range of the former, and maintain their dis- 

tinctness. Algidus, compared with borealis, is a long-tailed form; it 

differs from the latter in this respect just as macrorhinus does. Allen 

(1903, p. 544) records as Peromyscus oreas a single mouse taken in 

the Cheonnee Mountains (near Telegraph Creek), where borealis also 

was secured. This same specimen, presumably, is recorded by Osgood 

(loc. cit.) as algidus. The Cheonnee Mountains are a short distance 
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southeast of Telegraph Creek; if algidus occurs in that range it should 

be at Telegraph Creek also. 

We obtained several long-tailed specimens of Peromyscus at and 

near Telegraph Creek, and supposed that they were examples of 

algidus. Study of the series as a whole, however, inclines me to an- 

other explanation of the variation, that seems more satisfactory, 

. namely, that there is continuous distribution of Peromyscus along the 

Stikine Valley, from the habitat of borealis in the interior to that of 

macrorhinus on the coast, that there is intergradation between these 

two subspecies in the Stikine Valley, that Telegraph Creek is about 

the easternmost point to which intergrades with macrorhimus extend, 

and that the variants obtained by us at that point are all the results 

of intergradation. 

The long-tailed individuals from the Telegraph Creek region, aside 

from this peculiarity, are not notably different in color or otherwise 

from the general run of specimens obtained there. At any rate, they 

could not be grouped together as presenting an aggregation of char- 

acters justifying their separation as a distinct subspecies. Neither 

were they obtained under circumstances that would tend to establish 

the belief that two different races were concerned. 

The Peromyscus taken at the Junction are lighter colored than 

macrorhinus of the coast, and they are smaller and shorter tailed. This 

station is some five miles north of the Stikine River; presumably these 

mice are more nearly typical of borealis than any others we obtained. 

In this series there is one aberrant individual with an exceedingly 

long tail; otherwise there is great uniformity in the lot. At the town 

of Telegraph Creek we obtained more long-tailed mice, and noted a 

slight increase in general size, as compared with the series from the 

Junction. Descending the Stikine River from Telegraph Creek, the 

Peromyscus collected at our various stations were progressively larger 

and darker colored as the coast was approached. 

The accompanying diagrams (figs. R, 8, T) show variation in hind 

foot, length of tail vertebrae, and ratio of tail vertebrae to total length, 

in the white-footed mice taken at our various collecting stations in the 

Stikine region, as compared with macrorhinus of the Alaskan coast. 

Color and general size vary in about the same way as the characters 

illustrated. Barring the series from the Junction, which are probably 

close to true borealis, the Stikine River Peromyscus are typical of 

neither borealis nor macrorhinus. They form a series of intergrades 

between the two. It is not possible to draw a hard and fast line as a 
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boundary, both on account of the gradual change in the entire Pero- 
myscus population of the intermediate territory and because of indi- 

vidual variation, which brings typical examples of each far within the 
margin on either side of the debatable strip. Allowing for such varia- 
tion, however, it seems proper, though an arbitrary division, to con- 

sider as borealis the mice from the upper Stikine, as far down as 

Glenora, macrorhinus extending up stream as far as Doch-da-on Creek. 

borealis macrorhinus 
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Fig. R. Diagram showing individual and geographic variation in length of 

hind foot of adult white-footed mice (both sexes). Figures at left of the ver- 

tical lines indicate numbers of specimens measured; length of lines shows range 

of individual variation; points connected: by lines mark positions of averages. 

White-footed mice were found in abundance about human habita- 

tions. Usually they were uncommon elsewhere. At the Junction the 

trapping was done along a stream and in poplar woods, miles from 

houses, and white-footed mice, while perhaps more abundant than any 

other small mammal, were not at all numerous. At Telegraph Creek 

most of our specimens were caught in the house in which we were 

staying; a few were taken in our several trap lines a mile or more 

from town. The rows of empty houses at Glenora formed a haven for 

white-footed mice, and they swarmed there in almost incredible num- 

bers. At Doch-da-on Creek white-footed mice were abundant in the 
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weed-grown bottom lands, much more so than we found them to be on 

any other wild land. At Flood Glacier we had difficulty in getting 

specimens, and at Great Glacier, though some small mammals were 

more abundant than we found them elsewhere, only two white-footed 

mice were obtained. At Sergief Island they were extremely scarce; 

only one specimen was taken. 
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Fig. 8. Diagram showing individual and geographic variation in length of 

tail of adult white-footed mice (both sexes). Figures at left of the vertical 
lines indicate numbers of specimens measured; length of lines shows range of 

individual variation; points connected by lines mark positions of averages. 

At the Junction, May 25 to June 6, all Peromyscus taken were 

adult. Most of the females contained embryos, four or five in number; 

one or two were nursing young. At Telegraph Creek the first week 

in June young mice began to get into the traps. From the third week 

in June, on during the rest of the summer, the dark coated juvenals 

formed the greater part of the catch. At Glenora two Peromyscus 

were caught which had their cheeks filled with a mass of small seeds. 

The cheeks were distended to the utmost, just as is so often seen in 
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chipmunks and ground squirrels. This, I believe, is an unusual action 
for a Peromyscus. At the same place an adult female was trapped 
that had lost one hind leg at the knee and all of the tail. These muti- 
lations were evidently of long standing and the animal was in good 
condition otherwise. It may be doubted, however, whether it could 
have survived them in other surroundings ; the old cabins here occupied 
by the mice probably afforded exceptional shelter from many dangers. 
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Fig. T. Diagram showing individual and geographic variation in ratio of 

length of tail vertebrae to total length in adult white-footed mice (both sexes). 

Figures at left of the vertical lines indicate numbers of specimens measured, 

length of lines shows range of individual variation; points connected by lines 

mark positions of averages. 
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Neotoma cinerea saxamans Osgood. Northern Bushy-tailed Wood Rat. 

Fourteen specimens collected at the following points in the upper 

Stikine Valley: Telegraph Creek, six adults, two young; Glenora, one 

adult, four young; mountain above Doch-da-on Creek, one adult. 

(Museum nos. 30706-30719.) At Telegraph Creek specimens were 

taken in the talus at the base of certain rocky cliffs that rise back of. 

the town. The rats were not numerous, and after one or two had been 

caught at a place the traps usually remained undisturbed. The old 

houses of the abandoned town of Glenora afforded shelter to the wood 

rats, but apparently not more than one or two families occupied any 

one cabin. From several of the cabins the rats had well worn trails 

leading into the surrounding thickets. There they cut quantities of 

green vegetation, some to be carried into the houses and eaten at once, 

some apparently to be dried for later use. Most of the old cabins had 

the doors and windows boarded up, and in the gloom of the interior 

the rats and mice were active all day. 

The cabins and warehouses with their miscellaneous contents, long 

abandoned, formed a veritable wood rats’ paradise, and they gave their 

imagination full swing in the lines of nest building and the accumu- 

lation of useless objects, for which their tribe is famous. In one place 

a storeroom full of snowshoes had been entered, and of the contents 

there was little but the wooden frames left. The leather thongs were 

hanging in shreds. In an old barn, round masses of baling wire had 

been filled out with horse manure and grass to form extraordinary 

globular nests. 

The one specimen of Neotoma from the vicinity of Doch-da-on 

Creek was taken on the mountain side at an elevation of about 2000 

feet. This was the farthest down stream that we found the species, 

but I was told by a trapper that he had occasionally seen wood rats 

near the mouth of the Iskut River, which empties into the Stikine a 

little above the British Columbia-Alaska boundary line. 

A young one taken. at Telegraph Creek on June 9 was about one- 

third grown. Others were trapped at Glenora three weeks later, of 

about the same size. Three adult females caught at Telegraph Creek 

on June 9 contained embryos; two had three each, one had four. 
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Fig. U. Basaltic cliff at Telegraph Creek. The talus beneath is a favorite 

habitat of the bushy-tailed woodrat. At the upper edge of the loose rocks in 

particular, many sticks and other rubbish accumulated by these rats were to be 
seen between the larger boulders. Photograph taken June 12, 1919. 
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Synaptomys borealis wrangeli Merriam. Wrangell Lemming Mouse 

Found at but one place on the river, at Great Glacier. Three 

specimens obtained (nos. 30752-30754), all males, taken on August 10, 

13, and 14, respectively. Just one, the largest and the only one that 

is fully mature, shows the gray patches over the hip glands. All 

three were trapped in alder thickets, in places frequented by E'votomys. 

There have been available for comparison three specimens of lem- 

ming mice (in the E. P. Walker collection), from Wrangell, Alaska, 

the type locality of Synaptomys wrangelt, ten from mainland points 

in southeastern Alaska, ranging from Boca de Quadra to Port Snet- 

tisham, and nine from the Prince William Sound region, Alaska. I 

also received, as a loan from the United States Biological Survey, six 

typical specimens of Synaptomys borealis dalli, three from points near 

the base of the Alaska Peninsula, two from the Kuskokwim drainage, 

and one from the Yukon. 

As far as I can see, the specimens from the coast of southeastern 

Alaska, island and mainland, are all alike. They are all wrangeli. 

Furthermore, the differences between wrangeli and dalli are slight, 

and as these differences in the series here assembled are bridged by 

individual variation and to some extent by geographic variation, I 

consider the two forms as subspecies of one species, Synaptomys bore- 

alis. (For the use of this name, see Preble, 1908, pp. 183-186. See 

also Hollister, 1912, p. 19.) 

The skull of dali, compared with wrangeli, is somewhat larger, and 

rather more angular, and more heavily built. Otherwise, I can see no 

differences in the two lots. Same of those from the Prince William 

Sound region incline toward dalli in their larger size, as compared 

with more southern specimens, indicating, perhaps, intergradation be- 

tween wrangelt and dallt at what is probably the northern limit of the 

form wrangeli. Externally, four specimens of dalli are appreciably 

more reddish than any in the wrangeli series. The two remaining 

dallt are of the same coloration as the mode of wrangeli. 

Thus, instead of wrangelt being an insular species, confined to 

Wrangell Island, my conception of it is as being a rather wide ranging 

form, and a coastal subspecies, contrasted with dalli of the interior. 

Its range is the coast of southeastern Alaska, from Prince William 

Sound south at least to Boca de Quadra. It has been taken upon two 

islands, Hinchinbrook Island, Prince William Sound, and Wrangell 

Island, both but slightly separated from the mainland. 
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Another species, Synaptomys anderson, has been described by 
Allen (1903, p. 554), based upon a single specimen from Level Moun- 
tain, near the headwaters of the Stikine River. In all likelihood, 
therefore, mice of this genus occur throughout the entire length of the 
Stikine Valley. At present, however, with the few specimens extant 
in collections, it is not possible to form an opinion as to whether or 
not there are two species or subspecies in existence, at the head of 
the river, and toward its mouth, respectively. 

Evotomys dawsoni dawsoni Merriam. Dawson Red-backed Mouse 

An adult female (no. 30720) was taken at the Junction, June 4, 
trapped during the day on a dry, poplar-covered hillside. It is. ap- 
parently a typical example of Evotomys dawsoni dawsont. The next 
obtained (no. 30721) was caught at Doch-da-on Creek, July 17, in a 
tangle of alders, grass, and nettles bordering a slough. This specimen 
is a male, not fully mature but evidently referable to dawsoni. Some- 

where in the section of the river between Doch-da-on Creek and Flood 

Glacier lies the dividing line between dawsoni and wrangeli. It would 

be of interest to find if the two occurred together at any point. 

Evotomys wrangeli Bailey. Wrangell Red-backed Mouse 

Thirty specimens taken (nos. 30722-30751), three at Flood Glacier, , 

twenty-three at Great Glacier, and four at Sergief Island. Of this 

series there is one old male (no. 30735, Great Glacier), with con- 

spicuous gray patches over the hip glands, and showing rooted molars 

with deeply worn surfaces. There are eleven more that may be termed 

adult, as being in the adult pelage (though none of these has the gray 

flank patches more than faintly indicated). The remainder are young 

at various stages of growth. 

The red-backed mice from these three stations are all E. wrangelt, 

indistinguishable from specimens at hand from Wrangell Island. The 

range of that species is thus carried far inland up the Stikine Valley, 

very close to the habitat of dawsoni, if in fact the two do not meet. 

The four specimens from the uppermost station, Flood Glacier, show 

no appreciable departure from the mode of wrangeli; there is no 

indication here of intergradation toward the nearly adjacent dawsonit. 

The two species, however, resemble each other so closely in form, 

and in some pelages in color also, that wrangelt would seem to be a 

coastal offshoot of dawsont, bearing somewhat the same relation to that 
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species as Microtus admiraltiae, of Admiralty Island, does to M. drum- 

mondi of the adjacent mainland. The two Microtus, however, are less 

widely separated than the Evotomys have become. Further, it may 

be assumed that Evotomys phaecus, of the Alaskan mainland south of 

the habitat of wrangeli, is of a different line of descent, it differs so 

markedly from both dawsont and wrangeli in its combination of large 

size, pale coloration, and long tail. Much remains to be learned regard- 

ing the distribution and relationships of the red-backed mice of the 

northwest. 

TABLE I 

Measurements in millimeters (average, minimum and maximum) of adult Evotomys 
wrangeli from Wrangell, Alaska; measurements taken 

by Ernest P. Walker 

Total length Tail vertebrae Hind foot Ear 

10 adult males.......... 141 (130-159) 35.7 (31-42) 18.2 (18-19) 11.8 (10-13) 
10 adult females......131.4 (127-152) 32.4 (28-40) 17.9 (17-18) 11.9 (10-13) 

TABLE II 

Measurements in millimeters of adult Evotomys from the Stikine River 

Tail Hind 

Evotomys wrangelt Length vertebrae foot Ear 

30724 &@ Flood Glacier Aug. 4, 1919 135 34 19 11 
30735 o Great Glacier Aug. 18, 1919 145 39 20 ll 
30751 o& Sergief Island Aug. 24, 1919 135 34 20 11 
30726 @ Great Glacier Aug. 11, 1919 140 33 20 11 
30728 9 Great Glacier Aug. 12, 1919 147 34 19 11 
30732 @ Great Glacier Aug. 13, 1919 125 33 20 11 
30749 @ Sergief Island Aug. 22, 1919 148 36 19 ll 

Evotomys dawsont dawsoni e 

30720 @ 4mi.N. Telegraph Creek June 14, 1919 120 29 17 12 
30721  Doch-da-on Creek July 17, 1919 129 28 18 Il 

Microtus drummondi (Audubon and Bachman). 

Drummond Meadow Mouse 

Fifty-five specimens taken (nos. 30755-30809), from the following 

points: Sawmill Lake, near Telegraph Creek, 16; Glenora, 20; Doch- 

da-on Creek, 18; Sergief Island, 1. 

Around Telegraph Creek we found this species at but one place, in 

the immediate vicinity of Sawmill Lake. Some parts of the lake shore 

were grown with tall grass, partly flooded, and strewn with logs and 

other drift. Here the Drummond meadow mice had their homes; their 

runways traversed the moss-grown logs, and, in the intervals between, 

they evidently traveled through very deep water when necessary. 
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Allen (1903, p. 550) comments upon the capture of but a single speci- 

men of M. drummondi at Telegraph Creek, compared with an abun- 
dance of M. mordax, as indicative of the two species having different 
centers of abundance, but from our own experience there seems to be 

demonstrated merely a preference for different sorts of surroundings. 

Microtus mordaz, about Telegraph Creek, was mainly caught along 

stream sides, the kind of habitat it is known to frequent in other parts 

of its range, and none was taken in any of the semi-aquatic runways 

where M. drummondi was obtained. 

At Glenora the two species occurred in exactly the same places, 

runways used commonly by both traversing the weed-grown meadows 

about the old houses. At Doch-da-on Creek also they were found 

together in the bottom lands. 

We took no Drummond meadow mice at either Flood Glacier or 

Great Glacier, but the capture of a single specimen at Sergief Island 

may be taken as indicative of the occurrence of the species over the 

entire length of the river. There are probably times when drummondi 

is abundant at Sergief Island, but our visit there was during a period 

‘of scarcity. 

Half-grown young were taken at Telegraph Creek the middle of 

June, and a little later young not more than two-thirds the bulk of 

adults were breeding. Embryos in gravid females ranged from four 

to ten in number. 

Microtus mordax mordax (Merriam). Cantankerous Meadow Mouse 

Found at every collecting station except Sergief Island, but not 

equally numerous at all places. One hundred and one specimens taken 

(nos. 30810-30909, 31051), from the following points: The Junction, 

12; Telegraph Creek, 16; Glenora, 38; Doch-da-on Creek, 21; Flood 

Glacier, 12; Great Glacier, 2. At the Junction, May 25 to June 6, 

specimens came in slowly. There was a little meadow at that point 

that showed signs of having been populated by meadow mice during 

the winter months, but the animals had since moved into the nearby 

woods. Those we obtained were taken along the streams or in wet 

places among the trees. They were apparently rather solitary in their 

habits and there were no well defined runways in use. At Glenora 

meadow mice were extremely abundant. The open meadow land was 

not frequented to any extent, but there were extensive clearings, since 

grown up with fireweed, that were intersected in every direction with 
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much-traveled runways. The shelter afforded by rail fences and the 

sides of the crumbling houses was also taken advantage of, and traps 

placed in such situations yielded mice night after night. A great 

many more were caught at that station than‘the thirty-eight that were 

preserved. 

At Doch-da-on Creek, this meadow mouse was not especially abun- 

dant. Most that were caught were taken in weed-grown bottom lands. 

At Flood Glacier, well defined runways, with many little piles of 

freshly cut green stuff, gave an appearance of an abundance of 

meadow mice, but despite the plentiful sign, specimens were taken but 

slowly. Apparently one full-grown Microtus can establish and operate 

an elaborate system of runways. One weed-grown area some fifty feet 

square, intersected with well used paths in which were found fifteen 

or twenty little piles of freshly cut green weed stems, yielded just one 

adult meadow mouse. At Great Glacier but two specimens were 

trapped. 

The occurrence of a meadow mouse of the longicaudus group over 

the entire length of the Stikine River is of interest as bearing upon 

the relationship of Microtus mordax of the interior and M. macrurus 

of the coast. The two forms are closely related, and though hereto- 

fore recognized as distinct species, the differences between them are 

comparable to what is found among subspecies of some one species in 

other sections of the genus. The main differences between the two 

are of coloration and of length of tail. There are skull differences 

also but not trenchant ones. Macrurus, like other coastal species, is 

of dark brownish coloration, quite reddish-brown dorsally; mordax 

is distinetly gray. Macrurus has a longer tail than mordar, longer in 

actual measurement and longer in relation to total length. Both 

macrurus and mordax in the northern parts of their respective ranges 

(southeastern Alaska and northern British Columbia) are somewhat 

smaller than they are at their southern limits. 

We obtained long-tailed meadow mice at various points on the 

Stikine River down as far as Great Glacier, and I have at hand several 

additional specimens (from the collection of E. P. Walker) taken at 

Clearwater Creek, just below the British Columbia-Alaska boundary 

line. There are also available specimens from Wrangell and Mitkof 

islands (near the mouth of the Stikine), and from various points on 

the mainland short distances north and south of the mouth of the 

river. Macrurus is abundantly represented in the collection of this 

Museum from various points in the Alexander Archipelago. 
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Macrurus, as represented by specimens from the more western 
islands of the Alexander Archipelago, is a very different looking animal 
from mordaz of the interior. The brown coloration of the one, and the 
gray of the other, correlated with the differences in size and length of 
tail, render the two series absolutely unlike. Meadow mice from Mitkof 
and Wrangell islands, however, are, in color, about midway between 

the extremes indicated, and the few specimens at hand from the lower 

Stikine tend still further to bridge the gap. As regards color, it is 

possible to arrange specimens with regard to geographical position, 

so as to produce a graded series of changes from one extremé to the 

other, with no abrupt break at any point. The same is true of general 

size, and of skull characters. The accompanying diagram (fig. V) 

mordax macrurus 
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Fig. V. Diagram showing individual and geographic variation in ratio of 

length of tail vertebrae to total length in adult long-tailed meadow mice (both 

sexes). Figures at left of the vertical lines indicate numbers of specimens 

measured; length of lines shows range of individual variation; points connected 

by lines mark positions of averages. 
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shows the manner in which ratio of length of tail to total length acts 

between one extreme and the other. There is a gradual lengthening of 

tail as the lower river is approached. On these grounds I believe that 

macrurus should be treated as a subspecies of Microtus mordax. Mic- 

rotus mordax mordaz may be regarded as occurring along the Stikine 

River at least as far down as a point (Clearwater Creek) some twenty 

miles from the mouth of the river. 

Microtus vellerosus was described by Allen (1899, p. 7) from the 

Liard River, and specimens from Telegraph Creek were referred by the 

same writer (1903, p. 548) to that form, regarded as a subspecies, 

Microtus mordax vellerosus. Bailey, in his revision of the genus 

Microtus (1900, p. 48, footnote), denies recognition to this race, regard- 

ing it as inseparable from typical Microtus mordax mordax. Compar- 

ing our Telegraph Creek specimens with series of mordax from north- 

ern California, I am unable to distinguish between them, consequently 

I follow Bailey in the use of the name mordaz for the northern animal. 

TABLE IIT 

Measurements in millimeters (average, minimum and maximum) of adult Microtus 
from the Stikine region and from southeastern Alaska 

Microtus mordax mordax Total length Tail vertebrae Hind foot 

10 adults, The Junction, 
Stikine River 170.6 (155.0-180.0) 55.3 (50.0-62.0) 20.9 (20.0-22.0) 

10 adults, Telegraph Creek, 

Stikine River 182.5 (170.0-197.0) 60.8 (51.0-70.0) 21.0 (20.0-22.0) 

10 adults, Glenora, Stikine 

River 192.2 (1%0.0-206.0) 66.7 (52.0-76.0) 21.4 (21.0-22.0) 

8 adults, Doch-da-on Creek, 

Stikine River 184.1 (170.0-200.0) 62.9 (55.0-70.0) 21.0 (20.0-22.0) 

7 adults, Flood Glacier, 

Stikine River 186.4 (180.0-200.0) 66.1 (62.0-70.0) 22.4 (22.0-23.0) 

Microtus mordax macrurus 

5 adults, Mitkof Island, 

s.e. Alaska 174.2 (164.0-183.0) 70.4 (68.0-72.0) 21.8 (21.0-22.0) 

10 adults, Prince of Wales 

Island, s.e. Alaska 189.3 (172.0-207.0) 73.3 (63.0-80.0) 21.1 (20.0-22.0) 
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Ondatra zibethica spatulata (Osgood). Northwestern Muskrat 

Taken at but one point, on Sergief Island. Six specimens were 

taken (nos. 30996-31001), on September 3, 4 and 5, of which three 

are adult and three young. Of one the skin was subsequently lost, 

leaving the specimen represented by a skull only. The muskrats fre- 

quented a series of little ponds just above the reach of the tides, where 

the grasses of the salt marsh gave place to clusters of reeds and thickets 

of alder and willow. These ponds were connected by well trodden trails 

through the grass, like large Microtus runways, paths that could be 

i i ‘ mic ble im 
Fig. W. Marsh at western end of Sergief Island, Alaska. The rocky back- 

bone of the island, densely covered with spruce, rises abruptly from the sur- 

rounding swamps. At the base of this slope is a bordering fringe of bushes, 

mostly alder, red-berry elder and willow, with, underneath, tangles of salmon- 

berry and devil’s club. The marshes farthest inland, as here shown, are mostly 

of fresh water, with growths of tules and other fresh-water plants. This pond 

and others nearby were frequented by muskrats. The surface of this pond was 

in part covered with floating tules that had been recently cut by these mam- 

mals. Birds seen in such surroundings were green-winged teal, pintail, mallard, 

pectoral sandpiper, and Wilson snipe. Black swifts were seen almost daily 

soaring over this marsh. Photograph taken September 5, 1919. 

traced in the muddy bottom of shallow water and even across the 

. deeper ponds, for the line of travel parted the floating moss and other 

aquatic vegetation and left just as distinctly marked a highway in 

the water as elsewhere. All along these trails there were signs of 

muskrat activities, masses of cut reeds floating in the ponds, and piles 

of coarse grass and other vegetation in the drier places. There were 
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no ‘‘houses’’ to be seen anywhere. Apparently the animals were 

living in the shallow banks bordering some of the ponds, but this 

must have been farther back in the alder thickets than we penetrated, 

for we found no occupied burrows. 

Muskrats presumably occur the length of the Stikine River, but if 

so they are scarce, or else, perhaps, in widely scattered colonies that 

are easily overlooked. Fresh sign was found about a beaver pond at 

Flood Glacier, but evidently of but a few individuals. We were told 

of the occurrence of muskrats at Doch-da-on Creek, but we, ourselves, 

saw no evidence of their presence. 

The specimens obtained present such marked peculiarities of 

appearance as may very well be indicative of an undescribed race 

from the coast of southeastern Alaska, but at present it does not seem 

advisable to affix a name to this isolated series. In color they: are dark 

dorsally, and extremely gray elsewhere. Spatulata, as represented in 

this Museum by comparable specimens from various parts of its range 

to the northward of the Stikine, is decidedly reddish. Our Sergief 

Island specimens are closely similar to fall examples of osoyoosensis 

from the Puget Sound region. Some of the latter have an indication 

of cinnamon on the underparts and sides, which is seen in none of the 

Sergief Island specimens, but there are certain skins from the neighbor- 

hood of Seattle that are exactly like them in color. Osoyoosensis, 

however, is a large species, and the specimens in question are of small 

size, agreeing with spatulata in this respect. Thus the Sergief Island 

muskrats are like osoyoosensts in color, like spatulata in size. The 

skull is of the spatulata type, being relatively broad, with wide spread- 

ing zygomata. e , 

There are five muskrats at hand (Mus. Vert. Zool., nos. 8353-8357) 

from Revillagigedo Island, Alaska, which lies south of the Stikine 

River, hence nearer the range of typical osoyoosensis. These specimens, 

according to Hollister (1911, p. 23), ‘‘while typical of spatulatus in 

size and color, show a slight approach toward osoyoosensis in the shape 

of the audital bullae and in the high, rounded jugals.’’ It is obviously 

necessary that specimens be taken from various points along the coast 

between the known habitats of spatulata and osoyoosensis before the 

peculiarities of the series at hand from Revillagigedo and Sergief 

islands can be explained. In the meantime, while those from the 

latter point are not particularly like spatulata, I prefer to list them 

by that name, as the race they most nearly resemble, rather than 

apply a new one, based upon characters the meaning of which is not 
understood. 
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TABLE IV 

Measurements in millimeters of adult Ondatra 

Totallength Tail vertebrae a 

380996 9 ad. Sergief Id., Alaska 502 235 76 
30998 cad. Sergief Id., Alaska 520 225 74 
31006 sad. Sergief Id., Alaska 590 246 77 

Average of 4 adults of Ondatra z. spatulata, 
northern British Columbia and Alberta! 530 232 74:5 

Average of 10 adults of Ondatra z. osoyoosensis, 
from Oroville, Wash.? 589 271 83 

1Hollister, 1911, p. 22 

*Hollister, 1911, p. 25 

Mus musculus musculus Linnaeus. House Mouse 

One specimen preserved (no. 30910), an immature female caught 

at Sawmill Lake, June 12; several were trapped in a warehouse at 

Telegraph Creek. Allen (1903, p. 540) has recorded the occurrence 

of Mus musculus at Telegraph Creek in 1902, and it has probably been 

established there since a much earlier date, but from our experience 

it would seem not to be increasing in numbers or extending its range 

to any extent. It is an interesting fact that we did not obtain any 

at Glenora. House mice must have been there when the town was 

occupied by people. Apparently upon the withdrawal of the human 

population, the introduced Mus musculus was unable to compete suc- 

cessfully with the native Peromyscus, even under as favorable condi- 

tions as prevailed in the wooden houses of the abandoned city. 

Zapus saltator Allen. Stikine Jumping Mouse 

Found only near Telegraph Creek and at Glenora. The former 

is the type locality of this species (see Allen, 1899, p. 3) and a special 

effort was made there to get a series but the mice were not so numerous 

as at Glenora. Altogether, thirty-seven Stikine jumping mice were 

preserved (nos. 30911-30945, 31048, 31049), as follows: from The 

Junction, 1; Telegraph Creek, 7; Glenora, 29. All that were taken 

were adults. No young ones were seen and no gravid females were 

collected until June 30. After that date embryos, three to five in 

number, were found in most of the females taken. 

At Telegraph Creek specimens were caught in traps set about the 

edge of Sawmill Lake, mostly in thickets or under logs. At Glenora 

the jumping mice were found using Microtus runways extensively, 
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in the tall grass and fireweed. They were evidently more or less active 

during the day, at least in the early morning. There is considerable 

color variation in the series we collected, about one-fourth of the speci- 

mens being notably grayish as compared with the rest, and with very 

little brown on the back or ochraceous on the sides. 

Zapus saltator has been taken at the mouth of the Skeena River 

(Preble, 1899, p. 32), and at the mouth of the Taku River (Swarth, 

1911, p. 185). It would seem therefore that it might also range the 

entire length of the Stikine River, and I believe it to be very possible 

that it does so, despite our failure to obtain specimens along the lower 

part of that stream. 

Erethizon epixanthum nigrescens Allen. Dusky Porcupine 

Poreupines oceur throughout the whole of the region we traversed, 

but they are apparently not abundant. We saw very few. On June 12 

one was taken a few miles west of Telegraph Creek. On July 11 one 

was seen on the mountain side above Doch-da-on Creek, and on July 17 

one entered our camp at the same locality. These were all that were 

encountered during the summer. The one obtained (no. 31001), a 

male, is not much more than half the bulk of an ordinary adult por- 

cupine, but aside from its small size there is little about the animal to 

suggest immaturity. It must have been born the preceding year at 

least. It was badly infested with tapeworms, the abdominal cavity 

containing packed masses of the parasite in almost incredible amount, 

and this condition might, perhaps, explain the poor physical develop- 

ment of the host. The general coloration of this animal is pale yellow, 

the long overhairs being extensively tipped with this color and the 

quills being mostly yellowish. The basal portion of the body hairs is 

dull brownish, as is also the entire face. The two other poreupines 

that were seen, apparently normal adults, were extremely dark colored. 

Marmota caligata caligata (Eschscholtz). Northern Hoary Marmot 

Apparently a timber-line species in the upper Stikine region, and 

descending to sea level at the coast. Whether or not it also occurs at 

high altitudes in the coastal region I do not know. We saw none in 

the immediate vicinity of Telegraph Creek, though the species doubtless 

occurs in the surrounding mountains. An acquaintance who climbed 

Glenora Mountain on July 2 told us of seeing a marmot on the heights 

above the timber. We ran across more or less sign on the bare ridges 

above Doch-da-on Creek in July; on July 23 one of the animals was 
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seen there, far above the timber, too wary for a near approach. On 

Kirk’s Mountain, some miles north of Doch-da-on Creek, Dixon heard 

a number of marmots whistling. 

At Flood Glacier some marmots. were residing in rock piles at the 

base of the mountain, several miles back from the river but at a not 

much higher altitude. Dixon shot two here on August 1, an adult 

male (no. 31005) and a young one, perhaps a quarter grown (no. 

31004). The species was not encountered farther down the river. 

The marmots of the mountains about Doch-da-on Creek and Glenora 

may well be Marmota caligata oxytona Hollister. This would-be at 

about the western limit of that subspecies. The adult male from Flood 

Glacier has a large skull, well within the limits of oxytona, and ex- 

hibiting the characters of that race as detailed by Howell (1915, p. 63), 

but in external measurements this animal is no larger than coastal 

specimens of the subspecies caligata. The young male from Flood 

Glacier is at the same stage of growth as a young caligata at hand 

from the mouth of the Chickamin River, Alaska, and the two are indis- 

tinguishable in appearance. The peculiarities of the skull in the adult 

may be an indication of intergradation between caligata and oxytona 

in the middle reaches of the Stikine, but the material at hand does not 

suffice to settle that point. 

Citellus plesius plesius (Osgood). Bennett Ground Squirrel 

On June 4 two ground squirrels were taken at the Summit (nos. 

30994, 30995), and one other was seen. This same place was visited on 

May 29 and again on June 5 without any animals being encountered. 

It was still quite wintry at that altitude, with much snow on the 

ground and ice on the lakes, and it seemed likely that most of the 

ground squirrels were still in hibernation. M. P. Anderson had found 

them in abundance at the Summit in July and August, 1902 (Allen, 

19038, p. 584). The species occurs in the Stikine region only on the 

mountain slopes above timber line; it is found nowhere in the lower 

valleys. 

The three animals seen were all observed within a radius of two 

hundred yards. There were a number of fresh looking burrows at 

the same place. These holes were scattered, though sometimes there 

were two or three fairly close together; some were amid thickets of 

low bushes, others out in the open meadows. They were small, con- 

sidering the size of the animal, and there were no noticeable mounds 

of earth at the entrances. Of the two animals collected, the stomachs 
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were well filled with masticated moss and lichens. The female con- 

tained four small embryos. Anderson (Allen, loc. cit.) in 1902 col- 

lected young squirrels ‘‘one-fourth to one-half grown’’ at the same 

place on July 31. : 

When we were at Glenora two acquaintances who were camped 

nearby made a trip to the summit of Glenora Mountain, which rises 

just north of the town. They reported an abundance of ground 

squirrels on the slopes above the timber. We kept a eareful lookout 

for the species on the mountains above Doch-da-on Creek where the 

surroundings were apparently ideal, but saw none of the animals nor 

any burrows or other certain sign of their presence. 

Eutamias borealis caniceps Osgood. Gray-headed Chipmunk 

Of general distribution in the region about Telegraph Creek and 

Glenora; not abundant but apt to be encountered anywhere in the 

lowlands. At Doch-da-on Creek chipmunks were noticeably less abun- 

dant, and the species was not seen at all farther down the river. While 

apparently mostly at low altitudes, chipmunks were sometimes found 

well up the mountain sides. On July 11 one was seen at timber line 

(about 3000 feet) above Doch-da-on Creek. : 

Dandelions were a favorite food. Toward the end of June and in 

July these were going to seed, and chipmunks were constantly seen 

stripping the fluffy heads. Individuals had certain favorite spots for 

eating, and at such places there were heaps of dandelion fuzz and 

parts of the blossoms. 

Twenty-eight specimens were collected (nos. 30946-30973), as fol- 

lows: Telegraph Creek, fifteen adults; Glenora, five adults; Doch-da-on 

Creek, two adults and six young. 

The chipmunk of the Telegraph Creek region was identified as 

Eutamias caniceps by Allen (1908, p. 533). Preble (1908, p. 169) 

considers caniceps as a subspecies of Hutamias borealis, and I am here 

following his opinion. No topotypes of cantceps nor any examples of 

borealis have been available for comparison. 

Sciurus hudsonicus hudsonicus (Erxleben). Northern Red Squirrel 

Sciurus hudsonicus picatus Swarth. Northwest Coast Red Squirrel 

Red squirrels were not abundant at any point visited by us in the 

upper Stikine Valley, though seen in small numbers almost everywhere. 

About Telegraph Creek and Glenora from five to ten individuals might 
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be encountered in the course of a day’s walk. At Doch-da-on Creek 
they were less numerous, due perhaps to their having been incidentally 
killed by the systematic trapping that had been carried on during the 
previous winter over much of the ground we covered at that point. 
At Flood Glacier and Great Glacier, red squirrels were extremely 
scarce. We realized, of course, the fact that this species occurred as 
two different geographic races, at the mouth of the Stikine and at the 
head of the river, respectively, and that there was probably continuous 
distribution of the species for the entire length of the stream. We 

Fig. X. Thicket of wild cherry (Prunus demissa) at Telegraph Creek. This 

shrub grows in abundance in that region; by the middle of June the bushes are 

covered with white flowers. The gray-headed chipmunk was characteristically 
found in such surroundings as are here shown, on rather broken ground that 

was grown up with bushes of this sort. Photograph taken June 15, 1919. 

realized also that in all probability somewhere near Flood Glacier or 

Great Glacier was the critical point where the two subspecies meet, 

and for that reason we bent every effort toward getting specimens 

from those stations. However, not more than two or three were seen 

at each place. At Sergief Island, too, red squirrels were scarce. 

Altogether we collected twenty specimens- (nos. 30974-30993), 

fifteen adults and five young, from the following localities: Telegraph 

Creek and vicinity, ten ; Glenora, two adults and one young ; Doch-da-on 

Creek, three full-grown young; Flood Glacier, one; Great Glacier, one; 

Sergief Island, one adult and one young. The Telegraph Creek speci- 
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mens were taken at various points between that town and the Summit, 

twelve miles to the northward. Six specimens from Telegraph Creek 

were submitted to Mr. E. A. Preble, of the United States Biological 

Survey, for subspecific determination. His conclusion is that these 

squirrels are ‘‘virtually identical with Sciurus h. hudsonicus. In some 

respects, notably in the color of the back, they show some slight ap- 

proach to S. h. petulans of the coast. They agree, however, with 

hudsonicus as regards the color of the fringe of the tail.’? The Glenora 

and Doch-da-on Creek specimens are clearly in the same category as 

the Telegraph Creek specimens; they are all 8. hk. hudsonicus. The 

squirrels from Flood Glacier, Great Glacier, and Sergief Island are 

just as unequivocally 8. h. prcatus. 

As between hudsonicus and picatus, there are differences of color 

and of the skull. Red squirrels from Doch-da-on Creek (three full- 

grown young) are in both respects typical of hudsonicus and they rep- 

resent the farthest point down stream at which this subspecies was 

taken. Our next collecting station was Flood Glacier, some forty miles 

down the river, and, as noted, there was taken at that point but the 

one red squirrel, typical of picatus, both as regards color. and skull. 

Whether there actually is a stretch of country in this intermediate 

region where red squirrels are aS scarce aS our experience seems 

to indicate, or whether we were merely unlucky in the necessarily 

limited areas our field work covered at Flood Glacier and Great Glacier, 

remains still to be determined. It may be, of course, that there is 

actually a notable scarcity of the animals throughout this intermediate 

region, that there is some attribute of the country that is unfavorable 

to the red squirrel, and hence sérves to keep apart these two subspecies. 

(For the use of the name Sciurus hudsonicus picatus see Swarth, 

19210, p. 92.) 

We gained but little information regarding the life history of the 

red squirrel in the region explored. Near the Junction individuals 

were several times seen to enter holes in the ground, holes that, from 

their appearance, evidently served as homes. Squirrel nests were 

sometimes seen in the trees, but they were not numerous. Females 

collected May 25 and 26 contained embryos, four and five in number, 

and about 30 millimeters long. A young male shot at Glenora, July 2, 

is about two-thirds the length of an adult, and about a quarter the 

weight. The three young ones from Doch-da-on Creek, taken July 14, 

17, and 22, respectively, are nearly full-grown, being but slightly 

below adults in measurements and weight. 
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The first red squirrel collected near Telegraph Creek, on May 26, 

had almost completely finished the molt into the summer pelage. Others 

shot during the next two weeks are either in the winter pelage through- 

out or else variously advanced in the change, showing ragged patches 

of the old coat. Those taken farther down the river are all in summer 

pelage. 

An adult female taken at Glenora July 4 (no. 30986) has the 

incisors of both jaws malformed so that they could not meet, the two 

lower teeth passing together to the left of the upper ones. All four 

had grown to abnormal length, but not so much so as to endanger the 

animal’s life. They were evidently worn down somewhat by the fric- 

tion sideways; the teeth are beveled, but not on the same plane as in 

normal individuals. This squirrel was in good condition, in fact there 

was some fat under the skin. A western goshawk collected at Flood 

Glacier contained in its stomach the remains of a red squirrel; doubtless 

all the hawks of the region prey upon this species to some extent. 

TABLE V 

Measurements in millimeters of Sciwrus from the Stikine Region and from south- 
eastern Alaska 

Sciurus hudsonicus hudsonicus er Be See ~~ Ear 

30975 o Telegraph Creek, B.C. May 29,1919 330 130 47 17 
30976 & Telegraph Creek, B.C. May 29,1919 315 125 48 17 
30977 &@ Telegraph Creek, B.C. May 29,1919 330 127 47 17 
30978 o Telegraph Creek, B.C. May 29,1919 332 122 48 16 
30982 & Telegraph Creek, B.C. June 18,1919 330 125 50 18 

30983 o Telegraph Creek, B.C. May 27,1919 330 133 50 19 

30987 3 Doch-da-on Creek, B. C. July 22,1919 300 120 48 17 

Sciurus hudsonicus picatus 

30991 & Great Glacier, B. C. Aug. 10, 1919 310 122 47 14 

30993 o& Sergief Id., Alaska Sept. 4, 1919 300 115 45 13 

Average measurements of 8 males from 
southeastern Alaska 812.37 125.37 50.75 

Sciurus hudsonicus hudsonicus 

30974 9 Telegraph Creek, B.C. May 26,1919 320 120 50 16 

30979 9 Telegraph Creek, B.C. May 30,1919 320 125 47 16 

30980 9 Telegraph Creek, B.C. May 31,1919 325 125 46 16 

30984 9 Glenora, B. C. July 1,1919 320 130 44 14 

30986 9? Glenora, B. C. July 4,1919 295 127 44 17 

Sciurus hudsonicus picatus 

30990 ¢ Flood Glacier, B. C. July 31,1919 293 109 47 16 

30992 9? Sergief Id., Alaska Sept. 2,1919 300 114 48 14 

Average measurements of 8 females from 

southeastern Alaska 308.25 123.0 51.25 
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Lepus americanus macfarlani Merriam. Mackenzie Varying Hare 

We were told that some years rabbits occurred in abundance in 

the country about Telegraph Creek, but we were there during a period 

of scarcity, and they were all but totally absent. As evidence of former 

abundance we found scattered through the woods many crumbling 

rabbit skeletons, bleached and weathered, which had lain there for a 

year at least, perhaps longer. On June 18 fresh rabbit tracks were 

seen in the dust of a trail some five or six miles west of Telegraph 

Creek, and on July 7 a young rabbit about two-thirds grown (no. 

31003) was taken near the Stikine River opposite Glenora. No others 

were seen, nor any indication of their presence, at any other point. 

Castor canadensis canadensis Kuhl. Beaver 

An abundant species on the lower Stikine, where the many miles of 

flooded bottom lands, the mazes of winding channels and sloughs, and 

the abundant forest growth, all combine to make conditions that are 

well-nigh ideal for the beaver. Above ‘‘the Cafion’’ the species is 

scarce. There are undoubtedly many obscure little ponds hidden in 

the woods and blind sloughs and channels running back from the river 

that still shelter small and scattered colonies, but the beavers have been 

so nearly extirpated in this region that trapping is no longer profitable. 

A few miles from Telegraph Creek there were beaver ponds, some 

of considerable size, but we were told that the beavers had long been 

wiped out. At Glenora, one evening, the resounding ‘‘plop’’ of a 

beaver’s tail in the water near the river’s edge gave evidence of one 

survivor, at least. Near Doch-da-on Creek, several miles back from 

the river, there was a series of ponds, all occupied by beavers, though 

so many had heen caught there during the several years immediately 

preceding our visit that there were probably but few still left. 

At Flood Glacier and at Great Glacier beavers were seen, and also 
abundant evidence of recent activities. At Farm Island, just above 
Sergief Island, at the mouth of the river, Dixon found a colony of 
some size, and on September 5 he trapped two at that point. These 
two specimens (nos. 31013, 31014), immatures, probably born the 
preceding year, were the only ones taken. 

This material is too scanty to definitely determine the subspecific 
position of the beaver of the Stikine region, but it may be said that the 
two animals obtained are appreciably paler in coloration than phacus, 
of Admiralty Island, or even than leucodonta, of Vancouver Island. 
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We saw trappers’ skins, also, from various points on the Stikine, and 
they all appeared to be paler colored than phacus. It seems safe to 
assume that but one subspecies of beaver occurs over the entire length 
of this river, and apparently it is a relatively pale-colored form. There 
are probably beavers on the mainland coast of southeastern Alaska 
wherever conditions are suitable, and also on most of the islands. 
From this whole general region, however, specimens are available only 
from Admiralty Island, where the dark colored Castor c. phaeus 
occurs. Whether this form occupies a habitat more extensive than 
this one island, and the extent of the area on the coast of Alaska that 
is occupied by the paler colored subspecies of the Stikine region, are 
points that still remain to be ascertained. 

Odocoileus columbianus sitkensis Merriam. Sitka Deer 

No deer nor any sign of their presence was seen until we reached 
the mouth of the river. At Sergief Island the fresh tracks of one indi- 
vidual were seen on the beach during the first week in September. 
Deer are fairly numerous on the nearby Farm Island, but they seldom 

cross over to Sergief. Dixon spent several days (August 26-29) on a 

trip to Mitkof Island. Deer are abundant there, as on most of the 

islands of the Alexander Archipelago, and on August 28 three were 

shot. One of these (no. 31012), a spike buck, was preserved as a 

specimen. 

Alces americanus gigas Miller. Alaska Moose 

The most important game mammal of the region and the main 

source of fresh meat for the residents of the country. We were told 

that twenty or thirty years ago moose were scarce in the Telegraph 

Creek region and almost unknown farther down the river, and that 

they had steadily increased in numbers since that time. At present 

they are abundant. We saw fresh sign everywhere we went, in the 

immediate vicinity of each of our camps (including points within two 

miles of the town of Telegraph Creek), and as far down the Stikine as 

the Great Glacier. Moose are known to occur regularly even farther 

down stream, and we were told of one being killed at the river’s mouth 

some years ago. On the mountains above Doch-da-on Creek fresh 

moose tracks and droppings were seen just above timber line, at about 

4000 feet elevation. 
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At the Junction, on May 27, Dixon was going quietly through the 

poplar woods in search of birds when a cow moose suddenly burst 

forth from a clump of alders some thirty yards away and charged 

viciously upon him with mouth open and neck bristles all on end. 

When she was within fifteen yards and still coming, he fired a load of 

dust shot, whereupon she swerved to one side and went off through 

the trees. A search of the bushes from which she had emerged dis- 

closed a newly born ealf, still unable to do more than totter about on 

its long and very wobbly legs. 

Dixon’s observations upon this animal read in part as follows: 

When first found, on the very spot where it was born, the calf was not frightened 
but came up to me, whining like a puppy dog. Later this low whine was found 
to be a usual call note of the youngster. The moose characters of large ears, 

overhanging nose, high shoulders, low rump, and long legs, were all conspicuous. 

The face and particularly the ears, were much lighter colored than the body. 

An incipient mane of black hairs showed as a narrow line from the back of the 
head to a point just back of the shoulders. The metatarsal glands were con- 
spicuously colored by a patch of whitish hairs covering an area one inch long 

by one-half inch wide. The body was clothed with thick warm hair, plumbeous 

at the basal half, then brown, and with a faint tipping of black. In walking 
on level ground the young moose stood 30 inches high at the shoulder and 27 
inches at the rump. The distance from the nose to the tip of the tail in life 
was 30 inches. 

The sense of hearing was most keen, sight second, and smell last. A cracking 

twig always startled her violently. The upper eyelid had eyelashes over an 
inch long, which helped to keep the myriad mosquitoes out of the eyes. A 

swarm of these bloodthirsty pests were sucking blood from the helpless youngster 
when first discovered. 

In attempting to nibble grass the little moose knelt down on her front legs, 
and in this position was able to bite off the tender grass with her eight sharp 

lower incisors, well developed even in this 24 hour old calf. Attempts were 

also made to nibble budding willow twigs. In lying down she knelt on her 
front legs first, then the posterior was lowered and the long hind legs tucked 

up under or to one side of the body. In getting up, the animal rose to its 

knees on its front legs, and then the hind quarters were raised. By mid after- 

noon the young moose followed me about the camp so that I had difficulty in 
keeping far enough away to use the camera. 

Rangifer osborni Allen. Cassiar Caribou 

We ourselves were at no time in caribou territory, and my only 

reason for including the species here is to place on record information 

received regarding the distribution of this animal. Telegraph Creek 
is the outfitting place of hunters who visit the region each fall, and 

many caribou are killed by them, but the mountains where the hunting 

is usually done are reached by long pack trips to the northward and 

eastward. 
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We were told by the caretaker at Mr. Callbreath’s farm, across the 

river from Glenora, that a band of ten or twelve caribou had spent the 

previous winter on the unforested summit of Glenora Mountain, where 

he had often watched them with a field glass. This may represent the 

extreme western point reached by the species in this region. Twenty- 

five miles farther down the river there are other mountains with exten- 

sive areas rising above timber line, which have been hunted over for 

many years past by Captain A. B. Conover, residing at the mouth of 

Clearwater Creek. He told us that he had never seen any caribou there, 

nor any sign of their presence. 

Fig. ¥Y. Young Alaska moose (Alces americanus gigas), twenty-four hours 

old. The long legs of the adult moose is a feature that is much accentuated 

in the calf, giving an appearance of extreme ungainliness to the short-bodied 

animal, whether standing upon these stiltlike members or lying down with the 

legs awkwardly folded underneath. Photograph taken near Telegraph Creek, 

May 27, 1919. ; 

Oreamnos montanus columbianus Allen. Columbian Mountain Goat 

Mountain goats are probably of general distribution on the higher 

mountains from Telegraph Creek west to the coast. Our own exper- 

iences were limited to three localities. At Glenora, on July 3, an 

acquaintance ascended the mountain that rises behind the town, and 

he told us that he saw two goats near the summit. On July 11 and 23 

we climbed the mountain just south of Doch-da-on Creek. As soon as 

the belt of upright timber was passed, goat sign was seen on all sides. 

Broad, well-beaten trails wound through the thickets of prostrate 
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balsam, to split again and again and finally become indistinguishable 

on the open grass-covered slopes above. The balsam branches along 

the trails were decorated with streamers of long white hair, caught from 

the shedding animals as they passed along. Recently occupied beds 

could be distinguished at many points, and numerous footprints and 

droppings all attested to the presence of mountain goats in some num- 

bers. We saw none here, however, though on the 11th, when we started 

to descend the mountain toward evening, fresh tracks were seen at one 

point where a goat had crossed our trail since morning. 

Four days, July 16 to 19, were devoted by Dixon to a hunt on the 

mountain above Kirk’s Creek, some eight or ten miles north of Doch- 

da-on Creek. He saw a number of the animals and shot an adult male 

(no. 31008). Several were in sight at once when this one was killed, 

and Dixon’s observations on the behavior of the remainder of the band 

include some interesting items. His notes read in part as follows: 

While we were skinning our specimen another goat came back, and after 

grazing about awhile laid down against a granite boulder, where, with head 

propped up against a stone, he watched us as we worked. Although we were 

in plain sight and only 150 yards away, he lay there placidly observing us. As 

soon as I started to sneak down out of sight, in an attempt to approach near 

enough to get a photo, the goat got up and went over the ridge and across a 

narrow ravine, where he stood waiting, watching me as I came over the crest 
of the ridge 100 yards away. I followed him over the next ridge and saw him 

disappear down a snow slide toward a hanging valley below. From this latter 
point I searched the cliffs above me with the binoculars, and saw a goat lying 

in a niche in the cliff, high above me. This animal lay motionless with out- 

stretched neck, watching me intently. Going around the ridge out of sight 

at one side of the cliff, I worked my way up to a level with him, then edged 

around the cliff so that when I stepped out in sight I was less than thirty feet 

distant. The goat bounded to his feet, then slowly and deliberately jumped 
from niche to niche along the face of the cliff until a slide was reached. Here 

he bounded and slid down, scattering the rocks as he went. The spot where he 
had been resting, about the center of the cliff, was like the eyrie of a golden 
eagle, and about as difficult of access. It seemed incredible that so large an 
animal could ever have reached it along the face of the cliff. A man certainly 
could not have done so. 

His tracks led across a snow slide to a cavity at the south side of a large 
boulder. The snow melting away from the rock left « hole about six feet long, 
three feet wide and four feet deep, and in here the goat had lain down, resting 
on the snow and peering at me over the brink. Only the dark eyes and horns 
could be seen, the otherwise white coloration blending perfectly with the snow. 
I walked down to within 100 feet of the animal and took two photos while he 
lay perfectly still. Then I crawled to the edge of the snow bank, too steep 
for me to cross, and threw rocks at him. Arising, at first he stood his ground, 
stamping his fore feet or making feints at charging me. I finally struck him 
with a stone and he jumped to the edge of the snow bank, where he stood with 
arched neck and tail erect as though in challenge. Then he started down the 
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snowslide. With hind legs flexed and spread well apart, and front legs rigid, 

almost on his haunches, he slid and wriggled in safety down the dangerous slide, 
which at the bottom dropped over a precipice. At the top of this cliff he 
crossed to the solid rock beyond, and then turned to see if I was coming. 

The goat taken was a male, fully mature but not of great age. His 

weight was estimated at two hundred pounds. This animal has almost 

none of the long shaggy covering with which we usually associate the 

species. It is white, just as in winter, but the hair is extremely short. 

Over much of the body there is no more than a scanty covering of 

tightly curled wool, which presumably would develop later into a dense 

body covering, completely hidden by the long straight hairs of the 

winter coat. 

Oreamnos montanus columbianus was described from the Shesley 

Mountains, in the same general region and some sixty or seventy miles 

north of the place where our specimen was taken (see Allen, 1904, p. 

20). Mountain goats occur on the mountains along the mainland 

coast of southeastern Alaska directly to the westward of this region, 

and with very little doubt at all suitable places between. Whether or 

not the subspecies columbianus extends westward to the coast we have 

not the material to decide, though the specimens at hand suggest 

otherwise. There are three specimens available from the coast of south- 

eastern Alaska, an adult female and two young males. The old female 

has horns that are nearly as widespreading as in a female Oreamnos 

kennedyi, from Cook Inlet, of about the same age. They are more 

widespreading than in our adult male from the Telegraph Creek region. 

These are the only comparisons that it is feasible to make. This mate- 

rial thus suggests the possibility at least of the existence of a coastal 

race, kennedyi, as distinct from columbianus of the interior. In all 

probability kennedy should be regarded as a subspecies of Oreamnos 

montanus, rather than a distinct species. There is with little doubt 

sufficiently continuous distribution of mountain goats along the 

Alaskan coast to insure intergradation between the several described 

forms, and the goat occurring on the mainland of the Sitkan region 

may well prove to be referable to kennedyt, though perhaps not 

exhibiting the characters of that race in their extreme. 
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CHECK LIST OF BIRDS 

. Colymbus holboelli (Reinhardt). 

. Colymbus auritus Linnaeus. 

. Gavia immer (Briinnich). 

. Larus philadelphia (Ord). 
. Sterna paradisaea Briinnich. 
Mergus americanus Cassin. 

. Anas platyrhynchos Linnaeus. 
. Nettion carolinense (Gmelin). 

. Spatula clypeata (Linnaeus). 

. Dafila acuta (Linnaeus). 

. Marila, sp.? 
. Glaucionetta islandica (Gmelin). 
. Histrionicus histrionicus (Linnaeus). 

. Oidemia deglandi Bonaparte. 
. Branta canadensis occidentalis (Baird). 

. Ardea herodias fannini Chapman. 

. Gallinago delicata (Ord). 
. Pisobia maculata (Vieillot). 

. Pisobia minutilla (Vieillot). 

. Totanus melanoleucus (Gmelin). 

. Totanus flavipes (Gmelin). 
. Tringa solitaria cinnamomea (Brewster). 

. Actitis macularia (Linnaeus). 

. Oxyechus vociferus vociferus (Linnaeus). 

. Dendragapus obscurus flemingi Taverner. 

. Dendragapus obscurus sitkensis Swarth. 

. Canachites canadensis osgoodi Bishop. 

. Canachites canadensis atratus Grinnell. 
. Bonasa umbellus umbelloides (Douglas). 

. Lagopus leucurus leucurus (Swainson). 

. Zenaidura macroura carolinensis (Linnaeus). 

. Circus hudsonius (Linnaeus). 

. Accipiter velox (Wilson). 

. Astur atricapillus atricapillus (Wilson). 

. Astur atricapillus striatulus Ridgway. 

. Buteo borealis calurus Cassin. 

. Buteo swainsoni Bonaparte. 

. Aquila chrysaétos (Linnaeus). 

. Haliaeétus leucocephalus alascanus C. H. Townsend. 

. Falco peregrinus pealei Ridgway. 

. Falco columbarius columbarius Linnaeus. 

. Falco sparverius sparverius Linnaeus. 
. Asio flammeus (Pontoppidan). 

. Cryptoglaux funerea richardsoni (Bonaparte). 

. Bubo virginianus, subsp.? 

. Glaucidium gnoma, subsp.? 

. Ceryle aleyon caurina Grinnell. 

. Dryobates villosus monticola Anthony. 
. Sphyrapicus varius varius (Linnaeus). 
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50. 

51. 
52. 

53. 
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71. 

72. 
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100. 

101. 

Sphyrapicus varius ruber (Gmelin). 

Colaptes auratus borealis Ridgway. 

Chordeiles virginianus virginianus (Gmelin). 

Cypseloides niger borealis (Kennerly). 
Chaetura vauxi (J. K. Townsend). 
Selasphorus rufus (Gmelin). 

Sayornis sayus (Bonaparte). 

Nuttallornis borealis (Swainson). 
Myiochanes richardsoni richardsoni (Swainson). 

Empidonax difficilis difficilis Baird. 
Empidonax trailli alnorum Brewster. 

Empidonax hammondi (Xantus). 

Empidonax wrighti Baird. 

Otocoris alpestris arcticola Oberholser. 

Cyanocitta stelleri stelleri (Gmelin). 

Perisoreus canadensis canadensis (Linnaeus). 

Corvus corax principalis Ridgway. 

Corvus brachyrhynchos caurinus Baird. 

Euphagus carolinus (Miiller). 
Pinicola enucleator flammula Homeyer. 

Carpodacus purpureus purpureus (Gmelin). 

Loxia curvirostra bendirei Ridgway. 
Loxia curvirostra sitkensis Grinnell. 

Loxia leucoptera Gmelin. 

Leucosticte tephrocotis littoralis Baird. 

Spinus pinus pinus (Wilson). 

Calearius lapponicus alascensis Ridgway. 
Passerculus sandwichensis savanna (Wilson). 

Passerculus sandwichensis alaudinu's Bonaparte. 

Zonotrichia leucophrys gambeli (Nuttall). 

Zonotrichia coronata (Pallas). 
Spizella monticola ochracea Brewster. 

Spizella passerina passerina (Bechstein). 

Junco hyemalis connectens Coues. 

Junco oreganus oreganus (J. K. Townsend). 

Melospiza melodia rufina (Bonaparte). 

Melospiza melodia caurina Ridgway. 
Melospiza lincolni gracilis (Kittlitz). 

Passerella iliaca unalaschcensis (Gmelin). 

Passerella iliaca fuliginosa Ridgway. 

Piranga ludoviciana (Wilson). 

Petrochelidon lunifrons lunifrons (Say). 

Hirundo erythrogaster Boddaert. 

Iridoprocne bicolor (Vieillot). 

Tachycineta thalassina lepida Mearns. 

Riparia riparia (Linnaeus). 
Bombycilla garrula pallidiceps Reichenow. 

Vireosylva gilva swainsoni (Baird). 

Vermivora celata orestera Oberholser. 

Vermivora celata lutescens (Ridgway). 

Vermivora peregrina (Wilson). 

Dendroica aestiva aestiva (Gmelin). 
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102. Dendroica coronata hooveri McGregor. 

103. Dendroica townsendi (J. K. Townsend). 

104. Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis Ridgway. 

105. Oporornis tolmiei (J. K. Townsend). 

106. Wilsonia pusilla pileolata (Pallas). 

107. Setophaga ruticilla (Linnaeus). 

108, Anthus rubescens (Tunstall). 

109. Nannus hiemalis pacificus (Baird). 

110. Certhia familiaris occidentalis Ridgway. 

111. Sitta canadensis Linnaeus. 
112. Penthestes atricapillus septentrionalis (Harris). 

113. Penthestes gambeli abbreviatus Grinnell. 
114. Penthestes rufescens rufescens (J. K. Townsend). 

115. Regulus satrapa olivaceus Baird. 
116. Regulus calendula calendula (Linnaeus). 

117. Regulus calendula grinnelli W. Palmer. 

118. Myadestes townsendi (Audubon). 

119. Hylocichla ustulata ustulata (Nuttall). 
120. Hylocichla ustulata swainsoni (Tschudi). 

121. Hylocichla guttata guttata (Pallas). 
122. Hylocichla guttata nanus (Audubon). 
123. Planesticus migratorius migratorius (Linnaeus). 

124. Planesticus migratorius caurinus Grinnell. 

125. Ixoreus naevius naevius (Gmelin). 

126. Ixoreus naevius meruloides (Swainson). 

127. Sialia currucoides (Bechstein). 

GENERAL ACCOUNTS OF THE BIRDS 

Colymbus holboelli (Reinhardt). Holboell Grebe 

A pair was nesting on Sawmill Lake in June. They kept far out 

on the lake, but with binoculars we were able to determine their specific 

identity. ry 

Colymbus auritus Linnaeus. Horned Grebe 

Small grebes were seen on Sawmill Lake several times during June, 

always at a great distance, and on June 12 a pair was seen on Alkali 

Lake. 

Gavia immer (Briinnich). Common Loon 

At least one pair on Sawmill Lake. The birds were quiet and un- 

obtrusive, never being heard calling at that point. Another pair, 

encountered in a small lake near Doch-da-on Creek, was more noisy, 

and our arrival at the lake shore was invariably heralded by an out- 

burst of sound from both birds. At that time, the middle of July, 

they were caring for two young, apparently about a third grown. The 

four birds were almost always seen together. 
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Larus philadelphia (Ord). Bonaparte Gull 

One or two flocks were seen just after we passed Dixon Entrance, 
going north, on May 19. They were apparently migrating, the only 
migrants in evidence at that time, and were traveling in a manner 
characteristic of the Bonaparte gull, but different from most of our 

other species. The flocks were in compact formation and flying swiftly, 

more like large waders than gulls in appearance; there was no soaring 

whatever, and no lingering. 

A single Bonaparte gull was seen on Sawmill Lake, June 17. A 

small gull seen flying up stream past our Flood Glacier camp on 

August 4 was probably of this species. 

Sterna paradisaea Briinnich. Arctic Tern 

On our trip up stream, May 21 to 23, terns believed to be of this 

species, were seen at intervals up to within thirty miles of Telegraph 

Creek. On July 14, at Doch-da-on Creek, several were flying about 

over some sand bars in midstream; from then on they were noted at 

various times and places, always far out over the river. 

Mergus americanus Cassin. American Merganser 

On May 21, mergansers were seen in fair abundance at the mouth 

of the Stikine; they lessened in numbers as we went up stream, and 

finally disappeared, none being observed above ‘‘the cafion.’’ Those 

that came near enough for identification were all M. americanus. 

Later in the summer, at Flood Glacier, at least two different broods 

of mergansers were seen, but of what species could not be ascertained. 

On July 29 a family of ten or twelve plunged into the stream opposite 

our camp, hotly pursued by a bald eagle. The eagle was very much in 

earnest, but it was curious to see, once the water was reached, the 

indifference with which the mergansers regarded their formidable 

pursuer. None took the trouble to dive, even, except the one specifically 

selected as a victim. Then, at the last moment, that particular indi- 

vidual disappeared easily beneath the water, leaving the eagle flounder- 

ing and gathering himself for another try at the flock. He soon gave 

up the task, and the mergansers swam down stream out of our sight. 
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Anas platyrhynchos Linnaeus. Mallard 

A single bird, seen June 12 in a beaver pond some five miles west 

of Telegraph Creek, was the only indication we had that this species 

might be breeding in the upper Stikine Valley. Ducks are quiet and 

retiring during the nesting season, however, and we spent but little 

time in places where we would be apt to find them, so that our negative 

results are no proof of the actual scarcity of this and some other 

species. 

At Sergief Island, August 17 to September 7, mallards were present 

in considerable numbers. All that we shot proved to be young birds. 

Nettion carolinense (Gmelin). Green-winged Teal 

A pair was seen June 12 in a beaver pond some five miles west, of 

Telegraph Creek. At Sergief Island, toward the end of the summer, 

teal were present in abundance, usually in flocks of ten or twelve 

individuals. Two specimens were preserved, an immature. male taken 

on September 2 (no. 39705), and an adult female, September 5 

(no. 39706). 

Spatula clypeata (Linnaeus). Shoveller 

A single bird was seen at close range in a slough on Sergief Island 

on August 29. A Peale falcon shot at the same locality on September 

1 had the remains of a shoveller in its stomach. 

Dafila acuta (Linnaeus). Pintail 

Seen only at Sergief Islands There, during the whole of our stay, 

pintails were present in fair abundance, usually in flocks of ten or 

twelve individuals. These small flocks were, presumably, each a single 

family. 

The three common fresh-water ducks here were the mallard, green- 

winged teal, and pintail. Of none of these species, seen almost daily 

from August 17 to September 7, and in considerable numbers, were 

any male birds seen in the normal adult winter plumage. Presumably 

the old males were still in the eclipse plumage, but our efforts to obtain 

any failed; those birds that we shot proved to be young of the year, 

with one or two old females. 

Marila, sp.?- Scaup Duck 

Flocks and single birds were several times seen on Sawmill Lake 

during June. Most of them were males (on June 11 a flock was noted 
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consisting of ten males and one female), suggestive of the possibility 

that the females were sitting on eggs nearby. The birds were seen at 

close enough range to identify them as scaups, but whether Marila 

marila or M. affints, or both, would, of course, have required the cap- 

ture of specimens for determination. 

Glaucionetta islandica (Gmelin). Barrow Golden-eye 

Seen at various points within ten or twelve miles of Telegraph 

Creek: at the Summit, June 4 and 5, a flock of five females and several 

single birds, both male and female; at Sawmill Lake, occasionally dur- 

ing June; and on a small stream south of Telegraph Creek. Two 

females were shot at the Summit, June 5, and one of.them was pre- 

served (no. 39707). These two birds were evidently not breeding. 

‘The species encountered was apparently Glaucionetta islandica. 

The identity of the one specimen saved was determined mainly through 

a study of the characterization of the two forms, americana and islan- 

dica, as given by Brooks (1920, p. 356). This decision, though, is also. 

influenced by the fact that the adult males seen were unquestionably 

islandica, the triangular white facial patch being plainly discernible 

with the binoculars. This is a curious instance, in which the identity 

of a specimen in hand (a normal adult female) is confirmed by sight 

identification of others not obtained. 

Histrionicus histrionicus (Linnaeus). Harlequin Duck 

Not seen along the lower Stikine River, but fairly common along 

the upper part of the stream. Frequently observed at close range 

from the river boat, always seen in swift water, flying up when 

approached too nearly, or perhaps swimming fearlessly through a 

swirl of rapids alongside, paying little heed either to the boat from 

whose path it just withdrew, or to the rocks and snags between which 

it picked its way. Seen as far up the river as Telegraph Creek. 

Oidemia deglandi Bonaparte. White-winged Scoter 

Undoubtedly nesting on Sawmill Lake, where varying numbers 

were seen during the month of June. Twenty or more of both sexes 

were noted on June 17, and lesser numbers on many other occasions. 

Not met with elsewhere. 
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Branta canadensis occidentalis (Baird). White-cheeked Goose 

We were told of the occasional, though rare, occurrence of geese 

as far up the river as Telegraph Creek, but it seems doubtful that 

birds seen so far inland should be occidentalis. In our ascent of the 

Stikine River, May 21 and 22, flocks of geese, presumably of this sub- 

species, were seen at intervals about as far up as Great Glacier. None 

was seen by us during the summer any farther inland. When we 

camped at Great Glacier in August, we found an abundance of old 

‘‘sion’’ of the presence of geese, many droppings on the sand bars about 

some shallow ponds, and the marks of webbed feet in sticky mud that 

had since remained undisturbed. The geese themselves had probably 

not visited the place for many weeks. These ponds, in a sheltered 

location, apparently received a maximum of sunshine early in the 

summer, and were correspondingly attractive to the birds at that time. 

In our descent of the river, the first white-cheeked geese were seen 

at the boundary, August 16. From there on down an occasional small 

flock was noted, but not until the mouth of the river was reached were 

they seen in any numbers. At Sergief Island they were abundant. 

Flocks of large size frequented the marshes at that point, changing 

their feeding ground as the tides advanced and receded. These local 

movements covered but a few miles at most, and, of course, were gone 

through with daily as regularly as the tides. Aside from this hourly 

shifting, which kept some flocks on the wing practically throughout 

the day, there was no appearance of migration. Flocks of white- 

cheeked geese were never seen to depart in a manner suggestive of the 

beginning of a long flight, nor were any seen arriving as though from 

a distance. 

During the last two weeks in August the geese were still molting 

extensively. In some the breast and belly were almost entirely devoid 

of feathers, only the down remaining, and nearly all were renewing 

the tail feathers. Flight feathers were fully grown, or at any rate 

sufficiently so for flying. Presumably the birds would not gather 
upon these open and exposed marshes until they could fly; nesting and 
the beginning of the molt, including loss of the remiges, probably takes 

place in more sheltered localities. 

Five specimens of white-cheeked geese were preserved, an adult 
male and adult female saved entire (nos. 39708-397 09), and two males 
and a female (nos. 39710-39712), of which head and neck only were 
preserved. Four of the five specimens preserved have more or less 
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indication of a black line on the chin separating the white cheek- 

patches. In one case this bar is fairly well defined, though as each 

separate feather is narrowly edged with white and has a white base, a 

mottled effect is produced. In three the black is not continuous, merely 

a string of disconnected black spots, and in one the white patch extends 

uninterruptedly from cheek to cheek. Usually in the geese of this 

region there is either a string of disconnected spots, as in the specimens 

just described, or else a beginning of such a line extending forward 

and backward on the center of the throat but not meeting. Very rarely 

the black dividing line is continuous, broad, and well defined. I, my- 

self, have seen two such specimens, but in neither case was there abso- 

lute assurance that they were birds breeding in the Sitkan district. 

Such birds might occur as migrants from a more northern region, 

where intergradation of occidentalis and minima might result in the 

occasional appearance of such a marking. 

Ardea herodias fannini Chapman. Northwest Coast Heron 

Only two seen during the entire summer. One observed on a sand 

bar in the Stikine River some eight miles below Telegraph Creek on 

July 5 may or may not have been of the coast subspecies, fannint. One 

was seen flying overhead on Sergief Island, September 5. 

Gallinago delicata (Ord). Wilson Snipe 

Seen only at Sergief Island. At that point, during the whole of 

our stay, August 17 to September 7, Wilson snipe were abundant on 

the marshes, not generally distributed, but always to be found about 

certain favored spots, generally near fresh-water ponds. While the 

usual manner of occurrence was for a single bird to be flushed, or per- 

haps two or three within a few square yards, thére were times when 

snipe were noted in small flocks, almost like sandpipers in their actions. 

Groups of ten or twelve individuals were seen circling about through 

the air, in close formation and wheeling or turning in perfect unison. 

At such times almost the only thing to betray the identity of the birds 

was the call note, uttered at frequent intervals. At no time, however, 

did birds flushed from the ground depart in flock formation. Bight 

specimens were collected (nos. 39713-39720), taken on dates ranging 

from August 18 to September 1. 
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Pisobia maculata (Vieillot). Pectoral Sandpiper 

Seen only at Sergief Island. Upon our first visit to the marshes, 

on August 18, pectoral sandpipers were seen in small numbers, just 

a few single birds, or, at most, two or three together. They increased 

in numbers daily, and by September 1 flocks of from twenty to thirty 

individuals were frequently encountered. Like the Wilson snipe, they 

favored the fresh-water ponds, and there they could be seen walking 

about through the short grass, the flocks loosely spaced so that the 

individual birds were from ten to twenty feet apart. They were tame 

and unsuspicious, usually permitting a near approach. Three speci- 

mens preserved (nos..39721-39723). 

Pisobia minutilla (Vieillot). Least Sandpiper 

Seen only at Sergief Island, where it was present in fair abundance. 

The small size of the least sandpiper kept it out of the grassy areas 

frequented by some of the other waders, and it was usually found on 

the bare mud banks or sand bars. There were places, however, where 

the flocks of geese had trampled down the tall marsh grass, sometimes 

acres in extent, and the least sandpipers were fond of feeding in such 

spots, where they could run about freely over the prostrate grass. One 

specimen collected (no. 39724). 

Totanus melanoleucus (Gmelin). Greater Yellowlegs 

Seen only at Sergief Island. Not abundant, but a few single birds 

and sometimes two together were encountered at various times from 

August 19 to September 2. One specimen collected (no. 39725). 

Totanus flavipes (Gmelin). Lesser Yellowlegs 

Seen during June about Sawmill Lake and some smaller ponds near 

Telegraph Creek. Probably nesting somewhere within a few miles, but 

apparently not in the immediate vicinity of these lakes. Occasionally 

one was seen coming down from a great height in the air, evidently to 

feed on the shores of one or another of the lakes. It seemed likely, 

from the birds’ actions, that the nesting grounds might have been in 

meadow land high up in some of the nearby mountains. Four speci- 

mens preserved, all adults (nos. 39726-39729). 
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Tringa solitaria cinnamomea (Brewster). Western Solitary 

Sandpiper 

This species might be expected to breed throughout the region in 

which we were working, but we failed to find it doing so. It was met 

with but once during the summer, an immature male (no. 39730) being 

secured at Flood Glacier on August 7. This individual, a fully grown 

bird of the year, was, of course, a migrant, and might have traveled a 

long distance. 

Actitis macularia (Linnaeus). Spotted Sandpiper 

Fairly common in the upper Stikine Valley. <A nest with four 

eggs was discovered at Sawmill Lake, June 14, placed in a bank of 

sawdust on the site of the long abandoned sawmill. At Glenora a set 

of four eggs (no. 1806) was collected on July 8. The nest in this case 

was in a grassy meadow near an abandoned building. Another nest 

was found at Glenora, on a sand bar at the edge of the river. At least 

one brood was hatched near our camp at Doch-da-on Creek. No 

spotted sandpipers were seen farther down the river, but there is no 

reason to doubt that the species occurs the whole length of the Stikine. 

It is known to be a summer visitant on the coast of southeastern 

Alaska. One specimen collected (no. 39731), an adult female taken 

at Glenora with the set of eggs previously referred to. 

Oxyechus vociferus vociferus (Linnaeus). Killdeer 

On the evening of August 22, Dixon heard the unmistakable notes 

of a killdeer from a mud bank in the river near our camp at Sergief 

Island. Search the next day, and for several days thereafter, failed 

to bring the bird to our sight, but the call note is so distinctive that a 

person familiar with the species could not mistake it for any other. 

Dendragapus obscurus flemingi Taverner. Fleming Grouse 

In summer, at least, this species is restricted to high altitudes in 

the mountains of the upper Stikine region. We met with it at but one 

point, at timber line, in the mountains above Doch-da-on Creek. A 

female with a brood of small young was seen there, at about 4000 feet 

elevation, on July 11. On July 23, two broods were found near the 
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same place, the young ones the size of mountain quail (Oreortyz), 

strong on the wing, and apparently well able to care for themselves. 

On July 11 a cock bird was flushed from the heather at the edge of a 

snow bank, far above the timber. Another was seen by Dixon at the 

upper edge of the timber on Kirk’s Mountain on July 17. No males 

were heard hooting at any time. 

Of the two broods seen on July 23, one consisted of three young, 

the second of but one. These birds were found in open, grassy patches, 

close to dense and extensive thickets of prostrate balsam fir, that 

afforded shelter from almost any enemy. The parent of the brood of 

small young seen on July 11 was extremely solicitous for their safety. 

She was not aggressive in her solicitude, however, as is the ruffed 

grouse under similar circumstances, nor did she feign a broken wing 

or other disability. She simply sat on the top of a thicket, obviously 

greatly worried, clucking nervously to the chicks until they had reached 

what she considered a safe distance, when she followed after through 

the bushes. The larger young ones seen on July 23 were evidently ex- 

pected to look after themselves to a great extent; they were as wary 

and resourceful as their parents. 

Five specimens were secured (nos. 39732-39736), two adult females 

and a male and two females in juvenal plumage. These birds appear 

to belong to the subspecies Dendragapus obscurus flemingi, described 

by Taverner (1914, p. 385), from Teslin Lake, one hundred and forty 

miles north of the Stikine. This form is most nearly related to D. o. 

richardsont; it is widely different from fuliginosus and sitkensis, the 

coastal subspecies. Richardson -and jlemingt are not ‘‘hooters.’’ The 

call note of the male bird is not, the loud, far-reaching hoot that is so 

characteristic of fuliginosus and sitkensis, and also of the California 

race, sterrae. In these latter subspecies the male bird has on each side 

of the neck an area of bare skin that is brilliant yellow, greatly thick- 

ened, and capable of wide distention, part of the hooting apparatus 

and not highly developed in the non-hooting forms. (See Brooks, 

1912, p. 252.) This is a structural difference of sufficient importance 

to warrant the specific separation of these groups of grouse. Whether 

or not D. 0. obscurus of the southern Rocky Mountains is a hooter I 

do not know, and any changes of nomenclature would hinge upon this 

fact. 

Fleming? is described as differing from richardsoni in darker gen- 

eral coloration and in having the tail rounded, not truneate. Both are 

described as lacking a terminal tail band. The general dark colora- 
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tion, including extension of dark areas and restriction of light ones, is 

evident in the Stikine birds, as in topotypes of flemingt loaned me by 

the Victoria Memorial Museum, and is sufficiently marked to justify 

the recognition of flemingi. It is doubtful whether the tail characters 

are valid. The sharply truncate tail of the male richardsoni is a fea- 

ture that is not acquired until the second year at least. The young 

male, the first year, has the whole tail rounded, and the individual tail 

feathers are narrow and rounded as compared with the broad, trun- 

cate feathers of the old bird. Also, richardsoni can hardly be said 

to lack entirely a terminal band on the tail. An indication, at least, of 

this marking is always present. 

Dendragapus obscurus sitkensis Swarth. Sitka Grouse 

On May 21, on the trip up the river from Wrangell, we stopped 

at the Canadian custom house, just above the Alaska-British Columbia 

boundary, and while anchored there heard a grouse hooting in the 

nearby woods. Presumably this was the coast subspecies. The only 

specimen collected during the summer was an adult female (no. 39737) 

taken by Dixon at the southern end of Mitkof Island, during a three 

days’ hunt for deer which he made to that point, August 26 to 29. A 

number more were seen at the same place. (For the use of the name 

Dendragapus obscurus sitkensis see Swarth, 1921a, p. 59.) 

Canachites canadensis osgoodi Bishop. Alaska Spruce Grouse 

Canachites canadensis atratus Grinnell. Valdez Spruce Grouse 

From the reports we heard it is to be inferred that the spruce grouse 

is of general distribution in the region we visited, and in fair abund- 

ance though locally restricted to suitable surroundings. We were in- 

formed that about Telegraph Creek this grouse was usually found in 

the spruce forests on the hillsides well up above the river valley. We, 

ourselves, met with the species at but two points. Late in the evening 

of July 5, as we were returning to our camp at Glenora, a young spruce 

grouse flew up into a tree by the road and was taken. It was still 

partly in the natal down, too young to be supposed to be shifting for 

itself, but neither the parent nor any other of the brood was seen. 

At Flood Glacier an adult female and one chick were taken on 

August 4, an adult male on August 7. No others were seen. These 

birds were -collected in dense spruce woods, in the bottom lands be- 

tween the river and the glacier. The old male was feeding on huckle- 

berries. : 
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Of the specimens collected, the adult male (no. 39740, August 7) 

had virtually completed the annual molt. There are partly grown 

feathers over various parts, but the old plumage is all discarded. The 

adult female (no. 39739, August 4) is still mostly in the worn, last 

year’s plumage, though feather renewal is in progress in some tracts. 

The two young (no. 39741, male, Glenora, July 5; no. 39738, female, 

Flood Glacier, August 4) are at precisely the same stage of develop- 

ment, though taken just a month apart. The natal down persists upon 

head, throat and belly, and the juvenal feathers clothe the back, breast, 

flanks, and wings. 

The two adults are noticeably different from examples of Canachites 

c. osgoodi from points in the interior. Of the latter I have had for 

comparison specimens from various points in northern British Colum- 

bia, Yukon, and Alaska. Osgoodi, described from Lake Marsh, some 

250 miles north of Telegraph Creek, is a grayish colored bird, com- 

pared with other races of C. canadensis, a character that becomes more 

and more accentuated to the northward. Birds from the Kowak River 

region reach the extreme of differentiation in this regard (see Grinnell, 

1900, p. 30). Our Flood Glacier adults are extremely dark colored, 

matching exactly examples of the coastal race, Canachites c. atratus, 

from Prince William Sound, Alaska (Grinnell, 1910, p. 380). C. c. 

atratus was not admitted to the Check-List by the A. O. U. Committee 

(1912, p. 385), its characters being deemed ‘‘insufficient for recog- 

nition,’’ but it seems to me to be a recognizable form. The inference 

resulting from the capture of our Stikine birds is that that race of 

spruce grouse will prove to be of continuous distribution in the coastal 

district between the Stikine River and Prince William Sound. 

The two young birds, from Glenora and Flood Glacier, respectively, 

are somewhat different in appearance. The Glenora bird is more gray- 

ish in coloration, the Flood Glacier specimen more rufescent and with 

more extensive black areas upon individual feathers. These differ- 

ences might pass unnoted, perhaps, were it not for the peculiarities of 

the Flood Glacier adults as compared with typical adult osgoodi. As 

it is, I believe the observed differences in the juvenals to be of signifi- 

cance, for they are just the sort of differences that would be expected 

to distinguish the young of atratus and osgoodt. The Glenora juvenal 

may be an example of Canachites c. osgoodi. This indicates the pos- 

sible presence of two forms of Canachites canadensis in the Stikine 

Valley (as is the case with so many other species of birds), C. c. osgoodt 

of the interior extending westward at least to Glenora, C. c. atratus 

of the coast extending inland at least to Flood Glacier. 
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Bonasa umbellus umbelloides (Douglas). Gray Ruffed Grouse 

Fairly common in the poplar forests of the upper Stikine Valley. 

We ourselves saw none below Doch-da-on Creek, but the species un- 

doubtedly ranges farther down stream, regularly. We were told of its 

occasional occurrence at the mouth of the river, but whether breeding 

or merely in winter I do not know. 

During the first week in June single birds were several times seen 

at the Junction. Three that were shot at this point were all males; the 

females were undoubtedly sitting on eggs at that time. On June 12 

the first young were seen, two broods being encountered near Telegraph 

Creek. The young of one brood were still unable to fly. Our first 

knowledge of their presence was derived from the mother bird, who 

burst forth from the bushes and charged us furiously. She kept tail 

and ruff widely spread, the head crest depressed. She was mewling 

in a very catlike fashion, and also hissing from time to time. There 

was an occasional faint peep from the grass nearby, and once I caught 

a glimpse of a yellow chick slipping away through the shrubbery, but 

the young were too agile to be captured. 

The young of the second brood were somewhat larger and able to 

fly. This second mother tried to toll us away from the chicks by 

feigning a broken wing; the noise she made was not unlike the whin- 

ing of a small puppy. Her actions, all together, gave the impression 

that she was frightened rather than angry. However, if frightened, 

she still did not desert her trust, but remained nearby, dragging her- 

self back and forth across the road, with wings drooping and all her 

feathers pressed closely against her body. Her tail was not spread 

nor were her ruffs displayed at any time, all in striking contrast to the 

behavior of the first bird met that morning. 

From later observations it appeared that these two parents were 

fairly typical of their kind in such an emergency. The mother either 

charged the intruder viciously, in an apparent attempt to frighten 

him, or else she endeavored to distract attention from the chicks to 

herself by feigning injury and inviting pursuit. On one occasion the 

parent of a brood came charging at me through the woods from a 

distance of fifty yards. 

At Doch-da-on Creek, July 8 to 26, ruffed grouse were seen on many 

occasions. On July 15 an adult male was shot that proved to be in 

the midst of the molt ; only one or two of the old rectrices were left and 

the body was covered with pin feathers. On July 18 the last drum- 

ming was heard. 
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The series collected comprises four adult males, one adult female, 

one in juvenal plumage, and one in natal down (nos. 39742-39747). 

These birds are relatively gray colored, but not so ashy as Bonasa um- 

bellus yukonensis, from the Yukon region (see Grinnell, 1916, p. 166). 

I have had for comparison three specimens of Bonasa u. umbelloides 

from points on the Saskatchewan and Athabasca rivers, Alberta, prac- 

tically topotypes of that form, loaned me by the United States Biolog- 

ical Survey. The Stikine River birds are of exactly the same type of 

coloration. 

Of our series of five adults, three are in the gray phase, two in the 

red. Apparently these color phases occur throughout the entire range 

of the species Bonasa umbellus. The point arises as to whether the 

confusion that exists between the subspecies uwmbelloides and togata 

(ef. A. O. U. Committee, 1910, p. 140), a relatively gray race and a 

relatively reddish one, is not largely due to a misunderstanding of the 

color variation within any one subspecies. No attempt has been made 

by me to go thoroughly into this question, but it may be said that the 

reddest wmbelloides examined is a very different looking bird indeed 

from the few grouse I have seen from eastern Canada, the habitat of 

the reddish colored togata. 

The crop contents of two ruffed grouse from the Stikine region 

(determined at the United States Biological Survey) are as follows: 

No. 39742, adult male. Percentage of vegetable matter, 100. Con- 

tents of crop: 1 pupa of plant louse, many leaves and a few stems of 

Populus trichocarpa (75 per cent), leaves, stems, etc., of Galium tri- 

florum (25 per cent), 1 leaf of Artemisia, sp., and bits of leafy moss. 

No. 39748, adult male. Percentage of vegetable matter, 100. Con- 

tents of crop: 105 leaves of Populus tremuloides and a few bud scales 

of the same (90 per cent), 9 berries and a leaf of Viburnum pauciflo- 

rum (10 per cent), bits of vegetable débris. 

‘ 

Lagopus leucurus leucurus (Swainson). White-tailed Ptarmigan 

Met with at but one place, on a mountain above Doch-da-on Creek. 
Here, on the heather covered slopes above the timber, two broods were 
seen on July 11. Of one, the entire family was obtained, the adult 
female and three downy young (nos. 39749-39752). The second lot, 
a female with seven or eight young, escaped. 

While we were camped at Glenora an acquaintance climbed Glenora 
Mountain, nearby, and informed us that he saw a single ptarmigan 
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on the summit during the day. This same man had spent several win- 

ters trapping on the Iskut River some miles above the junction of the 

latter with the Stikine, and he told us that at times ptarmigan were 

plentiful there during the winter months. He described them as of 

two species, one smaller and entirely white (obviously leucurus), the 

other larger and with black feathers in the tail. The latter was evi- 

dently either rupestris or lagopus; both species may occur there. 

The three young taken on July 11 are in the natal down through- 

out, save that the wing feathers had grown out to a slight extent. 

They could fly a little, skimming down hill a few inches above the 

ground. 

The crop contents of these birds (determined at the United States 

Biological Survey) are as follows: 

No. 39749, adult female. Percentage of vegetable matter, 100. Con- 

tents of crop, fragments of mosses, a few leaves of Geranium, sp., 24 

flowers of Dryas octopetala (25 per cent), many leaves, stems, etc., of 

Salix, sp. (75 per cent). 

No. 39750, young. Percentage of animal matter, 30; of vegetable, 

70. Contents of crop: 1-Scymnus, sp., at least 1 Sciara, sp., about 50 

plant lice (including Psylla, sp.) (30 per cent) ; vegetable matter, in- 

eluding Myrica gale, unidentified leaf buds (probably Salix, sp.), and 

Ranunculus, sp. (70 per cent). 

™ No. 39751, young. Percentage of vegetable matter, 100. Contents 

of crop: fragments of several leaf buds, probably Salix, sp. 

No. 39752, young. Percentage of animal matter, 60; of vegetable, 

40. Contents of crop: 12 plant lice and several unidentified leaf buds, 

probably Salix, sp. 

Zenaidura macroura carolinensis (Linnaeus). Eastern Mourning 

Dove 

On June 17 a mourning dove was seen near Telegraph Creek. Mr. 

W. H. Dodd, who has been government agent at that point for some 

years past, informed me that the species occurs in the fall with a fair 

degree of regularity. That is, one or two of the birds might be ex- 

pected to appear each year. 

On September 3 an adult female (no. 39753) was collected on 

Sergief Island, at the mouth of the Stikine River. Mr. Fred H. Gray, 

of Wrangell, a deputy of the Bureau of Fisheries, and a man who has 

observed and collected birds for many years, informed me that he had 
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seen mourning doves in and about Wrangell on several occasions. Mr. 

Allen Hasselborg, of Juneau, once informed me of seeing a dove near 

that city, in November, 1911. Straggling individuals have been re- 

corded from Metlakatla, British Columbia (Kermode, 1904, p. 28), 

from Sitka, September 14 (Willett, 1914, p. 81), and from Hydaburg, 

‘Prince of Wales Island, September 1 (Willett, 1917, p. 22). 

The bird I took was flushed from tall marsh grass, at a point that 

was regularly covered by the tides. In many places on the marsh this 

grass was beaten down by rain or wind, and it was from one of these 

flattened patches that the dove was flushed. 

If southeastern Alaska is an unusual point of occurrence for the 

species, at any rate this individual reached the place without suffering 

any undue hardships, for it was excessively fat. The crop contents of 

this bird were as follows: percentage of animal matter, 1; of vege- 

table, 99; of gravel, ete., a trace. Contents of crop: 16 Oribatid mites 

and 2 young Polygyra, sp., 1 per cent; 9 Carex, sp., 4 per cent; 388 

Alsine, sp., 20 per cent ; 221 Impatiens, sp., 75 per cent. 

The Sergief Island specimen, compared with examples of Zenai- 

dura macroura marginella from California, is darker colored through- 

out, with richer brown coloration on scapulars, and with larger black 

spots upon the latter. It is not marginella. It bears closer resem- 

blance to the eastern form, Zenaidura macroura carolinensis, and for 

the present may remain under that name. There is not enough mate- 

rial available to demonstrate whether the birds that occasionally reach 

southeastern Alaska really are examples of the eastern race, extending 

northwestward into northern British Columbia and sometimes to the 

coast, or northern strays of the,coastal subspecies, Z. m. caurina, de- 

scribed by Ridgway (1916, p. 348) from Oregon. 

Circus hudsonius (Linnaeus). Marsh Hawk 

First noted at Sergief Island on September 3, when two brown 

immatures appeared, beating over the marsh. A number more were 

seen during the next few days. 

Accipiter velox (Wilson). Sharp-shinned Hawk 

Not seen until the close of the nesting season. First noted at Flood 

Glacier, August 8, next on August 6, and thereafter almost daily. At 

Great Glacier, on August 11, a Steller jay was shot and wounded, and, 

being retrieved, screamed loudly. Almost instantly a sharp-shinned 

hawk appeared, evidently drawn by the cries of distress, and lit in a 

tree as near by as he dared to come. 
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Two specimens collected, an immature male at Great Glacier, Aug- 

ust 11 (no. 39754), and an immature female at Sergief Island, August 

22 (no. 39755). 

Astur atricapillus atricapillus (Wilson). Eastern Goshawk 

Astur atricapillus striatulus Ridgway. Western Goshawk 

Goshawks doubtless occur in summer throughout the region east of 

the coast ranges, but apparently in widely scattered pairs. We saw 

them at various localities, single individuals encountered at consider- 

able intervals of time. At our camp at the Junction, the end of May, 

a recently dropped wing quill was evidence of the passage of one of 

the birds. One was seen flying overhead at the Summit, May 29, an- 

other at Glenora, July 7. On July 11 an adult male was shot at the 

upper limit of timber (about 3000 feet altitude) on the mountain above 

Doch-da-on Creek. On August 4 an immature female was taken at 

Flood Glacier. This bird contained in its stomach the remains of a 

red squirrel. 

The adult male collected (no. 39756) is referable to the eastern 

subspecies, Astur atricapillus atricapillus, and is, I assume, represent- 

ative of the form that inhabits the entire region east of the coast ranges. 

The young bird taken at Flood Glacier (no. 39757) may or may not 

‘have been hatched in that immediate neighborhood. “No other gos- 

hawks were seen there, and other species of hawks (pigeon hawks and 

sharp-shinned hawks) were at that time beginning to appear, appar- 

ently migrating. At any rate, this individual appears to be an ex- 

ample of the western subspecies, A. a. striatulus. It is closely matched 

by four young of striatulus from their nesting ground in the Warner 

Mountains, California, and it is quite unlike a series of six immatures 

of atricapillus from the Yukon region. Compared with the Yukon 

series the Flood Glacier bird is darker colored throughout, it is more 

heavily marked below, and the brown edgings to the feathers dorsally 

are broader and of a darker brown. Specimens of siriatulus taken on 

the coast of southern Alaska during the migrations are closely similar 

to the Flood Glacier bird. 

Buteo borealis calurus Cassin. Western Red-tailed Hawk 

Red-tailed hawks were seen at several points in the interior, but 

never in any numbers. Two or three were noted near Telegraph Creek 

at close enough range to enable their rufous tails to be distinguished ; 

some dark colored hawks, supposed to be of this species, were seen at 
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a distance. At Glenora, July 1, an extremely dark individual was seen, 

the body almost black; this again was identified by means of the char- 

acteristic tail color. Others were observed at Doch-da-on Creek, during 

July. 

All the birds of this species seen thus far had been either in the 

dark phase or else were light breasted birds that were not notably 

light colored otherwise. Then, at Flood Glacier, a family of extremely 

light colored individuals was encountered. On July 26, and on sub- 

sequent days, an adult red-tail was several times seen from our camp, 

sometimes perched in a tall spruce, sometimes flying past. The breast 

and belly of this bird appeared to be gleaming white, and the back 

seemed to have much white spotting. 

On July 31 Dixon found this adult feeding two full-grown young 

ones in an opening in the forest; though the parent was too wary to 

be captured, he took both the immatures. These, like the old one, are 

extremely light colored. Chin, throat and breast are continuously 

white, the breast with a buffy suffusion, and the lower abdomen and 

lower tail coverts are white. In the spotted tract across the middle of 

the body below, and on the flanks, the dark spots are relatively small 

and separated by wide areas of white. The area immediately sur- 

rounding the eye, and between eye and bill, is white. In the feathers 

on the top of head and back of neck are small central spots of black 

or dusky, and extensive basal and marginal areas of white. Over the 

entire upperparts the feathers are extensively white spotted and with 

broad margins of white or pale buffy. 

In a large series of young calurus from various parts of the western 
United States we have nothing at all like these birds. An immature 
male borealis from Wisconsin is like the Stikine River specimens in the 
uniformly white chin, throat, and breast, and in the restriction of the 
black spots below, but it is not so white on the head and upperparts. 
Buteo borealis krideri has been recorded from Alaska on the basis of 
a light colored bird taken at Eagle during the winter of 1903 (B. H. 
Bailey, 1916, p. 321). The red-tails, however, form a puzzling aggre- 
gation of geographical races and color phases, and it does not simplify 
matters in this case to assign to the subspecies krideri a range covering 
part of the habitat of calurus. The present writer is disinclined to 
regard the light colored birds just described as examples of krideri, 
thereby extending the range of that form far to the westward. Most 
of the red-tails seen throughout the Stikine region were of the recog- 
nized calurus type. Until the meaning of the diverse phases of 
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plumage seen is thoroughly understood it is safer to regard all the 
birds of that part of the country as of the one subspecies, calurus. 

Of the two young birds collected, the female had crop and stomach 
filled to distention. In the partly digested mass there could be dis- 

tinguished the remains of at least four mice and one toad. The mice 

could be identified as Mtcrotus mordaxz. The male bird had its stomach 

filled with a mass of Microtus bones and hair. The meadow mice that 

the young hawks had eaten must all have been fed to them by their 

parents. While Microtus mordax was a fairly common species at that 

point, still it is noteworthy that a red-tailed hawk should be sufficiently 

agile to catch so many of them in as short a space of time as must have 

been the case. The mice in the river bottom, where the hawks were 

found, were in cover so dense that it was surprising to find a red- 

tail there at all. The hunting of the latter, may of course, have been 

done on the nearby mountain sides, above the denser timber, but even 

so it seems rather remarkable that they should find so little difficulty 

in catching these small rodents. 

Buteo swainsoni Bonaparte. Swainson Hawk 

Seen only in the vicinity of Telegraph Creek. A number of dark 

colored hawks were observed thereabout, some of which were identified 

as red-tails, while others of lighter build were assumed to be of the 

present species. Dixon shot one on June 1, but was unable to find the 

bird until two days later, when it was unfit to preserve as a specimen. 

One wing, one leg, and the tail were preserved (no. 39760) to make 

identification certain. The birds seen were undoubtedly nesting 

near-by. 

Aquila chrysaétos (Linnaeus). Golden Eagle 

One seen at fairly close range near Telegraph Creek on June 22, 

another at Glenora, July 7. 

Haliaeétus leucocephalus alascanus C. H. Townsend 

Northern Bald Eagle 

In all probability bald eagles extend inland much farther than the 

points where we were collecting, dependent perhaps upon local condi- 

tions, but we ourselves did not see any farther up the river than 

Doch-da-on Creek. Here, the latter part of July, they were noted 

on several occasions. On July 23 two were seen circling above the 

mountain tops, at about 5000 feet altitude. Descending the Stikine 

from Doch-da-on Creek, bald eagles were seen at various points. 
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On our trip up the river in early May, many nests were noted along 

the lower parts of the stream, easy to see at that season as the trees 

were still bare of leaves. On our return trip in August the abundant 

foliage hid most of the structures, but one at least was noted (on 

August 16) with a young bird still sitting on the edge of the nest. , 

At Sergief Island bald eagles were seen daily. 

Falco peregrinus pealei Ridgway. Peale Falcon 

One shot on the marsh at Sergief Island on September 1. This 

bird, an immature of the year, differs appreciably from the mode of 

young anatum, as represented by specimens from various parts of 

North America. The main difference consists in the Sergief Island 

specimen being more heavily marked beneath, in its almost totally 

lacking the cinnamon tinge below that is so characteristic of anatum, 

and in the lack of paler edgings to the feathers of the upperparts. 

This falcon contained in its stomach the remains of a shoveller 

(Spatula clypeata). 

Falco .columbarius columbarius Linnaeus. Pigeon Hawk 

Not seen until the latter part of the summer, when the migration 

had begun. If the species breeds throughout the region we were 

exploring, it is to be supposed that the birds are few in numbers and 

in widely scattered pairs. First seen at our Flood Glacier camp, 

August 1, next, on our way down the river to the Great Glacier, 

August 8. On Sergief Island, the latter part of August and the first 

week in September, pigeon hawks were seen almost daily, but they 

were wary and seldom came within shooting distance. 

Two specimens were secured, a female at Great Glacier, August 14 
(no. 39762), and a male (no. 39763) at Sergief Island, September 2. 
Both are immatures. The Sergief Island bird is an average example 
of columbarius at that stage. The Great Glacier specimen is darker 
colored. Below, it is indistinguishable from columbarius, but dorsally 
it is about as dark as examples of immature suckleyt from Vancouver 
Island. On the whole, it is best referred to columbarius. 

Falco sparverius sparverius Linnaeus. American Sparrow Hawk 
Seen from time to time in the vicinity of Telegraph Creek, gen- 

erally not far from the river. There were probably several pairs nest- 
ing within a few miles of the town. At Doch-da-on Creek, in July, 
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sparrow hawks were seen several times. On July 11 one was observed 

at about 3000 feet altitude, sitting on a tall dead stub on a burnt-over 

hillside. On July 23 an adult female was secured at the upper limits of 

timber, about 4000 feet. At Flood Glacier, August 5, a sparrow hawk 

was seen several times swooping at a bald eagle that spent that day 

moping in the rain on the top of a dead tree near our camp. At 

Sergief Island, sparrow hawks were noted on several occasions. The 

only previously reported occurrences of this bird in southeastern 

Alaska seem to have been the capture of one on the lower Taku River, 

September 16, 1909 (Swarth, 1911, p. 63), and the observation of 

two at Craig, Prince of Wales Island (Willett, 1921, p. 128), but it 

is probable that the sparrow hawk is of fairly regular occurrence in 

the fall at some points on the southern Alaskan coast. 

The bird taken at Doch-da-on Creek (no. 39764), an adult female, is 

essentially like the Taku River specimen referred to, also a female. 

They are both noticeably dark colored, as compared with California 

birds, with broader black cross bars on the dorsal surface, and with 

the rufous areas of a darker shade. 

It seems safe to say that the sparrow hawk, as occurring in this 

general region, is a bird of the interior, and that a few individuals find 

their way to the coast in the dispersal that takes place in the late sum- 

mer or early fall. Such migrants would be likely to wander down some 

large river valley that extends from one region to the other, and it 

is near the lower ends of such valleys that most of the birds thus far 

recorded have been seen. 

Asio flammeus (Pontoppidan). Short-eared Owl 

One seen on the marshes of Sergief Island on September 2, pre- 

sumably a migrant from some other place. As these same marshes 

had been assiduously hunted over for two weeks previously without 

seeing any of this species, it is fair to assume that the bird noted repre- 

sented the arrival of its kind at this point on the southward flight. 

Cryptoglaux funerea richardsoni (Bonaparte). Richardson Owl 

One specimen, a young bird, molting into first winter plumage, 

obtained in dense spruce woods at Flood Glacier, July 28. This 

species, presumably of general distribution throughout northern British 

Columbia, is a bird of the interior, not known to occur in the humid 

coast belt, and our specimen may be assumed to have been taken at the 

extreme western limit of its range in this region. 
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Bubo virginianus, subsp.? Horned Owl 

Horned owls occur throughout the country we were visiting, but 

apparently not in abundance, at least during the summer months. We 

were told of their presence at Telegraph Creek, but we saw none, nor 

did we hear any hooting. At Doch-da-on Creek we were shown the 

desiccated remains of one that had been killed the previous winter. 

On Sergief Island, August 31, I found a horned owl’s feather in the 

marsli, far from the timber. At the latter point, the subspecies present 

is doubtless Bubo v. saturatus; I had no means of ascertaining the 

subspecific identity of the horned owl of the upper Stikine River. 

Glaucidium gnoma, subsp.? Pigmy Owl 

One seen at Doch-da-on Creek on July 14, sitting on a dead tree in 

a clearing. I had a good enough view of the bird to be certain of its 

specific identity, but it was too wary to permit a near approach. On 

July 22 one was heard calling at about the same place. 

There is available a specimen of Glaucidium (no. 41193), a mounted 

bird, taken at Wrangell, Alaska, date of capture and sex unknown. 

This bird is not an example of the extremely dark colored Glaucidium 

gnoma swarthi of Vancouver Island, a coastal form that might be sup- 

posed to range northward into Alaska. It is closely similar to a speci- 

men of G. g. grinnelli from Humboldt Bay, California (no. 24851), 

an individual that is not of the rufescent coloration usually seen in 

this subspecies, but of a decidedly duller brown. 

The available information, scanty as it is, indicates the occurrence 

of Glaucidium in the upper Stikine Valley and on the Alaska coast at 

the mouth of the same river. There is little doubt that it ranges 

through the territory intervening between those two points. Whether 

or not two subspecies are represented in the two regions on either side 

of the coastal mountains is something that can be determined only by 

the capture of specimens. 

Ceryle alcyon caurina Grinnell. Western Belted Kingfisher 

Kingfishers were unaccountably scarce. The region might be sup- 

posed to be a favorable one for the species, but it was encountered on 

just two occasions: one bird seen at Doch-da-on Creek, July 17, and 

another at Flood Glacier, July 28. 
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Dryobates villosus monticola Anthony. Rocky Mountain Hairy 

‘Woodpecker 

The only species of woodpecker that was at all common in the 
region. About Telegraph Creek there were but few of the birds seen 
in May and in early June, but by the middle of June, when the young 

were beginning to fly, hairy woodpeckers were encountered rather fre- 

quently. Farther down the river they were decidedly scarce. A few 

were seen at Doch-da-on Creek. At Flood Glacier, one bird was taken 

and one other was heard calling. 

Two occupied nests were found near Telegraph Creek. One, dis- 

covered June 11, contained nearly full-grown young, which could be 

seen at the entrance calling for food. This nest was in a partly dead 

poplar, about twenty feet from the ground. The second, found in an 

exactly similar situation on June 12, contained one young bird, which 

left at the first disturbance. 

By the third week in June the nesting season seemed to be entirely 

over, and the young were flying about independently of their parents. 

An adult male shot June 19 was beginning to molt. New remiges 

have appeared at the junction of primaries and secondaries, and there 

are new feathers along the center line of the breast and abdomen. 

Hairy woodpeckers may be expected to occur continuously along 

the Stikine River, thus bringing the subspecies monticola and sitkensis 

together. Unfortunately the birds are so rare along the lower river 

(as in the southeastern Alaskan coast region in general) that it is 

difficult to get enough specimens to ascertain the nature of conditions 

where the two meet. We failed to see any at all at the crucial point. 

Sitkenstis, in its relatively light ventral coloration, is intermediate 

between the extremely dark harrisi and the white-breasted monticola. 

The dark breasted type of coloration reaches its extreme development 

in picoideus of the Queen Charlotte Islands, interposed between the 

ranges of harrisi and sitkensis. Thus, while specimens of sitkensis as 

laid out in trays may be arranged to illustrate a step between harrist 

and monticola, the geographical distribution of the several forms is 

not in accordance with this idea. The geographical chains appear to 

lie as follows: Starting with the white-breasted races of the interior 

of the northwest, septentrionalis and monticola, there is an extension 

westward on the coast of a slightly darker breasted race, sitkensis. 

Starting again with the dark breasted type, harrisi, of the Puget 

Sound region, and going northward, we reach the extremely dark 
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colored picoideus. Thus, sitkensis and harrist are really far apart 

genetically, and the appearance of sitkensis as a seeming intergrade 

between monticola and harrisi must be explained on grounds other 

than those of such actual intermediate relationship. Sitkensis, as an 

offshoot of the white-breasted type of the interior, may have arrived at 

the humid coast at too recent a date to be yet affected by its surround- 

ings to the extent that harrisi and picoideus have been; or it may be 

more resistant to such an environment. In either case the slight modi- 

fication of the clear white breast of monticola produced by the humid 

surroundings would result in an apparent intergrade toward harrisi. 

In this connection it may be remarked that the highly distinctive 

avifauna of the southeastern Alaskan coast is, for the most part, com- 

posed of species that occur on the Pacific coast farther south and 

extend northward along a narrow coastal strip, more or less modified 

in appearance. Most of these birds extend farther north than does the 

hairy woodpecker of the same region. Cyanocitta stellert, Penthestes 

rufescens, Junco oreganus, and the coastal forms of Melospiza melodia 

are all birds of this type, and they all occur farther north than does | 

Dryobates villosus sitkensis. 

The latter apparently belongs to an aggregation of bird species 

that has more recently invaded the coast from the eastward along a 

few favorable avenues of approach. The northern limit reached in 

such cases would be governed by the chance terminus of the route that 

happened to open up from the eastward, with, of course, later exten- 

sion from the new base. Other species in this same category are: 

Dryobates pubescens, Piranga ludoviciana, Bombycilla cedrorum, 

Empidonacz traillt, and perhaps Geothlypis trichas. These birds are 

for the most part not nearly so abundant in the coastal region, nor 

are they so evenly distributed, as species of the first category listed. 

Fourteen specimens of Dryobates villosus monticola were collected 

(nos. 89766-39779), eleven adults and three young. Twelve are from 

Telegraph Creek, one from Doch-da-on Creek, and one from Flood 

Glacier. 

Sphyrapicus varius varius (Linnaeus). Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 

On June 18 an adult male was taken. Immediately after this bird 

was shot its mate appeared and disclosed the location of the nest. On 

June 19 another male bird was taken within half a mile of where the 

first was shot. This was about five miles from Telegraph Creek. The 

nest referred to was twenty-five feet from the ground, in a dead birch 
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in rather open woods. The cavity appeared to be newly finished, and 

was empty. The two birds at the nest drew attention to their presence 

by their raucous call notes, screams worthy of a large hawk. The 

second specimen collected was traced through his noisy drumming upon 

a dead limb. 

These three sapsuckers were the only ones that were seen near 
Telegraph Creek. The first one obtained (no. 39780) is close to typical 
varius. It has no red on the nape, and the red chin and throat patch 

is separated from the white subauricular stripe by a strip of black, 

these characters being just as in varius. It has less white on the back 

than most eastern examples of varius, but there is one specimen avail- 

able from Illinois that resembles it closely. Taken by itself, this speci- 

men would pass unquestioned as an example of varius. The mate of 

this bird was not obtained, but it was seen for a brief moment close 

enough to note that it had a great deal of red about the head, almost 

obliterating the black pectoral patch. The one collected on June 19 

(no. 89781) has the red nuchal: stripe, and the red of the chin and 

throat has obliterated the black malar stripe, invaded the white sub- 

auricular stripe beyond, and covers the entire black pectoral patch. 

In the latter marking the black feathers are tipped with red; the 

posterior border of this patch is sharply defined against the whitish 

belly. The dorsal region is but scantily spotted with white. It is just 

such a specimen as, taken in winter in California, would be defined 

as an example of nuchalis showing a decided leaning toward ruber. 

Ridgway (1914) regards varius and ruber as specifically distinct. 

In the upper Stikine Valley the two forms do appear to meet as sepa- 

rate species, but intergradation through individual variation occurs 

elsewhere and by that criterion the two should be regarded as subspecies 

of one species. A parallel case in the Stikine region is found in the 

thrushes, Hylocichla ustulata ustulata and H. u. swainsoni. The facts 

derived from our specimens of Sphyrapicus are as follows: At Tele- 

graph Creek we took one typical example of varius, and one bird that 

has more the appearance of a hybrid between two species (varius and 

ruber) than an ‘‘intergrade’’ between two such forms, regarded as 

subspecies. At Doch-da-on Creek, some fifty miles down the river, we 

collected specimens of ruber, specimens absolutely typical of that form 

(see postea, p. 220). We have here no series of intergrades, difficult of 

allocation and from an intermediate region. There are instead ex- 

amples of two extremes, varius and ruber, nesting within a short dis- 

tance of each other. The one doubtful specimen does not accord with 
. 
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typical nuchalis, but has all the appearance of what a hybrid should 

be between two distinct species, varius and ruber. Presumably the 

form nuchalis does not occur this far north. 

Sphyrapicus varius ruber (Gmelin). Red-breasted Sapsucker 

Five specimens taken at Doch-da-on Creek during July, two adult 

males, one juvenal male and two juvenal females (nos. 39782-39786). 

Probably several pairs had nested within the area we covered in this 

region, for the birds were encountered at widely separated points. 

There were certain favored spots, one clump of willows and one large 

birch, in particular, where one or more sapsuckers were seen almost 

every time we passed. These trees showed large areas of scars, the 

results of assiduous work by the sapsuckers for a considerable period 

of time. 

The five birds taken are typical examples of the dark colored north- 

ern race of the red-breasted sapsucker (Sphyrapicus v. ruber). This 

locality, Doch-da-on Creek, may be regarded as the easternmost limit 

of ruber in this region, yet the race persists in typical form to this 

extreme boundary. There is no indication of intergradation with 

varius or nuchalis at this margin of its habitat, such as might be ex- 

pected to occur. The relationships of the three forms, varius, nuchalis, 

and ruber, present an unsolved problem, whether we regard them as 

species or subspecies. As between ruber and daggetti, however, there 

is gradual intergradation exhibited by specimens from intermediate 

points, such as we are accustomed to see in most geographic races, or 

subspecies. 

Colaptes auratus borealis Ridgway. Boreal Flicker 

Fairly common in the vicinity of Telegraph Creek, but so shy and 

wary as readily to elude observation. The call note was frequently 

heard, but days might pass during which none of the birds was seen. 

Usually they kept out of gunshot. The few obtained were taken in 

dense poplar thickets, where the birds were sometimes observed feeding 

on the ground. 

On June 14 a nest was found containing one egg. On June 15 a 

female was shot with partly formed eggs in the ovary. None had been 

laid as yet. On June 17 a nest was found containing newly hatched 

young. This was in the broken stub of a dead birch, about ten feet 

from the ground. 
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A few flickers were seen in the woods about Glenora, perhaps one 

or two daily. At Doch-da-on Creek a few were seen, at long intervals. 

None was observed any farther down the river. 

Three specimens were obtained (nos. 39787-397 89), all adult 
females, two from Telegraph Creek and one from Glenora. Specifi- 
cally, they are all purely of the yellow-shafted awratus type, as regards 
color and markings. None shows any adniixture of cafer character- 
istics, though the breeding ground of the northwest subspecies of that 
species (Colaptes cafer cafer?) approaches this region very closely. No 
red-shafted flickers were seen by us at any point, though cafer may 

be expected to ascend the Stikine for some distance. Subspecifically 

the large size of these birds places them with the form Colaptes auratus 

borealis Ridgway (1911, p. 31). 

TABLE VI 

Measurements in millimeters of Colaptes auratus borealis from the upper Stikine 
Valley 

No. Sex Wing Tail Culmen 

39787 9 162 106 37 
39788 °) 163 105 32 
39789 g 160 106 33 

Chordeiles virginianus virginianus (Gmelin). Eastern Nighthawk 

Abundant at Telegraph Creek. The first was heard calling the even- 

ing of June 8, the next day one was seen flying overhead, and soon after 

the birds became common. The species was about as numerous at 

Glenora; at Doch-da-on Creek it occurred in lesser numbers. None 

was seen farther down the river. 

Three sets of eggs were taken (nos. 1807-1809). On June 20, a 

single fresh egg, an incomplete set, was found near Telegraph Creek, 

laid on the bare ground in open woods. The female, shot before the 

egg was found, contained a second egg, nearly ready to be laid. A 

set of two eggs, slightly incubated, was taken June 26 in the same 

tract of woods. This was an area that had been burned over, leaving 

a scattering growth of small lodgepole pines, with but little under- 

brush between. A third set was collected at Doch-da-on Creek, July 18. 

These were incubated within a few days of hatching. The eggs were 

placed on the bare ground in an open place in the woods. On all sides, 

some thirty or forty yards distant, there was dense brush, but the 

ground was open in the immediate vicinity of the eggs. 

2 For the use of this name for the northwestern flicker, see Palmer, 1916, p. 322. 
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The parent of the second set was extremely solicitous of their safety. 

She flew as we approached, coming toward us with a peculiarly halting 

and uncertain flight, with her tail depressed until it pointed almost 

straight down, and with her mouth open. Alighting near-by, she 

wallowed on the ground, thus luring us in pursuit for about twenty or 

thirty yards, then flew off in a circle through the woods. The parent 

of the set at Doch-da-on Creek acted quite differently. She left the 

eggs while the intruder was still some distance away, departing quietly 

and without any manifestations of solicitude. In just twenty minutes 

she returned, as secretively as she had left. This course of action was 

followed without variation on three different occasions. 

Four specimens were collected (nos. 39790-39793), two adult males 

and two adult females. To my eye they are indistinguishable from 

specimens of Chordeiles v. virginianus from the eastern United States. 

Cypseloides niger borealis (Kennerly). Black Swift 

A few seen about six miles from Telegraph Creek on June 12, 

circling overhead just out of gun shot. From this cireumstance the 

species may be assumed to breed somewhere in that general region. 

One or two were observed at Glenora early in July. The next place 

the species was noted was at Great Glacier, where, on the morning of 

August 9, a flock of fifteen or more was seen. + 

At Sergief Island, August 17 to September 7, black swifts were 

abundant, though ‘seen only in cloudy or rainy weather. Then large 

flocks appeared, as many as seventy-five or a hundred being in sight 

at once flying over the marshes, the individuals moving about in wide 

circles, and the flock as a wholé moving in a definite path. The birds 

sometimes flew very low, occasionally skimming along just over the 

tall grass. A flock would appear, circle about overhead awhile, and 

then vanish. About fifteen or twenty minutes later, others, or perhaps 

the same flock, would come in sight again. 

Compared with Aeronautes and Chaetura, the flight of Cypseloides 

(at least as seen thus feeding) is rather slow, a steady sailing with 

relatively little fluttering of the wings. A high rate of speed can be 

attained, however, so great that when individuals passed by in pursuit 

of one another the rush of their wings could be heard to a distance of 

two hundred yards or more. A weak, chattering note was uttered 

from time to time, but mostly the birds were silent. 

Seventeen specimens were obtained at Sergief Island (nos. 39794— 

39810), five males and twelve females. It might be supposed that a 
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series of specimens taken when these birds were collected (August 

19-30), would contain a large percentage of immatures, but if such 

young birds are included in the lot they possessed no features, either 

of internal anatomy or external coloration that enabled me definitely 

to recognize them as such. According to Drew (1882, p. 182) the 

young of this species is appreciably different from the adult in colora- 

tion, the dark feathers being extensively white-tipped, both above and 

below. Of the five males, two have extremely faint light colored tips 

to the feathers of the lower abdomen and on the lower tail coverts. 

One of the five has the tail very slightly forked, in the others it is 

deeply indented. Of the twelve females, one is uniformly dark colored ; 

it has no trace of any whitish tips to the feathers of the lower parts. 

In the others such markings are present in varying degrees. The dark 

colored female has a truncate tail, just as do the others. In every 

individual, both male and female, the sexual organs were clearly visible. 

They were shrunken in size, as would be expected in adults at that 

season, but they were never difficult to see, as is so often the case with 

young birds. The birds collected had entirely finished the annual 

molt and were all in the new plumage. 

Chaetura vauxi (J. K. Townsend). Vaux Swift 

On June 26 a single bird was noted some five miles from Telegraph 

Creek. -At Doch-da-on Creek, the middle of July, a few were seen on 

several different days. At Flood Glacier, August 3 and 5, several were 

observed, flying low in the rain that was falling, and all traveling down 

stream. 

Two specimens were collected (nos. 39811, 39812), an adult male 

and an adult female, taken at Doch-da-on Creek, on July 16 and 14, 

respectively. 

Selasphorus rufus (Gmelin). Rufous Hummingbird 

Seen at every collecting station, but nowhere in abundance. The 

species was at Telegraph Creek at the time of our arrival, May 23; 

at that time it was restricted to the near vicinity of the river, where 

there were already some flowers in bloom. On the higher slopes the 

vegetation was not so far advanced, and the hummingbirds were absent. 

A nest found at Doch-da-on Creek, July 10, was in a clump of large 

timber, built near the tip of a spruce limb, about five feet from the 

ground. The outer surface of the structure was well covered with 
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lichens. Attention was drawn to this nest by the sudden flight of the 

two young birds it contained, when approached too closely. 

During the second week in July a female hummingbird was re- 

peatedly seen in the vicinity of our camp. On the 14th a male bird 

was seen going through his courtship flight, associated with this same 

female, so nesting may have been going on at that date. In the court- 

ing flight the male bird rose slowly to a height of about sixty feet, then 

swooped down and swung up again for a very short distance. A 

diagram showing the course of this evolution would be about the shape 

of a fishhook. When the lowest point was reached, three or four rasp- 

ing notes were uttered. The evolution finished, he slowly arose once 

more and repeated the performance. This was done five or six times, 

when he lit on a nearby limb. 

For a hummingbird to appear as a menace to a farm crop was a 

new role for a member of that family, but we heard one such complaint 

of damage done. Mr. W. E. Parrott, of Sergief Island, had a large 

strawberry patch, the fruit of which he marketed in the nearby town 

of Wrangell. Time and again, so he told us, he had seen a humming- 

bird dash at one of the bright red berries, apparently under the im- 

pression that it was a flower, and the bird’s bill would be thrust through 

the fruit, which, of course, was ruined. He had found a number of 

berries pierced in this way, and was puzzled to account for the damage 

until he saw a hummingbird in the act. 

Two specimens were preserved (nos. 39813, 39814). These are 

adult males taken at Glenora, June 29 and July 3, respectively. 

Sayornis sayus (Bonaparte). Say Phoebe 

Several pairs seen on the upper Stikine River. At Telegraph 

Creek at least two pairs were domiciled on different houses in the town. 

On June 6, one pair was seen at work nest building on a beam over the 

entrance to Hyland’s store. At Glenora, June 29, a nest with young 

was found in one of the deserted houses of the Hudson’s Bay Com- 

pany. A day or two later the birds were gone and search of the adjoin- 

ing fields failed to disclose their presence; evidently the brood had at 

once traveled some distance. 

On August 21 an immature female was collected on Sergief Island, 

perched on some drift far out on the marshes. This, I believe, is the 

first time the species has been reported from the coast of southeastern 

Alaska. It is, of course, a transient, perhaps no more than a straggler 

into’ that region. The bird collected on Sergief Island had probably 

wandered there from the interior along the Stikine River. 
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Sayornis sayus yukonensis was described by Bishop (19008, p. 115) 

from Glacier, White Pass, Alaska; as a northern form, differing from 

S. sayus sayus in darker coloration and in certain structural details. 

The subspecies was denied recognition by the A. O. U. Committee 

(1901, p. 812), nor has it been generally recognized since that time. 

Grinnell (19094, p. 206) uses the name S. s. yukonensis for a specimen 

from Forty-Mile, Yukon, which is shown to exhibit the characters 

claimed for the race by Bishop. The young bird (no. 39815) collected 

by myself differs appreciably from juvenals from the southwest. It is 

of darker coloration and has much less rufous on the upperparts, thus 

agreeing with Bishop’s (loc. cit.) description of the juvenal plumage 

of yukonensts. Thus the two northern specimens of Sayornis sayus in 

this Museum are of a character to justify the recognition of S. s. 

yukonensis, but the material is so scanty that, rather than formally 

affix that name to these two individuals, I prefer to let the descrip- 

tion of their peculiarities rest as evidence for use at some future time 

when additional material has been acquired. 

Nuttallornis borealis (Swainson). Olive-sided Flycatcher 

There were a few pairs in the more open wooded country about 

Telegraph Creek. The birds were extremely shy, not permitting a 

near approach, and their habit of perching in the tops of tall trees also 

aided in keeping them out of gun shot. Seen at but the one collecting 

station. 

Myiochanes richardsoni richardsoni (Swainson) 

Western Wood Pewee 

Fairly common about Telegraph Creek. First seen on May 27; a 

few days later present in numbers. A female shot at Glenora on July 7 

had laid part of its set. None seen farther down the river than 

Glenora, though, as the species is known to occur in summer at some 

points on the coast of southeastern Alaska (Swarth, 1911, p. 75), it 

might be expected to range through the entire Stikine Valley. 

The birds were extremely shy. They were partial to more sparsely 

wooded areas, especially burnt-over tracts, where they perched upon 

dead trees affording a wide outlook. In such places they could seldom 

be approached to within a hundred yards. 

Three specimens collected (nos. 39816-39818), one adult male and 

two adult females. Besides these birds there are in the Museum. col- 

lection, specimens from the coast of southeastern Alaska and from 
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Vancouver Island. <A northern race of this species has been designated 

by Bishop (19008, p. 116) as Contopus richardsoni saturatus. Certain 

of the characters ascribed to this race may be discerned in some of the 

specimens from the several points indicated, but these features seem 

all to be too inconstant to serve in differentiating a northern subspecies. 

Empidonax difficilis difficilis Baird. Western Flycatcher. 

Seen nowhere along the upper Stikine, and the call note is suffi- 

ciently loud and characteristic to render it unlikely that we should 

have overlooked the bird, if present. One specimen, an immature male 

(no. 39819) taken on Sergief Island, August 19. 

Empidonax trailli alnorum Brewster. Alder Flycatcher 

Occurs in some numbers in suitable willow and alder thickets as 

far down the river at least as Doch-da-on Creek. One heard calling 

near Telegraph Creek, May 23. None seen at the Junction, but at 

Sawmill Lake there were several pairs in the dense thickets bordering 

the water. Here, at Glenora and at Doch-da-on Creek, our experi- 

ence was the same. The birds could be heard calling, and occasionally 

one could be seen in flight through the bushes, but their habitat was 

so impenetrable and the birds were so shy and wary that they were 

almost impossible to approach. 

After leaving Doch-da-on Creek-the alder flycatcher was seen on 

but one occasion. On Sergief Island, September 3, an immature 

female was collected in a tangle of alders. The capture of this bird, 
of course, is no proof that the species breeds on that island, though 
it has once been recorded from another point on the coast of south- 
eastern Alaska under circumstances apparently indicative of nesting 
(Swarth, 1911, p. 76). 

Two specimens were collected, an adult male near Telegraph Creek, 
June 18 (no. 39820), and the young bird above mentioned (no. 39821). 
The adult somewhat resembles Empidonac t. trailli in its large bill and 
short wing, but in general coloration and in character of wing bars, 
it is clearly almorum. The young bird appears to be a typical example 
of alnorum. 

Empidonax hammondi (Xantus). Hammond Flycatcher 

Abundant on the upper Stikine, where it is largely a bird of the 

poplar woods. Near Telegraph Creek many were seen during the last 
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week in May, usually sitting high up in the leafless poplars and con- 
spicuous from their frequently reiterated, sharp che-bec. Like the 
other small flycatchers of the region, they were extremely shy, but, 
through peculiarities of habit and habitat, Hammond flyeatchers were 
more easily collected than some of the other species. The olive-sided 
flycatcher and wood pewee, perched upon isolated lookout points, could 
not be approached unawares. The alder flycatcher was in tangled 
thickets not to be penetrated save with much labor and with the ac- 
companiment of threshing branches and broken boughs. The Ham- 
mond flycatcher was mostly in woods that could be traversed with fair 

ease, but which yet afforded some cover to the hunter. 

The species was quite abundant at Telegraph Creek and at Glenora, 
and in lesser numbers at Doch-da-on Creek. Several were seen at 
Flood Glacier, though whether the species breeds at that point we had 
no means of telling. One was collected at Great Glacier, August 10. 

A female shot near Telegraph Creek, May 27, was incubating a set 
of eggs. One collected June 1 had laid part of its set. An adult male 
taken at Glenora, June 30, shows the beginning of the molt. An 

adult female from Flood Glacier, July 27, had renewed a large part of 

its plumage. Two specimens in juvenal plumage were taken at Flood 

Glacier, August 3 and 6. A young bird from Great Glacier, August 

10, shows the beginning of the molt into the first winter plumage. 

It is strange. that the Hammond flycatcher has not yet been found 
on the coast of southeastern Alaska south of Skagway. It is abundant 
in the interior and approaches the coast quite nearly at some points. 

It is also abundant in the coastal region farther south, as on Vancouver 

Island. Consequently it is hard to understand the cause of its exclu- 

sion from the southern Alaskan coast. 

We collected ten specimens (nos. 89822-39831), seven adults and 

three juvenals. 

Empidonax wrighti Baird. Wright Flycatcher 

Three specimens taken near Telegraph Creek. This species was 

not to be distinguished from EF. hammondi in life; in fact it was not 

until our return from the field, when the entire collection was brought 

‘together, that both species were found to be included in the series of 

small flycatchers collected. Consequently if there is any difference in 

local habitat between the two we failed to distinguish it. The three 

birds taken were obtained at points where examples of hammondi 

were also collected. 
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These specimens are a male (no. 39832), taken at The Junction, 

May 28; a female (no. 39833), from Sawmill Lake, June 11, not yet 

laying; a female (no. 39834), taken four miles west of Telegraph 

Creek, June 18, containing eggs nearly ready to be laid. These facts 

point to a somewhat later time of nesting than is the case with 

hammondi. 

The species has been reported from Wilson Creek, near Lake Atlin, 

about 150 miles north of our station, and as far as I know the northern- 

most point of record (EK. M. Anderson, 1915a, p. 13). The specimens 

we took are typical examples of the species, presenting all the char- 

acters of measurements and proportions that distinguish wrighti from 

hammondt. No equivocal specimens were collected, that is, none that 

could not be referred without question to one species or the other. 

Otocoris alpestris arcticola Oberholser. Pallid Horned Lark 

Seen in small numbers on the mountain tops above Doch-da-on 

Creek. There, on July 11 and again on July 23, they were found on the 

open, moss-covered slopes above timber line, associated with rosy 

finches and pipits. This station is, in a straight line, not more than 

sixty miles from the coast, farther to the westward than horned larks 

have been found in this region heretofore. From the mountain we 

were on, however, we could see many similar peaks and ridges far to 

the westward, where the species would probably be found could these 

summits be reached. These mountains are so steep and rough, with 

such impenetrable forests at the lower levels, and, toward the coast, so 

frequently encircled by glaciers, that their ascent at most places is 

extremely difficult. Horned larks may well occur at favorable points 

but a few miles back from the coast, but the circumstances are such 

that it is doubtful if this possible habitat will soon be invaded by any 

collector. 

We collected four specimens (nos. 39835-39838), two adult males, 

one adult female, and one juvenal male. The two adult males, taken 

July 23, are beginning the annual molt, shown mostly in the wing 

coverts. The young bird, taken July 23, is in juvenal plumage through- 

out. Compared with the young of various of the southwestern sub- 

species of Otocorts alpestris, it is extremely dark colored. Ground 

color of the upper parts is blackish, throat and lower ‘belly are white, 

and there is hardly a trace of rufous or vinaceous anywhere. 
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Cyanocitta stelleri stelleri (Gmelin). Steller Jay 

Closely restricted to the coastal region. On our way down stream 

we saw the first Steller jay at Flood Glacier, some forty miles up the 

river from the boundary. At that point one was noted on July 26, 

another on August 1. At Great Glacier, about ten miles above the 

boundary, two were observed together on August 11, and proved to be 

both adult males. The species is sufficiently conspicuous and noisy to 

draw attention to itself when present, and as the above records con- 

stitute all of our observations on the upper river, it is obvious that this 

jay is of relatively uncommon occurrence in that region. 

At Sergief Island many were seen, sometimes under circumstances 

suggesting migration. They were frequently in small gatherings, 

seven or eight together, and often on the tidal marshes, far from timber, 

apparently traveling in a definite direction. When thus seen they 

were flying by easy stages from one drift log to another, in a southerly 

direction. 

An adult female (no. 39839) taken at Flood Glacier, August 1, 

is in the midst of the annual molt. Two adult males taken at Great 

Glacier, August 11 (nos. 39840, 39841), are in the new plumage 

throughout. Two immatures from Sergief Island (nos. 39842, 39843) 

obtained on August 23 and 31, respectively, are likewise through the 

molt, and have fully acquired their first winter plumage. These birds 

are all typical stellert. Those taken the farthest inland evidently rep- 

resent extreme points of dispersal from the coast. There is no evidence 

that Cyanocitta stellert stellerit in this region extends inland to the 

habitat of C. s. annectens, with intergradation between the two forms. 

Annectens probably does not range so far north in British Columbia. 

Perisoreus canadensis canadensis (Linnaeus). Canada Jay 

When we arrived at Telegraph Creek, the fourth week in May, this 

species was through with its nesting. It was not a common bird nor 

was it ordinarily noisy or conspicuous. Family groups, old and young 

together, were seen at several points between Telegraph Creek and 

the Summit, and single individuals were occasionally encountered 

slipping quietly through the woods. 

This jay was one of several species that appeared to be restricted 

during the breeding season to a higher zone than that immediately 

bordering the Stikine River. None was seen nearer the river than 

The Junction, a point four miles north of Telegraph Creek, several 
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hundred feet higher in altitude, and about two weeks later in the 

development of the vegetation. On June 4 at the Summit, a gathering 

of jays was encountered composed of at least two broods. The old 

birds were busily engaged in feeding the young, though the latter were 

also foraging a little for themselves. 

We did not see the species either at Glenora or Doch-da-on Creek, 

but it can hardly be doubted that it occurs at both places. There was 

at least one brood in the woods about our camp at Flood Glacier. The 

forest at that point is not of the type most favored by this species, 

being almost entirely dense spruce woods such as are seen along the 

coast, and it is questionable whether the occurrence there of this 

family of Perisoreus can be assumed to represent a breeding record. 

None was seen farther down the river. 

Individuals taken the last week in May and the first week in June 

had in several cases already begun the annual molt. Two adults taken 

at Flood Glacier on July 28 were in the midst of this molt. Two 

young birds taken at the same place July 28 and August 6 are molting 

from the juvenal into the first winter plumage. 

There have been available for comparison a series of adult Peri- 

soreus canadensis canadensis from Minnesota, and old and young of 

P. c. fumifrons from the Kotzebue Sound and Yukon River regions, 

Alaska. The Stikine River adults are similar to fumifrons in general 

body color, but have more white on the crown. They resemble 

canadensis in head markings but are rather darker colored. The 

young birds from the Stikine region are distinctly darker colored, more 

of a slaty black, as compared with the juvenals from Kotzebue Sound 

and the Yukon River. This fark type of coloration is a character 

ascribed to the young of P. c. canadensis by Ridgway (1904, p. 366). 

On the whole, the Stikine River series may be assigned to the sub- 

species Perisoreus canadensis canadensis, though showing a tendency 

toward P. c. fumifrons. 

We collected thirteen specimens of the Canada jay (nos. 39844— 

39856), five adults and four juvenals from points within twelve miles 

of Telegraph Creek, and two adults and two juvenals from Flood 

Glacier. 

Corvus corax principalis Ridgway. Northern Raven 

Probably occurs throughout this whole region, but, judging from 

our observations, not abundant at any point. We were at Telegraph 

Creek three weeks before we saw one. The first was noted on June 17, 

and afterwards others were seen on several occasions. At Doch-da-on 
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Creek ravens were occasionally observed, and at Great Glacier several 
were seen. There were a few at Sergief Island, seen from time to 

time, or heard croaking in the distance. 

Corvus brachyrhynchos caurinus Baird. Northwest Crow 

Seen only at Sergief Island. Here, during the latter part of August 

and the first week in September, crows were fairly abundant, usually 

in small flocks. Young birds were still being cared for by their parents, 

and the gatherings seen were apparently family groups, though some- 

times two broods may have joined forces. This bird is strictly a 

‘‘beach comber,’’ apparently not venturing inland any distance what- 

ever. We saw none above the mouth of the river. No specimens were 

taken. This form appears in the A. O. U. Check-List as a distinct 

species, but it should be regarded as a subspecies of Corvus brachy- 

rhynchos (cf. Rhoads, 1893, pp. 18-21; Ridgway, 1904, p. 272; Ober- 

holser, 1919a, p. 84). 

Euphagus carolinus (Miiller). Rusty Blackbird 

Breeding in the vicinity of Telegraph Creek. There were several 

pairs nesting about Sawmill Lake, at different points, not in any one 

gathering or colony. A female shot June 11 was incubating eggs. 

At Doch-da-on Creek the species was seen about some swampy meadows 

and lakes during the latter part of July, when young birds, full grown, 

though still in the juvenal plumage throughout, were being cared for 

by their parents. The young sat in the willows, while the adults were 

foraging through the swamps for the food that was hurried back to the 

squalling youngsters as rapidly as it was found. 

Seen at one other collecting station. On Sergief Island, September 

5, a single bird passed over my head, out of gun shot, while I was out 

on the marsh. 

Ten specimens collected (nos. 39857-39866), an adult male and 

female from Telegraph Creek, and eight in juvenal plumage from 

Doch-da-on Creek. There is an appreciable difference in appearance 

in the two sexes in juvenal plumage. The young male is much more 

black beneath the prevailing rusty or yellowish hue of the feather tips. 

Pinicola enucleator flammula Homeyer. Kadiak Pine Grosbeak 

Apparently rather rare in summer in the upper Stikine Valley. We 

saw single birds or pairs at scattered points and at long intervals of 

time; they were always shy and it was with difficulty that specimens 

were. taken. 
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At The Junction, single red-colored males were seen May 27, 29, 

and 31. Another was noted some five miles west of Telegraph Creek, 

June 12. At Doch-da-on Creek, a mated pair was taken July 9, appar- 

ently preparing to nest. On July 17, at the same place, a flock of seven 

or eight was encountered, feeding near the ground in some thick 

bushes; on July 14 a brilliant red male was seen; on July 22 a dull- 

colored male was secured. The last mentioned was in full song; it 

was beyond doubt a breeding bird. On August 2, at Flood Glacier, a 

red male was seen singing in a tree top near camp. 

Five specimens collected (nos. 39867-39871), two adult males from 

The Junction, May 29 and 31; the mated pair from Doch-da-on Creek, 

July 9 (the male in the female plumage) ; a dull-colored male from 

Doch-da-on Creek, July 22. These were identified as Pinicola enu- 

cleator flammula by Dr. H. C. Oberholser, of the United States Bio- 

logical Survey. 

Carpodacus purpureus purpureus (Gmelin). Eastern Purple Finch 

We had collected during most of the month of June in the vicinity 

of Telegraph Creek without once encountering this species. Then on 

July 5, in a section we had previously worked most thoroughly about 

a mile from Telegraph Creek, we encountered several small flocks of 

purple finches. Three were taken (nos. 39872-39874), a male and two 

females, all birds that apparently were just through breeding. The 

male is in the streaked female plumage, with just one pink feather on 

the breast. Both females show some reddish on the rump. 

These birds are unequivocally of the subspecies purpureus, and 

their capture at this point constitutes, I believe, a material extension 

of range northwestward. The species probably breeds somewhere 

within a few miles of where the birds were collected. 

Loxia curvirostra bendirei Ridgway. Bendire Crossbill 

During the latter part of June a few red crossbills were seen flying 

overhead in the vicinity of Telegraph Creek. On June 22 a small 

flock was encountered, apparently a single family, and four birds were 

collected (nos. 39876-39879), an adult male and three juvenals. It 

is of interest to note that these birds are of the subspecies bendirei, 

widely different in appearance from the form inhabiting the nearby 

coastal region of Alaska. This would indicate that the range of the 

small sized, red crossbill of the Pacific slope of British Columbia and 
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southeastern Alaska is entirely cut off from that of Loxta curvirostra 

minor of eastern North America through the intervention of the form 

bendiret. The Alaskan bird has been named Lozia curvirostra sitkensis 

by Grinnell (1909b, p. 223), based largely on color characters in the 

adult male. Birds from Vancouver Island do not exhibit the same 

sort of differentiation from minor, in fact to my eye they are indis- 

tinguishable. Nevertheless it seems evident that the Vancouver Island 

birds also occupy part of the territory that is separated from minor 

by the habitat of bendtrer. The proper nomenclatural treatment of 

such a form as the Vancouver Island race of Loxia curvirostra is an 

open question. It seems evident that genetically it is as far from 

minor as is bendirei; yet, since the birds from the Pacific and Atlantic 

regions are indistinguishable in appearance, we call them all by the 

same name. 

The characters ascribed to L. c. bendiret by Ridgway (1901, p. 50) 

are as follows: ‘‘Similar to DL. c. minor, but decidedly larger; adult 

male averaging rather lighter or brighter in color, the adult female 

slightly lighter and grayer.’’ These characters are well borne out by 

the specimens of bendirei in the collection of this museum. In addi- 

tion, the young birds from Telegraph Creek, all in the streaked juvenal 

plumage, exhibit well defined features of size and color. They are 

appreciably larger than comparable examples of sitkensis and minor, 

and are grayish toned. Juvenals of the small coastal race are much 

more greenish and olivaceous in general body color. 

Loxia curvirostra sitkensis Grinnell. Sitka Crossbill 

On Sergief Island, during August and September, a few red cross- 

bills were seen at various times. On August 28 an adult female was 

collected (no. 39875). This bird was evidently incubating a set of 

eggs, judging from the bare breast and the condition of the oviduct. 

It seems curious that nesting should have been going on at that season, 

when we had taken full-grown juvenals of bendirei at Telegraph Creek 

in June. 

Loxia leucoptera Gmelin. White-winged Crossbill 

First positively identified at Glenora, July 4, and near Telegraph 

Creek, July 5, though small fiocks had been seen several days before 

that were suspected to be this species. During the first three weeks 

in July flocks were seen daily, in rapidly increasing numbers. Then, 
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at Doch-da-on Creek, July 21, a male bird was shot that was one of a 

pair. Several pairs were seen there subsequently, and the flocks ap- 

peared to be breaking up. At Flood Glacier, July 26 to August 8, 

the species was present in great numbers, and breeding. No nests 

were discovered, but several females were shot that had laid parts of 

their sets. The birds were fairly numerous at Great Glacier, August 

9 to 16, several were seen about the custom house at the boundary, 

August 16, and they were frequently observed at Sergief Island up to 

the time of our departure. 

It was a surprise to me to find this crossbill nesting so late in the 

summer. That this is not the invariable custom of the species is shown 

by Grinnell’s (1900, p. 45) account of their habits in the Kotzebue 

Sound region, where eggs were found in May. Their actions in the 

Stikine country may have been influenced by food conditions, for in 

1919 throughout the region there was a tremendous crop of spruce 

cones, which were ripening at the time of the appearance of these birds. 

At Glenora the crossbills were feeding on the seed pods of the 

cottonwoods, as they were also in some degree at Doch-da-on Creek, 

but farther down the river, and a little later in the season, the spruce 

cones had their undivided attention. 

The song of the white-winged crossbill was one of the most notable 

features of the bird life of the Stikine Valley. As the flocks broke up, 

the male birds sang more and more. During our stay at Flood Glacier 

they were at the height of their efforts, and the music was in our ears 

at all times. It was a continuous, rollicking, trilling song, lasting for 

minutes at a time without cessation, and loud enough to be heard sev- 

eral hundred yards. The singer was usually on some high perch, 

preferably the dead top of a tall spruce; frequently he would fling 

himself into the air on wide extended, slow beating wings, singing as 

he went, flying sixty or seventy yards, perhaps, to another perch. The 

song is somewhat suggestive of that of a caged canary; we also found 

it reminiscent of that of the California house finch (Carpodacus mexi- 

canus frontalis). The song-flight especially is suggestive of a similar 

spring performance of the house finch. 

Nine specimens collected (nos. 39880-39888), four adult males and 

five adult females, two from Glenora, two from Doch-da-on Creek, and 

five from Flood Glacier. 
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Leucosticte tephrocotis littoralis Baird. Hepburn Rosy Finch 

Met with at but one locality, on the mountain tops above Doch-da-on 

Creek. We made two trips to the higher ridges above timber line, and 

saw rosy finches in some numbers each time. They appeared in view 

soon after we emerged from the upper edge of the forest (about 3500 

feet) and they evidently inhabited all of the open country from there 

‘on upward. Upon our first visit to their territory (July 11) not many 

of the birds were seen, and they were mostly drifting about through 

the air by twos and threes, as horned larks do at times. 

The next time we climbed the mountain, on July 23, we found 

them in much greater numbers. Just at the upper edge of the timber 

a flock of twenty or thirty was encountered, feeding in tall dry grass 

that had grown up in an area previously swept by fire. Many dead 

trees stood on this slope, and the rosy finches when startled flew to the 

tree tops. This entire flock was of adult birds; two males were col- 

lected, and my impression was that they were all males, beginning to 

flock together after the nesting season. A little farther on females 

and young were found, mostly near extensive snow banks. The young 

were all in juvenal plumage and were not quite full grown; that is, 

wing and tail feathers had not reached their full length. The old 

birds were assiduously feeding the young, and in the pursuit of this 

duty we several times saw them fly into the air to capture flying insects, 

which were then carried to the waiting offspring. 

Twenty-one specimens collected, all taken July 23 (nos. 39889- 

39909), four adult males, seven adult females, six juvenal males, three 

juvenal females, and one juvenal with sex not ascertained. 

The adults are all in worn breeding plumage, though the feathers 

are not so ragged as might be expected. Some are just beginning the 

annual molt. The main plumage variation concerns the gray coloration 

on chin and throat. In some the brown of the breast extends well up 

on the chin, in others there are scattered gray feathers extending 

downward from the throat on to the breast. The juvenals, as com- 

pared with the similar stage in Leucosticte tephrocotis dawsont from 

the Sierras of California, are noticeably dark colored throughout. 

The gullets and stomachs were preserved of sixteen birds, all that 

contained any food. From these it is evident that insects form a 

large part of the diet of both old and young during the summer months. 

Stomach contents (determined at the United States Biological Survey) 

in detail are as follows: 
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No. 39889, adult male. Contents: 1 Elaterid, 1 Ichneumonine, 1 

Tipulid, fragments of many plant lice, about 370 seeds of Potentilla, 

sp., at least 58 seeds of Caryophyllaceae, about 200 small seeds (prob- 

ably Mollugo), 1 Polygonum viviparum, some vegetable débris. 

No. 39891, juvenal male. Contents: 2 Lina interruptum, 1 Scoly- 

tid, 1 Lampyrid, 1 Elaterid, 1 Anisotoma, sp., 1 small Jassid, bits of 

a caterpillar, fragment of a spider, several Tipulids, 6 Empids, 1 

Anthomyiid, 1 Syrphid, about 30 Aphids, 1 Camponotus, sp., 1 Lepto- 

thorax, sp., about 750 Caryophyllaceae seeds (near Silene), about 152 

Polygonum viviparum (small bulblets), and about 54 seeds of Poten- 

talla, sp. 

No. 39892, juvenal male. Contents: 1 plant louse, Hymenoptera 

fragments (including 1 Myrmicinae), Dipterous remains, including 

Tipulids, 1 Anthomyiid, 1 Mycetophilid, 9 Caryophyllaceae, several 

bulblets of Polygonum viviparum. 

No. 39893, juvenal female. Contents: fragments of a Tipulid, a 

few Aphids, 216 stamens of Pentstemon, sp., 1 seed of Potentilla, sp., 

and 17 Caryophyllaceae (near Silene). 

No. 39894, juvenal male. Contents: 1 Elaterid, 1 Syneta, sp., 1 
Haltica, sp., 2 Scolytids, bits of a weevil, 1 Pytho, sp., 2 Aphids, frag- 
ments of Diptera, 33 Potentilla, sp., 22 seeds of Carex, sp., 1 Arenetra, 
2 Ichneumonids, 1 Protopanteles, 1 Pteromalid, 3 Belytids, 1 Aphidius, 
1 Nematine, 1 Emphytina canadensis, and 1 Amauronematus. 

No. 39896, juvenal male. Contents: 1 Megastigmus, sp., 3 Lepto- 
thorax, sp., about 150 Aphids, 4 Empids, 1 Plecopteron, 18 stamens 
of Pentstemon, sp., 21 seeds of, Caryophyllaceae (near Silene), and 20 
small Dicotyledons. 

No. 39897, juvenal, sex not determined. Contents: 1 Neuropterous 
insect, 214 stamens of Pentstemon, sp., 1 Potentilla, sp., 15 Caryo- 
phyllaceae (near Silene). 

No. 39898, juvenal male. Contents: fragments of Diptera (in- 
cluding Tipulidae), 25 seeds of Caryophyllaceae (near Silene), about 
24 stamens of Pentstemon, sp., 2 seeds of Potentilla, sp., and 1 small 
sedge seed. 

No. 39899, juvenal female. Contents: 1 Emphytina canadensis, 3 
Tipulids, several Aphids (including 2 Psylla, sp.) ,-19 Caryophyllaceae 
(near Silene), and 81 immature bulblets of Polygonum viviparum. 

No. 39900, adult female. Contents: fragments of an Acridid nymph 
and about 300 seeds of Cyperaceae (probably Carez). 
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No. 89901, adult male. Contents: bits of a Carabid, 1 Bythosco- 

pinae, about 40 Aphids, Tipulid remains, 2 Acalyptrate flies, 3 Ten- 

thredinids (Pachynematus), 1 Pteromalid, 1 Camponotus, 1 Diaeretus 

rapae, 1 Ichneutes reunttor, 1 Braconid, and 1 Diplazon laetatorius, 

2 small bulblets of Polygonum viviparum, 18 Caryophyllaceae (near 

Silene), and 8 small Dicotyledonous seeds. 

No. 39908, adult male. Contents: 1 Scarabeid (probably Ataenius), 

1 Camponotus, sp., 1 Stenomacrus, 1 Diaerctus rapae, 1 Ephydrid, 

about 25 Aphids, 1 caterpillar, about 120 seeds of Potentilla, 7 sedge 

seeds, 10 stamens of Pentstemon, sp., 26 Vaccinium, sp., 2 seeds near 

Mollugo, sp., 8 Caryophyllaceae seeds (near Silene, sp.), and 3 small 

Dicotyledonous seeds. 

No. 39904, adult female. Contents: 1 Pteromalid, 1 fly (Empidae), 

about 58 plant lice, 1 insect pupa (probably Lepidopterous), 1 imma- 

ture bulblet of Polygonum viviparum. 

No. 39905, adult female. Contents: 1 nymph of Geocorts, sp., head 

of a Microlepidoptera, 2 Lycosids, 2 Tipulids, 3 moths, 2 seeds of 

Cyperaceae. 

No. 39906, adult female. Contents: fragments of 2 Lina inter- 

ruptum, 1 Acalyptrate fly, 1 Psylla, sp., about 75 Aphids, bits of a 

spider. 

No. 39907, adult male. Contents: 3 moths, 1 Tipulid, 225 seeds of 

Carex, sp. 

TABLE VII 

Percentage of animal and vegetable matter in stomachs of Leucosticte tephrocotis 
littoralis 

Percentage Percentage Percentage 
of of of 

animal vegetable gravel, 
No. Sex Age matter matter etc. 

39891 rol juv. 46 54 

39892 rol juv. 80 20 

39893 9 juv. 2 98 she 

39894 rol juv. 88 12 18 

39896 rofl juv. 84 16 ek 

39897 oe juv. 1 99 trace 

39898 fol juv. 40 60 

389899 g juv. 50 50 ye 

39889 rou ad. 45 55 trace 

39900 9 ad. ai 100 pis 

39901 rots ad. 95 5 

39903 fol ad. 60 40 

39904 2 ad. 99 1 

39905 g ad. 99 1 

39906 g ad. 100 me 

39907 om ad. 55 45 

Average 659 41 
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TABLE VIIT 

Measurements in millimeters of adults of Leucosticte tephrocotis littoralis 

All from mountains above Doch-da-on Creek, B. C., July 23, 1919 

Depth of 
Wing Tail Culmen bill Tarsus 

39889 of 104. 69. 11.5 7.5 20. 
399038 ¥ 103. 68. 12. 8. 19.5 

39901 100. 65. 10.5 7.5 18. 
39907 of 103. 69. 11. 8. 20.5 
39900 9 95. 61. 11.5 7.5 19.5 

39902 9 98. 64. 11. 8. 18.5 
39904 9 96.5 64.5 11. 7.5 19. 
39905 9 96. 61. 11.5 7.5 19. 
39906 9 101.5 65. 11.5 8. 19. 
39908 97. 61. 11.2 8. 19. 
39909 9 93. 59. 11.8 7.5 19. 

Spinus pinus pinus (Wilson). Pine Siskin 

Fairly common throughout the whole region traversed, and seen 

in flocks during the entire nesting season. At Telegraph Creek birds 

were seen carrying building material during the first week of June, 

and on June 20 a set of three eggs was taken. The extensive open 

fields at Glenora were thickly grown up with dandelions when we ar- 

rived there at the end of June, and the siskins were present in large 

flocks, feeding upon the dandelion seeds. At the same place they were 

seen about the log cabins picking at the plaster between the logs. 

At Doch-da-on Creek, at Flood Glacier, and at Great Glacier, siskins 

were encountered daily, usually in small flocks. During our brief stop 

at the boundary, August 16, thé pine siskin was one of the few species 

of birds noted. It was present at Sergief Island, but not numerous. 

The one nest found (no. 1810), taken near Telegraph Creek, was 

in a small lodgepole pine in very open woods, the same tract where the 

Bohemian waxwings were nesting. It was about six feet from the 

ground, resting against the main stem and well-nigh hidden by the 

clusters of needles upon the small supporting branches. The struc- 

ture is well built and compact, composed outwardly of small twigs and 

the white down from the fireweed ; the lining, of grasses and some moss 

from the trees. The outside diameter of the nest is about 90 milli- 

meters, depth, about 60; inside diameter, about 60, inside depth, 25 

millimeters. 

The eggs, three in number, were slightly incubated. They are a 

little paler than lichen green ; in two cases there is a wreath of reddish 
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spots at the large end, in the third egg this wreath is reduced to a few 
minute spots. Seven specimens of this bird were collected, all adults 
(nos. 39910-39916). Four are from the vicinity of Telegraph Creek, 
one from Glenora, one from Doch-da-on Creek, and one from Flood 
Glacier. These birds are grayer in general coloration than most of the 
specimens in a comparable series from the Alaskan coast, but there 

are individuals in the coastal series not to be distinguished from those 

taken in the interior. 

Calcarius lapponicus alascensis Ridgway. Alaska Longspur 

Seen only at Sergief Island, where it occurs merely as a migrant. 

First noted on September 3, and the two following days, our last in 

the field, small flocks appeared from time to time. All the birds seen 

were flying, passing overhead in a southerly direction. 

Passerculus sandwichensis savanna (Wilson). Savannah Sparrow 

Seen only at Sergief Island. Upon our arrival there, August 17, 

Savannah sparrows were present though not abundant. Some days 

later they increased greatly in numbers, and at the end of August 

were found everywhere over the marshes. They kept mostly to the 

flooded grass lands, a much wetter habitat than that favored by the 

song and Forbush sparrows, also abundant at the same station. 

Nine specimens were collected (nos. 39921-39929). The discovery 

that the subspecies alaudinus breeds but a short distance inland (see p. 

240) was an incentive toward an accurate determination of the status 

of the quite distinct coastal subspecies. This coastal subspecies, for- 

merly lumped with Passerculus s. alaudinus, has been latterly referred 

to savanna, of eastern North America, to which it bears a close resem- 

blance (see Grinnell, 19096, p. 227; Swarth,.1911, p. 85). There is 

no doubt, however, that the form occurring on the coast of southeastern 

Alaska is entirely cut off from the habitat of the eastern savanna by 

the intervention of the range of alaudinus. It is a local race that is 

probably confined almost entirely to the Alaskan coast, and with but 

a limited migration, one extending usually not much farther southward 

than the Puget Sound region. There is apparently no place where it 

approaches at all closely the habitat of the eastern savanna. A thou- 

sand miles or more must intervene. Nevertheless, despite the wide 

difference in habitat, birds from the two regions are so much alike in 

appearance that I am unable to ‘detect any character whereby they 
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can be distinguished. It is a puzzle just what should be the proper 

nomenclatural treatment of these forms. In all probability the rela- 

tionships of the two are not particularly close. It seems likely that 

there is continuous distribution of Savannah sparrows along the 

Pacific coast of North America, with probable intergradation between 

the Alaska forms and the darker colored California subspecies, and 

this, I believe, is the line of closest affinities. 

I am willing to admit geographical distribution as one of the char- 

acters of a form, but to make distribution the sole character is farther 

than I care to go. So, on the ground of external resemblance, the 

Savannah sparrow of the coast of southeastern Alaska is here recorded 

as P. 5. savanna, but with no belief that it is genetically the same as 

the eastern subspecies bearing that name. The case is closely paral- 

leled by the red crossbills (Loaia curvirostra sitkensis and L. c. minor). 

Passerculus sandwichensis alaudinus Bonaparte. Western Savannah 

Sparrow 

Found at but one or two points in the upper Stikine Valley. On 

May 31, at the Junction, the mangled remains of one were found in a 

mousetrap, our first intimation of the arrival of the species. Several 

were seen at the Summit, June 4; a male bird collected at that time 

appeared to be breeding. At Glenora there were a few scattered 

through the weed-grown fields, and they were evidently nesting there. 

The males were uttering their wheezy trills from the tops of low bushes 

or from fences or stakes, and could be found at about the same spots 

day after day. Females collectéd were evidently incubating. 

No Savannah sparrows were seen farther down the river than 

Glenora until we reached the coast, the habitat of another subspecies. 

There are not many places in the Telegraph Creek region that afford 

the needed surroundings for this bird, for extensive clearings supply- 

ing the open ground they favor are found in but few places. Where 

we saw them at the Summit is at about the upper limit of timber, and 

it may be that the species occurs commonly in such a habitat. We 

saw no Savannah sparrows, however, on the mountain top above Doch- 

da-on Creek. 

Four specimens collected (nos. 39917-39920), two adult males and 

two adult females. These are obviously different from P. s. savanna 

of the coastal region. Compared with the latter the Telegraph Creek 

birds are of grayer coloration, have a longer wing, and a more slender 
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bill. They are apparently the same as the form occurring in the up- 
lands of west central and southern California in winter, to which the 
name Passerculus s. alaudinus has been applied (see Palmer, 1918, 
p. 128). 

Zonotrichia leucophrys gambeli (Nuttall). Gambel Sparrow 

Fairly common in the river valley at Telegraph Creek. This may 

be taken as near the western limit of the summer habitat of this 

subspecies in this region, for although the birds were numerous in 

and about the town of Telegraph Creek, they became notably scarce a 

very few miles farther down the river. In our two weeks’ collecting 

at Glenora but one bird was seen, and none was observed farther down 

stream, with the exception of one at Sergief Island after the fall migra- 

tion had begun. 

Several nests were found near Telegraph Creek. On June 6 a 

bird was seen carrying building material. On June 11 and 14 three 

nests were discovered on certain slopes near Sawmill Lake where most 

of the timber had been removed. They were much alike in site and 

construction, placed on or near the ground under the piles of brush 

left from the trees that had been cut away. Each contained newly 

hatched young, three and four in number. The parent bird, when 

frightened by our near approach, did not fly direct from the nest, but 

skulked through the brush for ten or twelve yards before flying. 

Two specimens collected, an adult male at Telegraph Creek (no. 

39930), and an immature female (no. 39931), taken at Sergief Island, 

September 4, the only one seen at that point. 

Zonotrichia coronata (Pallas). Golden-crowned Sparrow 

The closely related golden-crowned and Gambel sparrows occupied 

different local habitats, although both occurred commonly in the same 

general region. Presumably Telegraph Creek is near the eastern limit 

of the habitat of coronata, just as it is at the western confines of the 

summer home of gambeli. Their segregation apparently is due to 

zonal limitations. The golden-crowned sparrow is a bird of a higher 

zone than the Gambel sparrow, consequently, in the Stikine region, 

confined to higher altitudes. No coronata was seen near the town of 

Telegraph Creek (altitude 540 feet), where gambeli was common, but 

on the trail to the Summit (twelve miles north of town and at about 

2700 feet altitude) they appeared in some numbers where the timber 
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became dwarfed and scattered. The birds were in full song during 

the first week in June. A female shot June 5 contained eggs just be- 

ginning to form. 

As we went down stream the species was seen nowhere in the bottom 

lands, but it was encountered once more on the mountains above Doch- 

da-on Creek. There we found the birds at timber line, on July 11 

and again on July 23. Dixon found them amid similar surroundings 

on a mountain a few miles north of Doch-da-on Creek (‘‘Kirk’s Moun- 

tain’’?) on July 16, and saw two bobtailed young. At these several 

points they were at the extreme upper limit of timber, at about 3000 

to 4000 feet altitude, and mostly in dense thickets of prostrate ‘‘moun- 

tain balsam’’ (Abies lasiocarpa). From these shelters could be heard 

a sharp, far-reaching chip, a note that was difficult to locate, but was 

finally traced to the golden-crowned sparrow. The birds were un- 

doubtedly nesting in the balsam thickets. Probably they had young 

at the time, but careful search failed to reveal any except the two that 

Dixon saw while stalking a mountain goat. On July 23 the birds were 

noticeably fewer in numbers than they had been on our first visit to 

their habitat on July 11, and it seemed probable that they had already 

begun to leave. 

It seems likely that the timber-line habitat of coronata extends 

westward nearly or quite to the Alaskan coast. With field glasses we 

were able to see, at various points down the Stikine, ridges and moun- 

tain tops that appeared to be much like the high altitudes we reached 

from the upper river. Near the coast, however, the mountains are in 

most places extremely hard to ascend, and the fauna of their summits 

is as yet unknown. The goldep-crowned sparrow is a species of high 

Hudsonian and Alpine-Arctic. It is a bird of the coastal region rather 

than of the interior, but, except at the northern end of its habitat, is 

apparently restricted to high altitudes during the summer months. 

During the migrations this sparrow is abundant at sea level. At 

Sergief Island the first one appeared on September 1. The next day 

the species was present in considerable numbers. Seven specimens 

collected (nos. 39932-39938), three at the Summit, June 4 and 5, one 

on the mountain above Doch-da-on Creek, July 23, and three on Sergief 

Island, September 1 to 5. 

Spizella monticola ochracea Brewster. Western Tree Sparrow 

Seen at but one place. At the Summit, some twelve miles north 

of Telegraph Creek and at about 2600 feet elevation, several pairs of 

western tree sparrows were seen on May 29, June 4 and 5, evidently 
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nesting there. The birds were seen feeding on the ground at the edges 

of marshy meadows, usually near the shelter of thickets of scrubby 

willow brush. The three specimens collected (nos. 39939-39941) are 

not to be distinguished from examples at hand from the Yukon and 

Kotzebue Sound regions, Alaska. I have seen a specimen collected by 

E. P. Walker at Wrangell, January 16, 1919. This capture may 

indicate the occasional passage of the species down the Stikine Valley. 

Spizella passerina passerina (Bechstein). Eastern Chipping Sparrow 

Abundant at low altitudes in the upper Stikine Valley. Many 

seen near Telegraph Creek, in sparsely wooded sections, the males fre- 

quently singing from some low perch. Two nests were found here, on 

June 19 and 24. Hach was in a lodgepole pine sapling, some ten feet 

from the ground, and in each case the tree was too slender to be 

climbed. The species was likewise abundant at Glenora and at Doch- 

da-on Creek. It was not seen farther down the river. Seven speci- 

mens collected, all adults (nos. 39942-39948). These, and others from 

northern British Columbia, in color and measurements are much nearer 

to eastern passerina than to typical arizonae from Arizona. 

Junco hyemalis connectens Coues. Cassiar Junco 

We collected forty-four specimens of this junco, as follows: vicin- 

ity of Telegraph Creek (between that point and the Summit), twenty- 

eight (fourteen adult males, twelve adult females, and two juvenals) ; 

Glenora, seven (one adult male, three adult females, and three juve- 

nals) ; Doch-da-on Creek, three (one adult male, two juvenals) ; Flood 

Glacier, six adult males. (Museum nos. 39949-39988, 39990, 39993, 

39998, 39999.) 
The systematic status of the junco of the Stikine region is a matter 

of more than ordinary interest to both the taxonomist and the student 

of geographic distribution and evolution. Any treatment accorded 

this form would doubtless arouse criticism from some direction, but 

it seems to me desirable that the race be accorded formal subspecific 

status. This junco is, in my opinion, a ‘‘good subspecies,’’ a geo- 

graphic race, in the sense that the birds over a certain area (of unde- 

termined extent but undoubtedly a considerable stretch of country) 

exhibit a combination of characters distinguishing them from other 

described forms, and they remain true to these peculiarities within as 

close limits as do most recognized subspecies. 
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The outstanding characteristics of the Cassiar junco are as follows: 

Most nearly related to Junco hyemalis hyemalis. Males of the two 

subspecies are very closely similar, differing in minor particulars as 

detailed beyond. The average female of Junco h. connectens is quite 

unlike female hyemalis. It has ordinarily more or less pink on the 

sides and brown on the back; the head is of a darker color and is 

sharply cut off from the brownish back above and from the pink sides 

and white belly below. The general appearance of the female is like 

that of the female Junco oreganus shufeldti, from which it differs in 

having usually less brown on the back and less pink on the sides. 

Now, as regards the name to be used for this form. My first im- 

pression was that here was an undescribed subspecies, a ‘‘new’’ race 

that required a new name. It was evident, however, that this was a 

migratory form, and that individuals must have been collected in their 

more southern winter home, even though the summer habitat had not 

heretofore been explored. There was at least a chance that a winter- 

taken specimen had served as the basis of a description at some time. 

A search through junco synonymy disclosed one name that seemed to 

require investigation, Junco hiemalis connectens Coues (1884, p. 378), 

which has been applied in various ways. Two specimens, the one upon 

which this name was based, together with another like it, females col- 

lected at Colorado Springs, Colorado, April 26 and 27, were described 

in some detail by Allen and Brewster (1883, p. 189) under the name 

Junco hiemalis oregonus. They are there considered as ‘‘intermediates 

between hiemalis and oregonus.’’ Ridgway (1901, p. 276) lists Coues’ 

connectens as a probable hybrid under the heading ‘‘Junco hyemalis 

x Junco oreganus shufeldti.’’e In a footnote (loc. cit.) he makes the 

following comment: 

This type specimen, which I have carefully examined and compared, is No. 7046 

of Mr. Brewster’s collection, and was taken by Mr. Brewster at Colorado Springs 

April 26, 1882. It is very nearly typical of J. hyemalis, with sides only slightly 

tinged with cinnamomeous and the back slightly brownish. It may be a young 

female, of the preceding year, of J. hyemalis; at any rate it has nothing to do 

with the form of J. oreganus (J. 0. shufeldti), to which the name connectens was 

unadvisedly applied by action of the A. O. U. Committee in 1896. 

Dwight (1918, p. 289) remarks as follows: 

This is perhaps an appropriate place to discuss briefly and to dispose of the 

‘‘Junco hyemalis connectens’’ of Coues. The original description (1884, Key 

North Amer. Birds, 2d ed., p. 378) is a curious mixture of fact and fancy but, 

fortunately, the type is extant in the collection of Mr. Wm. Brewster (No. 7046, 
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9, April 26, 1882, Colorado Springs, Colo.). I have examined it and, as cor- 

rectly stated by Mr. Ridgway (1901, Birds North and Middle Amer., Pt. 1, 

p. 276, footnote), it is clearly a specimen of hyemalis, and shows the characters 

common ta sex and season. 

The American Ornithologists’ Union Committee (1897, p. 128; 

1910, p. 266) follows Coues (1897, p. 94) in applying the name con- 

nectens to the form named Junco hyemalis shufeldti by Coale (1887, 

p. 3380) and re-named (as I believe) Junco oregonus couest by Dwight 

(1918, p. 291). 

It is thus seen that the two men (Ridgway and Dwight) who have 

most carefully studied the genus Junco in recent years unite in the 

belief that connectens is not a recognizable form. It is after some 

hesitation that I offer a contrary opinion, but I believe that the new 

material at my disposal justifies my view. As to the treatment of the 

name connectens by the A. O. U. Committee, I am of the same opinion 

as Ridgway, that it is wrongly applied in the Check-Inst to the form 

that should be called Junco oreganus shufeldti Coale. The description 

by Allen and Brewster (1883, p. 189) of the Colorado bird that served 

later as the type of connectens, obviously a migrant or winter visitant 

at the point of capture, fitted so nearly my specimens from the Stikine 

region as to lead me to suspect them to be the same. This bird, as part 

of the Brewster collection, is now in the collection of the Museum of 

Comparative Zoology, at Cambridge. I have not examined it myself, 

but at the kind suggestion of Mr. Outram Bangs I sent him a selected 

series of the Stikine birds for comparison with the type of connectens, 

and, incidentally, with any other pertinent material. He remarks upon 

them as follows: 

I have compared the skins most carefully with our very large series of eastern 

birds... .. The very black, sharply marked off top of the head in your male 

birds I cannot match. The type of J. connectens Coues is a female taken at 

Colorado Springs, Colorado, Apr. 26, 1882. It is a counterpart of your no. 10945 

(Mus. Vert. Zool., no. 39957). Indeed you would have difficulty in telling the 

two apart, except that the type of connectens is, although taken at an earlier 

date, in a little more worn plumage. I can’t find spring females from the east 

just like these, but on the other hand, autumnal females much resembling them 

(probably young birds of the year?) are common in our series. 
J 

For comparison with hyemalis, the form to which I believe con- 

nectens is most nearly related, I have had an abundance of non-breed- 

ing birds from various places in the eastern United States, and a few 

from western points. No series of breeding birds of the eastern Junco 

h. hyemalis is available. 
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The adult male of connectens is very similar to hyemalis. At first 

glance, in the field, there was no doubt in my mind that hyemalis 

was the form encountered. Comparison with eastern birds, however, 

shows certain appreciable differences. Connectens is darker colored 

throughout, and, compared with the more uniformly slaty hued 

hyemalis, is seen to possess a blackish head, quite sharply defined at a 

line above the shoulders. Beneath, in connectens, the outline of the 

black breast is convex against the white belly, forming a sharp angle 

where it joins the gray sides. In eastern hyemalis the slaty breast 

and sides usually form a concave outline against the white belly. In 

most cases, a specimen of connectens viewed laterally is seen to possess 

a black head pattern above and below, just about as in Junco oreganus, 

though, of course, more obscurely indicated than in that species. These 

distinctions, as just detailed, would not amount to very much in a 

single bird, perhaps, but viewed in mass effect, with specimens of the 

three forms arranged in parallel rows, the differences are readily 

noticeable. The black-headed appearance of the male is a feature that 

is conspicuous in the live bird. 

The female of connectens is, as a rule, more nearly like the female 

of a subspecies of the black-headed Junco oreganus group than like 

female hyemalis. The sides are more or less tinged with pink (often 

quite strongly so), and the back with brownish. The blackish head is 

sharply defined against the back and against the pink sides and white 

belly. Two among the fifteen females from Telegraph Creek and 

Glenora have no pink on the sides, though with brown on the back. 

These two birds are most nearly like hyemalis. Of the others it is safe 

to say that not one would be ascribed to hyemalis if taken in its winter 

home, with nothing but the appearance of the bird as a guide to its 

specific identity. There are certain winter specimens of Junco ore- 

ganus shufeldti at hand from southern Arizona, that, so far as color, 

and markings are concerned, are indistinguishable from some Stikine 

River females. Arizona specimens of shufeldti, however, are distinctly 

longer winged. 

Thus there is here a race in which the male bears a strong resem- 

blance to one specific group (Junco hyemalis), and the female to an- 

other (Junco oreganus), this race occurring at a point where the 

boundaries of the two species mentioned come close together. Different 

authorities take different views regarding the relationship of the two 

forms, hyemalis and oreganus. In the A. O. U. Check-List of North 

American Birds (1910, p. 266) they are treated as two subspecies of 
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one species. Ridgway (1901, pp. 278, 283) regards them as specifically 

distinct, each divided into several subspecies. Dwight (1918, pp. 285, 

291) also considers them as two species. Dwight, however, regards 

as of hybrid origin several forms of Junco that are accorded subspecific, 

or even specific, rank, by Ridgway and others. All ‘‘confusing 

plumages,’’ found in the borderlands where different species of Junco 

come together, he regards as the result of hybridism. 

In view of these different opinions, it is of interest to secire speci- 

mens and study conditions at places where two distinctly characterized 

forms meet. The upper Stikine Valley is such a place, and, with these 

points in mind, the junco of that region received special attention in 

our field work. Though anticipating some interesting discoveries in 

the distribution of the forms involved, it could hardly be foreseen that 

this borderland should be occupied by a race so curiously combining 

the characters of the eastern hyemalis and the western oreganus. With 

the ascertaining of this fact there now remains the proper application 

of it, and in this I fancy there will be difference of opinion. 

First, is the occurrence of birds of this description (in a sense, inter- 

mediate between hyemalis and oreganus) to be taken as indicative of 

intergradation between the two? Are hyemalis and oreganus therefore 

to be regarded as two subspecies of the same species? I think not. 

There is no adult specimen in the connectens series that could for a 

moment be confused with the coastal junco (Junco oreganus oreganus), 

the subspecies geographically most closely adjacent to the upper Stikine 

race. There are no doubtful specimens as between these two forms, 

hence no intergradation. The measurements of connectens do not show 

intergradation between Junco h. hyemalis and Junco o. oreganus (see 

table, p. 254). The resemblance of the female connectens is toward 

Junco o. shufeldti (= Junco h. connectens of the A. O. U. Check-List), 

a pale colored form of Junco oreganus occurring to the southward. 

There may be intergradation between connectens and shufeldti farther 

south in British Columbia, but as yet we do not know that to be the 

case. 

Then, as to the theory of hybridizing, used to a great extent in 

comparable cases by Dwight in his study of the juncos (1918). Sucha 

decision in the present case (as in certain others so disposed of by 

Dwight) seems to me to distort the meaning of the word hybrid out of 

all recognition, and to apply it to facts and conditions it is, not com- 

monly called upon to cover. I am willing to admit that a name such as 

Junco annectens Baird may have been applied to an individual bird 
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actually of hybrid parentage in the usually accepted sense, in that 

particular case with one parent Junco caniceps, the other, Junco 

mearnsi; and I am willing to admit (see postea) that individual hybrids 

may occasionally occur between any species of Junco whose ranges 

adjoin. To consider as hybrids, however, all the birds (juncos in this 

instance) of a whole region, despite the facts that they comprise the 

only representative of the species in that region, that they all exhibit 

the same combination of characters over a wide stretch of country, and 

that they breed true, that is, transmit these same characters to their 

young, is an utterly misleading use of the term. The junco of the 

Stikine River should not be regarded as a hybrid. 

As bearing upon the fact that it is the female of connectens that 

shows variation from the hyemalis type, attention may be drawn to 

the following statement by Dwight (loc. cit., p. 289): ‘‘The variation 

in females of the three species [i.e., hyemalis, oreganus, and mearnsi] 

complicates the question still more, for the average females of the 

three differ much less from one another than do the males, and the 

hybrids between them would seem therefore to be much more num- 

erous.’’ I suppose the application of this to the present case (the 

junco of the Stikine region) would lead to the conclusion that here 

on a large scale is an example of sex-linked inheritance; that in the 

hybridization of hyemalis and oreganus the female offspring only show 

the oreganus characters. That such is not the case is shown by speci- 

mens collected at Flood Glacier (described farther on), where the race 

here designated connectens comes into actual contact with oreganus. 

My own conclusions are as follows: The junco of the Stikine region 

is a recognizable form, apparewtly the same to which Coues applied the 

name Junco hiemalis connectens. It is most nearly related to Junco 

hyemalis hyemalis, and may be conceded to exhibit intergradation of 

a sort, as between Junco hyemalis and Junco oreganus. That is, the 

peculiarities of this subspecies undoubtedly have some bearing upon 

the relationship of those two aggregations of races. The intergrada- 

tion exhibited, however, is apparently as between the two species Junco 

hyemalis and Junco oreganus, rather than between two adjacent sub- 

species, Junco hyemalis connectens and Junco oreganus oreganus. It 

is not of the sort that is usually found between two subspecies of the 

same species, and for the present it may well be disregarded as a sub- 

specific criterion. It seems to me that this is a proper place for a 

somewhat arbitrary division, and that Junco hyemalis and Junco 

oreganus should still be regarded as separate specific groups. Then, 
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as previously shown, the junco of the Stikine region, although in a 

sense intermediate in appearance between hyemalis and oreganus, can 

not properly be considered as an aggregation of hybrid individuals. 

The only alternative left, therefore, is to consider this form as a dis- 

tinguishable geographical race of the species it most nearly resembles, 

and apply a separate name, as I have done. 

As we descended the Stikine, leaving the habitat of connectens 

behind and drawing nearer to that of oreganus, every effort was made 

to secure juncos. At Telegraph Creek and Glenora, juncos (connec- 

tens) were abundant. At Doch-da-on Creek, though in lessened num- 

bers they were still fairly numerous, and all still of the same subspecies. 

Our next stop was at Flood Glacier, some forty miles down stream 

and about seventy miles from thé coast. There we were in a region 

where either coast or inland species might occur, and the junco was 

one of several birds that we searched for especially at that point. 

Juncos were not numerous, however, and our two weeks of collecting 

there yielded but fifteen specimens. Of these, eight are adults, six 

males and two females. The two females are Junco o. oreganus, beyond 

a doubt. Of the male birds, one (no. 39999) is typical connectens. 

It is in extremely worn plumage but is evidently of exactly the same 

_ character as Telegraph Creek specimens. One bird (no. 39993), while 

not an average connectens (it shows some rusty on the back), can be 

matched by one variant taken at Telegraph Creek. Another (no. 

39998) is somewhat more reddish on the back, though the sides are 

slaty. The remaining three adult males (nos. 39987, 39988, 39990), 

if taken farther south, in their winter home, would undoubtedly be 

considered as examples of Junco oreganus shufeldti. They are shorter 

winged than Arizona winter specimens of shufeldti, but they have 

the black head (a glossier black above than in connectens), brownish 

back, and pink sides of that race. However, despite their general 

appearance, I cannot believe that these birds are shufeldti. I do not 

believe it possible for the habitat of that subspecies to extend north- 

ward as a tongue inserted between the ranges of connectens and 

oreganus. Juncos can not be distributed uninterruptedly from the 

southward over the glacier covered mountains that constitute so large 

a part of this intermediate region. Their distribution must lie in nar- 

row ribbons along the river valleys extending from the interior to the 

coast, such as the Stikine, and the affinities of birds taken at any one 

point in these valleys must lie with others immediately adjacent, above 

and below. ‘Therefore, despite the superficial resemblance of these 
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Flood Glacier juncos to shufeldti, I decline to consider them as of that 

subspecies, or to call them by that name. This despite Dr. Dwight’s 

belief that ‘‘we must name a bird by the plumage it is wearing not 

by the one that it ought to be wearing because it has been captured 

within the bounds assigned to another geographical race’’ (1918, 

p. 294). 
Flood Glacier is close to the point where the change in the character 

of the country takes place, between the. humid coast and the arid 

interior. It is the uppermost point on the river reached by certain 

coastal species of birds; very few indeed go any farther inland. Not 

many inland species extend farther down the river. We took here 

specimens of typical connectens and of oreganus, besides these inter- 

mediates. Forty miles up stream nothing but connectens was seen. 

Thirty miles farther down the river, at Great Glacier, nothing but 

typical oreganus. 

In view of these facts it seems to me that these few specimens of 

indeterminate character, taken practically on the boundary line be- 

tween the habitats of the two forms, may be regarded as veritable 

hybrids between the two. They are certainly not indicative of inter- 

gradation as it usually appears between closely related subspecies. 

The seven juvenals from Flood Glacier naturally offer difficulties - 

in their allocation such as are not encountered in adults. Young of 

connectens taken early in the season in the upper Stikine Valley, 

compared with the corresponding stage of oreganus from the coast, 

present certain obvious differences. As the juvenal feathers become 

faded and abraded, however, these distinctions are much less apparent, 

and the young birds from Flood Glacier had worn the juvenal plumage 

to the molting time. Those that do show specific peculiarities all lean 

toward oreganus, and one or two, otherwise indeterminable, were taken 

in company with an adult female oreganus. There are available but 

very few breeding specimens of slate-colored junco from Alaskan 

points. These specimens on the whole look more like eastern hyemalis 

than like Stikine River connectens. The only breeding females, one 

from Cordova Bay and one from Rapids, Yukon River, are quite 

unlike any females in the Stikine series. 

I have had for examination a series of seventeen adult juncos, 

eight males and nine females, from the collection of the Provincial 

Museum, Victoria, British Columbia, taken at Atlin, during June and 

July, 1914. Atlin is at the northern boundary of British Columbia, 

about one hundred and fifty miles north of Telegraph Creek. For the 
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most part these birds are essentially like the Stikine specimens. One 

male (Prov. Mus., no. 3683) is much paler colored than the others, 

more of the slaty gray of eastern hyemalis, a variation that may be 

indicative of intergradation with hyemailis in Alaska, a little to the 

northward. One female of the lot (Prov. Mus. no. 3698, Wilson Creek, 

Atlin, B. C., June 29, 1914) is so very different in appearance from 

the rest of the series as to suggest its belonging to another species. 

It is appreciably larger than the others, actually so in length of wing 

and tail, and to all appearances in bulk also, as well as can be judged 

from prepared skins. It is faintly brownish on the back, and with a 

suggestion of pink on the sides. This bird may, perhaps, be an 

example of montanus, which has been recorded as occurring at Alaskan 

points not very far distant. 

Altogether, the scanty material from Alaska, together with the 

British Columbian series, points to the restriction of the race connec- 

tens to a region mostly south of Alaska, and probably almost entirely in 

British Columbia. In this connection, attention should be drawn to 

a record by Bishop (1900a, p. 86) of the occurrence of ‘‘Junco hye- 

malis connectens, Shufeldt Junco,’’ at White Pass City and Glacier, 

Alaska, a record that may, perhaps, pertain to connectens as here 

regarded. Osgood (1909b, p. 41) records Junco hyemalis montanus 

from points on the upper Yukon: ‘‘An adult female having vinaceous 

sides and pronounced of this form by Mr. Ridgway was collected by 

Hollister at Circle July 7..... Also a specimen collected by myself 

near Charlie Creek in 1899 appears to be of this form.’’ 

When we arrived at Telegraph Creek, May 23, juncos were abun- 

dant and in pairs; evidently nesting was well under way. The male 

birds at that time were fond of perching on some elevated position, a 

telegraph pole or a house in town, a dead tree top out in the woods, 

where, over and over again, they gave utterance to a brief, monotonous 

trill, hardly long enough or loud enough to merit being termed a song. 

The first nest was found on June 4, about midway between Telegraph 

Creek and the Summit, a region in which there was still much snow. 

This nest was placed in an overhung crevice in the dirt wall bordering 

the trail, and was discovered through the brooding bird’s sudden de- 

parture. It contained’ four eggs with incubation just begun (see 

fig. Z). From then on, nests were found at intervals up to July 5. 

On that date two were discovered at Glenora, one with four fresh eggs, 

one with four young about five days old. 
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All nests discovered were on the ground, but in a variety of situa- 

tions. Some were in the shelter of a bank or stump, others on open, 

level ground with little or no concealment. Five nests with sets of eggs 

were preserved (nos. 1811-1815), four sets of four eggs each, one of 

five. The nests are all much alike in structure, rather flimsily built, 

mainly of rather fine dry grass or weed stems, with occasionally some 

shreds of bark or coarser twigs or straws on the outside, and with 

finer grass or hair for lining. 

Fig. Z. Nest of the Cassiar junco (Junco hyemalis connectens), placed under 

a fallen tree at the side of a trail. Photograph taken near the Junction, June 

6, 1919. 

The first young out of the nest was taken on June 14, hardly able 

to fly. Shortly after young birds began to appear in considerable 

numbers. Up to the third week in July they were still in the streaked 

plumage throughout, the post-juvenal molt had not yet begun; shortly 

after that time we left the territory of this subspecies, so that no 

specimens in autumnal plumage were collected. 

This junco is mainly a bird of the valleys, mostly in rather open 

woods. A few were seen well up in the mountains, not in the dense 

spruce forests of the middle heights, but at the upper edge of the 

timber, where the trees were more scattered and of smaller size. This 

was at about 4000 feet elevation. 

The male junco was sometimes seen making a display of his 

plumage. The tail was widely spread, so as to expose the white outer 

feathers, about the only sharply contrasting feature of the junco’s 
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plumage. This was done, not on the ground, but up in the shrubbery ; 

the tail was held stiffly spread and pointed straight downward, while 

the bird hopped from branch to branch about the female. 

Young birds, just out of the nest, were several times found infested 

with parasitic larvae. The first bird in this condition was collected 

near Telegraph Creek, June 15. On picking it up after shooting it, 

a maggot dropped to the ground, and J noticed then a bare spot on the 

bird’s head with a small hole where the larva had been attached. Upon 

skinning it, two more larvae were found, between the skin and skull, 

surrounded by a mass of yellow serum. Later on other young juncos 

were taken similarly afflicted, with the larvae always on the top of the 

head. The larvae were white in color, seven millimeters long and about 

three in diameter. 

Junco oreganus oreganus (J. K. Townsend). Oregon Junco 

Twenty-seven specimens referable to this subspecies were collected 

at three different points, as follows: Flood Glacier, two adult females, 

four juvenal males, three juvenal females; Great Glacier, one adult 

male, one adult female, seven juvenal. males, two juvenal females, one 

juvenal, sex not ascertained; Sergief Island, three males and three 

females, all immature birds in freshly acquired first winter plumage. 

(Mus. Vert. Zool. nos. 39989, 39991, 39992, 39994-39997, 40000-40019). 

Specimens of oreganus in juvenal plumage from the coast of Alaska, 

compared with the same stage of connectens from the upper Stikine 

Valley, are much more buffy beneath and more reddish dorsally ; the 

red dorsal patch of oreganus is clearly indicated in the young. Young 

oreganus is a ruddy appearing bird, young connectens, grayish. While 

these differences are apparent in fresh plumage, they are not so 

obvious when the feathers become worn. The young birds from Flood 

Glacier, at about the dividing line between the ranges of oreganus and 

connectens, are ready to discard the juvenal plumage, and in some 

specimens it is not possible to tell to which species they belong. How- 

ever, those which do show specific peculiarities are apparently oreganus. 

Two young males, beginning the post-juvenal molt, are acquiring 

pink sides, and in one of them the new feathers on the head are dis- 

tinctly blacker than in connectens. Young females, undeterminable 

in appearance, were taken in company with an adult female oreganus. 

For these several reasons I have assigned the entire series of streaked 

plumaged young from Flood Glacier to oreganus. 
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Young birds taken a week or two later at Great Glacier are in most 
cases well advanced in the post-juvenal molt, and are clearly oreganus. 
The adult male from this station (no. 40002) may perhaps be of inter- 
mediate character, like some of the Flood Glacier birds previously 
described, but it is in the midst of the annual molt, and the duller red 
of the back may be an appearance that is largely due to this cause. 

The six specimens from Sergief Island, in fully acquired first winter 

plumage, are all typical oreganus. 

Neither at Flood Glacier nor Great Glacier were juncos abundant, 
and it was only by the closest search that specimens were obtained. 

When we arrived at Sergief Island (August 17) there were no juncos 

to be seen anywhere. On August 23 two were obtained, the first noted, 

and a day or two later they became fairly numerous. 

Melospiza melodia rufina (Bonaparte). Rusty Song Sparrow 

Song sparrows are rare in the upper Stikine Valley, or, rather, 

the species occurs in relatively few places. We found some birds 

around Sawmill Lake and about marshy spots near Telegraph Creek, 

and a few in similar surroundings between that town and Glenora. 

A female collected at Sawmill Lake on June 9 contained an egg that 

would have been laid in a day or two. A young bird just out of the 

nest was taken on June 18. 

Near Doch-da-on Creek and a mile or two back from the Stikine 

there were certain marshy meadows where song sparrows were really 

abundant. Bordering the grassy areas were sloughs grown with reeds 

and surrounded by willows. Here the song sparrows had evidently 

been nesting, and at the time of our visit (July 8 to 26) were appar- 

ently engaged with their second broods. Full-grown young were more 

abundant than adults, and by the middle of July we found these 

young birds spreading out farther and farther away from the central 

swamps and down toward the river. The old birds remained closely 

within the more restricted meadows where we first found them, and 

those collected had every appearance of being engaged in nesting. 

These adults were extremely shy at all times, and specimens were 

obtained with difficulty. 

At Flood Glacier there were a few song sparrows, seen mostly in 

patches of fireweed near the river. All taken were juvenals, apparently 

wandering from the nesting ground, as we had found them at Doch- 

da-on Creek. We found no place near Flood Glacier offering suitable 
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breeding grounds for song sparrows. None of the birds was seen at 

Great Glacier but one was noted near the custom house just above the 

boundary, August 16. ; 

At Sergief Island song sparrows were abundant. They were mostly 

at the upper edge of the marsh land, just below the coniferous forest, 

where a bordering strip of dense underbrush (alder, willow, devil’s- 

club, and other shrubbery) afforded shelter to many birds of similar 

habits. The song sparrows ventured some distance out onto the 

marshes, but always along narrow tidal channels where tall grass over- 

hanging the sloughs made arched passageways beneath which the 

birds found concealment when need arose. 

A large proportion of those seen at Sergief Island were young birds, 

and young and old were mostly in various stages of molt. A young 

male taken August 18 is in first winter plumage throughout. Most of 

the young birds seen at that time were still in juvenal plumage; one 

taken as late as September 1 had not yet begun the molt from that 

stage. Two adults shot August 18 and 22, respectively, had not yet 

begun to molt; another taken on September 1 had almost completed 

the change. 

Forty-four specimens were collected (nos. 40020-40044, 40047- 

40065), as follows: Telegraph Creek, three adult males, two adult 

females, one juvenal female; Doch-da-on Creek, three adult males, ten 

juvenals; Flood Glacier, four juvenals; Sergief Island, two adult 

males, one adult female, five immature males (first winter plumage), 

thirteen juvenals. 

I had anticipated that the song sparrow of Telegraph Creek would 

prove to be different from thé coast bird, and that it would probably 

be Melospiza m. inexpectata, as a specimen ascribed to that race was 

recorded from Telegraph Creek by Riley (1911, p. 234) in his descrip- 

tion of the subspecies. I am, however, unable to distinguish any 

points of difference between birds from the upper Stikine Valley 

and those from the coast. They seem to me to be all referable to rufina. 

Upon first consideration it seems strange that in two regions with 
such diverse faunas in general, as is the case in the upper Stikine 

and the coast regions, the song sparrow, usually so variable, should 
be one of the few birds to remain the same in both places. This is by 
no means inexplicable, however, upon consideration of some of the 
factors involved. The species Melospiza melodia extends much farther 

north along the coast than it does inland; there is no subspecies of the 

interior that ranges nearly as far north as does rufina of the coast. 
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It follows that any song sparrow colony of an interior point closely 
adjacent to the coast (such as the Telegraph Creek region) must have 
been derived from the coast region. 

Song sparrows in other sections are known to be influenced in their 
distribution by extent of riparian surroundings suited to their needs. 
They will follow a favorable water course through otherwise unsuitable 
surroundings, less regardful of faunal or zonal limitations than of 

the associations of plants and water. It therefore seems apparent that 

the occurrence of the song sparrow at the headwaters of the Stikine 

River represents an outpost of rufina, an overflow of birds that have ~ 

penetrated to that point by ascending the river from the coast; not 

part of another race that is of general distribution throughout the 

interior. Melospiza m. inexpectata may be a recognizable race in the 

region of the type locality (Moose Lake, British Columbia), in south- 

eastern British Columbia, and southwestern Alberta (cf. Oberholser, 

1918a, p. 187), but the song sparrow of northwestern British Columbia 

is unmistakably rufina. 

Apparently the song sparrows of the inland regions are not com- 

pletely enough isolated from the parent stock, or have not been for a 

sufficient length of time, to produce distinguishable differences. As 

to the length of time that they have been there we have no means of 

knowing. As to the completeness of isolation in the upper Stikine 

Valley, my impression, derived from the season’s observations, is that 

there is practically continuous distribution of song sparrows along 

the river. Breeding colonies are doubtless scattered, and perhaps at 

rather wide intervals, but apparently migrating birds occur at any 

point. 

There is an interesting point involved in the migration of the song 

sparrows at the upper end of the Stikine Valley. Do these birds: 

travel north and south to the eastward of the coast range, as is the 

case with so many other species of that region, or do they follow the 

Stikine to and from the coast? Our own observations shed no light 

upon this question. It can hardly be solved save by some person who 

is permanently residing in the country. 

In this connection it may be noted that Brooks (1912, p. 253) 

definitely cites the subspecies rufina as the form occurring at Okana- 

gan, British Columbia, where the fauna otherwise is mostly of the 

interior. Also, Taverner (1919, p. 84) records rufina as the song 

sparrow at Hazelton, in the interior of British Columbia, some two 

hundred miles south of Telegraph Creek. I have seen some of Taver- 

ner’s Hazelton specimens and agree with him in his determination. 
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The bird collection of this Museum contains sixty-three specimens 

of rufina from the islands and mainland of southeastern Alaska, rep- 

resenting many island localities and several points on the mainland. 

The largest series from any one place is that from Sergief Island. 

The Alaskan series as a whole displays considerable variation, in color, 

in general size, and in size and shape of bill. Whether these differences 

ean be correlated with different habitats, island and mainland, or 

whether they are merely differences between individual specimens, 

cannot be settled with the material at hand; there are too few breed- 

ing birds from any one place. The variation is considerable, and it 

includes breeding birds that are just like the Telegraph Creek speci- 

mens. For the present, at least, the whole aggregation had best be left 

under the name rufina. 

There is one kind of departure from the normal rufina that is com- 

prehensible, and that is a variation illustrated in many individuals 

tending toward caurina, the subspecies breeding just north of the 

habitat of rufina. This trend is especially noticeable among the birds 

collected upon Sergief Island in August and September, birds which 

I believe were mostly migrants from the north. Typical rufina and 

caurina are widely different in appearance, in size, color, and shape 

of bill, but there are specimens at hand forming almost every link in 

a chain connecting one extreme with the other. The same individual, 

however, does not necessarily exhibit the same intermediate condition 

in all characters; there are various combinations in different specimens. 

TABLE X 

Measurements in millimetefs (average, minimum and maximum) 
of Melospiza melodia rufina 

Wing Tail Culmen Depth of bill 

10 adult males from 

the coast of southeastern 

Alaska! 68.4 (66.2-71.5) 64.8 (60.0-70.0) 12.2 (11.2-12.8) 6.7 (6.0-7.0) 
6 adult males from 

the upper 

Stikine river? 67.0 (65.0-71.0) 65.9 (62.0-70.0) 12.2 (11.5-12.8) 6.5 (6.0-7.0) 

1Glacier Bay, 1; Admiralty Island, 2; Chichagof Island, 1; Kuiu Island, 3; Prince of Wales 
Island, 1; Warren Island, 1; Sergief Island, 1. 

2Telegraph Creek, 3; Doch-da-on Creek, 3. 

During our stay at Sergief Island (August 17 to September 7) it 

was evident that there was more or less migratory movement of song 

sparrows. The numbers present fluctuated from day to day in a way 

that could not otherwise be explained. Typical examples of caurina 

were taken from time to time, as noted elsewhere in this report, which, 
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of course, were migrants, and the assumption is that those individuals 
of intermediate character that were taken at the same time were also 
migrating birds, presumably from some intermediate region near the 
northern limit of the habitat of rufina. Our experience on the upper 
Stikine leads me to believe that very young birds, even before the 
juvenal plumage is discarded, may wander many miles from the nest- 
ing ground. 

Melospiza melodia caurina Ridgway. Yakutat Song Sparrow 

A fairly common migrant at Sergief Island, amid the same sur- 

roundings as rufina. One was seen the day of our arrival, August 17, 

and the birds were present in fluctuating numbers up to the date of 

our departure, September 7. The third week of August was the time 

of greatest abundance. Usually cawrina and rufina could be told apart 

in life, the greater size and grayer color of the former serving to dis- 

tinguish it ordinarily. There are, of course, equivocal specimens, as 

mentioned in this report under rufina, that are practically intermediate 

between the two subspecies, and difficult of determination even when 

in hand. There are also in the series of caurina from Sergief Island 

some specimens closely approaching the larger kenaiensis in appear- 

ance. As, however, the latter reach only the minimum measurements 

of that subspecies it seems best to place them all under caurina. There 

is thus in the available series of caurina a considerable range of varia- 

tion exemplified, from small, reddish colored birds not widely different 

from rufina, to large, gray colored ones that could be inserted in a 

series of kénaiensis without violence. 

There is one bird from Sergief Island (no. 40045, female, August 

18) that I refer to caurina despite the fact that it is largely in juvenal 

plumage and was collected in the breeding range of rufina. Such of 

the first winter plumage as has been acquired is distinctly of the 

caurima type, and in the flesh the bulk of this bird was decidedly 

greater than that of the average rufina. Despite the youth of this 

individual, I believe it to be a migrant from the distant habitat of 

caurina. Juvenals of rufina also were found traveling far from the 

nesting ground. 

Fourteen specimens of Melospiza m. caurina were taken at Sergief 

Island, on dates ranging from August 18 to September 5 (nos. 40045, 

40046, 40066-40077). The series comprises one adult male, one adult. 

female, five immature males, six immature females, and the juvenal 

female above described. 
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Melospiza lincolni gracilis (Kittlitz). Forbush Sparrow 

Probably occurs throughout the upper Stikine Valley, but, judging 

from our experience, in small numbers and at widely scattered points. 

A female shot June 9 at Sawmill Lake had laid part of its set of eggs; 

just one other bird was seen at that locality. The species was next 

encountered at Doch-da-on Creek, where one pair, perhaps more, had 

nested in the tall grass of a meadow. A young bird caught in a mouse- 

trap at Flood Glacier was the only one seen at that station. 

At Sergief Island the species was abundant. Many of the birds 

were there when we arrived on August 18, and they greatly increased 

in numbers within the next few days. At the upper margin of the 

marshes, that section which is but rarely inundated by the tides, there 

is much willow brush, increasing in density and size of the trees as the 

salt water is left behind. The lower edge of this strip, where the willow 

brush was about waist high and rather scattered, and with thick grass 

beneath, was the preferred habitat of the Forbush sparrow, and here 

the birds literally swarmed. I was accustomed to think of this species 

as being rather solitary in its habits, but here, whether or not the 

birds were in constantly associated flocks, their choice of surroundings 

brought hundreds of them closely together. In traveling through the 

willow brush one flushed them from every thicket. On August 22 I 

stopped to count those that hopped up into the branches of one small 

bush, preparatory to taking flight at my approach, and there were 

fifteen in sight at once. The species was still present at the end of 

our stay, September 7, but much fewer in number. 

Fifteen specimens were collected: an adult female and an adult 

male from Sawmill Lake (nos. 40078, 40079), two adult females and 

two juvenals, male and female, from Doch-da-on Creek (nos. 40080- 

40083), one juvenal male from Flood Glacier (no. 40084), and eight 

specimens from Sergief Island, two adult females, five immature males, 

and one immature female (nos. 40085-40092). The young birds from 

Sergief Island have all completed, or nearly completed, the post- 

juvenal molt. An adult female taken August 18 is in the midst of the 

annual molt. The tail feathers are all gone, and the wings so nearly 

bereft of flight feathers that the bird could scarcely fly. The second 

adult female, taken August 22, has finished the molt. 

The specimens from the upper Stikine Valley are to my eye indis- 

tinguishable from the coast birds, and I therefore consider them all 

of the subspecies gracilis. There is no question of the distinctness of 
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this northern race from the paler colored and more narrowly streaked 

form breeding in the high mountains of California which is regarded 

as lincolni, but just what relation either of these races bears toward 

typical Melospiza lincolni lincolnt from eastern North America I do 

not know. I have no material available from any eastern points. 

For the use of the name Melospiza lincolnt gracilis (Kittlitz) rather 

than M. 1. striata Brewster (as in the A. O. U. Check-List), see Ober- 

holser, 1906, p. 42. 

Passerella iliaca unalaschcensis (Gmelin). Shumagin Fox Sparrow 

Two fox sparrows taken upon Sergief Island, September 5, are 

referable to this subspecies, an immature female (no. 40107) and an 

immature male (no. 40108). The two birds were together, in an as- 

semblage of song sparrows, golden-crowned sparrows, and hermit 

thrushes, feeding in a tangle of red-berry elder, alder, and devil’s- 

club. The Shumagin fox sparrow is a migrant through this region, 

and it is probably of rare occurrence. 

Passerella iliaca fuliginosa Ridgway. Sooty Fox Sparrow 

Among the most interesting of the season’s discoveries were those 

relating to the manner of occurrence of Passerella in the region ex- 

plored. Our first experiences were disappointing. I had confidently 

expected to find some form of this species in the Telegraph Creek 

region, either P. 7. iliaca or P. t. altivagans, but failed to do so. It 

does not follow, of course, that one or the other of these birds does not 

occur locally somewhere in that general region, but if so I believe it 

will be found on the higher mountain slopes. I do not believe we 

could have overlooked the species had it been present in the lower 

valley. 

Fox sparrows were first encountered at Doch-da-on Creek. On 

July 17 an adult male was obtained, first heard singing from its perch 

near the top of a small willow. A young bird was taken near-by the 

same day. Both were in brushy bottom land near a slough, a tangle 

of willows growing amid nettles, tall grass, and other shrubbery, not at 

all the kind of place that fox sparrows might be supposed to inhabit. 

Later on, at Flood Glacier and again at Great Glacier, fox spar- 

rows of the same subspecies were shot at various times. The birds 

were far from abundant, and it was only through the most assiduous 

search that specimens were obtained. They inhabited the densest 
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brush, where they remained out of sight for the most part, and there 

were neither songs nor call notes to draw attention to their presence. 

At Sergief Island one specimen referable to this subspecies was taken, 

on August 27. 

In all, fourteen specimens were collected (nos. 40093-40106), as 

follows: Doch-da-on Creek, one adult male, one juvenal male; Flood 

Glacier, one adult female, one juvenal male, two juvenal females, one 

juvenal, sex undetermined; Great Glacier, one adult male, two adult 

females, two juvenal males, one male in first winter plumage; Sergief 

Island, one male in first winter plumage. The adults are all in worn 

breeding plumage or just beginning the annual molt. Of the young 

birds, some are in juvenal plumage throughout, some are partly 

through the post-juvenal molt, and two, from Great Glacier, August 

10, and Sergief Island, August 27, respectively, are in first winter 

plumage throughout. 

I had supposed that the form of fox sparrow that would be found 

inhabiting the mainland coast of this part of Alaska would necessarily 

be P. 2. townsendt, which is known to occur much farther south on cer- 

tain of the islands. Our Stikine birds, however, unquestionably are 

not townsendi; for the present, at least, they must be considered as 

fuliginosa. In my ‘‘Revision of the avian genus Passerella’’ (1920, 

p. 149), I have described a series of fox sparrows, winter visitants 

taken mostly in the vicinity of Berkeley, California, that I have re- 

ferred to fuliginosa, although they are not typical, of that form. The 

statement there made is that these birds are too unlike summer ex- 

amples of fuliginosa from Washington and Vancouver Island to come 

‘from that region, and that they must be migrants from some other 

section. It was intensely interesting to discover that the Stikine River 

summer birds exactly matched the winter birds described from Cali- 

fornia. : 

As between Alaskan examples of townsendi and the Stikine River 

fuliginosa, we have in both series, for comparison, adults in similarly 

worn breeding plumage; also young in juvenal plumage, molting into 

first winter plumage, and in first winter plumage throughout. The 

color differences are apparent in every stage. The discovery of fuligi- 

nosaé in this part of Alaska and British Columbia discloses certain 

departures from the distribution of that subspecies and of townsendi 

as given by me in the ‘‘Revision’’ above cited (Swarth, 1920, pp. 144, 

149; map, fig. N). Fuliginosa evidently occurs from Puget Sound 

northward to the Stikine River, but, north of Vancouver Island, prob- 

ably on the mainland only or perhaps on islands close to the British 
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Columbia coast. Townsendi oceurs southward on various islands off 
the coast of southeastern Alaska, and on the Queen Charlotte Islands, 
British Columbia ; its occurrence in summer on the mainland of south- 

eastern Alaska is questionable. I know of no breeding records from 

that region. On the map above cited there is a cross indicating an 

occurrence at Helm Bay (south of the Stikine River), but the bird 

upon which that record is based was an August specimen and may 

have traveled some distance. I, myself, in 1909, collected many speci- 

mens of townsendi at Port Snettisham and the Taku River, Alaska 

(north of the Stikine River), and under circumstances that make it 

seem likely that those were breeding stations, but no nests were act- 

ually found. In field work of that same year at Boca de Quadra, the 

Chickamin River, and Bradfield Canal (on the mainland south of the 

Stikine River), and at Thomas Bay (a short distance north of the 

Stikine), no fox sparrows were seen (see Swarth, 1911, p. 93). There 

is a record of the occurrence of townsend? in June on Wrangell Island, 

near the mouth of the Stikine River (Swarth, 1920; p. 146). 

The facts now indicate that the summer distribution of fuliginosa 

is from extreme northwestern Washington and Vancouver Island 

northward on the mainland only, at least to the Stikine River. On 

the latter stream it extends inland about a hundred miles, following 

the course of the river. Its extension inland elsewhere is unknown to 

me. In fact, I know of no records of fuliginosa from any mainland 

station between the two extremes of its range, Puget Sound and the 

Stikine River. 

There is another point to be considered, namely, the possibility of 

subspecific difference between fuliginosa of the Puget Sound region 

and the bird I have called fuliginosa from the Stikine River, sufficient 

difference, that is, to be worthy of recognition in nomenclature. This 

is a contingency that may have to be met in the future. In another 

connection I have pointed out in some detail differences that appear 

to exist between the two lots (Swarth, 1920, pp. 149-150). Briefly, 

the series comprised of the Stikine River specimens and the winter 

birds from Berkeley differ from certain Vancouver Island specimens 

and from the type specimen of fuliginosa in being of a duller tone of 

brown, in having the lower tail coverts less tawny, and in the more 

stubby bill. The differences are real, as far as the series go, and ap- 

pear to be fairly constant ;-the difficulty lies in the few specimens avail- 

able of typical fuliginosa. Under the circumstances further subspecific 

division does not at present seem desirable. 
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Fall specimens of townsendi from Port Snettisham and the Taku 

River are notably dark colored, as compared with summer specimens 

of the same subspecies from the adjacent islands. While this may be 

due in some degree to seasonal differences of plumage, it may also be 

indicative of intergradation toward fuliginosa at those points. 

Piranga ludoviciana (Wilson). Western Tanager 

A few seen in the vicinity of Telegraph Creek and Glenora, not 

more than seven or eight individuals in all. The first noted, a male, 

was encountered near Telegraph Creek on June 18. A nest was found 

at Four-Mile Creek, between Telegraph Creek and Glenora, in an alder 

in the rather dense vegetation that bordered the stream, about twenty- 

five feet from the ground and four feet from the main trunk. The 

female was seen on the nest July 5. 

Two specimens of the western tanager were preserved, both adult 

males, and both taken at Glenora, on June 30 and July 4, respectively 

(nos. 40109-40110). 

Petrochelidon lunifrons lunifrons (Say). Cliff Swallow 

There were a few pairs of cliff swallows breeding at Telegraph 

Creek, the only place where we saw the species. Nests, old and new, 

were placed on several houses in the town. One specimen collected, 

an adult female, on June 23 (no. 40111). 

This specimen is of notably large size, as compared with breeding 

birds from California and from Illinois. Presumably it belongs to the 

northern subspecies that Oberholser (1919c, p. 95) has named Petro- 

chelidon albifrons hypopolia. As far as it goes, this single bird sub- 

stantiates the claim of larger size in the northern race. The color 

differences claimed for that form are not so apparent. The specimen 

measures as follows: wing, 114; tail, 52.5; exposed culmen, 7; tarsus, 

18, 

Without wishing to decry the probable existence of a recognizable 

northern race of the cliff swallow, the writer prefers, in this connec- 

tion, to use the older name, pending a determination by the A. O. U. 

Committee on Nomenclature of the several questions involved. 

Hirundo erythrogaster Boddaert. Barn Swallow 

Breeding in fair abundance in the town of Telegraph Creek. The 

species was already there at the time of our arrival, May 23, and the 

birds were occupied with nest building. Nests were seen only on 
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buildings, and the birds themselves rarely strayed far outside the 

town. One nest noted, which was placed upon a telephone insulator 

on the government agent’s office, must have been used for some years, 

for it was built up to a height of six inches or more. 

Flocks of migrating swallows that were seen in August at several 

points down the river were apparently of this species, but could not 

be satisfactorily identified. These flocks were invariably traveling up 

stream. In the harbor at Wrangell, August 16, were large numbers 

of barn swallows, mostly young, flying about and alighting on the ship- 

ping and wharves. On Sergief Island, during the next two weeks, the 

species was seen frequently, traveling southward in large flocks. The 

flocks diminished in numbers toward the end of the month; the last 

bird observed was a single individual on August 30. 

Two specimens of the barn swallow were preserved, an adult male 

and an adult female, both taken at Telegraph Creek on June 11 (nos. 

40112, 40113). 

Iridoprocne bicolor (Vieillot). Tree Swallow 

Just one pair seen, at Sawmill Lake, near Telegraph Creek. They 

were nesting in an old woodpecker hole in a dead birch stub at the 

margin of the lake. A pair of mountain bluebirds were nesting in 

the same stub. The swallow’s nest held three eggs on June 11; the 

complete set of seven, with the nest, was taken on June 17 (no. 1816). 

The nest was built largely of coarse grass and pine needles, mixed 

with some mammal hair, and was lined with large duck feathers. The 

two parent birds were taken (nos. 40114, 40115). 

Tachycineta thalassina lepida Mearns. Northern Violet-green 

Swallow 

Abundant about Telegraph Creek. Nesting in crevices in the build- 

ings and in a cliff overlooking the town from the northeast. The birds 

were settled in their nesting sites when we arrived (May 23), but indi- 

viduals collected on June 8 had not yet laid their sets. The species 

was fairly abundant at Glenora. At Doch-da-on Creek, the latter part 

of July, violet-green swallows were seen frequently. 

At Sergief Island, toward the end of August, the species was 

encountered on so many occasions that it seems probable that it is of 

regular occurrence as a migrant at some points, at least, on the coast 

of southeastern Alaska, despite the paucity of records. As far as I 

know, my own observations on the Chickamin River and at Thomas 
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Bay are the only ones from the region that pertain to this species (see 

Swarth, 1911, p. 96). 

At Sergief Island small flocks were seen passing over the marshes 

in migration, usually in company with barn swallows, upon various 

dates, ranging from August 20 to September 2. On August 28 a flock 

of a hundred or more circled about over our camp for several hours. 

Last noted on September 2, when a single bird was taken, the only one 

observed. It is a question whether the individuals seen migrating at 

this point were travelers from points to the northward, or whether 

they had followed the Stikine River from the interior. I am inclined 

toward the first alternative, for, in our own leisurely descent of the 

river we had seen no indication of any such migration of these swallows. 

Five specimens preserved, two adult females from Telegraph Creek, 

one adult male from Glenora, and two juvenal males from Sergief 

Island (nos. 40116-40120). 

Riparia riparia (Linnaeus). Bank Swallow 

A few seen at Glenora, hovering over the fields or flying up and 

down the river, skimming low over the water. Probably nesting some- 

where in the river banks nearby, but we failed to discover where. 

At Sergief Island a few were seen from time to time (August 18, 19, 

and 20), passing over the marshes in migration. 

Two adults secured, male and female, taken at Glenora, July 2 

and 6, respectively (nos. 40121, 40122). 

Bombycilla garrula pallidiceps Reichenow. Bohemian Waxwing 

Found in the lowlands bordering the Stikine River, from Tele- 

graph Creek down stream as far as Doch-da-on Creek. There was no 

obvious reason why the spécies should not extend still farther down 

the river, save that a few miles below this point those changes first 

begin to be apparent in the general character of the region that cul- 

minate in the thickly forested and humid conditions prevalent on the 

coast. Food conditions appeared ideal, for berries of various species, 

eaten freely by other birds, occur in abundance throughout this region. 

If it is solely the question of food that governs the erratic wanderings 

of the waxwing, as is so frequently contended in connection with its 

appearance in winter farther south, it would seem that the species 

should have been noted by us along the entire length of the Stikine. 

It seems evident, however, that there must be some barrier, more subtle 
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than that formed by the abundance or scarcity of food plants, that 

keeps the waxwing closely restricted to the upper part of the Stikine 

Valley. 

Similarly, restriction to the lower altitudes near the river is prob- 

ably significant of zonal limitation. We saw no waxwings at high 

elevations until July 23, when a flock of about twenty birds was 

encountered at timber line (about 4000 feet) on the mountain above 

Doch-da-on Creek. 

During our first two weeks of field work, at the Junction, the 

species was not once observed. Presumably the slightly greater eleva- 

tion at that point was enough of a barrier to keep the waxwing in the 

warmer section by the river. When we moved from the Junction to 

Telegraph Creek the birds were encountered at once, and they were 

found in some numbers thereafter at various nearby points. 

A wood road, following the creek from which the town derives its 

name, turns abruptly aside some half a mile up stream, ascends the 

steep embankment on the west, and thus reaches a terrace that extends 

for several miles. Here waxwings were seen upon our first visit to the 

place, and it was later found to be a favorite resort. 

On the morning of June 9 I had my first glimpse of the birds; 

my attention was attracted by the call note, and a moment later a 

flock of a dozen or more swung past and disappeared over the tree tops. 

Later in the day others were seen at almost the same place, two to- 

gether at two different points. During the next ten days waxwings 

were seen continually in the same general locality, sometimes two to- 

gether (mated pairs we supposed at the time), sometimes in small 

flocks. We shot a few, but mostly we watched them and followed the 

“‘nairs’’ about, hoping, but scarcely expecting, that they would lead 

us to a nest. The actions of these birds were extremely puzzling, for 

they seemed quite carefree, and many were in flocks. When we did 

obtain both birds of a ‘‘pair’’ they proved to be two males. Finally 

it began to dawn upon us that the waxwings were coming daily to a 

favorite feeding ground—nothing more; when disturbed they always 

disappeared in the same direction over some low hills to the westward ; 

and our search was pursued in accordance with this suggestion, with 

satisfactory results. 

“The terrace or plateau above mentioned, of which so far we had 

merely skirted the eastern edge, extends westward a mile-or more, is 

quite level, and but sparsely covered with forest growth. A year or 

more before our visit it had been swept by fire and a large part of the 
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timber destroyed. As we saw the place there was very little under- 

brush of any sort, a great many dead trees, mostly pines with some 

poplars, and a scattering growth of live trees that had escaped de- 

struction. The conifers were the lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), and 

were all small trees. 

On June 19 we first saw evidence of nesting activities, though, as we 

afterward learned, the birds must have been busy for some time. On 

this occasion a pair of birds flew past, each with nest material in its 

bill, and disappeared in a clump of little pines a short distance away. 

A short search discovered the nest, just well started, in one of the 

pines, some six feet from the ground, and quité conspicuous to the 

view. A second nest was found a short distance away at a point where 

there had been an Indian wickiup, occupied by a solitary old witch- 

doctor. Several days before, this habitation had been destroyed by 

fire, and some of the surrounding trees, including the one with. the 

nest, somewhat scorched. Apparently the fire, smoke, and noise had 

been too much for the parent waxwings, and they deserted the nest, 

which contained five newly hatched young. The young were pretty 

well dried up when found. 

On June 22 the third nest was discovered. Two birds were seen 

in flight toward a pine a hundred yards or so distant. One, the male 

presumably, lit in the top of the tree, the other disappeared in the 

foliage below. Almost instantly the male flew high in the air, joined 

two others that were passing by, and all three went off together toward 

the slopes where we had previously found so many of the birds feeding. 

An inspection of the pine disclosed the waxwing’s nest. The tree was 

only about twenty-five feet high, with straggly branches and little 

foliage. The nest rested upon limbs and against the trunk, about 

fifteen feet from the ground. It contained six eggs, almost ready to 

hatch. 

During the next few days several other nests were found. A record 

was kept of each one, though they did not all yield sets of eggs. Fol- 

lowing are the-particulars of all the nests discovered : 

No. 1 (Mus. Vert. Zool., no. 1819). Found June 19, nest just be- 
gun; June 21, nest completed; June 22, contained one egg; June 24, 
3 eggs; June 25, 4 eggs; June 26, five eggs, set taken. Nest in lodge- 
pole pine (tree about twelve feet high), six feet from the ground, rest- 
ing on two small branches and against trunk. Greatest outside diam- 
eter about 230 mm.; inside diameter, 77; outside depth of main nest 

structure, 90; depth of nest cavity, 51. Material used: dead twigs 
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from pines and poplars, dry black moss from the trees, white, cottony 
plant fiber, and, for lining, dry grass and a few feathers. See figures 
AA, DD. 

No. 2 (Mus. Vert. Zool., no. 1817). Found June 19; a recently 

abandoned nest containing five dead young, newly hatched. In situ- 

ation a duplicate of the last: in a little pine, about six feet from the 

ground, and resting on two small limbs and against the trunk. 

Greatest outside diameter about 230 mm. (straggling twigs projecting 

farther ) ; inside diameter, 95; outside depth, 77; depth of nest cavity, 

Fig. AA. Waxwing on nest in small lodgepole pine; found near Telegraph 
Creek. Photograph taken June 25, 1919. 

32. This was the only nest found with none of the black tree moss in 

its composition. There is relatively more of the white plant fiber. 

It is possible that nest no. 1 was built by the pair that abandoned this 

nest. 

No. 3 (Mus. Vert. Zool. no. 1818). Found June 22, with six eggs, 

within a few days of hatching. Nest in a small lodgepole pine, about 

fifteen feet from the ground, on three small limbs and against the 

trunk. Greatest outside diameter about 230 mm.; inside diameter, 90; 

outside depth, 90; inside depth, 51. Material used: dead pine and 

poplar twigs, a great deal of black moss, white plant fiber and dry 

grass. See figure BB. 

No. 4. Found June 22. In a little lodgepole pine, about seven 

feet from the ground. This was the merest beginning of a nest when 
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discovered. The birds were seen building rapidly on the morning of 

June 22, but on June 23 they were just as busily engaged carrying the 

same nest material elsewhere. The new nest was not found. 

No. 5. Found June 23. In a dense grove of young pines. Nest 

much like the ones just described, but with a great deal of the moss 

and not much white fiber. Contained one fresh egg. The nest was 

deserted when we found it. 

No. 6. Found June 24. In top of a slender pine, about 25 feet 

from the ground. Nest resting on limbs and against the trunk. Con- 

tained five young. a 
No. 7 (Mus. Vert. Zool. no. 1820). Found June 24. The only 

nest discovered that was not placed against the tree trunk. This nest 

was in a lodgepole pine of larger size than most in this locality, in the 

fork of one of the larger branches, about three feet from the trunk. 

Both birds were building here at 1 p.m. At 4 p.m. both birds were 

seen hard at work carrying the nest material elsewhere. When we 

ceased watching there was very little of the nest left. On July 5 we 

happened to pass this place and were surprised to see the nest intact 

and a bird upon it. It yielded a set of five eggs. This nest is not so 

bulky as some of the others. Outside diameter, 153 mm.; inside diam- 

eter, 77; outside depth, 77; inside depth, 45. Construction as usual, 

of twigs, moss, white plant fiber and dry grass. 

No. 8. Found July 5, about half-finished. In the usual location: 

against the trunk of a small lodgepole pine, about ten feet from the 

ground. We were not able to return to this nest. 

Waxwings were discovered nesting at Doch-da-on Creek, fifty miles 

down the river, under slightly, different conditions from those at Tele- 

graph Creek. On July 9 two occupied nests were found there, and 

two apparently of the previous year, all in the same patch of woods. 

This tract was composed mainly of balsam firs of rather large size, 

with an admixture of cottonwoods and poplars, and with but little 

underbrush. While these woods were thus fairly open, they were still 

much denser than those in which we found the waxwings nesting at 

Telegraph Creek. The two occupied nests were less than a hundred 

yards apart, were exactly alike in location and structure, and when 

found each contained one fresh egg. Hach was near the top of a fir, 

about twenty-five feet from the ground, supported upon a branch and 

by surrounding twigs, and close to the trunk. On July 15 one of these 

nests was taken, together with a set of three eggs. The other contained 

two eggs, and was left undisturbed. No more eggs were laid in this 

nest, the female being still incubating the two eggs some days later. 
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The nest taken (no. 1821) is more compact than most of those 
found at Telegraph Creek, due to the firmer support given by the 
short, stiff fir twigs, closely encircling the structure, as compared with 
the sparse and slender branches of the lodgepole pine. It measures 

as follows: outside diameter, 178 mm.; inside diameter, 76; outside 

depth, 76; inside depth, 38 mm. The black moss enters into the con- 

struction of this nest to a greater extent than in any of the others. 

There is but the scantiest framework of twigs on the outside, lending 

support to the moss, which forms about nine-tenths of the entire struc- 

ture. There is but very little of the white fiber that is so conspicuous 

in some of the others. 

Fig. BB. Nest and eggs of waxwing found near Telegraph Creek; nest near 
the top of a small lodgepole pine. Photograph taken June 22, 1919. 

It will be seen that the waxwings’ nests were all very much alike 

in structure and location. All were in conifers, in rather open woods, 

and not far above the ground (six to twenty-five feet). The nests 

with one exception were against the trunk of the tree. The building 

material was always the same, an outer structure of dead twigs, lend- 

ing support to a mass of black moss and white plant fiber. Dry grass 

was used as a lining sometimes but not always. The black moss was 

the one material that was used in the greatest amount, and it appears 

in all but one of the nests. This moss grows abundantly on the conifers 

of the region, depending from the branches in great masses, like coarse 

hair. The white plant fiber that is also so conspicuous in the nests is 

from the seed pod of the previous year’s dead ‘‘fireweed’’ (Epilobium 

angustifolium). 
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There was one additional feature in which the nests were all alike, 

something that could not be preserved. Invariably there was a mass 

of stuff depending six or eight inches below the nest proper, so loosely 

attached as to seem on the verge of dropping away. This stuff was 

mostly the moss and the white plant fiber; usually additional tufts of 

these materials were adhering to nearby branches. 

Fig. CC « Fig. DD 

Fig. CC. Grove of small fir trees where waxwings were found nesting at 
Doch-da-on Creek. A nest may be seen in the tree in the center of the picture, 

near the top of the tree and close to the trunk. Photograph taken July 15, 

1919. 

Fig. DD. Grove of small lodgepole pines where waxwings were found nest- 

ing near Telegraph Creek. There is a nest in the tree at the left of the picture, 

about halfway up and against the trunk. Photograph taken June 20, 1919. 

The nests seemed large for the size of the bird, and they were not 
well hidden. Usually they were conspicuous, once we had found them, 
and no difficulty was experienced in finding a nest we had reason to 
suppose was in a certain locality. It was surprising, though, how 
frequently we both walked past nests without seeing them, not having 
noted the birds, though once found we marveled how we could have 
overlooked them. 

4 
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The Bohemian waxwing, that is, the subspecies Bombycilla garrula 

pallidiceps, has been discovered nesting at so few points in North 

America that it seems worth while to give a résumé of the findings of 

previous observers for comparison with our own. 

The first North American breeding record was announced by Baird 

(1866, 406), as follows: ‘‘The only instances on record of their dis- 

covery in America are of a nest and one egg by Mr. Kennicott, on the 

Yukon, in 1861, and a nest and single egg on the Anderson River, by 

Mr. MacFarlane, both of which, with the female parents, are in the 

possession of the [Smithsonian] Institution.’’ 

Kennicott’s nest was described by Brewer (in Baird, Brewer, and 

Ridgway, 1874, 398): ‘‘At Fort Yukon, July 4, Mr. Kennicott met 

with the nest of this species. The nest, which contained but one egg, 

was about eighteen feet from the ground, and was built on a side 

branch of a small spruce that was growing at the outer edge of a clump 

of thick spruces, on low ground. The nest was large, the base being 

made of small, dry spruce twigs. Internally it was constructed of 

fine grass and moose hair, and lined thickly with large feathers.’’ 

In 1901, Brooks discovered the waxwing breeding at 158-Mile 

House, in the southwestern corner of the Cariboo district, British 

Columbia. 

I first noticed them there on 11th June, when I came across a small flock and 

shot one which proved on dissection to be a female about to lay. On returning 

to the same spot I found the Waxwings, consisting of a colony of five pairs of 

birds, still there, and soon discovered a nest in a Murray pine, near the end of 

a limb and about twenty-five feet up, this then (12th June) contained two eggs. 
On the 15th I took this set, which then consisted of four eggs. The nest was 

loose and bulky, composed of Usnea moss, dry grass and weed stems, and lined 

with fine material, with a few green aspen leaves in the lining, no doubt to 
render the eggs less conspicuous. On the 26th June I carefully looked over all 
the trees in the neighborhood with my binocular, and found three more nests, all 

in tall Douglas fir trees; two of these I was able to climb to; each contained 

four eggs within a few days of hatching. The nests were similar to the first 

but without the green aspen leaves, probably due to the fact that the nests were 

better concealed from above (Brooks, 1903, p. 283). 

On June 10, 1908, R. M. Anderson found the species nesting near 

Fort Smith, at the boundary between Alberta and Mackenzie. In 

nearly all respects the circumstances were as we found them on the 

Stikine. 

Soon I saw what appeared to be a nest, a moss-covered bunch near the top 

of a straight, slender jack-pine (Pinus banksiana), about 45 feet from the ground. 
The nest, however, was so artfully concealed and draped with mosses that I 

could not be sure that it really was a nest until I actually peered over the edge 

of it. 
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The nest contained six eggs, which proved to be almost fresh; incubation 

less than one day..... 

The nest measured 614 inches in outside diameter, and 2% inside; depth 

(outside) 3 inches, (inside) 1144 inches; composed externally of small, short, 

dead pine twigs loosely arranged and partially covered with pale green moss, 

‘and small bunches of white cottony vegetable fibres. The nest lining consisted 

of a few fine grasses, a few bunches of fine wooly black moss, and bunches of 

the soft white cotton. 
The tree containing the nest was at least twenty feet from any other tree 

and had no limbs for at least twenty feet from the ground. The nest was placed 

close to the body of the tree and supported by two small nearly horizontal limbs 

and a few lateral supporting twigs from these (R. M. Anderson, 1909, pp. 11-12). 

Fig. EE. Map showing the known breeding range of the Bohemian wax- 

wing in North America. Circles indicate points where the species has been 

found nesting. 1. Fort Yukon, Alaska, July 4, 1861 (Baird, 1866, p. 406). 2. 

Fort Anderson (Baird, loc. cit.). 8. 158-Mile House, Cariboo District, British 

Columbia, June, 1901 (Brooks, 1903, p. 283). 4. Fort Smith, Alberta, June 10, 

1908 (R. M. Anderson, 1909, pp. 11-12). 5. Atlin Lake, British Columbia, July, 

1914 (EH. M. Anderson, 1915b, pp. 145-148). 6. Telegraph Creek, British Colum- 

bia, June and July, 1919 (Swarth and Dixon, M8). 
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In July, 1914, Ernest M. Anderson found the Bohemian waxwing 
breeding on islands in Atlin Lake, in the extreme northwestern corner 
of British Columbia. On July 8 he took four sets of eggs (E. M. 

Anderson, 19150, pp. 145-148). Without going into details, it may 

be said that in all essential respects of nest construction and location, 

"his findings aecord very closely with our own. 

These few records, covering six localities in the Canadian northwest 

and Alaska, appear to be the only authenticated instances of the actual 

taking of nests and eggs of the waxwing in North America. In addi- 

tion may be cited Riley’s statement (1912, p. 69) of the probable nest- 

ing of the species at Moose, in southeastern British Columbia. Though 

he found no nests, the conditions under which he found the birds were 

sufficient proof of their breeding. 

The nesting of the European subspecies (Bombycilla garrula gar- 

rula) was most carefully described by John Wolley (1857) in his 

memorable account of the first discovery of the nest and eggs of the 

Bohemian waxwing in Finland, and by Newton (1861) in a longer 

paper describing the same material. Wolley’s description of the nest 

reads in part as follows: 

‘* . .’. the main substance [of the nest] is of the kind of lichen 

commonly called tree-hair..... This main substance of the nest is 

strengthened below by a platform of dead twigs, and higher up towards ' 

the interior by a greater or less amount of flowering stalks of grass, 

and occasionally pieces of equisetum.’’ He also found a little rein- 

deer lichen, green moss, willow cotton, and fiber of grass leaves in the 

structure ; sometimes one or two feathers in the lining. The nests were 

“ , .. built on the branch of a tree, not near the bole, and rather 

.. . Standing up from the branch ... ., than supported by twigs 

touching it at the sides. .... Of six nests, four were in small spruces, 

one in a good-sized Scotch fir, and one in a Birch—all placed at a 

height of from 6 to 12 feet above the ground... . the nest seems 

generally much exposed..... In parts of the forest considerably 

open. 

‘Five seems to be the ordinary number of eggs; in one nest only 

‘there were aS many as six. 

‘In the backward and cold spring of 1856, Waxwings had their 

full complement of eggs about the 12th of June’’ (Wolley, 1857, pp. 

55-56). 
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The eggs of the four sets of the American subspecies obtained in 

1919 on the Stikine River, and now in the Museum of ‘Vertebrate 

Zoology, measure as follows: 

Set no. 1818. 25.0x 17.8, 24.2x17.8, 25.5x 18.5, 25.2 x 17.5, 25.5 x 

18.2, 26.0 x 18.0. 

Set no. 1819. 24.2x17.0, 27.0x 17.0, 27.0x 17.2, 26.0x 17.5, 26.2 

x 17.2. 

Set no. 1820. 26.8x17.8, 25.0x 18.0, 26.5x 18.0, 25.5x 18.0, 26.8 

x 17.8. 

Set no. 1821. 24.8x18.0, 23.5 17.5, 24.0 x 18.0. 

In color, three of the sets are much alike, a pale glaucous blue, close 

to Ridgway’s ‘‘pale dull glaucous-blue,’’ but more washed out. This 

ground color is marked rather profusely with blackish dots and with 

a few fine, irregular lines, the dots mostly quite small and occurring 

over nearly the entire egg, though less numerously at the smaller end 

than elsewhere. There are also obscure underlying spots of bluish, but 

faintly seen. The fourth set (no. 1821) is more olivaceous, the ground 

color close to Ridgway’s ‘‘mineral gray.’’ The spots are fewer in 

number than in the other sets, larger, and more sharply defined. 

As to plumage, the more conspicuous variable features in the wax- 

wing’s markings are the waxlike tips to the secondaries, the white and 

_ the yellow markings on primaries, primary coverts, and secondaries, 

and the yellow tips to the rectrices. The most elaborate study yet made 

of the plumage of this species is that written by Henry Stevenson 

(1882), based upon 144 specimens killed in England during the 

winter of 1866-67. Many of his statements are of interest in con- 

nection with the series of ‘waxwings now in the collection of this 

Museum. 

First, as regards the wax secondary tip, he gives the following 

table, including those birds of which the sex had been ascertained by 

dissection. 

MALES FEMALES 

3 had 4 tips *1 had 2 tips 

7 had 5 tips 4 had 3 tips 
14 had 6 tips 7 had 4 tips 

14 had 7 tips 6 had 5 tips 

3 had 8 tips 7 had 6 tips 
—_ 2 had 7 tips 

41 1 had 8 tips 

28 
* Sex uncertain. 
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A similar table of 38 specimens of the American subspecies in this 
Museum of which the sex has been ascertained is as follows: 

MALES FEMALES 

2 have 3 tips 1 has no tips 

6 have 4 tips 1 has traces of 2 tips 

5 have 5 tips 2 have 3 tips 

8 have 6 tips 2 have 4 tips 

1 has 7 tips 2 have 5 tips 
= 7 have 6 tips 

22 1 has 7 tips 

16 

Besides those thus tabulated there are certain other variants. One 

male has a faint trace of a wax tip on a secondary on one side only. 

One female has two on one side, three on the other. One female has 

four on one side, two on the other. One female has five on one side, six 

on the other. Stevenson seemed to believe that such irregularities were 

due to accidents or wear, but in these birds there is no evidence to 

show that the unadorned secondaries had received any injury. One 

female is indicated in the table as having traces of two tips. They 

are so faint that they can be seen only by the most careful scrutiny, 

and are devoid of red color. Of all the adult specimens examined, 

forty-five in number, just one was found (a female) with absolutely 

no trace of the wax tips. In several cases these tips show a decided 

tendency to split up like feather barbs. It thus appears that these 

appendages are formed by the coalescing of barbs, and not by an en- 

largement of the tip of the central shaft, though the shaft, too, is 

involved in the general change. The ornamentation, in fact, may well 

have begun with the coloring of the shaft, spreading later over the 

adjoining feather barbs. The last stage would have been the coales- 

cing of the barbs, forming the waxlike scale as it is now seen. Various 

steps of this hypothetical evolutionary development are supplied in the 

wing and tail feathers of different birds of this series. 

The primaries of the waxwing have a white or yellow marking near 

the tip. This marking is sometimes confined to the outer web, and 

sometimes continued on to the inner web; the latter, producing a 

V-shaped marking, has been designated by Stevenson (loc. cit.) as the 

‘‘return margin.’’ In the brightest colored birds these markings are 

bright yellow on the inner primaries, becoming more and more white 

on the outermost ones. In the duller colored birds they are white 

throughout. The V-shaped character is invariably accompanied by 
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bright yellow outer margins, but the yellow color is not restricted to 

the individuals that have this ‘‘return margin.’’ Some of the birds 

with the primary markings absolutely confined to the outer feather 

margins still have them of brilliant yellow. None of the birds with 

white primary spots have the ‘‘return margin.”’ 5 

There are several birds of both sexes at hand with more or less 

indication of red at the tips of the tail feathers. This is never at all 

conspicuous, and is usually confined to the shaft of the feather at the 

extreme tip. In one or two instances the color spreads out over the 

adjoining vane, but without any coalescing of the red colored barbs; 

not one bird in the series has any well defined wax tips to the tail 

feathers similar to those on the secondaries. There is some variation 

in the yellow tip to the tail feathers, both in intensity of yellow and 

in the breadth of the marking. There are also some specimens with 

one or more tail feathers longer or shorter than the rest and of a 

different tone of yellow, giving the appearance of having been held 

over from a previous plumage. 

Stevenson (loc. cit.) after careful study of the extensive series of 

birds at his disposal was unable to discover any external character dis- 

tinguishing male from female, though he was inclined to believe ‘‘that 

the assumption of the yellow tinge [on the primary markings] is prob- 

ably more gradual in the female than in the male.’’ The series before 

the present writer does not shed any additional light upon this ques- 

tion. Although there is considerable variation in the character of wing 

and tail markings, it appears to be purely individual. It so happens 

that the brightest colored bird of the lot is a female (Mus. Vert. Zool. 

no. 17487, sexed by C. I. Clay). In size (but not in number) of wax 

wing tips, in “‘return margins’’ of primaries, in yellow on primaries, 

and in size of white spots on secondaries, it is superior to any of the 

males. In this bird the wax secondary tips are 7 mm. in length, a size 

attained by only one or two males. 

The brood of. young birds we collected was naturally of more than 

ordinary interest. The nest was discovered on June 24, containing 

five young not more than two or three days old. On July 5 we re- 

turned. The nest was in a slender tree that swayed under the least 

pressure, and at the first disturbance the young birds fluttered to the 
ground. The brood was about two weeks old at this time. In two or 
three days more, at most, all would have left the nest voluntarily. 

The brood consisted of four males and one female. 
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These young waxwings presented a most striking appearance in 

life, for to my surprise they exhibited all the characteristic markings 

of the adult. Not only that, but the yellow tip to the tail was much 

brighter, more of an orange yellow, than it is in any of the old birds. 

The wax tips to the secondaries were present in each of the four males 

but not in the female. Two of the birds had four such tips, one had 

five, and ene had seven, as many as are seen in any of the adults. 

These wax tips are as large as in many old birds. As rectrices and 

remiges were but partly grown out, the brightly colored tips occupied 

a much greater proportion of the whole than is the case in fully feath- 

ered birds. The resulting color effect was most bizarre. The young, 

with their remarkably vivid markings, looked utterly unlike the soberly 

colored adults. 

The four young males are very much alike in color and markings, 

the only differences in appearance being those arising from the slight 

difference in stage of development. The marginal primary markings 

are present, sharply defined, and in each case bright yellow. In many 

adults these markings are white. In the young males the terminal 

tail band is orange-buff, the primary tips, light orange-yellow. In the 

brightest adult at hand the tail band is light cadmium, the primary 

‘tips, lemon chrome. In the young female the tail band is somewhat 

paler than in the males, though still more orange than in any adult. 

The primary tips are but slightly tinged with yellow. ; 

A still more remarkable feature in the young males is the fact that 

in each one the rectrices are distinctly tipped with red. These red 

tips are not fully developed sealing-waxlike scales such as are on the 

secondaries, but are produced by red coloration of the terminal portion 

(4 or 5 mm. in length) of the feather shaft of the rectrix. 

The female parent of this brood (the only: one of the pair collected) 

_is a highly plumaged bird. It has six secondaries of one wing, five 

of the other, with wax tips, the primary margins are bright yellow, 

the tail is broadly tipped with yellow, and there is a faint suggestion 

of red in one or two of the tail feathers. 

As regards the young birds, it is seen that they possess all the 

peculiar markings of the most brightly colored adults except the ‘‘re- 

turn margin’’ upon the primaries. This is not seen in any of the 

young. The yellow wing and tail markings are much brighter than in 

any adult at hand, even than in freshly molted birds with these feathers 

but partly grown. While the young birds possess all the markings of 

the adults, they are appreciably different in general body color. They 
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have a somewhat streaked appearance, though not as much so as in 

the young cedar waxwing, the whole body is of a duller, darker gray 

than in the adult, and the young bird has none of the vinous coloring 

about the head that is seen in the adult. The crest is present but only 

slightly developed. The young has a dull black line from the nostril 

to the eye and posteriorly on the head, in resemblance to that on the 

adult, but in our specimens of young there is just an indication of the 

black throat. This may be due to the fact that in these birds the 

feathers of chin and upper throat are but partly developed, but ap- 

pearances would indicate that in the fully acquired juvenal plumage 

the throat is whitish, bordered on each side by a line of dull black. 

The middle of the belly is whitish, the under tail coverts a paler and 

duller chestnut than in the adult. One feature in which the young 

waxwings differ notably from the adults is the color of the inside of 

the mouth. This was a bright reddish (spinel pink of Ridgway) with 

a short, sharply defined streak of Mathews purple on each side, at the 

corner of the mouth. In adults the inside of the mouth is flesh color 

with but a suggestion of bluish at either side on the roof of the mouth. 

In the young birds the iris is dark. In adults there is a narrow but 

distinct red ring surrounding the black pupil. 

Although the fact that the young Bohemian waxwing possesses 

practically all the distinctive markings of the most highly developed 

adult was a surprise to the writer when the birds were first encoun- 

tered in the field, it is not new in ornithological literature. There 

have been a few juvenals collected, but although their appearance has 

been commented upon at the time of capture, apparently the compilers 

of the more general handbooks have never cited these scanty speci- 

mens as representative of the usual condition. Casual mention of an 

early streaked stage, ‘‘similar to that of the cedar bird,”’ is the infor- 

mation usually given. Wolley’s description of a young bird, in his 

account of the first discovery of the nesting of the European sub- 

species, is as follows: 

A young bird caught on the 5th of August, as it fluttered from the nest, had 
a general resemblance to the adult, though all the colours were more dull. The 
wax-like ends to the wing-feathers, the yellow tip to the tail, the black patch 
between the eye and the beak are all there, whilst the rich mahogany of the 
under tail-coverts is of a quieter brown; the blooming vinous colour of the head 
and back has not yet emerged from a homely neutral, and the crest is but just 
indicated by the longish feathers of the crown. The most marked difference 
between the adult and young is in the throat and under surface generally. 
There is at present scarcely a trace of the deep black patch of the chin, and the 
delicate tint of the general under surface of the adult is replaced by mottled 
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neutral and white. This upon examination is found to owe its appearance to 

those longer webs, which arising towards the root of each feather, extend as 

far outwards as the webs which arise nearer its tip, being very pale or white, 

and thus relieving, on both sides, the last mentioned darker webs (Wolley, 1857, 
p. 56). 

In Gould’s ‘‘Birds of Great Britain’’ there is a colored plate fig- 

uring adult birds, a nest, and five young. Of the young, three show 

the back and wings, all with wax tips to the secondaries. These figures 

are from young taken by Dresser, July 4, 1858, but although five 

juveniles are figured, in the text the statement is made that four 

young were in the nest and just two were caught. (Gould, 1873, vol. 

PB pl: B1,) ; 
Bishop (1900a, p. 89) describes three fully fledged young from the 

Yukon region as having the waxlike appendages to the secondaries, 

but of a paler red than in the adult. One of these same young birds 

is described in detail by Ridgway (1904, p. 106). Evidently but few 

young birds of this species have been collected. Judging from those 

that have been taken, the waxlike secondary tips occur as frequently 

in the juvenal plumage as in the later stages. In fact, with respect 

to all the variable features in this species, wax tips, white or yellow 

wing markings, and yellow tail band, it is not possible to detect any 

correlation between the extent of these markings or the intensity of 

their color, and either age, sex, or season. We have, as described, birds 

in juvenal plumage as brightly marked as any adult. The fact that 

in the brood of five collected the four males have the wax tipping and 

the one female lacks these appendages, gives the appearance of this 

being a sexual feature. To offset this, the female parent of this brood 

had the wax tips fully developed. Then, the female parent of a set 

of five eggs, taken the same day, has the wax tips almost entirely 

lacking. 

In commenting upon the Bohemian waxwing as a winter visitant 

to Montana, where they were abundant, Cameron (1908, p. 46) says: 

Only a small proportion had yellow primary bands; in the great majority 
these were white. Most birds had no red sealing wax appendages visible and 

were presumably the young of the year. Others, besides showing white edging 

to the ends of all the primaries except the two first, had four wax tips on the 

secondaries. These may have been birds of eighteen months old which had 

moulted twice, having regard to the fact that the waxwing moults only once a 

year—in October. A few of the birds had brilliant yellow wing-bars and 
numerous vermilion appendages, and I concluded that this small minority were 

old birds. 
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Similar lines of reasoning have been followed regarding other birds 

than the waxwing; that is, different types of plumage have been taken 

as indicating different ages, rather than descriptions of plumages 

being based upon specimens whose ages had been definitely ascer- 

tained in other ways. There is probably hardly a species where it 

would seem a more obvious or safer thing to do than to judge the 

age of a waxwing from the number and size of the waxen wing tips, 

yet inspection of the juvenal plumage shows how unsafe such assump- 

tions may be. 

The most surprising statement in Cameron’s account is the as- 

sertion that ‘‘most birds had no red sealing wax appendages visible.’’ 

Of the forty-five adults examined in the present connection only one 

lacks any trace of such an appendage, and except for Cameron’s com- 

ment I should have believed that it was unusual for a Bohemian wax- 

wing to lack these ornaments. In the smaller cedar waxwing the case 

is different. An examination of the latter species as represented in 

this Museum discloses 36 specimens with more or less wax tips to the 

secondaries, and 41 without a vestige of such marking. Judging from 

the material at hand, therefore, this character seems to be much more 

fully developed in Bombycilla garrula than in B. cedrorum. 

The flocking instinct is strong in the waxwing at all times. The 

nests we found, at two different localities, while not sufficiently close 

together to merit the term ‘‘rookeries,’’ were gathered in close prox- 

imity, and to the exclusion of surrounding areas apparently just as 

well adapted to the purpose. The birds obviously prefer to nest in 

fairly close company. When a sitting bird left the nest for the short 

time necessary to feed each day, it was to join one or two others and 

do the foraging in company. While both birds of a mated pair work 

at nest construction, apparently all the labor of incubation falls upon 

the female. Her mate, thrown upon his own resources, usually joined 

some other unoccupied male. Usually two males fed together; occa- 

sionally there were more in company. Flocks were noted all through 

the breeding season, usually of not more than twelve or fifteen indi- 

viduals; by the end of July gatherings were seen that were several 

times as large. 

In nest building, male and female worked together. Dixon (MS) 
observed one pair at their labors for some time and made the follow- 
ing notes: After the observer had taken his station the female arrived 
with some white plant fiber. She put this fiber in place, and then, sit- 
ting in the nest, she turned around and around, shaping thus, with her 
breast, the nest cavity. Then the male arrived with more of the plant 
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fiber. He placed it within reach of the female, who proceeded to weave 
it into the structure. The birds worked so assiduously that the nest 
was nearly finished by noon of the second day after it was begun. 

In approaching and leaving the birds were usually together. In- 
stead of flying directly to the nest they generally lit in some nearby 
trees, then approached unobtrusively by several short flights through 
the thicket. In departing similar precautions were used. When 
perching they almost invariably chose a tree top or some elevated and 
projecting limb. This was especially noticeable in birds disturbed at 
their nests, and it was also the manner in which they perched when 
engaged in fiyeatching activities. 

Different birds varied in the degrees of tameness they showed about 

the nests. The female of the first set taken remained upon the eggs 

until the collector’s hand was within a few inches of her. Male and 

female together hovered about for a few minutes, occasionally uttering 

the usual call note, and raising and lowering the crest. Then they 

left and did not return at all in the two hours that we remained in 

the vicinity. 

A sitting bird when closely approached invariably pointed the bill 

almost straight up, and kept the crest closely pressed to the head. The 

young birds frightened from the nest resorted to the same tactics. On 

one occasion one of a pair of waxwings, presumably the male, was seen 

strutting about and exhibiting his beauties to his mate. Considering 

that the two sexes are alike in every respect, it seemed rather a 

superfluous performance, but at any rate the one bird was hopping 

excitedly about from branch to branch, while the other sat still and 

looked on. The active performer kept the tail partly spread, wings 

drooping, and crest raised, and the whole body was held stiffly upright. 

After several minutes the other seemed to tire of the performance and 

flew away, followed at once by its mate. 

Waxwings were seen feeding on insects and also on berries and other 

vegetable matter. About Telegraph Creek, the first week in June, they 

were usually seen perched on bare branches and making short sallies 

after flying insects in true flycatcher style. Early in July a berry- 

bearing shrub (Shepherdia canadensis) of general distribution in the 

region came into bearing, and the waxwings, as well as other species of 

birds, fed upon the berries of this plant to a great extent. The young 

waxwings we took from the nest had also been fed upon these same 

berries. 

Under ordinary circumstances the only sound uttered by the wax- 

wing is a sibilant call note much like that of the more familiar cedar 
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bird. While notes of the two species are of the same character, still they 

are distinguishably different. This difference may, perhaps, be indicated 

by describing the cedar bird’s call as a hiss, the Bohemian waxwing’s 

call as a buzz. The note of the latter is somewhat coarser ; the listener 

has an impression of hearing a series of very slightly separated notes, 

rather than of a continuous ‘sound such as the cedar bird utters. The 

call note has been commented upon by Cameron (1908, p. 47), who 

says: ‘‘When flying the birds keep up an incessant twittering, so that 

high passing flocks are immediately recognized by their call of zir-r-r-r 

—a sort of trill.” 

Griscom and Harper (1915, p. 369) make the following comments 

upon the waxwing’s call: ‘‘Though similar in general form to the 

‘beady notes’ of B. cedrorum, they are less shrill, are more leisurely 

uttered, and have a more noticeable rolling sound. They are also more 

distinct, there being a comparatively greater interval between each 

syllable in the series. The call has been represented by Seebohm as 

cir-ir-tr-ir-re (quoted in Sharpe’s ‘Hand-book to the Birds of Great 

Britain,’ Vol. I, p. 177) and by Cameron as zir-r-r-r...., but 

neither rendering seems to express exactly the decided sibilant quality 

of each syllable.’’ 

E. M. Anderson (1915), p. 146) makes a rather surprising state- 

ment regarding the voice of the waxwing. ‘‘While on the wing the 

birds uttered a short succession of high-pitched, screaming notes, 

closely resembling in character, though not in volume, the cries heard 

on nearing a Pigeon Guillemot rookery on the seacoast.’’ As far as 

I am aware this is the only published statement that ascribes to the 

waxwing any note other than the well-known hissing sound. 

A bird shot by the present writer, which fell to the ground wounded, 

uttered a loud, chattering noise, the only time I ever heard anything 

of the kind. The young birds we removed from the nest called a great 

deal. One of the five fluttered off into the bushes where he escaped 

observation, but he soon began calling and was thus discovered. Ac- 

cording to Dixon’s notes at the time, the call note of the young wax- 

wing was much like that of a young California shrike. 

The American waxwing was given the name Bombycilla garrula 

pallidiceps by Reichenow (1908, p. 191), with the type locality the 

Shesly River, northern British Columbia. The Shesly River, a tribu- 

tary of the Inklin, which in turn empties into the Taku, has its source 

some twenty-five miles northwest of Telegraph Creek, its mouth, 

some sixty miles beyond. Thus for all practical purposes our Tele- 

graph Creek specimens of the waxwing may be regarded as topotypes. 
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I had the opportunity of comparing a selection of these skins with 
European examples of B. g. garrula in the United States National 
Museum. The color differences distinguishing the two forms were 
readily apparent in the series thus brought together, and the differ- 

ences appear to me to be sufficiently pronounced to justify the recogni- 

tion of the American subspecies, pallidiceps. (Cf. Oberholser, 1917c, 

p. 333.) 

We collected seventeen specimens of the waxwing, nine adult males, 

three adult females, four juvenal males, and one juvenal female (nos. 

40123-40139). 

Vireosylva gilva swainsoni (Baird). Western Warbling Vireo 

Common in the poplar woods of the upper Stikine Valley. First 

taken near Telegraph Creek on May 29; shortly after, the birds arrived 

in numbers. They were seen daily at Glenora and Doch-da-on Creek, 

undoubtedly breeding at both places. When we arrived at Flood 

Glacier, July 26, the species was present in some abundance; at the 

time of our departure, August 8, the birds were nearly all gone. 

Whether or not this vireo breeds at the last mentioned locality was 

not definitely ascertained, but I am inclined to think that it does, 

judging from the actions of certain individuals. On July 31 a pair 

of the birds spent nearly the whole day in an alder thicket near our 

camp, scolding continually at some disturber of their peace that I 

could not discover. Possibly an owl was roosting near-by. Anyway, 

the vireos acted much as though they were concerned over the safety 

of their brood. 

At Great Glacier, August 10, two were seen. This was the latest 

date of occurrence, and Great Glacier the westernmost locality at 

which the species was noted. Our several points of record apparently 

constitute the farthest known extension of the range of this sub- 

species toward the northwest. It is not included by Anderson (1915a) 

in his list of birds from Lake Atlin, some two hundred miles north 

of Telegraph Creek. The occurrence at Great Glacier carries the 

range to within ten miles of the Alaskan boundary, and to within 

about thirty miles of the coast. 

Five adult specimens were collected, two from the vicinity of Tele- 

graph Creek, one from Doch-da-on Creek, one from Flood Glacier, 

and one from Great Glacier (nos. 40140-40144). These birds are in 

no wise to be distinguished from others from more southern points 

in the range of the subspecies, as in California. 
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Vermivora celata orestera Oberholser. Rocky Mountain Orange- 

: crowned Warbler 

Warblers of this species are rare in the upper Stikine Valley, or 

else they are so secretive during the nesting season as to avoid observa- 

tion. Two males (nos. 40145, 40146) were taken near Telegraph Creek 

on May 27 and 31, respectively, probably migrants, and no more were 

seen for some time. At Doch-da-on Creek, July 18, when many birds 

were beginning to move about after the close of the nesting season, a 

female in juvenal plumage (no. 40147) was obtained. Another young 

bird, molting into first winter plumage (no. 40148) was taken at 

Great Glacier, August 11. 

The two adults, compared with Vermivora celata lutescens of the 

coast region, are of greater size and duller coloration. Compared 

with V. c. celata, they are more yellowish, and lack the grayish tinge 

of that race. Thus they exhibit the characters ascribed to Vermivora 

celata orestera Oberholser (1905, p. 242; 1917b, p. 8326). The juvenals 

may be distinguished from young lutescens by their gray juvenal 

feathers, yellow in the latter race. 

Vermivora celata lutescens (Ridgway). Lutescent Warbler 

An immature male just finishing the molt from the juvenal 

plumage (no. 40149) was taken at Great Glacier, August 11. At 

Sergief Island some were seen almost daily, evidently migrating and 

usually in company with other transient warblers and kinglets. Five 

specimens were taken, all immature, on dates ranging from August 18 

to September 22 (nos. 40150-40154). 

Vermivora peregrina (Wilson). Tennessee Warbler ' 

Met with on but one occasion. On June 12, at a point some five 

miles southwest of Telegraph Creek, my attention was drawn to an 

unfamiliar, wheezy song, heard at the edge of a swamp. The singer 

was discovered flitting from one twig to another in rather slow, vireo- 

like manner, giving his song at frequent intervals. It proved to be an 

adult male Tennessee warbler, and was undoubtedly nesting near-by. 

This specimen (no. 40155) was the only one taken or observed, although 

I kept careful watch for the species from that time on. 
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Dendroica aestiva aestiva (Gmelin). Eastern Yellow Warbler 

A few seen near Telegraph Creek on May 26 were’ the first ob- 

served, but the species may have arrived some days earlier. The first 

week in June the birds were abundant and quite generally distributed 

through the lower valleys. The males were especially noticeable from 

their habit of perching at the tops of dead and leafless trees, and there 

singing. The loud song and brilliant color, with no concealing ver- 

dure round about, rendered them as conspicuous as such small birds 

could well be. On June 14 a set of three slightly incubated eggs was 

taken (no. 1822). The nest was in a cottonwood sapling, some twelve 

feet from the ground, at the edge of a densé thicket. 

At Doch-da-on Creek, the latter part of July, yellow warblers were 

fairly numerous, and apparently on the move. At Flood Glacier, 

early in August, and at Great Glacier, about the middle of the month, 

they were seen frequently, though not in such numbers as had been 

present farther up the river. 

Eighteen specimens of yellow warbler were collected at points 

on the Stikine River (nos. 40156-40173). The series comprises six 

adult males and three adult females from Telegraph Creek, three adult 

males from Glenora, one juvenal female from Doch-da-on Creek, and 

one adult female and four immature females from Flood Glacier. 

Dendroica aestiva rubiginosa is commonly considered as occupying 

both the coast and the interior of Alaska and northern British 

Columbia (see A. O. U. Committee, 1910, p. 811; Ridgway, 1902, 

p. 514; E. M. Anderson, 1915a, p. 16), but on how extensive a repre- 

sentation of specimens these opinions were based I do not know. My 

Stikine River series is certainly sufficiently different from the coastal 

bird to forbid the two lots from being considered of the same sub- 

species. The series of rubiginosa in the collection of this Museum 

includes thirteen adult males from Vancouver Island and southeastern 

Alaska. These birds are distinguished in color from other North 

American races of Dendroica aestiva primarily by the combination 

of dark dorsal coloration, paler yellow underparts, and narrow and 

scanty chestnut streaking below. The Telegraph Creek birds do not 

fit into this category at all. In this series the underparts are more 

brilliantly yellow, and the chestnut streaks, are, in most of the speci- 

mens, numerous, broad, and conspicuous. As a series the lot fits in 

absolutely with D. aestiva aestiva, in regard to ventral coloration. 

In dorsal coloration they average somewhat darker than is the case 

in an equally extensive series of eastern examples of aestiva, though 
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selections can be made of closely similar specimens in the two series. 

The variation in dorsal coloration is, I believe, at least partly due to 

different degrees of wear and fading of the feathers. Specimens of 

the two series that were taken at approximately the same dates are 

practically indistinguishable. Measurements of the three lots are 

given below. They are of little diagnostic importance. 

In my opinion the Stikine River birds should not be classed with 

rubiginosa. They present certain differences in appearance; and in 

habitat and migration they are as sharply set off from the coastal 

birds as is the case with practically all the other bird species of the 

region where they were taken. On our trip down the river I watched 

for yellow warblers carefully and purposely, and they are rather 

more conspicuous in migration than most small birds. The frequently 

uttered zip-ztp, as they fly from bush to bush, attracts attention, and 

the yellow color is easily seen. At Doch-da-on Creek, at Flood Glacier, 

and at Great Glacier, yellow warblers were in evidence, obviously 

migrating, but below Great Glacier I could not see that there were 

any traveling down stream. My belief is that they find an outlet 

through the mountains to the southward, and that they do not reach 

the coast. When we reached Sergief Island, in the habitat of the 

coastal race (Dendroica aestiva rubiginosa), yellow warblers abruptly 

became scarce. We saw very few, whereas this island was directly in 

the line of travel down the river. During the first two weeks of our 

stay, the latter part of August, none was seen. On September 1 sev- 

eral were noted in company with other migrating warblers, and on 

September 2 a single bird was observed. 

On both scores, of physical characters and of distribution, I regard 

the yellow warblers of the upper Stikine River as best referred to 

Dendroica aestwa aestiva, showing some variation toward rubigi- 

nosa. Females and immature birds do not show the subspecifie char- 

acters as do the adult males, and such of the former as were collected 

at Flood Glacier and Great Glacier are ascribed to aestiva on the 

grounds of probability. 

TABLE XI 

Measurements in millimeters (average, minimum and maximum) of Dendroica 
aestiva aestiva and Dendroica aestiva rubiginosa 

Wing Tail Culmen 

Dendroica a. aestiva’ 10 males! 62.3 (60.0-64.0) 43.9 (42.0-46.0) 9.6 (9.0-10.0) 

Dendroica a. aestiva 9 males? 62.4 (60.5-64.0) 44.5 (42.5-46.5) 9.3 (8.5-10.0) 
Dendroica a. rubiginosa 10 males? 61.5 (59.5-64.0) 43.6 (42.0-46.0) 9.7 (9.0-10.0) 

1Ontario, Canada, 4; Wisconsin, 4; Michigan, 2. 
?Telegraph Creek, 7; Glenora, 2. 
§Prince William Sound, Alaska, 2; Sitka, 1; Chickamin River, s.e. Alaska, 3; Vancouver Island, 4. 
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Dendroica coronata hooveri McGregor. Alaska Myrtle Warbler 

Apparently. not common in this region, though some were seen at 

each collecting station. At the Junction the species was first seen on 

May 28. Two females taken on May 29 were evidently not breeding; 

from their actions, these birds and others seen the same day were as 

yet not even paired. To all appearances they had just arrived. None 

was seen in the immediate vicinity of Telegraph Creek, but a few 

pairs were encountered at scattered points some miles away. A few 

were seen at Glenora. At Doch-da-on Creek, July 8 to 25, small flocks 

occasionally appeared, sometimes a single family, sometimes evidently 

composed of two or more broods. The species undoubtedly nests at 

that point. Whether or not it nests at Flood Glacier, our next station 

down stream, is questionable, though I should think it likely that a 

few pairs might extend that far. Several specimens were taken there, 

and others were seen, some each day. At Great Glacier, August 9 

to 16,. Hoover warblers were seen frequently, migrating then and 

evidently traveling down stream. At the time of our arrival at Sergief 

Island, at the mouth of the river, on August 17, there were none of 

these warblers present. The first was obtained there on August 30, 

and in the next day or two the birds were arriving in considerable 

numbers. 

We found no nests. Not many of the birds were seen under such 

circumstances that it seemed profitable to make search, and when 

we did attempt to watch individuals that were obviously nesting 

near-by the results were fruitless. For one thing, the suspects we 

selected invariably dropped all other interests in order to follow us 

about, and, each time, the warbler we were watching proved able to 

sit around doing nothing longer than we ourselves cared to. 

The first young bird was collected on June 18, and others in juvenal 

plumage were taken at later dates, to July 10. One taken at Doch- 

da-on Creek, July 22, is well advanced in the molt into first winter 

plumage; another from Great Glacier, August 14, has just begun 

this change. One from Sergief Island, September 1, still retains 

much of the juvenal plumage. It is interesting to note that this bird 

probably traveled some distance from its birthplace while undergoing 

the molt. Another specimen taken at Sergief Island the same day 

has practically completed the change into first winter plumage. 

Adults in various stages of wear were taken up to the end of July. 

A female taken July 26 is in extremely shabby and abraded plumage, 
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but with no new feathers as yet. A male shot August 2 shows the first 

indication of the postnuptial molt. This is evident only in the flight 

feathers, the first primary and the adjoining secondary of each wing 

being partly grown out. No adults were taken at a later date. 

This species is one of the few that migrates coastward at the close 

of the breeding season. There is probably a movement directly south- 

ward east of the coast mountains also, but there is no doubt but that 

there is a regular late-summer line of travel down the Stikine River 

to the coast. The birds were noted traveling down stream, and the 

arrival of the species at Sergief Island was in sufficient numbers to 

warrant the movement being regarded as of regular annual occurrence. 

Similar conditions have been noted in the late summer at the mouth of 

the Taku River, another large stream flowing from the interior to the 

coast, and emptying about one hundred and fifty miles north of the 

mouth of the Stikine River (see Swarth, 1911, p. 99). There is no 

information at hand regarding a return in the spring through the same 

regions. 

Twenty specimens were collected (nos. 40174-40193), the series 

comprising four adult males, seven adult females, six in juvenal 

plumage, and three in first winter plumage. These were assembled 

with other material in this Museum for comparison with the eastern 

Dendroica c. coronata. Comparable material in. the two subspecies 

comprised, of coronata, 14 adult (summer) males, 10 adult (summer) 

females, 4 immature (first winter) ; of hooveri, 13 adult (summer) 

males, 15 adult (summer) females, 11 immature (first winter). There 

are also midwinter and juvenal specimens of hooveri, stages at which 

there are no comparable specimens of coronata available. 

Judging from this material, the subspecies Dendroica c. hooveri is 
but faintly characterized. As claimed by the original describer 
(McGregor, 1899, p. 32), hooveri averages slightly larger than coro- 
nata (see table), but there is much overlapping in measurements. I, 
myself, am unable to perceive most of the differences of color and 
markings that have been said to characterize the two subspecies. 
McGregor (loc. cit.) claimed differences in measurements only. Bis- 
hop (1900a, p. 90) advanced certain color characters, found in a series 
collected by himself in Alaska, notably in the summer plumage of the 
adult male. He says: ‘‘ Adult males average paler below than typical 
D. coronata, the black markings being narrower, thus giving an effect 
of broad longitudinal markings rather than black clouding on the 
chest.”’ This statement is endorsed by Grinnell (19096, p. 235). 
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‘ Bishop (loc. cit.) claims further that there are color differences in the 
juvenal plumage. Oberholser (1918), p. 465) upholds the validity of 
hoover, asserting ‘‘that it differs from Dendroica coronata coronata 
not only in its larger size but in the coloration of male, female, and 
even young.’’ Ridgway (1902, p. 548, footnote) and Riley (1912, 
p. 70) each refuse recognition to hoovert. 

The series assembled by myself in the present connection demon- 
strates the average size differences claimed to exist. I fail to appreciate 
any differences whatsoever of color or pattern between adult males 

and females of the two lots. The juvenal plumages I have been unable 

to compare. As regards immatures in first winter plumage, examples 

of hoovert are slightly (but distinguishably) darker, more brownish, 

than comparable specimens of coronata (see in this connection Swarth, 

1911, p. 99). 

TABLE XII 

Measurements in millimeters (average, minimum and maximum) of Dendroica 

coronata coronata and Dendroica coronata hooveri 

Length of white spot 
F : on outer”. 

Wing * Tail Culmen tail feather 

Dendroica coronata coronata, 14 males! 

72.4 (70.5-76.0) 56.8 (55.0-59.2) 8.9 (8.5-9.5) 20.8 (18.0-22.5) 

Dendroica coronata hooveri, 12 males? 

75.7 (73.5-79.0) 58.8 (57.2-60.0) 8.8 (8.0-9.2) 22.0 (20.0-25.0) 

1Massachusetts, 3; Connecticut, 1; New York, 1; NewJersey,2; District of Columbia, 1; Virginia, 1; 
Indiana, 2; Illinois, 1; Wisconsin, 1; Minnesota, 1. 

2Kowak River, Alaska, 4; Yukon River, Yukon and Alaska, 4; Stikine River, British Columbia, 4. 

Dendroica townsendi (J. K. Townsend). Townsend Warbler 

Very few seen at any point, and none under circumstances that 

would lead to the belief that the species was breeding east of the 

coastal mountains. First noted at Flood Glacier, where it may, per- 

haps, have been breeding, or where the birds seen may have wandered 

from nearer the coast. The first was taken on July 28 (no. 40194) 

and another on August 3 (no. 40195), both molting from juvenal to 

first winter plumage. Several more were seen. A male in first winter 

plumage throughout (no. 40196) was taken at Great Glacier, August 

14, and others were observed at the same point. At Sergief Island 

but one or two were noted, the last on September 1. 
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Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis Ridgway. Grinnell Water-Thrush 

At Glenora, July 7, an adult male was obtained that was un- 

doubtedly nesting near-by. At Doch-da-on Creek, July 21, another 

adult male was taken. 

Of these two birds, the Glenora specimen (no. 40197), as com- 

pared with the one from Doch-da-on Creek (no. 40198), is appreciably 

smaller, with smaller bill, is darker colored throughout, and is 

noticeably more yellowish below. This may represent individual varia- 

tion toward the eastern subspecies, Seiurus n. noveboracensis. The 

two Stikine specimens, however, resemble each other more nearly than 

either one resembles any eastern example at hand. 

Oporornis tolmiei (J. K. Townsend). MacGillivray Warbler 

Abundant throughout the whole of the region we explored. First 

noted at the Junction, June 1, one bird seen and another heard 

singing. During the next few days they were evidently arriving in 

abundance, and thereafter the song was heard nearly everywhere we 

went. The first young out of the nest was seen July 13, at Doch- 

da-on Creek: A day or two later they were emerging in numbers, 

and as we went through the woods fussy parents in attendance 

followed us about. The species was noted in moderate abundance 

at each of our subsequent stations—Flood Glacier, Great Glacier, 

and Sergief Island. Last noted, a single bird on Sergief Island, 

September 3. 

Nine specimens were collected (nos. 40199-40207). An adult male 

taken at Flood Glacier, August 4, is finishing the annual molt; the 

body plumage is practically renewed, but wing and tail feathers are 

but half-grown. Two young birds taken August 4 and 12, respectively, 

are in first winter plumage throughout. 

Although the MacGillivray warbler is so abundant in the upper 
Stikine Valley, that region must be nearly the northern extreme 
reached by the species. It is not included in EB. M. Anderson’s (19152) 
list of birds of the Atlin District, less than two hundred miles to the 
northward. I do not know whether this warbler should be considered 
primarily as a species of the interior or of the coast, or whether it is 
one of the few birds that occurs in equal abundance in both regions. 
It has been found in summer at various points on the Alaskan coast 
(Swarth, 1911, p. 101). 
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Wilsonia pusilla pileolata (Pallas). Pileolated Warbler 

In our experience a rare species in the upper Stikine Valley. A 
few were seen from May 29 to June 1, between Telegraph Creek and 
the Junction, but these appeared to be migrants. None seemed to 
be nesting. Next encountered at Flood Glacier, where, on August 4, 
a bird was. caught in a mouse trap. The fall migration was then 

setting in, and a few days later, at Great Glacier, pileolated warblers 

were noted from time to time with other migrating warblers. At 

Sergief Island, the latter part of August they were seen almost daily, 

the last on September 1. 

Six specimens were collected (nos. 40208-40213), two adult males 

and one adult female from the vicinity of Telegraph Creek, an im- 

mature (sex not determined) from Flood Glacier, and an immature 

male and immature female from Great Glacier. These specimens, in 

my opinion, are all referable to the subspecies pileolata. The three 

Telegraph Creek adults are slightly darker and duller colored through- 

out than coastal birds, and to that extent, presumably, lean toward 

pusilla, but they are not so dark colored as eastern specimens of that 

subspecies. In measurements they do not differ from coastal pileolata. 

With the material at hand it is not possible to tell whether the im- 

matures collected in August at Flood Glacier and Great Glacier are 

migrants from the interior or from the coast. They are not appreciably 

different from immature pileolata from Alaskan coastal points. 

Setophaga ruticilla (Linnaeus). American Redstart 

First encountered near Telegraph Creek on June 11. From the 

actions of the birds seen on that date and the number that were 

observed, it seemed as though they might have arrived some time pre- 

viously, but the same ground had been traversed two days before 

without any redstarts being seen or heard. From this time on the song 

of this species was heard by us practically everywhere we went in the 

poplar woods of the lowlands. Males in the plumage of the female, 

supposed to be birds of the previous year, sang just as did those in the 

brilliant black and orange livery. That the dull feathered males were 

breeding was shown in one instance in the capture of a mated pair, 

evidently preparing to nest. This was on June 15. The male was 

just like the female save for a few black feathers scattered through 

the body plumage. The female was almost ready to lay. 
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At Doch-da-on Creek, the latter part of July, redstarts were present 

to the same extent as about Telegraph Creek. They were probably 

still nesting. During the third week in July certain birds could be 

found daily at the same places in the woods, and they always evinced 

concern at the presence of an intruder. 

That we saw no redstarts at Flood Glacier was probably just chance. 

The species may not breed that far down the river, but it undoubtedly 

occurs as a migrant, at least in the fall. At Great Glacier, August 8 

to 16, the birds were frequently seen, and to the last day of our stay. 

This station is about ten miles from the Alaska-British Columbia 

boundary, and the redstarts were sufficiently numerous there to make 

it seem certain that some individuals must occasionally stray the few 

miles farther that would take them into Alaskan territory. I looked 

carefully for the species on Sergief Island, at the mouth of the river, 

but did not see it there. 

A set of four eggs was taken near Glenora, July 5 (no. 1823). On 

July 2 this nest was found containing two eggs. It was placed in an 

upright crotch in a willow sapling, about ‘eight feet from the ground. 

Ten specimens of the American redstart were collected (nos. 40214- 

40223), three adult males, two males, breeding but in female plumage, 

one adult female, three immature males, one immature, sex not deter- 

mined. I cannot see that these birds differ in any particular from 

specimens of Setophaga ruticilla from the eastern United States. 

Anthus rubescens (Tunstall). Pipit 

Small flocks that were seen at Telegraph Creek, May 23 and 24, 

were undoubtedly of migrating birds, for the species does not breed 

in that region at so low an altitude. On May 29 a number of pipits 

were seen at the Summit, twelve miles north of Telegraph Creek, and 

at an altitude of about 2700 feet. They should have been breeding 

thereabout, for the locality is suitable, and birds taken on this date 

appeared to be in breeding condition, but on a later visit to the same 

place, June 4, no pipits were seen. 

Next encountered July 11 on the mountains above Doch-da-on 
Creek at 4500 feet altitude and higher, where they were fairly abun- 
dant and evidently feeding young. They were extremely shy, and 
though a good many were seen they were usually drifting about 
through the air, and keeping well out of gun shot. They were call- 
ing continually, uttering a note that I have never heard in the winter. 
This was a sharp, oft-repeated wheet, wheet, wheet, the notes given 
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singly at intervals of several seconds, and uttered both in flight and 
from the ground. No nests were found and no young seen. When we 
reached Sergief Island, August 17, the pipits had not yet arrived. 
The first was seen on August 25, then they increased in numbers 

rapidly, and were abundant at the time of our departure, September 7. 

Three specimens were collected (nos. 40224-40226), an adult male 

and female from the Summit, May 29, and an adult female from the 

mountains above Doch-da-on Creek, July 11. 

Nannus hiemalis pacificus (Baird). Western Winter Wren 

Found nowhere in the lowlands of the upper Stikine Valley. On 

July 23 an adult female (no. 40227) was taken in a spruce forest on 

the slope of a mountain above Doch-da-on Creek, at about 3000 feet 

altitude. This was the only one seen at that point. The species was 

next encountered at Flood Glacier, where a juvenal was collected on 

August 2 (no. 40228). At Great Glacier, several were seen and two 

juvenals collected (nos. 40229-40230). Whether or not the two latter 

places, at the level of the river, are breeding stations I cannot say. 

The bird collected upon the mountain above Doch-da-on Creek was, 

I believe, upon its nesting ground. 

At Sergief Island the western winter wren was found amid most 

unusual surroundings in tall grass and reeds, far out on the marshes. 

The birds were seen thus daily, foraging over the water just as do the 

marsh wrens. Sometimes they were in small gatherings, five or six at 

a time being flushed from the grass. 

Certhia familiaris occidentalis Ridgway. Tawny Creeper 

A young male just finishing the molt into first winter plumage was 

taken at Flood Glacier, August 2. On Sergief Island, August 24, two 

birds in juvenal plumage were collected. These were all that were 

seen. Once or twice I thought I heard a creeper’s call notes at high 

altitudes in the mountains but was never able to verify my belief. It 

seems likely that some form of this species breeds throughout the 

Stikine region, but if so the birds are certainly present in but small 

numbers or we would have encountered some. 

The three specimens collected (nos. 40231-40233) are apparently 

best referred to Certhia f. occidentalis, though they all exhibit a de- 

cided leaning toward C. f. montana. They may all have been migrants 

from some inland point, not far distant, inhabited by the subspecies 

montana. 
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Sitta canadensis Linnaeus. Red-breasted Nuthatch 

Not breeding at any point visited. One was seen at Doch-da-on 

Creek on July 22, at a time when birds were generally beginning to 

move about, and several more on July 26. An immature male (no. 

40234) was taken at Flood Glacier, August 2. No more were seen. 

Penthestes atricapillus septentrionalis (Harris). Long-tailed 

Chickadee 

Seen at every collecting station east of the British Columbia-Alaska 

boundary line. Near Telegraph Creek, the last week in May and the 

first week in June, those seen were quiet and unobtrusive, and doubt- 

less there were many more pairs nesting in the general vicinity than 

appeared to be the case from the few we saw. A nest found near 

Telegraph Creek contained nine young, about ready to leave on 

June 14. At Glenora, during the first week in July, full-grown young 

were collected, from flocks formed by the junction of two, sometimes 

of three, families. Encountered at Doch-da-on Creek and certainly 

nesting there, but not so abundant as farther up tke river. At Flood 

Glacier there were a few of the birds about, but it seems unlikely that 

they had nested there. We were not at that station at the proper 

season to definitely ascertain this, but the woods are not of the char- 

acter that is most favored by this chickadee; there are no poplars at 

all, the forest is, for the most part, of conifers with but a few cotton- 

woods, and is dense and dark. Where the long-tailed chickadee ap- 

pears to be most at home is in rather open and sunny poplar woods. 

Several small flocks were seen at Great Glacier, August 9 to 16, 

but again it does not seem likely that the species had been nesting 

there. The Great Glacier is only about ten miles from the British 

Columbia-Alaska boundary, so that it is probable that the long-tailed 

chickadee occurs at times quite to the mouth of the river. 

The nest discovered near Telegraph Creek was in a tract of rather 

open woods, mostly of small poplars. It was in a dead poplar stub 

about three inches in diameter, a mere shell of dead and decayed wood, 

hardly strong enough to hold the tightly packed and rapidly growing 

young, who did actually break through the wall at one place. The 

entrance hole was five inches from the base, the nest itself, flush with 

the ground. The lining appeared to be entirely of matted moose hair. 

Both parents carried food to the nest assiduously after foraging 

expeditions that lasted from two to five minutes. In approaching the 

nest, the old birds came through the trees and bushes until within: 
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about eight or tex feet of their destination ; then they dropped to the 
ground and hopped to the entrance. To the casual observer they dis- 
appeared at a point some distance from the nest, and it was not until 
they had been observed for some time that this subterfuge was detected. 

The staple food that was being brought to the young was a small green 

caterpillar infesting the poplars at that time; also a white grub, a 

green katydid, and many mosquito-like insects. 

Thirty specimens were collected (nos. 40235-40264), six adults, 

eighteen in juvenal plumage, and six in various stages of the molt from 

juvenal to first winter plumage. Two of the latter category, from 

Great Glacier, August 12, have nearly finished the change. The birds 

of this series, in color and size, exhibit the characters ascribed to the 

subspecies septentrionalis, that is, as regards differentiation from the 

eastern atricapillus. Within the rather extensive habitat of septen- 

trionalis there appears to be some variation in color, perhaps enough 

to separate the Stikine River birds as distinguishably darker colored 

than typical septentrionalis. A few specimens at hand from the middle 

west suggest this possibility, but there is not enough material available 

to verify the supposition. The buffy coloration on the sides and flanks 

appears to be an extremely evanescent character, conspicuously pre- 

sent in the fresh fall plumage, but absent in breeding adults (in which 

this same plumage has been subject to several months of wear). In 

very young birds (nestlings) it is strongly apparent, but in juvenals 

that could have been out of the nest no more than a month it has 

almost entirely vanished. 

Penthestes gambeli abbreviatus Grinnell. Short-tailed Mountain 

Chickadee 

The limited opportunities we had for observation of this bird did 

not suffice to demonstrate its ecological relationships with P. atrica- 

pillus septentrionalis. That is, as regards choice of local habitats of 

the two—an interesting point where two such closely related species 

of one genus occur in the same general region. Septentrionalis, as 

previously remarked, strongly favors the poplar woods, and other 

subspecies of the species atricapillus are known as denizens of 

deciduous forests elsewhere. The species gambelt, on the other hand, 

is largely an inhabitant of coniferous woods, and it seems likely that 

in the Stikine region P. gambeli abbreviatus makes its summer home 

amid the spruce and balsam of the higher mountain slopes, where we 

never encountered P. atricapillus septentrionalis. At Doch-da-on 
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Creek, at the end of the nesting season, small floeks of P. gambeli 

abbreviatus were seen on several occasions; it was observed nowhere 

else. Five specimens were collected (nos. 40265-40269), four on 

July 14 in woods at the river’s edge, and one on July 23, on a moun- 

tain slope at about 3000 feet elevation, close to timber line. The 

series consists of two adults in extremely worn plumage, and three 

in juvenal plumage. Oberholser (1919b, p. 424) has reported the 

oceurrence of this subspecies at Thudade Lake, British Columbia. 

The present point of record: is about two hundred miles northwest of 

Thudade Lake, and, in a direct line, about sixty miles from the coast. 

It must indicate about the extreme northwestern limit reached by this 

bird. For the use of the name Penthestes gambeli abbreviatus see 

Grinnell, 1918, p. 510. 

Penthestes rufescens rufescens (J. K. Townsend). Chestnut-backed 

Chickadee 

A number of small flocks seen in the dense spruce woods at Flood. 

Glacier. The occurrence of this common coastal species at that point 

implies its continuous distribution along the river below that station. 

That we did not meet with it at Great Glacier and Sergief Island was 

probably fortuitous. Nine specimens were collected at Flood Glacier 

on dates ranging from July 31 to August 7, all young birds in juvenal 

plumage (nos. 40270-40278). 

Regulus satrapa olivaceus Baird. Western Golden-crowned Kinglet 

Very few kinglets were seal anywhere. From May 27 to June 4 

several of the present species, apparently migrants, were observed at 

different times along the trail from Telegraph Creek to the Summit. 

Our failure to find the species subsequently may, perhaps, have been 

because the birds were breeding in the spruce timber of the higher 

mountain slopes, to which we made but few visits. Several times I 

thought I heard the sibilant call note of the golden-crowned kinglet in 

some dense timber above Doch-da-on Creek (at about 3000 feet alti- 

tude), in July, but I was unable to see the birds. At Flood Glacier, 

August 7, one was seen in a mixed flock of migrating small birds, and 

there may have been others passing through at the time. Two speci- 

mens were collected during the summer, an adult male at the Junction, 

May 27 (no. 40279), and an adult female at Flood Glacier (no. 40280). 
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Regulus calendula calendula (Linnaeus). Ruby-crowned Kinglet 

Occurred in about the same manner as the golden-crowned kinglet. 

A few were seen between Telegraph Creek and the Summit during the 

last week in May and the first week in June. Then on July 18 an adult 

female was collected on a mountain slope near Doch-da-on Creek, at 

about 4000 feet altitude, presumably upon its nesting ground. This 

bird (no. 40281) is in very worn plumage, but, even so, there is no 

doubt that it does not belong to the coastal subspecies, R. calendula 

grinnell. It is of a paler colored race of the interior. Whether or 

not this is the same as the ashy colored subspecies, R. c. cineraceus, 

of the mountains of California, the material at hand does not suffice 

to determine. 

Regulus calendula grinnelli W. Palmer. Sitka Kinglet 

A few migrating ruby-crowned kinglets were seen at Great Glacier 

on August 10, 11, and 138, and four specimens were collected (nos. 

40282-40285). At Sergief Island a single bird was seen on Septem- 

ber 1. The four obtained are all young birds molting from juvenal 

into first winter plumage. They are clearly of the subspecies grinnelli. 

Myadestes townsendi (Audubon). Townsend Solitaire 

Fairly common at low altitudes in the upper Stikine Valley. There 

were at least three pairs nesting within half a mile of the town of 

Telegraph Creek, and others were seen down the river as far as Doch- 

da-on Creek. The solitaires had already reached the region when we 

arrived, on May 23; in fact, nesting activities must have been well 

under way by that time. On June 7 a nest was found containing five 

eggs, just hatching; the next morning it held three young birds. Two 

of the eggs were apparently not fertile. This nest, close to town and 

by the side of a road we traversed almost daily, was kept under obser- 

vation until the family departed. On the morning of June 20 the 

young were gone, having left since the previous evening. 

The nest was placed under the overhanging bank on the upper 

side of a wood road. The slope was south facing and the nest well 

exposed to the sun’s rays. This exposure, advantageous as far as 

warmth was concerned, placed the bulky structure conspicuously in 

view of anyone passing along the road, for there was no concealing 

vegetation on the bare, dirt bank. 
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A second nest, in a somewhat similar situation, was discovered, 

unfinished, on June 8. Both birds were around at that time, but they 

deserted this home before any eggs were laid. 

The solitaires did not sing much but the call note was uttered con- 

tinually. From our rooms in town at Telegraph Creek, this was one 

bird note that could be heard hour after hour, monotonously repeated 

nearly the whole day through. To our ears it sounded so nearly like 

the distant barking of a California ground squirrel (Citellus beecheyt) 

that the sound would surely have been disregarded as a bird eall had 

we been in a region where the squirrels occur. 

Fig. FF. Townsend solitaire (Myadestes townsendi) on nest. This nest was 

placed in a cut bank at the side ofea road, a southern exposure that received the 
full benefit of the sun’s rays. Photograph taken near Telegraph Creek, June 9, 

1919. 

At Glenora, early in July, and at Doch-da-on Creek, toward the end 

of the same month, solitaires were seen at intervals, single birds, and 

apparently migrating, though nearly all that were seen were still in 

the juvenal plumage. While none was observed by us any farther 

down the river, the capture of one at Wrangell on April 30, 1919, by 

E. P. Walker (no. 41286) indicates the possible occurrence of the 

species at any point in the Stikine Valley during the migrations. 

Two specimens were collected, a male and a female, both in juvenal 

plumage, taken at Glenora on July 5 and 7, respectively (nos. 40286, 

40287). Compared with Californian birds at the same stage, the Stikine 

River specimens show some difference in coloration. The ground color 
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of the upper parts in the northern birds is appreciably more gray, less 
buffy, and the spots are less yellowish. We obtained no adults, but 
the Wrangell adult, above mentioned, and others from the Rocky 
Mountain region farther south are not perceptibly different from the 
Californian birds. The differences seen in the juvenals may be signifi- 

cant, but our material is not sufficient to demonstrate the fact. 

Hylocichla ustulata ustulata (Nuttall). Russet-backed Thrush 

There were a very few individuals of this species still lingering in 

the region when we arrived at the mouth of the Stikine River, about 

the middle of August. One was seen on Sergief Island, August 18, 

and another on September 4, both in the alder thickets that surrounded 

our camp. As neither one was taken, it is, of course, possible that the 

birds seen were of the subspecies swainsoni, rather than ustulata. Our 

experience on the Stikine disclosed the presence of swainsoni so far 

down the river that it would not be surprising if occasional individuals 

should wander quite to the coast during migration. However, as 

Sergief Island is within the known range of ustulata, while swainsont 

has never yet been taken on the coast, it is proper to refer the records 

from that point to the race known to occur there. 

Hylocichla ustulata swainsoni (Tschudi). Olive-backed Thrush 

One of the commoner species of the upper Stikine Valley. First 

noted at the Junction on May 28; the next three days saw an influx 

of considerable numbers. On May 31 the first song was heard, so 

similar to the, to us, more familiar notes of the russet-backed thrush 

as to be indistinguishable. On June 5 a female was shot, with eggs 

beginning to enlarge in the ovary, on June 9 one was taken which 

had laid part of its set, and on June 12 the first set of eggs was ob- 

tained. A young bird, just out of the nest, was taken at Glenora on 

July 7, and full-grown juvenals were collected at Flood Glacier early 

in August. 

This is a bird of the poplar woods and willow thickets of the low- 

lands, primarily, but we found it also in small numbers well up the 

mountain sides. On July 17 Dixon saw several at the upper edge of 

the spruce timber (about 4000 feet) on the mountains above Doch-da-on 

Creek. 

Nests found were all at the lower levels. The first discovered was 

in fairly open woods, mostly of small willows, and in a very exposed 
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situation. The nest was about four feet from the ground, between 

four upright willow branches, and there was no concealing green 

growth about it. The material used was mostly dried weed stems, 

grass, and shreds of bark. The lining differs from the outer structure 

only in that it consists of finer material of the same sort. Dimensions 

of this nest are as follows: greatest outside diameter, 170 mm. ; inside 

diameter, 68; outside depth, 100; inside depth, 40. It contained four 

eggs, partly incubated. 

A second nest was collected on June 19, essentially like the first 

except that it is less bulky. This was in an alder, about four feet 

from the ground, alongside a seldom used road, and again in a most 

exposed situation. The set was of four eggs. On June 19 still another 

nest was found, in a crotch in a dead willow, about eight feet up. In 

this one there are more and coarser bark strips used, and a good deal 

of the cottony fiber from the fireweed pods. It contained five eggs. 

The last occupied nest was found at Doch-da-on Creek, July 21, con- 

taining three eggs nearly ready to hatch. This was in an alder, about 

three feet from the ground. In the case of the nest last described, the 

parent bird, presumably the female, was in great distress and did not 

go very far away. With each of the others, the sitting bird slipped 

unobtrusively away and did not return until some time had elapsed, 

probably never under twenty minutes. 

At Great Glacier, August 11, a young bird was collected, not yet 

able to fly, that is clearly referable to swainsoni. This last record is 

of considerable interest as it carries the breeding range of swainsom 

westward in this region to a point about thirty miles from the coast, 

the habitat of Hyloctchla u. astulata. Although the habitats of the 

two subspecies thus approach so closely, there is no evidence of inter- 

gradation of characters between them. In the Stikine River series of 

swainsonm there is not one specimen of an equivocal character. On the 

contrary, these birds, like those from the Yukon region, show an ex- 

treme of grayness, compared with typical swainsoni from eastern 

North America, that carries them farther from ustulata in appearance 

than are specimens from the Atlantic coast. (In this connection see 

Oberholser, 1898, p. 305.) It may be pointed out also that although 

ustulata and swainsoni breed in different parts of northern California, 

there is no section of that state that is known to be occupied by birds 

of intermediate character. As in the Stikine region, both occur in 

typical form quite to the margins of their respective habitats. Thus, 

if ustwlata and swainsont are to be regarded as two subspecies of one 
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species, it must be on the criterion of individual variation rather than 
on that of gradual blending through the population of contiguous 
territories. In the Stikine region the two forms occur, in the interior 
and on the coast, respectively, and within a few miles of each other, 
as distinct in appearance as any two species. On the other hand, as 
regards song, nesting habits and eggs, these features all supply evi- 
dence to show close relationships between the two. In none of these 
respects is there any apparent difference. 

Twenty-one specimens of the olive-backed thrush were collected 

(nos. 40288-40308), fifteen adults and six young. 

Hylocichla guttata guttata (Pallas). Alaska Hermit Thrush 
There were a few pairs nesting along Telegraph Creek to within a 

mile or two of the Stikine, but mostly the birds were at higher eleva- 
tions. None was seen in the immediate vicinity of Glenora or of 

Doch-da-on Creek, but the species was encountered in spruce woods 

on the mountains above the latter point, at about 3000 feet altitude. 

Two nests were taken. The first (no. 1827) was found on May 23, 

with three eggs, and collected on May 26 with a set of five. It was in 

the creek bottom, about two miles north of the town of Telegraph 

Creek, some three feet from the ground, in a spruce sapling. The nest 

rested against the trunk and upon some small branches. The outer 

structure is of twigs, weed stems, rootlets and bark strips; the lining 

is of fine rootlets and grass, with a good many of the long overhairs 

of a porcupine. It measures as follows: greatest outside diameter 

‘about 160 mm.; outside depth, 90; inside diameter, 60; inside depth, 

40 mm. 

The second nest (no. 1828) was taken June 4, with four slightly 

incubated eggs. This was found near the Junction, four miles north 

of Telegraph Creek, amid similar surroundings to the first one. It 

was placed between two small spruce trees, thirty inches from the 

ground. In general appearance and in details of structure, it is very 

similar to the first one found, even to the porcupine hairs in the lining. 

Both were in situations where there was little concealing vegetation, 

and were easily seen from some distance. 

Five specimens, two males and three females, were collected be- 

tween Telegraph Creek and the Summit (nos. 40309-40313). The 

hermit thrush of this general region has been referred to Hylocichla 

guttata sequoiensis by Ridgway (1907, p. 44) ; specimens from Atlin, 

two hundred miles north of Telegraph Creek, have been recorded as 
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sequoiensis (EK. M. Anderson, 1915a, p. 17). I cannot agree with this 

determination, as applied to the Telegraph Creek series. These birds 

are not the same as the hermit thrush of the Sierra Nevada of Cali- 

fornia (sequotensis). They are appreciably smaller than the latter 

and they are not so gray. They come very close, both in color and 

size, to a series of guttata, from Prince William Sound, Alaska, being 

perhaps a trifle paler colored. They are quite different in appearance 

from the dark colored nanus, of the coast region of southern Alaska. 

TABLE XIII 

Measurements in millimeters of Hylocichla guttata guttata and Hylocichla guttata 
sequoiensis 

Hylocichla guttata guttata Wing Tail Culmen Tarsus 

40312 # Telegraph Creek, B. C., June 4, 1919 89 69 13 28.5 

40313 o Telegraph Creek, B. C., June 4, 1919 87 69.5 12 28.5 

40310 9 Telegraph Creek, B. C., June 1, 1919 84 67 12 29 

40311 @ Telegraph Creek, B. C., June 4, 1919 83 66 12 28.5 

40309 9 Telegraph Creek, B. C., May 26, 1919 8 66.5 12 265 

Hylocichla gutiata sequoiensis 

22668 co’ Independence, Inyo Co., Cal., May 9,1912 94 72 14 30 

22669 o Kearsarge Pass, Inyo Co., Cal., June 12,1912 97 72 14 30 

22670 & Kearsarge Pass, Inyo Co., Cal., June 13,1912 97 75 13 27.5 

22671 9 Kearsarge Pass, Inyo Co., Cal., June15, 1912 91 70 14 30 

Hylocichla guttata nanus (Audubon). Dwarf Hermit Thrush 

The hermit thrush appears to range the whole length of the Stikine 

Valley; it is one of the few species of which we found specimens at 

intermediate points the characters of which indicate a likelihood of 

intergradation in that region between the two unlike subspecies at the 

two ends of the stream. A specimen taken at Flood Glacier on July 27 

(no. 40314), an adult female not yet beginning to molt, is inter- 

mediate in color between the gray Telegraph Creek specimens and 

the dark colored birds of the coast. Despite the lateness of the season 

and the consequent greater wear upon the plumage, it is still appre- 

ciably browner than the Telegraph Creek birds. On the whole, it 

seems best regarded as nanus, though not typical of that form. A 

young bird (no. 40315) from Great Glacier, August 11, in the juvenal 

plumage throughout, is referred to nanus. 
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On Sergief Island, hermit thrushes were fairly numerous up to 
the first week in September. One was taken on August 28, still in 
the juvenal plumage (no. 40316), and one on August 27, which had 
finished the molt into the first winter plumage (no. 40317). 

Fig. GG Fig. HH 

Fig. GG. The olive-backed thrush (Hylocichla ustulata swainsoni) is a bird 
of the dry woods of poplar, alder, and willow, as contrasted with the hermit 

thrush, a denizen of coniferous woods. The nest of olive-backed thrush here 

shown was in a thicket of alder and willow mixed, and in all respects is typical 

of the species as it occurs in this region. At the time this nest was photo- 
graphed (on June 19, and near Telegraph Creek) it contained four eggs. 

Fig. HH. Alaska hermit thrush (Hylocichla guttata guttata) standing over 

nest. The nest was built upon the interlaced branches of two small spruce 

trees, about three feet from the ground, and at the bottom of a cool, shady 

caiion. Photograph taken near Telegraph Creek, June 4, 1919. ; 

Planesticus migratorius migratorius (Linnaeus). Eastern Robin 

At the time of our arrival at Telegraph Creek, robins were present 

in full force. They were abundant along the river and scarce at higher 

altitudes, but some were seen clear to the Summit. On May 30 one 

bird was seen carrying building material, but this must have been 

rather late, for young were out of the nest on June 9. Robins were 

fairly numerous at Glenora and at Doch-da-on Creek. By the time we 

reached the latter place, the middle of July, the spotted young com- 

prised a large proportion of the birds seen. 
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At Flood Glacier, our next stopping place down stream, robins 

abruptly became very scarce. Call notes were heard on July 29, but 

the birds were not seen. At Great Glacier, too, there were very few 

around. Two seen, but not obtained, on August 11, were the only 

ones noted. 

Nine specimens (nos. 40318-40326) were collected on the upper. 

Stikine River, at Telegraph Creek, Glenora, and Doch-da-on Creek. 

The series comprises two adult males, five adult females, and two 

juvenals. These birds are referable to the eastern subspecies, Plane- 

sticus migratorius migratorius. The outer rectrices are conspicuously 

tipped with white, which is not the case with the coast form, P. m. 

caurinus, a differentiating character that is readily apparent, even 

in the live birds. The young from Telegraph Creek are of a differ- 

ent color from the coast birds, being less brownish and more gray, 

especially on the upper parts. 

Just how far down the river P. m. migratorius extends we did not 

definitely ascertain, but, as noted above, robins were abundant as far 

down the river as Doch-da-on Creek, and abruptly became very scarce 

just below there. A little below Doch-da-on Creek, and from that 

point down, forest conditions are such that it seems doubtful that there 

are many robins breeding anywhere along the lower river. While we 

saw and heard a few at Flood Glacier and Great Glacier, we obtained 

no specimens, so cannot be certain which subspecies occurs at those 

points. 

Planesticus migratorius caurinus Grinnell. Northwestern Robin 

Fairly numerous at Sergief Island, though irregularly so, during 

the whole of our stay at that place, August 17 to September 7. Most 

of the birds seen were in the midst of the molt. One specimen was pre- 

served (no. 40327), a young female molting into first winter plumage. 

Planesticus migratorius caurinus Grinnell (1909b, p. 241) has been 

refused recognition by the A. O. U. Committee (1909, p. 302), but 

nevertheless it seems to me a sufficiently distinct subspecies. Addi- 

tional material acquired since the Committee’s action is all corrobora- 

tive of the describer’s diagnosis. (Cf. Swarth, 1912, p. 81; Oberholser, 

1917a, p. 195.) 
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Ixoreus naevius naevius (Gmelin). Varied Thrush 

Seen on Sergief Island at various times during our stay there 

(August 17 to September 7). The subspecies is, of course, a sum- 

mer visitant and reasonably abundant throughout the coast region of 

southeastern Alaska. One specimen was collected (no. 40332), a young 

male, just beginning to molt into first winter plumage. 

Ixoreus naevius meruloides (Swainson). Northern Varied Thrush 

There were no varied thrushes in the immediate vicinity of Tele- 

graph Creek, nowhere in the river valley at least. We were constantly 

-on the lookout for them, and both the birds and the call notes are 

sufficiently conspicuous to be readily detected by any one familiar 

with the species. Subsequent experience farther down the river leads 

me to believe that they probably breed at higher altitudes throughout 

the region ; we ourselves, found them at but one such station. 

At Glenora, early in the morning of July 1, the call note of a varied 

thrush was heard distinctly, several times repeated. The bird was in 

thick shrubbery at the river’s edge, and could not be seen. It was 

assumed to be a wandering individual, finished with family cares and 

straying from the breeding ground on the nearby mountains. On 

July 11 a male varied thrush was seen on the mountain side above 

Doch-da-on Creek, at about 3000 feet altitude. The bird was perched 

high on a dead spruce stub, a hundred feet or more above the ground, 

uttering at frequent intervals the disconnected notes comprising the 

song of this species. Later on others were seen or heard at. about the 

same elevation. 

On July 18 a young bird was seen at the level of the Stikine River, 

at Doch-da-on Creek, and from then on a few others were observed 

from time to time. There were a few in the woods at Flood Glacier 

and at Great Glacier, exceedingly wary and most difficult to see. Three 

specimens were collected at Flood Glacier (nos. 40328-40330), an adult 

male and two juvenal females; and one at Great Glacier, an adult 

female (no. 40331). These birds are all referable to the interior sub- 

species, Ixoreus n. meruloides. 
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Sialia currucoides (Bechstein). Mountain Bluebird 

There were two or three pairs in the town of Telegraph Creek, 

presumably nesting about some of the buildings. A few others were 

seen within a radius of ten or twelve miles, usually around small clear- 

ings, where there had been some attempt at cultivation of the ground, 

or in burnt-over areas, where fire had swept away most of the large 

timber. 

Two nests were found. On June 14 a set of four eggs (no. 1829), 

about half incubated, was taken. The nest was in an old woodpecker 

hole in a dead birch stub, eight feet from the ground. This was near 

the shore of Sawmill Lake, on a slope that had been lumbered and 

burnt over, so that it was nearly cleared of large trees. A second nest - 

was found in another birch stub nearby, a trunk that was occupied by 

a pair of tree swallows, as well as the bluebirds. This nest on June 

17 contained four newly hatched young and one egg about ready to 

hatch. 

Curiously, no bluebirds were seen near Glenora, though the open 

fields and old houses were features that should have attracted them, 

and the species undoubtedly does occur thereabout at times. On July 

23 a small flock was seen at timber line, about 4000 feet altitude, above 

Doch-da-on Creek, apparently the beginning of the migratory move- 

ment at the close of the nesting season. I have seen specimens of the 

mountain bluebird taken at the mouth of the Stikine River on April 10, 

1919, in migration, by E. P. Walker. 

Ten specimens preserved (nos. 40333-40342), three adult males, 

three adult females, and four rfewly hatched young preserved in aleohol. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In pursuance of the plan of zoological exploration which the 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, since its inception, has had under way 

in northwestern North America, a field trip was made into that region 

during the summer of 1921. The expenses of this trip, as of the 

preceding ones, were defrayed by Miss Annie M. Alexander, whose 

interest in the zoology of the northwest was the determining factor in 

directing the activities of the Museum toward that part of North 

America. The locality chosen for the 1921 expedition was the valley 

of the upper Skeena River, northern British Columbia, centering at 

the town of Hazelton. Our party consisted of two, the writer and one 

_assistant, Mr. William Duncan Strong, a student at the University of 

California. The material collected consists of 265 mammals, 687 birds, 

and 50 reptiles and amphibians. 

Acknowledgments are due to several institutions and individuals 

for aid, both in prosecution of the field work and in the subsequent 

studies of the material collected. From the Dominion Parks Branch, 

Department of the Interior, Canada, and from the Game Conservation. 

Board of British Columbia, Vancouver, permission was received to 
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collect birds. I am under obligations to the Bureau of Biological 

Survey of the United States Department of Agriculture, through its 

chief, Dr. E. W. Nelson, for the loan of specimens and for the identi- 

fication of certain mammals. To the Victoria Memorial Museum, 

Ottawa, through Mr. P. A. Taverner, ornithological curator, and to the 

Provincial Museum, Victoria, British Columbia, through the director, 

Mr. F. Kermode, I am indebted for the loan of many specimens. 

To Major Allan Brooks, of Okanagan Landing, British Columbia, 

I am under obligations for the loan of specimens, and for critical 

comments and advice bearing upon my treatment of various species 

of birds and mammals. Major Brooks also made the drawing of the 

tail of the rock ptarmigan that is shown herewith. 

Plant names used in this report were kindly supplied by Professor 

W. L. Jepson, of the University of California, based upon specimens 

collected. 

In treating the birds the nomenclature used is that of the American 

Ornithologists’ Union Check-List (1910) and its supplements (1912, 

1920), with such modifications as T employed in my ‘‘Birds and 

Mammals of the Stikine Region’’ (1922, p. 127). 

ITINERARY AND DESCRIPTIONS OF LOCALITIES 

We reached Hazelton the evening of May 25. On June 20 we 

removed to Kispiox Valley, twenty-three miles north of Hazelton. On 

July 15 return was made te Hazelton, and several days devoted to 

packing specimens and preparing for a mountain trip. On July 21 we 

ascended Nine-mile Mountain. On August 14 we returned to Hazelton, 

and on August 16 to Kispiox Valley. Final return to Hazelton was 

made on September 17; on September 19 Strong took the train for 

home, and on September 26 the writer took his departure. 

HAZELTON 

The town of Hazelton is at the junction of the Skeena and Bulkley 

rivers. The railroad station (Grand Trunk Pacific R. R.). some two 

miles to the southeast, is 177 miles from the coast, at Prince Rupert, 

and 973 feet above the sea. The town is in the low bottom lands 

through which the rivers flow. On either side of these bottom lands 

steep bluffs rise, two hundred feet or more, above which the higher 
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plateau slopes gently upward toward the several nearby mountain 

ranges. The most conspicuous of these, the towering, rocky peaks of 

the Rocher Déhoulé, ten or twelve miles to the southeast, rise pre- 

cipitously to elevations of more than 8000 feet. 

In the bottom lands poplar (Populus tremuloides) is the dominant 

forest growth, covering many square miles in almost pure stands of 

dense woods. Along the river there are rows of large cottonwoods, 

and on the ridges thickets of hazel, the abundance of which probably 

gave the town its name. 

The higher slopes and plateaus, above the river bottoms, were once 

thickly covered with Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannt), but these 

areas, at least toward the southeast, have suffered repeatedly from 

forest fires, so that but remnants of the woods remain standing. The 

ground beneath is strewn with charred trunks, hidden during the 

summer months by fire weed and bracken; and partly burned trees 

remain erect at scattered intervals. The plateau region is drained by 

numerous small streams, bordered with thickets of willow and alder. 

At rather frequent intervals there are muskegs, usually unaffected 

by fire, and affording contrast in several respects to their more 

monotonous surroundings. 

These muskegs, often roughly circular in shape, are of varying 

size, marshy, with deep, sticky mud, or sometimes a few inches of 

water, and with mud and water usually concealed by grass. Scattered 

over them are a few funereal black spruces (Picea mariana), festooned 

with streamers of black moss. The bordering forest of Engelmann 

spruce usually forms a ring of denser growth than elsewhere about 

the margin of the muskeg, where, with the spruce, are mingled a few 

red cedars (Thuja plicata). 

Toward the base of Rocher Déboulé, there are places where red 

cedar grows in some abundance. Mostly these trees had been cut out 

years before, but some groves remain, and in these clumps of cedars 

and in the muskegs species of birds are breeding that are not seen 

elsewhere at the same altitude. 

Our camp in this region was on the opposite side of the Bulkley 

River from Hazelton, on what is locally known as Mission Point. 

Mammal trapping was carried on in the bottom lands between the 

Bulkley River and the railroad. 
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KIspiox VALLEY 

The Kispiox River empties into the Skeena about ten miles north 

of Hazelton. Our camp in Kispiox Valley was at Beirnes’ ranch, 

twenty-three miles north of Hazelton. The whole valley at that point 

is of much the same nature as the bottom lands near Hazelton; there 

is no such extent of spruce forest as is seen in the burned-over areas 

toward Rocher Déboulé. The forest is mainly of poplar, large sized 

trees with the dense underbrush that accompanies this growth. 

Scattered spruces occur everywhere, sometimes little clumps of them, 

but no extensive stands. Lodgepole pine also occurs in limited amount. 

In the lower Kispiox Valley there are large areas occupied almost 

solidly with this pine, small trees in dense groves. The region we 

covered in Kispiox Valley, though all in the poplar-grown bottom 

lands, offered a greater variety of conditions locally than is usually 

the case in this environment. There are many clearings in the woods, 

mostly pertaining to small ranches that have been abandoned. Along 

the river are wide expanses of open fields and pastures, some of this 

cleared land, some of it marshy stretches supporting no growths larger 

than thickets of willow and spiraea. Many little streams intersect 

forests and fields, some of these rivulets heading from small lakes 

buried in the thick woods. 

Along the Kispiox River are occasional groves of cottonwood, huge 

trees, in stands covering large areas, with underbrush beneath that is 

of a different nature from that in the more open poplar woods. The 

sun scarcely penetrates into the depths of the cottonwood groves and 

the gloom of their shade is stiggestive of the dark woods on the coast. 

Rank grass, tall nettles, thimble-berry thickets, and devil’s-club com- 

bine to form a tangle that can be penetrated at but few places. 

There is an abundance of berry-bearing shrubs throughout the 

valley. Twin-berry (Lonicera involucratum), dogwood (Cornus 

pubescens), kinnikinnick (Arctostaphylos uva-urst), and high bush 

eranberry (Viburnum pauciflorum) are among the most conspicuous. 

Thickets of hazel (Corylus rostrata) form a large percentage of the 

underbrush. 
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NINE-MILE Mountain 

This mountain lies a short distance northeast of Hazelton; its 
southern base is skirted by the Babine trail, leading from the town. 
Our camp near the summit was about twenty miles, by road and by 
trail, northeast of Hazelton. In ascending the mountain, the poplar 

belt is left behind almost at the very base, and a forest of spruce, 

intermingled with cedar, is entered. At an altitude of about 2000 feet 

the lower edge of hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) is reached; at about 

2500 feet the forest is practically all hemlock, large trees, with little 

or no underbrush beneath. Just below timber line (about 4500 feet 

altitude) the forest is largely composed of white fir (Abies grandis), 

though some hemlock persists to the upper limit of tree growth. 

We camped at timber line in a cabin precariously clinging to a 

little niche on the steep hillside. The slope was part of a huge amphi- 

theater, the outstanding ridges on either side perhaps a mile apart, 

and the crest of the mountain about five hundred feet above. Immedi- 

ately below was the dark hemlock and fir forest, its upper edge as 

sharply defined as though the open slopes above had been cleared 

by man. Much of this amphitheater was covered with tall grass, 

veratrum, and lupine; in places there were extensive thickets of alder. 

Wide rock slides extended down from the divide in several places, 

sometimes into the forests below. The trail to the top passed through 

a notch in the ridge at an altitude of about 5000 feet ; rounded summits 

arose on either side about 500 feet higher. The summit of the moun- — 

tain is composed of two converging ridges, each five or six miles long 

at least; we did not cover their entire area. Between these ridges is 

enclosed a broad, steeply sloping valley. 

The country above timber line, covering many miles along the 

higher ridges, is open and park-like, very attractive to the view. 

White fir and mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana) occur, dwarfed 

and prostrate, forming scattered thickets over ground that otherwise 

is mostly grass covered. Snow banks persist through the summer, and 

below the melting snow are occasional little lakes, sometimes an acre 

or more in extent. On damp slopes grass is replaced by false heather 

(Cassiope mertensiana), luxuriant growths that cover extensive areas. 

Below the ridges the grass became much higher and was intermingled 

with lupine. 

An interesting feature of the Nine-mile Mountain avifauna is the 

unusual number of genera and species of grouse that occur there. At 
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the base of the mountain is the ruffed grouse (Bonasa) extending from 

the poplars below well up into the spruce and cedar woods. In 

the hemlock belt, upward to the tree limit, the Franklin grouse 

(Canachites) occurs. Just below timber line, and even in thickets 

above, is the Fleming grouse (Dendragapus). On the Alpine-Arctic 

ridges three species of ptarmigan (Lagopus) are found. For six 

species of grouse to occur so nearly in the same place is, I believe, very 

unusual. 

ZONAL AND FAUNAL POSITION OF THE UPPER SKEENA VALLEY 

The upper Skeena Valley lies to the eastward of the coast ranges, 

and its fauna and flora, as a whole, are of the interior, not of the 

coast. Conditions in many respects are similar to those of the upper 

Stikine Valley (see Swarth, 1922, p. 141\, two hundred miles to the 

northward, and observations in the Skeena Valley tend to corroborate 

conclusions reached in studies of the more northern region (Swarth, 

loc. cit.). The Skeena Valley is much more humid than the upper 

Stikine, and neither in animal nor plant life is it so sharply contrasted 

with the coastal region. The more southern coast ranges are not so 

high and precipitous as the northern mountains, and the gap through 

which the Skeena reaches the coast is broad, with sloping walls. 

Coastal rains often drift inland up the Skeena Valley, and cloudy 

skies are frequent. Certain coastal species of birds extend inland here 

much farther than they do along the Stikine. 

The upper Skeena Valley, like the Stikine, is in the Canadian life 

zone, contrasted with the Hwdsonian zone of the seacoast (see Swarth, 

1922, p. 149). Study of the list of birds breeding in the lowlands of 

the Hazelton region discloses many that are not found on the coast; 

mostly these are species that elsewhere occur in zones lower than 

Hudsonian. Some conspicuous ones are: 

Bonasa u. umbelloides Empidonax t. alnorum 

Phloeotomus p. picinus Empidonax hammondi 

Nuttallornis borealis Piranga ludoviciana 

Certain species were seen about Hazelton that are usually found in 

lower zones even than the Canadian. 'These are: 

Tyrannus tyrannus Dumetella carolinensis 

Stelgidopteryx serripennis Troglodytes a. parkmani 
Vireosylva olivacea 
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There are, it is true, a number of birds found at sea level on the 
coast and in the lowlands of the Hazelton region, represented either 
by the same species or subspecies in both places, or by closely related 

subspecies, but these are mostly wide-ranging forms, not closely con- 

fined within any particular zone. Some such species are: 

Ceryle a. caurina Melospiza 1. lincolni 

Spinus p. pinus Hirundo erythrogaster 
Melospiza m. morphna Planesticus m. migratorius 

There are eighteen such cases. 

Turning now to conditions at high altitudes, we find the following 

birds in summer at timber line (Hudsonian Zone) on Nine-mile 

Mountain : 

Dendragapus o. flemingi Nanuus h. pacificus 

Canachites franklini Certhia f. occidentalis 
Perisoreus ¢c. canadensis Sitta canadensis 

Loxia leucoptera Penthestes g. abbreviatus 
Zonotrichia coronata Penthestes h. columbianus 

Passerella i. annectens Regulus s. olivaceus 

Dendroica townsendi Regulus c. calendula 

Wilsonia p. pileolata Hylocichla g. guttata 

Ixoreus u. naevius 

Of these seventeen species, just four (Pertsoreus c. canadensis, 

Zonotrichia coronata, Penthestes g. abbrematus, and Penthestes h. 

columbianus) are not found upon the coast. The others, represented 

either by the same species or by closely related complementary sub- 

species, are mostly common and characteristic birds of the forests at 

sea level in the coastal region. In general, the avifauna at sea level 

on the coast is thus scen to be closely similar to that found just below 

timber line (4500 feet altitude), two hundred miles inland. 

It is of interest to note that muskeg surroundings in the valleys 

of the upper Skeena region produced certain birds usually found in 

the Hudsonian Zone. Occasional pairs, at wide intervals, were thus 

noted of the following species: 

Picoides arcticus Regulus s. olivaceus 

Picoides a. fasciatus Regulus ec. calendula 

Sitta canadensis Txoreus n. naevius 

On the treeless summit of Nine-mile Mountain the following birds 

were found breeding: 

Lagopus 1. alexandrae Leucosticte t. littoralis 

Lagopus rupestris Passerculus s. alaudinus 

Lagopus 1]. leucurus Anthus rubescens 

Otocoris a. arcticola 
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Lack of suitable open country elsewhere may be an element in the 

occurrence of a horned lark and a Savannah sparrow as Alpine-Arctie 

species in this region, but the other species listed are all representative 

inhabitants of the Alpine-Arctic Zone. 

Results of this classification of the birds by their zonal predilections 

may be summarized as follows: that the valleys of the upper Skeena 

region, east of the coast ranges, are in the Canadian life zone; that on 

the surrounding mountains there is a well defined belt of Hudsonian 

Zone; and that the treeless mountain tops pertain to the Alpine-Arctic 

Zone. At this latitude the Canadian life zone does not reach the coast, 

where but two life zones can be defined, Hudsonian from sea level 

upward to the tree limit, and Alpine-Arctic above that. 

An analysis of the occurrence of mammals in this general region, 

as far as our more limited knowledge of them extends, tends to 

corroborate the above statements based upon the avifauna. 

The upper Skeena Valley is the northern limit reached in this 

region by the following species of birds: 

Phloeotomus p. picinus- Bombycilla cedrorum 
Tyrannus tyrannus Vireosylva olivacea 

Hesperiphona v. brooksi Dendroica a. auduboni 

Zonotrichia albicollis Dendroica magnolia 
Juneo o. shufeldti Dumetella carolinensis 
Stelgidopteryx serripennis Troglodytes a. parkmani 

Some of these get no farther north than the town of Hazelton. Of 

the others, it is doubtful if favorable conditions occur for more than 

fifty or sixty miles north of that point, at the outside. There are 

enough of these southern spgcies to give character to the avifauna of 

this region, they all are stopped at practically the same boundary, and 

some have closely related congeners in the country immediately to 

the northward (see Swarth, 1922, p. 152). 

Besides the species of mammals collected, certain others came to 

our attention. Tracks of black bear (Ursus americanus) appeared 

along the rivers in September when the salmon were dying. Coyotes 

(Canis), though never seen, were frequently heard howling in Kispiox 

Valley. Beaver (Castor canadensis) were actively at work in certain 

small lakes near our Kispiox Valley camp. Fresh tracks of deer 

(Odocotleus) were noted at the summit of Nine-mile Mountain, and a 

‘single deer was seen in Kispiox Valley, September 8. A number of 

shed horns of caribou (Rangifer) were found on Nine-mile Mountain, 

but the animals themselves were not there at that time. 
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CHECK LIST OF THE BIRDS 

. Colymbus holboelli (Reinhardt). 

. Gavia immer (Briinnich). 

Larus brachyrhynchus Richardson. 
. Mergus americanus Cassin. 

. Anas platyrhynchos Linnaeus. 

. Mareca americana (Gmelin). 

. Nettion carolinense (Gmelin). 

. Dafila acuta (Linnaeus). 

. Anser albifrons (Scopoli), subsp.? 

. Branta canadensis (Linnaeus), subsp.? 

. Botaurus lentiginosus (Montagu). 
Ardea herodias Linnaeus, subsp.? 

. Gallinago delicata (Ord). 

. Pisobia bairdi (Coues). 

. Pisobia minutilla (Vieillot). 

. Hreunetes mauri Cabanis. 

. Tringa solitaria cinnamomea (Brewster). 

. Bartramia longicauda (Bechstein). 

. Actitis macularia (Linnaeus). 
. Dendragapus obscurus flemingi Taverner. 

. Canachites franklini (Douglas). 

. Bonasa umbellus umbelloides (Douglas). 

. Lagopus lagopus alexandrae Grinnell. 

. Lagopus rupestris (Gmelin), subsp.? 

. Lagopus leucurus leucurus (Swainson). 
26. 

. Accipiter velox (Wilson). 

. Astur atricapillus atricapillus (Wilson). 

. Astur atricapillus striatulus Ridgway 

. Buteo borealis calurus Cassin. 

. Buteo swainsoni Bonaparte. 

. Aquila chrysaetos (Linnaeus). 
. Halivetus leucocephalus alascanus (. H. ‘Townsend. 

. Faleo columbarius columbarius Linnaeus. 

. Faleo columbarius suckleyi Ridgway. 

. Falco sparverius sparverius Linnaeus. 

. Pandion haliaétus carolinensis (Gmelin). 

. Bubo virginianus lagophonus (Oberholser). 

. Ceryle aleyon caurina Grinnell. , 

. Dryobates villosus monticola Anthony. 

. Dryobates pubescens Jeucurus (Hartlaub). 

. Pieoides arcticus (Swainson). 

. Picoides americanus fasciatus Baird. 
. Sphyrapicus varius ruber (Gmelin). 

. Phloeotomus pileatus picinus Bangs. 

. Colaptes auratus borealis Ridgway. 
. Chordeiles virginianus virginianus (Gmelin). 

. Cypseloides niger borealis (Kennerly). 

. Chaetura vauxi (J. K. Townsend). 

Cireus hudsonius (Linnaeus). 

32 9 vw 
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. Selasphorus rufus (Gmelin). 

. Tyrannus tyrannus (Linnaeus). 

. Sayornis sayus yukonensis Bishop. 

. Nuttallornis borealis (Swainson). 

. Myiochanes richardsoni richardsoni (Swainson). 

. Empidonax trailli alnorum Brewster. 

. Empidonax hammondi (Xantus). 

. Einpidonax wrighti Baird. 

. Otocoris alpestris arcticola Oberholser. 

. Cyanocitta stelleri annectens (Baird). 

. Perisoreus canadensis canadensis (Linnaeus). 

. Corvus brachyrhynchos hesperis Ridgway. 

. Agelaius phoeniceus arctolegus Oberholser. 
. Euphagus carolinus (Miiller). 
. Hesperiphona vespertina brooksi Grinnell. 

. Carpodacus purpureus purpureus (Gmelin). 

. Loxia leucoptera Gmelin. 

. Leucosticte tephrocotis littoralis Baird. 

. Spinus pinus pinus (Wilson). 
. Calearius lapponicus alascensis Ridgway. 

. Calearius pictus (Swainson). 

. Calearius ornatus (J. K. Townsend). 

. Passerculus sandwichensis alaudinus Bonaparte. 

. Gonotrichia leucophrys gambeli (Nuttall). 

. Zonotrichia coronata (Pallas). 
75. Zonotrichia albicollis (Gmelin). 

. Spizella monticola ochracea Brewster. 

. Spizella passerina passerina (Bechstein). 

. Juneo hyemalis hyemalis (Linnaeus). 

. Junco hyemalis connectens Coues. 

. Juneo oreganus shufeldti Coale. 

. Melospiza melodia morphna Oberholser. 
- Melospiza lincolni lineolni (Audubon). 

. Passerella iliaca iliaca (Merrem). 
. Passerella iliaca altivagans Riley. 
. Piranga ludoviciana (Wilson). 

. Hirundo erythrogaster Boddaert. 

. Iridoprocne bicolor (Vieillot). 

. Tachycineta thalassina lepida Mearns. 

. Stelgidopteryx serripennis (Audubon). 
- Bombycilla garrula pallidiceps Reichenow. 
. Bombycilla cedrorum Vieillot. 

Vireosylva olivacea (Linnaeus). 

. Vireosylva gilva swainsoni (Baird). 

. Vermivora celata celata (Say). 

. Vernivora celata lutescens (Ridgway). 

. Vermivora peregrina (Wilson). 

- Dendroica aestiva rubiginosa (Pallas). 
. Dendroica coronata hooveri McGregor. 

- Dendroica auduboni auduboni (J. K. Townsend). 
. Dendroica magnolia (Wilson). 

. Dendroica striata (J. R. Forster). 

[Von 24 
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102. Dendroica townsendi (J. K. Townsend), 
108. Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis Ridgway. 
104. Oporornis tolmiei (J. K. Townsend). 
105. Geothlypis trichas occidentalis Brewster. 

.106. Wilsonia pusilla pileolata (Pallas). 
107. Setophaga ruticilla (Linnaeus). 

108. Anthus rubescens (Tunstall). 

109. Dumetella carolinensis (Linnaeus). 

110. Troglodytes aédon parkmani Audubon 
111. Nannus hiemalis pacificus (Baird). 

112. Certhia familiaris occidentalis Ridgway. 
118. Sitta canadensis Linnaeus. 

114. Penthestes atricapillus septentrionalis (Harris). 
115. Penthestes gambeli abbreviatus Grinnell. 

116. Penthestes hudsonicus columbianus (Rhoads). 

117. Penthestes rufescens rufescens (J. K. Townsend). 
118. Regulus satrapa olivaceus Baird 

119. Regulus calendula calendula (Linnaeus). 
120. Myadestes townsendi (Audubon). 

121. Hylocichla ustulata swainsoni (Tschudi). 

122. Hylocichla guttata guttata (Pallas). 
123. Hylocichla guttata pallasi (Cabanis). 

124, Planesticus migratorius migraterius (Linnaeus). 
125. Ixoreus naevius naevius (Gmelin). 

126. Ixoreus naevius meruloides (Swainson). 
127. Sialia currucoides (Bechstein). 

GENERAL ACCOUNTS OF THE BIRDS ° 

Colymbus holboelli (Reinhardt). Holboell Grebe 

An adult male (no. 41986), taken in the Bulkley River at Hazel- 

ton, September 18, was the only one seen during the summer. 

Gavia immer (Briinnich). Common Loon 

There seemed to be a pair of loons to each of the many little lakes 

scattered through the woods. The birds were frequently seen circling 

about overhead, calling as they flew. Toward the end of summer 

several might be in sight at once, going through such maneuvers. 

Larus brachyrhynchus Richardson. Short-billed Gull 

An immature male (no. 41987) was shot July 31 near the summit 

of Nine-mile Mountain, at about 5500 feet altitude. There were several 

small, snow-bordered lakes nearby, but otherwise nothing in the sur- 

roundings that might be thought attractive to gulls. 
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In late August and September, when the salmon run was drawing 

to a close, many gulls were seen along the rivers. None was collected, 

but the birds observed were mostly of some species larger than 

brachyrhynchus. 

Mergus americanus Cassin. American Merganser 

Breeding in Kispiox Valley; adults occasionally flushed from 

streams and sloughs, and several broods of young encountered. On 

June 28 a female with eleven ducklings appeared in the swift-flowing 

creek by our camp, the young still mostly down-covered. 

Anas platyrhynchos Linnaeus. Mallard 

Breeding in Kispiox Valley. A nest with eggs was reported by an 

acquaintance, found about the middle of June in a hayfield. We saw 

single birds at various times during June and July. Toward the 

end of August there was an jnflux of migrating ducks, a large propor- 

tion of them mallards, and flocks of forty, fifty, or a hundred were 

seen daily on gravel bars in the Kispiox River. Here the ducks were 

feeding on salmon roe. Mallard and green-winged teal were the only 

species present in numbers, and individuals of each of these shot from 

time to time invariably contained salmon eggs in their gullets. The 

humpback salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha), the species ‘running’ 

at that time, was present in myriads, and the ducks formed but a 

fraction of the animals that were preying upon fish or eggs. 

Two adult males partly in the eclipse plumage were shot on Sep- 

tember 10, and one (no. 41988) was preserved. In this bird the 

chestnut breast and gray underparts of the winter plumage are mostly 

acquired, while of the eclipse plumage there remain the brown- 

streaked head and neck, many brown feathers on back and flanks, and 

the tail feathers. An adult male (no. 42638) taken at Okanagan 

Landing, British Columbia, on October 1, is not nearly so far advanced 

in the molt, having but a few scattered new feathers over various parts 

of the head and body. 

Mareca americana (Gmelin). Baldpate 

One was shot on the Bulkley River at Hazelton, September 17. 
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Nettion carolinense (Gmelin). Green-winged Teal 

Common in Kispiox Valley in September. First seen August 26, 

a single bird. On August 30 a pair was noted, and a few days later 

flocks of from forty to fifty birds were frequently encountered. At 

the end of our stay, September 17, they were still abundant. Two 

specimens preserved, a female (no. 41989) and a young.male (no. 

41990), 

Dafila acuta (Linnaeus). Pintail 

_A flock of four seen near the Kispiox River, September 1, and 

others noted from time to time during the ensuing two weeks. Not 

abundant. 

Anser albifrons (Scopoli), subsp.? White-fronted Goose 

A flock of seven white-fronted geese passed overhead, going south, 

near Hazelton, September 19. 

Branta canadensis (Iuinnaeus), subsp.? Canada Goose 

A flock of eight geese was seen in Kispiox Valley, the evening of 

June 24, flying low and apparently headed for a lake in the woods a 

few miles from our camp. Their occurrence in a flock at that season 

seems rather extraordinary. They were geese of the canadensis group, 

and apparently of large size. The subspecific status, of course, could 

not be ascertained. 

Botaurus lentiginosus (Montagu). Bittern 

A bittern was flushed from a marsh in Kispiox Valley on August 

22, at close enough range to make identification certain, though the 

bird was not shot. On September 3. late in the evening, a heron of 

some sort, apparently a bittern, flew over our camp. This, I believe, 

is as far to the northwest as the species has been seen. 

Ardea herodias Linnaeus, subsp.? Great Blue Heron 

One seen near Hazelton, June 10, and two in Kispiox Valley on 

June 20. We were told that herons sometimes occurred in fair 

abundance along the Kispiox River. Probably it is Ardea herodtas 

fannini that occurs in this region. 
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Gallinago delicata (Ord). Wilson Snipe 

A fairly common fall migrant in Kispiox Valley. First seen 

August 20, and subsequently on many occasions up to the time of our 

departure, September 17. Two specimens preserved (nos. 41991, 

41992). 

Pisobia bairdi (Coues). Baird Sandpiper 

A flock of eight seen on the summit of Nine-mile Mountain, 

August 5, and again (apparently the same flock) on August 10. One 

shot but not preserved. <A flock of six was about a mud puddle in the 

town of Hazelton, August 15. 

Pisobia minutilla (Vieillot). Least Sandpiper 

Two shot, one (no. 41993) preserved, on the Kispiox River, August 

27. An occasional small flock of sandpipers was seen there, but not 

many. 

Ereunetes mauri Cabanis. Western Sandpiper 

One bird (no. 41994) shot from a small flock on the Kispiox River, 

August 27. 

Tringa solitaria cinnamomea (Brewster). Western Solitary Sandpiper 

One bird shot, but not preserved, in Kispiox Valley, August 18; 

the only one seen all summer. 
6 

Bartramia longicauda (Bechstein). Upland Plover 

Appeared in small numbers, migrating, in Kispiox Valley the latter 

part of August. First seen August 17 (we were told they had 

appeared some days earlier) and at intervals, two or three birds at 

a time, until August 26. Thev frequented open fields where hay was 

raised, relatively limited areas that had been cleared in recent years. 

The country in general is densely forested ; with settlement, more and 

more of such clearings have been made, and the species may be extend- 

ing its range with the opening of favorable areas. This station is, I 

believe, an extreme western point of record for the upland plover in 

northern British Columbia. Four specimens were preserved (nos. 

41996-41997), apparently all immature birds in first winter plumage. 
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Actitis macularia (Linnaeus). Spotted Sandpiper 

A few individuals seen at intervals through the summer, on the 
shores of the Skeena and Bulkley rivers near Hazelton, and on the 
Kispiox River. One specimen (no, 41995) preserved, an immature 
male taken on the Kispiox River, August 18. 

Dendragapus obscurus flemingi Taverner. Fleming Grouse 

Found in small numbers on the upper slopes of Nine-mile Moun- 
tain, mostly just below the upper limit of upright timber, at from 4500 
to 5000 feet altitude. During the three weeks we spent at that place 
we saw one adult male and eight or ten females. Small young were 
encountered several times, never more than three or four to a brood, 

and sometimes only one. Several females seen were alone, and appar- 

ently without broods. Three females collected (nos. 42000-42002). 

Two, taken August 5 and 8, respectively, are just beginning the annual 
molt. These birds are indistinguishable from specimens taken on the 

Stikine River, two hundred miles to the northwest (see Swarth, 1922, 

p. 203). 

Canachites franklini (Douglas). Franklin Grouse 

Seen in woods of spruce, fir, and hemlock, near the summit of Nine- 

mile Mountain (4000 to 4500 feet altitude), and along the telegraph 

line at a point some forty miles north of Hazelton. Eleven specimens 

collected (nos. 42003-42013) : an adult male, two adult females, and 

three chicks from Nine-mile Mountain; an adult female, two immature 

males, and two females probably immature, from the second record 

station. These specimens bear out Riley’s (1912, p. 55) comments 

upon the earlier molt of the adult male, as compared with female and 

young. The adult male collected August 2 has nearly completed the 

annual molt. Adult females taken August 10 and 11 are still in the 

old plumage. The three chicks, taken with the female parent on 

August 10, an entire family, are abovt one-quarter grown, in juvenal 

plumage save for remnants of natal down on the throats of two. Two 

young males and two apparently young females taken September 12 

have nearly completed the molt into first winter plumage; an adult 

female taken September 12 is nearly through the annual molt. 

The one adult male has a nearly uniformly black tail. There is a 

slight whitish tip to the central feathers, and a faintly indicated light- 
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colored bar across the center of the tail, not to be seen unless the 

feathers are widely spread. Of the two immature males, one has the 

tail black except for scattered and faint reddish spots near the tips of 

some feathers; the other has the central rectrices narrowly tipped with 

whitish, some of the others very faintly with pale reddish. Of the 

five females, all have the central rectrices with more or less of a pale 

margin at the tip, and only one lacks such tipping to the lateral 

rectrices. 

The adult male has large and conspicuous whitish spots on the long 

upper tail coverts. On the two immature males these spots are poorly 

indicated. On the two summer females they are inconspicuous; two 

of the three fall females have them conspicuously present, in one they 

are slight. In this series of birds there is no evidence of two color 

phases (as described by Riley, loc. cit.). 

Bonasa umbellus umbelloides (Douglas). Gray Ruffed Grouse 

Abundant throughout the poplar woods of the lowlands. On June 

18 several broods of small young were seen, and from then on flocks 

of growing youngsters were frequently encountered. Toward the end 

of August some flocks were of such size as to make it seem probable. 

that they were composed of two or more broods. The cocks are solitary 

through the summer; even in September extremely wary single birds 

were flushed that were assumed to be old males that had not yet joined 

the flocks. 

Fourteen specimens collected (nos. 42014-42027), one old male, 

June 5, the others all taken ingSeptember and in the latter stages of 

the autumnal molt. The molt is completed about October 1. Two are 

red tailed, twelve gray tailed, indicating a preponderance of the gray 

phase in this region. 

Two fall specimens at band from St. John trail, upper Peace River, 

Alberta, may be assumed to be representative of typical umbelloides. 

The birds from Hazelton and Kispiox Valley, though referable to 

umbelloides, are appreciably less grayish, more brownish in coloration, 

than these Peace River specimens, and they are also less gray than 

ruffed grouse from the upper Stikine River, to the northward. The 

increased brownness of the Skeena Valley grouse may be indicative of 

intergradation toward sabini of the southern coastal region of British 

Columbia. How far north sabini extends is as yet undetermined. 
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Lagopus lagopus alexandrae Grinnell. Alexander Willow Ptarmigan 

Ptarmigan are said to occur occasionally in the lowlands of the 

Hazelton region in midwinter, but during most of the year they are 

restricted to the Alpine-Arctic mountain tops. We found them in 

limited numbers on the timberless summit of Nine-mile Mountain. 

There are miles of open country on the two converging ridges that 

form the top of this mountain, barren of trees save for occasional 

thickets of dwarfed or prostrate Alpine conifers, and here, at long 

intervals, we encountered ptarmigan. It is a curious fact, whether or 

no it was a mere coincidence, that on one of the two ridges only white- 

tailed ptarmigan were found, on the other, willow and rock ptarmigan 

were seen, but no white-tailed. To all seeming the two ridges were of 

exactly the same character. In all, ten broods of willow and rock 

ptarmigan were encountered (the species were not always to be differ- 

entiated) and about five or six single birds in addition. The broods 

ranged from three to twelve in number; the aggregate of young birds 

seen was about fiftv. The chicks grew rapidly. Some seen on July 25, 

and a day or two later, were down-covered and unable to fly. At that 

time they were accompanied by the female parent only, and the male 

birds were flushed separately. By August 10 the young ptarmigan 

were the size of quail and larger, and were strong on the wing. The 

old males were then associated with the families. In some of the larger 

broods seen the difference in size among the young was so marked as 

to suggest the junction of two families. It might happen that upon 

the death of a hen her offspring would seek the companionship of 

another family. 

Five willow ptarmigan were collected (nos. 42028-42032), four 

adult males and one adult female. Three males have much white on 

the lower breast and abdomen, the fourth is almost solidly in the 

brown summer plumage. Many willow ptarmigan from different 

localities in the northwest have been available for comparison with 

these birds. Of Lagopus lagopus lagopus there is in this Museum 

from northern Alaska and Yukon (Kowak and Yukon:rivers) a series 

of ninety-four skins, including a number in summer plumage or in 

process of change. Of L. I. alexandrae, there are eleven specimens 

from island localities in southeastern Alaska, including five summer 

males, and one male and two females in first fall plumage. A pair 

of breeding adults from Porcher Island, British Columbia, was loaned 

by Allan Brooks. There have been available, from the collection of the 
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Provincial Museum, Victoria, British Columbia, twenty-seven speci- 

mens from Lake Atlin, including nine summer males and eight summer 

females, and a male and female from Anaham Lake. 

Island specimens of alexandrae (summer males), compared with 

lagopus from the Yukon and Kowak regions, are darker colored and 

with smaller and differently shaped bill. (The bill difference has 

been figured by Clark, 1910, p. 53.) Color is darkest in specimens 

from Prince of Wales Island. Atlin birds and Nine-mile Mountain 

birds are essentially alike, and are intermediate in color between 

lagopus of the interior and alexandrae from the islands; the average 

is nearer to alexandrae. The bill in size and shape is just as in alez- 

andrae. Females from Atlin and Nine-mile Mountain differ from . 

Kowak and Yukon birds in bill characters as do the males, and also 

in color. They are not of darker and richer browns, as might be 

expected, but present a duller, grayer appearance. Jn the northern 

lagopus the feathers above and below are broadly edged with bright 

hazel; in the southern birds these edgings are narrow and dull. On 

the basis of these comparisons I feel justified in extending the range 

of alexandrae eastward from the coast, at the north to Lake Atlin, 

at the south to Nine-mile Mountain and Anaham Lake. There is no 

question as to the difference of these southern mainland birds from 

lagopus of northern Alaska and the interior. 

It is of interest to note in alexandrae the frequent presence of black 

shafts on the primaries, sometimes on secondaries and greater coverts. 

This character has been considered an important feature of the New- 

foundland subspecies (ZL. 1. alent), as in the ‘‘key to the American 

subspecies of Lagopus lagopus’’ published by Clark (loc. cit., p. 54), 

but obviously it cannot be used as a feature characteristic of that race 

alone. In an immature female from Prince of Wales Island (no. 

31343, August 27), which has acquired the winter flight feathers, not 

only are primaries and secondaries with distinct black shafts, but there 

are large, tear-shaped spots of black near the tips of all the primaries 

and most of the secondaries. Furthermore, the primaries have a black 

‘freckling’ over much of their surface, and the greater coverts are also 

marked with black though to a lesser degree. 
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Lagopus rupestris (Gmelin), subsp.? Rock Ptarmigan 

Three specimens collected on Nine-mile Mountain, two young birds 
(nos. 42033-42034) partly in natal down, partly in juvenal plumage, 
taken August 1, and an adult female (no. 42035) collected August 5. 

Fig. A. Tail of female rock ptarmigan (no. 42035), natural size. The 
outermost feather on each side is widely spread from the others to show pattern 
of coloration on inner web. Drawn by Allan Brooks. 

There are not available enough summer specimens from other points 

to enable me to determine the subspecific status of these birds. There 

is at hand one summer-plumaged female from the Jade Mountains, 

north of the Kowak River, collected May 28, 1899 (no. 32170), pre- 

sumably representative of Lagopus rupestris rupestris. Compared 

with the Nine-mile Mountain female, the Jade Mountains specimen is 

much brighter colored. There is a great deal of bright hazel in the 

plumage. The Nine-mile Mountain bird has a smaller bill (as com- 

pared also with many winter females from the Kowak River region), 

and is darker colored. Areas on individual feathers that in the 
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northern bird are rather brilliantly ruddy are of more restricted size 

and of a dull tone, and there is extension of black and grayish areas. 

It seems likely that these two birds represent two different subspecies. 

There are no adult females of Lagopus rupestris dixoni available, 

and but two summer males (nos. 371, 372, Port Frederick, Chichagof 

Island, July 30, 1907). Two summer males from Atlin, British 

Columbia, loaned by the Provincial Museum, Victoria (no. 2566, June 

26, 1914; no. 2589, July 1, 1914), are quite unlike dizont, sufficiently 

so to make it seem improbable that dixoni is a southern race of general 

occurrence on the mainland as well as on the Alaskan islands. 

The Nine-mile Mountain female possesses one feature worthy of 

comment. The six outer tail feathers on each side are white basally, 

the total white area covering more than half the tail. On the inner 

rectrices the white extends over about the basal three-fourths; it 

decreases on the inner web of the outer feathers, though extending far 

toward the tip on the outer web (see fig. A). This is exactly the 

character ascribed to Lagopus hyperboreas Sundevall, of Spitzbergen 

(see Dresser, 1871, p. 179, col. pl. no. 482, text fig.; Ogilvie-Grant, 

1893, p. 51). The white tail was not peculiar to the one specimen 

collected, for other females were seen on Nine-mile Mountain which 

had the same marking. It was conspicuous in flight. No male was 

noted with this character; in fact no male rupestris was positively 

recognized. 

The two chicks collected are readily distinguished from young 

leucurus by their generally browner color. Young lewcurus is dis- 

tinetly gray. The young of lagopus is more ruddy throughout. 

* 

Lagopus leucurus leucurus (Swainson). White-tailed Ptarmigan 

Found only on the eastern ridge of Nine-mile Mountain. Four 

specimens collected, two adult females and two chicks (nos. 42036- 

42039). The young birds, taken on July 26 and August 1, respec- 
tively, have some natal down about the head; otherwise they are in 
juvenal plumage. Three broods of white-tailed ptarmigan were seen, 

one of two chicks, one of three, and one of twelve. 

Circus hudsonius (Linnaeus). Marsh Hawk 

An adult male was seen repeatedly during parts of June and July 
about the same locality in Kispiox Valley. At the end of the summer 
the first migrant was seen September 10, and a few others were noted 

at later dates. 
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Accipiter velox (Wilson). Sharp-shinned Hawk 

Several seen near Hazelton, migrating, May 27. As single birds 

were encountered at intervals during the summer in Kispiox Valley 

and on Nine-mile Mountain, it seems likely that a few pairs breed in 

the region. The last week in August, with the beginning of the migra- 

tion, sharp-shinned hawks became fairly abundant. That is, one or two 

birds were seen daily, some days four or five might be encountered. 

Three specimens collected: an adult male, May 31 (no. 42040), an 

adult female, just beginning the annual molt, July 13 (no. 42042), 

and an immature male, August 19 (no. 42041). 

Astur atricapillus atricapillus (Wilson). Eastern Goshawk 

During the third week in August migrating goshawks appeared, 

and from then on, during September, they were abundant. Scarcely 

a day passed without at least one being seen, and frequently seven or 

eight would be noted within a few hours. The species is usually 

solitary but it was not uncommon here to find two together. Mostly 

they were young hirds, and as a rule absurdly unsuspicious. Two of 

the three goshawks collected during August (nos. 42045, 42046), all 

in immature plumage, are evidently of the subspecies atricapillus, and 

I believe that nearly all seen at that time were the same. They 

appeared to constitute a migratory ‘wave’ from some more northern 

region. 

Astur atricapillus striatulus Ridgway. Western Goshawk 

A female goshawk (no. 42048) of this subspecies collected at 

Hazelton, on May 30 is, save for a few scattered feathers on the tibiae, 

in immature plumage throughout. A male bird (no. 42044) taken 

July 16 is in the midst of the molt from the immature to adult 

plumage. An immature male (no. 42046) was collected in Kispiox 

Valley, August 29. The last mentioned appeared at the same time 

as other migrating hawks. The other two, taken in May and July, 

respectively, may indicate the breeding of this subspecies in the region. 

They could not be positively recognized as breeding individuals, how- 

ever. Remains of flicker and ruffed grouse were found in the stomach 

of no. 42044; ruffed grouse in that of no. 42046. 
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Buteo borealis calurus Cassin. Western Red-tailed Hawk | 

Several pairs were breeding near Hazelton and in Kispiox Valley. 

In the latter locality, not far from our camp, there was an occupied 

nest at the top of a tall tree that towered above a surrounding jungle, 

too impenetrable to be traversed. 

Toward the end of August there was a noticeable increase in the 

number of red-tails observed, due probably to an influx of migrants, 

and many were scen up to the end of my stay, September 26. There 

was wide variation in color; light-breasted birds were seen and some 

exceedingly dark ones. One specimen was collected (no. 42048), an 

immature male, taken in Kispiox Valley August 27. It is in the dark 

phase of plumage, blackish throughout with extensive white streaks 

and blotches partly concealed at the bases of the feathers. 

Buteo swainsoni Bonaparte. Swainson Hawk 

Hawks supposed to be of this species were seen occasionally late 

in August and early in September, but only one was shot. This bird 

(no. 42049) is an immature male, taken in Kispiox Valley, August 24. 

Its stomach contained a toad. 

Aquila chrysaétos (Linnaeus). Golden Eagle 

Seen at intervals during the summer, at Hazelton, at the base of 

the nearby mountain range, Rocher Déboulé, and on Nine-mile Moun- 

tain. From July 16 to 20 one was seen daily at Hazelton, haunting the 

river banks and evidently. feeding on dead salmon. On Nine-mile 

Mountain one followed a regtilar beat almost daily, recognizable as the 

same individual through a peculiarity of marking. This bird was 

hunting marmots assiduously and swung about the mountain side low 

over the ridges, apparently trusting his sudden appearance to enable 

him to surprise a marmot at a distance from shelter. 

4 

Haliaeétus leucocephalus alascanus C. H. Townsend. 

Northern Bald Hagle 

Seen in the lowlands at various times during the summer. As the 

season advanced, the dead and dying salmon on the river banks were 

a bountiful source of food to the eagles, and increasing numbers of 

the birds appeared. What seemed to be entire families were seen 

several times, in July, groups composed of two adults with two or 

three full-grown young. 
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Falco columbarius columbarius Linnaeus. Eastern Pigeon Hawk 

Falco columbarius suckleyi Ridgway. Black Pigeon Hawk 

The two subspecies of the pigeon hawk that are found in the region 

are rarely to be distinguished in life, so that birds seen can be recorded 

only under the specific name. Two pigeon hawks observed near 

Hazelton on May 26 were presumably migrants; none was noted 

during midsummer. The first fall migrant appeared August 22, and 

from then on to the end of my stay (September 26) some were seen 

nearly every day, sometimes several in one day. 

The pigeon hawk is a remarkably swift flier, a fact borne out by 

the stomach contents of one of my birds, the remains of a black swift 

(Cypseloides niger borealis). That this hawk can capture a swift in 

fair chase in the open is not likely (see Meinertzhagen, 1921, p. 237), 

but after observation of both species I see no reason to doubt that on 

occasion the swift could be taken unawares and caught by the hawk 

after a short burst of great speed. This is in opposition to a possible 

explanation that in the case in question the hawk had captured a sick 

or disabled bird. 

Six specimens collected: one adult male, three immature males, 

and two (presumably) immature females. This series is of interest 

in its bearing upon the relationship of columbarius and suckleyi. 

Not one of the lot is typical of columbarius, though I have so 

labeled five of them (nos. 42050-42053, 42055), as most closely 

resembling that subspecies. One female (no. 42054, Kispiox Valley, 

August 29) is a typical, even an extreme, example of suckleyi. The 

second female (no. 42053, Kispiox Valley, September 12) is nearer 

true columbarius than any others of this series. The three immature 

males (nos. 42050-42052), taken in Kispiox Valley on August 28, 22, 

and 28, respectively, are intermediate in appearance between colwm- 

barius and suckleyi, an intermediateness that is exhibited in’a rather 

curious way. Ventrally they are in color and markings practically 

like columbarius, but dorsally they are quite as dark colored as the 

average immature suckleyt. This same sort of intermediateness, that 

is, light ventral and dark dorsal coloration, is also shown in an 

immature female (no. 39762) from the lower Stikine River, British 

Columbia, collected August 14, 1919 (see Swarth, 1922, p. 214), and 

intermediateness both above and below is shown in an immature female 

(no. 40371) taken near Coulterville, California, on December 20, 1919. 
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The adult male collected (no. 42055, Hazelton, September 24) is 

referred to columbarius, though darker colored than any other adult 

of that subspecies that I have seen. There are nine adult male pigeon 

hawks in the several collections housed in the Museum of Vertebrate 

Zoology, and these exhibit an interesting range of variation. An 

extreme of darkness is represented by the Hazelton bird above referred 

to, but slightly removed from that of suckley?. At the opposite extreme, 

of light coloration, is an example of richardsom. Between, there are 

seven specimens, labeled columbarius, illustrating unbroken gradation 

from one extreme to the other. Thus, in adult birds as in immatures, 

there is no one character of color or markings that may be taken as 

absolutely indicative of any one form. The three names, columbarius, 

suckleyi, and richardsoni, apply to three subspecies of one species, 

between which no definite lines may be drawn. 

There is this to be said, however, that the above comments are 

based, not upon breeding birds, but upon specimens collected during 

the migrations and in winter. The line of nicely graded adults just 

described was not arranged with regard to geographic continuity. 

Breeding pigeon hawks are scarce in. collections (not one was avail- 

able to the present writer) and, for the most part, deductions must be 

drawn as best they may from non-breeding birds. 

The Hazelton series is of interest in that it includes a specimen of 

suckleyt from what I believe is the northernmost point at ‘which this 

subspecies has been definitely recorded. This place is at an inter- 

mediate point between humid coast and arid interior, and most of the 

pigeon hawks taken there are intermediate in appearance. Of course 

these birds were not found aetually breeding, but the conclusion does 

not seem forced that they are representative of the form that does 

breed in that general region. 

In this discussion J have ignored the recently described Falco 

columbarius bendiret of Swann (1922, p. 66; type locality, Fort Walla 

Walla, Washington). It may be possible eventually to demonstrate 

the existence of this additional western subspecies, but the two eastern 

specimens available to me are not to be distinguished from western 

birds here regarded-as columbarius. 

Falco sparverius sparverius Linnaeus. American Sparrow Hawk 

A fairly common summer visitant to the lowlands. A few were 

seen in the open country above timber on Nine-mile Mountain, but 

that was early in August and the birds noted had probably wandered 
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from nesting grounds at lower altitudes. Abundant in Kispiox Valley 
and about Hazelton during the latter part of August, and in lessening 
numbers in September. Some were seen up to the time of my 
departure, September 26. 

Fifteen specimens collected (nos. 42056-42070). Full-grown young 
were taken July 18. An adult female taken August 20. has finished the 
annual molt; an adult male taken on the same date, and another shot 

September 7, are still in the midst of the change. 

Pandion haliaétus carolinensis (Gmelin). Osprey 

We found no ospreys breeding in the region covered, but about the 

middle of August, with the coming of the salmon, the fish hawks began 

to appear. During the latter part of August and throughout Septem- 

ber, some were seen almost daily. 

Bubo virginianus lagophonus (Oberholser). Ruddy Horned Owl 

Exceedingly abundant throughout the lowlands. At our timber- 

line camp on Nine-mile Mountain we neither saw nor heard horned 

owls, but they were present everywhere in the valleys, and in unusual 

numbers for a large, predatory bird. The abundance of rabbits in the 

region may have caused a temporary increase in the number of horned 

owls. 

Twenty-one specimens were collected (nos. 42071-42091). Of these, 

six are young, mostly down-covered (two in one brood, June 5; four 

in one brood, June 24); the rest are young and old in fresh fall 

plumage. Food was found in eight stomachs. In one case a young 

owl had been fed a red squirrel, the others contained rabbit. and 

nothing else. This is noteworthy in view of the general belief that 

the horned owl is an inveterate enemy of grouse. These owls inhabited 

the poplar woods, precisely the same environment as the ruffed grouse, 

and ruffed grouse were abundant. 

Considerable color variation is shown in this series of owls, gray 

colored birds at one extreme, brown colored at the other. The grayest 

bird (no. 42091) was the last one shot, on September 9, and might be 

assumed to be a migrant of a race other than the breeding form, but 

there are earlier taken specimens in the series that are nearly as light 

colored. I think it safe to say that the differences illustrate the extent 

of individual variation existent in the subspecies lagophonus in this 

one region. (For use of the name lagophonus, see Oberholser, 1904, 

p. 185; Ridgway, 1914, p. 747.) 
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Ceryle alcyon caurina Grinnell. Western Belted Kingfisher 

By streams and lakes everywhere in the lowlands. Present in the 

region when we arrived, May 25, and up to the time of our departure, 

September 26. One specimen collected (no. 42092). 

Dryobates villosus monticola Anthony. 

Roeky Mountain Hairy Woodpecker 

Fairly common in the lowlands, mostly in deciduous timber. 

Present during the whole of our stay; probably resident the year 

through. Young were seen flying about on June 22; birds taken 

September 1 had finished the molt. Twelve specimens collected (nos. 

42093-42104), seven breeding adults, two in juvenal plumage, and 

three in fresh fall plumage. 

Dryobates pubescens leucurus (Hartlaub). Batchelder Woodpecker 

In small numbers in deciduous woods in the lowlands. Young out 

of the nest were taken June 29. Two specimens collected September 5 

and 8, respectively, had finished the molt. Thirteen specimens in all 

were collected (nos. 42104-42117). 

A specimen of downy woodpecker from Fort Babine, in this same 

general region, has been ascribed by Ridgway (1914, p. 239) to the 

subspecies Dryobates pubescens glacialis Grinnell (type locality, 

Prince William Sound, Alaska). This induced comparison of the 

Skeena Valley series with the four Alaskan specimens of glacialis at 

hand, and the two lots were €ound to be indistinguishable. In the 

original description of glacialis (Grinnell, 1910, p. 390), comparisons 

are made with nelsoni, of the interior of Alaska, and gairdneri, of the 

coast of British Columbia. The American Ornithologists’ Union Com- 

mittee (1912, p. 386) refused recognition to the race glacialis on the 

grounds that it was an ‘‘intergrade between D. p. nelsoni and gaird- 

nert,’’? Ridgway (1914, p. 239) accords recognition to glacialis, but, 

in describing the race, compares it again with the Alaskan nelsoni, 

and also with the eastern medianus. 

So far, no comparisons had been made between glacialis and the 

downy woodpecker of the more southern Rocky Mountains, D. p. 

homorus of recent literature. The Skeena Valley series, however, was 

taken sufficiently near the known range of that subspecies to suggest 

the desirability of such comparisons. Pertinent material is at hand 
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as follows: Prince William Sound, Alaska, 2 specimens (including the 

type of Dryobates pubescens glactalis) ; lower Taku River, Alaska, 2; 

Skeena River region (Hazelton and Kispiox Valley), British Colum- 

bia, 18; Warner Mountains, California, 4; Sierra Ancha, Arizona, 2. 

In my opinion, the downy woodpeckers from these several points 

should all be included under one name. As shown in the accompany- 

ing table, the southern birds are slightly larger than the northern 

ones, which is curious, considering north and south variation in general 

in the genus Dryobates. The southern birds are also somewhat blacker, 

that is, with less white spotting upon wings and coverts. Individual 

variation is such, however, that it is impossible satisfactorily. to 

diagnose two subspecies in the material examined. 

For the application of the name Dryobates pubescens leucurus 

(Hartlaub) to the downy woodpecker of the Rocky Mountain region, 

see Grinnell, 1923, p. 30. 

TABLE 1 

MEASUREMENTS IN MILLIMETERS oF Dryobates pubescens leucurus 

Mus. 
No. Sex Locality Date Wing Tail | Culmen 

1287 roe Prince William Sound, Alaska, Sept. 7, 1908 | 93 57 15.5 
9732 | Sim.| Taku River, Alaska, Sept. 4,1909 | 92.5 | 56.5 | 15.8 
9733 fol Taku River, Alaska, Sept. 13, 1909 | 97.5 | 58 15.2 
42117 | # Kispiox Valley, B C., July 13,1921 | 96.5 | 59 16.5 
42115 | # Kispiox Valley, B. C., Sept. 5,1921 | 97 61 15 
14137 | o& Warner Mts., Calif, June 29,1910 | 98 58t 18.5 
14138 | ¥ Warner Mts., Calif., June 30,1910 101 65 18 

27710 | ov Sierra Ancha, Arizona, June 23,1917 | 99.5 | 65.5 | 18 
1288* | 9 Prince William Sound, Alaska, Sept. 18, 1908 | 97.5 | 61 15 
42105 | 9 Hazelton, B. C., ~ June 16,1921 | 94 60 16 

42108 | 9 Kispiox Valley, B. C., June 29,1921 | 95.5 | 62.5 | 16 
42111 | 9im.| Kispiox Valley, B. C., July 9,1921 | 95.5 | 61.5 | 16.5 
42116 | 9 Kispiox Valley, B. C., Sept. 8, 1921 | 97.5 | ........ 15.5 

14139 | 9 Warner Mts., Calif., June 30,1910 | 97.5 | 63.5 | 17.5 
" 14140 | 9 Warner Mts., Callif., July 6,1910 100 | 62 | 17 

27711 | 9 Sierra Ancha, Ariz., June 25,1917 |100 67 17 

* Type of Dryobates pub s glacialis Grinnell. 

+ Rectrices shortened by wear. 

Picoides arcticus (Swainson). Arctic Three-toed Woodpecker 

Not common. We had been in the region three weeks before seeing 

a three-toed woodpecker of either kind. Picoides arcticus and P. a. 

fasciatus were then both discovered, each in small numbers, and under 

precisely the same conditions. They were in the lowlands, but inhabit- 
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ing the little muskegs that are scattered through the woods, well 

defined areas for which certain bird species showed a marked prefer- 

ence. No three-toed woodpeckers were seen on Nine-mile Mountain, 

though both species occur as a rule in the Hudsonian zone. 

A nest of the Arctic three-toed woodpecker was found in Kispiox 

Valley. It was placed in a dead and charred Engelmann spruce, in 

a strip of spruce woods bordering a muskeg otherwise surrounded by 

poplar forest. The nest hole was eighty feet from the ground. It was 

two and one-half inches in diameter and one foot deep, drilled through 

an outer sheath of sound, hard wood, and downward through soft, 

rotten ‘punk.’ On July 3 it held one young bird nearly ready to fly, 

and a second, not much smaller, which had been dead for some days. 

Four specimens collected (nos. 42118-42121), the voung female 

mentioned above, its female parent, and, at other times, two adult 

males. 

Picoides americanus fasciatus Baird. Alaska Three-toed Woodpecker 

Four specimens collected (nos. 42122-42125), one adult male and 

three adult females. They differ from Alaskan examples of fasciatus 

in the notable restriction of white dorsal markings. The white bars 

on the back are limited in extent and in only one specimen is there 

even a trace of the white coalescing longitudinally. All four, however, 

show white spots on rump and upper tail coverts, markings that are 

supposed to distinguish fasciatus from americanus. 

Sphyrapicus varius ruber (Gmelin). Red-breasted Sapsucker 

All through the valleys this species was far more abundant than I 

have ever found sapsuckers elsewhere. It is curious that there should 

be this abundanc® here; this must be near the outskirts of the range of 

the bird. Ruber is regarded primarily as a coastal species, yet nowhere 

on the coast is it found in such numbers. Qn the southeastern Alaskan 

coast, near the Skeena River, it is doubtful if an observer would in a 

whole summer see twenty birds—the number counted near Hazelton 

in one forenoon. 

During May and June a number of nests were found, mostly 

through seeing the old birds carrying food to the young. One was 

drilled in a live poplar, the tree a straight column with no branching 

limbs save at the very top, the nest some seventy feet from the ground. 

Another was in a dead birch, sixty feet up. Many others were noted, 
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all in birch or poplar, mostly dead trees, and no nest was less than 

fifty.feet above the ground. One male bird collected had the abdomen 

bare of feathers. It obvionsly had been incubating eggs. 

The first young bird was seen flying about on July 7. Shortly 

after, the species became notably scarce and few of the birds were 

observed through July and August. This, perhaps, was from some 

change in habits rather than a shifting of population. The first week 

in September numbers appeared once more. Several factors con- 

tribute to bring the sapsuckers conspicuously in view. They are 

assiduous drummers, on dead trees or on telegraph poles; they have 

querulous and noisy call notes, uttered near the nest; they are active 

flycatchers, using a telegraph pole or an isolated tree in a clearing as 

a base from which to fly. 

Fourteen specimens collected (nos. 42126-42139). These are 

exactly like coastal birds in coloration, but differ in average bill struc- 

ture. Compared with specimens from the nearby coast of southeastern 

Alaska, the Hazelton birds have the bill noticeably short and heavy. 

There is some overlapping in the two lots, for some Alaskan specimens 

have bills as short as some Hazelton birds. None of the latter series, 

however, has the long, slender bill that is generally characteristic of 

the Alaskan birds. Adult sapsuckers from the upper Stikine River 

(see Swarth, 1922, p. 220) have the same type of bill as the Hazelton 

birds. (For use of the name ruber for the northern subspecies of the 

red-breasted sapsucker see Swarth, 1912, p. 34.) 

Phloeotomus pileatus picinus Bangs. Western Pileated. Woodpecker 

In June and again in late September, single birds were seen or 

heard several times near the base of Rocher Déboulé, southeast from 

Hazelton. This must be ahout the extreme northern limit of the 

species in this region. None was seen in Kispiox Valley, a few miles 

to the northward. One specimen collected (no. 42140), a male taken 

September 22. 

Colaptes auratus borealis Ridgway. Boreal Flicker 

Breeds abundantly in the lowlands, mostly in deciduous timber. 

Present when we arrived, May 25, and until our departure, Septem- 

ber 26. During the last two weeks in August flickers were extremely 

searce; then, early in September, they suddenly appeared in numbers 

and remained abundant throughout the month. 
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Hazelton is near the western limit to which the yellow-shafted 

flicker might be expected to range; it cannot ve far to the westward 

that the red-shafted flicker (Colaptes cafer cafer) occurs. It is of 

interest that, of the breeding specimens from Hazelton and Kispiox 

Valley, nearly all show traces of cafer blood. The four adult summer - 

males collected all show more or less red in the normally black 

‘mustache.’ In females the cafer characters are not so conspicuous, 

showing sometimes in a tinge of reddish in the quills, sometimes 

in certain details of body markings or color. In one case, wings and 

tail are nearly as red as in typical cafer. Some young males (nest- 

lings) show red in the ‘mustaches,’ but not so conspicuously as do the 

adults. 

The flickers that arrived so numerously in September were, I 

-believe, migrants from the north, from a region far removed from any 

chance of admixture with cafer. Five collected at that time are all 

typically auratus-like in every detail. In all, twenty-eight yellow- 

shafted flickers were collected (nos. 42141-42168). The series includes 

twelve nestlings, eight in one lot (the entire brood), and four from 

another brood that consisted of six in all. 

Chordeiles virginianus virginianus (Gmelin). Eastern Nighthawk 

Arrived at Hazelton, June 3. Fairly common in the lowlands there- 

after until about the middle of August, when the birds began to 

disappear. Last seen August 31. Two specimens collected (nos. 

42169-42170), adult male and female. 

Cypseloides niger borealis (Kennerly). Black Swift 

Abundant throughout the summer. Usually seen flying high over- 

head, seldom within gunshot of the ground. One specimen collected 

(no. 42171), an adult female, at Kispiox Valley, August 20. 

Chaetura vauxi (J. K. Townsend). Vaux Swift 

A few birds (perhaps three pairs) seen occasionally at a certain 

spot in the woods near Hazelton. Small flocks or single individuals 
noted at long intervals in Kispiox Valley. Last seen September 3. 

One specimen collected (no. 42172), an adult male, July 20. 
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Selasphorus rufus (Gmelin). Rufous Hummingbird 

Abundant about Hazelton when we arrived, May 25. Frequenting 
gardens in the town and generally distributed through the lowlands. 

On Nine-mile Mountain a few hummingbirds were seen, perhaps ten 

or twelve all told during our stay (July 21-August 14) ; apparently 
all were young birds, wanderers from the valleys below. By the time 
we descended from the mountain, there were very few rufous hum- 
mingbirds left in the lowlands. No more old males were seen, and the 
last female or young was noted on August 18. Two specimens were 

‘collected, an adult male at Hazelton, May 30 (no. 42173), and an 

immature male on Nine-mile Mountain, August 4 (no. 42174). 

Tyrannus tyrannus (Linnaeus). Eastern Kingbird 

Two seen during the summer, an adult male taken near our Kispiox 

Valley camp on June 22 (no. 42175), and an adult female at Hazelton, 

July 20 (no. 42176). The first mentioned appeared to be in breeding 

condition. The Hazelton bird was first seen flying, approaching from 

a distance with all the appearance of a migrant. These captures 

constitute, I believe, an extreme northwestern point of record for this 

species. 

Sayornis sayus yukonensis Bishop. Northern Say Phoebe 

Apparently not breeding in this general region; at least, none was 

seen until the end of the summer. First noted, a single bird, August 

23, obviously a migrant. Another on August 24 and two on August 26 

make up the total number recorded. These four specimens (nos. 

42177-42180), two males and two females, are all in juvenal plumage. 

Besides these birds there are two other northern examples of this 

species in the collection of this Museum, an adult male from Forty- 

mile, Yukon Territory (no. 4594) and a juvenal female from Sergief 

Island, Alaska (no. 39815). The adult has been described by Grinnell 

(1909, p. 206) as showing the characters ascribed to the subspecies 

Sayornis sayus yukonensis Bishop (1900, p. 115). The Sergief Island 

specimen has been recorded (Swarth, 1922, p. 224) as Sayornis sayus, 

with comment upon its appearance; it is exactly like the Kispiox Valley 

specimens. Altogether, this series, one adult and five juvenals, bears 

out Bishop’s (loc. cit.) contention of the existence of a recognizable 

northern form of Sayornis sayus. In the young birds from the north, 
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the darker color and the lack of rusty markings dorsally and on the 

wings, as compared with southern specimens, is constant and con- 

spicuous. The northern adult differs in measurements and proportions 

from any southern skin. 

Nuttallornis borealis (Swainson). Olive-sided Flycatcher 

Not common, but occurring as scattered pairs throughout the low- 

lands. Present when we arrived, the last week in May. Last bird 

seen September 2. One specimen collected (no. 42181). 

Myiochanes richardsoni richardsoni (Swainson). 

Western Wood Pewee 

Common in the lowlands, usually about clearings. On our first 

day in the field, May 27, wood pewees were fairly numerous. The last 

was seen September 4. Six specimens collected, all breeding adults 

(nos, 42182-42187). 

*  Empidonax trailli alncrum Brewster. Alder Flycatcher 

An inhabitant of willow thickets in lowland swamps. Not common, 

and so shy that the species could easily be overlooked were it not for 

the call note. First arrival noted June 5; last bird seen August 24. 

Five specimens collected (nos. 42188-42192), three adult males, and 

two males in first winter plumage. 

Empidonax hammondi (Xantus). Hammond Flycatcher 

Abundant in the poplar woods of the lowlands. Present in numbers 

when we arrived, the last week in May, and almost up to the time of 

our departure. Early in September there was a marked diminution 

in numbers, but a few Hammond flycatchers appeared at intervals 

up to September 21, when the last one seen was collected. Ten speci- 

mens taken (nos. 42193-42202). 

A nest (no. 1852) taken near Hazelton, June 16, contained two 

fresh eggs, probably an incomplete set. It is constructed outwardly 

of ‘cotton’ from the fireweed, and some plant fiber, and moss; the 

lining is of feathers and cattle hair. 

A second nest (no. 1853), taken in Kispiox Valley, July 7, con- 

tained three slightly incubated eggs, a complete set. It was in a willow 

thicket at the edge of a small stream, about twenty feet from the 
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ground, and wedged between several limbs forming an upright crotch. 
This nest outwardly is composed mostly of finely shredded strips of 

bark ; the lining is of cattle hair, with a few feathers of grouse and 

other birds. In each set the eggs are white, unmarked. 

Empidonax wrighti Baird. Wright Flycatcher 

In the lowlands, in just such surroundings as are frequented by 

Empidonax hammond. The two species are so nearly alike in life as 

to be indistinguishable to the eye, but different call notes serve for 

identification. On this basis it may be said that EH. wrighti was rare, 

compared to the abundant hammondi. Three specimens, all adult, 

were collected (nos. 42203-42205) ; male, June 27; female, August 17; 

female, August 25. The two August birds are still mostly in worn 

breeding plumage. 

One nest was found in Kispiox Valley. It was in a small, isolated 

clump of willows, in an upright crotch formed by several dead limbs, 

and about ten feet from the ground. On July 4 it contained two eggs, 

just hatching. 

Otocoris alpestris arcticola Oberholser. Patlid Horned Lark 

In small numbers on the Alpine-Arctic summit of Nine-mile Moun- 

tain, The last week in July young birds were seen flying about. Three 

adults collected (nos. 42206-42208), a male and a female on July 31, 

a male on August 1. The males are well advanced in the annual molt, 

the female has hardly begun. 

On September 22 four horned larks were seen flying overhead 

near Hazelton. This, evidently the beginning of the fall migration, 

was the only lowland occurrence observed. 

Cyanocitta stelleri annectens (Baird). Black-headed Jay 

A few seen the last week in May and early in June, toward the base 

of Rocher Déboulé, southeast of Hazelton. They did not act like nest- 

ing birds, and three specimens collected were evidently not breeding. 

In Kispiox Valley one appeared August 27, and thereafter, during 

September, they drifted through from time to time, usually single 

birds. On September 11 and 12 many were seen along the trail follow- 

ing the telegraph line some forty miles north of Hazelton. The last 

week in September they were fairly numerous near Hazelton, where 

we had seen them before in May. No black-headed jays were found 

on Nine-mile Mountain, where they might have been expected to breed. 
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Sixteen specimens collected (nos. 42209-42224), twelve in fresh fall 

plumage. In this series there is considerable variation in the white 

spot over the eye, one of the diagnostic features of annectens. In nine 

specimens it is conspicuously present, in five it appears in slight 

degree, and in two it is absent. This series was collected at what must 

be practically the northern and western limits of the subspecies 

annectens, and variation such as that described is presumably indica- 

tive of intergradation toward the coastal subspecies, stelleri. In 

dorsal coloration this series is decidedly blackish, as compared with 

the brownish cast seen in comparable examples of stelleri; the blue 

areas are appreciably paler, more greenish. These differences are 

sufficiently marked to justify the allocation of the entire series to the 

subspecies annectens despite the variation shown in one particular. 

There is no adequate series of typical annectens available to show 

the extent of divergence from the ordinary body color in that race. 

Perisoreus canadensis canadensis (Linnaeus). Canada Jay 

Undoubtedly nests in the Hudsonian Zone on the mountains near 

Hazelton, descending into the lowlands in fall and winter. There were 

a few Canada jays on the middle slopes of Nine-mile Mountain. A 

young bird shot there on July 23 had nearly finished the post-juvenal 

molt; an adult taken August 2 was nearly through the annual molt. 

A number seen forty miles north of Hazelton, September 12, in Hud- 

sonian Zone surroundings. One noted in Kispiox Valley, August 31, 

and several toward the base of Rocher Déboulé, southeast of Hazelton, 

September 22. Four specimens collected (nos. 42225-42228). 

* 

Corvus brachyrhynchos hesperis Ridgway. Western Crow 

A few crows were seen in the immediate vicinity of Hazelton 

during the latter part of May and the first two weeks in June. None 

was seen later in the summer or at any other point. Four specimens 

collected, two adult males and two adult females (nos. 42229-42232). 

Agelaius phoeniceus arctolegus Oberholser. Northern Red-wing 

An immature male that was collected in Kispiox Valley, Septem- 

ber 7 (no. 42233), was the only red-winged blackbird seen; its capture 

constitutes an extreme northwestern point of record for the species. 

This bird has a remarkably heavy bill. In depth of bill at base (14 

millimeters) it reaches the maximum of this measurement as given 

by Oberholser (1907, p. 335) in his description of the subspecies 

arctolegus. 
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Euphagus carolinus (Miller). Rusty Blackbird 

Fairly common in the lowlands about Hazelton and in Kispiox 
Valley, but so quiet and secretive during the nesting season as easily 
to be overlooked. A female shot June 4 had laid part of its set. On 
July 5 a flock of old and young together first appeared. An adult 
female shot August 20 had nearly finished the annual molt; an 
immature male taken. September 9 had finished the post-juvenal molt. 
The species was present in abundance at the end of my stay, Septem- 
ber 26. By the middle of September the birds had gathered into 
flocks of from twenty to fifty individuals. Thirteen specimens col- 
lected (nos. 42234-42246). 

Hesperiphona vespertina brooksi Grinnell. 

British Columbia Evening Grosbeak 

Small flocks seen near Hazelton during the last week in May and 

the first week in June. No evidence of breeding was found. Three 

specimens collected, two adult males and one adult female (nos. 

42247-42249). This, I believe, is the northernmost record for the 

species in British Columbia. (For characterization of the subspecies 

H. v. brooksi, see Grinnell, 1917, p. 20.) 

Carpodacus purpureus purpureus (Gmelin). Eastern Purple Finch 

Not found above the floor of the valley. Single birds and small 

flocks seen about Hazelton the latter part of May and in June; a 

female shot June 4 was incubating eggs. In Kispiox Valley, the latter 

part of August, purple finches were seen occasionally, the last on 

August 29. Seven specimens collected, four red males, one male in 

the streaked plumage, and two females. These are all typically of the 

subspecies purpureus. 

Loxia leucoptera Gmelin. White-winged Crossbill 

Small flocks (eight to twelve birds each) seen at Hazelton, June 14, 

in Kispiox Valley, July 8, and again near Hazelton the latter part of 

September. On Nine-mile Mountain (July 21 to August 14), white- 

winged crossbills were present in small numbers in the hemlock forest 

immediately below timber line, that is, four or five individuals might. 

be seen during a forenoon. This was evidently the nesting ground, 

as single males were spaced at intervals through the woods, and were 

in full song. Four specimens collected, three adult females and one 

adult male (nos. 42257-42260). 
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Leucosticte tephrocotis littoralis Baird. Hepburn Rosy Finch 

Seen only on Nine-mile Mountain. Not abundant, or at any rate 

not seen frequently. An occasional small flock or a single bird might 

whirl overhead now and then, or the elusive call note might be heard 

faintly in a gust of wind, such as often prevailed about the crags and. 

snow banks where the rosy finches dwelt. but the birds were seldom 

found feeding quietly. On July 26 three adults and three young 

(nos. 42261-42266) were collected from a flock of several times that 

number. The juveniles were as large as their parents, and with wing 

and tail feathers grown to their full length, but they were still being 

fed by the old birds. 

Spinus pinus pinus (Wilson). Pine Siskin 

The most abundant species of bird in the Hazelton region, both in 

the lowlands and on the mountains, even above timber line. Present 

when we arrived, May 25, and at our departure, September 26. On 

July 19 an old bird was seen feeding a full-grown voung one. Siskins 

were in flocks throughout the summer; there must have been many 

of the birds that were not breeding. Toward the end of summer the 

flocks increased in size. On Nine-mile Mountain, at the end of July, 

twenty-five to thirty was an average sized gathering; the middle of 

August, forty or fifty would be seen together; and by September 1 

flocks numbering a hundred or more were of frequent occurrence. 

Two adults collected (nos, 42267-42268). 

Calcarius lapponicus alascensis Ridgeway. Alaska Longspur 

A fairly common fall migrant. Arrived in Kispiox Valley, Sep- 

tember 1, and from then on, during September, small flocks were seen 

almost daily. Two specimens collected, immature males (nos. 42269- 

42270). 

Calcarius pictus (Swainson). Smith Longspur 

An immature male (no. 42271) collected in Kispiox Valley, August 

25. This was undoubtedly a migrating straggler to this point. 

Whether the species breeds east of the Rocky Mountains in northern 

British Columbia is not known, but it may very well do so. The one 

previous record for the province is of a single bird taken at the summit 

of ‘‘Boundary Pass’’ (the extreme southeastern corner of British 

Columbia), May 15, 1858 (Blakiston, 1862, p. 6; 1863, p. 72). 
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Calcarius ornatus (J. K. Townsend). Chestnut-collared Longsput 

An adult female (no. 42272) in worn summer plumage collected in 
Kispiox Valley, July 8. I do not believe that this bird was breeding 
at the point where it was taken; it was most likely a wanderer that 
had strayed far from the breeding grounds. This is an even more 
extraordinary occurrence than the capture of the Smith longspur six 
weeks later at the same place. The latter species is known to breed 
to the northeast of this region, and a slight deflection to the westward 
by a south-bound migrant would account for the stray we collected. 
The chestnut-collared longspur, however, is not known to breed nearly 
so far north as this in the interior; presumably it required a long’ 
flight to the northwest to bring this bird to the place where it was 
found. I believe that this is the first recorded occurrence of the species 
in British Columbia. 

Passerculus sandwichensis alaudinus Bonaparte. 

Western Savannah Sparrow 

There were a few Savannah sparrows migrating through Hazelton 

during the last week in May. In Kispiox Valley a little later small 

numbers were breeding in hay fields and pastures. In the open 

country at the summit of Nine-mile Mountain (5000 to 5500 feet 

altitude) the species was breeding in fair abundance. In Kispiox 

Valley again, the third weck in August, there was an influx of 

migrating Savannah sparrows; they came in swarms, reaching the 

maximum of abundance about the middle of September. Some were 

seen up to the day T left, September 26. 

Nineteen specimens collected (nos, 42273-42290, 42410) : at Hazel- 

ton, May 30, two, adult male and female; Kispiox Valley, adult female, 

July 9; juvenal male, July 12; two adult females, four immature 

females, three immature males, August 24 to September 10; Nine-mile 

Mountain, July 22 to 29, three adult males, three adult females. The 

Nine-mile Mountain specimens are alaudinus; they are exactly like 

Savannah sparrows from more northern points in the interior ot 

British Columbia and Alaska. The status of the Savannah sparrow 

‘breeding in the lowlands of the region cannot be settled at this time. 

The one adult collected that was actually breeding (no. 42275, female, 

Kispiox Valley, July 9), is of small size and with short, stubby bill. 

The two shot at Hazelton on May 30 were not breeding; they may or 
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may not have been about to nest nearby. They, too, are of rather 

small size and with short bill, as compared with typical alaudinus.. 

The juvenal from Kispiox Valley, compared with young of alaudinus 

from Kotzebue Sound, is slightly darker colored and with noticeably 

more stubby bill. Savannah sparrows taken in Kispiox Valley during 

late August and early September are alaudinus, presumably migrants 

from the northward. 

To summarize: The Savannah sparrow breeding on the mountain 

tops of this region is Passerculus sandwichensis alaudinus. The 

Savannah sparrow breeding in the lowlands appears to be another 

race. Presumably it would be Passerculus sandwichensis brooksi 

(Bishop, 1915, p. 187), described from the lowlands of southern 

British Columbia. There is no series of brooksi available for com- 

parison. For the present the entire series from the Hazelton region 

may be left under the name alaudinus. None of the lot bears any close 

resemblance to Passerculus sandwichensis savanna of the coast of 

southeastern Alaska, a short distance to the westward. 

Zonotrichia leucophrys gambeli (Nuttall). Gambel Sparrow 

A fairly common summer visitant, restricted to the lowlands. 

When we reached Hazelton, May 26, Gambel sparrows were evidently 

nesting. Singing males were established in many of the gardens in 

the town; elsewhere scattered pairs were encountered at rather wide 

intervals in sparse timber. In Kispiox Valley a few were seen early 

in July; by the middle of the month they had disappeared. This 

species is remarkably secrefive in its nesting. Specimens in the 

juvenal plumage were desired and special search made for them, but, 

although adults were seen in fair abundance, not only were no nests 

discovered but not a single young bird was seen. Then, the second 

week in July, came the apparent disappearance of the species for a 

period of several weeks. On August 24 a bird in first winter plumage 

was shot, the first of a migratory wave, and the next day the bushes 

were full of Gambel sparrows. These were all immatures, with brown 

head stripes; the first adult was seen September 1. When I left, 

September 26, the species was still fairly abundant. 

Six specimens collected (nos. 42291-42296), three adult males, one 

adult female, and two immature males. 
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Zonotrichia coronata (Pallas). Golden-crowned Sparrow 

Breeding in fair abundance above timber line on Nine-mile Moun- 

tain, When we arrived there (July 22) the young were out of the 

nest and flying about ; the old birds could be seen singing from perches 

above the thickets in which they dwelt. Specimens in juvenal plumage 

were among our special desiderata and every effort was made to shoot 

them, but so wary were these young birds that we deemed ourselves 

lucky to get even the three we eventually collected. At the first sign 

of danger a loud chip from the parent sends every youngster within 

hearing scuitling for the nearest tangle of prostrate balsam, but not 

to remain there. A prompt retreat is made to the far side of the bush, 

followed quickly by flight to another thicket perhaps a hundred yards 

away. Pursuit is heralded by warning alarm notes from the parent, 

and the youngster again flees to another refuge. Further pursuit is 

generally useless. In fact, young birds were seen to go five hundred 

yards or more in one flight when followed up. Meanwhile, the old 

bird, perhaps joined by others, remains nearby, giving warning from 

some conspicuous perch, utterly indifferent to approach within a few 

yards. The warning chip of the adult golden-crowned sparrow was 

a familiar note in the balsam thickets along the ridges. It accompanied 

us nearly everywhere in our travels on the summit. 

The extreme wariness of the young golden-crowned sparrow is a 

trait that receives emphasis from the fact that, when the first winter 

plumage is attained a few weeks later, these same young birds are 

peculiarly tame and unsuspicious. Then they will permit of close 

approach, will in fact come themselves to inspect the stranger in the 

woods. 

The first migrating golden-crowned sparrow appeared in the low- 

lands, in Kispiox Valley, on September 1. For a short time thereafter 

they were fairly common. 

Six specimens collected (nos. 42297-42302) : two adult males, two 

juvenal males, and one juvenal female from Nine-mile Mountain; one 

immature male from Kispiox Valley. The three young (collected 

July 25; 26) are in juvenal plumage throughout. They are heavily 

streaked above and below, save on the center of the abdomen, and are 

generally similar to the same stage in the various races of Zonotrichia 

leucophrys. Compared with juvenal Z. I. leucophrys, young coronata 

is darker throughout, the ventral streaking is darker, heavier, and 

more extensive, and the lateral crown stripes are less plainly indicated. 
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Compared with young Z. |. nuttalli (which is darker-colored than 

leucophrys), young .coronata is again darker, more reddish dorsally, 

more heavily streaked ventrally, and with less plainly indicated crown 

stripes. Tip of bill and most of upper mandible is blackish; base of 

bill and most of lower mandible, yellowish. Feet are whitish; eyes 

dark. 

Zonotrichia albicollis (Gmelin). White-throated Sparrow 

An adult male (no. 42303), one of a mated pair, was collected in 

Kispiox Valley, June 21. The female was seen repeatedly at the same 

place, a partly cleared pasture with scattered thickets of second 

growth, and remained there up to the time of our departure, July 15. 

When we returned late in August, she had gone. This, I believe, is 

the farthest northwest that this species has been found. 

Spizella monticola ochracea Brewster. Western Tree Sparrow 

One specimen collected (no. 42304), an immature female at Kispiox 

Valley, September 13. This was evidently a forerunner of the fall 

migration ; the species was not breeding in this general region. 

Spizella passerina passerina (Bechstein). Eastern Chipping Sparrow 

Fairly common in the lowlands about Hazelton when we arrived, 

May 26, and evidently settled upon the nesting ground. A female 

collected June 8 had laid part of its set; by the middle of July young 

out of the nest were seen. The chipping sparrows apparently leave 

for the south at an early date. By the middle of August their 

numbers had decreased markedly ; one in juvenal plumage, collected 

August 22, was the last seen. The species was encountered only in 

the lowlands. 

Hight specimens collected (nos. 42305-42312), two adult males, 

five adult females, one juvenal male. To my eye the chipping sparrow 

of northern British Columbia is much nearer to the eastern passerina 

in appearance and measurements than to typical arizonae. 

Junco hyemalis hyemalis (Linnaeus). Slate-colored Junco 

Seen, not abundantly, during the fall migration. The first was 

collected August 29; no more appeared until September 13. During 

the next two weeks they were encountered almost every day. Ten 

specimens collected (nos. 42316-42325), nine males and one female, all 

immatures in first winter plumage. 
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Junco hyemalis connectens Coues. Cassiar Junco 

There were a few of this species breeding in Kispiox Valley, 
twenty-three miles north of Hazelton, the extreme southern limit of 
the breeding range. Junco oreganus shufeldti was the common species, 
present in large numbers, but at least two pairs of connectens were 
observed, and they were evidently nesting. An adult male (no. 24313) 
was taken on June 22, and an adult female (no. 42314) with a juvenile 
(no. 42315) on July 9. 

I expected to find connectens appearing in numbers at the begin- 
ning of the fall migration, but the slate-colored juncos that were 

collected at that time are nearly all like typical hyemalis rather than 

like our Stikine River series of connectens (see Swarth, 1922, p. 243). 

One specimen (no. 42326), an immature male taken in Kispiox Valley, 

September 18, does appear to be connectens. The female of that form 

frequently is so much like female shufeldti in appearance that the two 

are distinguished in life with difficulty, which may be one reason why 

specimens were not taken. 

Junco oreganus shufeldti Coale. Shufeldt Junco 

Abundant nearly everywhere. On May 26, at Hazelton, a nest was 

found with eggs just hatching; on June 6 the first young were seen 

fiving about. On July 19 a nest was found, just finished but with 

no eggs as vet, an unusually late date. On Nine-mile Mountain 

(July 21 to August 13) a great many juncos were seen, mostly spotted 

young, frequenting the open slopes and basins immediately above 

timber line. By the first week in September the molt had been accom- 

plished by most of the juncos and they were then gathered in flocks 

of from ten to twenty birds. They were present, though in diminished 

numbers, when I left, the last week in September. 

Fifty-four specimens collected (nos. 42327-42380) : eight breeding 

adults (seven males and one female), seventeen in juvenal plumage 

or undergoing the post-juvenal molt, three adult males and one adult 

female in winter plumage, and twelve males and thirteen females in 

immature (first winter) plumage. 

This series from the Hazelton region may he taken as representa- 

tive of conditions at the northwestern limit of the subspecies shufeldtt. 

Breeding birds show a tendency toward Junco hyemalis connectens, 

of the country immediately to the northward, exhibited mostly in the 

grayer dorsum. The flocks of birds in fresh fall plumage yielded no 
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specimens showing this sort of variation, but they did contain a 

percentage of individuals with a decided leaning toward Junco 

oreganus oreganus. This might be taken to indicate a slight migratory 

movement inland at the end of the summer from the region to the 

westward. Typical oreganus inhabits the coastal region less than 

two hundred miles west of Hazelton. Some of the fall specimens 

taken, if collected on the coast, might be considered as oreganus; they 

come within the limits of variation of that subspecies, though not 

exhibiting oreganus characters in their extreme. 

Melospiza melodia morphna Oberholser. Rusty Song Sparrow 

In the immediate vicinity of Hazelton there is not much country 

suitable for this species and it occurs as scattered pairs in little swales 

or along small streams. In Kispiox Valley, in the marshes and pas- 

tures, it was abundant. None was seen in the mountains. Song 

sparrows were present, apparently paired and nesting, when we 

arrived at Hazelton, May 26. A young bird being fed by its parents 

was seen as late as August 29. By the third week in September the 

song sparrows were mostly gone; one was seen on September 23. 

Twenty-one specimens (nos. 42381-42401) collected, as follows: 

six breeding adults, one adult in fresh fall plumage, eight immatures 

in first winter plumage, and six juveniles. (For use of the subspecific 

name morphna for the song sparrow of this region see Swarth, 1923, 

p. 214.) 

Melospiza lincolni lincolni (Audubon). Lincoln Sparrow 

Exceedingly numerous in the lowlands; next to the siskin probably 

the most abundant species of bird. There were some even at the 

summit of Nine-mile Mountain; young in juvenal plumage were seen 

there during the fourth week in July. 

At Hazelton, male birds singing in the gardens were noted May 30; 

a young bird just out of the nest was collected June 23; young in 

completely acquired first winter plumage were taken during the third 

week in August; an adult nearly through the annual molt, August 26. 

During the latter part of August, in Kispiox Valley, the species was 

peculiarly abundant. Fifteen or twenty might be routed out of a 

thicket at once, and some birds might be found at any point where 

one cared to search for them. By the second week in September their 

numbers had decreased markedly ; the last was noted on September 14. 
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Thirteen specimens collected (nos. 42402-42409, 42411-42415): 

five breeding adults, one adult and four immatures in fresh fall 

plumage, and three birds in juvenal plumage. 

Passerella iliaca iliaca (Merrem). Eastern Fox Sparrow 

On September 14, two fox sparrows were shot from a flock of five 

or six flushed from a thicket. The two collected proved to be of the 

subspecies tliaca, and from the glimpses I had of the others they all 

appeared to be the same. The two specimens collected (nos. 42416, 

42417) are females in completely acquired first winter plumage. One 

is typical of the subspecies iliaca in every respect. The second, though 

obviously of this same subspecies, is darker colored than the mode, 

and not so conspicuously streaked on the back. It is more nearly 

uniform reddish above. Near Hazelton, on September 22, a single 

fox sparrow (no. 42418) was collected, an immature male. It is closely 

similar to the second bird just deseribed, perhaps a trifle darker and 

more uniformly reddish. These birds were undoubtedly migrants 

from farther north. 

The only previous record of the eastern fox sparrow in British 

Columbia is of a specimen collected at Sicamous, September 25, 1893 

(Swarth, 1920, p. 118). 

Passerella iliaca altivagans Riley. Alberta Fox Sparrow 

Breeding, not abundantly, at and a little above timber line on 

Nine-mile Mountain. In the same general area as the golden-crowned 

sparrow and in similar surroundings, though not so much in the 

balsam thickets as in tangles of alder and veratrum. Constantly heard 

singing but so shy generally as to avoid observation. The young birds 

(July 22 to August 13) were flying about; mostly they were in 

process of change from juvenal to first winter plumage. In Kispiox 

Valley the first migrating fox sparrow of this subspecies appeared on 

August 29, and a few more were seen at intervals up to September 7. 

Fourteen specimens collected (nos. 42419-42432): on Nine-mile 

Mountain, two adults (male and female), six in juvenal plumage and 

in the post-juvenal molt; in Kispiox Valley, three males and three 

females, all in first winter plumage. These birds, though properly 

referred to altivagans (see Riley, 1911, p. 234), are not typical of that 

subspecies. In more uniform coloration above and in darker streaking 

below they show an unmistakable trend toward the darker coastal 
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races whose habitat they approach so nearly. There is hardly a trace 

in any specimen of the obscure dorsal streaking seen in altivagans 

from more southern and eastern stations. The Kispiox Valley 

migrants are even more questionably referred to adfivagans than the 

Nine-mile Mountain specimens. Our collecting station in that valley 

was northwest of Nine-mile Mountain. Migrating fox sparrows col- 

lected there must have traveled from somewhere still farther north, 

possibly from some region even nearer the coast. These migrating 

birds in appearance are-not unlike some specimens of sinuosa. They 

differ in shape of bill and in darker, less reddish, coloration, especially 

dorsally. J believe that they are unguestionably intergrades between 

altivagans and the nearby coastal subspecies, fuliginosa. When such 

birds are taken far to the southward, in the winter habitat, it is 

admittedly difficult to recognize their true relationships (though similar 

specimens passing through my hands have been hesitatingly labeled 

altwvagans), but in this case the place of capture affords a valuable 

clew. No undoubted specimens of sinuosa have been found migrating 

anywhere in the interior of Alaska or British Columbia. : 

Piranga ludoviciana (Wilson). Western Tanager 

Rather uncommon summer visitant in the lowlands. First noted 

near Hazelton on June 3, when two were seen ond others heard calling. 

Not more than ten or twelve, all told, seen during the summer, the 

latest on August 30. Four specimens collected (nos. 42433-42436), 

an adult male, and three immature males. 

Hirundo erythrogaster Boddaert. Barn Swallow 

A few pairs were nesting in buildings in Hazelton. Elsewhere, an 

occasional bird passing overhead was all that was seen. First noted 

on June 1. On July 20 small flocks were observed flying southward, 

apparently migrating. 

Iridoprocne bicolor (Vieillot). ‘Tree Swallow 

Abundant in the lowlands, and already nesting when we reached 

Hazelton, May 26. Seen entering crevices in buildings in the town, 

and old woodpecker holes in trees elsewhere. Apparently migrates 

south at an early date for none was seen after our descent from the 

mountains, August 14. One specimen collected, an adult male (no. 

42437). 
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Tachycineta thalassina lepida Mearus. Northern Violet-green Swallow 

The most abundant species of swallow. Like the tree swallow it 

was nesting when we arrived, the end of May, and, similarly, occupy- 

ing sites in buildings in town and on the farms. Seen only in the low- 
lands. The latter part of August the species disappeared, and T 

supposed had already gone south, but on September 24 and 26 large 

flocks appeared circling about over Hazelton. 

Stelgidopteryx serripennis (Audubon). Rough-winged Swallow 

Breeds in small numbers about Hazelton and in Kispiox Valley, 

twenty-three miles to the northward. Present when we arrived, the 

end of May. Seen only in the lowlands, and not met with after our 

return from the mountains, the middle of August. 

Bombycilla garrula pallidiceps Reichenow. Bohemian Waxwing 

First seen in Kispiox Valley, July 5. Five birds appeared, and 

three were collected. They seemed to be birds that had finished nest- 

ing. Next encountered August 22, a flock of twenty or more at the 

same place. During the remainder of our stay focks numbering from 

ten to twenty were seen occasionally, generally flying overhead, in 

Kispiox Valley and about Hazelton, Five specimens (nos. 42438— 

42442) were collected, all adults. One bird shot August 22 is just 

beginning the annual molt; another, taken August 27, is in the midst 

of it. Both these molting birds have new tail feathers (some of them 

less than half-grown) and in one specimen the yellow-marked wing 

feathers also are new. It is a curious fact that these yellow markings, 

especially those on the tail, are not so brilliant in these adult birds as 

they are in certain nestlings at hand. (For description of these young 

birds see Swarth, 1922, p. 279.) In the juveniles the tail band is 

decidedly orange, a color not seen in any other specimen examined, 

summer or winter. Winter flocks must be composed largely of young 

of the previous season, and the absence of any birds with orange 

colored tail band probably means that this color fades appreciably 

soon after the feathers get their growth. Jt seems strange, though, ° 

that similar changes cannot be traced in the rectrices of the adult. 

There is a slight difference in the sexes of the Bohemian waxwing 

described by Tischler (1918, p. 85) that had apparently escaped the 

notice of earlier observers. In his opinion the only passably sure mark 
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of difference lies in the coloration of the throat. In the males the 

black is darker, more extended and sharply separated from the rest 

of the underparts. In the females the throat patch is smaller, duller, 

and not so sharply delimited, fading more gradually into the gray of 

the underparts. The present writer has tested this character on two 

occasions, series of Bohemian waxwings being laid out with the labels 

hidden from view, and the sexes then separated by the above criterion. 

In each case the division was made without a mistake. 

(For use of the name pallidiceps see Reichenow, 1908, p. 191.) 

Bombycilla cedrorum Vieillot. Cedar Waxwing 

On June 17 a small flock was seen near Hazelton. Others were 

noted in Kispiox Valley a few days later; by the last week in June 

these flocks were breaking up into pairs. When we returned, the 

middle of August, nesting was finished and young and old were 

gathered in flocks once more. During the last two weeks in September 

cedar waxwings were seen daily about Hazelton. 

Seven specimens collected, five adults and two juveniles (nos. 

42443-42449). An old bird shot August 22 is just beginning the 

annual molt; another collected September 5 has finished it. One 

young bird still in juvenal plumage throughout was collected Sep- 

tember 5. One of the two juveniles has small but distinct red tips 

to four secondaries on each wing, whereas in four of the five adults 

these markings are utterly lacking. 

Vireosylva olivacea, (Iuinnaeus). Red-eyed Vireo 

Fairly common in poplar woods near Hazelton. On the evening 

of June 7 the first arrival was heard singing; the next day a number 

were encountered. Hazelton is apparently the northern extreme 

reached by the red-eyed vireo, none being seen in Kispiox Valley, a 

few miles farther north. Five specimens collected, four adult males 

and one adult female (nos. 42450-42454). 

Vireosylva gilva swainsoni (Baird). Western Warbling Vireo 

Fairly common in the lowlands. Present when we reached Hazel- 

ton (May 26), and beginning breeding activities. On June 3 a warb- 

ling vireo was seen at work at a nest. The species remained in fair 
abundance through August, leaving rather abruptly at the end of that 
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month. Last seen September 3. Hight specimens collected, five adult 
males, and two males and one female in first winter plumage (nos. 
42455-42462). 

Vermivora celata celata (Say). Orange-crowned Warbler 

An orange-crowned warbler in juvenal plumage (no. 42463), col- 
lected on the summit of Nine-mile Mountain, July 31, is either of the 
subspecies celata or orestera. The young of these subspecies are 
difficult to distinguish, but as no undoubted examples of orestera were 
taken I am ascribing this individual to the race celata, of which other 
specimens were collected. Celata may well have been breeding on 
Nine-mile Mountain, but the presence of this young bird cannot be 
taken as proof, for a juvenile lutescens also was collected during the 
same week. It is most unlikely that both subspecies were breeding 
there, but which (if either) was nesting, and which the migrant, was 
not ascertained. 

Migrating celata first appeared in Kispiox Valley on August 26, 

and until September 14 was of daily occurrence. Hight specimens 

collected (nos. 42464-42471), three males and five females, all 

immatures in first winter plumage. 

Vermivora celata lutescens (Ridgway). Lutescent: Warbler 

A young lutescent warbler (commented upon above), in juvenal 

plumage throughout (no. 42472), was collected at the summit of Nine- 

mile Mountain, July 24, an immature female in first winter plumage 

(no. 42473), in Kispiox Valley, August 28. These are all that were 

seen of this subspecies, and presumably they were migrants from the 

eoast. It is possible, however, that lutescens occasionally breeds this 

far inland, at high altitudes. A bright colored warbler of this species 

(subspecies uncertain) was seen near Hazelton on May 27, among the 

-last of the spring migrants to pass through. 

Vermivora peregrina (Wilson). Tennessee Warbler 

A rare summer visitant. A male bird was seen singing near 

-Hazelton on June 2, and another observed in a garden in the town on 

July 19. On June 22, in Kispiox Valley, a male (no. 42474) was 

collected, and his mate seen. On July 10, at the same place, a pair of 

Tennessee warblers was discovered making a great fuss over some 

young hidden in a thicket nearby. These were the total of records for 

the summer. 
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Dendroica aestiva rubiginosa (Pallas). Alaska Yellow Warbler 

Yellow warblers were extremely scarce, in’ notable contrast to the 

abundance in which I found them on the upper Stikine River, two 

hundred miles to the northward (see Swarth, 1922, p. 287). Further- 

more, the yellow warbler of the upper Stikine is the eastern sub- 

species, D. aestiva aestiva, that of the upper Skeena is the coastal sub- 

species, D. aestiva rubiginosa. The scarcity of this bird in the migra- 

tions as well as in midsummer shows that the travels of aestiva to and 

from its more northern breeding ground follow a northwest-southeast 

line that lies to the eastward of Hazelton. 

The first yellow warbler was seen near Hazelton on June 6; from 

then on a few were encountered from time to time through the summer. 

On June 23, in Kispiox Valley, a nest was found containing five eggs. 

On Nine-mile Mountain, the first week in August, several yellow 

warblers were seen, presumably migrants; during the latter part of 

the month a very few were observed migrating in Kispiox Valley, the 

last on August 22. 

Five specimens (nos. 42475-42479) collected. Three breeding birds 

(one male and two females) are unequivocally rubiginosa. Two adult 

females just finishing the annual molt, taken August 19 and 22, 

respectively, are not so certainly of that subspecies. They may be 

migrating individuals of aestiva from farther north, but their molting 

condition and the lack of comparable specimens in the several sub- 

species precludes a decision. 

Dendroica coronata hooveri McGregor. Alaska Myrtle Warbler 

Myrtle warblers had already passed through on their northward 

journey when we reached Hazelton, May 26. In the fall they appeared 

in numbers, abruptly ; on September 10 the first one arrived, on the 

llth they were abundant. They were still present when I left, Sep- 

tember 26. Two specimens collected, immatures in first winter 

plumage (nos. 42480-42481). 

Dendroica auduboni auduboni (J. K. Townsend). Aububon Warbler 

Fairly common in the lowlands through the summer, both at 

Hazelton and in Kispiox Valley to the northward; not seen at high 

altitudes. Present when we arrived, May 26, and apparently then in 

pairs. During the first week in September the Audubon warblers 
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began to disappear. The last to be positively identified as such was 

seen on September 9, hut Alaska myrtle warblers arrived from the 

north in numbers a day or two later and the two species are sufficiently 

alike so that a few Audubon warblers might have lingered somewhat 

later and been overlooked. 

Thirteen specimens collected (nos. 42482-42494): nine summer 

adults (six males, three females), three males in first winter plumage, 

and one male in juvenal plumage. These birds were taken at the 

northernmost points at which the Audubon warbler has been found. 

Two hundred miles farther north, in the Telegraph Creek region, it is 

replaced by the Alaska myrtle warbler, there near its southern limit 

(see Swarth, 1922, p. 289). Comparing the two series, auduboni from 

the upper Skeena Valley and hooveri from the upper Stikine Valley, 

there cannot be seen the least approach of one to the other. Specimens 

of auduboni from its northern limit are exactly like others from Cali- 

fornia; specimens of hooveri from its southern limit show no departure 

from the characters of specimens from northern Alaska. The two 

species, though closely related, evidently preserve their distinctness 

where their ranges most closely adjoin. It would be interesting to 

ascertain if there is any place between Hazelton and Telegraph Creek 

where both species breed. A hybrid between the two has been 

described (Taylor, 1911). 

Dendroica magnolia (Wilson). Magnolia Warbler 

Fairly common summer visitant to the lowlands about Hazelton, 

where it arrived June 3. In Kispiox Valley, June 21 to July 15, it 

was decidedly rare, not more than five or six birds being seen in that 

period of time. At the same place when the migration began, the third 

week in August, magnolia warblers became more numerous and they 

were seen daily up to the first week in September. Last noted on 

September 5. Six specimens collected (nos. 42495-42500), two adult 

males, one adult female, two immature males, one immature female. 

Dendroica striata (J. R. Forster). Black-poll Warbler 

Two immature males (nos. 42501-42502), migrants, were collected 

in Kispiox Valley on August 18 and September 1, respectively. No 

others’ were seen. 
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Dendroica townsendi (J. K. Townsend). Townsend Warbler 

This species may have been breeding in the Hudsonian Zone on 

Nine-mile Mountain. Two were seen there, one observed in hemlock 

woods just below timber line on July 30, and one collected on August 

5. The latter is still largely in juvenal plumage. Townsend warblers 

appeared in Kispiox Valley the latter part of August, migrating. 

First seen August 27, and thereafter, in small numbers, until Sep- 

tember 15. Four specimens collected (nos. 42503-42506), one young 

bird from Nine-mile Mountain and three immature females from 

Kispiox Valley. 

Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis Ridgway. Grinnell Water-thrush 

Breeding in fair abundance along marshy streams in Kispiox 

Valley. A young female mostly in juvenal plumage was collected 

July 14; a young male but slightly more advanced in the post-juvenal 

molt was taken August 27. Seven specimens in all collected (nos. 

42507-42513), the two juveniles mentioned, two adults (male and 

female), and three in first winter plumage (two males, one female). 

Oporornis tolmiei (J. K. Townsend). MacGillivray Warbler 

Abundant summer visitant to the lowlands; one of the commonest 

birds of the region. First seen on June 6 though possibly present at 

an earlier date. A nest with four eggs (no. 1856) was found in 

Kispiox Valley on June 22. Remained in considerable numbers until 

September; last seen Septenfber 14, Three specimens collected (nos. 

42514-42516), adult male, adult female, and one bird in first winter 

plumage. 

Geothlypis trichas occidentalis Brewster. Western Yellowthroat 

Breeding in fair abundance in Kispiox Valley, but secretive in 

habit and easily overlooked. Last seen September 12. Eleven speci- 

mens collected (nos. 42517-42527), two adults (male and female), 

four males and four females in first winter plumage. and one male in 

juvenal plumage. 
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Wilsonia pusilla pileolata (Pallas). Pileolated Warbler 

On May 26 and 27 (our first days at Hazelton), pileolated warblers 
were migrating abundantly through that region. They then abruptly 
disappeared, one shot on May 30 being the only other one seen in the 
spring, and were not found breeding anywhere in the lowlands. An 
adult male shot near the summit of Nine-mile Mountain, July 30, was 
just beginning the annual molt. It was one of two birds seen together, 
perhaps a mated pair nesting there. An immature male taken at the 
same place August 11 was in first winter plumage throughout, and 

may have been a migrant. The three were the only birds of this 

species seen upon the mountain. 

The first migrant appeared in Kispiox Valley on August 19. 

Pileolated warblers were then fairly common until the first week in 

September; the last was seen September 11. Six specimens in all 

collected (nos, 42528-42533) : two adult (summer) males, one adult 

male in fresh fall plumage, and three immature males. 

Setophaga ruticilla (Linnaeus). American Redstart 

Abundant in the lowlands. Present when we reached Hazelton, 

May 26, and in increasing numbers during the next few days. Several 

nests were found in Kispiox Valley late in June and early in July, 

all very similar in structure and location. The usual site was an 

upright fork of willow or alder, from eight to fifteen feet from the 

ground. The supporting branches were generally so large as nearly 

to conceal the tiny nest, or else to make it appear as part of the fork. 

Nests were in exposed situations more often than in thick shrubbery, 

sometimes in dead branches, but nevertheless, because of this peculiar- 

ity of construction, they were not easy to see. One nest collected (no. 

1857, Kispiox Valley, June 27) contained four eggs; others examined 

held either two eggs or two young birds. 

Redstarts remained in fair abundance until the end of August; the 

last was seen September 8. Unlike some species, of which the adults 

leave ahead of the young, sometimes before the molt, the adult red- 

starts seemed to linger quite as late as the juveniles. The adult males, 

of course, are readily distinguishable, contrary to the rule covering 

most small birds in the fall, and the number that were seen justifies 

the statement. An adult female was collected August 29, an adult 

male September 7. Thirteen specimens in all taken (nos. 42534— 

42546). 
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Anthus rubescens (Tunstall). Pipit 

A large flock that was seen near Hazelton on May 26 was the last 

migrating band to pass through. The species was next encountered 

on the summit of Nine-mile Mountain, where it was breeding in small 

numbers. <A special effort was made there to get birds in the juvenal 

plumage, but the young were extremely wary, in striking contrast to 

the tameness of their parents, and only one was collected. Pipits 

reappeared in the lowlands, in Kispiox Valley, on September 2, and 

were seen in fair abundance there and at Hazelton until September 20. 

In Kispiox Valley, September 4, two pipits were collected, the two 

together and not otherwise accompanied. One was still mostly in 

juvenal plumage. The other, in fully acquired winter plumage, I 

assumed to be an attending parent, but on dissection it proved to be 

an immature bird. The occurrence is of interest, first, as indicating 

that a young bird still in juvenal plumage can start to migrate and 

travel a considerable distance, for the juvenal mentioned must have 

come a long way from where it was hatched, if only from the nearest 

mountain top; and secondly, as demonstrating the early age at which 

a young bird can care for itself, independent of its parents. 

Pipits in late March and early April undergo an extensive molt 

whereby the breeding plumage is acquired. In this plumage the upper 

parts are grayish, compared with the brown winter plumage, and the 

lower parts cinnamon buff. The female, as compared with the male, 

is less gray (more brownish), above, and more heavily spotted below. 

The cinnamon is evanescent, and by the end of July has almost all 

faded away. Then, by the fall molt, in late August and early Sep- 

tember, the winter plumage is acquired, differing from the breeding 

garb in being brown above and more heavily streaked below, but, in 

both old and young, distinctly cinnamon tinged ventrally. Again the 

cinnamon fades out and by the end of November the birds are dull 

brown above, and whitish, streaked with dusky below, as we usually 

see them in their winter home. 

Thirteen specimens collected (nos. 42547-42559). 

Dumetella carolinensis (Linnaeus). Catbird 

On June 10 a catbird was shot within a stone’s throw of the rail- 

road station at Hazelton. This bird (no. 42560) was an adult male 

and in breeding condition, but his mate was not seen,.nor was any 

other of the species encountered during the summer. This, I believe, 

is a material extension northwestward of the range of this species. 
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Troglodytes aedon parkmani Audubon. Western House Wren 

An adult male (no. 42561) was collected in Kispiox Valley on 
July 2, the only one seen during the summer. It had the appearance 
of a breeding bird. This is considerably farther north than the species 
has heretofore been found in British Columbia. 

Nannus hiemalis pacificus (Baird). Western nee Wren 

Breeding in dense spruce woods on the higher slopes of Nine-mile 
Mountain. Young out of the nest were seen July 30, and the same 
day an adult was encountered that was carrying feathers as though 
engaged in nest building. Winter wrens appeared in the lowlands at 
the end of the summer. First noted in Kispiox Valley on September 
10; others were seen at intervals during the rest of the month. Three 
specimens collected (nos. 42562-42564), an adult and two juveniles 
from Nine-mile Mountain. 

Certhia familiaris occidentalis Ridgway. Tawny Creeper 

One in juvenal plumage taken on Nine-mile Mountain, July 29; 

on August 28 a creeper was seen in Kispiox Valley. These are all 

that were noted during the summer. The specimen collected (no. 

42565) is nearest C. f. occidentalis in appearance, though not so 

reddish above as extremes of that subspecies. 

Sitta canadensis Linnaeus. Red-breasted Nuthatch 

Breeds in small numbers in the lowlands and more abundantly at 

high altitudes. On Nine-mile Mountain some were seen daily in the 

hemlock forest just below timber line. A nest was found in Kispiox 

Valley, placed in a dead stub at the edge of rather dense poplar woods. 

The stub was perhaps four or five inches in diameter at the base, and 

was broken off about twenty feet from the ground. The nest hole 

was near the top and was about one and one-half inches in diameter. 

On July 12 it contained at least two young birds, nearly ready to fly, 

whose heads could be seen protruding from the opening. They called 

incessantly, uttering the characteristic nasal yang of the species until 

either parent appeared, when this was changed to a hissing and 

squalling, like most other young birds appealing for food. 

In August and September red-breasted nuthatches became fairly 

common in the lowlands, frequently seen in company with chickadees, 

kinglets, or migrating warblers. One specimen collected (no. 42566), 

an adult male taken in Kispiox Valley, July 2. 
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Penthestes atricapillus septentrionalis (Harris). 

Long-tailed Chickadee 

Of general distribution in the lowlands though nowhere abundant. 

Not encountered in the mountains. One specimen still in the juvenal 

plumage was collected on September 5, but by the last week in August 

both adults and young had for the most part finished the molt. At 

that time the species seemed much more abundant than earlier in the 

year; a flock of chickadees usually served as a nucleus around which 

were gathered a few individuals of various other species, such as 

kinglets, warblers, and nuthatches. Seven specimens collected (nos. 

42567-42573). 

Penthestes gambeli abbreviatus Grinnell. 

Short-tailed Mountain Chickadee 

Seen only on Nine-mile Mountain, in spruce and hemlock woods 

‘just below timber line, at about 4500 feet altitude. Small flocks seen, 

on July 30 and again on August 10. Two specimens collected, an adult 

male (no. 42574) in extremely worn plumage, shot on July 30, and a 

juvenile female (no. 42575), collected on August 10. (For use of the 

name abbreviatus see Grinnell, 1918, p. 510.) 

Penthestes hudsonicus columbianus (Rhoads). Columbian Chickadee 

Found only near the summit of Nine-mile Mountain. On July 30 

and on August 10 Hudsoniay chickadees were seen, each time in com- 

pany with mountain chickadees. Four specimens collected (nos. 

42576-42579), a male and three females, all in Juvenal plumage. Hight 

adults at hand from more southern points in British Columbia 

(Okanagan, Edgewood, Gold Range, Pearson Mountain, and Mabel 

Lake) bear out the color characters ascribed to the subspecies colum- 

bianus (Rhoads, 1893, p. 23; Ridgway, 1904, p. 414) and thus justify 

the use of that name for the British Columbia Hudsonian chickadee. 

There are no young birds at hand from the known habitat of colum- 

bianus, nor any of typical hudsonicus, for comparison with the young 

birds taken on Nine-mile Mountain. The last mentioned, however, are 

appreciably darker colored than adult hudsonicus and of about the 

same shade as columbianus, so it seems safe to regard them as 

columbianus. 
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Penthestes rufescens rufescens (J. K. Townsend ) 

Chestnut-backed Chickadee 

Apparently occurs this far inland as a rare migrant in late summer. 
On August 24 two were seen in Kispiox Valley and one (no. 42580) 
was collected, a male in juvenal plumage. On September 23 a small 
flock was encountered near Hazelton and one bird (no. 42581) was 
shot, a male in first winter plumage. . 

Regulus satrapa olivaceus Baird. Western Golden-crowned Kinglet 

Breeds in small numbers in the lowlands near Hazelton and more 
abundantly in the nearby mountains. In the valley an occasional pair 
found shelter in spruces growing about little muskegs, and some were 
seen in a dense stand of cedar toward the base of Rocher Déboulé. On 
Nine-mile Mountain the species was rather more abundant ; by the end 
of July flocks of old and young together appeared near our camp. 

In Kispiox Valley, the second week in September, flocks of golden- 

crowned kinglets were frequently encountered. Two specimens col- 

lected, an adult male near Hazelton, June 3 (no, 42582), and a juvenile 

male on Nine-mile Mountain, July 31 (no. 42583). 

Regulus calendula calendula (Linnaeus). Ruby-crowned Kinglet 

In nianner of occurrence about the same as the golden-crowned 

kinglet.. In the lowlands, an occasional ruby-crown was heard singing 

in spruces about the muskegs; on Nine-mile Mountain the species was 

a little more abundant, in spruce and hemlock forests immediately 

below timber line. In Kispiox Valley an influx of ruby-crowned 

kinglets began about September 1. They were not numerous, but one 

or two could usually be found in the mixed flocks of chickadees and 

warblers that were then traveling through the woods. Some were seen 

up to the day of my departure, September 26. 

Ten specimens collected (nos. 42584-42593), two adult males and 

one adult female from Kispiox Valley in June and July, two (male 

and female) in juvenal plumage from Nine-mile Mountain, and one 

adult female and one male and three females in first winter plumage 

from Kispiox Valley in September. These are indistinguishable from 

specimens of the eastern ruby-crowned kinglet from Illinois and 

Connecticut. They are not the paler-colored R. c. cineraceus of the 

sierras of California. | 
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Myadestes townsendi (Audubon). Townsend Solitaire 

Extremely rare, though as one was seen in Kispiox Valley on 

June 24, the species probably breeds in the region. Others seen on 

September 2, September 13 (two birds), and September 17, make up 

the total of observations. One specimen collected (no. 42594), an 

immature male taken in Kispiox Valley on September 2. 

Hylocichla ustulata swainsoni (Tschudi). Olive-backed Thrush 

Common in the lowlands; not seen at high altitudes. The first 

arrival was heard singing on June 1; on June 3 olive-backed thrushes 

were everywhere in the woods. In August they became very scarce, 

so much so that none was seen for some weeks and I supposed they 

had already gone south. Then, the Jast week in August a few re- 

appeared, and, while not abundant, one or two were seen almost daily 

until late in September. The last was noted on September 21. Hleven 

specimens collected (nos. 42595-42605), six adult males, two adult 

females, and three immature males in first winter plumage. 

Hylocichla guttata guttata (Pallas). Alaska Hermit Thrush 

There were a few hermit thrushes on Nine-mile Mountain, breeding 

in the spruce and hemlock forest immediately below timber line. The 

song was heard occasionally and at longer intervals a glimpse was 

caught of one of the birds flitting through the dense shrubbery. Two 

specimens collected (nos. 42606-42607), both adult males, taken on 

July 29 and August 10, respectively. They are essentially like breed- 

ing birds from the upper Stikine River, and, as with the latter series, 

are not to be referred to Hylocichla guttata sequoiensis, a name that 

has been applied to the hermit thrush of this general region (see 

Swarth, 1922, p. 303). 

Hylocichla guttata pallasi (Cabanis). Eastern Hermit Thrush 

During the second week in September a very few migrating hermit 

thrushes appeared in the woods of Kispiox Valley. Two were shot 

September 10, and others seen up to September 14. The two collected 

(nos. 42606, 42607), both immature males in first winter plumage, are 

obviously not the same as the breeding bird of this region, and appear 

to be best referred to the eastern subspecies, Hylocichla guttata pallasi. 

They are not so bright reddish dorsally as are most eastern specimens, 

but they are distinctly more reddish than guttata, they are larger than 

guttata, and they have the buffy flanks of pallasi. The subspecies 
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pallast has been reported as breeding at Lac La Hache, British 
Columbia (Rhoads, 1893, p. 58), and as migrating at Quesnelle 
(Brooks, 1908, p. 284). 

Planesticus migratorius migratorius (Linnaeus). Eastern Robin 

Found everywhere in the lowlands; absent from the dense woods 
of the middle altitudes on the mountains, but reappearing in the open 
country above timber. When we reached Hazelton, May 26, robins 
were already sitting on eggs. The first young out of the nest appeared 
on June 16; by July 1 spotted young were about in numbers. During 

the second and third weeks in August there was a notable scarcity of 

robins; by September 1 an influx of migrants had set in, and soon 

they were as numerous as ever. During the third week in September 

the southward exodus was in full swing. Day after day migrating 

flocks of robins trailed overhead, in loosely assembled companies and 

flying at a great height. There were a good many still around though, 

up to the time of my departure, September 26. 

Eighteen specimens collected (nos. 42610-42627): six breeding 

adults (four males and two females), seven birds in the spotted 

juvenal plumage or in the post-juvenal molt, two adult males in fresh 

winter plumage, and one male and two females in first winter plumage. 

I have ascribed this series to the subspecies migratorius, the form 

to which on the whole it bears closest resemblance, but there is con- 

siderable individual variation, with obvious intergradation toward the 

coastal subspecies caurinus. It might be that further collecting would 

show such intergradation to be mostly in breeding birds from this 

region, while September migrants, presumably from more northern 

points, are closer to typical migratorius. However, spotted young 

from the Hazelton region are more nearly like young migratorius than 

like caurinus at the same stage. 

Ixoreus naevius naevius (Gmelin). Varied Thrush 

Ixoreus naevius meruloides (Swainson). Northern Varied Thrush 

One family of varied thrushes was found in a lowland locality, in 

Kispiox Valley. They were in a grove of huge cottonwood trees border- 

ing the Kispiox River, a dark, gloomy place, grown up underneath the 

trees with an impenetrable tangle of devil’s-club, thimble-berry, and 

alder, in appearance just such a jungle as this thrush frequents on the 

coast. Here, on June 22, a brood of young, out of the nest, were being 

attended by their parents. The old male was collected (no. 42628). 
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There were a few varied thrushes breeding on Nine-mile Mountain, 

in the dense woods just below timber line. An adult female (no. 

42629) collected there on July 23 had laid part of its set. 

The two specimens mentioned above, the only breeding birds col- 

lected, belong to the coastal subspecies, naevius. At the end of the 

summer, migrating varied thrushes of another sort appeared. The 

first was seen September 1, a week later they were abundant, and 

there were numbers in the woods about Hazelton (mostly feeding in 

the sumac bushes) when I left, September 26, These migrating varied 

thrushes, judging from three males collected (nos. 42630-42632), were 

of the subspecies J. n. meruloides. 

Sialia currucoides (Bechstein). Mountain Bluebird 

A summer visitant to the lowlands, not abundant but of general 

distribution in the more open country. Present and in pairs when we 

arrived at Hazelton, the last week in May. The first young bird out 

of the nest was seen July 4. In August the species disappeared from 

sight, but early in September a few migrating bluebirds appeared 

from time to time, and they continued to be seen until September 22, 

when the last was observed. 

Three specimens collected, ail adult males (nos. 42633-42635). 

CHECK LIST OF THE MAMMALS 

Sorex personatus personatus I. Geoffroy. 

Sorex obscurus obscurus Merriam. 
Microsorex eximius (Osgood). 

Myotis longicrus fongicrus (True). 
Mustela cicognani richardsoni Bonaparte. 

Mustela vison energumenos (Bangs). 

Peromyscus maniculatus borealis Mearns. 

. Neotoma cinerea saxamans Osgood. 

. Synaptomys borealis dalli Merriam. 

10. Phenacomys intermedius Merriam. 

11. Evotomys gapperi saturatus Rhoads. 

12. Microtus drummondi (Audubon and Bachman). 
13. Microtus mordax mordax (Merriam). ; 

14. Ondatra zibethica spatulata (Osgood). 
15. Zapus saltator Allen. 

16. Zapus hudsonius hudsonius (Zimmermann). 

17. Erethizon epixanthum nigrescens Allen. 
18. Marmota caligata oxytona Hollister. 
19. Marmota monax petrensis Howell. 

20. Eutamias amoenus ludibundus Hollister. 

21. Lepus americanus columbiensis Rhoads. 

POA AAP wry 
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GENERAL ACCOUNTS OF THE MAMMALS 

Sorex personatus personatus I. Geoffroy. Masked Shrew 

Six specimens collected (nos. 32526, 32528-32530, 82548, 32552), 

three from Hazelton and three from Kispiox Valley. A female taken 

at Hazelton on June 7 contained nine embryos. 

For identification of the three species of shrews collected, I am 

indebted to Dr. Hartley H. T. Jackson of the United States Biological 

Survey. 

Sorex obscurus obscurus Merriam. Dusky Shrew 

Twenty-two specimens from Hazelton (nos. 32527, 32531-32542, 

32544-32551, 32788), six from Kispiox Valley (nos. 32553-32558), 

and eleven from Nine-mile Mountain (nos. 32559-32569). According 

to Jackson there are some specimens from each locality that show an 

approach to Sorex setosus Elliot in cranial characters. 

On Nine-mile Mountain shrews were trapped on a steep slope just 

above timber line (4500 to 5000 feet altitude}, in dense growths of 

veratrum, lupine, and grass. 

Microsorex eximius (Osgood). Osgood Shrew 

A specimien of Microsorex (no. 32570) that was collected near 

Hazelton on June 8 has been provisionally identified by Jackson as 

M. eximuts. It measures in millimeters as follows: total length, 88; 

tail vertebrae, 28; hind foot, 10. 

Myotis longicrus longicrus (True). Northwestern Long-legged Bat 

Two specimens collected, one at Hazelton, June 18 (no. 32571), and 

one in Kispiox Valley, July 9 (no, 82572). The Hazelton specimen 

was found, freshly killed, on the ground under a telephone line. At 

that point the wire was strung through timber and not easily seen 

amid the trees, but even so it is noteworthy that this bat should have 

collided with it. The wire had struck the upper part of the breast 

and had cut through to the spine; the animal was all but cut in two. 

The Kispiox Valley specimen was dislodged from a crack in the 

trunk of a dead poplar, felled for firewood. The first few blows of 
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the axe sent it fluttering out, quickly to take refuge in a similar crevice 

in a nearby tree. Small bats were seen occasionally up to August 21, 

but not many and always late at night. 

Mustela cicognani richardsoni Bonaparte. Richardson Weasel 

Five specimens taken (nos. 32573-32577), four males and one 

female, all from Kispiox Valley. These exhibit the cranial characters 

of richardsoni, as contrasted with the subspecies alascensis of the coast. 

(see Merriam, 1896, p. 18). Besides skull variation, there are color 

differences distinguishing the forms in the summer pelage. The five 

Kispiox Valley specimens are of a dark, dull brown, close to raw 

umber, the underparts almost pure white. The alascensis series at 

hand (thirteen summer skins from the coast of southeastern Alaska), 

are more reddish, the brightest colored specimens close to auburn, and 

the underparts are often strongly tinged with yellow. 

Weasels are probably fairly abundant in the region, for, besides 

those collected, others were sven at various times. On July 5 one was 

encountered in the daytime, carrying a freshly killed Drummond 

meadow mouse. The weasel dropped his prey and escaped in the tall 

grass; the meadow mouse on examination was found to have the marks 

of four tiny canine teeth, two in the base of the skull, above, and two 

in the neck just below the skull. Weasels sometimes took mice from 

our traps, and, acting on this hint, we were able to catch several in 

steel traps baited with mice or birds. 

Mustela vison energumenos (Bangs). British Columbia Mink 

One specimen (no, 32578, adult male) collected in Kispiox Valley, 

September 4. It is a dark-colored animal, similar to others at hand 

from the lower Taku River and Wrangell, Alaska, the upper Stikine 

River, and Seattle. (In this connection see Swarth, 1922, p. 163.) 

Peromyscus maniculatus borealis Mearns. 

Northern White-footed Mouse 

Thirty-seven specimens collected near Hazelton (nos. 32579- 

32615), twelve in Kispiox Valley (nos. 32616-32627), and ten on Nine- 

mile Mountain (nos. 32628-32637). 

The series as a whole is so nearly intermediate between Peromyscus 

maniculatus borealis and P. m. macrorhinus that neither name is 
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satisfactory to use. There are some differences apparent between the 

series from the three different localities. Among the mice taken at 

Hazelton there is a preponderance of small, short-tailed, bright- 
colored specimens (borealis-like) and there are no large, long-tailed 

individuals. From Kispiox Valley and Nine-mile Mountain there are 

certain large, long-tailed, dark-colored specimens (macrorhinus-like) , 

and there is none that is as near typical borealis as are some specimens 

in the Hazelton series. The darker colored mice differ from typical 

macrorhinus in their duller shades; they lack the rich brown apparent 
in coastal specimens of macrorhinus. 

Skulls, also, in size and character are variously intermediate 

between borealis and macrorhinus. There is individual variation, 

notably in the series from Nine-mile Mountain, some skulls being 

generally long and slender, especially as regards the rostrum, others 

more short and broad. 

The differences between the series from Hazelton and those from 

Kispiox Valley and Nine-mile Mountain are not obviously correlated 

with geographic position; for Hazelton, with the more borealis-like 

mice, is nearest the habitat of macrorhinus, and in a broad valley that 

leads direct to the coast. 

Individual variation obtains in each series to a notable extent. 

Relative length of tail is a conspicuously variable feature, apparent 

as soon as the animals were handled. Other variations appeared upon 

closer study. It may be suggested that two distinct forms are repre- 

sented in the series under discussion, but in contravention to this idea 

is the fact that the several distinguishing characters of either sub- 

species are not always uniformly developed in the same specimen. Size, 

color, length of tail, and character of skull, are the characters used 

in differentiating these races, and some individuals possess certain 

features more nearly like one subspecies, some that are more nearly 

like the other. 

It will take many specimens representing numerous localities in 

northern and central British Columbia, to demonstrate the distribution 

and relationships of the forms of Peromyscus maniculatus occurring in 

that general region. In the northern interior of the province is borealis, 

on the northern coast is macrorhinus, at the southwest is oreas, and 

at the southeast, artemisiae. These subspecies are distinct enough at 

the centers of their respective ranges, but at the edges of their habitats 

there are many difficulties in the way of satisfactory allocation of 

specimens. It will require an immense amount of detailed work to 
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arrive at an understanding of conditions. Osgood (1909, pp. 50, 52, 

59) has commented upon the situation and pointed out some of the 

difficulties. Jf, as he asserts, there are places where two subspecies 

oceur together, each in typical form, the problem is even more involved 

thar appears from my own material. J did not find this to be the 

case in the critical regions worked on the Skeena River or on the 

Stikine River (see Swarth, 1922, p. 364). 

TABLE 2 

MEASUREMENTS IN MILLIMETERS (AVERAGE, MINIMUM, AND MAXIMUM) OF 
ADULT Peromyscus 

Total Tail Hind 
length vertebrae foot 

Peromyscus m. borealis | Telegraph Creek, B.C. 170.2 75.3 20 .2 
(10 spec.) (158-192) | (65-105) (19-22) 

Peromyscus m. borealis | Hazelton, B.C. 176.5 87.3 20.6 
(10 spec.) (170-186) | (75-95) (19.5-22) 

Peromyscus m. borealis | Kispiox Valley, B.C. 192.8 97.0 22.0 
(8 spec.) (186-210) | (88-106) (21-24) 

Peromyscus m. borealis | Nine-mile Mt., B.C. 190.0 99.0 22.1 
(10 spec.) (168-214) | (79-121) (21-23) 

Peromyscus m. macror- | SE. Alaska. 203 .3 108 .2 24.3 

hinus (10 spec.) (197-218) | (104-116) | (23-26) 

Neotoma cinerea saxamans Osgood. Northern Bushy-tailed Wood Rat 

Seven specimens collected (nos. 32699-32705): three adults and 

two juveniles on Nine-mile Mountain; one adult and one juvenile in 

Kispiox Valley. They are indistinguishable from specimens from the 

Stikine River and all are apparently typical of the subspecies 

saxamans. 

The local distribution of the bushy-tailed wood rat in this region 

presents some puzzling features. The animals are abundant in the 

mountains, where they are preéminentiy rock dwellers, and it is an 

easy matter to find sign of their presence in such surroundings. The 

valleys generally are covered with forest, with dense underbrush 

beneath the trees, and there are vast areas where no rock formation 

of any sort is to be seen. Tn such woods I was never able to find wood 

rat sign. In many places in these poplar-covered lowlands, however, 

ranching has been attempted, ground has been cleared and cabins 
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erected, and wherever a cabin is built the wood rats take prompt 
possession. Where they come from is not evident, their natural 
habitations in the poplar woods not being visible, but they are 
abundant enough to be a decided nuisance. 

Synaptomys borealis dalli Merriam. Dall Lemming Mouse 

One specimen (no. 32641) was trapped in a Phenacomys runway 
at the summit of Nine-mile Mountain (5500 feet altitude). on August 
10. Synaptomys andersoni was described from the interior of British 

Columbia to the northward of this regon (Allen, 1903, p. 554), and 
S. chapmani from the Sclkirk Range of southern British Columbia 
(Allen, 1903, p. 555), but there probably is not sufficient material 

extant anywhere to determine the validity of these species. The one 

lemming mouse at hand from Nine-mile Mountain did not seem to me 

sufficiently different from the specimens of dalli in the collection of 

the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology to justify the use of another name. 

Mr. A. Brazier Howell, to whom I forwarded the specimen, making 

comparison with more extensive series in the United States National 

Museum, came to the same conclusion. 

Phenacomys intermedius Merriam. Kamloops Phenacomys 

On the summit of Nine-mile Mountain the extensive masses of false 

heather (Cassiope mertensiana) were in places criss-crossed with well 

defined runways much like meadow-mouse paths in appearance. Thesc 

runways occurred at scattered intervals, usually in patches of cassiope 

that were greener than elsewhere, as about the edges of snow banks 

or little lakes, and they favored also places where there were breaks 

in the ground, such as a little earth bank or some protruding rocks. 

They connected tiny holes that ran back into the ground or under 

rocks; here and there round nests were found, eight or ten inches in 

diameter, made of soft grass and moss, and not unlike birds’ nests in 

appearance. At intervals there were piles of faeces, in extraordinary 

amount. Fresh faeces and green cuttings of grass and cassiope were 

evidence that the runways were in use, but trapping brought meager 

results. One Phenacomys, one Synaptomys, and one Evotomys was 

the sum total of two weeks’ trapping. The runways I took to be the 

work of Phenacomys, for I had never found similar trails elsewhere 

where I had trapped the other two species that were taken here. 
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The specimen of Phenocomys above mentioned (no. 32639) was an 

adult male, taken August 28 at an altitude of about 5500 feet. Two 

young males (nos. 32638, 32640) were trapped on July 26 and August 

11, respectively, in growths of Iupine and veratrum just at timber line 

(about 4500 feet), near our camp. 

I am indebted to Mr. A. Brazier Howell for the identification of 

these three specimens of Phenacomys. 

Evotomys gapperi saturatus Rhoads. 

British Columbia Red-backed Mouse 

Found in small numbers in poplar woods at Mission Point, near 

Hazelton, where eight specimens (nos. 32642-32649) were trapped 

from June 2 to June 18. Trapping in similar surroundings in Kispiox 

Valley produced no red-backed mice. One specimen (no. 32650) was 

taken at the summit of Nine-mile Mountain, about 5500 feet elevation, 

in a Phenacomys runway. 

I am indebted to Mr. A. Brazier Howell for the identification of 

this series of Hvotomys. 

Microtus drummondi ( Audubon and Bachman). 

Drummond Meadow Mouse 

Seventeen specimens collected at Hazelton, twelve in Kispiox 

Valley, and one on Nine-mile Mountain (nos. 82651-32681). Appar- 

ently of general distribution in the lowlands, though not abundant at 

any point where we trapped. The single specimen from Nine-mile 

Mountain was caught in a tangle of grass and veratrum just at timber 

line, about 4500 feet altitude. It was the only one of the species that 

was seen at that point. 

Microtus mordax mordax (Merriam). Cantankerous Meadow Mouse 

Six specimens, four adult and two juvenile (nos. 32682-32687) 

trapped at timber line on Nine-mile Mountain. The species was not 

found in the lowlands. The four adults are distinctly dark colored 

as compared with mordaz from the upper Stikine River, and while 

the series is too small for satisfactory comparison, it apparently illus- 

trates intergradation between mordaz of the interior and macrurus 

of the coast, such as we found in the meadow mice of the lower Stikine 

(see Swarth, 1922, p. 175). 
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Ondatra zibethica spatulata (Osgood). Northwestern Muskrat 

Fairly common in Kispiox Valley, where three adults and eight 

young (nos. 32688-32698) were collected in August and September. 

These specimens are decidedly dark colored, compared with Alaskan 

skins, and are probably intermediate toward osoyoosensis. In external 

measurements also they are similarly intermediate according +o the 

figures given by Hollister (1911, pp. 22, 25). 

Zapus saltator Allen. Stikine Jumping Mouse 

Twenty specimens collected near Hazelton, three in Kispiox Valley, 

and one on Nine-mile Mountain (nos. 32706-32728, 32731). All are 

adult. Our latest lowland capture of Zapus was on July 18, and up 

to that time apparently no young were yet born. No nursing females 

were caught, and only two that were pregnant, one taken on June 14 

containing five small embryos, one on June 16, containing six. The 

one specimen from Nine-mile Mountain (adult female, July 27) was 

caught in a thick growth of veratrum just above timber line, at about 

4500 feet altitude. It is small, compared with lowland specimens, but 

dyes not otherwise depart from the characters of saltator, and this 

small size may indicate nothing more than an extreme of variation in 

the species. 

This series of Zapus saltator from the Skeena Valley, compared 

with a somewhat larger series from the upper Stikine Valley, presents 

no obvious points of difference. In each lot there is considerable 

variation in color, a number of specimens being noticeably grayish, as 

compared with a larger proportion of reddish-colored ones. 

Zapus hudsonius hudsonius (Zimmermann). 

Hudson Bay Jumping Mouse 

Two specimens taken. near Hazelton, an adult male on June 15, an 

adult female on June 18 (nos. 32729, 32730). These were caught in 

the same trap line with the more numerous Zapus saltator. They were 

submitted for identification to Mr. Edward A. Preble, of the United 

States Biological Survey, who remarks that he ‘‘cannot separate them 

from typical hudsonius.’’ In this connection it is of interest to recall 

the capture by the present writer of a jumping mouse of the Zapus 

hudsonius group (tentatively identified as Z. h. alascensis), on Revil- 

lagigedo Island, Alaska (see Swarth, 1911, p. 135), which island is 
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about eighty miles north of the mouth of the Skeena River. Much 

collecting must be done, and in localities as yet unworked, before an 

understanding can be reached regarding the distribution and relation- 

ships of the species of Zapus occurring in the northwest, but certain 

ideas of Mr. Preble, expressed to me in a letter, seem to point so 

surely toward a solution of the problem, in its general features, that 

I append his comments here. 

I believe Z. saltator to be related to Z. princeps, a supposition which is borne 

out in a measure by its distribution in northern British Columbia. There it 

supplements in some degree the Rocky Mountain distribution of Z. princeps, 

reaching the coast from the mouth of the Skeena northward. The Z. hudsonius 

group has evidently intruded into British Columbia from the east, being repre- 
sented by the colony named Z. tenellus, and by your Hazelton specimens. Doubtless 

it covers a wide area. Your Revillagigedo Island (Portage Bay) specimen may 
represent an intrusion from the north, where Z. hudsonius (or alascensis) is 

common. Zapus h. alascensis, though recognizable in its typical form, is a rather 

faintly characterized subspecies, and the Portage Bay specimen, like the 

Hazelton ones, is very close to typical hudsonius. 

Erethizon epixanthum nigrescens Allen. Dusky Porcupine 

Poreupines were abundant at timber line on Nine-mile Mountain. 

The lowlands are doubtless visited frequently during the winter 

months, but in summer the species seems to be rather closely restricted 

to the Hudsonian Zone of the higher mountains. Rock slides, just 

above the limit of upright timber, evidently form the preferred 

habitat. The animals were numerous enough to be a decided nuisance. 

They are nocturnal for the most part, and but few were seen abroad 

in daylight; activities began at dusk, and during the three weeks we 

spent upon the mountain there was not one night when we were not 

disturbed by visiting porcupines. 

Three specimens were preserved: no. 32755, skin and skull; no. 

32757, skin and skull; no. 32756, complete skeleton. All are adult 

males. There was great variation in color among the animals we saw; 

the two skins preserved were taken as representing extremes of light 

and dark coloration. Number 32757 is very dark, black in general 

effect, and is doubtless the same sort of animal as served as the type 

of Erethizon eprxanthum nigrescens Allen. Number 32755. yellowish 

in general appearance, is not to be distinguished in color from four 

California specimens at hand. 

Porcupine skulls are said to exhibit great individual variation (see 

Hollister, 19120, p. 27), but as far as our series goes, there are cranial 

characters which can be used to differentiate the animals of British 
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Columbia and California. In the skulls from British Columbia the 

nasals are short and the zygomata are rather evenly bowed for their 

whole length. The skulls from California have longer nasals, and 

straight, angular zygomata. In the four skulls from California, a 

straight edge (such as a rule) laid alongside the zygomatic arch will 

touch the bone for distances of from 20 to 33 millimeters. In the 

skulls from British Columbia the contact is from 10 to 15 millimeters. 

There is not much individual variation among the specimens in each 

series, the four skulls from California, on the one hand, and the three 

from Nine-mile Mountain on the other. Porcupines from the coast of 

southeastern Alaska have skulls that most nearly approach the British 

Columbia type of structure. One from Telegraph Creek, upper 

Stikine River, is closely similar to the specimens from Nine-mile 

Mountain. 

Marmota caligata oxytona Hollister. Robson Hoary Marmot 

Abundant on Nine-mile Mountain, at timber line and higher. 

Occupied burrows were mostly in the rock slides, but not invariably so. 

Some were found on sunny slopes that were not especially rocky, one 

or two in dense spruce woods (not far from openings), and a number 

that were hidden in thickets of prostrate balsam above the limit of 

upright timber. Young marmots, .a quarter-grown or less, were seen 

during the last week in July. Two such youngsters with their parent 

were in view daily at the mouth of a burrow a stone’s throw from our 

camp. 

Five marmots (nos. 32760-32764) were collected, three adult males 

and two young females. Besides these [ exaznined eight or ten Indian 

robes made of about thirty marmot skins each, all from animals killed 

in the general vicinity of Hazelton. Skins from this region are dark 

colored ventrally, compared with average caligata from the coast of 

Alaska, and, in the five specimens from Nine-mile Mountain, there is 

almost complete elimination of the white mark found between the eyes 

in caligata. Otherwise, marmots from the Hazelton region are not 

markedly different from caligata in coloration. The skulls of the 

specimens from Nine-mile Mountain show the elongation attributed to 

oxytona (Hollister, 1912a, p. 1; Howell, 1915, p. 63), as compared 

with the broader skull of caligata. Thus marmots from the Hazelton 

region appear to be intermediate between caligata and oxytona, much 

like the former in general coloration, like the latter in skull characters. 
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Marmota monax petrensis Howell. British Columbia Woodchuck 

A resident of the lowlands of the Hazelton region; possibly 

common but, from its shyness and the nature of its surroundings, 

difficult to see. We collected two specimens in Kispiox Valley, all that 

we encountered, and were told of several others seen nearby. The two 

collected were an adult female (no. 32758), taken August 21, and a 

male of the previous year (no. 32759), on September 8. The year 

following our visit to the region four additional specimens (nos. 

32965-32968, three males and one female), were sent me by an 

acquaintance, Mr. Charles Lindahl, who shot them at the same locality, 

in, May, 1922. 

TABLE 3 

MEASUREMENTS IN MILLIMETERS OF SKULLS oF Marmota monax petrensis From 

KIsPiIox VALLEY, B.C. 

Breadth| Least Maxil- 
Condylo- Pest | Length| Zygo- | across | inter- | Breadth] lary 

basal Palatal | palatal of matic | mas- | orbital of tooth 
length | length Teeth nasals | breadth] toids | breadth} rostrum] row 

32758 g 81.8 48.5 | 30.0 | 31.5 | 56.0*| 39.8 | 21.0 | 16.0 | 19.2 

32968 9 80.3 47.8 | 29.8 | 32.5 | 55.0 | 39.5 | 20.0 | 14.8 | 20.0 

32759 sw 75.8 45.2 | 27.0 | 31.2 | 53.8 | 38.2 | 19.0 | 14.2 | 18.5 

32965 ou 85.0 50.0 | 30.5 | 34.0} 56.8 | 40.5 | 21.2 | 15.2 | 19.0 

32966 ou 82.5 49.0 | 29.0 | 32.0 | 57.0 | 40.0) 20.2 | 14.0 | 19.2 

32967 a 78.5 46.0 | 29.0 | 30.5 | 55.0 | 40.0 | 20.0 | 15.0 | 21.0 

*Estimated. 

Howell (1915), upon the basis of skulls without skins, ascribes to 

Marmota monax ochracea a range extending south to the Babine Moun- 

tains and Stuart Lake, a little southeast of the place where we were 

collecting. Our specimens, however, are not ochracea; in color at least 

they are widely different from that subspecies. Five of the six are 

almost uniformly black. The one in ‘normal’ pelage is in markings 

closely similar to a Wisconsin specimen of rufescens at hand, though 

darker colored throughout; it has not the cinnamon-colored tail of 

ochracea. 

The five black skins came all from the same small clearing on the 

Kispiox River, but nevertheless the melanism exhibited by them is 

not to be regarded as peculiar to a limited strain, a single family 

group. We were told by several people that most of the lowland 

woodehucks of this general region were black, and that it was only an 

occasional one that showed the yellow-brown type of coloration. Of 
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the five black skins, the four taken in May are black throughout save 
for a more brownish appearance upon the head. The September skin 
has an infusion of chestnut on neck and shoulders, and scattered white 
hairs elsewhere. 

We had slight opportunity of observing the habits of this wood- 
chuck, but we were told that the preferred habitat was in clearings, 
such as were afforded by abandoned ranches. All our specimens came 
from such places. 

Eutamias amoenus ludibundus Hollister. 

Canadian Mountain Chipmunk 

Occurs in small numbers in the vicinity of Hazelton. Chipmunks 
came to the barns and corrals at Mission Point, where we were camped, 
in fair abundance, attracted by the scattered grain, and they were 
seen also in the burned over areas toward Rocher Déboulé, but they 

were absent from the dense woods that cover most of this region. None 

was seen in Kispiox Valley nor on Nine-mile Mountain. 

Five specimens were collected (nos. 32732-32736). These were 

identified by Mr. A. H. Howell, of the United States Biological Survey. 

Sciurus hudsonicus picatus Swarth. Northwest Coast Red Squirrel 

Twelve red squirrels were collected near Hazelton. five in Kispiox 

Valley, and one on Nine-mile Mountain (nos. 32737-32754). The 

squirrel of this region, as exemplified in the series collected, is refer- 

able to the coastal subspecies picatus; in just one specimen (no. 

32742, Hazelton, June 6) is there shown any intergradation toward 

hudsonicus, of the interior. 

Squirrels collected about Hazelton during the last week in May, 

one even as late as June 2, were in winter pelage throughout; one 

taken on June 16 was in complete summer pelage. Squirrels in the 

lowlands had entirely finished the molt by the end of June. One that 

was shot at timber line (4000 feet) on Nine-mile Mountain on August 

2 was about midway through the change. (For the use of the name 

Sciurus hudsonicus picatus see Swarth, 1921, p. 92.) 
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Lepus americanus columbiensis Rhoads. 

British Columbia Varying Hare 

Twenty-two specimens collected (nos. 32765-32786) : sixteen sum- 

mer adults (skins with skulls), four juveniles, one skeleton (without 

skin), and one flat winter skin without skull (the gift of an acquaint- 

ance). This series seems with fair certainty to belong to the sub- 

species columbiensis (though collected far north of the known range 

of that form), judging from the characterization of the northwestern 

hares given by Nelson (1909), and from the appearance of a single 

specimen (no. 33412), an adult female, taken at Vernon (the type 

locality of columbiensis), November 6, 1922. Specimens from the 

Hazelton region are essentially like this topotype of columbiensts, due 

allowance being made for seasonal difference. The Skeena Valley 

hares are small for macfarlani, occurring immediately to the north- 

ward (see table of measurements), and, also, in summer pelage the 

feet are brown. According to Nelson (op. cit., pp. 49, 50, 86), in 

macfarlami the feet in summer pelage are white, in columbiensis they 

are brown. 

Considerable field work and study is still required to arrive at an 

understanding of the distribution of the species of Lepus in British 

Columbia. Thus, the type locality of Lepus americanus columbiensis 

is Vernon, British Columbia. Nelson records L. a. columbiensis from 

Vernon (1909, p. 104), and L. bairdi cascadensis from ‘Okanagan’ 

(op. cit., p. 114). Vernon and Okanagan are practically the same 

locality, Vernon being the principal town in the Okanagan Valley. 

There is no town of Okanagan, though there is a locality called 

Okanagan Landing some four miles south of Vernon. Thus Nelson 

in his text has L. bairdi cascadensis and L. americanus columbiensis 

occurring at the same place; in the map of the ranges of these animals 

(op. cit., p. 85, fig. 8) they are not shown to overlap. If the two forms 

actually do occur together in any one locality it is a matter of some 

importance, as bearing upon their specific distinction (see Nelson, 

op. cit., pp. 84, 85). 

There is at hand a specimen of Lepus (no. 32789), an adult female, 

collected by the writer near Okanagan Landing, October 1, 1921, that 

differs in color and skull from the Hazelton hares and from the 

specimen from Vernon referred to above, and it is apparently Lepus 

bairdi cascadensis. There may be local differences of environment 
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separating the two species in this region, or their ranges may really 

overlap for some distance. More data are required to establish the 

actual conditions. 

We happened to visit the Skeena Valley in a ‘‘good rabbit year’’ 
and the animals were abundant everywhere in the lowlands. None was 
seen at high altitudes. In the poplar woods the ground was con- 

spicuously crisscrossed with rabbit trails, and these trails were in 

constant use. The rabbits themselves were most often encountered 

about dusk; at that time, too, in a walk through the woods there 

could be heard again and again the resounding thumps of rabbits’ 

feet, as the startled creatures fled unseen. This alarm note, usually 

TABLE 4 

MEASUREMENTS IN MILLIMETERS oF Lepus americanus columbiensis FROM THE 

Upprr SKEENA VALLEY, B.C. 

Total Tail Hind Ear from 
length vertebrae foot notch 

32776 ou 438 46 130 76 
32778 ou 450 58 133 70 
32779 rot 420 42 130 77 

32782 ou 451 45 132 65 

82777 9 466 55 138 75 
32780 9 439 41 130 70 

32785 9 445 40 133 70 

repeated many times, presumably serves some good purpose, but it 

seemed as though in this region it could act only as a guide for some 

pursuing horned owl that otherwise would have had difficulty in 

following its prey through the bushes. 

By the middle of June young rabbits were seen in some numbers, 

but we found it impossible to shoot them. They were much more 

active than the adults, and in the tangles of windfall and brush where 

we saw them, usually close underfoot, they could dart under cover 

with amazing speed. The juveniles collected were all trapped. 

Adults taken early in June still retained some of the white winter 

pelage. One collected on June 6 is pure white below, the feet are 

white (with pale cinnamon under-fur), and there are scattered white 

hairs on the rump and sides. The white lingers longest upon the feet, 

traces being seen even upon one or two rabbits that were shot in July. 

Pregnant females taken on June 1, June 12, and July 11, contained, 

respectively, eight, one, and five embryos. 
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By the middle of August rabbits were noticeably less abundant 

than they had heen a month earlier. Then, too, we began to find them 

dead in the trails, evidently from some disease. It seemed apparent 

that they were beginning to suffer from the ravages of the epidemic 

that periodically reduces the northern rabbits, though from all 

accounts their numbers locally had not yet reached the maximum that 

was to be expected. This was but the second year of increase since 

the last period of searcity, we were told. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES 

PLATE 9 

Rocher Déboulé Mountain from Hazelton; the Bulkley River in the foreground. 

Photograph taken September 26, 1921. 
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PLATE 10 

Fig. 1. Woods and clearing in Kispiox Valley. Marmota monaz petrensis 
was found in the meadow here shown. Photograph taken September 10, 1921. 

Fig. 2. Ridge at the summit of Nine-mile Mountain, about 5000 feet alti- 

tude. The thickets are of dwarfed white fir and mountain hemlock. Habitat 
of caribou and marmot, of ptarmigan, pipit, and golden-crowned sparrow. 
Photograph taken July 29, 1921. 
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PLATE 11 

Fig. 1. Rock slides at timber line (about 4500 feet altitude), on Nine-mile 

Mountain. The expedition’s camp was located in the tongue of timber extend- 
ing up the slope in the middle distance. These rocky mountain slides are the 
preferred habitat of marmot and porcupine, fox sparrows inhabit the thickets, 

snd the Fleming grouse is found at the edge of the big timber. Photograph 

taken July 25, 1921. 

Fig. 2. Upper edge of spruce and hemlock forest at about 4500 feet altitude 
on Nine-mile Mountain. In these woods (Hudsonian zone) were found Franklin 
grouse, white-winged crossbill, Hudsonian chickadee, mountain chickadee, and 
hermit thrush. Photograph taken July 30, 1921. 
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Young (in the foreground) and adult (in the distance) of the golden-crowned 
sparrow (Zonotrichia coronata), shown in the surroundings frequented by the 
species in northern British Columbia. Inset, egg of the golden-crowned sparrow, 
natural size, 
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INTRODUCTION 

During the summer of 1924 the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 

sent an expedition into the Atlin region, in extreme northwestern 

British Columbia. The expenses of this expedition, as of all previous 

zoological work carried on in the northwest by this Museum, were 

defrayed by Miss Annie M. Alexander, whose interest in the Museum’s 

work, and particularly in developing a knowledge of the vertebrate 

natural history of the northwest, has been unflagging. Atlin was 

chosen as a base largely on account of its geographical position with 

relation to the valleys of the Stikine and Skeena rivers, to the south- 

ward, which had been visited by Museum parties in previous years. 

The writer went alone from the Museum, that is, unaccompanied 

by any Museum assistant, but he was fortunate in being joined at 

the outset by Major Allan Brooks, of Okanagan Landing, British 

Columbia. Major Brooks painted and collected specimens inde- 

pendently, but the companionship proved mutually helpful in many 

ways. Specimens collected by the writer consist of 387 birds, 76 

mammals, 12 amphibians, 11 birds’ nests, and 16 sets of birds’ eggs. 

Major Brooks’ collection of birds was also at my disposal in writing 

the report that follows. 
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Acknowledgments are due to the Dominion Parks Branch, Depart- 

ment of the Interior, Canada, for permission to collect migratory birds, 

and to the Game Conservation Board, Vancouver, for permission to 

collect non-migratory birds and for other courtesies. 

In working up the collection it proved necessary to borrow speci- 

mens from many institutions. The study of the ptarmigans in par- 

ticular called for the assemblage of as large series of certain forms 

as could be brought together, and appeal was made to all museums 

and private collections that seemed likely to have pertinent material. 

Generous response to the many requests for the loan of specimens came 

from all who were asked, comprising the following: American Museum 

of Natural History, New York (including many specimens from the 

Sanford collection) ; Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh ; Colorado Museum 

of Natural History, Denver; Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cam- 

bridge; Museum of History, Science and Art, Los Angeles; Provincial 

Museum, Victoria; United States Biological Survey; United States 

National Museum; Victoria Memorial Museum, Ottawa; Louis B. 

Bishop; Donald R. Dickey; George Willett. 

To Major Brooks I am indebted for help extended daily during 

the season’s field work, for specimens turned over to me from day to 

day, field observations proffered, and for advice and critical comments 

pertaining to the systematic treatment of various species. The cordial 

assistance extended to us both by individuals resident in Atlin, whose 

acquaintance we made there, was a most important factor in making 

our work pleasant and profitable. In particular, mention should 

be made of Mr. C. L. Monroe, Government agent, for aid in his 

official capacity, and, together with Mrs. Monroe, for many unofficial 

courtesies; of Mr. A. B. Taylor, Government telegraph operator, a 

sportsman and a keen observer, in whose company I made many 

pleasant trips, who aided in securing numerous specimens and who, 

with Mrs. Taylor, did all he could to make our summer a pleasant 

one; and of Mr. H. Maluin, whose cordial welcome to his mining camp 

on Otter Creek enabled us to work in that region. On the train, 

en route from Skagway, we first made the acquaintance of Inspector 

Moorhead, of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, who, then and 

later in the summer, lost no opportunity of extending such courtesies 

as lay in his power. To Corporal Robert McCleery and Mrs. McCleery, 

in their isolated post on Lake Teslin, the writer is indebted for cordial 

hospitality and for aid in securing needed specimens. From Mr. and 

Mrs. John Garrett, of Atlin, we received innumerable courtesies. 
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The drawings of birds’ bills and tails illustrating parts of this 
report were made by Miss Anna Hamilton. The outline maps illus- 
trating birds’ ranges are the work of Miss Margaret W. Wythe, of 
the Museum staff. 

In September, 1913, and from June 5 to August 19, 1914, the 
Provincial Museum, Victoria, British Columbia, carried on field work 
in the Atlin region. The first trip was conducted by Mr. F. Kermode, 
Director, with Mr. E. M. Anderson as assistant, the second by Mr. 

Anderson and Mr. C. B. Garrett, and both were reported upon in 

annual reports of the Provincial Museum for the years 1913 and 1914, 

respectively. We found these published accounts of the birds and 

mammals that were collected extremely useful, and had occasion to 

refer to them constantly during our season’s work. 

ITINERARY AND DESCRIPTIONS OF LOCALITIES 

I was joined by Major Brooks at Vancouver the morhing of May 17. 

We left Vancouver that evening, arrived at Skagway, Alaska, early 

in the morning of May 21, and at Carcross, Yukon Territory, the after- 

noon of the same day. We had planned to go on at once to Atlin, but 

navigation had not yet opened on the lakes, and we therefore remained 

at Carcross for one week. On May 27 we took advantage of an oppor- 

tunity to reach Atlin on a motor boat that was taking the mail, the 

first to be forwarded to that place for many weeks. We left Carcross 

at 1 p.m., reached the portage at Taku about midnight, and Atlin, 

across the lake, two hours later. 

The town of Atlin remained our base throughout the summer, the 

only long departure therefrom being to a camp in lower Otter Creek, 

where we stayed from July 26 to August 9. Major Brooks left on 

August 30, for a brief stay at Log Cabin, White Pass, en route home- 

ward. I left Atlin on September 24, reaching Berkeley on October 3. 

On September 7, at the invitation of Captain Moorhead, Mr. 

Monroe, and Mr. Taylor, I accompanied them on a trip to the police 

post at Nisuttlin Bay, Teslin Lake, some eighty miles (by the trail) 

northwest of Atlin. The first day we traversed the length of Surprise 

Lake and then the trail to Gladys Lake, twelve miles beyond. The 

second day was spent at that point (fortunately in comfortable 

quarters) in a downpour of rain that lasted the whole day long. The 

third evening we reached Grouse Creek, and the fourth afternoon 
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Teslin Lake. We left Teslin on the return trip the morning of Septem- 

ber 13, reaching Atlin September 15. The trail lies in the lowlands the 

whole distance, passing through stretches of spruce, pine, and poplar 

woods at intervals, with occasional tracts of open meadow and marsh 

land. Rugged mountains enclose Surprise Lake, but beyond that point, 

to the northeast, the mountains are left behind and rolling, forested 

country stretches in all directions, save for isolated groups of peaks 

such as the conspicuous Dawson Peaks (locally known as the Four 

Aces) on the British Columbia—Yukon boundary at Lake Teslin. 

CARCROSS 

This is the Caribou Crossing of former days, now a station on the 

White Pass and Yukon Railroad. It is situated at the junction of 

Bennett and Tagish lakes, near the north base of White Pass, sixty- 

eight miles inland from Skagway. Our limited work here was within 

a radius of six or eight miles of the town, and entirely in the lowlands, 

as the nearby mountains were inaccessible from the depth of soft, 

melting snow with which they were then covered. The valley is clothed 

with open woods, poplars and small jack pine mostly, interspersed 

with stands of white spruce, and with willow copses in the more 

swampy ground. A large slough (with wide margins of exposed mud 

in May, filled with water in September) lies but a short distance from 

the town, an attraction for water birds of many sorts. A striking 

feature of this region is the vast expanse of shifting sand dune country. 

The lower end of Lake Bennett is broadly margined with sand dunes, 

and as far as we went in the woods to the northward we found similar 

sandy mounds covered with fofest trees. It is a windy region; during 

our stay there were strong winds daily rushing inland through the 

White Pass. (For a detailed discussion of the faunistic features of 

the region, see Osgood, 1900, pp. 8-12.) 

ATLIN 

The town of Atlin is on the east shore of Lake Atlin, at an altitude 

of 2200 feet. The valley bordering the east side of the lake is forest 

covered mostly, but the woods are open and easily traversed. Quaking 

aspen, or ‘‘poplar,’’ is the dominant deciduous tree, and almost 

unbroken stands of poplar cover miles of territory. White spruce grows 

in many places in the lowlands, and in denser stands and over greater 

areas on the adjoining mountain sides. The lowland woods are broken 
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in many places by tracts of swamp, grass-covered or grown up with 
willow thickets, and the woods are interspersed with many small lakes. 
Three or four miles east of Atlin, Lake Como, the largest of these 

small lakes near the town, supports a considerable population of 

water birds. 

Some four miles south of Atlin, Monarch Mountain rises (see pl. 6, 

fig. 5), the nearest peak of a series of rounded and, for the most part, 

not particularly rugged mountains, that border Pine Creek Valley to 

the eastward of Atlin and the lake shore to the southward. Conditions 

on this mountain may be briefly described, as generally applicable to 

that type of country in this region. Poplar woods border the lowest 

slopes of the mountain, but ascend its sides only a few hundred feet 

before giving way to the belt of darker and denser spruce. Between — 

3500 and 4000 feet altitude spruce is largely replaced by balsam fir, 

growing to large size at its lowest level and persisting over the summit 

of the peak in more or less dwarfed and prostrate form. At the upper 

edge of the spruce belt the woods become more thin, and are cleft by 

wider and wider areas of open grass or lupine covered slopes. On 

the summit (3800 to 5000 feet altitude) upright timber of any size 

disappears, save in a few sheltered spots, and the scattered thickets of 

serubby balsam sprawling close to earth are surrounded by wide areas 

of open ground, grass covered or here and there grown up with false 

heather over limited damp areas. Creeping birch grows here, too, and 

in extensive tracts; on this particular mountain I saw little that was 

more than knee-high. 

Directly opposite the town of Atlin lies a group of three islands, 

the nearest within a quarter of a mile from the shore, and none of 

them more than a few acres in extent (see pl. 5, fig. 2). A striking 

feature of these islands is the fact that of the forest trees with which 

they are covered nearly all are balsam fir. There are relatively few 

spruce or jack pine. On the adjacent mainland I saw no balsam at the 

lake level. The islands are the nesting grounds of small colonies of 

water birds (short-billed gull, Bonaparte gull, and Arctic tern) and 

they harbor an extraordinary number of small land birds. We listed 

fifteen species of land birds as nesting there, some of them (such as the 

black-poll warbler) extremely scarce on the neighboring mainland. 

These small birds, too, were rearing their young successfully, in- con- 

trast to conditions on the mainland, where subsequent destruction of 

nest, eggs, or young was the usual fate of most of the nests we found. 

On the islands there were no red squirrels, no chipmunks, and no 
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Canada jays; the absence of these factors may have been the favorable 

feature of the place. The nesting species of gulls and tern were not so 

fortunate, for they suffered severely from the raids of herring gulls, to 

the ultimate destruction of nearly all the young that were hatched. 

OTTER CREEK 

The upper portion of Otter Creek (3500 to 4000 feet altitude), 

where we worked for two weeks, may be described as characteristic of 

vast areas throughout this region that lie in an intermediate position 

between the wooded lowlands such as border Lake Atlin and the 

timberless mountain tops. Willow is the dominant forest growth 

along the bottom of this valley, never as large trees but as densely 

growing, rounded bushes, rarely more than twenty feet high and 

usually much lower. On Otter Creek, as on some other streams, the 

necessities of hydraulic mining have caused the damming of the stream 

far up the valley. For miles above the lake thus formed the valley 

floor is transformed into a willow swamp, a haven for ducks. 

The mountain slopes on either side, and much of the valley floor 

in the upper reaches of the stream, are dry and more sparsely covered 

with vegetation. There are extensive grassy areas, and at about 3800 

feet altitude the creeping birch begins to be conspicuous. Mostly 

this is a rather innocuous shrub, low-growing and easily walked over 

or avoided, but I found some sections (at about 4000 feet altitude) 

where it formed a chaparral on hill sides and ridges ten feet high or 

more and well-nigh impenetrable. 

On the surrounding mountain sides, especially on north and east 

facing slopes, spruce, and above that, balsam, grow in small groves in 

some places, in solid stands for miles on favored exposures. On Spruce 

Mountain, forming the western boundary of Otter Creek Valley, this 

forest ceased abruptly between 4500 and 5000 feet altitude. Above 

that boundary grassy slopes and ridges prevail, with a very little false 

heather in places and a few scattered thickets of balsam. 

ZONAL AND FAUNAL POSITION OF THE ATLIN REGION 

Atlin occupies a position relative to the coast about the same as 

Telegraph Creek, in the Stikine Valley, and Hazelton, in the Skeena 

Valley, 150 miles and 375 miles to the southward, respectively. Both 

of these places I had visited in previous years (see Swarth, 1922, 1924), 

and comparisons between the regions naturally follow. Atlin Lake is at 
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an altitude of 2200 feet, compared with Telegraph Creek at 540 feet, 
and Hazelton at 973 feet, and this increase in elevation, together with 
the more northern location, has almost eliminated at Atlin certain 
Canadian Zone elements that are conspicuous at the more southern 
stations. The lowlands of the Atlin region, it seems to me, are Hud- 
sonian Zone, with but a slight infiltration of Canadian Zone species. 
There is no definable zone between the lowlands (2200 feet altitude) 
and the Alpine-Arctic mountain tops, with timber line between 3500 
and 4000 feet. The same species of plants, mammals, and birds, with 
few exceptions, range from timber line downward in suitable places 
throughout the valleys. The converse of this, however, is not true, 
of birds at least, for all species of birds that occur in the lowlands do 
not range upward to timber line. Then, a further exception must be 
made of three species of birds, Dendragapus obscurus flemingi, 
Spizella monticola ochracea, and Lanius borealis, the former two 
occupying in abundance, the latter in small numbers, types of country 

that are found in some places immediately below timber line (see 

pl. 6, fig. 4). However, making due allowance for the more decidedly 

Hudsonian character of higher altitudes, the general tone of the 

valleys, too, is of the Hudsonian Zone. This is exemplified in the 

extensive stands of white spruce with such accompanying bird species 

as the Alaska hermit thrush, Hudsonian chickadee, Canada jay, 

goshawk, and spruce grouse, all occurring in abundance. 

In the upper Skeena Valley the Canadian Zone is dominant, as 

demonstrated by the presence of many elements over a vast expanse of 

country. In the upper Stikine Valley, while the Canadian Zone char- 

acterizes the region, there are fewer bird species represented and 

they occur over a relatively restricted area. In the lowlands of the 

Atlin region there is but the merest infiltration of Canadian Zone 

elements into prevailing Hudsonian Zone surroundings. 

Lakes and streams in the Atlin region all find their way into the 

Arctic drainage, and here, too, in coming from the south, one first 

finds a few real Arctic birds. Among such may be mentioned the 

pair of black-throated loons we saw, apparently in two minds as to 

nesting in the region, the northern phalarope, apparently breeding at 

Careross, the gyrfalcon, and the northern shrike. 

Some comparisons can be made of the status of certain species of 

birds at Hazelton, Telegraph Creek, and Atlin. Bubo virginianus lago- 

phonus is abundant at Hazelton. We secured no horned owls at Tele- 

graph Creek, but at Atlin the breeding subspecies is the more northern 

form, B. v. subarcticus. Dryobates villosus monticola is abundant at 
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Hazelton and Telegraph Creek. At Atlin, hairy woodpeckers were all 

but absent, but the specimens secured were the northern D. v. leuco- 

melas. Dryobates pubescens leucurus is common at Hazelton, we 

found no downy woodpecker at Telegraph Creek, and at Atlin the one 

specimen of this species that was taken proved to be the northern 

D. p. nelsoni. Selasphorus rufus is abundant at Hazelton, less com- 

mon at Telegraph Creek, and decidedly rare at Atlin. Carpodacus 

purpureus purpureus, abundant at Hazelton, was rare at Telegraph 

Creek, and seen once at Atlin. Vireosylva gilva swainsom, abundant 

at Hazelton and Telegraph Creek, was represented by one pair seen 

at Atlin. Oporonis tolmiet, abundant at Hazelton and Telegraph 

Creek, was doubtfully identified once at Atlin (June 24, 1924; not 

included in the following list). Setophaga ruticilla, abundant at 

Hazelton and but little less numerous at Telegraph Creek, was 

decidedly rare at Atlin. Penthestes gambeli abbreviatus, found in 

small numbers near Hazelton and Telegraph Creek, was seen once at 

Atlin. Cypseloides nger borealis, Chaetura vauxt, Melospiza melodia 

morphna, and Piranga ludovictana, are species that apparently all 

find their northern limit near Telegraph Creek, none being seen at 

Atlin. 

The non-oceurrence of any form of Passerella in the Atlin region 

is of interest. P. iliaca altivagans was found breeding in the vicinity 

of Hazelton but nowhere near Telegraph Creek. Its absence in the 

Atlin region, too, suggests that there is a wide gap between the breed- 

ing ranges of P. i. tliaca and P. +. altivagans, and thus that these 

forms may not really be so closely related as I had supposed (Swarth, 

1920, p. 93), a belief founded Jargely upon the appearance of certain 

winter birds of intermediate character. Altivagans apparently occurs 

throughout a wide range of territory between the habitat of P. i. 

schistacea, of the Rocky Mountain and Great Basin regions, and of 

P. i. fuliginosa, of the coast, but it does not seem to range northward 

as far as the summer home of P. 4. tliaca. 

Faunally, Atlin may be considered as the extreme southern limit 

of the Yukon region. As regards birds there are many southern 

species that find their northern limit a short distance to the southward, 

and certain characteristic northern species that extend barely this far 

south. The Atlin avifauna is of the interior, purely. There is not a 

single distinctively coastal species that penetrates this distance inland, 

less than one hundred miles away from salt water. 
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Swarth: Birds and Mammals from the Atlin Region 

CHECK LIST OF THE BIRDS 

. Colymbus holboellii (Reinhardt) 

. Colymbus auritus Linnaeus 
Gavia immer Briinnich 

Gavia pacifica (Lawrence) 

. Gavia stellata (Pontoppidan) 

. Stercorarius parasiticus (Linnaeus) 

Larus argentatus Pontoppidan 

Larus brachyrhynchus Richardson 

. Larus philadelphia (Ord) 
. Sterna paradisaea Briinnich 
. Mergus americanus Cassin 

. Mergus serrator Linnaeus 

. Lophodytes cucullatus (Linnaeus) 

. Anas platyrhynchos Linnaeus . 

. Nettion carolinense (Gmelin) 

. Spatula clypeata (Linnaeus) 

. Dafila acuta tzitzihoa (Vieillot) 

. Marila affinis (Eyton) 

. Glaucionetta islandica (Gmelin) 

. Charitonetta albeola (Linnaeus) 

. Histrionicus histrionicus pacificus W. S. Brooks 

. Oidemia deglandi dixoni W. S. Brooks 

. Oidemia perspicillata (Linnaeus) 

. Branta canadensis (Linnaeus), subsp.? 

. Lobipes lobatus (Linnaeus) 

. Gallinago delicata (Ord) 

. Pisobia maculata (Vieillot) 

. Pisobia bairdii (Coues) 

. Pisobia minutilla (Vieillot) 

. Ereunetes pusillus (Linnaeus) 

. Totanus flavipes (Gmelin) 

. Tringa solitaria Wilson 

. Heteroscelus incanus (Gmelin) 

. Actitis macularia (Linnaeus) 
. Numenius hudsonicus Latham 

. Oxyechus vociferus (Linnaeus) 

. Charadrius semipalmatus Bonaparte 

. Aphriza virgata (Gmelin) 

. Dendragapus obscurus flemingi Taverner 

. Canachites canadensis osgoodi Bishop 
. Bonasa umbellus umbelloides (Douglas) 

. Lagopus lagopus albus (Gmelin) 

. Lagopus rupestris rupestris (Gmelin) 

. Lagopus leucurus leucurus (Swainson) 

. Circus hudsonius (Linnaeus) 

. Aceipiter velox (Wilson) 

. Astur atricapillus atricapillus (Wilson) 

. Buteo borealis harlani (Audubon) 
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Aquila chrysaétos (Linnaeus) 
Haliaeetus leucocephalus alascanus C. H. Townsend 

Faleo rusticolus rusticolus Linnaeus 

Faleo peregrinus anatum Bonaparte 
Falco columbarius suckleyi Ridgway 
Cerchneis sparveria sparveria (Linnaeus) 
Pandion haliaetus carolinensis (Gmelin) 

Bubo virginianus subarcticus Hoy 
Bubo virginianus lagophonus Oberholser 

Surnia ulula caparoch (Miiller) 

Ceryle aleyon caurina Grinnell 

Dryobates villosus leucomelas (Boddaert) 

Dryobates pubescens nelsoni Oberholser 
Picoides americanus fasciatus Baird 

Colaptes auratus borealis Ridgway 

Chordeiles virginianus virginianus (Gmelin) 

Selasphorus rufus (Gmelin) 
Sayornis sayus yukonensis Bishop 

Nuttallornis borealis (Swainson) 

Myiochanes richardsonii richardsonii (Swainson) 

Empidonax traillii alnorum Brewster 

Empidonax hammondii (Xantus) 

Empidonax wrightii Baird 

Otocoris alpestris arcticola Oberholser 
Pica pica hudsonia (Sabine) 

Perisoreus canadensis canadensis (Linnaeus) 

Corvus corax principalis Ridgway 

Euphagus carolinus (Miller) 
Carpodacus purpureus purpureus (Gmelin) 

Loxia leucoptera Gmelin 

Spinus pinus (Wilson) 

Calearius lapponicus alascensis Ridgway 

Passerculus sandwichensis alaudinus Bonaparte 

Zonotrichia gambelii (Nuttall) 

Zonotrichia coronata (Pallas) 

Spizella monticola ochracea Brewster 

Spizella passerina passerina (Bechstein) 

Spizella taverneri Swarth and Brooks 
Junco hyemalis connectens Coues 
Melospiza lincolnii lincolnii (Audubon) 

Petrochelidon lunifrons lunifrons (Say) 

Hirundo erythrogaster Boddaert 
Iridoprocne bicolor (Vieillot) 
Tachycineta thalassina lepida Mearns 
Riparia riparia (Linnaeus) 
Bombycilla garrula pallidiceps Reichenow 
Lanius borealis Vieillot 

Vireosylva gilva swainsonii (Baird) 
Vermivora celata celata (Say) 
Vermivora celata orestera Oberholser 

Vermivora peregrina (Wilson) 

. Dendroica aestiva aestiva (Gmelin) 

[Von. 30 
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101. Dendroica coronata hooveri McGregor 
102. Dendroica striata (J. R. Forster) 
103. Dendroica townsendi (J. K. Townsend) 
104. Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis Ridgway 
105. Geothlypis trichas occidentalis Brewster 
106. Wilsonia pusilla pileolata (Pallas) 
107. Setophaga ruticilla (Linnaeus) 

108. Anthus rubescens (Tunstall) 
109. Sitta canadensis Linnaeus 
110. Penthestes atricapillus septentrionalis (Harris) 
111. Penthestes gambeli abbreviatus Grinnell 
112. Penthestes hudsonicus columbianus (Rhoads) 
113. Regulus satrapa olivaceus Baird 
114. Regulus calendula calendula (Linnaeus) 
115. Myadestes townsendi (Audubon) 
116. Hylocichla ustulata swainsoni (Tschudi) 
117. Hylocichla guttata guttata (Pallas) 

118. Hylocichla guttata pallasii (Cabanis) 
119. Planesticus migratorius migratorius (Linnaeus) 
120. Ixoreus naevius meruloides (Swainson) 
121. Sialia currucoides (Bechstein) 

GENERAL ACCOUNTS OF THE BIRDS 

Colymbus holboellii (Reinhardt). Holboell Grebe 

Present during our entire stay in the region. Pairs were seen in 

various lakes, large and small; and early in June the curious courting 

antics were commonly observed. No nests were found, nor were any 

young birds seen. 

Colymbus auritus Linnaeus. Horned Grebe 

A pair or more could be found on every lake, large or small. Seen 

at Careross, May 22, and a single bird was noted near Atlin on 

September 21, my last day afield. Migrating in numbers during the 

second and third weeks in September. 

On July 18 a nest was found in a small lake at the head of Cafion 

Creek, about 3500 feet altitude. The young birds had apparently but 

just hatched. They, with one parent, were occupying the nest when 

it was found, and the family, as observed from a distance, returned 

to it when I left. The nest was a circular mass of sodden grass floating 

amid a sparse growth of short, green grass, about three feet from the 

shore. It was somewhat hidden by a small willow overhanging from 

the adjacent bank. 
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Gavia immer Briinnich. Common Loon 

Seen on most of the lakes, and presumably nests in the region. No 

evidence of breeding was found, however, other than the presence of 

loons, some in pairs, throughout the summer. 

Gavia pacifica (Lawrence). Pacific Loon 

Seen at Carcross, presumably migrating, on May 22. The presence 

of a pair of Pacific loons on a small lake a few miles north of Atlin, 

on June 23 and 24, led to the hope that they would nest there. A few 

days later, however, they were gone, and no others were seen. 

Gavia stellata (Pontoppidan). Red-throated Loon 

Seen on but one occasion, a single bird on Lake Atlin on June 20. 

Stercorarius parasiticus (Linnaeus). Parasitic Jaeger 

One seen in pursuit of a gull at Lake Teslin, September 11. The 

jaeger was at close enough range to permit observation of details of 

color and markings. , 

Larus argentatus Pontoppidan. Herring Gull 

A nesting colony of this species on an island in Atlin Lake has 

been described by Anderson (1915, p. 9). Herring gulls were seen 

commonly along the shore of Atlin Lake all through the summer, at 

Surprise Lake in August, and at Teslin Lake during the second week 

in September. Herring gulls raided certain breeding colonies of short- 

billed gulls, Bonaparte gulls, and Arctic terns near the town of Atlin, 

to such effect that only an extremely small proportion of the young of 

those species survived. 

There is a published record of the occurrence of Larus californicus 

at Lake Atlin (Anderson, 1915, p. 9), based upon a specimen in the 

collection of the Provincial Museum, Victoria. I have examined this 

specimen, which proves to be, though a rather small individual, 

unquestionably Larus argentatus. 

Larus brachyrhynchus Richardson. Short-billed Gull 

Seen at Carcross, May 22. A small nesting ‘‘colony,’’ consisting 

of at least four pairs and perhaps seven or eight, was distributed over 

the three islands nearest the town of Atlin. Short-billed gulls were 
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seen continually in some numbers along the lake shore, and the species 

was probably nesting at various points. We did not discover the 

colony alluded to above until all young birds had left the nests. Due 

to the ravages of the herring gull, as seemed evident, eggs and young 

in this colony were destroyed until just one young bird remained. This 

lone survivor, with wing quills partly grown but not yet able to fly, 

was several times seen, swimming on the lake, dodging attacks from a 

herring gull, which persisted until the entire adult population of 

short-billed and Bonaparte gulls came to the rescue. 

A short-billed gull’s nest was discovered July 15 on the ‘‘middle 

island’’ opposite the town of Atlin. It was placed in the top of a 

small balsam fir (with which trees these islands are thickly covered), 

about fifteen feet from the ground, and not at all easy to see in the 

flattened tree-top where it was placed. The young had been gone for 

some days at least, and buried in the bottom of the nest, entirely 

covered and hidden, was an addled egg (no. 1978). One or two other 

nests were seen in similar situations. 

Two specimens of short-billed gull were preserved, an adult male 

(no. 44628) taken June 15, and a young female (no. 44629) molting 

from down to first winter plumage, taken July 14. 

Larus philadelphia (Ord). Bonaparte Gull 

Seen at Carcross, May 22. Two days later a pair of these birds 

had apparently preémpted one end of a slough at the edge of the 

town, and they dived at our heads with loud outcries whenever we 

approached. 

At Atlin, this species, like the short-billed gull, was nesting on the 

islands opposite the town, and, as with the larger species, the young 

had left the nests before we discovered this breeding ground. There 

were apparently ten or twelve pairs of Bonaparte gulls domiciled upon 

the islands, and, due again to the raiding herring gulls, from all these 

broods but three young birds reached an age when they could fly. 

Several nests were found on the islands, which, without question, 

must have belonged to this species. They were frail affairs, not much 

larger than waxwings’ nests, placed on widespreading side branches 

of balsam firs, near the tops of the trees, some fifteen or twenty feet 

from the ground. Just as is seen in the descriptions of Bonaparte 

gulls’ nests given by the several authors that are quoted in Bent’s 

(1921, p. 176) ‘‘Life Histories,’’ they were suggestive of pigeons’ 

nests more than anything else. 
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Bonaparte gulls were seen on all the small lakes of the region, and 

may have been nesting in such places, too, though we had no positive 

evidence to this effect. The species apparently left early in August; 

none was seen after the first week of this month. 

One specimen was collected (no. 44630), a young bird, taken 

July 14, molting from the down to first winter plumage, and not yet 

able to fly. 

Sterna paradisaea Briinnich. Arctic Tern 

Seen at Carcross, May 22, on Tagish Lake May 27, and at Atlin 

upon our arrival the next day. Nesting in some numbers (ten or 

twelve pairs at least) on the islands opposite Atlin, and certainly at 

other nearby points also, for the birds were seen constantly along the 

shore of Atlin Lake and about some of the smaller lakes. On the 

islands mentioned, none of the young survived the onslaughts of the 

herring gulls. 

The species was last seen August 8. One specimen was collected 

(no. 44631), a young bird taken July 14, molting from the down to 

first winter plumage. 

Mergus americanus Cassin. American Merganser 

A single male bird was seen at Carcross on May 24. The species 

was not otherwise observed during the summer. 

Mergus serrator Linnaeus. Red-breasted Merganser 

Apparently rare. An adult male was seen on Atlin Lake, June 6. 

Several were seen on Surprise Lake, September 15, and one collected 

(no. 44632), a young bird, fully feathered as regards body plumage 

but not yet able to fly. 

Lophodytes cucullatus (Linnaeus). Hooded Merganser 

An adult male, a single bird, seen on a pond near Atlin on June 17, 

and watched through binoculars for some time. This is perhaps the 

most northwestern point of record for the species. Great Slave Lake, 

its northernmost limit in the interior, is but a little farther north 

than Atlin. 

Anas platyrhynchos Linnaeus. Mallard 

Seen at Carcross, May 22. There were probably a few scattered 

pairs breeding in the marshes about Atlin, but not many. Only an 
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occasional bird was encountered, and at long intervals, during the 
summer. Flocks were seen at Lake Teslin, September 11, and at Fat 
Creek (between Teslin and Gladys lakes) on September 138. On 
September 21, my last day afield, I saw two mallards near Atlin. 

Nettion carolinense (Gmelin). Green-winged Teal 

Seen at Carcross, May 23. About Atlin, though not common, there 
were scattered pairs nesting in most of the marshes. More were seen 
in flooded bottom lands of the upper portion of Otter Creek than 
anywhere else. Flocks of nearly full-grown young were noted July 28, 
on Otter Creek, but on August 6, at the same point, a brood of downy 
young was seen that could have been hatched but a few days. The 
species apparently leaves early for the south, though such late-hatched 
young as were just mentioned must linger to a relatively late date. 

No green-winged teal were seen about Atlin after the middle of 

August. 

Spatula clypeata (Linnaeus). Shoveller 

A single bird, a cripple, was seen by Brooks on a pond near Atlin 

on June 27. At Carcross we were shown a mounted shoveller that had 

been shot near that town. The rarity there of this species may be 

attested by the fact that this bird had been preserved as a curiosity. 

No one in the community knew what it was. 

Dafila acuta tzitzihoa (Vieillot). American Pintail 

Seen at Carcross, May 22. A fairly common species about Atlin 

during the summer, and especially abundant in the swampy upper 

reaches of Otter Creek. The first young were noted on June 23, when 

two newly hatched broods appeared on Lake Como. 

I saw no pintails, definitely recognized as such, after the end of 

August. 

Marila affinis (Eyton). Lesser Scaup Duck 

Scaups seen at Carcross, May 22, were presumably M. affinis. This 

was the most numerous breeding duck in the Atlin region, where hardly 

a pond could be found that did not harbor at least one scaup family. 

Nests were built in grassy swales or marshes adjoining open sheets of 

water. Early in June these ducks were in pairs, but by the third week 

of that month most of the drakes were congregated in flocks by them- 

selves, sometimes three or four birds together, sometimes ten or twelve. 
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On June 23 three nests were found in one marsh. Two of these were 

about twenty feet apart, the other some two hundred yards away. 

The two closely adjoining nests when found held, respectively, two 

and four eggs, the other, eight. The nests with two and four eggs, on. 

July 2 held, respectively, nine and ten. 

The three nests were similarly placed, each in a tussock of long 

marsh grass, barely above the level of the water, and they were simi- 

larly built. Construction was of the slightest, the nest walls being 

formed largely of growing grass, and the bottom of the same sort of 

grass, some placed there but mostly consisting of the crushed vegetation 

that had been growing on the hummock. The upper rim of the nest 

wall was dry, but the lower two-thirds was sodden and the eggs were 

wet. There was no down in any of the nests. In each case the parent 

bird could slip off of her eggs directly into water deep enough to swim 

in, six or eight inches in depth, and, by narrow channels through the 

hummocks, she could reach an open pond nearby. 

On July 7 many male scaups were seen that were assuming the 

eclipse plumage. Two drakes noted July 18 were mostly in eclipse, 

but were strong on the wing. On July 20 the first downy young 

appeared. On September 19, the last date on which I visited a suitable 

spot for this species, several small flocks were seen, perhaps twenty-five 

or thirty birds, all told. 

Four specimens were collected (nos. 44633-44636), one adult male, 

one adult female, and two downy young. 

Glaucionetta islandica (Gmelin). Barrow Golden-eye 

Present at Carcross when we arrived, May 22. One of the most 

abundant ducks about Atlin; nearly as numerous as the lesser scaup 

and of even more general distribution. The difference in habitats of 

the two species lay in the greater abundance of the golden-eye in 

the little mountain lakes at high altitudes. We found no nests, but 

the situation of some of the broods seen precluded the possibility of 

their having been hatched within cavities in trees. Many families 

were found on lakes above timber line, long distances from trees of 

sufficient size to afford sheltering holes. 

The first young appeared July 3. This particular brood was kept 

under observation until August 13. Originally nine in number, it was 

reduced (cause unknown) to seven by July 7. On August 13, the flock 

consisted of six, plus the mother, and the young then were about three- 
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fourths the size of their parent. Small patches of pale-colored down 
on ‘the sides of, the head were all that remained of the young plumage. 
The young were as yet unable to fly. 

On June 14 six adult males were seen together, first evidence of 
the impending departure of the drakes, and during the next few days 
southward flying flocks were noted over Lake Atlin and elsewhere. No 
old drakes were seen during the latter part of the summer. One shot 
on June 30 was beginning to molt into the eclipse plumage. 

Golden-eyes were seen on Lake Teslin, September 11, and there were 
a few still on Lake Como on September 19. 

Six specimens collected, the adult male mentioned above, and five 
downy young, from two broods of different ages (nos. 44637-44642). 

Charitonetta albeola (Linnaeus). Buffle-head 

Seen at Carcross, May 22 and 24. Not otherwise observed. 

Histrionicus histrionicus pacificus W. 8. Brooks 

Western Harlequin Duck 

Breeds in small numbers and at widely scattered intervals through- 

out the region, where the species generally passes by the name of 

‘“wood duck.’’ Two were seen on Lake Atlin, June 20. On September 1 

a brood was encountered at ‘‘Blue Cafion,’’ and two were collected, 

an adult female and a young male (nos. 44643-44644). The female 

had finished the annual molt and the young were full grown. On 

September 7 a brood was seen in the rushing water of Consolation 

Creek, near Gladys Lake. 

Oidemia deglandi dixoni W. 8S. Brooks. Dixon White-winged Scoter 

At Carcross, May 24 to 26, white-winged scoters were arriving in 

numbers from the coast. The flights occurred in the evenings, when 

flock after flock appeared from over the snowy mountain barrier to 

the westward. They circled about overhead, a few individuals uttering 

harsh quacks at infrequent intervals; some flocks dropped down to 

rest in the nearby lakes, while others, after many aerial evolutions, 

eventually speeded on farther into the interior. 

In the Atlin region there was a colony of this species established at 

Lake Como, but we saw none during the summer on any of the smaller 

lakes. Just how many pairs nested could not be accurately determined, 
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but there were at least twenty or twenty-five adults of each sex settled 

there at the beginning of the nesting season, and eight or ten broods of 

ducklings appeared upon the lake later on. 

On June 1, at Lake Como, the scoters were all in pairs, and they 

continued so until near the end of the month. On June 29 the first 

small flocks of males were seen leaving for the coast; some remained 

inland until near the end of the summer. 

On July 20 the first brood of young was seen, others following 

within a few days. Broods counted consisted of eight or nine duck- 

lings, but counts had to be made soon after hatching, for the broods 

quickly merged into loosely assembled flocks so that it was not long 

possible to keep track of separate families. Sometimes two or three 

adults were seen in attendance upon sixteen or twenty young, and 

once a single duck appeared leading thirty-two small ducklings across 

the lake. The young were very self-reliant, and sometimes six or eight 

would be found foraging independently, unattended by any old bird. 

Thus this colony of white-winged scoters led a markedly communistic 

existence, individuals, young and old, gathering together into larger 

or smaller groups as suited their convenience at the time. The scaups, 

too, had as little seeming regard for family ties, their habits in these 

matters being much the same as with the scoters. 

Young scoters but a day or two old were seen diving expertly, 

making long stays below the surface. Old birds, carefully watched 

through binoculars, were frequently seen to make use of their wings 

as they dived, but this was not invariably the case. White-winged 

scoters to the number of twenty or more were still on Lake Como on 

September 19, the last day I visited the lake. 

Four specimens were preserved, ducklings not more than two or 

three days old (nos. 44645-44648). 

Oidemia perspicillata (Linnaeus). Surf Scoter 

An adult male that was seen on Lake Atlin, opposite the town, on 

July 21 and on several days following, was the only surf scoter 

encountered during the summer. 

Branta canadensis (Linnaeus), subsp.? Canada Goose 

Canada geese were migrating in some numbers at Gladys Lake, 

September 8, and they were abundant at certain points on Lake Teslin, 

September 10 to 18. A flock of about fifty passed over Atlin on 
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September 21. As these were the only migrating geese I saw there, 

though they were so abundant on the more eastern lakes mentioned 

above, it would seem that Atlin Lake is not on the most generally 

used migration route of this species. 

Lobipes lobatus (Linnaeus). Northern Phalarope 

A pair of northern phalaropes that were seen in a swamp several 

miles north of Carcross on May 23 were observed going through 

courting antics and then copulating, and were thus judged to be 

preparing to nest there. 

The first south-bound migrant, a single bird still in summer 

plumage, was seen near Atlin on July 21; a flock of about thirty-five 

birds appeared on August 27. On September 1 single birds and groups 

.of two and three were found scattered over various small lakes above 

timber line. 

Gallinago delicata (Ord). Wilson Snipe 

Seen at Carcross, May 22. Breeds in fair abundance in the Atlin 

region; there was probably a pair or two in every swamp of any 

size. From the town of Atlin the ‘‘bleating’’ of the snipe could be 

heard almost continuously during June and early in July. Frequently 

when awakening at night during the brief period of partial darkness at 

that season, I heard snipe circling about overhead. The ‘‘bleat’’ under 

such conditions was very suggestive of the call of the California screech 

owl. 

The birds were often observed performing these aerial evolutions, 

and in practically all respects our observations bear out the descriptive 

comments of Kitchin, Dawson, and Hoffmann, as detailed by the last 

mentioned writer (Hoffmann, 1924, p. 175). This performance ceased 

abruptly the middle of July, the last ‘‘bleating’’ being heard on 

July 17. The birds are otherwise unobtrusive, and I saw none after 

that date. 

Pisobia maculata (Vieillot). Pectoral Sandpiper 

Seen on but one occasion, a single bird in a flock of lesser yellow- 

legs on June 4. 

Pisobia bairdii (Coues). Baird Sandpiper 

Seen at Carcross, May 22. Not otherwise observed. 
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Pisobia minutilla (Vieillot). Least Sandpiper 

Seen at Carcross May 22. At Atlin the first south-bound migrants 

appeared June 29, when two single adults were seen at different points, 

One of the birds was performing the usual mating flight. A few days 

later small flocks began to drop in at intervals, continuing until 

August 27, when the last was seen. 

Ereunetes pusillus (Linnaeus). Semipalmated Sandpiper 

A single bird, a south-bound migrant, was collected at Atlin, 

July 17. This specimen (no. 44649) is an adult female, in which the 

annual molt has just begun. Two were seen at close range on the shore 

of Morley Bay, Lake Teslin, September 12. 

Totanus flavipes (Gmelin). Yellow-legs 

Present in some numbers at Carcross, May 22, and evidently then 

preparing to nest. The birds were in pairs and noisy and solicitous at 

any invasion of their territory. Some were going through the nuptial 

flight and ‘‘song,’’ some perched on tree-tops scolded the intruder. 

About Atlin there were yellow-legs in nearly every lowland swamp. 

While the breeding birds were thus distributed in pairs over the 

country, there were also wandering flocks that appeared at intervals 

during June and July. These were evidently composed of non-breeding 

individuals. 

We found no nest, but Brooks collected a newly hatched chick on 

June 17. The downy young had the faculty of remaining invisible, 

or nearly so, but when almost full grown they became conspicuous 

about the edges of the ponds, and were then indifferent to approach. 

By July 20 the yellow-legs had nearly all left for the south; the last 

birds were seen August 13 and 14. 

Three specimens were collected by me, young nearly or quite full 

grown (nos. 44650-44652). 

Tringa solitaria Wilson. Solitary Sandpiper 

First seen at Carcross, May 25. Early in June the species was 

encountered not uncommonly about Atlin, and the birds seen had all 

the appearance of being upon their nesting grounds. Individuals were 

going through their courting flight and song overhead, and some were 
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settled at certain spots where they resented intrusion. Whatever 
the reason, these birds all disappeared before the end of J une, and we 
had no evidence that any broods were hatched in that vicinity. The 
first fall migrant appeared on upper Otter Creek, July 27, and during 
the next ten days they were of daily occurrence. Last seen August 6. 

Two specimens were collected (nos. 44653-44654), an adult male at 
Carcross, May 25, and an immature male on Otter Creek, July 27. 
From outward appearances these birds might be referred to two 
different subspecies, the first to the eastern form, Tringa solitaria 
solitaria, the other to the western, 7. s. cinnamomea, but I am not 
satisfied that this division is justified. These two subspecies, at best, 

are but poorly defined. The latest monographer of the group 

(Ridgway, 1919, pp. 353, 358, 363) gives the distinguishing characters 

of the two as follows: Tringa s. solitaria. Size smaller. ‘‘Summer 

adults with upper parts much more distinctly spotted with white; 

young with spotting on upper parts white or grayish white; white 

bars on tail averaging wider; the middle pair of rectrices never 

wholly grayish brown.”’ 

T. s. cinnamomea. Size larger. ‘‘Summer adults with upper parts 

much less distinctly spotted with white; young with spotting of upper 

parts brownish buffy or cinnamomeus; white bars on tail averaging 

narrower, the middle pair of rectrices often (usually?) wholly deep 

grayish brown.”’ 

An additional character cited by Brewster (1890, p. 377) in his 

description of Totanus solitarius cinnamomeus, but not used by 

Ridgway, is the presence in cinnamomeus of more or less ‘‘freckling’’ 

at the inner base of the outermost primary. 

Examination in the present connection of some forty-odd specimens 

of eastern and western birds revealed no more satisfactory mode of 

dividing them than by regard to the points of capture. Some eastern 

specimens (from Indiana and Pennsylvania) are smaller than any 

western birds, but others are well within the size limits of connamomea. 

Also, some western birds, taken in the fall and presumably immature, 

are more cinnamomeous in color of upper parts. As regards distinct- 

ness of spotting above, and character of tail markings, I found it 

impossible to make division by these features. Most (but not all) 

western birds show more or less of the ‘‘freckling’’ at the base of the 

primary, and it is not present in any eastern specimens at hand. 

The several characters indicated are independently variable, so that 

a given specimen may, on the basis of one certain feature, seem 
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referable to the eastern subspecies, and to the western on just as strong 

resemblances in other respects. The fact that so little is known of the 

breeding ranges of the two forms is an added reason for conservative 

systematic treatment of non-breeding birds. 

Heteroscelus incanus (Gmelin). Wandering Tattler 

An adult male, a single bird (no. 44655), was shot by Brooks at 

Carcross, the evening of May 25. It was presumably en route to its 

breeding grounds farther inland. 

Actitis macularia (Linnaeus). Spotted Sandpiper 

Seen at Carcross, May 22. Abundant in the Atlin region. Breed- 

ing along the lake shore and along stream beds; inevitably encountered 

wherever conditions are favorable. During the second week in June 

unfinished nests and incomplete sets were found; by the third week 

in July young birds had appeared; by the middle of August the young 

were full grown and in the first fall plumage. The last spotted 

sandpiper was seen at Surprise Lake, September 15. 

Numenius hudsonicus Latham. Hudsonian Curlew 

One was shot near Atlin by one of the residents of the town, about 

the middle of May, shortly before our arrival. I saw the mounted bird. 

This is of interest as an inland occurrence of an usually maritime 

species ; I know of no other occurrence in British Columbia away from 

salt water. ; 

Oxyechus vociferus (Linnaeus). Killdeer 

At Atlin, May 28, a pair of killdeers were found established in a 

marsh immediately behind the town. They were seen there several 

times, but apparently left without successfully nesting. On July 7 

a single bird was seen on the shore of Lake Como, and on July 10 one 

was flushed from a marshy spot in dense woods near that lake. These 

occurrences constitute probably the northernmost records of this 

species so near the coast, though inland it has been found somewhat 

farther north, to Great Slave Lake. 

Charadrius semipalmatus Bonaparte. Semipalmated Plover 

Present at Carcross, May 22, and at that time in pairs and evidently 

ready to nest. Fairly common in the Atlin region; that is, a pair or 
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two could be found wherever conditions were favorable, a gravelly or 
sandy shore being the main requisite. The birds were noisy and 
solicitous on the breeding grounds. The sitting bird left the nest at 
the first appearance of an intruder in the distance, and male and 
female together hovered about, calling overhead or fluttering painfully 
over the ground with wings and tail outspread and dragging. 

A nest was found June 10, containing four eggs, heavily incubated. 
This was in a gravelly area of wide expanse where Pine Creek empties 
into Atlin Lake, a locality that held at least three pairs of the plovers. 
The nest was in hard gravel, a depression about one inch deep and 
with vertical, sharply defined walls, the hole partly filled with 
small chips of wood and a few coarse straws. The eggs were placed 
perpendicularly, points down. 

On June 20 the first young were seen, just hatched. The last semi- 
palmated plover, a single bird, was seen at Como Lake, August 21. 

Two specimens were collected (nos. 44656-44657), both newly hatched 

young, one taken June 20, the other, July 21. 

Aphriza virgata (Gmelin). Surf-bird 

A single bird was shot by Brooks at Carcross, on the morning of 

May 27. It was taken at the same spot as the wandering tattler of 

two days before. 

Dendragapus obscurus flemingi Taverner. Fleming Grouse 

Nine specimens were collected by me (nos. 44658-44665, and one, 

unnumbered, presented to Allan Brooks). The series includes one 

small chick changing from natal down to juvenal plumage; one young 

male nearly through the post-juvenal molt; two old cocks, two years 

old or more; two males of the previous summer; two females in fully 

acquired first winter plumage; one adult female just through the 

annual molt. Brooks collected additional specimens, old and young, 

all of which I examined, and there are at hand, from previous expedi- 

tions in northern British Columbia, five adult females and three birds 

in juvenal plumage throughout. During the late fall following my 

departure from Atlin, Mr. A. B. Taylor, of that place, secured for me 

twelve additional specimens (nos. 46091-46102), six males and six 

females, some fully adult and some birds of the year. These constitute 

an invaluable series, as all are in freshly acquired fall plumage. 
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All this material affords an opportunity both for determining the 

characters of the subspecies flemingi and for following some of the 

complicated plumage changes that are undergone by grouse of this 

genus. 
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Fig. A. Map showing distribution of grouse of the genus Dendragapus: 
1, D. fuliginosus sitkensis; 2, D. f. fuliginosus ; 3, D. f. sierrae; 4, D. f. howardi; 
5. D. obscurus flemingi; 6, D. o. richardsonii; 7, D. o. obscurus. 

The type locality of flemingi is given by Taverner (1914, p. 386) 
as ‘‘near Teslin Lake.’’ The country about Teslin Lake is mostly low- 
land, with not much mountainous territory suitable to this species. 
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I learned that the man who collected the type series of flemingi (a 

trapper, who sold specimens to the Canadian Geological Survey) had 

had his headquarters at Nisuttlin Bay, on the east side of the lake, 

and, from what I was told, in all probability his birds were shot on a 

low mountain that rises some four or five miles north of that point. 

Fleming? is unquestionably closely related to richardsonti and much 

farther removed, genetically, from the coastal forms of Dendragapus 

whose ranges it approaches so nearly on the westward. In the descrip- 

Fig. B. Tails of Dendragapus obscurus flemingi, showing variation due to 

sex and age; about %4 natural size. a, adult male, in second year or older 

(M. V. Z. no. 46091) ; b, immature male, during first year (M. V. Z. no. 46092) ; 

c, adult female (M. V. Z. no. 42001); d, immature female (M. V. Z. no. 46093). 

tion of flemingi, Taverner (loc. cit.) properly makes most of his com- 

parisons with richardsonti, as its closest relative, but he lays undue 

stress upon certain features that are of no systematic import. In the 

description of the tail he says: ‘‘Tail feathers not having the same 

chopped off appearance. Middle and several lateral feathers slightly 

to markedly double-rounded at end.”’ This is a matter of age (see 

figs. B and C); the shape of the tail is the same in both subspecies. 
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The distinguishing feature between the two is color. The adult 

male of richardsonii is grayish in general appearance with some light 

brown mottling on back and sides. In flemingi the brown markings 

are much reduced and of a darker shade; in general appearance the 

fully adult male bird is almost black. In the adult female and in 

immatures (natal down and juvenal plumage of richardsonii not 

seen), corresponding differences exist. In most. cases the distince- 

tions between the two subspecies are evident upon the most cursory 

examination, and with the exception of one specimen they are uni- 

formly maintained throughout the series at hand. The exception is 

an immature female of fleming? (no. 44665, head of Surprise Lake, 

Atlin region, September 14, 1924), which is much paler than others 

from the same general region, and hardly to be distinguished from a 

selected specimen of richardson from southern British Columbia. 

This bird may be taken to exemplify intergradation by individual 

variation between the two subspecies. 

The sequence of plumage-changes with age in the grouse of the 

genus Dendragapus is sufficiently complicated to be difficult to follow, 

and extensive series of specimens are needed to trace the different 

stages. An understanding of the development of the individual bird 

is, however, absolutely necessary in order to avoid mistakes in making 

comparisons between the several forms included in this group. 

Taking the subspecies flemingi as a basis, the following stages may 

be described as indicating the course of development followed in these 

grouse. Dates given apply to conditions in northern British Columbia. 

Natal down: Sexes alike. There is no specimen of flemingi at hand 

entirely in the down, but comparing small young, still down-clothed 

on head and breast, with specimens of sitkensis and fuliginosus at the 

same stage, young flemingi is seen to be much less yellow, more gray, 

than are the young of those forms. 

Juvenal: Again much more gray than in sitkensis and fuliginosus. 

Rectrices and remiges begin to appear a few days after hatching, and 

the young birds are able to fly long before the natal down is all lost. 

The head and neck are the last parts to be clothed in feathers, as shown 

in a specimen collected July 8. There is continuous replacement of 

plumage on the wings from the time the bird is hatched until it has 

finally completed the post-juvenal molt and is practically full grown. 

As shown by specimens of young fleming? and of other subspecies also, 

there are two complete sets of primaries, secondaries, tertials, and 

greater coverts, at least, acquired during the juvenal stage. The 
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newly hatched bird grows a set of small-sized wing feathers to accord 
with the tiny wing, and these are molted and replaced with others of 
the same juvenal type but of larger size. This can be demonstrated 
by measurement of corresponding feathers upon the wings of young 
birds of different ages. 

b 

Fig. C. Tails of Dendragapus obscurus richardsonii, showing variation due to 
age; 4% natural size. a, immature male, during first year (M.V.Z. no. 42642); 
b, adult male, in second year or older (M.V.Z. no. 533). 

First winter plumage (male): The sexes are unlike at this stage, 

nearly as much so as in the fully mature birds. The post-juvenal molt 

begins late in July or early in August, inaugurated by the shedding 
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of the juvenal rectrices (as pointed out by van Rossem, 1925, p. 417), 

and continues until nearly the middle of September. It may not con- 

tinue over this entire period in the case of any one bird, but the time 

indicated is when the young, as a group, are undergoing this molt. The 

molt of the tail begins with the outermost feathers and progresses 

toward the middle. As in the post-natal molt, the head and neck are 

almost the last parts affected. The very last feathers to be changed 

appear to be the tertials. Juvenal tertials may be found on birds 

otherwise entirely in first winter plumage, as in two females at hand, 

collected September 14 and 15, respectively. The male in first winter 

plumage is in general like the fully adult except in tail character. The 

young male (until the end of the second summer) has the tail rounded, 

with the individual feathers relatively narrow and rounded. Asarule 

it has the tail more distinctly gray-tipped than is the case in adults. 

Minor color characters that appear in the first winter plumage, as com- 

pared with the fully adult, are: much more white spotting on upper 

breast, sides, and flanks; on the wings, the primaries, secondaries, 

tertials, and coverts are all more extensively mottled with rusty. 

Adult plumage (male): The first post-nuptial molt begins about 

the middle of July of the second year and lasts until about the middle 

of September. The change in character of rectrices is the one con- 

spicuous feature of the mature plumage. I cannot find that there is 

any renewal of rectrices (except sporadically, presumably as the result 

of accidental feather loss) until this molt regularly begins. This, I 

believe, is the only point in which I disagree with van Rossem (1926, 

pp. 417-422) in the conclusions drawn by him regarding molt in this 

genus. The fully adult tail, now acquired, is square ended, the feathers 

broad and truncate. Minor color differences are a clearer gray colora- 

tion below and less white spotting on breast and sides, while the 

mottling on dorsal surface of wings and on interscapulars is less in 

extent, and gray instead of brown. 

In the female the differences between first winter and later 

plumages are not so apparent, but here, too, the greater breadth of the 

tail feathers is a feature of the mature bird. 

The several recognized forms of Dendragapus are currently 

regarded as being all subspecies of one species, Dendragapus obscurus, 

but it seems to me that there are, rather, two species involved in this 

assemblage. Under the species Dendragapus obscurus I would place 

(from north to south) the subspecies D. 0. flemingi, D. o. richardsonit, 

and D. o. obscurus. Under the species Dendragapus fuliginosus I 
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would place as subspecies, D. f. fuliginosus, D. f. sithensis, D. f. sterrae, 
and D. f. howardi. The differences between the obscurus and fuli- 
ginosus aggregations are trenchant ones and I have seen no doubt- 
ful specimens, no ‘‘intergrades,’’ from regions where the two come 
closest together. There are various statements in literature affirming 
the existence of intergradation between obscurus and fuliginosus, but 
these are all assertions of the most casual nature, with no detailed 
information accompanying them. 

b 
Fig. D. Tails of Dendragapus obscurus obscurus; Y% ‘natural size. a, immature 

female, during first year (M.V.Z. no. 32051); b, adult male, in second year or 
older (M.V.Z. no. 45556). 

In this connection it is pertinent to note conditions at Log Cabin, 

on the east slope of White Pass, about on the boundary between the 

ranges of fuliginosus and flemingi, where Brooks hoped to collect 

specimens of grouse that would have bearing on this problem. He, 

himself, found no Dendragapus there, and he was told by residents 

that none occurred in that stretch of country. 
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As between the two aggregations, obscurus and fuliginosus, besides 

color differences and besides the shape of the tail, so markedly con- 

trasted in the closely adjacent northern subspecies, account must be 

taken of the eall-notes of the male birds, which are so radically different 

as to indicate a wide divergence and one of long standing, a specific 

difference. The reverberant, wooden call of an old ‘‘hooter’’ (Den- 

dragapus fuliginosus) is the same from Alaska to southern California, 

a sound that carries a half-mile or more, and a very different call 

from the subdued tooting of the Richardson grouse and its allies. 

Complementary to this, the relative development of a part of the hoot- 

ing apparatus, the naked skin on the sides of the neck, is another dif- 

ference between the two forms (see Brooks, 1912, p. 252; 1926, p. 283). 

It looks as though in all the earlier studies of these grouse the 

presence of a terminal gray band on the tail alike of obscurws and of 

fuliginosus was allowed to outweigh all other features of resemblance 

or dissimilarity between the several forms. Aside from this, an adult 

male of obscurus is very closely similar to an adult male richardsoni. 

The tail of an adult male obscurus at hand, from Colorado, is nearly 

as square as in richardsonwi, not rounded as in fuliginosus. The 

rectrices of obscurus, however, are not markedly truncate. 

In years past richardsonit has sometimes been regarded as a species, 

distinct from the several other forms of ‘‘blue grouse,’’ all regarded 

as subspecies of D. obscurus, but study of a map outlining the distri- 

bution of the races will show how illogical such division would be 

(see fig. A). 

It is curious to what an extent certain of the characters of 

richardsonit parallel the distinguishing features of Canachites frank- 

lint. This grouse (which is currently regarded as a species, distinct 

from other forms of Canachites) has developed the same square-tipped 

tail with broad, truncate feathers, and, besides this striking resem- 

blance, the distribution of the Franklin grouse is almost the same 

as in the Richardson grouse; almost, but not exactly, for northward 

the range of Canachites franklinw extends well within the territory 

of Dendragapus o. fleming?. In the northern portion of its range, 

D. o. flemingi is accompanied by Canachites canadensis osgoodt. 

In differentiating the several subspecies of ‘‘blue grouse’’ (both 

species), shape and markings of the tail are useful characters, but to 

ascribe proper weight to these variations an understanding is necessary 

of the development of the individual bird, of the stages gone through 

to reach maturity, as previously indicated in this paper. In both sexes 
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of all the forms of Dendragapus there is more or less variation with 

age in the shape of the tail feathers, in the length of the tail, and in 

the shape of the tail as a whole. 

In the plumage as a whole there is marked seasonal variation, too, 

that must be taken into account. Birds in fresh fall plumage (both 

sexes and both the yearlings and fully mature) are of a clearer blue- 

gray, compared with late spring and summer specimens, in which this 

color has changed to a dingy brown. 

Fig. E. Tails of Dendragapus fuliginosus sitkensis, showing variation due to 
sex and age, about % natural size. a, adult male, in second year or older (M.V. 
Z. no. 133); b, immature male, during first year (M.V. Z. no. 136); c, adult female 
(M.V.Z. no. 134); d, immature female (M.V.Z. no. 135). 

Relative roundness of tail, besides being a marked age character in 

certain forms, is also a feature in geographical variation. The sub- 

species howardi was described as having the tail longer and more 

graduated than sterrae (Dickey and van Rossem, 1923, p. 168), and 

the comment is made that ‘‘throughout the range of Dendragapus 

obscurus in California there is a gradual geographic variation which 

particularly affects the length and graduation of the tail.’’ This same 

variation can be traced beyond California. From the northern limit 
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of the species Dendragapus fuliginosus in southeastern Alaska to its 

southern limit at Mt. Pinos, California, there is a steadily increasing 

degree of graduation in the tail. The same sort of geographical 

variation (that is, shape of tail) is seen to some extent in the richard- 

sonu group. Fleming and richardsonii are alike in possessing square- 

tipped tails, but the more southern form, obscurus, has the tail slightly 

rounded. 

Fig. F. Tails of Dendragapus fuliginosus sierrae and D. f. howardi; about 4 
natural size. a, D. f. sierrae, adult male (M.V.Z. no. 5082); b, D. f. sierrae, adult 
female (M.V.Z. no. 14069); ¢, D. f. howardi, adult male (coll. D. R. Dickey, 
no. K-240); d, D. f. howardi, adult female (coll. D. R. Dickey, no. J-881). 

In the more southern subspecies of the fuliginosus group the gray 

terminal tail band is notably broader than in the northern races. In 

the southern obscurus, again, this feature is prominently developed, in 

contrast to conditions in the more northern richardsonw and flemingi, 

where it is all but absent. 
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In the course of this study I had occasion to examine five adult 
Dendragapus (in the D. R. Dickey collection) from the coastal side of 
White Pass, above Skagway, Alaska, and, most unexpectedly, these 
birds proved not to be of the subspecies sitkensis. They are exactly 
similar to specimens of fuliginosus from Vancouver Island. Prior. to 
this I had seen but two specimens of Dendragapus from a mainland 
point in Alaska, a male and a female from Glacier Bay. The female 
was recognized as darker colored and less reddish than any island 

specimens of sitkensis, but it is in badly worn plumage, and this worn 

condition, it was assumed, might account in part for the difference. 

f Vu 
\F é J 

v4) / 

Fig. G. Tail of Dendragapus fuliginosus fuliginosus, showing variation due 
to age; immature male (M.V.Z. no. 15579); % natural size. Four centrai 
immature rectrices were lost by this bird in some way other than by the regular 
molt. The four longer rectrices that replaced them are of the adult type. The 
shorter lateral rectrices are of the immature type and have their full length. 
This bird, shot June 22, would not have molted for two months. 

In the light of the additional specimens from Skagway, however, a 

revision of this view is necessary. It looks as though the subspecies 

Dendragapus fuliginosus fuliginosus must occur northward continu- 

ously along the mainland coast of British Columbia and southeastern 

Alaska, leaving sitkensis restricted to an island habitat. 

In the Atlin region the ‘‘blue grouse”’ is resident and fairly com- 

mon at high altitudes. It is a favorite game bird of the region, both 

from its large size and from the excellent quality of its flesh. Its 

habitat is about timber line, where there is open country interspersed 

with clumps of balsam firs. The dense thickets of these stunted trees, 

with their gnarled and spreading branches, afford shelter from enemies 

and from inclement weather, and in the foliage food also is furnished 

when other sources fail. 
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Small chicks were seen on July 8. By the first of September young 

birds were nearly finished with the post-juvenal molt, and about two- 

thirds the size of adults by measurement, though of only one-half the 

weight. The broods are cared for solely by the hen. The old cock is 

usually solitary during the summer, though males of the previous 

year sometimes form small coveys, together with non-breeding females. 

Such gatherings were encountered on several occasions. The hen with 

a brood is sometimes tame to the verge of stupidity; I found several 

that were, literally, as indifferent to approach as any barn-yard 

fowl. I have, however, seen an occasional covey of young birds that 

was extremely hard to approach. The broods often feed over open 

meadows, where they are exposed to attack by hawks and other enemies, 

and there must be a heavy mortality from such causes. That this is so 

is borne out by the small size of most of the broods encountered, and 

by the number of hens seen with no broods at all. 

Following is a list of subspecies of the grouse of the genus 

Dendragapus, arranged according to their geographical position, from 

north to south. 

. Dendragapus obscurus flemingi Taverner. Fleming Dusky Grouse. 

. Dendragapus obscurus richardsonii (Douglas). Richardson Dusky Grouse. 

. Dendragapus obscurus obscurus (Say). Colorado Dusky Grouse. 

. Dendragapus fuliginosus fuliginosus (Ridgway). Oregon Sooty Grouse. 

. Dendragapus fuliginosus sitkensis Swarth. Sitka Sooty Grouse. 

. Dendragapus fuliginosus sierrae Chapman. Sierra Sooty Grouse. 

. Dendragapus fuliginosus howardi Dickey and van Rossem. Mount Pinos 
Sooty Grouse. 

Nant © DY 

Canachites canadensis osgoodi Bishop. Alaska Spruce Grouse 

Ordinarily this is a common species in the region, but in 1924, for 

some reason that was not obvious, spruce grouse had declined in num- 

bers to a point of actual scarcity. Single birds were flushed at long 

intervals, as were occasionally hens with their broods, consisting of 

one, two, or three chicks. No larger broods were seen. Early in 

September, traveling from Atlin to Lake Teslin and back, a week’s 

trip, I saw all told only ten or twelve spruce grouse. This was in 

country that was throughout suitable to the species, and where during 

other years it had been found in abundance. 

The spruce grouse is primarily a lowland species in the Atlin region. 

In the valleys it occupies the spruce woods almost entirely, being 
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rarely seen in the groves of poplar (the principal deciduous forest 
tree), and it follows the spruce up the mountain sides as far as that 

tree goes. We saw none in the balsam woods of slightly higher altitude, 

where the blue grouse (Dendragapus) is found. 

Twelve specimens of spruce grouse were collected (nos. 44666- 

44677): two adult males, one adult female, one downy chick, near 

Atlin, June and July; one adult male, Spruce Mountain, August. 8, 

nearly through the molt; one adult female and one immature male, 

Atlin, August 27, both finishing the molt; one male, Gladys Lake, 

September 9; one male and three females, Fat Creek, five miles west 

of Lake Teslin, September 13. 

These birds were all taken within fifty or sixty miles of Lake 

Marsh, the type locality of osgoodi, and may fairly be assumed to be 

typical of that subspecies. Through the courtesy of Dr. L. B. Bishop 

J have been able to examine three near-topotypes of osgoodi, females 

from Lakes Marsh and Lebarge, but these birds, taken in July, are in 

such worn plumage as to be of little value for color comparisons. Most 

of the specimens from southern Yukon and northern British Columbia 

are appreciably different from birds from the northern limits of the 

habitat of osgoodi, as currently defined. Northern Alaskan birds 

exhibit the extreme of grayness seen in the species Camachites 

canadensis. One female taken in June at Atlin is as gray as any of the 

more northern birds, but the rest of the series are less overcast with 

grayish dorsally, less heavily marked with white on the breast, and 

are generally more richly colored. For the present it seems best to 

continue to use the name osgoods for the race of spruce grouse occur- 

ring from northern Alaska south into northern British Columbia, but 

future collecting, especially of series from Alberta and Mackenzie, 

may show the desirability of a different arrangement. 

Bonasa umbellus umbelloides (Douglas). Gray Ruffed Grouse 

An uncommon species in the Atlin region, in our experience. An 

occasional cock bird was flushed in poplar thickets, and two broods of 

young were seen during the summer. Aside from the chicks, not more 

than eight or ten birds, all told, were seen. Two specimens were 

collected (nos. 44678-44679), adult males, taken September 19 and 21, 

respectively. 
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Lagopus lagopus albus (Gmelin). Southern Willow Ptarmigan 

Specimens of willow ptarmigan collected by myself in the Atlin 

region include three adult males and one adult female in summer 

plumage, two in natal down, two in juvenal plumage, twelve adult 

males and five adult females in ‘‘winter plumage, preliminary’’ or 

partly in that plumage, five immature males and two immature females, 

mostly in first ‘‘winter plumage, preliminary,’’ a total of thirty-two 

skins (nos. 44680-44711). Additional specimens collected by Brooks 

near Atlin and near Log Cabin were also at my disposal. 

In previous papers I have used the name alexandrae for the willow 

ptarmigan of British Columbia, but this additional mainland material, 

together with a large series of alexandrae from the Alexander Archi- 

pelago, southeastern Alaska (in the collection of George Willett), now 

available, demonstrates differences that exist between the two. 

Riley (1911, p. 233) divided the willow ptarmigan of the North 

American mainland into two subspecies, Lagopus lagopus ungavus 

from the region east of Hudson Bay, and JZ. l. albus from the region 

to the westward. Ungavus he describes as having a heavier bill than 

albus. The range of albus is given as ‘‘from the west side of Hudson 

Bay, west through northern Alaska to eastern Siberia.”’ 

Clark (1910, p. 52), on the other hand, had previously said of the 

mainland birds (to which he gives the name Lagopus lagopus albus) 

that ‘‘all those from Labrador and central arctic America, with others 

from Point Barrow, Kotzebue Sound, Cape Lisbourne, Kowak River, 

Yukon River, and near St. Michaels, belong to a well-differentiated 

race, with the beak very large, high, and stout, the culmen strongly 

arched, and usually with a prominent ridge from the inferior corner 

of the maxilla to in front of the nostril. They are identical among 

themselves, it being impossible to tell from the examination of any one 

specimen whether it was taken in Alaska or in Labrador.”’ 

Thayer and Bangs (1914, p. 4) described Lagopus lagopus korent 

from eastern Siberia, as differing from the willow ptarmigan of north- 

ern Alaska in its still heavier bill. 

Differences which I had previously noted between British Columbia 

ptarmigan and those from northern Alaska were not to be reconciled 

by either Clark’s or Riley’s treatments of the races, and compelled 

further comparisons. Through the courtesy of Dr. Alexander Wetmore, 

Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, I was enabled to 

borrow from the United States National Museum three specimens of 
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willow ptarmigan (Lagopus lagopus albus) from the west coast of 
Hudson Bay, and ten (L. l. ungavus) from Fort Chimo, Ungava. 
Comparison of these birds with the series in this museum convinced 
me of the existence of the following recognizable subspecies of the 
willow ptarmigan on the North American mainland: (1) Lagopus 
lagopus ungavus from the region east of Hudson Bay, as defined by 
Riley (loc. cit.) ; (2) Lagopus lagopus albus from the west shore of 
Hudson Bay westward to the coast ranges of northern British 

Columbia, and for an undetermined distance northward; (3) an 

undescribed subspecies from the Alaskan mainland and extending for 

an undetermined distance eastward in the extreme north. 

To clear the ground for further discussion the Alaskan bird may 

now be described, as follows: 

Lagopus lagopus alascensis, new subspecies 

Alaska Willow Ptarmigan 

Type.—Male; no. 32125, Mus. Vert. Zool.; Kowak River Delta, Alaska; 

June 20, 1899; collected by J. Grinnell; original no. 4031. 

Distinguishing characters.—Slightly larger than albus. <A large-billed race; 

bill slightly smaller than in ungavus, much larger than in albus (see fig. H). 
In summer plumage, generally more reddish-colored than either ungavus or 

albus, a difference that is most conspicuous in females in the barred breeding 

plumage. 

Range.—The Alaskan mainland except on the southeastern coast, northern 

Yukon Territory (specimens from vicinity of Forty-mile), and eastward for an 

undetermined distance. 

Two males and one female ptarmigan at hand from the west side 

of Hudson Bay, one from Fort Churchill, July 24, and two from a 

point 75 miles north of York Factory, July 19, may be assumed to 

represent Lagopus 1. albus (Tetrao albus Gmelin, 1788, p. 750, 

described from Hudson Bay). In bill structure they are like the 

British Columbia birds. In color the two males are like the British 

Columbia birds, but the Hudson Bay female is more reddish as com- 

pared with the gray-colored females of the latter series. Despite this 

difference in the females it seems best for the present to regard all as 

of the same subspecies, a small-billed southern race of the willow 

ptarmigan extending from Hudson Bay westward to the coast ranges of 

southeastern Alaska and northern British Columbia. 
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Alexandrae and albus are alike in possessing a small, slender bill, 

as contrasted with the heavy, more stubby bill of alascensis, and in 

color and markings they are closely similar in some plumages. Adult 

males in breeding plumage are essentially alike. The adult female of 

albus in breeding plumage (this and further allusions to albus refer 

to the British Columbia series) differs from the female alascensis in 

that stage, being much darker and less ruddy. The breeding female 

of alexandrae (one specimen from Porcher Island, British Columbia) 

is also a dark-colored bird but with a maximum of brown coloration in 

the plumage. The dark-colored female of albus has extensive blackish 

areas on the feathers, which are edged with dull brown or with grayish. 

In the dark-colored female of alexandrae there is an extension of rich 

brown markings on all parts of the bird. 

Differences between albus and alexandrae are readily apparent in 

the ‘‘winter plumage, preliminary,’’ that is, in the brown, late summer 

garb (the plumage stage inserted between breeding plumage or juvenal 

plumage, and the white winter plumage) in which both sexes and old 

and young become essentially alike—or would do so if this plumage 

were ever acquired in its entirety. 

Alexandrae in this plumage is well represented in a series of 

specimens at hand collected by George Willett, mostly from Prince of 

Wales and Dall islands. In an adult male (Willett coll., Dall Id., 

September 3, 1919), head, neck, and body (except for a limited white 

area on the abdomen) are almost solidly dark brown, ranging from 

“prick red’’ to ‘‘Hessian brown’’ (Ridgway, 1912), with hardly a 

trace of vermiculation or mottling on the breast, and relatively little 

on the upper parts. In color tone and in markings on individual 

feathers there is extraordinarily close resemblance to winter specimens 

of the Scotch red grouse (Lagopus scoticus). 

In albus in the same plumage, the browns are paler, there is much 

black or dusky barring and vermiculation, and dorsally the feathers 

are extensively black centered, and are gray tipped to such a degree 

as to affect the color tone of the whole upper surface. In alascensis 

the browns are still paler, and the black centers and gray tips of the 

dorsal feathers are almost or entirely lacking. 

Conditions in these western races of willow ptarmigan parallel to 

some extent those found in the rock ptarmigan. In each species the 

northern Alaskan subspecies is an extremely ruddy-colored bird com- 

pared with the others, and in each the British Columbia subspecies 

seems to reach an extreme of grayness. In each species, too, the 
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Labrador birds are much more grayish than are those from Alaska. 
Thus the Labrador willow ptarmigan (ungavus) and the British 
Columbia bird (albus) are much alike as regards color but differ in 
size of bill. The Labrador bird and the northern Alaskan bird 
(alascensis) are both large-billed forms, but differ in coloration. 

As regards the ranges of the several North American subspecies of 
Lagopus lagopus, it is not feasible at this time to indicate them with 
exactness. Series of birds from the Kowak River, Alaska, and from 

points on the Yukon as far upstream as Forty-mile, Yukon Territory, 

Fig. H. Bills of willow ptarmigan; adult males. u, Lagopus lagopus ungavus, 
coll. United States National Museum, no. 101037, Fort Chimo, Ungava; 3, L. l. 
alascensis, M.V.Z. no. 32125, Kowak River delta, Alaska; c, L. 1. albus, M.V.Z. 
no. 44681, Atlin, British Columbia; d, L. 1. albus, United States Biological 
Survey, no. 167057, 75 miles north of York Factory, Hudson Bay; e, L. l. 
alecandrae, M.V.Z. no. 319, Baranof Island, Alaska. 

belong to alascensis. A winter bird from a point 250 miles north of 

Edmonton, Alberta, is of the small-billed form, albus. Specimens 

collected by Brooks near Log Cabin, on the east side of White Pass, 

are albus. 

Lagopus 1. alexandrae is probably confined mostly to an ‘island 

habitat, with perhaps a narrow strip of the adjacent mainland included, 

from Glacier Bay south to central British Columbia, at least as far as 

Campania Island. The series of alexandrae at. hand shows some varia- 

tion that may be correlated with distribution. Willett’s specimens are 

all from Dall, Prince of Wales, and San Juan islands, in the southern 

portion of the habitat of the subspecies, and some of these, together 
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with a pair of breeding birds from Porcher Island (coll. Allan Brooks), 

still farther south, are distinctly darker colored than skins from the 

more northern Chichagof and Baranof islands and Glacier Bay. There 

are, however, some southern skins that are indistinguishable from 

northern ones. 

On May 21 we traveled from Skagway to Careross on the White 

Pass Railroad. Soon after passing the summit we began to see ptar- 

migan, and for an hour or more they were frequently in sight from 

the train, sometimes but a few yards from the track. The ground was 

still largely snow covered, though the snow was melting, and small 

ponds were partly free of ice. The male ptarmigan seen were with 

brown head and neck, the body plumage all white, and they were con- 

spicuous objects. Courting was in progress and the cock birds, stand- 

ing erect on projecting boulders or strutting with spread tail and 

lowered wings over some limited stretch of open ground, caught the 

eye from a long distance. A soaring Buteo flying alongside the train 

started birds in flight from several points. 

On June 30 we found willow ptarmigan in fair abundance at the 

head of Cafion Creek (about 3000 feet altitude), near Atlin. They 

were in pairs, spaced at intervals through the low willow brush, and, 

from the broods seen, eggs must have hatched during several days 

immediately preceding. One nest was found, containing six eggs 

nearly ready to hatch. It was on a bare dry hillside, placed between 

two fallen saplings, just at the edge of some burnt spruce woods. Fire 

had passed through here years before, killing the timber, though most 

of the dead trees remained standing, and the ground beneath was 

barren of any vegetation. he nest itself was a shallow depression, 

scantily lined with a few bits of dry grass and weedstalks. The hen 

was sitting on the eggs and the cock bird was on guard nearby. 

In this case, as in others, the devotion of the male willow ptarmigan 

was most apparent, and in striking contrast to the irresponsibility of 

the males of the other species of grouse of the region. Broods of 

young willow ptarmigan were invariably attended by both parent 

birds. It seemed evident that the large winter flocks of ptarmigan 

were formed by the junction of many families which had remained 

together, male, female, and young, since the eggs were hatched. It 

was very rarely that a solitary willow ptarmigan was flushed. 

At the head of Otter Creek, July 26 to August 9, willow ptarmigan, 

though not abundant, were frequently encountered. Young birds 

were then about half grown, and in juvenal plumage throughout. The 
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willow ptarmigan frequented the floor of this valley and the lower 
slopes of the surrounding mountains. Their preferred habitat was 
a tangle of low willow and birch brush, with grassy open patches at 
intervals. None was seen on the higher ridges or the slopes higher 
than about 4000 feet; there this species was replaced by the rock and 
the white-tailed ptarmigans, 

On September 1, a trip was made to ‘‘Blue Cafion,’’ a local name 
for a section of upper Spruce Creek some twelve to fifteen miles south- 

east of Atlin. Willow ptarmigan were then beginning to gather in 

large flocks. In the valley bottom relatively few birds were seen, 

though some were scattered all through this section, too; the center 

of abundance was on the lower slopes of the mountains, at from 3500 

to 4000 feet. This was above the more extensive tangles of willow and 

trailing birch, and was a much more open sort of country. Thickets of 

dwarfed balsam, and some of willow and birch, were interspersed with 

open stretches, grass-covered or carpeted with Empetrum and other 

low-growing shrubs. 

Willow ptarmigan, in flocks of from ten or twelve (single families, 

presumably) up to sixty or seventy, were within sight or hearing prac- 

tically all of the time that we remained at that level. The larger 

flocks were, I was told, the first indication of much greater gatherings 

that were assembled during the winter months. On this date (Sep- 

tember 1) specimens were taken of adults and young of both sexes. 

Adult males taken in midsummer (June 30) in the breeding 

plumage retained a great deal of white on the belly, and these old 

white feathers apparently remain until replaced by white feathers at 

the end of August. Adult males taken September 1 are mostly white 

on the lower breast and abdomen. Adult females are mostly in the 

reddish ‘‘winter plumage, preliminary,’’ to use the descriptive phrase 

originating with Dwight (1900), though always with many barred 

feathers of the breeding plumage persisting on breast and flanks, 

and some blackish feathers of the same plumage on the back. Over 

the whole belly the molt in every specimen examined was direct 

from the barred breeding plumage to white winter garb. There is an 

adult female of alexandrae at hand (Willett coll., Prince of Wales 

Island, Alaska, September 23, 1919) in the reddish post-breeding 

plumage, with but a few scattered barred feathers left. I have seen 

none from the interior that has assumed this plumage so nearly in its 

entirety. In the Atlin. region it is evident that the white winter 

plumage begins to come in before the reddish ‘‘winter plumage, 

preliminary’’ is more than half acquired. 
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In young birds, too, the first ‘‘winter plumage, preliminary’’ is 

only partly acquired. Over the whole of the lower parts below the 

upper breast the molt is direct from the juvenal to the white winter 

plumage. On the head, neck, and dorsum, the ‘‘first winter, pre- 

liminary’’ is partly acquired, but white feathers appear on the chin 

and throat long before the juvenal plumage is lost on back and flanks. 

Young birds of alexandrae at hand (Willett coll.), taken in October, 

are in ‘‘first winter, preliminary,’’ almost complete. There are but a 

few juvenal feathers left to distinguish young from old. In every case, 

though, young birds and adults may be distinguished by the differently 

shaped tertials, which linger longer than almost any other feathers of 

the brown-colored plumages. 

On September 1, adults from the Atlin region had almost all 

acquired new flight feathers and rectrices. In the young, the juvenal 

rectrices are lost at a very early age, before the bird is half grown, 

being almost the first of that plumage to go. On September 1 nearly 

all young birds seen had completely acquired the black rectrices of 

the first winter plumage, slightly narrower than in adults but not 

otherwise different. 

To summarize these details of plumage, they all go to show the 

incomplete nature of the ‘‘winter plumage, preliminary,’’ inserted 

between the breeding plumage and the white winter plumage in adults, 

between the juvenal plumage and white winter plumage in young 

birds. Judging from material at hand it is less perfectly acquired at 

the northern limit of the range of the willow ptarmigan, and more 

perfectly acquired toward the southern limit, where longer summers 

give more time before the white winter plumage is essential. On the 

islands of southeastern Alaska, the habitat of Lagopus 1. alexandrae, a 

region of relatively mild winters, the ‘‘winter plumage, preliminary’”’ 

is acquired more nearly to perfection than perhaps anywhere else in 

the general range of the species, As a result of the perfect acquisition 

of this plumage in this particular dark-colored race, we see fall birds 

that closely resemble the Scotch red grouse (as described above), which 

bird, of course, is a southern species of Lagopus which does not acquire 

a white winter plumage at all. 

In this account of the plumage variations of the several subspecies 

of the willow ptarmigan here under consideration I have used through- 

out the terminology employed by Dwight (1900, p. 147) in his exposi- 

tion of the seasonal and other changes undergone by these birds. My 

own observations (made much easier through a previous reading of 
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Dwight’s paper) accord with his statements, I believe, in every par- 

ticular. Details here given are amplified in the belief that such studies 

from all parts of the range of the willow ptarmigan are necessary to a 

thorough understanding of geographical variation in this species. 

LIST OF THE NORTH AMERICAN SUBSPECIES OF THE WILLOW 

PTARMIGAN (LAGOPUS LAGOPUS) 

Lagopus lagopus alleni Stejneger. Allen Willow Ptarmigan. 

Lagopus lagopus ungavus Riley. Ungava Willow Ptarmigan. 

. Lagopus lagopus albus (Gmelin). Southern Willow Ptarmigan. 

. Lagopus lagopus alascensis Swarth. Alaska Willow Ptarmigan. 

. Lagopus lagopus alexandrae Grinnell. Alexander Willow Ptarmigan. 

Lagopus rupestris rupestris (Gmelin). Gray Rock Ptarmigan 

Thirteen specimens of rock ptarmigan (nos. 44712-44724) were 

collected by myself in the Atlin region, including seven adult males, 

two adult females, and four young birds. Brooks’ Atlin series com- 

prised about as many, similarly apportioned, and he later (September 

11) collected at White Pass summit four additional specimens, two 

adult females and male and female immature. 

The ptarmigans form a group of birds that offers many difficulties 

to the systematist. The rapid and continuous changes of plumage 

undergone by any one bird during the summer months, together with a 

rather wide range of individual variation among specimens from any 

given locality, are puzzling features in themselves, still further compli- 

cated by other differences due to sex and age. Then, ptarmigan, and 

the rock ptarmigan in particular, are not well represented in collec- 

tions, inhabiting, as they do, relatively remote and inaccessible regions. 

So, more often than not, when specimens are brought together from 

different sections they prove to be not comparable, and deductions 

* then can only be made by inference. 

In a previous publication (Swarth, 1924, p. 333) I have commented 

upon the appearance of a female rock ptarmigan from Nine-mile 

Mountain, near Hazelton, British Columbia, a bird that differed appre- 

ciably from the few Alaskan specimens available to me at that time. 

The series we collected near Atlin, evidently in the same category as 

the Nine-mile Mountain bird, seemed again so different from Alaskan 

specimens as to justify more extensive comparisons. 
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Through the courtesy of several museums and private collectors 
(to whom acknowledgment is made elsewhere in this paper) a series of 
168 rock ptarmigan in summer plumage was brought together, repre- 
senting many parts of the mainland of North America and some Arctic 
islands also. A few of these localities are represented by extensive 
series of summer birds, and some such points fortunately prove to 

be rightly placed to illustrate certain important features of geo- 

graphical variation in the northwest. This study has not included the 
ptarmigans of the Aleutian Islands, Greenland, Newfoundland, and 
Anticosti. 

In the portion of North America indicated, excluding the islands 

mentioned, the rock ptarmigan has differentiated into three easily 

recognizable branches. First, there is a gray-colored bird that extends 

from Labrador westward: to the coast ranges of northern British 

Columbia. In the east it apparently extends northward into the 

Arctic regions; it also occurs on islands north of Mackenzie, but else- 

where in the west it is restricted to the southern part of the region 

covered by the species Lagopus rupestris. Second, there is a ruddy- 

colored form that occupies almost the entire mainland of Alaska and 

extends eastward along the Arctic coast about to the one hundredth 

meridian. Third, there is a dark colored form with a rather limited 

range in the coastal region of southeastern Alaska (see fig. I). 

The first-mentioned race, the gray-colored bird, may probably be 

assumed to represent Lagopus rupestris rupestris (Gmelin), described 

from ‘‘Hudson Bay.’’ It was the gray coloration of British Columbian 

birds, as compared with the ruddy Alaskan specimens, that first 

attracted my attention, and it seems evident that this gray race extends 

practically across the continent. There are two males and one female 

at hand from McLellan Strait, Labrador, and one female from the 

mouth of the Nastapoka River (east coast of Hudson Bay), Ungava. 

The two male birds can be matched exactly in the series of Atlin 

specimens. T'he female from McLellan Strait is even more gray than 

any of the British Columbia birds; the one from the Nastapoka River 

is indistinguishable from Atlin skins. 

A half-grown juvenal from Ponds Inlet, Baffin Land, is a trifle 

more gray than comparable Atlin specimens, but very slightly so. The 

variation is no more than occurs within series from any one place. 

The locality of capture of this specimen might be considered as within 

the range of Lagopus r. reinhardi (see A. O. U. Committee, 1910, 

p. 141), but in appearance it certainly agrees with rupestris, as repre- 
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sented from other regions. There are few specimens available from 

intermediate points between the extremes of Labrador and British 

Columbia, but two females from Clinton-Golden Lake and Cap 

Mountain, Mackenzie, respectively, are unmistakably of the gray 

rupestris mode of coloration. Specimens from the Arctic islands north 

of Mackenzie are also to be referred to rupestris. 

In my published comments upon the female rock ptarmigan from 

Nine-mile Mountain, British Columbia (Swarth, 1924, p. 333, fig. A), 

I described in detail the striking white tail markings seen in some 

birds from that region. This proves not to be a character of any 

systematic value. At the time we were shooting rock ptarmigan in the 

Atlin region they were molting their tail feathers, and many birds 

were flushed which, if they possessed this character, would not have 

shown it in their then condition. Several were shot with tail fully 

grown and with rectrices black throughout (save for the usual 

restricted white markings at base and tip), and several that exhibited 

white markings of irregular extent on some of the tail feathers. I 

found some molted rectrices where they had been dropped on the 

hillsides that were marked as in the Nine-mile Mountain bird. Among 

all the specimens assembled in the present study, just one bird, an 

adult female of dixond from the White Pass, Alaska (D. R. Dickey 

coll., no. 13462), has this feature developed as in the specimen I 

figured. Judging from the material at hand, it would seem that this 

character occurs irregularly in the female bird in the extreme south- 

western part of the range of the rock ptarmigan; irregularly in that 

it may or may not exist in individuals from any one place, in that it 

may occur on some tail feathers and not on others, and in that it may 

cover a greater or lesser area on corresponding feathers on different 

birds. Curiously, there is an adult female at hand, taken near Bennett, 

on the east side of the White Pass, September 11, 1924 (coll. of Allan 

Brooks), mostly in the white, winter plumage, in which the central 

(usually white) tail feathers are basally black, a condition I do not 

find in any other specimen. , : 

The small size of bill in the Nine-mile Mountain bird was another 

feature that was commented upon in my previous paper. The larger 

series now available shows that while in the more southern birds the 

bill is frequently smaller than in any of the northern specimens, it is 

not a character to be relied upon. It can be described as a tendency 

of the southern birds. 
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Next to be considered is the Alaska race. The notable feature of 

this bird is its bright ruddy tone of coloration, a character that is 

evident in both sexes and in all stages of the summer plumages. As 

compared with rupestris, the general tone of color throughout is 

brighter and more reddish, and there is notable restriction of the dark 

areas on individual feathers. 

The extreme manifestation of this race is reached on the north- 

western and northern coast of Alaska, it occupies practically the whole 

of the Alaskan mainland, and it extends eastward of Alaska along the 

Arctic coast for some distance. In the latter region the duller color 

of specimens from Baillie Island, Coronation Gulf, and Bathurst Inlet, 

is to be interpreted, to my mind, as indicative of intergradation with 

rupestris. 

Southeastward there is intergradation again with rupestris as 

occurring in British Columbia, about at the Alaska-Yukon boundary 

line. A series of seventeen skins from the vicinity of Eagle (U.S. Biol. 

Surv. coll.), in the upper Yukon region, demonstrates such inter- 

gradation satisfactorily. Certain selected skins from this series and 

from the British Columbia aggregation are hardly to be distinguished, 

and none of the Eagle specimens shows the extreme of ruddiness that 

is seen in Alaskan birds from more northern points. The Eagle series 

as a whole, however, certainly belongs with the northern Alaska sub- 

species rather than with rupestris. On the southern coast there is 

apparent intergradation with dizoni, as shown by skins from Kodiak 

Island, Seward, and Prince William Sound. 

The matter of a name for the Alaskan bird requires careful con- 

sideration. The race assuredly,s distinct from rupestris of the Hudson 

Bay region, and as such is deserving of nomenclatural recognition. 

To have been able to fix a type locality somewhere in northern Alaska 

would have been desirable, for it is there that this form is developed 

in its extreme manifestation, but as it happens, the boundaries of the 

subspecies, as indicated by the specimens at hand, include a region 

from which a form of rock ptarmigan has already been named. I refer 

to Lagopus rupestris kelloggae Grinnell (1910, p. 383), type locality, 

Montague Island, Prince William Sound. It is true that in describing 

that subspecies Grinnell made detailed comparison with the same series 

of birds from Eagle to which I have already referred, and which I 

consider as belonging to the same race; and he based his belief in the 

distinctness of kelloggae partly upon the differences he could discern 

between birds from Prince William Sound and those from Eagle. 
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My own conviction of the desirability of including both series under 
the same name, rests upon the facts that birds from neither place are 
representative of the extreme manifestation of the Alaskan race; and 
that the differences between them are due to one series (from Eagle) 
illustrating intergradation toward rwpestris, the other (from Prince 
William Sound) illustrating to some slight degree intergradation 
toward dixon. 

The type specimen of kelloggae (Mus. Vert. Zool., no. 1169, adult 
male, Montague Island, Prince William Sound, July 7, 1908) can be 
matched almost exactly by a selected specimen from Demarcation 
Point, Arctic coast of Alaska (Mus. Comp. Zool., no. 68933, adult male, 
July 10, 1914). Of the several Prince William Sound specimens, as 

with one adult male from the nearby mainland point of Seward, it 

seems to me that in whatsoever features they differ slightly from the 

mode of birds from northern Alaska, they show some approach toward 

dixoni. 

For all these reasons I am regarding the name kelloggae as having 

been applied to a variant of the Alaskan mainland subspecies, and, 

with regard to the true features of this same subspecies, properly 

applicable to the whole aggregation. 

There are fewer specimens of dixoni available than of either of the 

other subspecies here under consideration, but nevertheless this rela- 

tively scanty material suffices to show that it is a well marked form, 

and to indicate the range of the subspecies with fair accuracy. 

Dixoni is a dark, slaty-colored race, with, in the male, the rufescent 

markings greatly reduced or altogether wanting. There are specimens 

at hand from Baranof and Chichagof islands, and from Port Snet- 

tisham and White Pass on the adjacent mainland. There is as yet no 

proof of the extension of the range of this form south of Christian 

Sound or north of White Pass. However, I have seen no rock ptar- 

migan from Yakutat Bay or from any other point on the long stretch 

of coast line between Lynn Canal and Prince William Sound, and 

dixomi may be found to extend for some distance in that direction. 

The one specimen from Port Snettisham is a young female (Mus. 

Vert. Zool., no. 9796, August 29,1909). Exactly comparable plumages 

are at hand from Atlin, from near Bennett, and from northern Alaska. 

From the Atlin birds it is widely different. The Atlin specimens are 

predominantly gray, the Port Snettisham specimen dark and rufescent. 

Two young birds from Bennett (coll. of Allan Brooks), though inter- 

mediate toward dizxoni, are still much nearer to rupestris of the Atlin 
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region. The Port Snettisham bird differs but slightly from skins from 

Seward Peninsula and rather more so from young birds from the 

Arctic coast of Alaska. It is somewhat darker colored. It can be 

matched very closely by a young bird from Kodiak Island. 

A pair of adults from Mount Dewey, on the Alaska side of the 

White Pass, are of especial interest. These are from the D. R. Dickey 

collection: no. 13462, female, July 26, 1923; 13463, male, August 7, 

1923. The male bird is exactly like others from Baranof and Chichagof 

islands. The female is distinguished from other rock ptarmigan by 

dark tone and extremely rufescent coloration. It differs far more 

from Atlin females, and indeed from a female from Bennett, on the 

opposite side of White Pass, than from those from northern Alaska. 

Whether or not this specimen represents the mode of female dixons, 

in its typical form, on Baranof and Chichagof islands remains to be 

seen. So far as I know there are no such specimens extant in any 

collection at this time. 

The present study takes into account certain phases of geographical 

variation in the North American rock ptarmigan, and suffices to make 

clear some certain points, but there still remains far more work to be 

done before any satisfactory understanding can be reached of the 

manner of variation over the whole of the range of this species, or 

several species, as the case may be. 

It may be pointed out that I have not touched upon the relations 

of the New World Lagopus rupestris and the Old World Lagopus 

mutus, which are admittedly close; the two forms may well be con- 

specific, as has been claimed (see Hartert, 1921, p. 1871): It is con- 

ceivable that the ptarmigan of, northeastern Siberia is the same as the 

Alaskan subspecies here designated Lagopus rupestris kelloggae. The 

latter certainly attains its extreme of differentiation from rupestris 

on the Alaskan coast most nearly approaching Siberia. 

I have not attempted to take into consideration such variation as 

occurs among the several forms described from the Aleutian Islands. 

There, too, a comprehensive study should help toward an understand- 

ing of the relationships of Old World and New World forms. The 

few specimens that I have examined from the Alaska peninsula exhibit, 

it seems to me, intergradation from kelloggae toward nelsani, of the 

easternmost Aleutian Islands, but there is not at hand material to 

demonstrate this satisfactorily. 
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SUMMER SPECIMENS EXAMINED 

1, Lagopus rupestris rupestris (Gmelin). Gray Rock Ptarmigan. 

Labrador: East end of McLellan Strait, 3. 

Ungava: Mouth of Nastapoka River, 1. 

Franklin: Hudson Strait, 2; Ponds Inlet, Baffin Land, 1; Griffith Point, 
Melville Id., 2; Cape Kellett, Banks Id., 2; Taylor Id., Victoria Land, 2. 

Mackenzie: Clinton-Golden Lake, 1; Cap Mountain, 1. 

British Columbia: Mountains near head of Chapatan River (headwaters of 
Stikine River), 3; near Atlin, 16; White Pass, 4; Nine-mile Mountain 
(near Hazelton), 3. 

Total, 41. 

2. Lagopus rupestris kelloggae Grinnell. Alaska Rock Ptarmigan. 

Alaska: Collinson Point, 9; Demarcation Point, 4; Griffin Point, 5; Camden 
Bay, 1; Point Barrow, 1; Jade Mountains, 1; Gens de Large Mountains, 
1; Hula-hula River, 1; Okpela River, 1; Humphrey Point, 1; Nome, 1; 

Wales, 5; Teller, 2; Kruzgamepa River, Seward Peninsula, 24; Pilgrim 

River, Seward Peninsula, 4; Kings Cove, Alaska Peninsula, 2; Thin 

Point, Alaska Peninsula, 5; Kodiak Island, 1; Seward, 1; Montague 
Island, 1; Hinchinbrook Island, 2; Hawkins Island, 2; Fort Yukon, 1; 
mountains near Eagle, 17. 

Mackenzie: Arctic coast east of Fort Anderson, 1; Fort Anderson, 1; Baillie 

Island, 3; Coronation Gulf, 8; Cape Bathurst, 1; Franklin Bay, 2; Kanyah 

Island, Bathurst Inlet, 2; Cockburn Point, 2; Bernard Harbor, Dolphin 

and Union Strait, 1. 

Yukon Territory: Kay Point, Aretic Coast, 3. 

Total, 117. 

3. Lagopus rupestris dixoni Grinnell. Dixon Rock Ptarmigan. 

Alaska: Port Frederick, Chichagof Island, 2; mountains near Sitka, 4; Port 

Snettisham, 1; White Pass, 2. Total, 9. 

Our field experiences wih the rock ptarmigan were productive of 

some facts of interest. One feature of the species (one that has been 

commented upon by others) was its irregular and local distribution. 

A male, a single bird, was shot by Brooks near the summit of Monarch 

Mountain, June 9. This was the only one that was seen by us on 

that mountain during the summer, though we ascended it many times. 

On one of the ridges of Spruce Mountain, during the last week in 

July and the first two weeks in August, rock ptarmigan were found 

regularly and in fair abundance, every time we climbed that particular 

ridge. On an adjoining ridge, of similar aspect, none was seen, and 

certain other nearby mountains were also explored to no avail. 
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We visited rock ptarmigan territory too late to find nests, but from 

the actions of the birds as we saw them it would seem that the male 

of this species is not a devoted and constantly attendant mate to the 

hen, as is notably the case in the willow ptarmigan. The male rock 

ptarmigans were gathered, two, three, or four together, while the 

females bore the care of the young alone. Occasionally a female (pre- 

sumably a non-breeding bird) was seen with several males. On 

August 8 I did flush a flock consisting of at least one brood of large 

young ones, and several adult males. This I took to be the beginning 

of a general flocking together, as might be looked for at the end of 

the summer. 

The adult male taken on June 9 is still largely in winter plumage, 

especially below. There are barred feathers on the throat and upper 

breast, and the back is mostly clothed in summer plumage. Adult 

males taken during the last week of July and early in August are in 

summer plumage in as nearly perfect condition as it can probably 

ever be found, though in all the rectrices are being renewed. In the 

perfection of this plumage even the abdomen is partly or even entirely 

clothed in dark-colored feathers, but usually a large white area persists 

on the lower parts of summer birds. In some specimens old white 

body feathers are being replaced by new white ones, showing that there 

is not always an intervening dark summer plumage on parts of the 

body that are dark on some birds. 

The adult male rock ptarmigan does not seem to go through the 

stage termed by Dwight (1900, p. 162) ‘‘second, or adult, winter 

plumage (preliminary),’’ that is so well defined in the willow ptar- 

migan. J am aware that the contrary has been argued (see, for 

instance, the account of Lagopus ridgwayt by Stejneger [1885, 

p. 195]), but whatever may be the facts as regards other forms of the 

rock ptarmigan, in British Columbia the male bird of this species does 

not exhibit two distinct plumages during the summer months. The 

female does, and the fact that we collected male birds during the period 

when the females (as well as both sexes of the willow ptarmigan) were 

molting from one plumage stage to the other, enabled me to make 

satisfactory comparisons of the different plumages. The first appear- 

ance of the brown and black barred feathers upon the head, neck, and 

upper breast in the male rock ptarmigan (early in June in northern 

British Columbia) is followed so uninterruptedly by the spread of 

more finely mottled feathers over the rest of the body, that these can 

hardly be considered as two distinct plumages. Furthermore, the first 
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acquired barred feathers of the neck and upper breast persist until 
replaced by white ones in the fall. Late in July and early in August 
the rectrices and remiges are renewed, accompanied usually by the 
appearance of the first white winter feathers upon the abdomen and 
flanks. The two white central tail feathers persist, in some cases at 
least, until the end of the summer, though they are hidden by long 

upper tail coverts. Whether or not these late retained feathers are 

at once replaced with other white ones I do not know. 

The above remarks all pertain to the adult male. The adult female 

undergoes a more or less extensive molt, beginning late in July, follow- 

ing the barred breeding plumage and marking a well-defined plumage 

stage. She then acquires, above and below, finely mottled feathers like 

those of the male, but this plumage is never (or at any rate very 

rarely) acquired in its entirety before the white winter feathers 

appear. Young birds of both sexes begin a replacement of juvenal 

plumage with finely mottled feathers as in the adult, but here, too, the 

white winter feathers appear before the first change is accomplished. 

So quickly do the several molts follow one another during the summer 

months, that it is not uncommon to find female birds in August with 

remaining patches of white feathers from the previous winter, the 

greater part of the body clothed in the barred breeding plumage, 

some extensive areas of mottled feathers of the ‘‘winter plumage, 

preliminary,’’ and some areas of new white feathers. 

Lagopus leucurus leucurus (Swainson). White-tailed Ptarmigan 

Occurs, apparently not abundantly, at high altitudes. The pre- 

dilection of this species for exposed, rocky ridges is reflected in the 

local name ‘‘rock ptarmigan.’’ The few people we met who recognized 

the existence locally of three species of ptarmigan called the true rock 

ptarmigan by the name of ‘‘croaker.’’ 

I encountered the white-tailed ptarmigan on but one occasion, on 

September 1, when a flock of from fifteen to twenty birds was flushed 

on a rocky slope between the head waters of Spruce and McKee creeks, 

at about 5000 feet altitude. Three specimens were collected (nos. 

44725-44727), an adult female and a young male and female. In all 

three the lower breast and belly are clothed in new white winter 

plumage, the molt on those parts being direct from the barred breed- 

ing plumage in the case of the old bird, from the juvenal plumage in 

the young. Elsewhere these birds are entirely in the soft gray colors 

of the ‘‘winter plumage, preliminary.’’ 
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Circus hudsonius (Linnaeus). Marsh Hawk 

Found nowhere about Atlin during the breeding season. The first 

south-bound migrant appeared August 26; then, September 9 to 15, 

between Atlin and Lake Teslin, marsh hawks were seen in numbers 

flying southward. Last seen, near Atlin, September 21. 

Accipiter velox (Wilson). Sharp-shinned Hawk 

Seen at Skagway, May 21. Undoubtedly nests in the Atlin region, 

for occasional individuals were seen throughout the summer. Not 

common at any time, not even after the southward migration had 

begun. Last seen on August 29. One specimen collected, an immature 

male, August 18 (no. 44728). 

Astur atricapillus atricapillus (Wilson). Eastern Goshawk 

Undoubtedly nests in the Atlin region, probably in the lowlands, 

for individuals were seen at fairly frequent intervals throughout the 

summer. In August there was a noticeable increase in numbers, mostly 

of young birds, flying southward. Several immatures were shot but 

not preserved, and all were of the pale coloration that appears to be 

characteristic of the subspecies atricapillus. One specimen was skinned 

(no. 44729), a male in adult plumage, almost fully acquired, taken 

September 5. This bird is of interest in view of the argument advanced 

by Taverner (1916, p. 360; 1918, p. 216) that the goshawk molts from 

the streaked juvenal plumage into a coarsely barred stage (the sub- 

species striatulus) and later into the more finely barred plumage that 

is considered to be typical of the subspecies atricapilus. 

The bird in question had just molted from the juvenal plumage. 

Very few juvenal feathers remain, but careful investigation before 

the bird was skinned showed enough old streaked feathers on various 

parts to demonstrate that this was the first assumption of adult 

plumage. This bird is pale colored and finely barred, as in atricapilus. 

Some of the breast feathers have rather broad mesial streaks but it is 

otherwise just like other specimens of atricapillus at hand, and very 

different from coastal examples of striatulus. 

The status of the two forms atricapillus and striatulus cannot be 

regarded as settled, but the evidence at hand points to the existence of 

two such subspecies. Characteristic color differences occur in both 
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adults and young, and these differences are fairly well correlated with 
certain regions. The specimen just described (as well as another 
similar bird collected by Brooks) shows that differences of coarse or 
fine markings cannot be explained as different stages reached by the 
same individual. 

The last goshawk was seen by me near Atlin, September 19, but it 

seems likely that the species remains to a later date. 

Buteo borealis harlani (Audubon). Harlan Hawk 

I collected in the Atlin region six specimens (nos. 44730-44735) 

of a dark-colored Buteo that was of fairly common occurrence there. 

The series consists of one adult female, three young males, and two 

young females. Two of the young birds are just out of the nest, partly 

feathered and not able to fly any distance, the other three are full 

grown. In addition, Brooks collected an adult female and one young 

bird. There are at hand also two specimens loaned by the Provincial 

Museum, Victoria. Both are from the Atlin region, an adult female 

(Prov. Mus. no. 2664) taken at Wilson Creek, June 19, 1914, an imma- 

ture bird (Prov. Mus. no. 2666) from Blue Cafion, August 18, 1914. 

The first mentioned has been recorded as Buteo swainsont (Anderson, 

1915, p. 12), the second as Buteo borealis alascensis (Anderson, loc. 

cit., p. 11). 

The two adult females collected by Brooks and myself, both in 

worn plumage and just beginning the annual molt, are essentially 

alike. They are uniformly dark-colored, almost sooty, and in each 

there are white markings at the base of the feathers that show through 

more, probably, than they would in fresh plumage. New feathers 

coming in are darker, more sooty, than the old, worn plumage. 

In Brooks’ specimen the tail is mostly dark, with scarcely a trace 

of red, it is mottled longitudinally with whitish, and there is a sub- 

terminal band of blackish. There are two aberrant rectrices. One 

has the inner web mostly white; the other is broadly barred with 

dusky, there is a sharply defined triangular white spot at the tip of 

the outer web, and the subterminal dusky band is broader than on the 

other feathers. 

In the adult female taken by myself the exposed portions of the 

rectrices are dusky, mottled longitudinally with whitish and with dark 

markings, and there is a good deal of reddish on the terminal fourth 
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of the tail. There is a broad subterminal band of black, and the tip 

is white, suffused with reddish. The inner. webs, and part of the outer 

webs, are white or gray, irregularly flecked with dusky. The outer 

rectrix (present only on the left side) has the outer web barred with 

blackish its entire length. Below, the tail is mostly white, with small, 

irregular dusky markings. On certain of the upper tail coverts is the 

only part of the body plumage of the bird where distinctly chestnut 

markings appear. 

Brooks’ specimen is peculiar in that but the three outer primaries 

are emarginate, a condition that is not supposed to exist in the Buteo 

borealis group of hawks, where the presence of four emarginate 

primaries has been accepted as one of the diagnostic features of the 

species. We examined the freshly killed bird carefully, and there is 

no question but that the full number of primaries was present. 

The adult female in the Provincial Museum, Victoria, differs some- 

what from the two just described. It is a darker colored bird even, 

with the concealed white markings greatly reduced in size and number. 

The feathers on chin, throat, and upper breast are dusky to the base. 

The plumage generally is not so worn as in our two birds, and there is 

hardly a trace of white showing through on the breast. 

The tail is quite different from those of the other two adults. There 

is but a mere trace of rufous upon it. There is a terminal band of 

black, 35 mm. to 45 mm. in width (widest on the outer feathers), and 

above this the tail is crossed by a series of narrower bands, seven black 

and eight light colored, the dark colored strips becoming broader 

toward the base of the tail. The light colored areas are white on the 

inner web, grayish on the outer. The tail differs from that of the 

immature in the broad, black*terminal band, in the lesser number of 

narrower bands, in the more distinctly whitish color of the paler 

areas, and in that it is more squarely truncate at the end. Individual 

rectrices are broader and more square ended than those of the young 

bird. The two central tail feathers of this adult are being renewed, 

and are about one-third emerged from their sheaths. They are of 

exactly the same character as the others, in interesting confirmation of 

the fact that this type of plumage is retained year after year. The 

older birds do not eventually acquire a red tail. 

This specimen has lost one primary of the left wing, giving it an 

appearance of having but three emarginate primaries on that side, a 

condition which is probably responsible for the misidentification of 

the bird as Buteo swainsoni at one time. 
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The immature birds are like the adults with the exception of the 
tail. The tail feathers are dark sooty brown (the same color as the 
body plumage) on the outer web, lighter colored on the inner web, and 
erossed by eight or nine blackish bands. The tail pattern, essentially 
similar to that of immature calurus, differs from conditions in that 
form in being darker (even than in the darkest calurus), and in that 
the cross-bars are broader and fewer in number. Often, too, in young 
harlam the cross-bars tend to be U-shaped or V-shaped on individual 
feathers, rather than extending horizontally across. In two specimens 
there is a faint tinge of rufous at the tip of the tail. These hawks are 

generally dark colored birds but differ from even the darkest phase 

assumed by calurus (of which there are both adult and young at 

hand) in their sooty hue. In calurus there is a great deal of rich 

brown or chestnut in the coloration, which is, altogether lacking in 

the Atlin birds. 

In this series of specimens there is some variation, shown prin- 

cipally in extent of the partly concealed white markings. In the 

darkest colored birds the white markings in the body plumage are 

mostly reduced to small paired spots on feathers that are blackish over 

most of their area. The white markings are almost entirely concealed ; 

the birds are almost uniformly dark. On the thighs and tibial plumes 

there are the merest flecks of whitish. The lightest extreme is repre- 

sented by a bird with broadly white-barred thighs and tibial plumes, 

conspicuous bars and blotches on breast and belly, and with chin and 

throat mostly white. 

The ‘‘soft parts’’ of two of the birds collected were colored as 

follows. No. 44730; ¢ juv. (just out of the nest): Eye stone gray; 

feet pale greenish yellow; bill black; cere and gape greenish. 

No. 44731; 9 ad: Eye dark sepia; feet greenish yellow ; bill mostly 

black, tinged with bluish along cutting edges; cere and gape greenish. 

One fact stands out clearly ; these birds are identical with the Falco. 

harlani of Audubon (1830, pl. 86), which is the Buteo borealis 

harlant of the A. O. U. Check-list (1910, p. 158). Our two adults 

are closely similar to Audubon’s plate, and they answer exactly the 

description of Audubon’s type specimen given by Sharpe (1874, 

p. 191). The fact that the supposed young of harlani as described by 

Sharpe (loc. cit) is not at all like the young birds I collected is of no 

moment, for Sharpe’s bird (from ‘‘ Western Mexico’’) was not harlani 

at all. It appears to be the young of calurus. The same sort of mis- 

take was made by Cassin (in Baird, 1858, p. 24) where one phase of 
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coloration seen in calurus is described as young harlani, a mistake 

that is pointed out in Baird, Brewer and Ridgway (1874, vol. 3, 

p. 294). 

At first glance it seems startling to ascribe to the Harlan hawk a 

far northern breeding habitat. In the A. O. U. Check-list (1910, 

p. 158) the range given is as follows: ‘‘Lower Mississippi Valley and 

Gulf States, from Louisiana to Georgia and Florida; casual in Colo- 

rado, Texas, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois, and Pennsylvania.’’ 

I cannot find, though, that there are definite published accounts of the 

breeding of harlani in any region whatever. Audubon’s belief that 

the birds he shot near St. Francisville, Louisiana, had bred in that 

vicinity was based on hearsay. He shot his birds in November (see 

Coues, 1880, pp. 202-203) and had no first-hand knowledge of their 

nesting. Beyer, Allison and Kopman (1908, p. 442) in their ‘‘List of 

the Birds of Louisiana’’ state: ‘‘None of the writers has evidence of 

its breeding in Louisiana.’’ It seems to me, in the absence of any 

positive published statements, that the assumption that the breeding 

ground of the Harlan hawk is in the Gulf states is an utter mistake. 

Besides the Atlin series there are at hand three specimens of hawks 

from the northwest that I think are referable to harlani. These are 

two young birds (nestlings), from a point sixty miles below Forty- 

mile, Yukon Territory, July 28, 1894, collected by C. L. Hall ( Mus. 

Vert. Zool. nos. 4966, 4967) ; and an immature male (Mus. Vert. Zool. 

no. 42048), a migrant, shot by the present writer in Kispiox Valley, 

near Hazelton, British Columbia, August 27, 1921 (see Swarth, 1924, 

p. 336). 

These birds in life were extremely puzzling. While there was 

much to suggest Buteo borealis in the actions of the living bird, the 

uniformly dark coloration brought B. swainsont to mind, and an occa- 

sional glimpse of white marked rectrices in a bird wheeling in distant 

flight was distinctly suggestive of Archtbuteo.. With specimens in 

hand, Buteo swamsom and Archibutco were quickly eliminated, of 

course, but other questions remained. 

The status of the Harlan hawk as a distinct subspecies has been 

questioned. Our own findings in the Atlin region, while not assumed 

to be a final disposal of all the difficulties involved, do seem to place 

this form in a more secure position as a geographic race than it has 

yet enjoyed. The birds were abundant and nesting over a wide 

expanse of territory, and within that region they were the only form 

of Buteo borealis that was seen. Parents and young were seen together 
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on many occasions, and an old bird and one of its offspring were 

secured, probably the first time that old and young of this form have 

actually been collected. The young are distinctive and quite unlike 

the young of calurus, the other dark colored form of Buteo borealis. 

All this is corroborative of the theory that harlani is a ‘‘good’’ 

subspecies, in the sense of being a geographic race. 

There is interesting evidence, of a negative sort, bearing upon the 

migration route of the Harlan hawk, in the fact that in our series of 

red-tails from the southwest, comprising about one hundred skins 

from California, Nevada and Arizona, there is not one specimen 

unequivocally of harlani. The only possible exception is an immature 

female (Mus. Vert. Zool. no. 4094) taken at Julian, San Diego County, 

July 27, 1908. This is a dark, blackish colored bird, like harlani in 

shade of color, but it is peculiar in lacking any of the partly concealed 

white spots and blotches that occur in that form. The uniformly black 

color of this bird may well be explained on some ground other than 

subspecific identity with harlana. 

The non-oceurrence of harlani in so large a series of specimens from 

the southwest is strongly suggestive of the migration route of this 

bird extending southeast from the breeding ground, crossing the Rocky 

Mountains in the far northern portion. of that range. This is the 

route that is known to be traversed by many species that spend the 

summer in the extreme northwest, and what is known of the winter 

habitat of the Harlan hawk is corroborative of such a theory. 

It is of interest to note that the red-tail (Buteo borealis alascensis 

Grinnell) of the Sitkan district, Alaska, some one hundred miles to 

the westward of the Atlin region, across the coast ranges, is of the 

same general type of coloration as calurus, to the southward, and shows 

no approach toward the characters of harlam. 

In the light of all the foregoing facts, a revised statement of the 

range of Buteo borealis harlani might be worded as follows: Breeds 

in extreme northern British Columbia, east of the coast ranges, north 

into the valley of the Yukon, and eastward for an undetermined dis- 

tance. Migrates southward east of the Rocky Mountains, through the 

Mississippi Valley to a winter home in the Gulf states. 

While the bulk of evidence, as just given, is all corroborative of 

this view, there are some opposing facts that should still be borne 

in mind. The palest extreme of the red-tailed hawk, Buteo borealis 

krideri, has been taken in the same general region, at Hagle, Alaska, in 

winter (Bailey, 1916, p. 321), and on the Stikine River, breeding 
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(Swarth, 1922, p. 212). Bishop (1900a, p. 73) speaks of the red-tails 

of the Yukon region (referred to B. b. calurus) as being in both the 

light and the dark phase, about half of each, and of light colored and 

dark colored birds breeding together. Nothing of the sort was seen in 

the Atlin region, which may indicate that while harlamt alone occurs 

in that section, it has a relatively limited range. I did see one pale- 

colored bird, apparently krideri, near Gladys Lake, but this was on 

September 7, when the southward migration was going on, and many 

hawks were seen passing southward overhead. 

Both as regards different color phases and geographic variation, 

the coloration of the Buteo borealis group (as well as of some other 

species of hawks) is admittedly a difficult subject, and one that is 

still far from being understood by any one. The most I can claim 

for the facts here adduced is that they are corroborative of the idea of 

Buteo borealis harlani being a geographic race rather than a ‘‘color 

phase,’’ such as is the darkest type of coloration seen in B. b. calurus. 

These dark-colored Buteos were seen by us almost daily through 

the summer and in all parts of the region that we visited. On May 

21 several were observed soaring low over the snow-covered slopes on 

the east side of White Pass. During the next week, at Carcross, they 

were seen daily ; apparently several pairs were settled on their nesting 

grounds near the town. 

About Atlin these hawks were distributed throughout the lowlands; 

there were nesting pairs at intervals of a few miles in whatever direc- 

tion one traveled. Although the species was thus relatively numerous, 

specimens were hard to obtain; the birds were remarkably wary. 

The Harlan hawk is in the Atlin region mostly a bird of the timber. 

The sort of perch most often chosen is the top of one of the taller 

spruce trees, often in fairly dense woods but always with such a com- 

manding view as to make approach unseen out of the question. With 

the exception of the dark colored hawks seen in White Pass early in 

the season and supposed to be of this species, none was observed in 

the open country above timber line. The abundance of ground 

squirrels might have been supposed to be an attraction to that region, 

too. They were extremely wary always, so much so that although 

both birds of a pair might circle about, screaming, as long as an 

intruder remained in their territory, it was generally impossible to 

approach within gun shot. 

One nest was found. It was in the valley a few miles from Atlin, 

in rather open spruce woods, just above a stretch of marsh land. The 
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nest was near the top of an isolated spruce, on a branching limb, about 
sixty feet from the ground. It was a huge mass of sticks, a platform 

that had been flattened to such an extent that the young birds were in 

plain sight from the ground nearby. On July 6 it held two young, 

with feather rows showing through the down on the breast. Return- 

ing on July 20 we found the young birds gone, but discovered them in 

nearby trees. They had evidently just left the nest; wing and tail 

feathers were not yet full grown, and they could make but short 

flights. On August 11 a second brood, again of two birds, was found, 

obviously just out of the nest. These birds could fly but feebly ; when 

found they were on the ground in dense spruce woods. One young 

bird and one parent were shot. 

Of the six specimens I collected four had crop or stomach or 

both well filled. Two contained rabbit (Lepus americanus macfarlant) , 

one held ground squirrel (Citellus plesius plesius) and chipmunk 

(Eutamias borealis caniceps), and one held rabbit and chipmunk. 

During September, Harlan hawks were migrating in numbers. 

They were seen near Atlin daily, and between Atlin and Teslin 

(September 7 to 15) a number were observed drifting southward. On 

September 21, I saw two, the last observed. 

Aquila chrysaétos (Linnaeus). Golden Eagle 

Seen at Carcross, May 22, and near Atlin on September 21, my 

last day in the field. Occasional birds were encountered throughout 

the summer, so the species may be assumed to breed in this general 

region. Restricted mostly to the mountains, where presumably the 

open country is more favorable to the eagle’s mode of hunting than 

are the heavily forested lowlands. 

Haliaeétus leucocephalus alascanus C. H. Townsend 

Northern Bald Eagle 

One was seen near Atlin, May 29; not otherwise observed. The 

species has been found nesting in this region (see Anderson, 1914, 

p. 12). 

Falco rusticolus rusticolus Linnaeus. Gray Gyrfaleon 

An important discovery was the finding of this species, to all 

appearances upon its nesting ground. On July 28, on the summit of 

Spruce Mountain, Brooks first encountered a gyrfalcon, feeding upon 
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a Citellus. Investigation showed that rock piles upon each of several 

commanding eminences had been used as look-out points by one or 

more of these falcons, evidently for a long time. The rocks were 

plentifully splashed with droppings, and ptarmigan feathers and 

other fragments scattered about told their own story. Brooks set 

steel traps at three places, and on July 31 he caught a gyrfalcon in 

one of them. It was an adult female, well started in the annual molt. 

Molting tail feathers produced a gap that would have been con- 

spicuous in flight and which did not appear in the bird first seen, so 

there were evidently two, at least, of the species, ranging over this 

mountain. 

On August 28 another gyrfalcon was seen on the slope of Monarch 

Mountain, near Atlin. 

This, I believe, is the first reported summer occurrence of the 

species in British Columbia. Atlin is far south of any previously 

known breeding station in western North America. In all likelihood, 

though, the gyrfalcon will be found nesting some distance still farther 

south, on the high Alpine-Arctic plateau that covers so much of north- 

western British Columbia. 

Falco peregrinus anatum Bonaparte. Duck Hawk 

Of rare occurrence. Single birds were seen on Tagish Lake, 

May 27, near Atlin, June 29, on Spruce Mountain, August 8, and at 

Lake Teslin, September 12. 

Falco columbarius suckleyi Ridgway. Bilack Pigeon Hawk 

No pigeon hawks were seen until the southward migration had 

begun. First noted August 11, when two were observed at different 

times. From then on until September 21 (the last date of record) an 

occasional bird was seen at long intervals, probably not more than ten 

or twelve, all told. 

It was distinctly surprising that the two specimens collected 

should prove to be typical examples of the subspecies suckley?. Besides 

these two, another, not collected, was observed through binoculars at 

close enough range to establish its identity also as suckleyi without a 

doubt. The other pigeon hawks seen were at too long range to permit 

of subspecific determination. The two birds collected were an 

immature male, shot in the town of Atlin on August 15 (no. 44736), 

and an adult female, in the midst of the annual molt, shot on 

August 28 (no. 44737). 
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The breeding range of suckleyi is, I believe, unknown, but it has 
been assumed to be along the coast and farther south than is indicated 
by the occurrence of these migrants in the Atlin region. The northern- 
most record of the subspecies prior to this was, I believe, from the 
upper Skeena Valley, British Columbia (Swarth, 1924, p. 387). 

That Falco columbarius columbarius also occurs at Atlin is proved 
by a specimen in the Provincial Museum, Victoria, collected there 
August 13, 1914 (Anderson, 1915, p. 12). I have seen this bird and it 
is unquestionably of the subspecies columbarius. 

Cerchneis sparveria sparveria (Linnaeus). Sparrow Hawk 

Fairly common and of rather general distribution. The sparrow 
hawk occurs in the more open country in the lowlands, and also above 
timber line; it usually avoids the denser woods. Present at Carcross 
when we arrived the latter part of May. The last bird I saw was at 

Gladys Lake, September 8, but the species has been recorded from 

Atlin as late as September 18 (Kermode and Anderson, 1914, p. 19). 

Pandion haliaétus carolinensis (Gmelin). Osprey 

Seen about Lake Atlin at rare intervals during the summer, and 

at Gladys Lake, September 7. Has been found nesting near Atlin 

(Anderson, 1915, p. 12). 

Bubo virginianus subarcticus Hoy. Arctic Horned Owl 

Bubo virginianus lagophonus Oberholser. Ruddy Horned Owl 

* Six horned owls were collected as follows: an adult male, June 5 

(no. 44738) ; an adult male, and male and female in post-juvenal molt, 

July 3 (nos. 44739-44741); adult male in annual molt, August 4 

(no. 44742); adult male, August 25 (no. 44743). These birds are 

puzzling in appearance, but, although I cannot assume to have inter- 

preted their peculiarities beyond possibility of mistake, they seem to 

me to demonstrate with fair certainty that the breeding horned owl 

of this section is the subspecies subarcticus. I had expected to find 

lagophonus in the Atlin region, as the ascribed range of that subspecies 

includes this section, but four of the six specimens cannot possibly 

be considered as of that race. Nos. 44739, 44740, 44741, 44743, are 

extremely gray-colored birds, with perhaps the minimum of rufous 

in their coloration that is seen in horned owls from any section. 

No. 44748 has legs and toes gray-barred; in the other three, those parts 
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are mostly white. Altogether, the black-and-white appearance of these 

owls is in striking contrast to the tawny-colored lagophonus, as repre- 

sented by a series from the upper Skeena Valley, British Columbia. 

Nos. 44739 and 44740 are two juvenals, taken with the male parent 

(no. 44741). The two young are quite unlike, one being much darker 

than the other; the pale colored bird is the more rufescent of the two. 

Two specimens were collected that are like lagophonus from the 

Skeena Valley. One of these (no. 44738, adult male, June 5) with 

hardly a doubt was not a breeding bird. Of the second (no. 44742, 

adult male, August 4) it cannot be said with any certainty whether 

or not it had bred in the region. These two individuals may be, as 

their appearance indicates, examples of lagophonus that had wandered 

beyond the usual confines of that race. The breeding birds in the 

series are most nearly like specimens of subarcticus from the Yukon 

region, a short distance to the northward. The Atlin region forms the 

southern boundary of the Yukon drainage, and it is to be expected 

that the distribution of some Yukon species should be co-extensive 

with this drainage system. 

Horned Owls were fairly common in the Atlin region ; hooting could 

be heard almost every night. One bird was seen at Lake Teslin, 

September 12. Of the six horned owls collected, four had their 

stomachs filled with remains of rabbits. Those of the other two were 

empty. 

Surnia ulula caparoch (Miller). Hawk Owl 

On May 29 a hawk owl was found in a tract of spruce timber at the 

northern base of Monarch Mguntain, and as the bird was seen sub- 

sequently at the same place on several occasions, it may have been 

nesting there. This was the only one seen until the end of the summer. 

On August 19 Brooks shot a young bird, in first winter plumage 

throughout save for remnants of down about the head, and from then 

on others were seen at frequent intervals. 

The three birds collected, two by Brooks, the other by myself 

(no. 44744, male, September 19), are alike and are extremely dark 

colored. Compared with a large series from northern Alaska, the 

Atlin specimens are more slaty above and less reddish below. These 

color differences cannot be explained as illustrating seasonal change 

or sexual or age variation, but neither can they with any certainty be 

correlated with any geographic area. 

One hawk owl had in its stomach the remains of a Peromyscus. 
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Ceryle alcyon caurina Grinnell. Western Belted Kingfisher 

There appeared to be a few pairs of kingfishers nesting in the 

region about Atlin. The species was far from common but an 

occasional bird was seen throughout the summer. 

Dryobates villosus leucomelas (Boddaert) 

Northern Hairy Woodpecker 

Only three hairy woodpeckers were encountered during the summer, 

one seen July 6, a male collected on July 7 (no. 44745), and a male 

collected on August 22 (44746). The two specimens, collected near 

the town of Atlin, are unquestionably of the subspecies leucomelas, 

here near the southern limit of that race. In the upper Stikine Valley, 

150 miles south of Atlin, the subspecies monticola occurs, in fair 

abundance (Swarth, 1922, p. 217). In the monticola series at hand 

from that region there are specimens that show intergradation toward 

leucomelas. 

Dryobates pubescens nelsoni Oberholser. Nelson Downy Woodpecker 

An adult male downy woodpecker (no. 44747), shot near Atlin, 

June 8, was the only one of the species that was seen. This bird is 

referable to the subspecies nelsom. It has slightly more black mark- 

ing on the outer rectrices than is seen in specimens of nelsont from 

the Yukon, but in all other respects it appears to be typical of that 

race. 

Picoides americanus fasciatus Baird. Alaska Three-toed Woodpecker 

Unexpectedly rare. The first was seen July 11; afterward perhaps 

five or six, all told, were encountered. One seen at Lake Teslin, 

September 11. One specimen collected, an adult female, July 11 

(no. 44748). 

Colaptes auratus borealis Ridgway. Boreal Flicker 

Present at Carecross when we arrived, May 22, and at Atlin when 

we reached there a few days later. Breeds in fair abundance through- 

out the lowlands. A nest hole, partly finished, was found May 31, in 

astump in a clearing, one foot from the ground. On June 24 a flicker 

was seen feeding young in a hole in a dead poplar about three feet 
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from the ground. Other nests were found, similarly placed, low down 

in dead timber. The last flicker was seen September 5. 

Two specimens were collected (nos. 44749-44750), a female on 

August 17, a male on August 22. 

Chordeiles virginianus virginianus (Gmelin). Eastern Nighthawk 

The first nighthawk arrived at Atlin on the evening of June 12; 

the species was fairly common thereafter in the lowlands. During 

the last two weeks in August the southward migration was under way, 

and every evening the birds could be seen passing by, all going in 

the same direction. Last seen on the evening of September 6. Two 

specimens collected (nos. 44751-44752), both females, taken on 

August 12 and 20, respectively. 

Selasphorus rufus (Gmelin). Rufous Hummingbird 

Seen on only three occasions, on June 11, June 13, and July 12, all 

within a few miles of the town of Atlin. One of the three was an adult 

male, hence easily recognizable, the others were inferentially of the 

same species. 

Sayornis sayus yukonensis Bishop. Northern Say Phoebe 

Present at Carcross upon our arrival, May 22. Breeds in the town 

of Atlin, and scattered pairs occur elsewhere, usually about abandoned 

buildings. The southward migration of this species was under way 

after the middle of August. On August 24, near the summit of a 

high mountain, a Say phoebe, first observed perched upon a rocky 

pinnacle, was seen starting southward, ascending higher as the moun- 

tain was left behind, the beginning of what was to be, apparently, 

a long flight. The last Say phoebe was seen at Lake Teslin, 

September 10. 

I collected three adults (nos. 44753-44755) and Brooks collected 

others, and these, together with additional northern specimens in this 

museum, bear out the validity of the subspecies yukonensis (Bishop, 

1900, p. 115). The northern bird has a slightly smaller bill than the 

southern race; otherwise, differences of measurements between the 

two are of slight moment. The color differences, however, are readily 

apparent, both in the juvenal and adult plumages, yukonensis being 

clearer gray where sayus is brownish or rusty, as described by Bishop 

(loc. cit.). 
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Nuttallornis borealis (Swainson). Olive-sided Flycatcher 

First seen at Carcross, May 26. Summer visitant to the Atlin 

region in small numbers. An occasional pair was nesting at wide 

intervals throughout the surrounding lowlands. In August, when 

the southward migration had begun, the birds were more frequently 

seen. Last noted August 28. One specimen was collected, an adult 

male taken June 2 (no. 44756). 

Myiochanes richardsonii richardsonii (Swainson) 

‘Western Wood Pewee 

Present at Carcross, May 22. About Atlin the species was fairly 

common throughout the lowlands. Last seen August 28. Three 

specimens were collected, two adults and one juvenile (nos. 44757- 

44759). There are at hand twelve additional specimens from northern 

localities, from the Skeena River and the Stikine River, British 

Columbia, and from the coast of southeastern Alaska, and judging 

from this series I can see no justification for recognition of the sub- 

species saturatus (of Bishop, 1900, p. 116). These birds are to my 

eye indistinguishable from more southern specimens. 

Empidonax traillii alnorum Brewster. Alder Flycatcher 

Arrived at Atlin on June 12. Not common, but found in willow- 

grown swamps throughout the lowlands. Last seen August 29. Three 

specimens were collected, two adults and one immature in first winter 

plumage (nos. 44760-44762)? 

Empidonax hammondii (Xantus). Hammond Flycatcher 

Fairly abundant in the lowlands of the Atlin region throughout 

the summer. Arrived on June 1, and was last noted August 31. Three 

specimens were collected (nos. 44763-44765), an adult male on June 3, 

a female in winter plumage throughout on August 21, and a male 

still in juvenal plumage on August 24. 

Empidonax wrightii Baird. Wright Flycatcher 

Three specimens were collected (nos. 44766-44768) : an adult male 

at 3000 feet altitude on Monarch Mountain, June 22, an adult female 
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at 3500 feet on Otter Creek, July 30, and a male in juvenal plumage 
at the base of Monarch Mountain, August 17, the last date of record. 

The Wright flycatcher was of decidedly rare occurrence, not more 
than six or eight individuals, all told, being seen during the summer. 
Breeding birds were taken at a higher altitude than that at which 
hammond. occurs. 

Otocoris alpestris arcticola Oberholser. Pallid Horned Lark 

Breeds in fair abundance throughout the open country on the 

ridges above timber line. On June 19, young out of the nest were 

seen. During the last week in July and the first week in August, old 

and young were in the midst of the molt; two adult males collected 

on August 7 and 8, respectively, have nearly completed the change. 

During this season of molt, the horned larks were generally found 

either as single birds or two or three together, but before the end of 

August they were gathered in flocks of from fifty to one hundred 

individuals. 

Fourteen specimens were collected (nos. 44769-44782), three in 

juvenal plumage, three adults in worn breeding plumage, and one 

immature and seven adults in more or less completely acquired winter 

plumage. The species was last seen on August 24, though later trips 

were made to the high altitudes where it occurs. 

Pica pica hudsonia (Sabine). American Magpie 

Several pairs were seen near Carcross during the last week in May, 

and two nests found, occupied but without eggs. None was seen about 

Atlin during the early part of our stay, and we were told that magpies 

did not nest in that section but that the birds did appear there at the 

very end of the summer. I saw several at Gladys Lake, September 8. 

On September 19 one appeared at Atlin, and I saw the species each 

day until the 23rd, when I left. 

The late summer invasion of the Atlin region by the magpie is 

probably related to the migration of this species to the coast of south- 

eastern Alaska, as observed by me on the lower Taku River in 

September, 1909 (Swarth, 1911, p. 77). The valley of the Taku, lying 

southwest of Lake Atlin, is a natural outlet from this region to the 

coast, and the magpies I saw there were, together with other species, 

migrating down this valley from the interior. 
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Perisoreus canadensis canadensis (Linnaeus). Canada Jay 

Fairly common, both at Careross and about Atlin. At the time 

of our arrival, during the last week in May, old and young together 

were roving through the woods in small bands, apparently family 

groups. During July both old and young were going through the 

molt; specimens of adults and young collected on August 14 had com- 

pleted the change. Seventeen specimens were collected (nos. 44783- 

44799), including three summer adults (two from Carcross), seven 

in juvenal plumage, and seven adult and immature in fresh winter 

plumage. 

Corvus corax principalis Ridgway. Northern Raven 

This is another species that appears in the Atlin region in the fall. 

Kermode (1914, p. 21) found it common there during September, 1913 

(recorded as Corvus caurinus). Seen by me on just one occasion, at 

Lake Teslin, September 12, when two birds appeared, attracted by 

refuse from the carcass of a moose that was being cut up. 

Euphagus carolinus (Miiller). Rusty Blackbird 

One bird seen at Carcross, May 24, but the species had probably 

arrived some time before. Upon our arrival at Atlin a few days later 

we found scattered pairs established in most of the little swamps that 

are distributed throughout the lowlands. Small flocks of young 

appeared in July, but the species was not abundant at any time, and 

most of the birds had gone by the middle of August. I saw a few 

at Gladys Lake, September 8 and 9, the last I encountered, thongh 

Kermode (1914, p. 21) has recorded it from this region as late as 

September 19. 

Carpodacus purpureus purpureus (Gmelin). Eastern Purple Finch 

On June 25, near the town of Atlin, I heard a purple finch utter 

a few notes of its song, and on June 28, at the same place, I collected 

an adult male (no. 44800). This constitutes, I believe, the extreme 

northwestern point of record for this species. 

Loxia leucoptera Gmelin. White-winged Crossbill 

First seen on June 3, a single bird. Increasing numbers arrived 

daily, until by the middle of June flocks of fifty or sixty birds 
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appeared. By the last week of June the crossbills were in pairs, 
apparently preparing to nest, but soon after their numbers lessened 
until relatively few remained. Two specimens were collected, both 
adult males (nos. 44801-44802). 

Spinus pinus (Wilson). Pine Siskin 

Arrived at Atlin toward the end of June. Fiyst noted June 25, 
and became fairly numerous by the middle of July. At the time of 
my departure, September 23, siskins were still present in numbers. 

Calcarius lapponicus alascensis Ridgway. Alaska Longspur 

At Carcross, May 23, the cat at the hotel where we stayed brought 

in a longspur, which we were able to identify from the feathers 

seattered about. This, presumably, was a belated north-bound 

migrant. The species was next encountered on September 1, when 

I flushed several high upon the mountain above ‘‘Blue Cafion.’’ On 

September 7 several large flocks were observed between Surprise and 

Gladys lakes. 

Passerculus sandwichensis alaudinus Bonaparte. 

Western Savannah Sparrow 

When we reached Atlin, May 28, Savannah sparrows had already 

arrived, and the male birds could be seen singing from low perches 

in the more open swamp-land. The species was not common, but a 

few pairs were scattered through the wet meadows that partly encircle 

the town of Atlin, and small numbers were seen elsewhere, where 

suitable conditions obtained. On June 25 a nest was found, containing 

six eggs on the point of hatching. The nest was sunk in the ground, 

in marsh grass, with no trees or bushes in the near vicinity. 

On September 1, Savannah sparrows were seen in numbers, migrat- 

ing, on some of the higher, more open, mountain slopes. The last bird 

was seen September 21. Three specimens were collected, an adult 

male, and male and female in first winter plumage (nos. 44803-44805). 

Zonotrichia gambelii (Nuttall). Gambel White-crowned Sparrow 

An abundant summer visitant to the lowlands of this region. At 

Carcross when we arrived, May 22, the Gambel sparrows were already 

paired and preparing to nest. The first nest was found at Atlin on 
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May 31, containing two eggs; on June 4 it held a set of four. Other 

nests were found on June 11, with four eggs (no. 1983), and on 

June 12, with five eggs (no. 1984). These were all essentially alike 

in structure and location. They were on the ground in rather damp 

meadow land, in fairly open areas interspersed with thickets of willow 

and dotted with tiny wild rose plants. The nests were well hidden 

under tufts of grass, willow shoots, or roses. 

One (no. 1983) measures 120 mm. outside diameter, 65 mm. inside 

diameter, 40 mm. inside depth. The outer walls are mostly shreds of 

bark and coarse (dry) grass stems, the lining is of fine grass and a 

little horse hair. 

Another nest (no. 1984) measures 110 mm. outside diameter, 

65 mm. inside diameter, 35 mm. inside depth. The outer walls are 

mostly shreds of bark, the lining is of fine grass and a little mammal 

hair, mostly dog and mountain sheep (taken from a nearby carcass of 

the first, and seraps of hide of the second). 

On June 25 the first young birds appeared, but although the 

species was common, relatively few spotted young were seen at any 

time. The birds nested in fair abundance in gardens in the town of 

Atlin, and in waste land between the houses, and more young birds 

were seen there than elsewhere. On July 11 the first juvenile was 

collected showing beginnings of the post-juvenal molt, which, roughly, 

continues through the month of July. On August 6 a young male was 

taken, still with many pinfeathers but with none of the juvenal 

plumage left. By August 14 the young birds were practically through 

the post-juvenal molt. Adults at that date were nearly all stubby- 

tailed. A young female collegted August 24 is in perfect first winter 

plumage. 

During the breeding season the Gambel sparrow was confined to 

the lowlands, but soon after the beginning of the post-juvenal molt 

there was a scattering of old and young that took many individuals 

high up into the mountains. There they formed loosely connected 

flocks in company with the golden-crowns, the beginning of an 

association that in California we see carried on throughout the winter. 

On August 29 the species was still abundant. It was last noted on 

September 5, but as a number of the birds were seen on that date, some 

probably lingered several days longer. Careful search on September 

19, however, failed to disclose a single one. . 

Sixteen specimens were collected (nos. 44806-44821), fourteen in 

juvenal plumage or in various stages of the post-juvenal molt, and 

two in first winter plumage. 
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I am using the binomial name for this bird in the conviction that 

the three white-crowned sparrows, leucophrys, gambelii, and nauttalli 

are three distinct species. There are various trenchant external char- 

acters of plumage and other parts distinguishing them, there are just 
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Fig. J. Map showing breeding ranges, approximately outlined, of (1) Zonotrichia 
leucophrys, (2) Zonotrichia gambelii, and (3) Zonotrichia nuttalli. 

as notable differences of song, and the breeding ranges and migration 

routes also are indicative of specific differences (see fig. J). As regards 

external characters, while I am aware that there are various published 

statements of the existence of intergradation between these forms, these 
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assertions are all rather vague. In this museum there are approxi- 

mately 200 specimens of leucophrys, 270 of gambeltt, and 200 of 

nuttalli, There is not one equivocal specimen in this series, not one 

that can be said to illustrate in even the slightest degree intergradation 

between any of the forms. Nor have I seen intermediates in other 

collections. If any such do sporadically occur it seems to me that 

they should be regarded as hybrids rather than geographic intergrades. 

Riley (1912, pp. 66-67) has given conclusive evidence as to conditions 

at the one place where the ranges of leucophrys and gambeli are’ 

known to abut. Each retains its specific identity. As far as I know, 

the breeding range of nuttalli is widely separated both from that of 

leucophrys and of gambeli. 

The different songs of these three birds also is something that can- 

not fail to impress one. When in addition to the consistently uniform 

external characters found in each form, there are also such differences 

of song and breeding ranges as are seen, it seems to me that every 

condition is met whereby they should be accorded specific rank. 

LIST OF FORMS OF THE WHITE-CROWNED SPARROWS OF THE GENUS 
ZONOTRICHIA 

1. Zonotrichia leucophrys (J. R. Forster). Eastern White-crowned Sparrow. 

2. Zonotrichia gambelii (Nuttall). Gambel White-crowned Sparrow. 

3. Zonotrichia nuttalli Ridgway. Nuttall White-crowned Sparrow. 

Zonotrichia coronata (Pallas). Golden-crowned Sparrow 

There is a small and yearly diminishing list of North American 

birds, the breeding habits of which are almost or quite unknown, and 

the golden-crowned sparrow has been one of the few passerine species 

included in that category. It is true that many years ago detailed 

accounts were published professing to give particulars of the nesting 

of this bird, but those were cases of mistaken identification and so far 

as I know there has not yet been printed any unquestioned account 

of the breeding of the golden-crowned sparrow. I was, indeed, under 

the impression for a time that nests and eggs taken by Major Brooks 

and myself in the Atlin region were the first authentic sets to be col- 

lected, but, as I learned, there are sets in the collection of Colonel 

John E. Thayer, Lancaster, Massachusetts, that were taken some years 

ago. Through the courtesy of Colonel Thayer details regarding these 

sets are given below. 
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The old records by Heermann (1859, p. 48) and by Brewer (1878, 

p. 48), the former describing the nesting of the golden-crowned spar- 

row near Sacramento, California, the latter, in Shasta County, Cali- 

fornia, were mistakes that are obvious enough to us at the present 
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time, but they were accepted at face value for many years. Their 

widespread repetition created an impression that the nest and eggs 

of this bird were well known, an impression that persisted long after 
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those records were specifically discredited. The only other published 

accounts bearing upon this subject that I have seen are by Bishop 

(1900, p. 85), who describes an unfinished nest found in White Pass; 

and by Osgood (1904, p. 75), who casually mentions ‘‘several’’ nests 

found at Fbanina Bay, Alaska Peninsula, the latter part of June, 
containing from four to six eggs each. 

I, myself, had been twice before on the nesting grounds of the 

golden-crowned sparrow, and the fact that I had failed to find nests 

then spurred me on to renewed efforts on this third opportunity. In 

British Columbia this bird is a summer visitant at high altitudes, nest- 

ing above the limit of upright timber. In the Atlin region it is so 

closely restricted to the heights that I did not see even a migrant in 

the lowlands. 

On May 29 we made our first climb above timber line, to the top of 

Monarch Mountain, some 4500 feet altitude, about three miles south 

of Atlin. The golden-crowned sparrows had arrived and were singing 

from the tops of the balsam thickets, but no nest building was detected. 

This mountain top, as it proved, was peculiarly adapted to the needs 

of this species. At least there were more of the birds here within a 

relatively limited area than we saw anywhere else. Long stretches of 

rolling hilltops, grass-covered for the most part, were interspersed with 

scattered thickets of prostrate or stunted balsam, and with larger areas 

of trailing birch. This birch was in most places not over knee high 

and easily walked over. Little lakelets occupied some of the hollows, 

and from them small streams flowed part way down the mountain. 

Lakes and streams both were almost or entirely dry before the summer 

was over. " 

On June 19 we returned to this same summit, to make a thorough 

search for nests. A general notion that these would be in the balsams, 

as the most effective cover in sight, led us first to direct our attention 

to these thickets, the more so as they formed the singing perches of the 

male birds. Half an hour’s search brought no results other than the 

discovery of old robin nests, so the balsams were abandoned for the 

time. A little later, as I was traversing a dry, open ridge, ploughing 

through a mat of birch, a sparrow darted out some eight or ten feet 

away, not to fly, but to scuttle, mouse-like, along the ground under 

the sparse, sprawling branches. A brief search disclosed the nest (see 

pl. 7, fig. 6). A ledge of rock protruded a few inches from the ground 

in the center of the thicket, and the nest was sunk against this shelter, 

fairly well concealed by the vegetation above. There were five eggs, 
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incubated about one-half. Within a few hundred yards a second nest 
was found in a similar situation, on the ground under some trailing 
birch, with four eggs incubated as the first lot were. Again the bird 
was seen running from the nest under the bushes. 

The first nest was built externally of gray plant fiber, a few balsam 

twigs, bits of dried flakes of bark, and a very little green moss; the 
lining was of dry grass, with several white ptarmigan feathers inter- 
woven. External diameter, 120 mm.; internal diameter, 65 mm.; 

outside depth, 55 mm.; inside depth, 35 mm. 

The second nest differs in minor details, having far more green 

moss worked into the outer wall, and lacking any feathers in the 

linmg. External diameter, 135 mm.; internal diameter, 65 mm.; 

outside depth, 55 mm.; inside depth, 35 mm. 

The two sets of eggs measure, in millimeters, as follows: 

First set (no. 1986) ; 22.0x 15.8, 22.2 x 16.2, 22.2 x 15.5, 23.0 x 16.0, 
22.0 x 16.0. 

Second set (no. 1985), 235x162, 240x160, 23.0x16.5, 

22.8 x 16.5. 

The eggs are speckled and mottled with brown on a pale greenish 

ground. Of the two sets here described, one (no. 1986) is much more 

heavily marked than the other, the ground color being almost 

obliterated.. The eggs of the golden-crowned sparrow are closely 

similar to those of the Gambel and Nuttall sparrows. Both of the 

above described sets can be duplicated almost exactly in series of eggs 

of those species. 

Several hours after our first two discoveries, Brooks found a third 

nest, this one in a low thicket of balsam, a thicket about twenty feet 

square but with the sprawling branches rising not more than knee high 

above the ground. The nest was in the branches, about ten inches up, 

and was much bulkier than those on the ground. It was a gray- 

colored structure, the outer walls of coarse weed stalks and shredded 

stuff that appeared to be the bark of some of the annuals growing 

thereabout. The lining was mostly fine grass, with one conspicuous 

white ptarmigan feather. The whole nest was about 180 mm. in 

diameter, and 90 mm. deep. The nest cavity was 76 mm. across. It 

contained four fresh eggs. 

On June 22 a fourth nest was found on the same mountain, in much 

the same situation as the first two (see pl. 7, fig. 7). It was on a dry 

ridge under a scant growth of dwarf birch, the nest buried between 

tufts of long, dry grass, and itself constructed mostly of dry grass and 
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plant fiber, the lining of fine grass. It contained four slightly incu- | 

bated eggs. This nest, like the others, was found by flushing the bird. 

The last two nests discovered, both taken by Brooks, are now in the 

collection of Colonel John E. Thayer, Lancaster, Massachusetts. 

The dates on which these nests were taken is probably indicative 

of the usual time of egg-laying, but some sets are evidently laid at a 

much later date. On August 3, on Spruce Mountain, a pair of birds 

was seen, which, from their actions, obviously had a nest nearby, and 

on August 5, on the same mountain, a nest was found containing naked 

young, probably about a week old. 

The Thayer collection contains four sets of eggs of the golden- 

crowned sparrow, collected by John Koren, with data as follows: 

(1) Anvil Mountains, near Nome, Alaska; June 21, 1910; 5 eggs. 

(2) Anvil Mountains, near Nome, Alaska; June 21, 1910; 7 eggs 

(3 broken). 

(3) Nelson Island, Bering Sea, Alaska; July 3, 1910; 3 eggs. 

(4) Shumagin Island, Alaska; July 8, 1911; 5 eggs. 

The parent birds of each set are also in the Thayer collection. 

On July 8 young out of the nest were first seen on Monarch 

Mountain, and here, as in previous experiences, I had impressed upon 

me the extreme wariness of the young birds. They were in thickets of 

dwarf birch and balsam. When a brood was flushed they scattered to 

distant points, and each bird, alighting in a bush, at once scuttled 

through and was away to another hiding place. The adults are not 

hard to approach; they apparently watch and direct the retreat of 

their offspring. 

On July 18 young were taken in juvenal plumage throughout and 

with full-grown rectrices. Others molting into first winter plumage 

were collected July 27 and August 5. One young bird still mostly in 

juvenal plumage was taken August 24. 

The young of the golden-crowned sparrow is generally similar to 

the same stage in the three species of white-crowned sparrows. 

Coronata lacks the decided head markings that are seen in the juvenal 

white-crowns and it has a suggestion of yellowish upon the forehead. 

Compared with the grayish leucophrys, young coronata is generally 

darker colored and the ventral streaks are darker, heavier, and more 

extensive. Compared with gambelit, young coronata is generally 

browner. Young coronata and young nuttalli are closely similar in 
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body coloration, but the former is slightly darker colored as a rule. 
Coronata has a heavier bill than the white-crowned sparrows, and this 
character is apparent in the young birds. 

The accompanying illustration (pl. 4) was made from studies of 
the freshly killed bird. The yellowish tinge to the lower parts, as there 
shown, is an evanescent color that soon disappears from the study skin. 
Color of bill and feet in the picture is, of course, as those parts were 
in the living bird. 

On September 5 I made my last climb to the summit of Monarch 

Mountain, and on that day but a single golden-crowned sparrow was 

noted, the last for the season. 

In all, I collected six specimens of the golden-crowned sparrow 

(nos. 44822-44827), as follows: one adult female (with the first set 

of eggs), two males in juvenal plumage, and three birds in various 

stages of the post-juvenal molt. 

Spizella monticola ochracea Brewster. Western Tree Sparrow 

An abundant summer visitant in the region at an altitude higher 

than the town of Atlin. Tree sparrows may appear in the lowlands 

upon their advent in the spring, but when we arrived, at the end of 

May, they were already established on their nesting ground and we 

saw none in the valley. We found them in abundance at the head of 

Cafion Creek (from 3500 to 4500 feet altitude) and in somewhat 

similar surroundings at the same elevation on upper Otter Creek. In 

each place they occurred where willow is the prevailing tree growth, 

ranging in size from scrubby, mat-like thickets that can be walked 

over, to tangled bushes ten feet high or more. The tree sparrows were 

practically always found in or about the willows. 

On June 30 tree sparrows appeared to be carrying food to young 

in the nest; by the last week in July the young were going through the 

post-juvenal molt. During September a few migrating tree sparrows 

appeared in the lowlands. Single birds were seen at Lake Teslin, 

September 12, and near Atlin on September 19 and 21. Eleven 

specimens were collected (nos. 44828-44838), two adult females in 

worn breeding plumage, eight young (July 30 to August 6) in various 

stages of the post-juvenal molt, and one immature female in first 

winter plumage. 
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Spizella passerina passerina (Bechstein). Eastern Chipping Sparrow 

Seen at Carcross, May 22. In the Atlin region this is a fairly com- 

mon species in the lowlands. It probably does not nest on the higher 

mountain slopes, but at the end of the summer there was a slight 

movement toward higher altitudes. In the upper part of Otter Creek, 

up to about 4500 feet altitude, chipping sparrows were fairly common 

at the end of July and during the first week in August. The last 

chipping sparrow was seen August 24, near Atlin. Three specimens 

were collected (nos. 44839-44841), two adult males and one male in 

juvenal plumage. 

Spizella taverneri Swarth and Brooks. Timber-line Sparrow 

The discovery of this species (see Swarth and Brooks, 1925, p. 67) 

was one of the most interesting of the season’s results. In general 

appearance Spizella tavernert resembles Spizella brewer closely 

enough that we could not be sure in the field that it was not breweri 

that we had found, but the known range of breweri was so distant, 

and the conditions surrounding this bird were so widely different 

from those in the habitat of brewert, as to arouse our strong interest. 

We first encountered the timber-line sparrow on July 8, near the 

summit of Monarch Mountain, about 4500 feet altitude. The sur- 

roundings there are such as obtain generally above timber line in this 

region, the country being open, grass covered for the most part, the 

damper portions with small areas of false heather and the whole inter- 

spersed with clumps of scrubby balsam, mostly prostrate, but some- 

times ten or fifteen feet high. It was a raw day, with showers at fre- 

quent intervals, the rain driving before a sharp wind, conditions such 

’ as to render a search for small birds difficult and unproductive. We 

were following a flock of horned larks when two sparrows appeared, 

perched upon a balsam thicket some distance away and jerking their 

tails nervously. Their appearance did not accord with anything we 

knew in the region, and Brooks started at once in pursuit. With some 

difficulty, for the birds were wary, he secured one of them. This 

proved to be an adult female with a denuded abdomen, indication that 

she was, or had been, incubating eggs. 

The species was next encountered in the upper part of Otter 

Creek, at about 3500 feet altitude, and on the surrounding mountains 

up to their summits, nearly 5500 feet altitude. In Otter Creek Valley 
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these birds were not seen along the wet bottom lands, but they fre- 

quented the dry hillsides, where the trailing birch afforded the cover 

they favored the most. They were at all times wary and hard to 
approach, far more so than most small birds, and in contrast to the 

actions of the several species of Spizella and Zonotrichia with which 

they were associated. 

During the last week in July and the first week in August, spotted 

young were seen being fed by their parents, but mostly the young were 

larger, undergoing the post-juvenal molt. The species might easily 

be overlooked, for besides their habitual wariness the birds are with 

difficulty dislodged from the sheltering cover they frequent. If flushed 

at a distance from the tops of the balsam thickets on which they often 

perched when suspicious of danger (and they rarely permitted a near 

approach), the timber-line sparrow might easily be overlooked amid 

the tree sparrows, chipping sparrows, and even the Zonotrichias, 

which were in the same surroundings and arising from the bushes 

near at hand. When flushed they flew long distances, to dive into birch 

thickets, tangled masses of shrubbery about waist high, and it was 

rarely that a bird could be dislodged from such a refuge. They ran 

beneath the shrubbery, to take flight at some distant point, and such 

tactics, repeated over and over again, inevitably left the person in 

pursuit floundering clumsily through entangling branches far behind. 

So, although the species was really abundant in some places, such 

as on certain of the higher slopes of Spruce Mountain, we secured 

relatively few specimens. 

Together, we collected twenty-three skins, as follows: adult male, 

3; adult female, 4; immature, first winter plumage, 4; juvenal, 6; 

molting from juvenal to first winter, 6. Fifteen of these (nos. 44842- 

44856) came to the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. Two of this series 

have since been deposited in the United States National Museum. 

Junco hyemalis connectens Coues. Cassiar Junco 

Thirty-five specimens of junco were collected (nos. 44857-44891), 

sixteen breeding adults (thirteen of these from Carcross), the 

remainder comprising some streaked juveniles and adults and 

immature in fall plumage. I am listing these all as of the subspecies 

connectens; but there are equivocal specimens in the series (among 

migrants collected toward the end of the summer) that would fit as 

readily into a series of hyemalis. 
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Breeding juncos from Carcross show a distinct approach to the 

subspecies hyemalis, as compared with connectens from the Stikine 

region, so much so that Careross may be regarded as near the northern 

limit of the range of connectens. , 

At Carcross, May 22, male juncos were singing from the tops of 

bushes and small trees. Females collected during the next few days 

had their sets partly laid. Two nests, each with four fresh eggs, were 

found near Atlin, May 31. These and other nests subsequently found 

were all very much alike. They were all in fairly open bottom land, 

on the ground, and well concealed in sheltering grass and other vegeta- 

tion. Juncos bred most abundantly in the lowlands, but on June 30 

I found a nest with five fresh eggs on a mountain side at about 3500 

feet altitude. The situation was a warm, south-facing slope; the nest 

was buried in a dense clump of bear-berry and grass. 

On June 26 the first young out of the nest was seen, and from then 

on through August spotted young were fairly common in small flocks 

threughout the lowlands. During September juncos were migrating 

through the region. The last were noted September 19, but from the 

number seen that day I am sure that some must linger to a much 

later date. 

Melospiza lincolnii lincolnii (Audubon). Lincoln Sparrow 

Breeding in fair abundance in the disconnected marshy areas that 

occur throughout the lowlands. On June 14 a nest was found with 

five eggs at the point of hatching. The first young was seen flying 

on July 2. The species was last noted on August 29. Two specimens 

(nos. 44892-44893) collected, by myself, and others taken by Brooks, 

are all typical of the subspecies lincolnit. 

Petrochelidon lunifrons lunifrons (Say). Cliff Swallow 

Nests were seen on buildings at Carcross. The first cliff swallow 

was noted there on the evening of May 26, some days after our own 

arrival, and when we reached Atlin, May 28, the species was present in 

force. It nests in some numbers in the town, but we found it breeding 

nowhere else. The last cliff swallow was noted August 16. 

Hirundo erythrogaster Boddaert. Barn Swallow 

This species arrived at Carcross on the morning of May 26. Old 

nests were seen on several houses there. It was abundant in the town 

of Atlin, but was not found nesting elsewhere. Last noted September 1. 
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E. M. Anderson (1915, p. 15) has described the nesting of a pair of 
barn swallows on a passenger coach that traverses the two-mile portage 

at Taku. The birds still rear their broods in the same place. For 

their convenience a box is affixed near the roof of the coach within 

(the sides of the car are open), and year after year the box is occupied. 

The coach travels back and forth across the portage several times a 

week, filled with people, throughout the nesting period. 

Iridoprocne bicolor (Vieillot). Tree Swallow 

Arrived at Atlin on June 3. Found by us nesting only about 

human habitations, but during the third week in July there were so 

many young tree swallows gathered upon the largest of the three 

islands nearest to Atlin that it seemed as though they must have been 

reared elsewhere than in the town. 

Tachycineta thalassina lepida Mearns 

Northern Violet-green Swallow 

Abundant at Skagway, May 21, at Carcross, May 22, and at Atlin, 

when we reached there on May 28. Last seen near Atlin on Septem- 

ber 1. There are no rocky ledges near Atlin, such as the violet-green 

swallow occupies elsewhere in the north, and as with all the other 

swallows found breeding in the region, they were nesting about human 

habitations, occupied or deserted, and nowhere else. 

Riparia riparia (Linnaeus). Bank Swallow 

A flock of migrating bank swallows appeared near Atlin on June 10, 

and a single bird was seen on July 12. The species was not otherwise 

_ observed. 

Bombycilla garrula pallidiceps Reichenow. Bohemian Waxwing 

A single bird seen at Carcross, May 24. At Atlin, the third week 

in May, waxwings were fairly common and in pairs. On June 3 the 

beginning of a nest was found, on June 4 one that was ready for 

lining, and on June 11 the first set of eggs. These and several other 

nests were on the mainland, not far from the lake shore, and in rather 

open groves of jack pine. Nests were mostly near the ground, the 

highest being some thirty feet up. They were all in the terminal forks 

of downward drooping branches, six to ten feet from the trunk. 
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Waxwings build their nests in scattered communities, so that where 

one pair is found there are pretty sure to be others not far distant. 

Within a few miles of Atlin there were several such groups, compris- 

ing at least eight or ten pairs at each place. We collected but three 

sets of eggs at these places, but evidently there was some more formid- 

able enemy of the birds at work, for the waxwings gradually dis- 

appeared, and not one young bird was reared in these colonies. 

On July 15 we made the first of several visits to three small islands 

opposite Atlin, and there we found waxwings in numbers, and nesting. 

Apparently every pair that had started the breeding season on the 

nearby mainland had moved out to the islands, where they seemed 

free of whatever scourge it was that had destroyed their first nests. 

We saw no Canada jays, no squirrels, and no chipmunks on the islands; 

any or all of these may have been responsible for the shifting of the 

birds. 

On the mainland nests were all in jack pines, but on the islands they 

were nearly all in small balsam firs. Mostly they were built low, ten 

feet from the ground or less, and several were within reach from the 

ground. During the third week in July nests held fresh eggs or 

incomplete sets. Complete sets, on the islands and on the mainland, 

ranged from four to six eggs. 

On Otter Creek, July 26 to August 9, waxwings were occasionally 

encountered, in small flocks, old and young together. During August 

the species almost entirely disappeared, days and weeks passing with- 

out one being seen. On September 7 a small fiock was seen near 

Gladys Lake, and ‘on the 10th another flock between Gladys Lake and 

Lake Teslin. Not seen subsequently, though the species might be 

expected to remain until a much later date. 

Three waxwings were collected (nos. 44894-44896), male and 

female taken July 27, full grown but in juvenal plumage throughout, 

and an adult male, August 5, not yet beginning the annual molt. The 

young male has four large wax tips on each wing, the young female, 

two small ones. Neither has the vivid orange tail tipping noted on 

certain young birds from the Stikine River (Swarth, 1922, p. 279), 

though the female shows an approach to that color. 

Lanius borealis Vieillot. Northern Shrike 

Our discovery of the northern shrike in the Atlin region establishes 

this bird as a breeding species in extreme northern British Columbia, 

though the previous capture of one by W. H. Osgood, for the U. S. 
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Biological Survey, at Bennett, June 9, 1903, made it a fair presump- 
tion that this was the case. We found no nest, but on June 30 we 
collected a brood of six young, just able to fly; the nest must have 
been close by. The young birds, huddled together in a spruce thicket, 
were being fed by one parent, which escaped. This was at the head 
of Cafion Creek, altitude 4000 feet, in a sparsely wooded mountain 
valley, close to the upper limit of upright timber. The young birds 
were extremely noisy ; it was the incessant squalling for food that drew 
our attention, from a distance. Their stomachs were well filled, mostly 
with insect remains, including some small Coleoptera; in one stomach 
there were parts of a very young ptarmigan chick, including the bill. 
Three of the young were preserved by Brooks, three by Swarth 
(nos. 44897-44899). 

On July 28 an adult male (no. 44900) was collected at the head of 

Otter Creek (about 3500 feet altitude). This bird is in the midst of 

the annua! molt. Above and below the old feathers are extremely 

pale colored. The underparts are almost pure white, the old feathers 

having lost every vestige of the dusky vermiculations. Such markings 

show plainly enough on the new breast feathers, just coming in. The 

stomach held insect remains. The species was observed only on these 

two occasions. 

A notable feature of the shrikes in juvenal plumage is their gray 

coloration. In the freshly acquired first winter plumage there is a 

decidedly brown tone both above and below, but, save for the wing 

markings, none of this appears in the juvenal stage. This plumage 

is mostly clear gray, slightly darker on the dorsum, and finely 

vermiculated below. 

Through the courtesy of Dr. Louis B. Bishop there are available 

from his collection 57 specimens of Lanius borealis, about equally 

divided between eastern and western localities. In this museum there 

are twenty-six skins, fourteen western and twelve eastern. From the 

Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, I was able to borrow two adult males 

from the east side of Hudson Bay. These two, with one from Magdalen 

Island, in the Bishop collection, are the only breeding birds I have 

seen from eastern localities. 

The subspecies invictus (Grinnell, 1900, p. 54), described from the 

Kowak River, Alaska, was characterized as of larger size, paler colora- 

tion dorsally, and with the white markings greater in extent, as com- 

pared with eastern birds. I can distinguish a slight average difference 

in size (see table), and, in some specimens, in the color characters also. 
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Certain Alaskan skins are paler colored than any eastern birds, and 

some have decidedly more extensive white markings (as on the lateral 

rectrices) than most eastern skins. An exceptional British Columbian 

specimen has the outer rectrices entirely white. There are Alaskan 

birds, though, that lie well within the range of variation of eastern 

birds, and there are one or two eastern birds with white markings on 

the tail feathers nearly as extensive as in any western ones. 

There are a number of winter birds in this series from points lying 

between the Great Lakes and the Rocky Mountains, and nearly all of 

these I am unable to allocate to an eastern or a western race with any 

degree of assurance. Thus, while recognizing in the northern shrike 

a tendency toward development of the characters ascribed to invictus 

in the western part of its habitat, it seems to me so impossible to define 

the boundary between an eastern and a western race, or to identify 

most winter birds taken south of the breeding range, that I am 

disinclined to use different names for the variations exhibited. 

Vireosylva gilva swainsonii (Baird). Western Warbling Vireo 

A rare species, here probably at the extreme northern limit of its 

range. First seen June 8, and from then on, at this one place, a vireo 

could be seen or heard singing at almost any time during the next 

few weeks. The indications were that a pair was nesting there- 

about. The only other occasion on which the species was seen was on 

August 17, when one bird was collected by Brooks. 

Vermivora celata celata.(Say). Orange-crowned Warbler 

Migrating, not uncommonly, about Atlin, during August. Three 

specimens were collected (nos. 44901-44903), two females taken 

August 13, and one male on August 17, all immatures in first winter 

plumage. Others of this subspecies, easily recognized as a rule by the 

gray head, were seen until August 31. 

Vermivora celata orestera Oberholser 

Rocky Mountain Orange-crowned Warbler 

An ‘‘orange-crowned warbler,’’ apparently of this subspecies, was 

seen at Carcross, May 24. Small numbers were migrating through 

the Atlin region during the last week in May and first week in June, 

and a few pairs bred in the lowlands thereabout, where they were seen 
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at intervals during the summer. After the middle of August they 

were more frequently encountered, migrating through the poplar 

woods in company with other warblers. Last definitely recognized on 

August 28, though others may have been included with ‘‘orange- 

crowned warblers’’ seen on August 31. 

Nine specimens were collected (nos. 44904-44912), five breeding 

adults, three in juvenal plumage, wholly or partly, and one immature 

female in first winter plumage, taken August 28. A young bird 

collected August 21 is still mostly in juvenal plumage. 

In my opinion orestera is a valid subspecies, and on the basis of 

the characters ascribed to it by Oberholser (1905, p. 248). It is 

slightly duller colored than lutescens, much brighter yellow than celata, 

and of greater size than either. The juvenal plumage of orestera, as 

shown by young birds from the Atlin region, is gray ; Juvenal lutescens 

is yellow. 

It will be of interest to ascertain the dividing line between the 

breeding ranges of celata and orestera in the north. This is some- 

thing that is as yet but imperfectly understood, and it will be a difficult 

line to draw. Atlin specimens of orestera are not typical of that sub- 

species in that they are smaller (or at least shorter winged) than those 

from more southern points. This may, perhaps, be evidence of inter- 

gradation toward celata. 

Vermivora peregrina (Wilson). Tennessee Warbler 

Breeds in small numbers in the lowlands of the Atlin region. 

Three specimens were collected (nos. 44918-44915), an adult male on 

June 29 and two females on July 14, all in poplar woods. The species 

was not otherwise positively identified. 

Dendroica aestiva aestiva (Gmelin). Eastern Yellow Warbler 

Common in the lowlands of the Atlin region, and here, as in most 

places, showing a predilection for willow copses. First arrival noted 

May 31, last seen August 26. 

Eleven specimens were collected (nos. 44916-44926), three adult 

males, two adult females, three males and one female in juvenal 

plumage, male and female in first winter plumage. I refer these birds 

to the eastern subspecies, Dendroica aestiva aestiva, as the form they 

most nearly resemble. Such variation as is exhibited from the average 

of aestiva is shown in a slight darkening of the dorsum, in which 
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respect they approach rubiginosa, of the Alaskan coast. The juvenal 
plumage is extremely dark, sooty almost, different from that of any 
other young yellow warblers that I have seen. 

Dendroica coronata hooveri McGregor. Alaska Myrtle Warbler 

Present at Carcross when we arrived, May 22; one was seen there 
carrying nest material on May 23, About Atlin it is a common species, 
breeding mostly in the lowlands. 

A nest with five fresh eggs (Mus. Vert. Zool. no. 1992) was taken 
by Brooks on June 15. It was in a slender spruce, one of a small 
thicket in a locality that is largely poplar grown, about forty feet from 

the ground and near the top of the tree. It rested on the twigs form- 

ing the terminal forks of a branch, about three feet trom the trunk. 

The outer walls of the nest were built mostly of the shredded bark of 

fire-weed stalks, with a little fire-weed ‘‘cotton,’’ some coarse grass 

and small twigs, and several wing and tail feathers of a small bird. 

In the lining there was some horse hair, mountain sheep hair and a 

few soft feathers. 

Another nest, containing newly hatched young on June 28, was in a 

small jack pine in open woods on the shore of Lake Atlin. 

During the last week in August and the first week in September 

the southward exodus was at its height. Flocks of warblers, mostly 

this species, flitted rapidly through the poplar woods, and there was a 

constant stream of myrtle warblers making long flights overhead. The 

last one, a single bird, was seen September 19. 

Eight specimens were collected (nos. 44927-44934), one adult 

female, five in Juvenal plumage, and a male and female in first winter 

plumage. 

Dendroica striata (J. R. Forster). Black-poll Warbler 

Fairly common but easily overlooked. Only one or two pairs were 

seen on the mainland, and it was not until the young were hatched 

that we discovered that the species was nesting in fair abundance on 

certain islands in Lake Atlin. The birds are inconspicuous, and the 

call-note is sufficiently like that of the abundant Dendroica coronata 

to be readily mistaken. The first young, just out of the nest, was seen 

July 13, and thereafter the species was encountered commonly. Young 

were molting from juvenal to first winter plumage during the last 

week in July and first week in August. The young birds lingered until 
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this molt was finished, but the adults apparently left as soon as the 

young could care for themselves. No old bird was seen after August 1, 

and the last few that were noted were still in breeding plumage. The 

black-poll warbler was numerous up to August 22; the last was seen 

on August 27. 

The Atlin region may be assumed to be about the southwestern limit 

of the breeding range of this species, and in view of the abundance of 

the birds at that point it is of interest to note their scarcity farther 

south in British Columbia. There are only a few scattered records, 

all but one during fall migration, the southernmost at Quesnelle. 

Apparently the black-poll warbler has an east and west route over 

the Rocky Mountains of northern British Columbia, seldom or never 

traversing the southern two-thirds of the province. 

Eleven specimens were collected (nos. 44935-44945), one adult 

female, four in juvenal plumage, four in various stages of the post- 

juvenal molt, and two in first winter plumage. 

Dendroica townsendi (J. K. Townsend). Townsend Warbler 

A few pairs were nesting at isolated points in the lowlands, in 

clumps of tall spruce trees. They remained in the tree tops and 

would have been overlooked entirely during the breeding season were 

it not for the singing males. During the second week in August, young 

birds in completely acquired first winter plumage appeared in the 

poplar woods, and, while they were never numerous, some were seen 

daily thereafter during that month. Last noted August 31. 

Two specimens were collected, an adult male, June 5 (no. 44946), 

an immature male, August if (no. 44947). 

Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis Ridgway. Grinnell Water-thrush 

One was collected by Brooks in the bottom lands of Pine Creek 

near Atlin, August 21. This was the only one seen. 

Geothlypis trichas occidentalis Brewster. Western Yellowthroat 

On September 10 I saw several and heard others in the marsh at 

Fat Creek, six or seven miles southwest from Lake Teslin and just 

north of the British Columbia~Yukon boundary. On September 13, 

returning over the same trail, no yellowthroats were seen. Not other- 

wise observed in the Atlin region, to my surprise, for in September, 
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1909, I had found the species on the lower Taku River, Alaska, which 
drains from the country immediately south of Lake Atlin (see Swarth, 
1911, p. 101). Occurrence in migration on the lower reaches of the 
stream would imply occurrence also toward the head of the river. 

Wilsonia pusilla pileolata (Pallas). Pileolated Warbler 
Seen at Carcross on May 22 and subsequently, and, in small 

numbers, migrating in the Atlin lowlands during the first week in 
June. Occasional birds were seen near Atlin throughout the summer, 
and these may have been nesting there, but the breeding ground for 
the most part, if not entirely, lies above timber line. On the higher 
ridges, pileolated warblers could always be found in the balsam 
thickets, where, presumably, the nests were placed. 

On August 8, migrating pileolated warblers, with some other smal! 
birds, were flitting through the bushes on the summit of Spruce 
Mountain. Throughout August they could be found daily in small 
numbers in the poplar woods around Atlin. The last one seen was at 
Lake Teslin, September 12. 

Three specimens were collected (nos. 44948-44950), an adult male 
and two immature males. 

Setophaga ruticilla (Linnaeus). American Redstart 

One bird was collected near Atlin by Brooks on June 14, another 

(no. 44951) by myself on June 17, and several others were seen during 

June and July. Atlin must be at practically the northwestern limit of 

distribution of this species. 

Anthus rubescens (Tunstall). Pipit 

This species must breed in some parts of the mountains near Atlin, 

‘ but we saw none until late in thesummer. First encountered August 1, 

on the summit of Spruce Mountain, and seen several times during the 

next few days. These were mostly birds in juvenal plumage, but 

strong on the wing. First seen in the lowlands near Atlin on August 

26, and frequently observed during the next few weeks. A small flock 

of pipits was seen from the steamer on Tagish Lake, as I was leaving, 

September 23. ' 

Two specimens were collected (nos. 44952-44953), both in juvenal 

plumage, taken on the summit of Spruce Mountain, August 3. 
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Sitta canadensis Linnaeus. Red-breasted Nuthatch 

A red-breasted nuthatch heard ealling in woods near Atlin on 

June 5 was the only one of the species noted during the nesting 

season. Next seen (a single bird) on Spruce Mountain, August 1. 

During the latter part of August the species was migrating through 

the woods near Atlin in fair abundance. Last seen by me on August 

31, though it may be expected to occur in this region until a much 

later date. 

Penthestes atricapillus septentrionalis (Harris) 

Long-tailed Chickadee 

Presumably resident in the region throughout the year, though not 

abundant. Seen at Carcross during the last week of May, and about 

Atlin during the whole of my stay, usually in poplar woods. Six 

specimens were collected (August 16 to 28), all in fresh fall plumage 

(nos. 44954-44959). 

Penthestes gambeli abbreviatus Grinnell 

Short-tailed Mountain Chickadee 

A male bird (no. 44960) in breeding condition was shot in spruce 

woods near Atlin, June 12. Presumably the species nests in this gen- 

eral region, but it was not otherwise observed. This is the northern- 

most station at which it has been found, Grand Rapids, on the Stikine 

River, 160 miles to the southward, being the nearest point of record 

(Swarth, 1922, p. 297). . 

Penthestes hudsonicus columbianus (Rhoads). Columbian Chickadee 

A fairly common species in the Atlin region, more so than the long- 

tailed chickadee. Showed decided preference for spruce woods. 

Twenty-three specimens were collected (nos. 44961-44983), comprising 

six breeding adults, six juvenals, and three adults and eight immatures 

in fresh fall plumage. 

The subspecies columbianus, described by Rhoads (18938, p. 23), 

was included in the 1895 edition of the A. O. U. Check-list, but it was 

eliminated later (A. O. U. Committee, 1908, p. 355) for reasons that 

are not known to me. The series of birds above listed, together with 

others from more southern points in British Columbia (see Swarth, 
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1924, p. 368) strongly support the validity of the race. Compared 

with series of specimens from more northern points in Alaska, assumed 

to be typical hudsonicus, they exhibit, conclusively as it seems to me, 

the color characters ascribed to columbianus by Rhoads (loc. cit.) and 

by Ridgway (1904, p. 414). 

Regulus satrapa olivaceus Baird. Western Golden-crowned Kinglet 

Seen but once, a single bird near Atlin on May 29, 

Regulus calendula calendula (Linnaeus). Ruby-crowned Kinglet 

Seen at Carcross on May 24. Found in small numbers throughout 

the lowlands of the Atlin region during the summer and in rather 

greater abundance after the southward migration began. The first 

broods of young appeared on July 16. Seen daily during the early 

part of September, and one bird was seen at Carcross on September 24. 

Four specimens were collected (nos. 44984-44987). 

Myadestes townsendi (Audubon). Townsend Solitaire 

Bréeds in small numbers about Atlin, mostly on the partly open 

mountain sides just bélow timber line. First seen on May 29, the last 

September 1. One specimen collected, a juvenal male, June 30 

(no. 44988). 

Hylocichla ustulata swainsoni (Tschudi). Olive-backed Thrush 

_ Breeds in fair abundance in the poplar and willow woods of the 

lowlands. Arrived June 4; last seen August 29. Nine specimens were 

collected (nos. 44989-44997). These, together with others from pre- 

vious expeditions to the Stikine and Skeena valleys, comprise a series 

of forty-one specimens of olive-backed thrush from northern British 

Columbia now in this museum. This series throughout exhibits the 

grayish dorsal coloration described by Oberholser (1898, p. 304) as 

the principal character of Hylocichla ustulata almae. I would be 

inclined to recognize that subspecies were it not for the fact that the 

same coloration occurs in series from eastern localities, among the more 

numerous olivaceous-backed birds that are supposed to represent 

typical swainsom. The name almae may well rest in abeyance for 

the time being until a better understanding is reached of the meaning 
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of these color variations. However, while these gray-backed birds do 

occur throughout the east, the extreme olivaceous type of coloration 

seen commonly in eastern birds is not found in series of breeding 

birds from the northwest, in British Columbia and Alaska (see Bishop, 

1900, p. 119). 

Hylocichla guttata guttata (Pallas). Alaska Hermit Thrush 

A fairly common species in the lowlands. Seen at Carcross, May 22, 

and at Atlin upon our arrival there, May 28. The last bird was seen 

September 19. 

Three nests were found: One, June 13, with three fresh eggs; 

one June 23, with four fresh eggs; and one July 12, with four fresh 

eggs. All were on the ground, the first in a clump of small willows 

at the edge of a muskeg, the second in an opening in mixed poplar 

and spruce woods, and the third in rather dense poplar woods. It 

seems noteworthy that this species should be nesting upon the ground 

here, in view of the fact that on the upper Stikine River, a short dis- 

tance to the southward, hermit thrush nests were found placed in small 

spruce trees several feet from the ground (Swarth, 1922, p. 303). 

Ten specimens were collected, two breeding adults, one juvenal, 

three in the post-juvenal molt, and four immatures in fresh fall 

plumage (nos. 44998-45001, 45003-45008). One or two of the fall 

birds show slight intergradation toward pallasiw, in the buffier, less 

grayish flanks, and in dorsal coloration. 

Hylocichla guttata pallasii (Cabanis). Eastern Hermit Thrush 

One specimen collected, an immature female on migration, August 

23 (no. 45002). This bird is essentially like two others collected by 

myself in the Skeena Valley (Swarth, 1924, p. 370), and, like those 

birds, while not as bright reddish as typical pallasi, it is distinctly 

nearer to that form than to the darker, gray-flanked guttata, the 

breeding bird of northern British Columbia. 

Planesticus migratorius migratorius (Linnaeus). Eastern Robin 

Present at Carcross, May 22, and at Atlin upon our arrival there a 

few days later. Last seen August 31. Robins breed in fair abundance 

in the more open woods in the valleys. They shun the dense spruce 

woods of the middle altitudes, but are present again in some numbers 

at timber line, where the scattered balsam thickets supply needed 

shelter. Many old nests were found in these trees. 
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The first young out of the nest was seen June 11. During August 

robins were gathered in noisy flocks, twenty or thirty together, 

preparatory to departure for the south. 

Four specimens were collected (nos. 45009-45012), one adult male, 

two in juvenal plumage, and one adult female taken August 16, which 

had then finished the annual molt. 

Ixoreus naevius meruloides (Swainson). Northern Varied Thrush 

The varied thrush apparently does not breed in the Atlin region, 

for it was encountered nowhere during the summer months. First 

appeared on September 5, when several were seen, evidently migrating 

southward. A few others were noted, near Atlin and at points between 

Atlin and Teslin, the last on September 21. One specimen was col- 

lected, a female taken September 5 (no. 45013) ; it is typical of the 

subspecies meruloides. 

Sialia currucoides (Bechstein). Mountain Bluebird 

A fairly common species and with a predilection for human 

habitations, whether occupied or abandoned. Seen at Carcross, May 22, 

and at Atlin when we arrived. Young birds were flying about during 

the second week in July. The bluebirds linger to a later date than 

most of the summer visitants. I saw a flock of fifteen at Carcross on 

September 24. 

CHECK LIST OF THE MAMMALS 

. Sorex personatus personatus I. Geoffroy 

. Sorex obscurus obscurus Merriam 

. Neosorex navigator navigator Baird 
Mustela cicognanii richardsonii Bonaparte 

. Gulo luseus (Linnaeus) 

. Vulpes alascensis abietorum Merriam 

. Canis lestes Merriam 
. Marmota ecaligata caligata (Eschscholtz) 

. Citellus plesius plesius (Osgood) 

. Eutamias minimus caniceps Osgood 
. Sciurus hudsonicus hudsonicus (Erxleben) 

. Castor canadensis canadensis Kuhl 

. Peromyscus maniculatus borealis Mearns 

. Neotoma cinerea saxamans Osgood 
. Synaptomys borealis dalli Merriam 
. Microtus drummondii (Audubon and Bachman) 

. Mierotus mordax mordax (Merriam) 

. Ondatra zibethica spatulata (Osgood) 

. Erethizon epixanthum nigrescens Allen 

. Lepus americanus macfarlani Merriam 

. Alces gigas Miller 
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GENERAL ACCOUNTS OF THE MAMMALS 

The collection of mammals was inadequate and disappointing. 

T had not ds much time to give to this work as would have been desir- 

able, but, nevertheless, assiduous trapping in a variety of surroundings 

was so uniformly unsuccessful that failure could hardly have been due 

to any cause other than the actual scarcity of most of the smaller 

mammals. As an instance in point, trapping was carried on for a week 

at a place where lemmings were known to have been abundant at the 

same season in previous years, but not one was caught. At several 

places extensive systems of runways were trapped over for days and 

weeks with but an occasional mouse as a result. Another year might 

find small rodents swarming over the same region. 

It was a question just what might be included in the following list; 

as it stands it comprises the species that were personally encount- 

ered and specifically identified. Bats were seen on several occasions 

but not collected. Atlin is in the center of a region that supports a 

large amount of big game (sheep, caribou, mountain goat, and bear) 

of species that I either did not encounter at all or so casually as not ta 

be worth reporting. Similarly, there are fur bearers throughout the 

region regarding which I learned nothing. I saw skins of flying 

squirrels killed near Atlin, and there are doubtless yet other species 

still to be ineluded in any comprehensive account of the mammals of 

this section. 

Sorex personatus personatus I. Geoffroy. Masked Shrew 

Five specimens collected (nos. 34389-34393), one from Surprise 

Lake (3200 feet altitude), three from the head of Otter Creek (4000 

feet altitude), and one from Atlin. 

Sorex obscurus obscurus Merriam. Dusky Shrew 

Two specimens collected (nos. 34394-34395), from near the summit 

of Spruce Mountain (4500 feet altitude), on August 1. 

Neosorex navigator navigator Baird. Water Shrew 

A water shrew, presumably of this form, was seen at the head of 

Otter Creek (4000 feet altitude), July 30. It was -at mid-day, and the 

little animal was ascending a small stream, sometimes swimming in 

the pools, then running through the shallows. It dived when it saw 

me and did not appear again. 
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Mustela cicognanii richardsonii Bonaparte. Richardson Weasel 

Encountered but once during the summer, on July 14, when one 
was seen. It was enduring the attack of a number of Gambel sparrows 
that were protesting at the weasel’s being abroad during the day. 

Gulo luscus (Linnaeus). Wolverene 

I obtained from a trapper at Carcross the skull of a female 

wolverene (no. 34396) trapped by him some sixty miles west of 

Carcross, during the winter of 1923-24. 

Vulpes alascensis abietorum Merriam. British Columbia Red Fox 

The collection includes a red fox skull, picked up on the summit of 

Spruce Mountain. The species was not otherwise encountered in a 

wild state. ‘‘Silver fox’’ farming is an established industry in this 

section, and both at Carcross and at Atlin there are successful fox 

farms. 

Canis lestes Merriam. Northern Coyote 

The northern extension of the range of the coyote into this region 

seems to have taken place in relatively recent years, according to local 

report, but however that may be the species now occurs in some 

numbers at least as far north as southern Yukon Territory. 

On August 3, five coyotes, apparently a family, were encountered 

on the summit of Spruce Mountain, above timber line (at about 5000 

feet altitude), and two half-grown young ones (nos. 34397-84398) were 

shot. After my return to Berkeley I received skin and skull of an 

adult male coyote (no. 34992) trapped at Grouse Creek, Yukon 

Territory (just north of the British Columbia boundary, on the trail 

to Teslin), January 10, 1925, and of an adult female (no. 36469) 

trapped at Teslin, January 15, 1926. 

In a letter received from Mr. A. B. Taylor, government telegraph 

operator at Atlin, and an accurate observer of animal life, under date 

of November 5, 1925, he states: ‘‘The country is overrun with coyotes, 

and they have pretty well cleaned out the rabbits and grouse. They 

come quite close to town and set up a howling that starts all the dogs, 

especially in the early morning, just before dawn. After the lake 

freezes there will be some sport chasing them in automobiles. One 

man got eight last winter in that way.’’ 
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Marmota caligata caligata (Eschscholtz). Hoary Marmot 

A few were seen on various mountains not far from Atlin. The 

species is apparently of general distribution, though not numerous, 

above timber line (about 3500 feet) throughout the region. One speci- 

men (no. 34276), an adult male, was collected by Brooks near Log 

Cabin (White Pass), on September 1. 

Citellus plesius plesius (Osgood). Bennett Ground Squirrel 

Extremely abundant about Carcross. The grounds of the ‘‘Gopher 

Golf Club,’’ on the outskirts of the town, supported a large population 

of the squirrels, as is suggested by the club’s name, and we saw them 

elsewhere wherever we walked. The light sandy soil and open woods 

seem to form a favorable set of conditions for the species. 

In the immediate vicinity of Atlin I saw no ground squirrels, but 

there were small colonies at certain points in the lowlands within a 

few miles of town. Above timber line on the nearby mountains they 

were present everywhere, in some places in great numbers. Along 

Otter Creek, ground squirrels fairly swarmed, the whole length of the 

valley and on the surrounding mountains. Between Surprise Lake and 

Teslin I saw none. Just what the important factors are that determine 

the local distribution of the species in this region could not be 

ascertained with certainty, but in general the ground squirrels favored 

open country. 

The small colonies near Atlin were in open woods, and there were 

miles of similar woods wheré none was seen. Along Otter Creek they 

were numerous over ground that was densely grown with willow 

thickets. None was seen at any time, however, in even fairly dense 

woods of large conifers. 

On August 24 ground squirrels were abundant and active on the 

summit of Monarch Mountain. On September 5, at the same place, 

none was seen. As this was a cold, stormy day, however, their dis- 

appearance may have been but temporary and due to the weather at 

that time. 

Five specimens were preserved (nos. 34399-34403), one from Car- 

cross, May 22, two from Spruce Mountain, July 31 and August 3, 

respectively, and two from Monarch Mountain, August 24, 
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Eutamias minimus caniceps Osgood. Gray-headed Chipmunk 

Nine specimens collected (nos. 34410-34418), all adult. Chipmunks 
were seen about Carcross, and they were fairly common in the lowlands 
of the Atlin region. In the town they came familiarly about barns and 
in the gardens. 

Sciurus hudsonicus hudsonicus (Erxleben) 

Northern Red Squirrel 

Six specimens collected (nos. 34404-34409), all adults that are 

entirely or mostly in summer pelage. In this small series there is 

rather notable variation from grayish to reddish extremes; the reddish 

specimens may be taken to illustrate intergradation by individual 

variation toward S. h. petulans of the nearby Alaskan coast. 

Red squirrels are fairly common and of general distribution 

throughout the wooded parts of the region. 

Castor canadensis canadensis Kuhl. Beaver 

Beaver have little chance of survival anywhere near human habita- 

tions unless accorded rigid protection, and throughout such parts 

of the Atlin region as we visited trapping had reduced their num- 

bers to the vanishing point. On the evening of September 9 I spent 

an hour or more watching a pair;of beavers in a pond a few miles 

north of the British Cumbia boundary, on the trail to Lake 

Teslin. They were then actively engaged in laying away winter stores, 

in the shape of willow cuttings, and trip after trip, with monotonous 

regularity, was made by the laboring animals, across the pond to the 

growing willows, and back to the house again, where entrance was 

effected by diving. 

Peromyscus maniculatus borealis Mearns 

Northern White-footed Mouse 

Thirteen specimens were collected (nos. 34419-34431), twelve from 

the vicinity of Atlin, and one from lower Otter Creek. White-footed 

mice were about as scarce as the other small rodents of the region, and 

even this small series was acquired, usually one specimen at a time, at 

long intervals a the summer. 
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Neotoma cinerea saxamans Osgood. Northern Bushy-tailed Wood Rat 

Three specimens collected (nos. 34432-34434), one at Atlin and two 

at our camp on lower Otter Creek. In this region, as elsewhere in the 

northwest, the wood rat is more or less of a pest, invading cabins and 

destroying or carrying away almost anything that can be moved. We 

saw slight trace of the presence of this species, however, and it seems 

likely that the wood rats had suffered temporary reduction of numbers 

together with other small rodents. 

Synaptomys borealis dalli Merriam. Dall Lemming Mouse 

One specimen (no. 34435), a young male, was trapped on upper 

Otter Creek (3800 feet altitude), on July 30. The species was not 

otherwise encountered. 

Microtus drummondii (Audubon and Bachman) 

Drummond Meadow Mouse 

Fourteen specimens were preserved (nos. 34436-34449), thirteen 

from the vicinity of Atlin and one from the summit of Spruce 

Mountain (5000 feet altitude). They were rare, one specimen in two 

or three nights being the most to be hoped for in a line of twenty-five 

or thirty traps. 

Microtus mordax mordax (Merriam). Cantankerous Meadow Mouse 

Nine specimens were collected (nos. 34450-34458), four from Atlin, 

four from Otter Creek (3000 to 4000 feet altitude), and one from 

near the summit of Spruce Mguntain (5000 feet altitude). These nine 

specimens represent approximately the result of eighty traps set out 

for two weeks. Not that just that number of traps was set for exactly 

that number of days at any one period, but that would be about the 

sum total from traps placed where Microtus should have been trapped. 

Two pregnant females contained three and four embryos, respectively. 

In an extensive series from the upper Stikine River, trapped when the 

animals were abundant, the number of embryos was usually five. or 

six. 

Ondatra zibethica spatulata (Osgood). Northwestern Muskrat 

Muskrats were seen at various times in ponds at the edge of the 

town of Atlin, and elsewhere in suitable places east to Lake Teslin. 

The species is abundant throughout this whole region. 
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Erethizon epixanthum nigrescens Allen. Dusky Porcupine 
A porcupine killed while it was invading the garden at the mounted 

police post at Nisuttlin Bay, Teslin Lake, on September 11, was the 
only one seen all summer. 

Lepus americanus macfarlani Merriam. Mackenzie Varying Hare 

Abundant everywhere in the lowlands. In crossing White Pass, 

May 21, we saw rabbits from the train when we had descended on the 

east slope as far as the upper edge of timber. At Carcross they were 

seen daily during our short stay, as they were also in the woods near 

Atlin throughout the summer. Stands of young poplars and some- 

times of young jack-pine were attacked and girdled by the rabbits on 

such a scale that over areas acres in extent well nigh every tree would 

be killed. Larger trees, too, were sufferers to some extent (see pl. 8). 

Where trees had been chopped down and the smaller branches left 

piled to one side, these brush piles were invariably browsed upon by 

rabbits until nearly every vestige of bark was removed. 

Five specimens were collected (nos. 34459-34463). An adult male 

shot July 10 still has white feet and white margined ears. In an adult 

female taken August 22 the feet. are buffy and there is no white on the 

ears. An adult male shot September 21 has both front and hind legs 

white and the ears are mostly white. 

These animals, all in summer pelage, are notably more grayish 

colored, less reddish, than varying hares from the upper Skeena Valley, 

which I have elsewhere (Swarth, 1924, p. 384) referred to the sub- 

species L. a. columbiensis. 

Alces gigas Miller. Alaska Moose 

Abundant throughout the region. Fresh tracks were seen con- 

stantly within a few miles of the town of Atlin, both in the lowlands 

and well up on the mountain slopes. On the shores of Lake Teslin 

I saw certain favored spots where the muddy banks were trodden like 

cattle yards. That but few of the animals were seen by us through 

the summer was largely due, of course, to the fact that, not hunting for 

them, we made no effort to avoid noises and actions that would alarm 

them ; nevertheless, they showed wariness and ability in keeping out 

of sight. In a country similarly populated with deer many more of 

those animals would have been encountered. 
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PLATE 5 

Fig. 2. Islands in Lake Atlin opposite the town. These islands are clothed 

with balsam fir, which does not grow on the adjacent mainland at this level. 

They are much more densely populated with small land birds than is the main- 
land, and several species of water birds nest there also. Photo taken September 6, 

1924, 

Fig. 3. ‘‘Blue Cajion,’’ at about 4000 feet elevation on upper Spruce Creek; 

a scene of former mining activities. The valley and lower mountain slopes 

here shown are typical of the habitat of the willow ptarmigan in this region. 
The rock and white-tailed ptarmigans inhabit the higher ridges. Photo taken 

September 1, 1924. : 

[156] 
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PLATE 6 

Fig. 4. Lake at the head of Cafion Creek, about 4000 feet altitude, near Atlin. 

Willow ptarmigan nested abundantly here, Fleming grouse were in the timber 

on the adjacent slopes, western tree sparrows were present in great numbers 

in the bushes about the lake, a brood of northern shrikes was found in the fir 

trees on the left, and families of eared grebes and Barrow golden-eyes were 
swimming about the lake. Photo taken July 18, 1924. 

Fig. 5. North-facing slope of Monarch Mountain, near Atlin. The summit 

is at about 5000 feet altitude, the base, about 2500 feet. The recent snowfall, 

conspicuous on the timberless summit, indicates the upper limit of forest trees 
on the mountain. Photo taken September 22, 1924. 
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PLATE 7 

Fig. 6. Nest site of golden-crowned sparrow, on the summit of Monarch 

Mountain. The nest was on the ground in the brush (trailing birch) at the 
left of the thicket of balsam. The balsam trees shown are about ten feet high. 
Photo taken June 22, 1924. 

Fig. 7. Nest of golden-crowned sparrow, on the ground, in grass, under a 
tangle of trailing birch. Photo taken June 22, 1924. 
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PLATE 8 

‘*Poplars’’ (quaking aspen) girdled by rabbits, a common sight in the woods 

when these animals are abundant. The largest trees shown are four or five inches 

in diameter. The highest points gnawed by the animals, some three or four feet 

above the ground, were reached in winter when snow lay deep about the trees. 
Photo taken June 6, 1924. 
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HE present paper is the result of an attempt to outline the ranges in 
British Columbia of the races of Melospiza melodia that inhabit the 

province, this for a distributional list of the birds of British Columbia 
now in course of preparation by Major Allan Brooks and myself. 

The greater part of the material upon which the study is based is 
contained in the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, but the following specimens 
werd borrowed from other institutions: from the Victoria Memorial Mus- 
eum, Ottawa, an extensive series of song sparrows representing many locali- 

ties in British Columbia; from the United States National Museum, a series 
of birds representing Melospiza melodia inexspectata, including the type of 
that subspecies; from the United States Biological, Survey, a series of birds 
from the Queen Charlotte Islands; from the Museum: of Comparative Zool- 

ogy, Cambridge, Massachusetts, the type specimen of Melospiza fasciata 
merrilli Brewster. For the use of all this material, indispensable to such a 

study as this, my thanks are extended to each of the institutions concerned 
and to the individual curators through whom the loans were made. 

I am also under a debt of gratitude to Major Allan Brooks for eriti- 

cism and aid of various sorts. His assistance was sufficient to justify the 

appearance of his name as co-author of this paper had he not wished other- 
wise. 

Although it is the song sparrow of British Columbia that is of first 

concern here, the status of the bird of southeastern Alaska (the Alexander 
Archipelago and the adjacent mainland) is so much a part of the same pro- 
blem that that region is necessarily included. For convenience the term 
‘rufina group’ will be used to designate the birds here treated, the reddish 
brown song sparrows of the coast of northwest America from central Oregon 

north to Glacier Bay, and, in British Columbia, west from the Rocky Moun- 

tains. To the birds of that general area the subspecific names rufina, gut- 
tata, morphna, merrill, montana, inexspectata, and phaca, have been various- 

ly apphed. 
~~ My own first impression was that the song sparrows of the entire region 

might well all be listed under one name. I had several times studied series of 

specimens from southeastern Alaska and from different parts of British 
Columbia without being able to correlate definite subspecific characters with 
particular regions, and at first it did not seem to me that such correlations 
could be established. Inasmuch, however, as certain extremes of variation 

are represented by birds from localities as near together as the Queen Charlotte 
Islands and Vancouver Island, and as these extremes are different enough to 
be recognizable in the living bird, it is apparent that at least two subspecies of 

Melospiza melodia will have to be conceded. It then remains to bring the rest 
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& Melosnza melodia rufina @ Melospiza melodia morphna 

Fig. 61. Map oF A PORTION OF NORTHWESTERN NORTH AMERICA, SHOWING BREEDING 

RANGE or Melospiza melodia rufina anv M.m. morphna. SYMBOLS INDICATE LOCALITIES 

FROM WHICH SPECIMENS WERE EXAMINED, 
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of the series into harmony with the division indicated between the birds from 

these two island localities, a task of some difficulty, for it means attempting 

to indicate by definite names and definite geographic boundaries average 
differences that do not lend themselves to hard and fast diagnoses. It is hoped, 
however, that the division here indicated, in accord with the facts illustrated 
in an extensive series of specimens, will be satisfactory as a rather gross separa- 
tion of races. For any minute and detailed study of geographic variation in 
Melospiza melodia in this general region, I do not believe that our system of 

nomenclature can be used to advantage. That is, I do not think that it is 

practicable to give names to any divisions smaller than are here indicated. 

Comparing the extremes mentioned, from the Queen Charlotte 

Islands and from Vancouver Island, the outstanding characters of the birds 
from the Queen Charlotte Islands are large size, long bill, and dark coloration; 
from Vancouver Island, smaller size, rather stubby bill,. and bright reddish 

color. Other birds with characters the same as those of the specimens from 

the Queen Charlotte Islands were found from the westernmost islands of the 
Alexander Archipelago, Alaska, including two adults from Sitka, the type 

locality of Emberiza rufina Brandt. Also, specimens closely similar to Van- 
couver Island skins were found from the eastern islands of the Alexander 
Archipelago and from. the adjoining mainland. So. making due allowance for 
variation in each series, a fairly satisfactory division of races could be made, 

as is indicated in the accompanying map (fig. 61.) 
Birds from Chichagof, Baranof, and the Queen Charlotte Islands are 

alike and are here taken to represent rufina in the extreme manifestation of 
that race. Specimens from Kuiu, Prince of Wales, Warren, and Forrester 

islands are intermediate in character, between rufina and morphna. Two 

specimens from Duke Island are distinctly like rufina. The apparent anomaly 
in dist~ibution in this last-mentioned case (see map) assumes added interest 
in view of the fact that a white-footed mouse (Peromyscus) is similarly isolated 

on Duke Island, the species found there (P. sitkensis) being the same as the 

one that occurs on the distant Baranof and Chichagof islands, 

As regards names for the two subspecies of song sparrow here recog- 

nized, the following appear to be applicable. To the song sparrow of the 

western islands of the Alexander Archipelago, Alaska (Chichagof, Baranof, 

Kuiu, Prince of Wales, Dall, Duke, and adjacent small islands), and the 

Queen Charlotte Tslands, British Columbia, the name Melospiza melodia 
rufina (Bonaparte) will apply. This name dates from: [Passerella] rufina 

Bonaparte, Consp. Av., 1, July 15, 1850, 477 (Sitka, Alaska; ex ‘‘Emberiza 

rufina Brandt, Dese. Av. Rossic, 1836, tab. ii, 5’’). (Citation copied from Ridg- 

way, U. 8S. Nat. Mus., Bull. 50, part 1, 1901, p. 374.) 
Melospiza melodia morphna Oberholser (Auk, xvi, April, 1899,  p. 

183), substitute subspecific name for guttata, preoccupied, type locality near 

mouth of Columbia River, will apply to the song sparrow of the eastern is- 
lands of the Alexander Archipelago (Admiralty, Wrangell, Revillagigedo, etc.) 
and the adjacent mainland coast from: Glacier Bay southward, over most of the 
mainland of British Columbia (except the extreme northern and northeastern 

sections), and Vancouver Island, and south at least to central Oregon. 
This arrangement of the song sparrows of the section of the northwest 

coast under consideration is in a sense a recession from my attitude in previous 
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papers, for I have always regarded birds from all sections studied as Melospiza 
m.,rufina, (See Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., x, 1912, p. 60; ibid., xxv, 1922, 
p. 255.) I did recognize certain differences between specimens in the Alaskan 
series, differences which are here correlated with the names rufina and mor- 
phna, but heretofore I have not been able to associate these characters with 
definite regions. It is the series from the Queen Charlotte Islands that proves 
the decisive factor. Om those islands, apparently, the characters of rufina 
reach their extreme development, and with less variation between individuals 
than is seen elsewhere, where the range of morphna is approached. 

In the rufina group, a feature that is at once apparent on examination 

of the large series now available is the surprising amount of individual varia- 
tion in series from almost any section that is fairly well represented; and also 

the unexpected sort of variation that may crop up anywhere, as exemplified by 
certain skins from scattered localities. 

As will be seen from the list of specimens appended, the material as- 
sembled includes extensive series from many places. It is the sort of variation 

that is exhibited in certain of these series that made me formerly unwilling 

to recognize two races, rufina and morphna, from, the coastal region, north 

and south. Following are brief comments upon certain of the larger and more 
important series here considered. 

Breeding birds from Vancouver Island are rather more uniform in ap- 

pearance than Alaskan specimens, and generally they are brighter colored, 
more ruddy, than are the latter. Even in the Vancouver Island series, though, 

there are specimens, taken at the same place and the same time, that are mark- 

edly different in appearance. Together with the usual type of bird, with 

ruddy coloration and rather soft, blended markings, there is a considerable 
mixture of others, some darker, others more grayish, and some more heavily 

streaked above and below. A breeding bird from Alberni (Mus. Vert. Zool., 
no. 16199, adult female) can be closely matched in a series of the distant 
cleonensis, from the coast of northern California. A series from Nootka 
Sound is notable in the matter of bill development. In these birds the bill is 
long and slender, closely similar in shape to the bill of rufina. 

In a series of seven birds, immatures in first winter plumage, taken 
near the mouth of the Taku River, Alaska, September 7 to 16, 1909, there is 
as much color variation as between Alaskan and Vancouver Island specimens. 

Some of the Taku River skins may be matched very closely by comparable 

specimens from Vancouver Island. Seven immatures and adults in fresh win- 

ter plumage taken on Sergief Island, Alaska, August 18 to September 4, 1919, 

are about like the Taku River birds, and show the same sort of variation. 

Eight breeding adults from the upper Stikine River, British Columbia, 

taken June 9 to July 17, 1919, show a surprising amount of variation, in rela- 

tive redness or grayness of general coloration and in the amount of red or of 
black in the streaking on the breast and on the back. Among six breeding 

adults from Hazelton, British Columbia, taken in May and June, 1921, there 
are extremes of redness and grayness as far apart as those distinguishing the 

average red-colored morphna of Puget Sound from the gray-colored merrilli 

of the interior. Fall plumaged birds from the same place show similar, though 
not as great, variation. 

A series of eleven breeding birds (coll. Victoria Memorial Museum) 
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from Osoyoos Lake, Okanagan Valley, taken May 6, 10, 11, 15, 16 (1922), is 

of exceptional interest from the standpoint of the variation exhibited. Here, 

from the same spot, are breeding birds exhibiting dark coloration exactly like 

Alaskan specimens of morphna, others with the ruddy color of morphna as 

seen on Vancouver Island, and still others, gray of color and with sparsely 

streaked breast, that closely approach merrilli. 
There is a single bird at hand (no. 9693, Mus. Vert. Zool., adult 

female), collected at the head of Marten Arm, Boca de Quadra, Alaska, June 

10, 1909. This specimen, taken in a region where extremely dark-colored 

song sparrows are the rule, exhibits the extreme of gray coloration that can be 
seen in morphna from any part of its range. It matches exactly three speci- 

mens (nos. 3168, 2791, 2773, Victoria Memorial Mus.) from Midway and Trail, 
in extreme southeastern British Columbia. These three have been labeled 

merrilli, and, indeed, in appearance they and the Boca de Quadra skin ap- 
proach very closely to that subspecies. 

I have examined the type specimen of Melospiza melodia inexspectata 
Riley (Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., xx1, 1911, p. 234), together with several 

other specimens from the general region of the type locality and I cannot re- 
gard that subspecies as worthy ef recognition. It is indistinguishable from 
morphna. Oberholser (Auk, xxxv, 1918, p. 187), urging the validity of the 

race, says: ‘‘It is most nearly allied to Melospiza melodia rufina, but is de- 
cidedly smaller, particularly in so far as the bill and wing are concerned; and 

is, in fact, a smaller, darker, somewhat heavily streaked edition of that bird.”’ 
As regards color and markings, specimens of ‘‘inexspectata’’ can be 

duplicated from the Alaskan coast. Furthermore, individual variation in the 
rujina group is so extensive, as I have shown, that it is not practicable to 

make the division indicated. As regards measurements, the appended table 

shows the similarity of ‘‘inexspectata’’ of the interior and morphna of the 

coast. 

In British Columbia there remains to be considered the status of 
Melospiza melodia merrilli Brewstér. I cannot find that this name has been 

published as pertaining to a British Columbia bird, but I have examined 

specimens in the Victoria Memorial Museum that were so labeled by different 
authoritics. These are apparently some of the same birds listed by Macoun and 

Macoun (Catalogue of Canadian Birds, 1909, p. 540) as Melospiza cinerea 
montana, taken at various points in southeastern British Columbia. Speci- 

mens from that section, from) Midway, Trail, and Fernie, for example, do cer- 
tainly approach merrili pretty closely, though I have seen none that are as 
gray as the type of that subspecies. I have no grounds for discrediting the vali- 

dity of merrilli as occurring elsewhere, but it is not practicable on the basis of 
these variable specimens to give the race formal standing in a list of the birds 

of British Columbia, with any definitely outlined range in that province. 
There are at hand seven specimens (including the type) of the type 

series of Melospiza cinerea phaea Fisher (Condor, 1v, 1902, p. 36) from the 
coast of southern Oregon. These birds average of small size, but all things 

considered, I do not regard them as representing a recognizable subspecies. 

Such variation from the mode of morphna as is seen, both in color and 
measurements, appears to me to be in the nature of intergradation toward 

cleonensis, the adjoining subspecies to the southward. 

- 
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The one outstanding fact brought out by an adequate series of specimens 
of the rufina group is the relative uniformity of characters presented over a 
tremendous area; and this despite the fact that there is a wide range of varia- 
tion among birds from any one locality, for the same sort of variation crops up 
almost everywhere. This uniformity in the British Columbian andi southeastern 
Alaskan song sparrow is in marked contrast to the manner in which the species 
breaks up into local races to the northward and to the southward. To the north 
are the several more grayish-colored Alaskan races, exhibiting well-defined 
characters of color and structure, and each occupying a definite and relatively 

circumscribed habitat. To the southward, Melospiza melodia again breaks up 
into rather sharply defined races, mostly of limited distribution. 

To some it may seem that the proper procedure in handling the rufina 

group would be to recognize four subspecies where I have defined two. These, 
centering about extremes that are admittedly appreciable, would be (1) the 
ruddy bird (morphna) of Vancouver Island and the adjacent mainland; (2) 

the grayish-toned merrtli extending into southeastern British Columbia; (3) 

a darker-colored race (imexspectata) from the northern mainland and part of 
the Sitkan district, Alaska; (4) a larger, dark-colored race (rufina), with 
range as previously outlined in this paper. 

These, however, certainly are not definable races in the same_ sense 
as caurina, kenaiensis, or sanaka, to the northward, or cleonensis, samuelis, 
pusillula, and others to the southward. Their characters are hard to define, 

and, as previously shown, individual variation in nearly all sections is so great 

that there would be a large proportion of specimens in any series that could 
not be subspecifically allocated on any ground but the geographic situation of 

the place of capture. 

It may be said that caurina aa the related gray-colored subspecies to 
the northward, the blackish California subspecies to the southward, and 

what might be termed the melodia group to the southeastward, each represents 

a section of the species comparable to what I have here called the rufina 

group. Within each of the three first mentioned divisions, local differentia- 
tion has proceeded to a point where several races, more or less sharply defined 

and of restricted range, can readily be recognized. In the rufina group 

we can see a strong tendency toward such subdivision, but, save between the 
very extremes, it has not advanced far enough to permit of ready definition 

of characters in the birds from different parts of the general range. 

It seems to me that in any study of a variable bird like Melospiza 
melodia, stress should first be laid upon the major divisions of the species. In 
the present. case this would be on the reddish-colored rufina group in its 

entirety, as compared with the group formed by the gray-colored Alaskan races 

oceurring abruptly to the northward, the brownish-colored melodia group (con- 

nected through merrilli) to the southeastward, and the. blackish-colored 

California subspecies (connected through phaea) to the southward. It seems 

to me that it would be well to regard observed differences within each of these 

larger divisions in a somewhat different light from those by which these 

same divisions are separated from each other. 

In the mechanical handling of names, in our efforts to convey observed 
facts, it seems to me that we are making a mistake when, for example, we 
publish lists of names as the song sparrow names appear in our Check-List 
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of North American Birds, To scatter closely connected, sometimes scarcely 

distinguishable forms, among others most remotely related, is to obscure the 

facts. All recognizable subspecies are not equidistant from one another, and 

they should not be treated as if they were. As more and more material ac- 
cumulates, permitting careful study of variation in one species after another, 
facts come to light that modify our conceptions of racial differences and our 

standard books should reflect such advances in knowledge. The application 
of this in the present instance is to urge, in any new edition of the A. O. U. 
Check-List, or any other general work ow North American birds, a modifica- 
tion of the present mode of listing the local races of such birds as Melospiza 
melodia, In place of a string of heterogeneous subspecies, listed according 

to a chronological system true enough, but absolutely at haphazard as regards 
relationship, degree of difference, or geographical position, I would urge that, 

where possible, stress be placed upon the main divisions of the species with 

some subordination of the differences within each such section. 
It is perhaps permissible to speculate somewhat as to the relationship 

borne by rufina and morphna toward caurina, immediately to the northward. 

Rufina in certain characters occupies an intermediate position between morphna 

and caurina, but geographically morphna (as here defined) impinges more 
directly upon the habitat of caurina than rufina does. It may seem startling 

to affirm the close resemblance of the Queen Charlotte Islands song sparrow 

to that of Yakutat Bay (see Brooks, Auk, xt, 1923, p. 223), but there is no 

gainsaying the similarity in size and, to some extent, in color and in shape of 

bill. Study of the map will demonstrate that the close relationship implied by 
such a claim is not so unreasonable as it first appears to be. Directly south of 

Glacier Bay extend the western islands of the Alexander Archipelago, and 

south of them the Queen Charlotte Islands. In many respects the animal life 

of the western islands differs markedly from that of the inner islands and the 
mainland, and it is easy to conceive of the dispersal of song sparrows in such 

a way as to produce different lines of variation in the two regions, west and 

east. Thus there might be produced in dispersal southward from the main- 
land, on the western islands and on the Queen Charlottes, a modification of the 

caurina type in which size remained the same, bill remained as long and 

nearly as slender, and color became darker and more brown. Morphna, in 
similarly hypothetical dispersal northward along the mainland coast, became 

slightly darker colored but otherwise almost unchanged. Something of the 

sort is what I believe really happened, with the resulting implication that 
caurina and rufina may be more nearly related, than are morphna and 

rufing. 

There are two specimens at hand that have a decided bearing upon this 

theory, two breeding birds from Glacier Bay. One of these (Mus. Vert. Zool., 

no. 514, female, July 16, 1907), is an example of caurina. It may be taken as 

indicative of the southern extremity of the breeding range of that subspecies. 
The other (Mus. Vert. Zool., no. 512, male, July 2, 1907), is typical, not of 
rufina, but of morphna, In small size, ruddy color, and stubby bill, it is like 

breeding birds from Vancouver Island, rather than like those from the western 
islands of the Alexander Archipelago. These, the only adults at hand from 

Glacier Bay, are too few specimens to permit of any finality in the deductions 

made therefrom (especially in view of the variation exhibited in series from 
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other points), but the appearance of these birds fits well enough into the 
theory just outlined : that is, that the habitat of morphna extends, northward on 
the mainland clear to the habitat of caurina; abrupt transition from one type to 
the other would be indicative of relatively remote relationship. Rufina, ex- 
tending southward in its interrupted island range, would exhibit more or less 
intergradation with the closely related cawrina, as is exhibited by many speci- 
mens. Intergradation between rufina and morphna, as certainly exists to a 
marked degree, might result from long ages of contact along a wide frontier. 

The southernmost point from which I have seen a breeding specimen of 

morphna is Salem, Oregon. The type series of ‘‘phaea’’ from southern Oregon 

consists of winter birds. Rusty Song Sparrows are not uncommon in some parts 

of California during the winter months, and a number of specimens there- 
from are included in the series studied. Birds from the coastal region are 
mostly of the reddish coloration seen in morphna; some are similar to the type 
series of ‘‘phaea.’’ From the interior of California there are many that in 

their grayish color tend distinctly toward merrilli. They are like birds from 

southeastern British Columbia, before described. I have seen no winter birds 
from southern localities that are like the song sparrows of the Queen Charlotte 

Islands and the western islands of the Alexander Archipelago. In this connec- 

tion the possibility suggests itself of some birds from southern points that have 

been recorded as caurina being really examples. of rufina from Chichagof, 

Baranof, or the Queen Charlotte Islands. Supposed examples of caurina from 

southern localities should be carefully examined with this point in mind; as I 
have pointed out, some specimens of rufina approach caurina very closely in 

appearance. 

SPECIMENS EXAMINED 

Melospiza melodia rufina 

Alaska: Chichagof Island, 4 ad.; Baranof Island, 3 ad. 1 im., 2 juv.; Kuiu 

Island, 3 ad.; Warren Island, 2 ad.; Prince of Wales Island, 1 ad.; Forrester Island, 

6 ad., 2 juv.; Duke Island, 2 ad. 

British Columbia: Queen Charlotte Islands, 17 ad., 4 juv. (all from collection 

of the U. S. Biological Survey). Total 47. 

Melospiza melodia morphna 

Alaska: Glacier Bay, 1 ad., 1 juv.; Taku River, 7 im., 1 juv.; Port Snettisham, 

1 im.; Thomas Bay, 1 ad., 2 juv; Chickamin River, 3 ad.; Boca de Quadra, 1 ad.; 

Admiralty Island, 4 ad.; Sergief Island, 3 ad., 7 im., 11 juv. 

British Columbia: Upper Stikine River, 8 ad., 15 juv.; Hazelton, 9 ad., 3 juv.; 

Kispiox Valley, 3 ad., 7 im., 6 juv.; Vanderhoof, 3 ad., 4 juv.; Moose Lake, Yellowhead 

Pass, 1 ad., 1 juv. (‘‘inexspectata”’); Revelstoke, 2 ad.; Kamloops, 1 ad.; Elko, 1 ad.; 

Fernie, 1 ad. (“merrilli”); Trail, 3 ad. (2 “merrillt”), 1 juv.; Midway, 3 ad. (1 “mer. 

rill”); Okanagan Landing, 1 ad., 1 im.; Osoyoos Lake, 11 ad.; Skagit River, 2 ad.; 

Chilliwack, 1 ad.; Vancouver, 1 ad.; Vancouver Island: Parksville, 10 ad.; Little 

Qualicum River, 30 ad., 4 juv.; French Creek, 7 ad., 1 juv.; Errington, 23 ad. 7 im.,, 

7 juv.; Alberni, 17 ad., 17 juv.; Golden Hagle Basin, 1 juv.; Nootka Sound, 11 ad., 8 juv. 
Alberta: Henry House, 1 ad.; Jasper Park, 4 juv. (“inexspectata’). 

Washington: Seattle, 3 ad. 3 juv.; Tacoma, 3 ad. ( 1‘‘merrilli’); Nisqually 

Flats, 1 ad. 

Oregon: Gardiner, 4 (“phaea”); Goldbeach, 3 (“ghaea”’); Tillamook, 1; Cor- 

vallis, 1; Salem, 1. 

California: Siskiyou Mts., 3 (Oct. 30, Nov. 6, Dec. 5); Helena, Trinity Co., 3 

(Feb. 15, 28, 24); Tower House Shasta Co., 2 (March 1, 7); Laytonville, Mendocino 

Co., 1 (Oct, 9); Fyffe, Eldorado Co., 2 (Nov. 25, 27); Coulterville, Mariposa Co. 2 
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(Nov. 26, March 3); Snelling, Merced Co., 1 (Jan. 6); Grizzly Id. Solano Co, 1 

(March 14); Nicasio, Marin Co., 2 (April 9, 14); Oakland, 2 (Dec. 4, Jan. 7); Santa 

Cruz Mts., 1 (Nov. 25); Riverside, 1 (Nov. 3). Total, 322. 

Berkeley, California, September 15, 1923. 









Reprinted from Tue Connor, Vol. XXVI, p. 192, September, 1924 

White Wing-markings in the Heermann Gull: A Record from the Past.—I have 

recently received from Mr. Ruthven Deane a postal card written by Dr. J. G. Cooper, 
the subject matter of which seems of sufficient interest to place on record, even at this 

late date. It was written at a time when Mr. Deane was gathering data on albino 
birds, and is evidently a reply to queries along that line. It was addressed to “Ruthven 
Deane, Esq., Cambridge, Mass.”, and is worded as follows: “Hayward, Cal. Nov. 12 
"78. Dear Sir, I never got but one albinescent spec. in Cal. a Larus Heerm’ni with a 
white patch % size of this card on middle of each wing, that is across 2ndy quills. It 

looked very pretty in the air, like a new sp. but when I shot it I found no other 
difference. I have seen pale brown & mottled Dendrocygna fulva & blotched Bernicla 
Gambeli, imperfect albinos of T. migratorius & Scolecoph. but they are rare here yet. 
Yours ete. J. G. Cooper.” 

Inscribed across this writing is a postscript, “Dr. Brewer may have this Larus in 
hand now.” 

It will be recalled that Willett (Connor, vol. 20, May, 1918, p. 122) has recorded 
the capture of Heermann Gulls (Larus heermanni), both by himself and by L. E. 

Wyman, that were marked as Dr. Cooper described so many years before. Willett’s 
record stimulated P. A. Taverner (CoNpor, vol. 20, September, 1918, p. 187) to describe 
a similar specimen from British Columbia; and yet others have been recorded (C. L. 

Hubbs, Connor, vol. 21, May, 1919, p. 121). Evidently this peculiarity of the Heer- 
mann Gull, noted as a novelty by present-day collectors, is one of long standing.—H. 8S. 
SwartH, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, California, May 1, 1924. 
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FALL MIGRATION NOTES FROM THE 
SAN FRANCISCO MOUNTAIN REGION, ARIZONA 

(wITH TWo PHOTOS) 

By HARRY S. SWARTH 
(Contribution No. 424 from the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology of the University of California) 

URING the fall of 1922 the present writer spent two months in field work in 
D the vicinity of San Francisco Mountain, Arizona. This work was conducted 

in conjunction with Dr. Francis B. Sumner, of the Scripps Institution for 
Biological Research, and his assistant, Mr. Ralph R. Huestis. The expenses of the 
trip were defrayed in part by Mr. E. W. Scripps, through the Scripps Institution, in 
part by Miss Annie M. Alexander, through the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. 
Dr. Sumner was in charge of the expedition, the main object of which was a study of 
certain small rodents of the region explored. (See “The supposed effect of the color 
tone of the background upon the coat color of mammals,” by F. B. Sumner and 

Fig. 47. Dove TANK, NEAR DEADMAN FLAT; ARTIFICIAL STORAGE OF SURFACE WATER IN 

A REGION WITH FEW PERMANENT SPRINGS AND STREAMS. PHOTOGRAPHED OCTOBER 11, 
1922. 

H. 8. Swarth, Journal of Mammalogy, vol. 5, May, 1924.) Mammal collecting took 

up all of the time of Dr. Sumner and Mr. Huestis, and a large portion of my own. 

I did give some time to birds, however, keeping notes on all species observed, and, 

especially in the latter part of our stay, collecting specimens of many of the species. 

Most of the mammals and all of the birds I collected, together with field notes and 

photographs, are in the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. 

The following notes are presented mainly for their value as statements of 
occurrence. Our time in the field covered most of the period in the fall when birds 

were actively migrating, and in many cases I was able to ascertain exact dates of 

arrival and departure. I believe there have been few observations of the sort from 

this section. 
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We arrived at Flagstaff on September 3, and on September 5 we established a 

permanent camp 21 miles northeast of that city. This was on Deadman Flat, north- 

east of the main San Francisco Peak and a little northwest of O’Leary Peak. This 

section has recently been opened to settlement, and several ranchers are attempting, 

more or less experimentally, to raise crops of various sorts by dry farming. We were 

able to establish ourselves comfortably in a cabin belonging to Mr. Carr H. Schwarz, 

for living quarters and work shop. Our meals we obtained at the nearby ranch house 
of Mr. W. J. Osborn. To Mr. and Mrs. Osborn and their family, and to Mr. Schwarz, 

we are indebted for many kindnesses. The interest they took in our work and the 

aid they gave us were important factors in making a success of our trip, and it is a 
pleasure here to make acknowledgment of our indebtedness. 

The region about San Francisco Mountain is historic ground to the zoologist. 

In 1851 the Sitgreaves expedition traversed this section en route from Santa Fé, New 

Fig. 48. LookING TOWARD DEADMAN FLAT FROM THE SOUTH, AT THE LOWER EDGE OF 
THE YELLOW PINE BELT. PHOTOGRAPHED OCTOBER 12, 1922. 

Mexico, to San Diego, California. Dr. S. W. Woodhouse, naturalist attached to the 

party, made collections and reported upon the natural history of the expedition. 

From the printed account it is evident that Sitgreaves’ route led directly across the 

section where our own work was pursued. We were there at the same time of the 

year and it proved of decided interest to compare our own day-to-day observations 
with the diaries printed in Sitgreaves’ report. 

During August and September, 1889, San Francisco Mountain again served as a 

field for zoological observations, this time by a party under the direction of Dr. C. 

Hart Merriam. Observations of the birds are included in the report subsequently 

published.? 

1In “Report of an Expedition down the Zuni and Colorado Rivers,”’ by Captain L. Sitgreaves, Washington, 
1853; 198 pp., 77 pls., map. 

2 Results of a Biological Survey of the San Francisco Mountain Region and Desert of the Little Colorado, 
Arizona. U. S. Dept. Agric., N. Amer. Fauna no. 8, 1890, pp. 1-136, pls., figs. 
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In view of Merriam’s detailed description of the region there is no need of going 
into particulars here, but there are some points that it seems well to emphasize. Our 
headquarters was in the pifion belt, and most of our work was done there. Many 
short trips were made into the yellow pine belt, at a slightly higher altitude, and 
several to points above the limits of the yellow pine. This whole region is extremely 
arid. There are no running streams and very few springs, and there is in consequence 
a marked scarcity of certain types of small birds, of the sorts that frequent such 

shrubbery as appears in the vicinity of streams. In the pifion belt and in the yellow 
pine belt there is very little underbrush. 

At a few places in the pines, and more numerously at lower levels, gullies have 

been dammed to check the flow of surface water, with resulting reservoirs, primarily 

for the use of cattle, that are locally known as tanks. These become filled with 
water as a result of winter snow and of the heavy thunder storms-of midsummer, and 

they diminish in size at other seasons. Some of the larger tanks attract a few passing 
water-fowl. 

The plains at the base of San Francisco Mountain are at an altitude of about 
6000 feet, and in consequence of this high elevation the winters are rather severe. 

When we arrived, the first of September, the summer heat was still intense, and warm 

weather continued until early in October. On the morning of September 24 the green 

belt of quaking aspen, conspicuous on the higher slopes of San Francisco Mountain, 

was seen to have suddenly developed spots of brilliant yellow and orange, an indica- 

tion of the first frost at that height. A few days later the green had all changed to 

yellow, and early in October there was a light frost at the level of our camp. On 

October 27 a light rain that began to fall late in the afternoon changed to snow 

during the night, the beginning of a storm that lasted three days. When I left for 

home, November 2, the weather had not been warm enough to melt the fallen snow to 

an appreciable extent. 

Erismatura jamaicensis. Ruddy Duck. One seen October 15 on a tank some 
thirty miles north of San Francisco Mountain. There were flocks of larger ducks on 
the same tank, too far distant to be identified. 

Fulica americana. American Coot. Several seen at the same time and place 

as the last mentioned species. 

Totanus melanoleucus. Greater Yellow-legs. Two seen October 15, at a tank 
some thirty miles north of San Francisco Mountain. 

Oxyechus vociferus vociferus. Killdeer. Seen throughout September and Oc- 
tober, usually a single bird or two together at the edge of a tank. 

Columba fasciata fasciata. Band-tailed Pigeon. One seen September 14, at 
about 10,000 feet on San Francisco Mountain. Reported from the same mountain by 

Woodhouse, but not found by Merriam. According to local report it occurs sometimes 

in fair abundance. 

Zenaidura macroura marginella. Western Mourning Dove. In fair abundance 

during the first two weeks in September. A single bird appeared October 29; none 

had been seen for the previous six weeks. 

Circus hudsonius. Marsh Hawk. Seen frequently during September; became 

rare by the middle of October. An adult male was seen on October 29, drifting over 

the prairie in a driving snow storm. 

Accipiter velox. Sharp-shinned Hawk. Seen at frequent intervals; last noted 

October 27. 

Accipiter cooperi. Cooper Hawk. Seen, rather infrequently, until October 12. 

Two killed, not preserved, while attacking poultry. 

Astur atricapillus. Goshawk. Two seen circling overhead at Deadman Flat Sep- 

tember 11. 
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Buteo borealis calurus. Western Red-tailed Hawk. Seen frequently during the 
whole of our stay. 

Archibuteo ferrugineus. Ferruginous Rough-legged Hawk. First seen October 
9. Fairly common thereafter, and seen to the end of my stay, November 1. On one 
occasion a Ferruginous Rough-leg and a Western Red-tail were seen perched on the 
ground about twenty feet apart, each with a freshly killed prairie dog. 

Aquila chrysaétos. Golden Eagle. Of frequent occurrence. Sometimes five or 
six seen in one day. ‘ 

Falco mexicanus. Prairie Falcon. Encountered at frequent intervals during the 
whole of our stay. Once observed in pursuit of domestic pigeons in Flagstaff, and 

several times after poultry about ranch houses. The one specimen preserved was shot 

while making off with a chicken. 

Falco columbarius, subsp.? Pigeon Hawk. Two seen on the outskirts of Flagstaff, 
October 31 and November 1, respectively. 

Falco sparverius sparverius. Sparrow Hawk. Common during September, and 
early in October. A single bird seen October 31 was the only one noted after Oc- 
tober 15. 

Otus asio, subsp.? Screech Owl. The call of a screech owl was heard several 

times during the night of October 15 in pifion and juniper woods thirty miles north of 
San Francisco Mountain. 

Bubo virginianus, subsp.? Horned Owl. Heard hooting occasionally; apparently 
not numerous. 

Dryobates villosus leucothorectis. White-breasted Woodpecker. A few seen, 
mostly in the pine woods. Late in October individuals occasionally strayed down to 
lower levels. 

Sphyrapicus varius nuchalis. Red-naped Sapsucker. Two seen October 13 in 
junipers near a tank. 

Sphyrapicus thyroideus nataliae. Williamson Sapsucker. First noted September 
14, in the pines, and on several occasions thereafter. On October 10, 11, and 17, others 
were seen in junipers, far from the mountain. 

Asyndesmus lewisi. Lewis Woodpecker. A few seen near Flagstaff early in 

September. 

Colaptes cafer collaris. Red-shafted Flicker. Fairly common, mostly in the pines 
during September; descending into the pifion and juniper woods in October. 

Phalaenoptilus nuttalli nuttalli. Poor-will. Last seen September 29. 

Aéronautes melanoleucus. Whité-throated Swift. A few seen at irregular in- 
tervals. 

Sayornis sayus. Say Phoebe. A few seen early in September. 

Empidonax griseus. Gray Flycatcher. An immature male, still undergoing the 
post-juvenal molt, was collected in juniper woods September 6. An unidentified 
Empidonaxz seen October 5 was the only other individual of this genus that was seen. 

Otocoris alpestris leucolaema. Desert Horned Lark. The horned larks col- 

lected all appeared to be migrants. During the first two weeks in September they were 
yare. Then flocks appeared more and more frequently, and by the middle of October 
they were abundant, though restricted to certain favored localities. The twenty-eight 
specimens collected, from September 11 to October 26, appear to belong all to the 
same subspecies. 

Cyanocitta stelleri diademata. Long-crested Jay. Abundant in the pines along 
the road between Deadman Flat and Flagstaff. Decidedly rare in the pine woods on 
the northern slope of San Francisco Mountain. Merriam speaks of its occurrence 

“everywhere from timber line to the lower part of the cedar belt,” but I saw none in 
the pifions and junipers. Two immature birds collected September 14 are in the 

midst of the post-juvenal molt. In the northern subspecies, stelleri and annectens, 
this molt is usually accomplished by the end of August. 

Aphelocoma woodhousei. Woodhouse Jay. Rather uncommon, and, as noted by 
Merriam, usually “shy and difficult to procure.” Restricted to the pifion-juniper belt. 
In the lower portion of this belt there are far more junipers than pifions; in the upper 
portion the pifions preponderate markedly. The Woodhouse Jay was always among 
pifions, although this year there were no cones on any of the trees. The juniper woods, 
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bearing a fairly plentiful crop of berries, were seldom entered; in fact I did not see a single Woodhouse Jay in certain sections where there were nearly pure stands of 
juniper. 

Corvus corax sinuatus. ’ Southern Raven. Beginning October 10 a few ravens 
appeared, apparently migrating. At any rate, these scattered companies, containing 
from three to ten individuals, were always drifting in a southerly direction. 

Nucifraga columbiana. Clark Nutcracker. A few seen at high altitudes, above 
the yellow pine belt. : 

Cyanocephalus cyanocephalus. Pifion Jay. Abundant and in flocks numbering 
hundreds of individuals throughout the pifion-juniper region. Failure of the crop of 
pifion nuts had left these jays without their usual food, and they were doing consider- 
able damage to some ranch crops. Certain fields of corn and beans were raided con- 
stantly. Curiously enough there were other fields, around which the jays were seen 
daily, which they never touched. I was told that ordinarily, with a normal supply of 
pifion nuts, the jays did not damage cultivated crops. There was no indication of an 
exodus of the birds as a result of the absence of their usual food. 

Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus. Yellow-headed Blackbird. Occasional individ- 
uals appeared in the corn fields or else about the Osborn ranch house. Seen from 
September 16 to October 7. 

Agelaius phoeniceus fortis. Thick-billed Red-winged Blackbird. Migrating south- 
ward in small numbers, never more than eight or ten in a flock. First seen October 7, 
and from then on until my departure. 

Sturnella magna hoopesi. Rio Grande Meadowlark. 

Sturnella neglecta. Western Meadowlark. Meadowlarks were present in the 
region when we arrived, September 1, but whether or not both species breed there, 

could not be ascertained. Eleven specimens of hoopesi and three of neglecta were 

collected, but this is no indication of their relative abundance. A special effort was 
made toward securing hoopesi, and the call-notes and songs of the two species are so 
different that there seldom was any doubt as to which kind I was pursuing. Meadow- 
larks were plainly migrating southward. They would be present in a field one day 
and absent the next, and flocks were seen again and again that were rapidly drifting 
in a southerly direction, walking and feeding on the ground and always flying in the 
same general direction when disturbed. For hoopesi to be migrating southward 
through this part of Arizona is an indication that the breeding range extends some 
distance farther north, probably into southern Utah and perhaps into southwestern 
Colorado. By the third week in October Meadowlarks had become very scarce, but 
some were seen on October 31. 

Specimens of hoopesi collected September 9 and 11 were molting from juvenal 

to first winter plumage. On October 9 several Meadowlarks were seen that were 
molting, so as to be able to fly but with difficulty. Wing and tail feathers had appar- 
ently been lost almost all at once, and were but partly replaced. 

It is of interest to compare the occurrence of these two species in this region 
with Wetmore’s reports of conditions in the vicinity of Bill Williams Mountain (Kansas 
University Science Bulletin, rv, Sept., 1908, p. 381; CoNnpor, xx111, March, 1921, p. 62). 

Euphagus cyanocephalus. Brewer Blackbird. Seen during September and the 
first half of October. Usually about barns and corrals. 

Carpodacus cassini. Cassin Purple Finch. First seen October 17 at about 8000 

feet altitude on San Francisco Mountain. After the heavy snow storm of October 
28-30, Cassin Purple Finches appeared in numbers in the lowlands. Between Dead- 
man Flat and Flagstaff flock after flock was seen feeding in weed patches alongside 
the road. 

Carpodacus mexicanus frontalis. House Finch. First appeared September 19, 
a single bird. A few others were seen, never more than three or four together, at 
long intervals. 

Passer domesticus. English Sparrow. First seen at Deadman Flat on October 
7. That morning I was standing in the yard of the Osborn ranch when, with a whirr 
of wings, a flock of about twenty English Sparrows, all females, swooped from the 
sky and settled down in the chicken yard. I shot three and the survivors, rising high 
in the air, flew to the northward until out of sight. Later on, other flocks were seen, 
both here and in the town of Flagstaff. 
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Their manner of occurrence at Deadman Flat is plainly indicative of a tendency 
to wander at the close of the breeding season, even though there is no established 
migration route to be followed. It shows one way in which the species spreads, and 

the manner in which the birds will pick out an isolated ranch for occupancy. I have 

never seen an English Sparrow drop down into “wild” country in the manner in which 
they constantly came to this and other nearby ranches. 

Astragalinus psaltria hesperophilus. Green-backed Goldfinch. A few seen from 

time to time on the road between Deadman Flat and Flagstaff. Last noted October 17. 
Calcarius ornatus. Chestnut-collared Longspur. An abundant migrant. A single 

bird seen September 18, three together September 20, and then flocks every day. Last 
observed October 26. 

Rhynchophanes mccowni. McCown Longspur. One specimen collected October 
16. A few others were seen in company with the abundant Chestnut-collared Longspur. 

Pooecetes gramineus confinis. Western Vesper Sparrow. Present when we ar- 
rived, September 1, and in increasing numbers for about two weeks. By September 15 
swarms of Vesper Sparrows arose everywhere one went in the grass land and rabbit- 
brush. On September 19 their numbers had decreased markedly, and by October 1 they 

were rather scarce. Last seen October 11. 
Passerculus sandwichensis nevadensis. Nevada Savannah Sparrow. None pres- 

ent early in September. First seen September 20 and abundant for’some days there- 
after. On September 29 they were swarming in the grass land and in cultivated 
fields but nearly all were gone on the 30th and none was seen later. Two birds were 
collected, both distinctly referable to nevadensis. 

Chondestes grammacus strigatus. Western Lark Sparrow. Seen in fair abun- 

dance early in September, mostly along the road between Deadman Flat and Flagstaff. 
They disappeared early in October. 

Zonotrichia leucophrys leucophrys. White-crowned Sparrow. 

Zonotrichia leucophrys gambeli. Gambel Sparrow. 
Two specimens of the subspecies leucophrys were shot on September 21, the first 

arrivals. White-crowned sparrows of one kind or the other were seen occasionally 
from then on, never in abundance. On October 18 the last were noted; several seen 

that day were definitely recognized as gambeli. 

Spizella passerina arizonae. Western Chipping Sparrow. Seen from the lower 

part of the yellow pine belt downward. Abundant during September and in lessening 
numbers early in October. Last seen October 17. 

Spizella breweri. Brewer Sparrow. In fair abundance on Deadman Flat during 
September. Exact time of departure was not noted, but no observation of this species 
was recorded in October. 

Junco hyemalis hyemalis. Slate-colored Junco. A male bird seen near the lower 
edge of the yellow pine belt (about 7500 feet altitude) on October 27, in a small flock 
of shufeldti and caniceps. ; 

Junco oreganus shufeldti. Shufeldt Junco. Arrived October 8. Seen there- 
after in fair abundance, mostly in the pifion-juniper belt, but also upward to the lower 
edge of the yellow pines. 

Junco mearnsi. Pink-sided Junco. First seen October 17 at about 7500 feet 
altitude. A few noted at irregular intervals during the rest of my stay, usually single 
birds in flocks of shufeldti and caniceps. 

Junco caniceps. Gray-headed Junco, An adult female collected October 1 on 

Deadman Flat was the first migrating junco of any kind to appear. By the middle of 

October caniceps was present in fair abundance, in the pifion-juniper helt to some 
extent, but in greater numbers in the yellow pine belt. Flocks of juncos were fre- 

quently encountered composed of as many as fifty or sixty individuals. Nine-tenths of 
such a flock would consist of caniceps and shufeldti in about equal numbers, with a 
few mearnsi and perhaps an occasional hyemalis. 

Junco dorsalis. Red-backed Junco. The breeding species of Junco. Found by 
me in the same sections as are designated by Merriam, “throughout the upper levels 
of the pine plateau region and in the balsam and spruce belts.” One specimen was 
collected in juniper woods September 28, accompanied by another that was supposed 
to be of the same kind. This was the only occasion on which dorsalis was seen below 
the yellow pine belt. When the migrating northern juncos arrived, the mixed flocks of 
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caniceps, shufeldti and others were abundant at the lower edge of the pines and in 
the pifions and junipers, but no specimen of dorsalis was found in any of these aggre- 
gations. I found dorsalis at a higher altitude, in small flocks, and never accompanied 
by any other species. 

On September 14, specimens were collected that were still in molt, some young 
birds with remnants of the juvenal plumage. The species was still abundant at the 
end of October, and is probably permanently resident. 

Amphispiza nevadensis nevadensis. Sage Sparrow. First-seen at Deadman 
Flat September 25. Ten days later a few more appeared and by October 17 they were 
present in fair abundance. At the end of the month the Sage Sparrows had disap- 
peared again, but it might be that they had merely been driven to lower levels toward 
the Painted Desert by the storm that, during the last week in October, covered the 
higher country with snow. 

Pipilo maculatus montanus. Mountain Towhee. Of rare occurrence. Three 
specimens collected, on September 8, October 10 and October 13, respectively, and two 
or three others seen at long intervals, were all that were noted. Those collected were 
found in juniper woods, where they must be merely of transient occurrence. 

Oberholseria chlorura. Green-tailed Towhee. Fairly common throughout Sep- 
tember. Last noted October 2, though probably present for another week at least. 

Piranga hepatica. Hepatic Tanager. Seen once, an adult male, September 14, 
in the yellow pine belt, at about 7500 feet altitude. 

Petrochelidon lunifrons. Cliff Swallow. A few seen migrating overhead on Sep- 
tember 12. 

Hirundo erythrogaster. Barn Swallow. Seen migrating during September. Last 
noted September 30. 

Iridoprocne bicolor. Tree Swallow. A few seen migrating September 12. 
Tachycineta thalassina lepida. Northern Violet-green Swallow. Migrating in 

fair abundance during September. Last seen September 28. 
ooo serripennis. Rough-winged Swallow. A few seen migrating Sep- 

tember 9. 

Bombycilla cedrorum. Cedar Waxwing. Two seen October 16 feeding on juni- 
per berries. 

Lanius ludovicianus excubitorides. White-rumped Shrike. Seen at intervals 

during September and early in October, always in the pifion-juniper belt. Last noted 
October 17. 

Dendroica aestiva, subsp.? Yellow Warbler. A few migrating Yellow Warblers 
were seen near Flagstaff September 4 and 5. 

Dendroica auduboni auduboni. Audubon Warbler. Seen in small numbers early 
in September. On September 23 the species was fairly abundant at the lower edge of 
the yellow pine forest, and a little later many appeared in the pifion-juniper belt. Last 
seen October 19. 

Dendroica nigrescens. Black-throated Gray Warbler. A rare migrant. Several 
were seen on September 7, one on September 13, and one (the last noted) on Septem- 

ber 22, all in the pifion-juniper belt. 
Wilsonia pusilla pileolata. Pileolated Warbler. One seen September 24. 
Anthus rubescens. Pipit. First seen October 17 and occasionally thereafter. 
Oreoscoptes montanus. Sage Thrasher. First seen September 11; a few days 

later this became the most abundant bird species in the pifion-juniper belt. The Sage 
Thrashers were obviously migrating, and some days all the birds seen would be rap- 
idly moving southward, an advancing army really impressive in numbers. Scores 

were in sight at once on the ground, running from bush to bush, others were taking 
short flights through the trees, and still others were in scattered companies overhead, 
almost like flocks of bluebirds in flight. The usual call-note is a harsh chuck, sug- 
gestive of that of a blackbird, but some thrashers were heard giving fragments of 
their striking song from perches in the junipers. 

By the middle of October the number of Sage Thrashers had markedly dimin- 
ished. On the 20th none were seen, but on the 23rd two appeared, the last observed. 

Salpinctes obsoletus obsoletus. Rock Wren. Very few seen. Usually on lava 
flows. 

Catherpes mexicanus conspersus. Cafion Wren. A few seen or heard on lava 
and in rocky gulches on the lower slopes of San Francisco Mountain. 
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Thryomanes bewicki eremophilus. Desert Wren. One seen September 19, and 
one collected September 29 (both in junipers) were all observed. 

Troglodytes aédon parkmani. Western House Wren. One seen at the lower 
edge of the yellow pines September 8. Not otherwise observed. 

Certhia familiaris montana. Rocky Mountain Creeper. One collected October 
27 on the northeast slope of San Francisco Mountain at about 8000 feet altitude; the 
only one seen. 

Sitta carolinensis nelsoni. Rocky Mountain Nuthatch. In small numbers at the 
lower edge of the yellow pines, and occasionally in the pifions and junipers. 

Sitta canadensis. Red-breasted Nuthatch. One bird seen October 17 at about 
8000 feet altitude on the northeast slope of San Francisco Mountain. Not otherwise 
observed. 

Sitta pygmaea pygmaea. Pygmy Nuthatch. Fairly abundant in the yellow pine 
belt, but not once encountered in the pifions and junipers just below. 

Baeolophus inornatus griseus. Gray Titmouse. Closely restricted to the pifion- 
juniper belt. Not abundant anywhere; at the most perhaps six or eight might be seen 
in a forenoon. 

Penthestes gambeli gambeli. Mountain Chickadee. Fairly common in the lower 
part of the yellow pine forest and throughout the pifion-juniper belt. On October 16 
my eye happened to be caught by a single Mountain Chickadee coming straight down 
from high overhead, to alight in an isolated juniper. This seems clear evidence of 
migration. 

Psaltriparus plumbeus. Lead-colored Bush-tit. Not at all common. Small flocks 

were encountered at long intervals, near the upper limit of pifion and juniper and in 
the lower portion of the yellow pines. 

Regulus satrapa olivaceus. Western Golden-crowned Kinglet. In Woodhouse’s 

report on the natural history of Sitgreaves’ Expedition down the Zuni and Colorado 
Rivers (1853), there is casual reference to the occurrence of this species on San Fran- 
cisco Mountain (p. 68, under Parus montanus). The date of observation would have 
been somewhere from October 9 to 22. There was no more definite record for Arizona 
until Cooke (Auk, 1914, p. 404) reported a specimen taken by C. Birdseye, September 
14, 1908, in the White Mountains. On October 24, in a clump of Douglas fir near the 

upper edge of the yellow pines, at 7500 feet altitude on the northeast slope of San 
Francisco Mountain, I heard the lisping note of the Golden-crowned Kinglet. I col- 
lected one bird and heard one or two others. It was interesting thus to be able to 
corroborate Woodhouse’s observation of many years before, and at a point that must 

have been within a few miles of where he crossed the northern shoulder of the 
mountain. 

Regulus calendula calendula. Ruby-crowned Kinglet. Several seen at high alti- 
tudes on San Francisco Mountain September 14, two at Deadman Flat September 29, 
and one at 8000 feet altitude on San Francisco Mountain October 27. 

Polioptila caerulea obscura. Western Gnatcatcher. Two seen at Deadman Flat 

September 6. Not otherwise observed. 

Myadestes townsendi. Townsend Solitaire. Appeared in the pifion-juniper belt 
September 28, when two were seen. By the middle of October they were abundant, 
and remained so through the month. On October 11 about sixty Townsend Solitaires 
were in sight at once about a small “tank”. 

Planesticus migratorius propinquus. Western Robin. Abundant in the juniper 
thickets, where they were feeding on the berries, the latter part of September and 
throughout October. 

Sialia mexicana bairdi. Chestnut-backed Bluebird. Seen in some numbers in 
the yellow pine region near Flagstaff upon our arrival there, September 3. A few 
days later they appeared at Deadman Flat, and in increasing numbers during Sep- 
tember and throughout October. 

Sialia currucoides. Mountain Bluebird. As with S. m. bairdi this species was 
seen early in September in the yellow pine belt, and a little later at Deadman Flat. 
During the latter part of October both species of bluebirds were extremely abundant 
in the juniper thickets. On October 25, at Dove Tank, there was a solid mass of 
bluebirds congregated at the water’s edge that I estimated to contain two hundred or 
more individuals, a brilliant blue margin bordering one entire side of the tank. About 
two-thirds of the flock were currucoides. 

Berkeley, California, December 20, 1923. 
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THE TIMBERLINE SPARROW 

A NEW SPECIES FROM NORTHWESTERN CANADA 

By HARRY S. SWARTH and ALLAN BROOKS 

(Contribution no. 442 from the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology of the University of California) 

URING the summer of 1924 the two authors of the present paper were collect- 
ing birds together in the Atlin region, in the extreme northwestern corner of 
British Columbia. One of the most interesting of our finds was the discovery, 

in the higher parts of the mountains of that region, of a Spizella apparently distinct 
from any other known species. ‘This bird is closely similar to Spizella breweri in 

general appearance, but it differs appreciably from breweri in details of structure and 
coloration. ‘This northern Spizella we propose to name 

Spizella taverneri*, new species 
Timberline Sparrow 

TyPE.—Male adult; Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, no. 44856; Spruce Mountain, 
at 5000 feet altitude, 10 miles east of Atlin, British Columbia; August 8, 1924; col- 
lected by H. S. Swarth; original no. 13048. 

D1aGNnosis.—Most nearly like Spizella breweri. Slightly larger, with (usually) 
rather longer tail, and with weaker, more slender bill. Coloration darker than in 
breweri, with heavier streaking on top of head and back, darker flanks, and a tendency 
toward the development of narrow streaks on breast and flanks. Bill and feet darker 
than in breweri: “bill black at tip; upper mandible brownish, lower mandible flesh; 
feet pale drab, tarsus brownish flesh” (Brooks’ field notes). 

SPECIMENS EXAMINED.—Adult male, 3; adult female, 4; immature, first winter 
plumage, 4; juvenal, 6; molting from juvenal to first winter, 6. Total, 23. 

It seems best to accord this form specific standing, rather than to regard it as a 
subspecies of breweri. ‘The characters of taverneri seem constant. At any rate, in 
the series at hand there is none that could be confused with breweri, and in extensive 

series of breweri (numbering some hundreds of skins, from many localities) we have 
found no specimen of equivocal character. The difference in bill alone seems diag- 
nostic. This member is slender and dark colored in taverneri, relatively stubby and 
pale colored in breweri. In the dried skin this feature is retained to its full extent, 
so that the darker bill of a specimen of taverneri appears in strong contrast to that of 
any breweri with which it is compared. 

* Named for P. A. Taverner, Ornithologist, Canadian Geological Survey, Ottawa, Canada. 
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In dorsal coloration breweri, in all plumages, presents a ground color of sandy 
buff, with narrow streakings. In ¢averneri there is none of this pale sandy appearance. 
The general ground color is grayish, with the limited brownish areas of individual 
feathers of a darker shade than in breweri. In coarser dorsal streakings, in the fairly 
well defined grayish area between streakings of head and back, in the suggestion of 
a median line upon the crown, and in the fairly distinct superciliary stripe, taverneri 
shows an approach toward the characters of Spizella pallida. 

In juvenal plumage, taverneri and breweri present differences comparable to what 
is seen in adults, young taverneri being darker colored generally, and more heavily 
streaked. In later plumages there is in taverneri a tendency toward the development 
of narrow streaks on breast and sides to a far greater extent than is ever seen in 
breweri. ‘This is most noticeable in certain immatures in first-winter plumage (but 
these streaked feathers are not left-overs of the juvenal plumage), and it appears also 
to some extent in freshly molted adults. 

In a study of the relationship of taverneri and breweri, account must be taken of 
the geographical ranges of the two forms. Breweri finds its center of abundance in 

the Great Basin region. It is an inhabitant of arid portions of the Upper Sonoran 
and Transition zones, a desert bird, that, as a rule, follows the sage-brush in its dis- 
tribution. It extends northward along the lower valleys of the interior of southern 
British Columbia, as far as the sage-brush goes. Taverneri is an inhabitant of the 
Alpine-Arctic zone on mountain tops far to the northward of the known range of 
breweri. We found it only above the limit of upright timber. It occupies a higher 
zone in the Atlin region than do the Western Tree Sparrow and the Willow Ptarmi- 
gan; it is associated rather with the Golden-crowned Sparrow and the Rock Ptarmigan. 
While it would not be safe to say that taverneri occurs nowhere in the 800 miles to 
be traversed to the southward before the nearest record station of breweri is reached, 
still parts of that region have been visited by various collectors who have failed to find 
either species there. 

There seem to be some notable differences in actions. Breweri is essentially a 
retiring and unobtrusive species, though not particularly wild. Taverneri, on the other 
hand, is extremely wary, and is frequently seen, apparently on the lookout, on the tops 
of the stunted trees of its timberline home. On two occasions, pairs of birds, presum- 
ably near their nests, were seen perched on the tallest bushes, jerking their tails in a 
manner seen in no other Spizella except monticola. On the whole, considering the 
differences in geographical distribution and the differences in zonal distribution, 

coupled with the physical characteristics of the two forms, it seems logical to regard 
breweri and taverneri as distinct species. 

‘The Timberline Sparrow is, of course, a summer visitant only, in the Atlin region. 

It must spend the winter far to the southward, and it seems likely that the line of 
migration lies to the eastward of the Rocky Mountains, as is the case with so many 
non-resident birds of the region. Its winter home, however, is as yet unknown. We 
are indebted to Dr. Joseph Grinnell for making comparisons of specimens of taverneri 
with series of breweri in the collections of the United States National Museum, 
including that of the Biological Survey. He failed to find a single example of 
taverneri in those collections. It seems likely, though, that winter specimens must 
have been collected somewhere, and it would be advisable to subject series of breweri, 
wherever available, to close scrutiny on the chance of finding examples of taverneri 

from southern record stations. 
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MEASUREMENTS IN MILLIMETERS (AVERAGE, MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM) OF 
SPIZELLA BREWERI AND SPIZELLA TAVERNERI 

r . Middle toe 
Wing Tail Culmen Tarsus with claw 

Spizella 
brewert 61.8 (60.5-64.5) 61.0(58.5-67.0) 8.2(8.0-8.5) 17.2(16.6-18.0) 14.8 (13.5-15.5) 

10 males" 

Spizella 
tavernert 64.1(61.5-66.2) 65.1(62.5-68.0) 7.8(7.0-8.5) 17.8(17.0-18.0) 15.5 (15.0-16.0) 

6 males 

Spizella & 
brewert 59.2 (57.5-60.0) 58.7(57.5-60.0) 8.4(8.0-8.8) 17.1(16.2-17.5) 15.2(14.5-16.0) 

10 females* : 

Spizella 
tavernert 60.7(60.0-62.0) 59.5(57.0-62.0) 8.2(8.0-8.5) 17.6(17.0-18.0) 15.7(15.0-16.5) 

83 females 

1 Breeding birds, from Humboldt County, Nevada. 

WEIGHTS IN GRAMS (AVERAGE, MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM) OF 

SPIZELLA BREWERI AND SPIZELLA TAVERNERI 

Spizella breweri Spizella taverneri 
10 males 10.6 (9.8-11.5) 6 males 12.3 (10.0-14.0) 
5 females 10.6(9.3-11.8) 2 females 12.3 (11.5-13.0) 

Berkeley, California, January 26, 1925. 
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Agriculture of the University of California, there were unearthed two old manu- 
script note books pertaining to birds, which have since come into my hands. 

Their rescue was effected by. Prof. T. F. Tavernetti, of the Department of Agricul- 
ture, who turned the books over to the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, where they 
now are. The history of these note books is unknown; there is no information as to 
when or how they came into the possession of the University. 

One of the two books (814 inches by 51% inches in size) is a catalogue of birds 
collected, many of them in California, the specimens numbered serially from 1 to 
1436, and covering the period from May 6, 1852, to January 17, 1868. The other 
book (8 by 634 inches) contains a series of written accounts of various species of 
birds and is evidently based upon the collection listed in the catalogue. In neither 
volume is there any signature of the author, nor any other direct suggestion as to who 
the writer could be. The names of many individuals are mentioned, mostly in 
acknowledgment of aid in securing specimens, but it apparently never occurred to the 
owner of the books to put his own name on record. Both volumes are in an excellent 
state of preservation. ‘They are strongly bound, the paper is white and unstained, 
and for the most part the ink is clear and unfaded. 

It is, of course, a matter of considerable interest to us, working in present day 
ornithology in California, to know who it was who was making extensive collections 
of birds, with carefully written observations upon the species, in this state so long ago. 
The most promising clue to the problem, next to the period at which the work had 
been done, was to be found in the list of localities visited. These were all on the 
Pacific Coast, ranging from Los Angeles to Sitka, and with the bulk of the collecting 
centering about San Francisco and Victoria. ‘The names of various old-time Cali- 
fornian ornithologists suggested themselves, such as Cooper, Gambel, Heermann, and 
others, but of all these men enough was known of their travels to be an assurance that 
none of them had followed the itinerary covered in this notebook. 

In the original description of Leucosticte littoralis Baird (Trans. Chicago Acad. 
Sci., 1, i, 1869, p. 318), the bird then and since known as the Hepburn Rosy Finch, a 
statement occurs that came into my mind as soon as I had glanced over the notebooks, 
as perhaps supplying the solution of the question. ‘This is a reference to the collector 
of the specimen which was afterwards selected as the type of this form, taken at Fort 
Simpson “by Mr. Hepburn, an eminent English naturalist, long time resident at San 

Francisco and Victoria.” 

ie the course of some recent house cleaning'in a storeroom in the Department of 
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The next step was to consult certain old government publications which contained 
lists of specimens of birds, and a pertinent entry was found in a “Catalogue of the 
aquatic and fish-eating birds exhibited by the United States National Museum”’ [at 
the Great International Fisheries Exhibition, London, 1883], by Robert Ridgway. 
Under A phriza virgata (p. 146) a specimen is listed as follows: “ juv. San Fran- 
cisco, California, September 11, 1856; J. Hepburn.” In the notebook, a specimen 
of Surf-bird is listed under exactly corresponding data, and it is, furthermore, anno- 
tated as “Sent S. I.” This, in itself, seems conclusive evidence as to the author of 
the notebooks. 

Through the assistance of Dr. Alexander Wetmore, Assistant Secretary of the 
Smithsonian Institution, Dr. T. $. Palmer, of the Biological Survey, and Mr. J. H. 
Riley, of the United States National Museum, I have been able to gather a little 
information as to the relations of Hepburn to the Smithsonian Institution and to collect 
further corroborative evidence regarding his ownership of the notebooks in question. 
Hepburn was in correspondence with Baird, who was then Assistant Secretary of the 
Smithsonian Institution, and he sent to Washington many specimens of birds. Mr. 
Riley has supplied me with a list of birds received from Hepburn, compiled from the 
records of the National Museum (the birds themselves in many cases are not to be 
found; of some there is record of their disposal elsewhere), and for the most part the 
data pertaining to these specimens agree so closely with corresponding entries in the 
notebooks as to remove any possible doubt as to Hepburn being author of these records. 

Dr. Wetmore kindly sent me a letter written to Baird by Hepburn, from San 
Francisco, September 19, 1859. This was a disappointing exhibit, in a way, for the 
sprawling, careless writing of this epistle bears at first glance no resemblance to the 
usually neat and closely written pages of the notebooks, However, careful inspection 
of the latter discloses different types of writing in different places. ‘The same letters, 
or combinations of letters, are formed in widely different ways on different pages. 
Altogether, I receive the impression that the writer is holding himself in and forcing 
himself to write carefully. In places, especially in the book containing general ac- 
counts of the species, there are lapses into an extremely hasty scrawl. I am no hand- 
writing expert and can not give a positive statement that letter and notebooks were 
written by the same hand. They are very unlike at first glance, but I believe may 
have been the product of the same writer. At any rate, however the notebooks were 
written, there can be no doubt that they pertain to the Hepburn collection. 

His system of numbering specimens is complicated by the fact that when a skin 
left his hands the corresponding number in the notebook was then regarded as vacant, 
to be filled by a later taken specimen. I was at first startled by an entry, doubtless 
due to this system, of a Hammond Flycatcher on a page headed 1854, four years before 
the species was discovered. 

The following scanty biographical notes concerning Hepburn were supplied me 
by Dr. T. S. Palmer: ‘‘James Hepburn was born in Scotland in 1811 and died in 
Victoria, B. C., April 16, 1869. He was educated as a barrister but emigrated to the 
Pacific coast where he resided at San Francisco and Victoria. He collected seeds of 
conifers for some English horticultural society and also, I believe, made collections of 
shells and some other natural history specimens, including the type of the bird named 
in his honor.” . 

I have been able to find but one published contribution from Hepburn’s pen. In 
the Ibis for 1869 (pp. 126-127), the same volume that contains a notice of his death, 
there is a brief “communication” regarding the identity of a “booming swallow’, 
ascribed to North America by another writer. Editorial comment that instead of a 
swallow the bird was probably a snipe, called forth Hepburn’s statement (undoubtedly 
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correct) that the travellers’ “booming swallow” was really the Nighthawk (Chordeiles 
virginianus). Although he published nothing himself, his ability to write is demon- 
strated in one of his notebooks, which, in fact, has the appearance of being prepared 
as preliminary to a book on western American birds. As regards his ability as a 
collector and observer, we have the following statement from an excellent judge, 
Robert Brown, as given in the preface to his “Synopsis of the Birds of Vancouver 
Island” (Ibis, 1868, p. 416): “I received much assistance from my friend Mr. James 
Hepburn, a gentleman who has spent many years in collecting the birds of the North 
Pacific, and whose knowledge is only equalled by his liberality in imparting it to his 
less fortunate brother naturalist. His princely (for no other term will designate it) 
collection is now in San Francisco, and I trust that he will by-and-by favour us with 
an extended account of North-Pacific ornithology; but in the meantime this synopsis, 
which owes all that is most original in it to his notes, may stand as a contribution to 
zoogeography, which can alone proceed on a sure basis by the collection of local 
faunas.” 

Some time after proving to my own satisfaction, in the round-about way outlined 
above, that Hepburn was the author of the notebooks here described, it was drawn to 
my attention that he is quoted over and over again, and at some length, in Baird, 
Brewer, and Ridgway’s “A History of North American Birds” (1874). Comparison 
of the published quotations with notebook entries discloses such agreement of facts 
stated, and even of wording, as to make it seem likely that this very notebook was in 
the hands of one of the authors of the work cited. For example, in the account of the 
White-bellied Swallow (Joc. cit., vol. 1, p. 347) there is an account, seven or eight 
lines in length, describing a nest placed on the yard-arm of a ship, and this description, 
with hardly the change of a word, appears also in the notebook account of that species. 

What became of Hepburn’s collection I do not know. His notebook catalogue 
contains 1436 entries, and, due to his peculiar system, some numbers represent several 
specimens each. A few skins went to the Smithsonian Institution, and there are 
entries of some that went elsewhere, notably a good many to “Sir W. Jardine”, but it 

would seem that the bulk of his collection was intact at the time of his death. 

Perhaps the main interest attaching to the notebooks is the opportunity of tracing 
Hepburn’s travels in the west. The first entry in his catalogue is dated at Martinez, 
California, May 6, 1852. During each of the following eight years, until July 21, 

1860, there are numerous entries from Californian localities, implying continuous 

residence at or near San Francisco, though there are gaps of time long enough to have 

permitted of short trips as far as Victoria. Localities mentioned include Benicia, 

Oakland, Pulgas Ranch (San Mateo County), Twelve-mile House (San Jose Road), 

San Mateo, Pacific Beach, Sausalito, Half Moon Bay, Santa Clara, and San Bruno, 

in the San Francisco Bay region. here were also trips to the Sierras, such as to 

Grass Valley, to Bear River, Placer County, and to the “Pine Tree Mines”, Mariposa 

County. 
On November 5, 1860, is the first entry from British Columbia, at Nanaimo. He 

remained in the colony until July 20, 1861, collecting at points near Victoria (Esqui- 

malt, San Juan Island, and Saanich), and on the west coast, at Somass, Alberni Canal, 

and at Barclay Sound. June 5 to 16 was devoted to a trip to Smith’s Island, Bird 

Rock, and Williamson’s Rock, Washington Territory. From August 12 to October 

15 he was at, or near, Fort Colville, Washington Territory. * November 28 found 

him back in California, where he remained until March, 1862. 

In Aptil he returned to Victoria, and we find entries from various points there- 

about: from Bird Rock and Smith’s Island, Washington Territory, early in June; 

Barrier Island, Haro Straits, June 25; and about Victoria until July 20. From 
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August 28 to September 8, five specimens are listed from the “Russian Possessions”, 
at Sitka. Then, September 26 to 27 he was at Fort Simpson, and October 8 to 26 in 
the vicinity of Fort Rupert, at the north end of Vancouver Island. December 17 he 
was back in Victoria. 

During 1863 he seems to have been at or near Victoria, with one trip to Fort 
Rupert, most of the time until at least the middle of December. ‘There is a single 

California record interpolated, of a Virginia Rail collected at T'welve-mile House, 
San Jose Road, April 22, which may indicate a hurried trip to San Francisco. At 
least such a trip would not conflict with the notebook entries. December 31, he was 
at San Francisco once more. 

Early in 1864 there are numerous entries from the San Francisco Bay region up 
to April 2. The scene of activities then shifts again to British Columbia. Collecting 
was carried on about Victoria during May, June, and July. Then, abruptly, we find 
him in the interior of the mainland, at Lac La Hache, September 6-9, at Soda Creek, 
September 13, at Richfield, September 20-23, and at Alexandria, October 1. The 
next entry is from near Victoria, November 1, and there are others from there until 
December 31. 

In 1865, entries begin in the San Francisco Bay region March 27 and continue 
there until the end of June. He was in Victoria again October 1-3, and back to San 
Francisco by November 13. In 1866, we find two pages of entries from Los Angeles, 
comprising a series of “marsh blackbirds” shot March 21-23. He was again in San 
Francisco in April, and continuously until the latter part of August. On December 
10 he was in Victoria. In 1867, he was in Victoria throughout the year save for trips 
to islands off the coast of Washington in June and again in the fall (October 22 to 
November 3). The last entry in the notebook is for January 17, 1868, but this fills 
the book, and entries may have been continued in another volume. 

There are, naturally, many items of decided interest in these notebooks, far too 
many for repetition here. One or two such may, however, be cited as examples. 

Hepburn made two trips to the Farallon Islands, June 10 to 16, 1854, and again 
June 19 to July 5, 1859. On the first trip not many entries were made, but on the 
second trip fifty-seven specimens were catalogued, not at all a bad showing, considering 
that they were all water birds. They_are, with one exception, species that are known 
to be abundant on the islands at the present time. The exception is the Rhinoceros 
Auklet (Cerorhinca monocerata), called by Hepburn the Horned Guillemot. This 
is of especial interest in view of the facts regarding the previous occurrence of this 
species on the Farallones recently brought to light by Grinnell (Condor, vol. 28, 1926, 
pp. 37-40). Seven specimens are listed in his catalogue, six young birds and one adult. 
They are all entered as “taken from the nest”, and from the manner of entry (two 
young each from nests nos. 1 and 2, and the adult and two young from nest no. 3) 
the inference is drawn that he found two young constituting a brood in this species. 
On June 29, 1865, there are entries of two Brandt Cormorants from the Farallones, 
but they are annotated as killed by “one of the men”. It seems likely that they were 
brought from the Farallones to Hepburn in San Francisco, and that he himself was 
not on the islands at that time. 

One of the notebooks contains an important comment upon an occurrence of the 
Burrowing Owl on Vancouver Island, as follows: ‘On arriving at Fort Rupert in 
1863, I found a few birds which had been shot there and left for me by my friend 
Mr. Moffatt, among which was an owl unquestionably the 4. hypugaea.... I was 
not previously aware that any burrowing owls had ever been seen in Vancouver 
Island.” This specimen, if it was preserved, is not entered in his catalogue. It is 

mentioned in Cooper’s Ornithology of California (1870, p. 438, note). 
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It was disappointing to me to find no reference in Hepburn’s notes to the specimen 

of Rosy Finch supposed to have been taken by him at Fort Simpson, and serving as the 
type of Leucosticte tephrocotis littoralis. Incidentally, it may be said that Fort Simp- 
son, at sea level, is a curious place for this bird to have been found, save perhaps in 
midwinter. I doubt if it is anything but rare there even at that season, and Hepburn 
was at Fort Simpson in September. 

Judging from some of his written accounts of different species of birds, it may be 
said that Hepburn possessed more than ordinary ability in describing what he had 
observed, so that in his failure finally to publish any of the results of his studies of 
western birds we have been deprived of what would have been a valuable and emi- 
nently readable contribution to our knowledge of the ornithology of the Pacific coast 
in early days. 

There may be people in England or Scotland who have knowledge of Hepburn’s 
personal career, and also of what became of his collection, but in this country, hereto- 
fore, the attachment of his name to a species of bird and a few scattered references in 
literature were all that saved it from oblivion. 

Dickens’ story of the Haunted Man centers largely about the sentiment inscribed 
below the painting of the founder of the institution in which the story is laid, “Lord, 
keep my memory green.” It is a sentiment that appeals to everyone; it is what we all 
wish. That a man like Hepburn should die, leaving so little trace of the excellent 
work he evidently was carrying on, was a most lamentable ending. For years past I 
had wondered about this man, this ‘eminent English naturalist, long time resident at 
San Francisco and Victoria”, who vanished so completely, so far as American ornithol- 
ogy is concerned, and it seemed a peculiar piece of luck, to me, that his notebooks 
should have fallen into my hands. I feel grateful to have been the means, in some 
measure, to aid in keeping green the memory of a man who assuredly deserves such 
remembrance but who has been well-nigh forgotten by the bird lovers who came after 

him. 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, California, March 22, 1926. 













Reprinted from THE Conpor, Vol. XXVIII, pp. 45-46, Jan., 1926 

Northern Say Phoebe in California—-The Northern Say Phoebe (Sayornis sayus 
yukonensis) was described by Bishop (Auk, vol. 17, April, 1900, p. 115), with type 
locality at Glacier, White Pass, Alaska. It was refused recognition by the A. O. U. 
Committee (Auk, vol. 18, July, 1901, p. 312), and has since been generally ignored. 
The only published use of the name, I believe, has been once by Grinnell (Condor, vol. 
11, 1909, p. 206), by myself (Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., vol. 24, 1924, p. 345), and by 
Brooks and Swarth (Pacific Coast Avifauna, no. 17, 1925, p. 73). As may be inferred, 
I regard yukonensis as a recognizable subspecies. There are now available to me six 
adults and five in juvenal plumage from localities in northern British Columbia, 

southern Yukon, and southeastern Alaska, and all these birds, both old and young, 
exhibit the peculiarities of color and markings pointed out by Bishop (loc. cit.) as dis- 
tinguishing the northern race. The differences in measurements of bill and tail claimed 
by Bishop are not apparent in these specimens. ; 

A bird of this sort can remain in its northern breeding range only during the 
summer months, and, once the color differences between the races were recognized, a 
search was instituted through the Museum series for winter-taken specimens at 

southern points. The rather surprising result was that in a series of about 130 skins 
(mostly from California, a few from Nevada and Arizona), at least half of which were 
non-breeding birds, only two examples of yukonensis were discovered. Particulars of 
these specimens are as follows: Mus. Vert. Zool. no. 29717, adult male; Morro, San 
Luis Obispo County, California; September 21, 1918; collected by J. Grinnell. Mus. 
Vert. Zool. no. 45945, female; one mile west of Stanford University, Santa Clara 

County, California; December 2, 1923; collected by Richard Hunt. 
Bishop (loc. cit., p. 116) mentions a winter specimen from Hayward, California, 

as “intermediate”, and I find two or three in our series to which the same term might 
be applied; but the two above described specimens are the only ones that are unequivo- 
cally of the subspecies yukonensis. 

The apparent scarcity of this bird in California implies a southeastward migration 
from its northern breeding ground. In this it would be following the route traversed 
by most of the summer visitants of the northwestern interior. There are many species 

of birds in northern British Columbia and Yukon which in their southward flight cross 
to the eastward of the Rocky Mountains before even the southern half of British 
Columbia is reached.—H. S. SwarTH, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, BONE Cali- 
fornia, September 30, 1925. 





Reprinted from Tur Connor, Vol. XXVI, pp. 195-197, September, 1924 

Notes upon Certain Summer Occurrences of the Gray Flycatcher.—In the re- 
cently published “Birds of California,” Mr. Dawson’s description of the nesting habits 
of the Gray Flycatcher (Empidonax griseus) attracted my attention at once, it was so 
strongly in accord with certain unpublished data in this Museum, which, as it hap- 
pened, I had just had occasion to bring together. While this information has no longer 
any claim to originality, as pointing to the nesting ground of this hitherto elusive 
species, it seems worth while to place it on record. It is all corroborative of Mr. Daw- 
son’s contentions. 

We have what appear to be breeding birds from the Pine Forest Mountain region, 
northern Nevada; from the Warner Mountain region, northeastern California; and 
from the White Mountain region, east central California. There are also series of 
Empidonax wrighti from the same mountain ranges, and it was the presence of obvi- 
ously mislabeled specimens in one series or the other that happened to attract my 
attention. I then carefully went over all the specimens of wrighti and griseus in the 
Museum collection, with interesting results. 

From the Pine Forest Mountains, Nevada, we have a fairly large series of E. 
wrighti, mostly breeding birds from high altitudes. Included in this series I found four 
specimens of griseus. Three of these (Mus. Vert. Zool. nos. 8561, 8562, 8563) were 
breeding birds (from annotations on labels or in the collectors’ notebooks) taken in 

sagebrush at Quinn River Crossing, on May 22, May 29, and June 2, 1909, respectively. 
One young bird, full grown but in juvenal plumage (no. 8580), was taken in the Pine 
Forest Mountains at 9000 feet altitude, July 31, but this capture cannot be regarded as 
constituting a breeding record. 

From the Warner Mountains, Modoe County, California, we have nine specimens 
of wrighti, all breeding birds and all collected from 5500 feet altitude upward. Four 
specimens of griseus were taken (June 9 and 10, 1910, and May 20 and 25, 1920, 
respectively) in the valley below, in the general vicinity of Alturas. There is also a 
breeding griseus from a nearby locality (mouth of Little High Rock Cafion, Washoe 
County, June 1, 1920) in the lowlands of Nevada. From the White Mountains, Cali- 
fornia, we have thirteen specimens (breeding birds and young from the nest) of wrighti 
taken at altitudes ranging from 8300 to 10,300 feet. These were originally catalogued 
as griseus, but, although the color differences between this species and wrighti are 
somewhat obscured in badly worn specimens, there is no doubt that all of these birds 
are wrighti. From this same mountain range there are at hand five specimens of 
griseus. Two of these, from the dates of capture, were certainly breeding birds. These 
were taken July 5 and 7, 1917, respectively, “2% mi. s. e. of Head of Black Canyon,” 
at an altitude of 8000 feet. Despite the high elevation, this locality, I am informed, is 
in the Transition Zone, with an abundant growth of sagebrush, so the species is not 
necessarily out of place there. Two other adult griseus were taken, respectively, at 
the head of Silver Canyon (altitude 10,000 feet), July 29, 1917, and again at the head 
of Silver Canyon (altitude 8000 feet), August 21, 1917. It is not certain that they 
were breeding at the exact places where they were collected. 

In an article in THE Conpor (vol. 24, July, 1922, p. 187) Dickey and van Rossem 
record the capture of certain specimens of griseus in the White Mountains at high 
elevations (8000 to 10,000 feet) and draw the inference that these birds (wholly or 
partly in juvenal plumage), taken August 27, September 3 and 4, were probably 
hatched somewhere in the near vicinity. This may or may not have been the case. As 
before indicated, the Transition Zone ascends to 8000 feet in the White Mountains, 
and griseus doubtless follows the sagebrush upwards. Any of these young birds, how- 
ever, might have traveled many miles. I myself have collected juvenal plumaged birds 

of various species (including E’mpidonax griseus) that must have gone a surprisingly 
long distance from where they were hatched. It may suffice to cite here, as an example 
near at hand, a young Desert Sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata deserticola) in juvenal 
plumage throughout, that I collected above timber line in the Sierra Nevada, at Char- 

lotte Lake (10,406 feet), near Kearsarge Pass, September 3, 1916. 

Some of the confusion that exists regarding the relationship of griseus and wrighti 

is probably due to faulty observations in the field. This does not imply criticism of 

those who have made observations in the past; for the two species, of course, require 

the most painstaking discrimination; but future studies and records should be prefaced 



by careful consideration of existing facts. It seems safe to prophesy that certain 
apparently anomalous occurrences now on record will find their explanation in con- 
ditions that were overlooked at the time those observations were made. It is evident 
from Mr. Dawson’s evidence, from the record by Alexander Walker in THE CoNDOoR 
(vol. 16, 1914, p. 94) which first gave Dawson his clue, from the statements in Grinnell 
and Storer’s “Animal Life in the Yosemite” (pp. 373-374), and from additional corrob- 
orative facts that I have found in the collection of the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 
that Empidonax griseus is an upper Sonoran and Transition Zone species, confined in 
the breeding season mainly to sagebrush surroundings in the Great Basin. Empidonax 

wrighti nests mainly in the Canadian Zone, occasionally in the Hudsonian Zone, from 
southern California north at least to extreme northern British Columbia. Any appar- 
ent overlapping of breeding ranges (as is claimed to occur in the White Mountains) 

is doubtless to be explained either by the upward extension locally of lower zones, thus 

carrying griseus to an altitude where wrighti usually breeds, or else as an unwar- 
ranted assumption of nesting from the mere occurrence of birds (juvenal or adult) 

outside their normal nesting ground.—H. S. SwartH, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 
University of California, Berkeley, April 21, 1924. 



Reprinted from Taz Aux. Vol. XLI; April, 1924. 

Editor of ‘The Auk:’ 

In ‘The Auk’ for January, 1924 (Vol. XLI, pp. 68-71) there is ‘‘A Review 
of the West Indian Black Swifts” by Ludlow Griscom. In his comments 
upon sexual variation in this species Mr. Griscom makes certain state- 

ments with which I take issue. I have no personal knowledge of the West 
Indian subspecies of Nephoecetes niger, but the statements to which I 

object are made as generalizations covering the species as a whole, and 
they assuredly do not apply to the race with which I am familiar, the 

North American subspecies, Nephoecetes niger borealis. 
Mr. Griscom describes certain variations of color and markings as dis- 

tinguishing males and females, and remarks of such supposed sexual varia- 

tion that ‘this has already been correctly described by Mr. Ridgway” 

(Birds of North and Middle America, part V, 1911, pp. 703-710). He 
says further that ‘“Hartert (Catalogue of Birds, Brit. Mus., XVI, 1892, 

p. 94 [ sic; correctly, 494]) errs in regarding the adults as similar, and the 
birds with light tips to the feathers below as immature.” This last 
assertion of error is altogether too positive and sweeping a statement of 

what is really no more than Mr. Griscom’s opinion. My own conviction 

is that Hartert is correct. 
There is an article on this subject by Frank M. Drew (Bull. Nutt. Orn 
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‘Club, VII, 1882, pp. 182-183), cited at some length by Ridgway (loc. 
cit., p. 707, footnote) and so, of course, familiar to Mr. Griscom, though 
ignored by him. This need not be dwelt upon further here, but I do wish 
to point out that there have also been published papers of my own (‘ Auk,’ 

Vol. XXIX, 1912, pp. 241-242; Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., Vol. XXIV, 1922, 
pp. 222-223), giving facts that are in contradiction to Mr. Griscom’s 
opinions on sexual variation in this species. 

Of the series of Black Swifts in this Museum I have myself shot and dis- 
sected twenty-eight specimens. Briefly, my assertion is that I have col- 
lected females of the Black Swift (Nephoecetes niger borealis) which in 
color and in lack of white markings ventrally are indistinguishable from 
adult males. I have talked on this subject with Major Allan Brooks, 

who has collected many more specimens of this Swift than I have, and he 
had long been familiar with the fact that some females lack any white- 
tipped feathers on the lower parts. 

It seems then that three men who have themselves shot and dissected 
a number of these Swifts (and there are not many who are familiar with 
the species) are agreed that the (presumably fully mature) female is 
indistinguishable from the adult male. Surely this is evidence sufficient 
to establish this statement as a fact. 

Harry S. Swarts. 
University of California, 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. 
February 13, 1924. 



Reprinted from THE Conpor, Vol. XXIX, p. 164, May, 1927 

Valley Quail Imported from Chile—Perhaps no other American game bird has 
been so successfully acclimatized in other countries as has the California Valley Quail 
(Lophortyx californica). For many years it has been known that this bird had been 
successfully introduced in such remote regions as British Columbia, Chile, and New 
Zealand, and now there has come to hand some interesting information as to the mag- 
nitude of the success attained in one of these places. Mr. F. E. Booth, of San Fran- 
cisco, while on a visit to Santiago, Chile, noted Valley Quail for sale in the market 
there. On inquiry he learned that they were abundant enough to be obtained in 

quantity, and as a consequence he has begun the importation of stock from Chile for 
introduction into coverts on a game preserve in Sonoma County. The first shipment 
arrived during the early part of January, 1927, consisting of 134 birds, which reached 
their destination in good condition. Thus, depleted game coverts in California are 
being re-stocked with Chilean-raised California Quail. 

Mr. Booth’s importation of birds received newspaper publicity, and as an outcome 
of this there resulted some information regarding the early exportation of quail from 
California to Chile that seems worth placing upon record. The newspaper item was 
seen by Mr. E. F. Greenwood, of San Francisco, who wrote to me, giving information 
substantially as follows: 

“My wife, a Chilean, is a grand-daughter of one William Govers, formerly of Cali- 
fornia and before that of Holland, who had a ranch near San Jose. He decided to 
migrate to Chile about 1864. Being a thrifty Hollander he took many things with him, 
including a brace of quail which he had captured on his ranch. When he arrived in 
Chile there were no quail in that country, and his birds, exhibited in a store window, 

were quite a novelty. He bought a ranch at Limache, near Valparaiso, and had his 
birds there for some time. Then, while feeding them one day, their cage tipped over 
and they escaped. This is the reason for the abundance of quail in Chile.” 

A second letter, from Mr. Henry J. Besant, Sonora, California, received by one of 
the daily papers and forwarded to me, reads thus: “I was in Chile with Mr. C. J. 
Lambert, who had a copper mine and smelter at La Compania, near Serena, Province of 
Coquimbo. In the park in which he had his residence at La Compania he released a 
lot of quail which he had had sent down from San Francisco. The climate and other 
conditions evidently being favorable, they increased in numbers rapidly and spread out 
over the country. I cannot now remember the exact date when this was done, but I 
think it must have been in 1881 or 1882.” 

It is possible, of course, that these were not the only importations of quail into 
Chile, but here, at any rate, is definite information as to the exact subspecies first 
introduced there, information to be taken into account in any study of the characters 

now exhibited by Chilean Valley Quail.—H. S. SwartH, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 

Berkeley, California, February 9, 1927. 
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THE LEMMING OF NUNIVAK ISLAND, ALASKA. 

BY HARRY S. SWARTH. 

During the summer and fall of 1927 Mr. C. G. Harrold was 

occupied collecting birds and mammals in Alaska for the 

California Academy of Sciences, mostly upon Nunivak Island. 
A series of Lemmus that he obtained upon that island appears 

to represent an unnamed form. This may be designated 

Lemmus harroldi,! new species. 

Type.—Male adult, skin and skull, no. 6294, Mus. Calif. Acad. Sci.; 
collected by C. G. Harrold (orig. no. 244); Nunivak Island, Alaska; July 14, 
1927. Measurements of type: Total length, 156.0; tail vertebra, 15.0; 
hind foot, 21.0. 

Diagnosis.—A lemming of the group that is otherwise represented in 
Alaska by the described forms alascensis (Point Barrow), yukonensis 
(Charlie Creek, Yukon River), minusculus (Kakhtul River, Alaska Penin- 
sula), and nigripes (St. George Island, Pribilof Group). Coloration dull 
blackish brown, with slight suggestion of the bright ruddy hue of alascensis 
and yukonensis; similar to the color of nigripes. Skull smaller than in 
alascensis, but more massive than in yukonensis and nigripes. Audital 

bull larger than in nigripes, as is the case in the mainland forms; not quite 
as large as in yukonensis. 
Remarks.—The several Alaskan forms of Lemmus will probably turn out 

to be only subspecifically separable, but until sufficient material and data 
are gathered to prove this supposition the Nunivak Island Lemming may 

be accorded specific standing with the rest. It is in general terms similar 
to the Pribilof Island nigripes in coloration, like the mainland animals in 
skull characters. The following specimens have been available for com- 

parisons: 
Lemmus harroldi. California Academy of Sciences collection, 11 skins 

with skulls, 1 dessicated carcass, entire. 
Lemmus nigripes. California Academy of Sciences collection, 8 skins 

with skulls; 3, skins only; 2, skulls only. 
Lemmus alascensis. California Academy of Sciences collection, 2 skins 

only. Biological Survey collection, 5 skins with skuils. 

1Named in memory of the collector of the type series, the late Cyril Guy Harrold, » 

gifted naturalist and a remarkably able collector. 

26—Proc. Bron. Soc. Wasa., Vou. 44, 1931. (101) 
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Lemmus yukonensis. Biological Survey collection, 5 skins with skulls. 
In the lack of a revisionary study of the genus, the original descriptions of 

the various species remain our main source of published information, and 
the several small series before me show certain disagreements with those 

descriptions. The principal discrepancy lies in the characterization of 
alascensis as of small size, whereas it appears to be the largest of the Alaskan 

forms. This seems evident, both from externals and from the skulls, but 
unfortunately collectors’ measurements can not be tabulated to show the 
differences. Measurements by different individuals, by different methods, 
and with a proportion of evident mistakes, are factors that debar compari- 
sons. The four Alaskan forms of Lemmus before me present the following 

characteristics: 
Lemmus alascensis. Size large; skull large and massive; coloration bright 

ruddy. 
Lemmus yukonensis. Size small; skull small but audital bulle large in 

proportion, as compared with alascensis; coloration bright ruddy. 
Lemmus nigripes. Size small; skull small with small audital bulle; 

coloration dark brown. 
Lemmus harroldi. Size larger, nearly as in alascensis, and skull most 

nearly as in that form. Coloration dark brown. 
The above color comparisons are between specimens taken at the same 

season and presumably in comparable condition. In the Nunivak Island 
series there is a mummified specimen, a “‘ pick-up,” that is more ruddy than 
the rest and may represent winter conditions. In the Pribilof Island series 
two skins collected in February are more ruddy than the others, taken 
from June to August. I have not seen Lemmus minusculus Osgood. In 
the description thereof comparisons are all made with alascensis, and it is 
not apparent how minusculus and yukonensis are to be distinguished. 

MrasuREMENTS or SKULLS. 

Width | Spread of 
Museum No. Sex Length | across | maxillary 

bulle arches 

Biol. Surv. | 107677 | o | Lemmus alascensis 31.0 | 15.5 21.5 
Biol. Surv. | 107689 | o& | Lemmus alascensis 32.5 | 16.2 22.8 
Biol. Surv. | 107720 | # | Lemmus alascensis | 33.5 | 16.5 23.2 
Biol. Surv. | 107688 | 9 | Lemmus alascensis 36.0 | 16.2 23.5 
Biol. Surv. | 107710 | @ | Lemmus alascensis | 32.0 | 15.8 21.2 
Biol. Surv. | 159085 | o | Lemmus yukonensis| 30.0 | 15.0 | ........ 
Biol. Surv. | 159086 | o | Lemmus yukonensis| 29.0 | 14.2 19.0 
Biol. Surv. | 159101 | o | Lemmus yukonensis| 31.0 | 15.0 20.0 
Biol. Surv. | 159089 | 9 | Lemmus yukonensis| 28.0 | 14.8 18.2 
Biol. Surv. | 159096 | 9 | Lemmus yukonensis| 28.5 | 15.0 18.5 
C.A.S. 6294 o | Lemmus harroldi 33.5 | 16.2 22.0 
C.A.S. 6296 o | Lemmus harroldi 21.0 
C, A. 8. 6295 @ | Lemmus harroldi 32.0 | 15.2 20.5 
C. A. 8. 6297 9 | Lemmus harroldi 31.8 | 15.0 21.0 
C. A. 8. 2843 9 | Lemmus nigripes 31.5 | 16.0 20.5 
C. A. 8. 2846 | — | Lemmus nigripes 29.0 | 15.0 19.0 
C. A.S. 2847 o | Lemmus nigripes 30.0 | 15.2 19.0 
Cc. A. 8. 2851 o | Lemmus nigripes 28.5 | 14.0 18.5 
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I am indebted to the authorities of the Bureau of Biological Survey, 

United States Department of Agriculture, for the loan of series of Lemmus 
alascensis and Lemmus yukonensis. 
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